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THE LIBRARIAN OF OONGRESS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S~IOOO

October 1, 1993

Dear Mr. Hughes:

On May 4, 1993, I received a letter signed by you, Mr. Moorhead,
Senator DeConcini, and Senator Hatch, in which you endorsed our effort to explore "ways
to satisfy the Library's acquisition needs separately from the current method of incentives
provided in Sections 411 and 412 of the Copyright Act," and our appointment of a
committee consisting of outside individuals to study and advise on this question. You
stated that, given "the time constraints, we believe the meetings should focus on the
following question: 'If Sections 411 and 412 of the Copyright Act are repealed, how can the
Library's acquisitions needs be met?'"

Following further discussions I appointed an Advisory Committee on Copyright
Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) to advise me concerning the impact and implications
of the Copyright Reform Act of 1993 (H.R. 897, S. 373). As you requested, the first phase
of the committee's work was focused on possible methods of inducing copyright registration
and deposit for the Library of Congress that would serve as alternatives to the incentives
now offered by sections 411 and 412. On September 15, 1993, I forwarded to you the report
of the co-chairs of the Committee on the first phase of ACCORD's work; now, I am pleased
to submit to you my comments and recommendations based upon my review of that report
and my consultations with colleagues here at the Library.

At the outset, I thank you for the opportunity the Copyright Reform Bill has given
the Library and the Copyright Office to undertake a searching self-examination of existing
procedures and practices, of the interrelationship between the Library and the Office and,
most importantly, about the fundamental purposes and future roles of copyright in the
electronic age.

This process of self-examination, which will continue far beyond Phase II of ACCORD's
work, has highlighted anew the crucial importance of the Library and the copyright system
to communications and information transfer in the next century. We must be able to
adjust to the changes that come so rapidly in the information age, and we look forward to
working with your committees in blazing a constructive path through the difficult
challenges ahead.

A fundamental issue which must be addressed is the crucial centrality of the J
copyright system in sustaining the collections of the Library of Congress and its
increasingly vital databases. Congress can take pride in having created the greatest library
in the world, but it must realize that, to a very large extent, this greatness is based upon

------------- --
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the operation of the copyright system. In addition, the philosophy and provisions of
American copyright law have undergone a fundamental transformation in recent years;
with the evaporation of copyright formalities as conditions of statutory protection, the role
of copyright registration has also changed. The Copyright Office's function of providing a
great national database of information about copyrighted works has become all the more
important. Now more than ever, we must maintain and strengthen the reliable, publicly
.available record of copyrights. This is a formidable challenge, which we believe we will be
able to meet with your assistance.

I believe that the proposals summarized in chapter 4 of the ACCORD report and the
covering letter of the co-chairs, both dated September 15, 1993, comprise an excellent
starting-point for leading the Library and its Copyright Office into the electronic age. With
very few qualifications I endorse them and recommend that you give them full
consideratbn in the legislative process. Some of the proposals in the report can be
implemented administratively, through regulations or changes in practice; others will
require statutory changes. I hope that we can work together in finding the right formula
for this statutory/administrative mix, and I pledge my enthusiastic and open-minded
support in accomplishing this goal.

Let me comment briefly on the specific recommendations:

• Mandatory Deposit.

The ACCORD report recommends a substantial expansion in the statutory
provisions governing mandatory deposit for the Library of Congress which would
supplement and complement the existing registration and deposit system. It is now clear to
me that we must move in the direction of the "legal deposit" systems upon which the
national library collections of most other countries are based, but this obviously cannot be
done with the stroke of a pen. Since we already have an effective registration/deposit
system supporting the Library's collections, we must move cautiously into what is
essentially a new era in collections management for us. Legislation and regulations are
difficult to change and there is a risk of disruption of the steady stream of acquisitions if
great care, including constant monitoring, is not exercised during a period of transition.
Substantial reductions in deposits for a year or more would be an irreparable loss which
could--far more easily than a layman might realize--irreversibly change the nature of the
Library of Congress.

I share the views expressed by my colleagues that the expansion in mandatory
deposit must be carefully planned, must be phased in through pilot projects, and must be
sufficiently funded. I also agree with concerns that the proposed system could break down
if depositors are encouraged to negotiate in every case. Negotiations may be appropriate in
cases where new classes of works are added to the mandatory deposit system or in
situations in which compliance is a severe hardship. But the statute and regulations must
prevent potential depositors from delaying or avoiding a legal and reasonable demand.
Negotiations should be the exception, not the rule, and there should be clear deadlines to

Letter of Tmnsmittal/ ACCORD REPORT
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assure timely response to a legal demand. In implementing any changes to the mandatory
deposit system, we will comply with reasonable due process requirements, without
obligating the Library to the Administrative Procedure Act (to which legislative agencies
are not subject).

In response to your instructions to suggest alternatives to Sections 411(a) and 412, I
strongly recommend that Title 17 be amended to substitute a new chapter of the Copyright
Code for Section 407, mandating a system of deposit under which material, both published
and publicly disseminated, would automatically be added to the Library's collections
without the need for prior demands in individual cases. I endorse the proposals regarding
sanctions for non-compliance and legal representation. I am also enthusiastic about the
proposal that brief records of these deposits be added to the databases of the Library.
However, I believe that we should include licensing, permissions, and pricing information
only in registration records, not in these simple deposit records, so as not to weaken this
proposed incentive to register.

I am recommending to ACCORD that, during the second phase of its operations, it
make in-depth studies of the legal deposit systems in effect in other countries and that it
propose pilot projects for implementing an expanded 'mandatory deposit system, many of
which could be adopted without legislation.

* Registration Process.

I am also convinced that, by adopting simplified procedures and maintaining a
positive, service-oriented attitude toward the whole copyright process, the Copyright Office
can induce substantial increases in registrations. I endorse the recommendations in the
ACCORD report calling for simplified short-form applications, expansion of group
registrations and optional forms of deposits, greater consultation with applicants about
mutual problems, expansion of information in the copyright on-line databases (especially
facts on ownership, permissions, and licensing), making clear that good faith errors in
applications will not result in loss of copyright protection or invalidation of registration,
and reinforcing the current policy of resolving doubts about registrability in applicants'
favor.

Some of the changes that I am recommending should be accomplished through
legislation, but most can be and will be brought about through administrative action under
the present law. I have directed that the Copyright Office hold public proceedings in the
near future on a proposed regulation dealing with group registration for newsletters and
that similar proceedings be planned and scheduled with respect to other potential subjects
for group registration, including photographs and software. I am also asking that work be
resumed on drafting simplified application forms, though changes in their content would
have to be mandated by amendment of Section 409. We are beginning a broad consultative
process, built on the work of ACCORD, in which we plan to stress the shared interest of
the copyright community in strengthening the registration system.
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In sum, I believe that modest amendments in Title 17, coupled with dedicated
administrative action, will not only encourage registrations but wiD also help to pave the
way for the increased role of automated copyright records in the international information
highway.

• Three-year review.

If statutory changes are made, it becomes vitally important to test the effect of
legislation on copyright registration and deposit through carefully-structured and
continuous analysis of actual experience under the changed law. For this reason I strongly
endorse ACCORD's recommendation for a statutorily-mandated review and report to
Congress if the law is changed. ACCORD recommends a five-year review. I would suggest
that an initial review and report should take place after three years. I am asking
ACCORD, during its second phase, to propose standards for such a review.

Because of the extraordinary importance of a continuity of acquisitions for the
nation's greatest repository of knowledge and the significance of maintaining the integrity
of the copyright data base in the electronic era, the Library may have to come to you
sooner to request extraordinary action if we see immediate damage to the collections of the
nation's greatest repository of knowledge.

• Recommendations of the ACCORD co-chairs.

Two additional proposals for inducements to registration and deposit, growing out of
the ACCORD discussions, were put forward for my consideration in the co-chairs' covering
letter. I endorse them both.

I. Reports on Litigation. -- The co-chairs recommend a requirement that litigants
inform the Copyright Office in writing of the filing of infringement actions. Section 508 of
the current law, whereby the courts are required to notify the Register of Copyrights about
pending copyright litigation and the results of lawsuits, has not been successful. The
ACCORD co-chairs' proposal would add valuable information to the national database and
would also provide an inducement to register in some cases. I recommend that a fee be
charged to cover the workload of recording these documents.

n. Enhanced Remedies. _. I also endorse the ACCORD co-chairs' second proposal:
providing "enhanced remedies" for copyright infringement of registered works, such as
recompensing some of the plaintiff's costs in litigation or increasing statutory damages for
infringement. These proposals would be likely to furnish realistic incentives to register.

'" Costs.

I wish to comment on the possible costs of some of the proposals I have endorsed.
Expansion in the scope of mandatory deposit will have costs in processing time and storage
space. Improving on-line access to mandatory deposit records and increasing the
information available in copyright registration records will have automation and processing
costs. In addition, expanded group registration may result in reduced fee receipts. It seems
to me that these proposals should be moved ahead for adoption, but in today's fiscal climate

----------
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we must be sure that the costs of the improvements are covered through fees or
appropriations. I look forward to working with the Congress to address these issues. The
staff of the Copyright Office is already working to determine the budgetary impact of the
options proposed in the ACCORD report.

I close by adding my thanks to all the members of ACCORD, and especially to the
co-chairs, Barbara Ringel.' BInd Robert Wedgeworth, who worked long and, hard to produce a
repol1. which will be of great value to the Library and the Copyright Office. I also wish to
give thanks 00 the ext!'&.OI:dinaty Copyright Office staff who supported ACCORD in creating
the l:eport and to all the staff members who have given and continue to give so much
thought to these issues, It is rare that a functioning administrative agency will work so
hard and en~husiasticanyto examine itself, while continuing to provide its regular services.
I know that I can count on the staff of the Copyright Office to continue their fine work
throughout a forthcoming transition period.

Sincerely,

~lli~n
The Librarian of Congress

The Honorable
William J. Hughes

. Chairman, Subcommittee on Intellectual Property
and Judicial Administration

Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6219

cc: The Honorable Charlie Rose
Chairman, Joint Committee on the Library

The Honorable Vic Fazio
Chairman, Subcommittee on Legislative
Committee on Appropriations
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Dear Mr. Hughes:

11iE LIBRARIAN OF CDNGRESS
WASHINO'TON. D.C. 20540-1000

September 15, 1993

---I

In May I appointed an Advisory Committee on Copyright
Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) to advise me concerning aspects of the
proposed Copyright Reform Act of 1993 (H.R. 897 and S. 373). I am pleased
to transmit to you the Phase I report, prepared by co-chairs Robert
Wedgeworth and Barbara Ringer. The Phase II report, in accordance with
your request, will be transmitted to you in March 1994.

As soon as I have reviewed this report and have had the
opportunity to confer with senior management in the Library and the
Copyright Office, I will provide you with my recommendations based on the
findings in the Phase I report. I hope to do this in two weeks.

I appreciate your willingness to provide me with the time for
reasoned reflection in order to consider the potential impact of the legislation
on the Library and the Copyright Office and to provide you with my views.

Sincerely,

Q--f1 ~
~ Billington

The Librarian of Congress

Enclosures: Letter of transmittal from co-chairs
ACCORD Report

The Honorable
William J. Hughes
Chairman, Subcommittee on Intellectual Property

and Judicial Administration
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6219

I
I

I______________________________------:=============J
xii
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Dear Mr. Moorhead:

TIiE lIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20540-1000

September 15, 1993

In May I appointed an Advisory Committee on Copyright
Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) to advise me concerning aspects of the
proposed Copyright Reform Act of 1993 (H.R. 897 and S. 373). I am pleased
to transmit to you the Phase I report, prepared by co-chairs Robert
Wedgeworth and Barbara Ringer. The Phase II report, in accordance with
your request, will be transmitted to you in March 1994.

As soon as I have reviewed this report and have had the
opportunity to confer with senior management in the Library and the
Copyright Office, I will provide you with my recommendations based on the
findings in the Phase I report. I hope to do this in two weeks.

I appreciate your willingness to provide me with the time for
reasoned reflection in order to consider the potential impact of the legislation
on the Library and the Copyright Office and to provide you with my views.

Sincerely,

~hl
James H. Billington
The Librarian of Congress

Enclosures: Letter of transmittal from co-chairs
ACCORD Report

The Honorable
Carlos J. Moorhead
Ranking Minority, Subcommittee on Intellectual Property

and Judicial Administration
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6219
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Dear Dennis:

TIiE LlBlWUAN OF CX>NORESS
WASHINOTON. D.C. 20540-1000

September 15, 1993

xiv

In May I appointed an Advisory Committee on Copyright
Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) to advise me concerning aspects of the
proposed Copyright·Reform Act of 1993 (H.R. 897 and S. 373). I am pleased
to transmit to you the Phase I report, prepared by co-chairs Robert
Wedgeworth and Barbara Ringer. The Phase II report, in accordance with
your request, will be transmitted to you in March 1994.

As soon as I have reviewed this report and have had the
opportunity to confer with senior management in the Library and the
Copyright Office, I will provide you with my recommendations based on the
findings in the Phase I report. I hope to do this in two weeks.

I appreciate your willingness to provide me with the time for
reasoned reflection in order to consider the potential impact of the legislation
on the Library and the Copyright Office and to provide you with my views.

Sincerely,

Q r1 Ai
~ Billington

The Librarian of Congress

Enclosures: Letter of transmittal from co-chairs
ACCORD Report

The Honorable
Dennis Deconcini
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights

and Trademarks
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6275
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Dear Orrin:

mE LIBRARIAN OF OONGRESS
WASHINOTON. D.C. 2OS40-\OOO

September 15t 1993

In May I appointed an Advisory Committee on Copyright
Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) to advise me concerning aspects of the
proposed Copyright Reform Act of 1993 (H.R. 897 and S. 373). I am pleased
to transmit to you the Phase I reportt prepared by co-chairs Robert
Wedgeworth and Barbara Ringer. The Phase II report t in accordance with
your request, will be transmitted to you in March 1994.

As soon as I have reviewed this report and have had the
opportunity to confer with senior management in the Library and the
Copyright Office, I will provide you with my recommendations based on the
findingS in the Phase I report. I hope to do this in two weeks.

I appreciate your willingness to provide me with the time for
reasoned reflection in order to consider the potential impact of the legislation
on the Library and the Copyright Office and to provide you with my views.

Sincerely,

Q r2 h!
~ Billington

The Librarian of Congress

Enclosures: Letter of transmittal from co-chairs
ACCORD Report

The Honorable
Orrin G. Hatch
Ranking Minority, Subcommittee on Patents,

Copyrights and Trademarks
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6275
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TIlE UBlWUAN OF OONGRESS
WASHINOTON. D.C. ZOS4O-lClOO

September 15, 1993

xvi

Dear Pat:

In May I appointed an Advisory Committee on Copyright
Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) to advise me concerning aspects of the
proposed Copyright Reform Act of 1993 (H.R. 897 and S. 373). I am pleased
to transmit to you the Phase I report, prepared by co-chairs Robert
Wedgeworth and Barbara Ringer. The Phase II report, in accordance with
your request, will be transmitted to you in March 1994.

As soon as I have reviewed this report and have had the
opportunity to confer with senior management in the Library and the
Copyright Office, I will provide you with my recommendations based on the
fmdings in the Phase I report.. I hope to do this in two weeks.

I appreciate your willingness to provide me with the time for
reasoned reflection in order to consider the potential impact of the legislation
on the Library and the Copyright Office and to provide you with my views.

Sincerely,

Q r1 ~

a:::;Billington
The Librarian of Congress

Enclosures: Letter of transmittal from co-chairs
ACCORD Report

The Honorable
Patrick J. Leahy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6275
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20540

September 15, 1993

Dear Dr. Billington:

We are honored to submit to you the Repor.t of your
Advisory Committee on copyright Registration and Deposit (Phase I) .

In March of this year the House Subcommittee responsible
for copyright legislation held hearings on the Copyright Reform Act
of 1993 (H.R. 897, S. 373), a bill which, among other things, would
repeal sections 411(a) and 412 of the present law. At the hearings
you expressed concerns about the potential impact of the bill on
the copyright registration system and the collections of the
Library of Congress, and you stated your belief that further, in
depth studies were needed on these questions.

In response to your concerns the committees of Congress
asked that you undertake a two-part review of the immediate issues
raised by the bill and their broader implications, and that you
report your findings and recommendations to Congress by mid
September. To assist you in fUlfilling this mandate you appointed
an advisory committee, of which we are co-chairs, and which has
become known by its acronym, ACCORD. Your initial charge to the
committee was to study and report upon possible methods of inducing
copyright registration and deposit for the Library of Congress that
would serve as alternatives to the incentives now offered by
sections 411(a) and 412.

The committee has given us, as co-chairs, the duty of
reporting the outcome of Phase I of ACCORD's work and
recommendations as accurately, fully, and objectively as possible,
and this ~e have tried to do in the attached document. We must
emphasize that the statements in the report are our own, not those
of the committee as a whole or of any of its individual members.
We believe that the recommendations in Chapter 4 of this report
accurately reflect the views of ACCORD as a whole favoring two
detailed proposals -- expanded mandatory deposit and improvements
in registration -- which would serve as alternatives to the
inducements in sections 411(a) and 412 of the present law. There
was substantial support for, and no opposition to, adoption of the
recommendations in chapter 4, although the members agreed to
disagree on the Reform Bill's repeal of sections 411(a) and 412.
Obviously the strength of a member's support for the Chapter 4
recommendations must be affected by that individual's views on
repeal of 411(a) and 412.

ACCORD REPORTI Letter of Transmittal xvii



Dr. James H. Billington 2 September 15, 1993

Since the bill would eliminate sections 411(a) and 412,
most of the committee members felt that the only way to jUdge the
impact of their loss would be first to understand their purposes
and how they work. As chairs of ACCORD we have been criticized for
failing to limit discussion of the two provisions to the background
necessary for coming up with alternatives, but we do not believe
that cutting off debate on sections 411(a) and 412 would have been
necessary or desirable -- or possible in any event. We believe
that it was important for the members to consider what 411(a) and
412 accomplish or fail to accomplish with respect to registration
and deposit under the present law, in order to evaluate what
alternatives can be found to accomplish the same or similar
purposes.

It is true that the debates over section 412 went beyond
the question of its possible impact on copyright registration and
deposit, and expanded to cover litigation issues on which there are
very strong feelings. Acknowledging that these are matters for
Congress, not the committee or the Librarian, to consider, we must
say that we do not regret that the debates took place. They were
constructive and illuminating,.and ultimately, we believe, resulted
in a much better understanding on the part of everyone of the
various positions and the reasons for them. Our report reflects
the differences of opinion on sections 411(a) and 412, and all of
the arguments made concerning them. We believe that, after
reviewing the text, you will be satisfied that all views are fairly
and objectively presented.

Speaking only for ourselves, as members of the advisory
committee and not as co-chairs or on behalf of ACCORD or any of its
members, we agree with the sponsors of the Copyright Reform Act
that sections 411(a) and 412 should be repealed. At present there
is no empirical proof that these sections induce registration. As
noted below, we agree with the suggestions that the effect of the
legislation both the repeal of 411(a) and 412 and the
alternatives enacted to induce registration and deposit -- be
surveyed continuously during the five years following enactment of
the bill, and looked at closely at the end of that period. We also
favor setting up, during Phase II of ACCORD's work, carefully
crafted, objective surveys of all of the factors now inducing
registration, together with possible surveys of the expected
results of the recommendations in Chapter 4. We certainly agree
that if facts can be found we should go where they lead us. But so
far no facts exist, and we do not believe that retention of
sections 411(a) and 412 can be justified simply on the basis of
hypotheses or a priori suppositions.

------------------------- -------- ---- --------~~~~~~-------
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Dr. James H. Billington 3 September 15, 1993

As individual members of ACCORD we have carefully and
thoroughly reviewed all of the information, arguments, and
proposals put forward with respect to alternative inducements to
registration and deposit. Again no hard evidence exists -- or can
exist now -- as to the effect adoption of the recommendations in
Chapter 4 would have on total registrations or the Library's
collections; the only way to test this effect would be through
carefully monitored experience. Nevertheless, we are convinced
that, if fully supported by Congressional legislation and
faithfully and enerqetically implemented by the copyright Office
and the Library, the overall levels of copyright registrations and
deposits for the Library will not decrease.

Some of the doubts and misgivings concerning the
proposals derive from the somewhat cynical conviction that changes
of this sort cannot effectively be implemented for bureaucratic
reasons. We completely disagree. We believe that both the Library
of Congress and the Copyright Office are at the center of what is
already becoming the greatest revolution in information storage and
transfer in human history, and that the changes and improvements
proposed in this report, among many others, are essential to the
future of both of these great institutions. Removing current
barriers and deterrents to registration, and transforming mandatory
deposit into the kind of automatic legal deposit system
successfully used by national libraries throughout the rest of the
world, should by themselves be enough to strengthen deposit and
registration. When the inducements of electronic databases and the
permissions and licensing potentials of the new information age are
added, it seems to us safe to predict the registrations will
increase, perhaps dramatically. Even so, recognizing that people
like us -- people who care deeply about preserving the Library's
collections and the database of copyright records have
misgivings about the effects of an uncertain future, we are putting
forward some additional proposals as possible safety valves.

Remembering that ACCORD was established for the purposes
of providing you with information and advice, and that it is for
you and you alone to decide what proposals to put before Congress,
we should like to mention again the two basic recommendations for
inducing registration in Chapter 4, and to add three more proposals
for you to consider. We put these forward in our personal
capacities and without in any way speaking for the committee, but
we believe on the basis of our review of the discussions that they
have support from some of members and deserve your consideration.

First. mandatory deposit. As recommended in Chapter 4,
there should be a substantial expansion in the statutory provisions
governing mandatory deposit for the Library of Congress, and a
corresponding program within the Library to implement the
provisions. This should include a new international database of

---~----------------
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very simple entries covering mandatory deposits, with added
information about rights and permissions supplied voluntarily by
the depositors.

Second. registration reforms. As recommended in Chapter
4, the present copyright registration requirements, practices, and
policies should be simplified and ameliorated through legislation
accompanied by administrative action. All of the reforms suggested
would have an effect in inducing people who are not now registering
to do so, but probably the most important are the short form
application for registration and the expansion of information in
the copyright online database.

Third. five-year review. As recommended at the end of
Chapter 4, the legislation should mandate a continuing study of its
effects on registration and deposit and a five-year analysis and
report to Congress.

Fourth. reports of litigation. section 508 of the
current law, under which the courts are called upon to supply
information about pending litigation and the results of copyright
lawsuits, has been a failure. It was suggested during the ACCORD
discussions that the obligation to keep the Copyright Office and
the pUblic informed of copyright litigation be placed on the
litigants themselves, and that registration would be induced by
adding this information to the Office's online database. We agree,
and recommend that you consider proposing a revision of section 508
for this purpose.

Fifth. enhanced remedies. As outlined in chapter 3,
ACCORD devoted considerable time in plenary and subcommittee
sessions to a proposal for "enhanced remedies": to induce
registrations by creating new remedies for copyright infringements
which are not available to anyone under the copyr ight statute
today, and which, in the discretion of the court, could be granted
if the work has been registered. A number of possible "enhanced
remedies" were suggested; the ones we liked best were, first,
recompensing some of the plaintiff's costs of litigation (costs of
duplicating the court record, costs of accounting, expert
witnesses, etc.), and, second, raising the maximum amount
recoverable as statutory damages for uOWillful infringement from
$20,000 to $100,000. Several members of the committee favored this
approach, and expressed their disappointment that it seemed to have
dropped out of the discussions. We agree that the "enhanced
remedies" proposal has merit, and we recommend that you add it to
your list of recommendations.
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Finally, we cannot close this letter without paying
tribute to the staff of the committee and the members themselves.
In the many years that the two of us have spent in this field, we
have never seen such dedicated and selfless work. It represents
pUblic service, professional and VOluntary, at its yery best.

'lours sincerely,
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Prefatory Note
The attached report is the work of the co-ehairs of ACCORD, Robert Wedge

worth and Barbara Ringer as informed by the work of the full committee. It was not
written by the committee. Our report was circulated in draft form to all the members
of ACCORD for comments and suggestions and, we received some very helpful cor
rections of typos and syntax and stylistic improvements, many of which we have
incorporated. In addition, where the suggestions corrected an error or an overstate
ment/ supplied an omission, or helped to clarify a point, we have done some rewriting.
In other cases, however, where a suggestion, if accepted, would have destroyed the
balance and objectivity that was and continues to be our aim, it was omitted.

This report is that of the co-chairs, as we saw and heard the deliberations of
ACCORD during its first phase. We and we alone take full responsibility for its
contents.
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Chapter 1

ACCORD REPORT

Introductiono .----
The Advisory Committee on Copyright Registration and Deposit (ACCORD) was

established in May 1993 by Dr. James H. Billington, Librarian of Congress, to advise
him concerning aspects of the proposed Copyright Reform Act of 1993, (H.R. 897 and
S.373). That legislation, introduced in Congress in February 1993, proposes changes
in the current copyright law that raise questions about copyright policy and the rela
tionship between the needs of the Library, authors and copyright owners, users of
copyrighted works, and the public.

In particular, the legislation proposes the elimination of two provisions in the
copyright law (sections 41l(a) and 412) which have an impact upon the current copy
right registration system. lt has been argued that their elimination would entail risks
to the Library's collections, which depend on copyright registrations and deposits to a
considerable extent.

Dr. Billington, in his letter of invitation to ACCORD members, asked for an
analysis on five key points:

1) how the present system of registration, recordation and mandatory deposit
affects authors and their assignees, the collections of the Library of Congress
and exchange libraries, the judicial system, and the public;

2) how the system can assure that the Library continues to have access to the
widest variety of published expressions of American culture and scholarship;

3) the appropriate mix of registration incentives to encourage registration de
posit for the benefit of the Library's collections, with respect to both pub
lished and unpublished works, at the same or greater levels than assured by
existing copyright law;

4) the nature of the public need for a comprehensive public record of copyright
claims and their ownership;

5) an assessment of the tensions and an identification of the public interests in
different levels of legal examination as a part of copyright registration.2

Dr. Billington, after consultation with the relevant congressional committees,
agreed to provide recommendations to Congress, based on the ACCORD discussions
during its first phase, by mid-September, 1993. It was agreed that the Librarian's
recommendations should focus initially upon those issues addressed by the proposed
legislation that could have a direct impact on copyright registration and the Library of
Congress' collections: the proposed elimination of the statutory provisions found in
sections 41](a) and 412 of the copyright law. Other issues raised by the legislation
the provisions with regard to recordation (sec. 101 of the bill), the presidential appoint
ment of the Register of Copyrights (sec. 103), and the reorganization of the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal (title II)3-are not dealt with in our report, although some members

2 Letter of Dr. James I-I. Billington, Librarian of Congress to ACCORD members, May 5, 1993.

J On August 3, 1993 legislation was introduced (H.R. 2840, S. 1346, Copynght Royalty TribwJal Reform Act
of 1993) comprising an amended version of the Title II provisions in the Copyright Reform Act. The House
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property andJuclidal Administration mMked upand favorably reported the bill
from the subcommittee on August 5, 1993.



of ACCORD have expressed views on these provi
sions in other contexts.4

The other, broader, questions raised by Dr.
Billington's letter, which are not directly related to
the Copyright Reform bill, will be the subject of
further study and will be presented to Congress in
a report to be issued in March 1994 (so-called Phase
II of ACCORD's work).

Copyright Reform Act of 1993

The Copyright Reform Act of 1993 was intro
duced in the House and Senate on February 16,
1993. The House Subcommittee on Intellectual Prop
erty and Judicial Administration held hearings on
March 3 and 4, 1993.

The bill has four key provisions:

(1) Sec. 101 is intended to allow the perfect
ing of security interests by recording
documents either in the appropriate state
office or in the Copyright Office. The
decisions in National Peregrine, Inc. v. Capi
tol Federal Savings and Loan, 116 Bankr. 194
(Bank. CD. Cal. 1990) and Official Unse
cured Creditor's Committee v. Zenith Produc
tions, Ltd. (In re AEC Acquisitions Corp.),
127 Bankr. 34 (Bank, CD. Cal. 1991) held
that state Uniform Commercial Code stat
utes for perfecting security interests in
copyrights were preempted by sections
205 and 301 of the Copyright Act.

(2) Sec. 102 would repeal sections 411(a) and
412 of the copyright law.

Section 411(a) requires that registration
must be made (or rejected) by the Copy
right Office before an infringement action
can be brought. An exception is made for
all Berne Convention works other than
those originating in the United States.

Section 412 provides that no award of
statutory damages or of attorney's fees can

• During the deliberations of ACCORD there was agreement from
many members that the relationship between recordation and
registration could be strengthened to induce registrations and
that the provisions in section 101 of the Copyright Reform Act
should be considered in this context. See also Working Paper No.
B which discusses the views of one member of ACCORD on the
~uestions raised by the provisions in the draft bill relating to
recordation and the perfecting of security interests.
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be made in an infringement action (with
certain exceptions) unless, if the work is
unpublished, it was registered before the
infringement began or, if the work is pub
lished, registration was made within three
months of first publication.

(3) Sec. 103 would provide for the Register of
Copyrights to be appointed by the Presi
dent rather than, as now, by the Librarian
of Congress (who is appointed by the
President).

(4) Title II of the bill would eliminate the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal and move its
functions into the Copyright Office, to be
performed by ad hoc arbitration panels.

Phase I Report of ACCORD

The purpose of this report is to provide the
Librarian of Congress with information and recom
mendations concerning those provisions in the bill
that may have the most direct impact on the Library
of Congress: the elimination of sections 411 (a) and
412. Two policy considerations emerged from the
decision to limit ACCORD's Phase I deliberations
to these issues: first, the effect that eliminating sec
tions 411(a) and 412 may have upon the Library of
Congress's collections and future acquisitions poli
cy; and, second, any copyright registration implica
tions of repealing the two provisions, including the
effect on the operations of the Copyright Office (a
department of the Library of Congress), and any
consequences for copyright owners and copyright
law generally.

For some ACCORD members it was difficult
to separate the rationale for copyright registration
from the interests of the Library's collection devel
opment because of the historic link between the two
and the copyright system's assistance in developing
a national library unlike any other in the world.
Others argued that the issues of Library acquisi
tions policy and those of copyright registration
policy are distinct and should be considered sepa
rately. Whether copyright registration is, or should
be, a fundamental method used for building the
collections of the Library of Congress was discussed
at length.

ACCORD reached a strong consensus on the
principles that Library acquisitions policy should
not drive copyright registration policy and, at the
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same time that it was important for the voluntary
copyright registration and deposit system to con
tinue. There was general agreement that the present
system can serve a significant dual purpose - to
provide extensive and reliable public records of use
to copyright owners and users, and to build the
collections of the Library now and in the future.

Preserving the scope and integrity of the col
lections of the Library of Congress has necessarily
been one of ACCORD/s fundamental missions.
Concern for the Library and its future were upper
most in the minds of the Librarian and the congres
sional committees, and they in tum made it clear
that addressing this concern should be the priority
of ACCORD. The Library of Congress serves as a
national library for the benefit of Congress, authors,
scholars, the library community, and the general
public. It must be strengthened, if possible. It can
not be weakened by any proposed legislation.

The ACCORD deliberations on Library acqui
sitions focused on the implications of deleting sec
tions 411(a) and 412. Some members predicted that
copyright registrations would decline if the provi
sions were simply repealed. Others suggested that
the elimination of these provisions would not sig
nificantly affect copyright deposits, especially in
the classes of works most valuable to the Library.
Given the time constraints on ACCORD during
Phase 1/ no empirical method capable of testing ei
ther prediction could be developed, and no valid
conclusions could be reached on the basis of a priori
reasoning. ACCORD therefore adopted the only
course open to it: to consider the various sugges
tions put forward to safeguard or strengthen the
collections of the Library, and to offer proposals
based on them.

The proposals contained in Chapter 4 are in
tended to enhance incentives for voluntary copy
right registration and deposit, to improve the op
eration of the current system, and to insure that the
deposit of material in the Library of Congress re
mains at current levels or increases. The proposals
would encourage copyright registrations through
modifications in current copyright law, including
major changes in the current mandatory deposit
requirements, and statutory and administrative rec
ommendations to make registration and deposit
simpler, less burdensome, and more attractive. A
crucial component of this plan, which for Library
acquisitions purposes complements voluntary copy
right registration, is the mandatory deposit provi-
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sion of section 407. ACCORD believes that a man
datory deposit system, if significantly strengthened,
would create an effective mechanism for Library
acquisitions of published or "publicly disseminated"
materials. For unpublished materials alternative
inducements would have to be found, such as the
improvements proposed in Chapter 4 to the copy
right registration system.

The second major policy consideration is the
impact of the proposed repeal of sections 411 (a) and
412 on copyright owners, the copyright registration
system, and the Copyright Office.s ACCORD held
extensive discussions on these questions, but did
not achieve consensus, especially on section 412.

Apart from the need to develop the collections
of the Library, there are strong reasons to encourage
copyright registration. As the communications revo
lution gathers momentum and the information su
perhighway is in its early stages, a comprehen
sive and reliable copyright database, available freely
to the general public, is an enormous asset for a
number of purposes. These matters were addressed
during the ACCORD deliberations and by the indi
vidual authors of the working papers prepared for
ACCORD discussions. There was consensus among
ACCORD members that information obtained
through registration-information bearing on au
thorship/ dates of creation and publication, the
ownership and duration of copyright, and the like
-can be extremely valuable not only for business
transactions such as transferring rights, and obtain
ing permissions or licenses, but also for resolving
legal disputes, providing biographical information,
and so forth.

The 1989 United States adherence to the Berne
Convention was the latest step toward a system of
copyright free from formalities, providing authors
with rights without the need to register, affix notice,
or, under a 1992 amendment, to file renewals. With
millions of works now protected by copyright with
out the need for information in a notice on copies or
phonorecords, and works proliferating in digital
and other electronic formats, the post-Berne envi
ronment requires a system readily informing the
public by identifying these works and their copy-

5 A documentary legislative history of the current copyright
registration and deposit sections, including sections 411 (a) and
412, has been mmpleted through 1965 and was distributed to
ACCORD members.
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right status. The Copyright Office catalog contains
over 25 million entries dating back to 1870. Infor
mation since 1978 is now available on the Internet.
Authors and users of copyrighted works depend on

this database to use and license works, and to create
new works, thus fulfilling the constitutional man
date of copyright to "promote the progress of Sci
ence and useful Arts ...."6

•u.s. CONST. art. I, sec. 8, d. 8.

8
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ACCORD's
Chapter 2 0 Methodology

The Phase I deliberations of ACCORD focused on the implications of repealing
sections 411(a) and 412: what the effect of outright repeal might be on Library acqui
sitions and other copyright policy, and whether alternatives to induce registration and
deposit could be found. To provide the Librarian with information necessary to re
spond to Congress, and to assist Congress with its deliberations, a number of back
ground legal and policy working papers were prepared by ACCORD members, staff,
and others assisting ACCORD.7

Several hard decisions about methodology had to be made at the outset. Lack
of time and resources during Phase I foreclosed us from significant but difficult types
of studies. These include: cost-benefit analyses of various Library of Congress and
Copyright Office operations;, surveys of the motivations, experiences, and problems of
present and potential applicants (examining questions such as why authors and other
copyright owners register, and what changes they would make in their practices if
sections 411(a) and 412 are repealed or changed, etc.); and statistical surveys about
present and future Library of Congress acquisitions. During Phase II we hope that we
may be able to undertake some of these inquiries.

In attempting to suggest alternative incentives to register, ACCORD adopted
several hypotheses concerning benefits afforded by registration and ways to encourage
additional voluntary registrations. As discussed in Part I of this report, the primary
hypothesis is that a system of voluntary registration benefits authors and copyright
owners and should be encouraged; that a reliable, publicly available national copyright
database is important in facilitating business, legal and personal transactions; and that
inducing registration, especially for unpublished works not subject to mandatory de
posit and "special materials" not collected by other libraries, will strengthen the collec
tions of the Library of Congress. A second hypothesis is that mandatory deposit, when
substantially broadened and strengthened, can make a significant contribution to the
Library's acquisition of published materials without any loss of effective copyright
protection8 for authors and other copyright owners.

7 The Working Papers of ACCORD, numbers 1 through 20, together with an Index to these working papers,
are contained in the Appendix to this report. Some of these papers express views on particular issues, and in
those cases the opinionsare those of the authors of the papers alone, and do not necessarily represent the views
of ACCORD, its members, co-chairs, or staff.

S One member stressed that proprietors of some works, particularly those disseminated in a form easily
copied, have indicated concerns about mandatory deposit and the circumstances under which the Library
makes these works available. These concerns range from Library security to the possibility of adverse effects
on the marketfor a work ifthere would be widespread unauthorized use of deposit copies. The membernoted
that the negotiations recen tIy concluded between the Library and private sector represen talives on experimen
tal agreements for deposit of works in CD-ROM format suggest that it may be possible to provide appropriate
safeguards for such works, thereby allaying the owners' concerns and achieving the Library's goals.
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Draft Work Programs

Initially, in an effort to organize the work of
ACCORD, four major draft work programs were
proposed.9 These broad outlines included work to
be conducted in both phases of the ACCORD delib
erations.

Draft Work Program A provided an outline of
the copyright registration, deposit and recordation
provisions generally. Beginning with the historical
background of copyright registration, deposit and
recordation in the United States, the Work Program
proposed study of: the foreign experience with reg
istration and deposit systems; the value of registra
tion for all legal and business purposes; the rela
tionship and fairness of the current system to au
thors, copyright owners, the Library, and users of
copyrighted works; and a compilation of statistical
information on registration and deposit.

Draft Work Program B focused on registra
tion and deposit as prerequisites to recovery of
statutory damages and attorney's fees. This Work
Program outlined the study of section 412, concen
trating on its history, operation, and fairness to
authors, copyright owners and users.

Draft Work Program C focused on the man
datory deposit system of the Library, including a
review of the history of section 407, and the regula
tory and administrative provisions implementing it;
its scope and operation; its cost-effectiveness; its
problems and limitations; means of strengthening
the current system to induce greater voluntary com
pliance; and a plan to prepare a detailed statistical
survey of the current system.

Draft Work Program D proposed to produce
possible alternative incentives for registration and
deposit-described as "the bottom line" of the first
phase of ACCORD's mandate. The Work Program
suggested review of the current sections 411(a) and
412; the impact, if any, of their elimination on the
Library; evaluation of the arguments for changing
the present examination and registration practices;
consideration of possible amendments to the exist
ing inducements to registration and deposit; and
consideration of possible new inducements.

9 See Appendix, draft work programs A through D.

10 Summary minutes ofeach of themeetings were prepared by the
staff of ACCORD and are contained in the Appendix to this
report.
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Phase I: Deliberations of ACCORD

After its organization in late May 1993, it was
agreed that to complete its Phase I deliberations,
ACCORD would meet once a month, in two-day
sessions, in June, July, August and September. lO

June 10-11, 1993: Meeting of ACCORD

The first meeting of ACCORD began with
preliminary remarks from Dr. James Billington, li
brarian of Congress outlining the mission of AC
COR~tosustain the "record of America's culture"
found in the Library of Congress, and to consider
new incentives to copyright registration and de
posit.

Co-ehairs Ringer and Wedgeworth described
the work of the Committee's two-phase effort.
Phase I would address the immediate target: to
examine sections 411 and 412 of the copyright law
and alternative incentives to registration. The aim
was to enable the Librarian to submit his prelimi
nary report to Congress by mid-September, 1993.
Phase II would address broader issues and would
require a report around March, 1994.

ACCORD discussed its proposed work sched
ule, including organizational and procedural mat
ters (agreeing that all of its meetings would be open
to the public), and general administrative issues,
such as its budget and staffing. The Committee also
received a demonstration from Library staff on the
special collections of the Library, including photo
graphs, maps, music, and motion pictures.

The members of the committee were pre
sented with an overview of the Copyright Reform
Act of 1993, H.R. 897 and its companion bill, S. 373,
together with a summary and analysis of the cur
rent provisions in the Copyright Act relevant to
ACCORD's deliberations, primarily sections 407,
411(a) and 412. Discussions then began on manda
tory deposit and the copyright registration issues.
On mandatory deposit, the discussion focused on
the system's present and potential benefits not only
to the Library of Congress but also to other libraries
that rely on the collections of the Library as a library
of "last resort."

The copyright registration discussions in
cluded a look at current registration practices, prob
lems, and current incentives to registration, as well
as an historical perspective on registration and de
posit in the United States before and after the Su-
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preme Court's decision in Washingtonian Publishing
Co. v. Pearson. ll There was also a summary of the
legislative history of the general revision of the 1909
copyright statute, leading up to the 1976 Act and
the legislation implementing U.S. adherence to the
Berne Convention in 1989.

The Draft Work Programs (A through D) were
discussed. A proposal to divide the panel into four
working groups, each assigned one of the Draft
Work Programs, was rejected in favor of working
through each of the programs in the plenary ses
sions.

Various ACCORD members were commis
sioned to prepare draft working papers on key is
sues. Two groups were assigned to prepare papers
on section 412 (registration and deposit as prerequi
sites to recovery of statutory damages and
attorney's fees); one group was to write a paper on
the merits of the current section 412 (Working Pa
pers No. 4(a) and 4(b» and the other was to prepare
a paper on the reasons why section 412 should be
repealed (Working Paper No.3). Another member
was charged wi th preparing a paper on section
41l(a), registration as a prerequisite to the com
mencement of an infringement action (Working
Paper No.2). Finally, a third group was asked to
prepare a paper on section 407, mandatory deposit
for the Library of Congress (Working Paper No.1).
Several other materials were requested for the July
meeting, to be prepared by members of ACCORD,
its staff or other assistants.

July 12-13, 1993: Meeting of ACCORD

The July meeting focused on the presentation
of documents prepared by ACCORD members and
staff. Nine working papers in all were prepared for
the July meeting, in addition to the minutes of the
June meeting, and the first section of a documen
tary legislative history of the copyright registration
and deposit provisions. All working papers were
dated, numbered and labeled as draft documents of
ACCORD (with the possibility that later revisions
would be prepared). They were distributed to
ACCORD members and appropriate congressional

11306 U.S. 30 (1939). See also, Working Paper No. 17 for an analy
sis of the ease, and comments and copyright registration prac
tices after this seminal decision.
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staff, and were made available to the general public.
Co-ehair Ringer introduced her legislative history
of copyright registration and deposit, briefly sum
marizing the historic background in England and
the United States and reproducing the relevant parts
of various studies and hearings, up to 1965, that led
to the registration and deposit provisions in the 1976
Act. ACCORD then discussed the various theories
for the development of our registration/deposit
system in Anglo-American copyright law.

The copyright and deposit systems in various
foreign countries (Working Paper No.7), were then
discussed. These included deposit laws, with pen
alties for noncompliance, separate from copyright
laws. There was a preliminary consideration of
mandatory deposit and Working Paper No. I, and
the committee agreed that there should be further
discussion and study on this subject. A request was
made for a working paper for the August meeting
(Working Paper No. 11).

The cases for and against section 411 (a), as laid
out in Working Paper No.2, were taken up next.
The paper summarized the history of the current
provision; the practical implications of the connec
tion between the requirement to register and filing
a lawsuit; and the impact of section 41l(a) on the
Library, the courts, and the interests of authors,
copyright owners, and users.

ACCORD then debated the cases for and
against section 412, on the basis of Working Papers
No.3 and, 4(a) and 4(b). The committee reviewed
current practices, and considered how the provi
sions or their elimination could affect the ability of
authors and copyright owners and users to protect
and enforce their righ ts. It also considered the re
lation of section 412 to inducing copyright registra
tions and deposits and maintaining the collections
of the Library of Congress.

The next topic was alternative incentives for
copyright registration and deposit, with Working
Paper No.9 as the focus. That paper was divided
into three sections: first, an enumeration of current
statutory inducements which could be strengthened;
second, new inducements; and third, options for
amending the existing sections 41l(a) and 412. The
discussion grouped the incentives into categories,
such as: fee-based or litigation-based incentives;
incentives based on analogies from other laws, such
as patent and trademark law; incentives providing
additional rights for registered works (extension of
the term of copyright, for example); and incentives
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based on changes or expansions in current admin
istrative practices, such as alternative deposits, use
of identifying material, and group registrations.

Several additional working papers were pre
pared following these discussions, including: Work
ing Papers No.5, 5a and 5b (federal statutes provid
ing attorney's fees and the awarding of attorney's
fees under the current copyright statute); Working
Paper No. 6 (awards of infringer's profits under
section 5(4); Working Paper No. 10 (court uses of
copyright registration information); Working Paper
No. 13 (practices of the U.S. Customs Service and
the role of copyright registration); Working Paper
No. 14 (awards of statutory damages under section
5(4); Working Paper No. 15 (tax law applicable to
deposits in the Library of Congress); and Working
Paper No. 18 (statutory damages and attorney's fees
awards under the current copyright law).

ACCORD members were also given a tour of
the Copyright Office's registration collections lo
cated in Landover, Maryland, and a briefing on their
operations.

August 16-17, 1993: Meeting of ACCORD 12

The committee first took up the issue of man
datory deposit. Three working papers were pre
sented on the subject of mandatory deposit. First, a
group presented its paper on mandatory deposit
and its benefit to the Library and the public (Work
ing Paper No.1). Next, a paper was presented on
the legal, constitutional and public policy questions
raised by a mandatory deposit system (Working
Paper No. 12). Finally a paper was presented on
the constitutional basis for mandatory deposit un
der present law and methods to improve the cur
rent system for the benefit of the Library's collec
tions (Working Paper No. 11 and separate com
ments on this paper contained in Working Paper
No. 11(a».

The current practices of mandatory deposit
were examined, and there was an analysis of the
legal and administrative limitations of the current
system and the domestic and foreign policy impli
cations of a mandatory deposit system. Sugges-

12 After the July meeting of ACCORD a separate subcommittee
was established to consider litigation-based incentives to regis
tration, focusing on the awarding of "enhanced" remedies for
registered works. See Working Papers No. 16 and 16(a).
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tions were offered for improving and strengthening
the legal and practical applications of the system.
There was a general consensus that, if substantially
improved, the current mandatory deposit system
would help to strengthen the collections of the Li
brary of Congress. Members expressed an interest
in proposals to redraft the current provisions of
section 407.

ACCORD continued the July discussion on
alternative incentives to registration, also returning
to a debate concerning the current provisions of
section 412. Between the extremes of repealing and
retaining the section there were some proposals
aimed at keeping section 412 but ameliorating the
impact, and others aimed at repealing the provision
but inducing voluntary copyright registrations.

The deliberations returned to some of the in
centives proposed in Working Paper No.9, with
additional suggestions. Among the items consid
ered were fee-based and litigation based incentives,
changes in current administrative practices govern
ing registration, and copyright recordation practices
and incentives. ACCORD also discussed the merits
of strengthening the national public database of
copyright information through registration and de
posit.

Finally, the committee reviewed its remaining
work schedule and prepared a proposal and sched
ule to complete its Phase I report for submission to
the Librarian of Congress.

September 1-2,1993: Meeting of ACCORD

The committee met to discuss the Phase I draft
report of ACCORD. The draft recommendations of
ACCORD were considered - focusing on the pro
posals to strengthen the current system of manda
tory deposit, and to simplify and strengthen the
copyright registration system. The final work
schedule for completion of the report and presenta
tion to Dr. Billington was agreed to. In addition,
ACCORD discussed its planned work schedule for
the Phase II deliberations.

Phase II: Future Work Program of ACCORD

In the next stage of its work ACCORD will
address the broad policy questions raised by Dr.
Billington in his early mandate: how the present
system of registration, recordation and mandatory
deposit affects authors and other copyright o','mers,
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the collections of the Library of Congress (and other
libraries), the judicial system, and the public; and
how that system may be improved. Some of the
considerations include: access by the Library to the
widest variety of materials while fully preserving

the copyright protection in those materials; the in
terests of authors, copyright owners, and users in
future Library acquisitions; and improving the
Library's comprehensive public record of copyright
claims and ownership.
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The Work of
ACCORD
-Issues, Arguments,
Proposals

In this Chapter we are seeking to identify the main issues that occupied AC
CORD during its first phase, to outline the principal arguments that were made con
cerning them - during the meetings and in written comments - and to summarize
the various proposals put forward by members and others for inducing deposit and
registration. For this purpose we have broken the subject into three parts:

First, a review of sections 411(a) and 412, the issues they raise and the arguments
made concerning them;

Second, a review of the present mandatory deposit and voluntary registration/de
posit provisions, their value and problems, the arguments concerning them,
and proposals for change; and

Third, a listing and brief summary of various fee-based, li tigation-based, and other
proposals for alternative inducements to registration and deposit.

A. Section 411(a): Present Inducements to Registration and Deposit:
Registration as a Condition of Infrigement Suit

1. History and Purpose of the Provision

The express requirement that registration be made for a work before the copy
right owner may bring an infringement suit entered the U.s. copyright law in 1909.
The requirement was retained in the 1976 revisions with the addition of one exception:
if application for registration had been made and refused, suit could be brought as long
as the Register was notified and given the opportunity to join on the issue of
registrability. Two other exceptions were added later, notably a 1988 amendment
exempting non-U.s. Berne Convention works from the requirement.

From the beginning there have been dual purposes behind section 411(a), though
their relative importance has changed over the years with the easing and repeal of
other copyright formalities in U.s. law and the broadening of the subject matter of
copyright. First is the gatekeeper function of registration: screening of the application
and deposit by the Copyright Office is intended to keep invalid copyright claims out
of court and to provide a certified record and a solid basis for the ordering of proof.
Second, section 411 (a) is intended as an incentive to registration and deposit: although
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there is no requirement for registration to be made
until the eve of suit, it has been argued that some
copyright owners are induced by section 411(a) to
register in anticipation that, since they may need
the certificate in a hurry if infringement occurs, they
might as well file an application while the copies
are handy and the facts are fresh in their minds.

2. Arguments for Repeal of Section 411(a):

a) With the repeal of mandatory formalities
and the expansion of copyrightable sub
ject matter, the screening function has lost
much of its validity.

b) The inducement-to-register argument is
undermined by statistics comparing the
number of suits filed (less than 2,000 in
1991) as against the number of registra
tions in the same period (more than
600,000 in 1991). Few will be induced to
register in anticipation of litigation, since
registration can be made at any time up to
filing suit.

c) Review of judicial opinions in infringe
ment cases suggests that courts largely
make independent evaluations of issues
of fact and copyright validity rather than
relying on certificates of registration.

d) The requirement can result in harm and
injustice to copyright owners by effec
tively preventing or unduly delaying in
junctive relief, by requiring expensive and
unproductive paperwork where many
copyrights are involved in a suit, and by
offering defendants an opportunity for
dilatory tactics.

e) The "two-tier" scheme of section 411(a),
under which non-U.s. Berne works need
not be registered while other works
(mainly of U.s. origin) must be, is demor
alizing and unfair to U.s. copyright own
ers, and may put them at a competitive
disadvantage.

3. Arguments for retention of section 411(a):

a) The requirement provides a mechanism
by which copyright claims involved in liti
gation are first exposed to specialized, ex-
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pert scrutiny, aiding claimants and the
courts by clarifying the information on
certificates and screening out unfounded
claims to copyright.

b) Section 411(a) provides at least some in
centive to registration, thus contributing
to the national copyright database and to
the collections of the Library of Congress.

c) The sta tistics comparing infringement
cases to total registrations are not all that
revealing, since an indeterminate number
of the registrations may have been in
duced by a desire to be prepared in case
there is a threat oi infringement, even if
there is no specific contemplation of suit
at the time of registration.

d) There have been expressions from some
members of the judiciary favoring reten
tion of the requirement as helpful to the
courts: the better the Copyright Office
records, the better the decisions will be.

e) Though only a small percentage of regis
trations end up in court, they are the most
important cases. Together the records of
registration and ownership (section 2(5)

give the courts a needed starting-point.

B. Section 412: Present Inducements to
Registration and Deposit:
Registration as a Condition of Recovery of
Statutory Damages and Attorney's Fees

1. History and purpose of the provision

Before 1909, under a very onerous scheme of
formalities, registration was a mandatory precondi
tion of copyright protection in the United States.
The 1909 Act changed and liberalized the formali
ties system to some extent, but the provision on
registration and deposit was obscurely worded, and
was not definitively interpreted for thirty years.
Between 1909 and 1939 there were many who be
lieved that the statute's requirement that deposit
(and registration) be made "promptly" after publi
cation was mandatory rather than hortatory, though
no one knew what "promptly" meant.

As interpreted by the Supreme Court in the
1939 Washingtonian case, registration and deposit for
the Library of Congress were really optional during
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the first 28-year copyright term: they were manda
tory only if the copyright owner wanted to bring an
infringement suit, if the Register of Copyrights
made a formal demand (in which case failure to
comply could result in forfeiture of copyright), or if
renewal of copyright for a second 28-year term was
sought. However, the decision did not result in any
great changes in registration practice or the statistics
of registrations. After 1939 there was uneasiness,
inertia, and traditional lawyer's conserva tism;
people kept on registering and depositing, and there
seemed to be a reluctance to accept the Supreme
Court's decision at face value.

During the ten years between 1955 and 1965
the Copyright Office, under a congressional man
date, undertook the development and drafting of a
bill for the general revision of the copyright act of
1909. There was early acceptance of the general
principle that copyright registration was extremely
valuable and should be retained. At the same time
it was also generally agreed that, except where nec
essary to correct omissions or errors in the copy
right notice, registration should be made voluntary
but should be strongly induced by withholding
certain remedies and evidentiary benefits for in
fringement of works not registered promptly.

For a time in the early 1960's the issue of what
remedies to withhold where infringement preceded
registration became extremely contentious. Finally,
by the time the first of many general revision bills
was introduced in Congress in 1965, there was gen
eral agreement as to what the inducements to reg
istration should be, and the issue disappeared from
public copyright debates leading to enactment of
the 1976 general revision statute. In all of the revi
sion bills after 1965, and indeed in all of the pro
posed revisions of the Act of 1976, the provision
that became section 412 remained essentially un
changed: the remedies of statutory damages and
attorney's fees were withheld from unpublished
works infringed while unregistered; the same was
true for published works unless the work had been
registered during a three-month grace period fol
lowing publication.

Throughout the general revision period the
purpose mentioned as underlying section 412 was
the inducement to register and deposit. The 1988
bill to implement U.s. adherence to the Berne Con
vention assumed that the requirements of section
412 are compatible with Berne's prohibition against
establishing or maintaining formalities as conditions
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of copyright protection. No changes in 412 were
proposed, and the Senate report (which favored
outright repeal of section 411(a) rather than the act's
ultimate adoption of a two-tier system exempting
non-U.s. Berne works) suggested that its solution
would have no effect on registration and deposit
because section 412 would still be there to induce
them.

At any event, by sweeping away the remain
ing formalities of the U.s. copyright law - notably
the requirement of notice as a condition of protec
tion for published works-the 1988 Berne Imple
mentation Act brought nearly everything in the
world that can be considered an "original work of
authorship" (and that had not already fallen into
the public domain) automatically under U.s. copy
right protection. This sweeping change, some ar
gue, made registration itself more important, and
gave section 412 a new or increased significance in
inducing registration as a means of marking off
areas of copyrighted works where statutory dam
ages and attorney's fees may be obtained.

2. Arguments for repeal of section 412:

a) The remedies of statutory damages and
attorney's fees are essential to protect ef
fectively the rights of individual authors
and small individual and corporate copy
right owners. Infringement has become
much more common, and litigation has
become much more complex and expen
sive in recent years. The inability of plain
tiffs to recover at least some of the legal
costs of bringing suit, and something more
than whatever actual damages and profits
they can prove, simply puts them out of
court. This means that deliberate infring
ers can continue their activities with im
punity, that other infringers are encour
aged rather than deterred, and that settle
ments of litigation become more difficult
and unfair.

b) Unlike large corporate copyright owners
the great majority of individual authors
and small copyright owners know little or
nothing of copyright requirements, in
cluding registra tion and section 412.
When an unregistered work is infringed
the author or owner frequently discovers
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for the first time that, even if victorious,
he or she must bear all costs of legal rep
resentation; and, for there to be any mon
etary recovery at all, the owner must offer
proof of actual damages and the
defendant's additional profits attributable
to the infringement. This can be an ex
tremely expensive and difficult if not im
possible task, and in the end the amounts
that can be proven are often minimal. The
costs of pursuing the action may well ex
ceed the amounts recovered in this situa
tion, and be more than the individual can
afford. Even if the author or owner
wishes to pursue the infringement claim,
there may be real difficulty in finding an
attorney to take the case. Section 412 can
be a trap for the unwary.

c) Even if they know of the requirements of
section 412, many authors and small copy
right owners do not have the time, re
sources, or staff to register wi thin the very
short grace period provided. This is espe
cially true of authors of numerous sepa
rate works, such as photographers,
graphic artists, poets, journalists, and the
like. For them the burdens of paperwork
and multiple registration fees as a practi
cal matter preclude registrations for large
numbers of works, most of which will
never be infringed; the author or other
small copyright owner is thus effectively
deprived of protection when infringement
does occur.

d) Plaintiffs must win their case before any
possibility of statutory damages and
attorney's fees arises, and the courts can
generally be relied upon to prevent un
founded claims from succeeding. Nui
sance suits can also be deterred in appro
priate cases by granting attorney's fees to
the winning defendant or imposing sanc
tions under Rule II.

e) There is no empirical evidence to show
whether section 412 is an inducement to
registration and deposit, but it should be
noted that before section 412 was enacted
in 1976 copious registrations were made
without the threat of withholding statu
tory damages, attorney's fees, or any other

remedies. If inducements are needed in
the absence of section 412, they should
take the form of positive benefits rather
than the negative penalties of the present
law.

£) Should section 412 remain in the statute,
there is a danger of retaliation by other
countries where US. works are currently
being pirated. Another country could, for
example, make registration a condition of
criminal sanctions against infringement of
US. works, and such sanctions are fre
quently the primary weapon in a given
country against piracy.

3. Arguments for retention of section 412:

a) The legislative history of section 412
shows that the principle underlying it 
to induce registration and deposit for the
Library of Congress by withholding cer
tain remedies for infringement of unregis
tered works - has gained wide accep
tance since the mid-1960's; it was enacted
without controversy in 1976 and, again
without controversy, was retained with
out change in 1988.

b) Section 412 is fulfilling the purpose for
which it was intended as a powerful
working inducement to registration and
deposit, which are in large part respon
sible for the Library's collections and
copyright databases. It has proven its rea
sonableness and legitimacy as part of the
American copyright system.

c) Repeal of section 412 would pose risks to
the colIections of the Library of Congress
and the Copyright Office's public record
of registered works by making them de
pendent on unproven alternative incen
tives to registration and deposit.

d) The acts of 1976 and 1988 have trans
formed the American copyright system
into one virtuallv free of formalities, with
the result that the number of works now
protected by statutory copyright is virtu
ally incalculable. However, without no
tice and registration, it is difficult if not
impossible for publishers, historians, bi-
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ographers, journalists, and other authors
and users to detennine basic copyright
facts about a work. The function of sec
tion 412 in our copyright system has thus
achieved a new dimension. By inducing
registration it provides scholarly users and
other authors and publishers with essen
tial infonnation not otherwise available;
and, by withholding statutory damages
and attorney's fees for unregistered
works, it shields these users from some of
the risks of litigation.

e) Repeal of section 412 would lead to a
flood of infringement claims induced by
the greater availability of statutory dam
ages and attorney's fees. In some cases
the motives behind the actions would be
to force monetary settlements involving
works to which the creators never previ
ously ascribed any value, and in others
the motives would be to use the copyright
law as a weapon to suppress infonnation
for one reason or another.

£) If section 412 is repealed, fear of litigation
could lead scholars and other authors to
avoid using quotations or excerpts from
copyrighted materials, undermining the
fair use doctrine and having a chilling
effect on the free exchange of infonnation
and opinions.

C. Existing Deposit and Registration Provisions:
Mandatory Deposit

1. History and purpose of section 407

The 1976 general revision statute went part of
the way in softening the fonnal requirements of the
old law, especially with respect to notice and manu
facture; as under the Supreme Court's Washingto
nian decision, registration and deposit were made
largely voluntary but were also strongly induced,
especially by section 412. Despite this inducement
there was genuine concern in 1976 about the poten
tial effect of the statutory changes on the collections
of the Library of Congress. Originally section 407
was intended to operate as a back-up to voluntary
registration and deposit, to provide the Library with
a way to compensate for any losses to its collections
under the new law.
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Unlike mandatory deposit under the 1909 stat
ute, which was tied to registration and provided for
loss of copyright as a sanction, section 407 was
modelled on depOt legal systems in effect in the great
majority of other countries, and on which their na
tionallibrary collections depend. The provision was
intended to complement voluntary copyright regis
tration by giving the Library a way to obtain mate
rial needed for the collections and otherwiSL unob
tainable under a voluntary copyright registration
system. A complementary provision under section
408 was intended to provide further inducements to
copyright registration and deposit by allowing sec
tion 407 deposits to be used for voluntary registra
tion under section 408.

Although section 407 expressly declared that
its requirements are not a condition of copyright
protection, the 1976 act preserved strong ties be
tween mandatory deposit under section 407 and
voluntary registration and deposit under section
408. Two of these links were particularly impor
tant: first, the obligation of mandatory deposit was
made to rest upon U.S. copyright owners or rights
holders, and, second, the requirement applied only
to works published with copyright notice in the
United States.

The constitutionality of section 407, as it ex
isted between 1978 and 1988, was litigated in 1985
in lAdd v. lAw and Technology Press. The Ninth Cir
cuit Court of Appeals upheld the constitutionality
of section 407 in the face of three challenges: that
the deposit requirement was not "necessary and
proper"; that it constituted a taking of private prop
erty for public use without just compensation; and,
that it burdened material protected by the guaran
tees of freedom of speech and expression.

In the 1988 Berne Implementation Act, Con
gress repealed the requirement that, as a condition
of copyright protection, published works carry a
copyright notice, and added a consequential amend
ment of section 407: the requirement of mandatory
deposit, formerly limited to those works published
in the United States with notice of copyright, was
broadened to cover a copyrighted "work published
in the United States"-that is, a work published
with or without a copyright notice.

There has been some uneasiness that the
sweeping change in 1988 weakens the force of the
lAdd decision upholding the constitutionality of sec
tion 407, because the decision gave some signifi
cance to the copyright owner's act in placing a copy-
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right notice on works subject to mandatory deposit,
and notice is no longer a condition of copyright.
However, members of ACCORD do not appear to
share this concern: the collections of the Library
clearly "promote the progress of science and useful
arts/' and the quid pro quo for mandatory deposit is
found in the Congressional grant of a system copy
right protection and, potentially, in the establish
ment and maintenance of a national database of
information about the material deposited. Some
non-eonstitutional questions remain concerning the
issue of inducing owners to abandon copyright pro
tection as an alternative to complying with the
mandatory deposit requirement, and the treatment
of non-U.S. Berne Convention works under section
407. These problems should be given further study.

The proposals to improve and expand the ef
fectiveness of mandatory deposit are outlined in
Chapter 4 of this report, and for the most part they
are self-explanatory. However, the following addi
tional observations should be made:

First: The key to a successful mandatory sys
tem is that in general it be made to work
automatically, without individual de
mands and negotiations. At the outset
this will require the Library to establish
and maintain databases, identify and con
tact potential depositors, and undertake
an educational campaign.

Second: Mandatory deposit cannot and should
not reach unpublished, undisseminated
works, and thus will not substitute for any
inducements to register and deposit un
published material now provided by sec
tion 412. If the Library's collections are
not to be weakened, these recommenda
tions for expanding and strengthening
mandatory deposit must be coupled with
recommendations for improving registra
tion practices and procedures as outlined
below.

Third: A second key to the success of a manda
tory deposit system is the spirit in which
it is implemented and enforced. It is im
portant that potential depositors be made
to understand their obligations as citizens
and that they to be approached non-coer
cively with understanding of their special
problems and under a system of due pro
cess. However, if it becomes necessary to
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enforce a formal demand, something bet
ter than the present system must be found.
The possibility of allowing the Librarian
to retain outside counsel and to obtain
recompense for attorney's fees should be
fully explored.13

Finally: Enormous changes are taking place in in
formation storage and transfer; the Li
brary of Congress collections, their users,
and the Library's bibliographic and copy
right records it maintains lie at the core of
this revolution. Careful and imaginative
planning and energetic implementation of
the recommendations in this report will
be essential to their success.

D. Existing Deposit and Registration Provisions:
Simplification and Amelioration of Current
Registration Policies and Practices

A second group of the recommendations to
induce registration and deposit are summarized in
detail in Chapter 4, below. They involve not so
much a basic change in the operations of the regis
tration system as the adoption of simplified proce
dures and a positive approach to carrying them out.
ACCORD was in general agreement that legislation,
regulations, or administrative action should-

1) Create a simple, short-form application to
be used whenever possible. Many believe
that this would induce individual authors
who are now put off by the complicated
forms to start registering their works.

2) Greatly expand the use of group registra
tion and optional deposi t to reduce the
present burdens; induce the Copyright
Office to consult more actively and fre
quently with present and potential regis
trants to hear their problems and to re
spond to them whenever possible.

13 A fourth observation, suggested by an ACCORD member, is
consistent with views expressed by other members during the
discussions: 'The Library must continue to work together with
private sector representatives in adopting appropriate safeguards
in the Library for works in media more easily copied than tradi
tional media. Proprietors of such works are concerned as to the
greater possibility of widespread unauthorized use of such de
posits. Agreements such as the recent experimental agreements
with the Library for CD-ROM deposits may work to both allay the
concerns of copyright owners and achieve the Library's goals.
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3) Emphasize the importance of the copy
right catalog and online database of copy
right registrations, and work out a system
whereby information about ownership,
transfers, licenses, and the sources of per
missions could be added to the data al
ready available.

4) Make clear that good faith errors in appli
cations will not invalidate copyright pro
tection or constitute fraud on the Copy
right Office, and that no misstatement in
an application will invalidate the copy
right itself.

5) Restore or make more widely applicable
the "rule of doubt," under which uncer
tainties about copyrightability or registra
bility are resolved in the applicant's favor.
Adopt an attitude of helpfulness toward
applicants, leaving it to the courts to de
cide doubtful questions.

In this connection it is important to emphasize
that nothing here is intended as a criticism of staff
members of the Copyright Office or the Library of
Congress, who have often been cited for their effi
ciency, cooperativeness, and willingness to go out
of their way to share their time and expertise with
applicants and members of the public. Most of the
members of ACCORD are users of the Library and
the Copyright Office, and their concerns are not
with individual members of the staff, for whom they
have the highest praise. Their concerns are with
institutional and administrative policies which, they
feel are inconsistent with the spirit and philosophy
of the present copyright law of this country.

E. Additional Incentives to Registration and
Deposit

The incentives to copyright registration and
deposit on which ACCORD was able to put for
ward recommendations to the Librarian-those in
volving expanded mandatory deposit and substan
tial improvements in registration practices and poli
cies-are laid out in Chapter 4 of this report. In
addition, a very large number of ideas for other
inducements were put forward during Phase I of
the committee's work. Most were discussed in ple
nary sessions and in one subcommittee meeting;
others were contained only in written submissions.
Some ideas were passed over quickly, while others
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-notably those involving litigation-based incen
tives or the granting of "enhanced remedies" for
registered works-were given serious consideration.
Some of the ideas were very imaginative, and none
were either accepted or rejected outright. Many of
them deserve further consideration, either as pos
sible incentives to deposit and registration or on
their own merits.

There is no space in this report to describe in
detail all of the proposals and ideas that have been
put forward for inducing registration and deposit,
or to review the comments and criticisms directed
at them. However, we have tried to divide them
into categories and to list them briefly under the
following headings:

1) Incentives based on giving greater sub
stantive rights to registered works;

2) Monetary or fee-based incentives;

3) Incentives tied to mandatory deposit (in
addition to those recommended in chap
ter 4);

4) Incentives tied to registration (in addition
to those recommended in chapter 4);

5) Litigation-based incentives.

1) Incentives Derived from Granting Greater
Rights

NOTE: The Berne Convention prohibits the
establishment of formalities, including registration
and deposit, as conditions of copyright protection.
It was pointed out that some of these ideas might
satisfy Berne but that others would raise problems.
Aside from the suggestion in paragraph (f), which
was not discussed, none of these proposals ap
peared to attract support from ACCORD members.

a) Extension of term. Add a term of years,
possibly five, to the duration of copyright
in registered works.

b) Presumption of death. For registered works,
remove the presumption under section
302(e) as to the author's death, a presump
tion used in determining when copyrights
expire in some cases.

c) Domaine public payant. Establish an addi
tional five-year (or other) public domain
status for registered works during which
income from protected uses would be
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shared between the copyright owner and
the government.

d) Prima fade presumption. Give prima facie
evidentiary effect to certificates of regis
tration in judicial proceedings other than
copyright, including probate and contract
disputes.

e) Titles. Give certain rights in the titles of
copyrighted works that have been regis
tered.

f) Software. To encourage registration of
computer software, provide for an explicit
prohibition of reverse engineering of reg
istered software if the deposit consists of
the source code in its entirety, with appro
priate assurances of secrecy for some lim
ited period, such as ten years.

2) Monetary Incentives

NOTE: A number of problems were raised
with respect to suggestions for inducing registra
tions or enhancing the Library's collections by re
ducing costs to the copyright owner or by paying
out appropriated funds to purchase material or for
other purposes. It was agreed that suggestions of
this sort may be unrealistic in the present political
and economic climate and, even if funding were
secured in one Congress, it could be swept away in
a later budget, seriously damaging the copyright
system and the Library's collections. The adminis
trative costs in identifying and purchasing material
are usually much greater than the costs of the ma
terial itself; many works now acquired under the
copyright law are not for sale, and as a realistic
matter could never be identified for purchase. Also,
experience has shown that the problems and costs
of administering a registration schedule providing
for differentials in the amounts of fees may out
weigh the advantages in providing lower fees for
certain types of registrations.

a) Fee-based incentives:

i) Provide a lower fee for short-form
registrations.

ii) In special cases, provide free regis
trations, lower fees, or rebate credits
(e.g., where registration is made very
promptly after publication; where the
Library wants a very expensive work;
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where registration is combined with
deposit under the cataloging-in-publi
cation program).

b) Deposit/Registration Databases. In the online
databases of mandatory deposits and vol
untary registrations provided by the
Copyright Office and the Library, include
information about permissions, licensing,
and pricing that would be furnished by
the copyright owners themselves, and
would be of substantial commercial ben
efit to them.

c) Tax incentives. (These would require much
working-out within the government and
a large educational campaign, but should
not be brushed off for these reasons.)

i) Provide a tax credit for the value of
both mandatory and voluntary depos
its.

ii) Under the new charitable gift deduc
tions law included in the 1993 Budget
Reconciliation Act, encourage copy
right owners to take deductions for
deposits.

d) Combined deposit and purchase. Negotiate
and make special arrangements with de
positors in certain cases for the Library to
purchase a number of copies or pho
norecords over and above the number de
posited, for the mutual benefit of the Li
brary and the copyright owner.

e) Exchanges. Work out a system whereby
deposits or extra copies the Library does
not want are offered for exchange to other
libraries, especially those in foreign coun
tries, in order to obtain their extra or un
wanted material.

3) Mandatory Deposit (Incentives other than
those recommended in Chapter 4);

a) Mini-412. Include in new chapter 11 on
mandatory deposit, as one of the penalties
for failure to comply with a formal de
mand, the loss of statutory damages and
attorney's fees in infringement suits for
unregistered works. After discussion by
ACCORD this idea failed to find accep
tance.
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b) Prima facie presumption. Give the infonna
tion in the database of mandatory depos
its some degree of prima facie weight.
Again this idea failed to find favor with
the committee.

c) Processing fee. Allow the Library to charge
certain fees in connection with mandatory
deposits to cover costs of contacting copy
right owners and identifying individual
works. One idea is to make this fee the
same as or higher than the registration fee,
thus inducing registrations.

4) Registration incentives (other than those
recommended in Chapter 4):

a) Combined registration and recordation. Re
quire registration before recording assign
ments, licenses, etc., or include ownership
infonnation on the application, or make
registration the foundation on which full
infonnation about a work and the owner
ship is put into the Copyright Office's
records and online databases. Some mem
bers of ACCORD was enthusiastic about
this idea, and it was agreed to address the
whole question of the interrelationship
between copyright registration and the re
cordation of transfers and other docu
ments in Phase II of the deliberations.

b) Merge databases. Work toward making
compatible the various public records and
databases of the Copyright Office and Li
brary with the goal of merging them
online. The merged database would in
clude the Catalog of Copyright Entries, the
new records of mandatory deposits, and
possibly the Library's bibliographic entries
for copyrighted works. ACCORD liked
this idea very much.

c) Educational campaign. Organize, through
publications, speeches, meetings, personal
contacts, and help from organizations, a
major campaign aimed at educating the
public about copyright in general and reg
istration and deposit in particular.

d) Incontestability. Look into the possibility
of providing something similar to the pro
visions of the trademark law making the
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validity of, and facts stated in, a registra
tion incontestable after a certain period of
time and subject to certain exceptions (e.g.
fraud, antitrust violations, etc.). The
analogies between trademark and copy
right practices may be too weak to make
this practical, but the idea might be inves
tigated in connection with prima facie pre
sumptions.

e) Conflicting registrations. Where there are
two or more registrations covering the
same version of a work in the Copyright
Office records, provide for a presumption
that the facts stated in the earliest registra
tion will prevail.

f) Retention of deposits. Provide for perma
nent retention of deposits of published
works upon request of the copyright
owner, without charging the present re
tention fee.

5) Litigation-based incentives.

NOTE: Both sections 411(a) and 412 of the
present law are litigation-based incentives to regis
tration and deposit, since they deprive the copy
right owner of certain benefits in infringement liti
gation unless registration has been made: statutory
damages and attorney's fees under 412, and the
right to bring suit under 411(a). It is argued that
these (or at least section 412) operate as powerful
inducements since copyright owners, or the attor
neys advising them, know that if they register they
will get certain rights and remedies, and if they
don't register they will be deprived of these ben
efits.

It was pointed out that the new ideas for ad
ditional litigation-based incentives would work in
just the same way as section 412. Some members of
ACCORD favored the new carrot-and-stick propos
als on the ground that, unlike statutory damages
and attorney's fees, the enhanced remedies, not now
available under the copyright law, would provide
effective incentives to registration and deposit.
Others argued that the stronger the incentive, the
more it operates as a penalty, and the weaker the
incentive, the less likely it is to induce the desired
behavior.

According to the latter view, litigation-based
incentives are flawed sticks rather than carrots, since
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they cannot fail to constitute a trap for the unwary;
to induce registration the law should create regis
tration incentives, not litigation incentives. On the
other hand, some members felt strongly that a pack
age of litigation-based incentives, offering additional
remedies not now available, would be less objec
tionable than 412. They felt that such a package
should supplement the recommendations in Chap
ter 4 as a means of insuring the continuation of
copyright registrations and deposits at current lev
els.

a) Sunset provision. There was considerable
feeling on the committee that whatever
changes are made in the law will have
unpredictable results, and that the statute
should contain either a sunset or perhaps
a "sunrise" provision requiring Congress
to evaluate the effects of its amendments
after they have been in effect for a stated
period, perhaps five years.

b) Variations on Section 411(a):

i) Repeal the provision but give courts the
express option of asking the Copyright
Office for an advisory opinion.

ii) Modify section 508, which is not work
ing. Instead of requiring the clerks of
the courts to notify the Copyright Of
fice about litigation, put the onus on
the plaintiff and add the information
to the Office's online databases.

c) Variations on Section 412:

i) Repeal section 412 insofar as it with
holds statutory damages and attorney's
fees for published or publicly-dissemi
nated works, but retain it for unpub
lished, unregistered works, possibly
with some of the amelioration dis
cussed below.

ii) Give the court discretion to make ex
ceptions to the requirements of section
412 in certain limited circumstances,
possibly including cases of excusable
neglect or inadvertence, or where com
pliance is physically or financially diffi
cult or impossible.

iii) Expand the grace period for published
works in 412;

iv) Make 412 inapplicable if registration is
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made after infringement begins but
before bringing suit;

v) Withhold certain remedies but allow
the court to make exceptions, and lay
out the factors the court in its discre
tion might consider in deciding to
grant, withhold, or reduce statutory
damages and attorney's fees;

vi) If registration is made after the first of
a series of infringing acts, allow statu
tory damages and attorney's fees for
acts committed after registration;

vii) Allow the court in its discretion to
withhold statutory damages or
attorney's fees, but not both.

d) Enhanced remedies: in general. Subject to ju
dicial discretion and the possibility of ex
ceptions where extenuating circumstances
exist, provide that where there has been
timely registration, an award of "en
hanced" remedies over and above those
normally available would be mandatory
regardless of when the infringement oc
curred. The possible nature of these "en
hanced remedies" was the subject of much
discussion. Among the ideas (where
timely registration has been made):

i) Allow the court to make its award per
act of infringement rather than per
work;

ii) Make liability "several" rather than
"joint and several", so that each defen
dant would be separately liable for
damages.

e) Enhanced remedies: actual damages and prof
its.

i) Give the courts discretion to award
treble damages and profits where there
has been timely registration and the in
fringement was willful, the treble dam
age award not to be in lieu of any ad
ditional profits of the infringer.

ii) Give the courts discretion to cumulate
actual damages and all profits (i.e., not
just "additional" profits as at present),
as some courts had interpreted the 1909
law, where there had been timely reg
istration.
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f) Enhanced remedies: Statutory Damages.
Where there has been timely registration:

i) Raise the ceiling for awards of statu
tory damages in cases of non-willful in
fringement from $20,DOO to perhaps
$1DO,000.

ii) Remove the ceiling in all cases.

iii) Break up the schedules of awards into
brackets, reserving the highest brackets
for registered works.

g) Enhanced remedies: attorney's fees: Where
there has been timely registration:

i) Make an award of reasonable
attorney's fees mandatory in cases of
both willful and non-willful infringe
ment;

ii) Provide for mandatory awards of
attorney's fees in all cases of willful in
fringement, but not for mandatory
awards in cases of non-willful infringe
ment.

iii) Make attorney's fees awards cover the
full amount of the fee charged, not just
"reasonable" fees;

iv) Include with the award of attorney's
fees a recovery of the plaintiff's other
litigation costs: court reporter fees, ex
pert witness fees, accountant's fees,
costs of duplicating the record, etc.

v) Provide that, if plaintiff loses and there
has not been timely registration, plain
tiff must pay defendant's attorney's
fees.

h) Effect of registration on defenses in litigation:
If registration has been made, and subject
to judicial discretion:

i) Increase the statute of limitations from
three to six years;

ii) Preclude the defense of innocent in
fringement under section S04(c)(2);

iii) Preclude claims of abandonment and
estoppel.
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Chapter 4 Recommendations
-------10---------------

As the authors of this report have understood it, the initial charge of the Librarian
of Congress to ACCORD was to study and report to him upon possible methods of
inducing copyright registration and deposit for the Library that would serve as alter
natives to the incentives now offered by sections 411(a) and 412. The committee has
entrusted us, as co-chairs, with the responsibility of reporting upon the work of AC
CORD during its first phase and the proposals and recommendations that emerged
from that work. We emphasize once again that the statements here are our own, not
those of ACCORD or of any of its other members.

We believe that the recommendations set forth in this chapter reflect the views
of a substantial number of ACCORD members, and that there was sufficient support
for these proposals to put them forward for consideration by the Librarian of Congress.
It is true that the members agreed to disagree on the Reform Bill's repeal of sections
411(a) and 412, and that the relative strength of an individual member's support for the
recommendations in this chapter depended upon the member's views on the repeal of
section 411(a) and particularly 412. Chapter 3 of this report and some of the working
papers contained in the Appendix reflect the various views of ACCORD members on
sections 411(a) and 412.

The recommendations summarized in this chapter are put forward as a package
consisting of two types of proposals for statutory and administrative change: first, a
new chapter of the Copyright Code to replace and strengthen the effectiveness of
section 407 on mandatory deposit for the Library of Congress; and, second, a group of
proposed amendments to sections 408 through 410 and 411(b) aimed at simplifying,
liberalizing, and ameliorating the present registration/deposit system. The recommen
dations were initially considered by the committee in the form of rough drafts of
statutory language. The intention of the drafters of this language was to show to the
ACCORD members the full content and reach of the proposals, to demonstrate how
they might work in practice, and to reveal potential problems and defects.

The drafts were presented to an eight-member subcommittee of ACCORD at an
all-day meeting on Sunday, August 29, 1993. This meeting produced what appeared
as considerable support for the basic proposals, together with a number of detailed
suggestions for changes in language and substance. At the full committee's meetings
on September 1 and 2 the same rough draft was presented as the basis for discussion,
this time with a covering memorandum summarizing the proposals. Again there were
suggestions for changes in both wording and substantive content.

These drafts have formed the basis for the recommendations summarized in this
chapter, and may therefore be useful as background material. They have not been
changed or refined; the covering memorandum of September 1, together with the
rough drafts in their original form, are included in the Appendix as Working Paper
#19. For present purposes the chairs have sought to summarize and explain the
content of the drafts in ordinary report language, in some cases adding summaries of
suggestions that emerged from later discussions of the drafts and on which some
further degree of accord was reached.
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Recommendations
Concerning Mandatory Deposit

1) In General. It is the sense of a number of
ACCORD's members that the mandatory de
posit provisions of section 407/ if substantially
expanded and strengthened legislatively and
administratively, offer a opportunity to en
hance the collections of the Library of Con
gress. These provisions parallel the '1egal
deposit" and similar requirements in most
other countries.

2) Basic Purpose of the Proposal: To obtain, au
tomatically and without the necessity for a de
mand/ the deposit of the bulk of copyrighted
material made available to the publiet4 in the
United States that the Library of Congress
wants and that is not coming in through copy
right registration.

3) Structural Change: Make section 407 into a
separate chapter of Title 17 to accommodate
the greatly enlarged number of sections/ to
focus greater attention on the requirement,
and to emphasize its increased importance. In
addition, separating the sections dealing with
mandatory deposit from those on copyright
registration emphasizes the differing goals and
policies of the two.

4) Statutory Clarifications: Make clear in the
statute that-

a) The obligation to deposit arises immedi
ately and automatically upon publication
or public dissemination in the United
States, without the need for any official
notices or demands;

b) The obligation devolves upon the owner
of U.S. copyright or the owners of any

H This would expand the scope of mandatory deposit to include
not only published works, but also works publicly disseminated
by any means. It would broaden the reach of the Library to works
disseminated, but not technically published-for example, trans
mission programs and online databases. Most members support
the Library's desire to obtain these works, but were concerned
that the proposal is too broad in the scope of works affected, and
in the possible uses the Library might make of them once avail
able. There was an acknowl- edgement, especially for works in
electronicformats (includingonlinedatabases), that careful study
and important safeguards must precedeany legislative or admin
istrative change.
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exclusive rights of publication or public
dissemination in the United States, and
may be fulfilled by any of them;

c) The obligation applies to every work the
rights owners disseminate publicly in the
United States unless deposit for copyright
registration is made, or unless the Library
has declared that it does not seek deposit
of the type of material in question.

S) Scope of the Obligation: Expand the scope of
mandatory deposit to include not only copies
and phonorecords but also materials, such as
television programs and online databases,
which are widely available to the public but
may not be "published" in the technical sense
under the copyright law.

6) Relation to Copyright: Clarify in the statute
the relation between mandatory deposit for
the Library of Congress and deposit for copy
right registration. Explain that mandatory
deposit is not a condition of copyright protec
tion/ but that mandatory deposits may be used
to fulfill the deposit requirements related to
copyright registration. Elucidate the respec
tive responsibilities of the Librarian of Con
gress and the Register of Copyrights in ad
ministering the system.

7) The Question of Abandonment: Deal in the
statute or in regulations with the legal prob
lems presented by abandonment of copyright
or publishing rights as an alternative to man
datory deposit. Set up a system where requir
ing abandonment would not be routine, and
where alternatives to abandonment would be
sought through negotiated agreements to de
fer deposits for periods of time, combine pur
chases with deposits, allow different fonns of
deposit, etc.

8) Initial Procedures: Strengthen and formalize
the initial procedures for mandatory deposit,
including identification of the material wanted
and the methods for informing potential de
positors of their obligations and of their op
tion to deposit in connection with copyright
registration instead. Set up a procedure under
which the Library-

a) Regularly, and frequently, reviews and
publishes its acquisitions policies as ap
plied to mandatory deposit, making clear
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what it wants and what it does not want
at the time, what classes of material are
completely exempt, what the classes are
where deposit of one copy or phonorecord
will suffice, the conditions under which it
will suffice to put the Library on a sub
scription, and the conditions for special
cases where deposit copies or phono
records are completely lacking, etc.

b) Identifies, by comparing information from
databases, the material the Library wants
and is not getting under copyright regis
tration, and undertakes to make the con
tacts necessary to have them deposited
voluntarily and automatically.

9) Due Process: Set up a fair and effective com
pliance procedure, giving potential depositors
due process (e.g., under the Administrative
Procedure Act) and the opportunity to negoti
ate agreements for their mandatory deposits
that would be fair to them and to the Library:

a) Initially, the Library would notify poten
tial depositors of their obligations by send
ing a written request identifying the work
or body of works, with information about
the requirements, alternatives, and time
limits, including the option to make a vol
untary registration and deposit;

b) Then, within three months after the re
quest the potential depositor would have
the options to deposit, to explain why
there is no legal obligation to deposit, or
to enter into good faith negotiations with
the Library over possible optional forms
of deposit, possible restrictions on use or
disposition of the deposits by the Library,
etc.;

c) Within one month after conclusion of any
such negotiations the potential depositor
would have the right to appeal directly to
the Librarian, whose decision would con
stitute the final agency action, subject to
appeal to the courts.

10) Fonnal Demands: Establish time-limits after
which the Library may make formal de
mands, and set up requirements for the con
tents and service of the demand and for time
limits to comply with it.

11) Sanctions for Noncompliance: Establish real
istic sanctions for noncompliance with a for
mal demand, including fines and recovery by
the Library in appropriate cases of its
attorney's fees and other legal costs incurred
in enforcing the demand; make clear that the
sanctions are civil and not criminal in nature.

12) Legal Representation:15 Provide the Librarian
with practical and effective means for obtain
ing legal representation in demand cases, in
cluding the right to retain private counsel,
special procedures in the Justice Department,
the Library, or the Copyright Office, etc.

13) Records of Mandatory Deposits: Establish
statutory procedures for processing and re
cording the receipt and disposition of manda
tory deposits:

a) Make clear that no application or fee is
required;

b) Formalize procedures for exchanging de
posit copies or phonorecords with other
scholarly institutions;

c) Make clear that, as with other items in
its collections, the Library may use and
transfer or exchange deposits without re
strictions, unless there has been a negoti
ated agreement establishing restrictions.
Again, special consideration must be
given to works easily reproduced or trans
ferred, such as works in digital or other
electronic formats;

d) Require the Library to establish and main
tain simple public records of all manda
tory deposit material received. Specify
the information to be included in public
records, to be taken from the face of the
deposits, together with data about their
estimated value and disposition, to be
maintained for the Library's own fiscal
and statistical records and for biblio
graphic purposes;

e) Require the Library to put these records
into an online database very shortly after
receipt of the deposit;

15 See Working Paper No. 20 regarding the authority of Legisla
tive Branch agencies to litigate.
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o Give depositors the option of infonning
the Library, at the time of deposit and
later, about whom to contact concerning
pennissions and licensing (possibly with
appropriate information as to terms and
pricing) and require the Library to include
this information in the online database.

14) Transmission Programs: With respect to
"transmission programs," especially radio and
television programs, authorize the Library to
record off-the-air under regulated conditions,
as an alternative to demanding hard copies.
Set up a process under which there would be
studies and consultations before establishing
the regulations controlling these procedures
and include in the studies the implications, if
any, for online databases.

Recommendations Concerning Copyright
Registration Policies and Practices

1) In General. There was general agreement
among the members of ACCORD that the
copyright registration and deposit provisions
of the present law (sections 408 - 410, and
411(b» are too complicated, that they leave
open the possibility of overly-strict or techni
cal administration, and that these in some
cases these factors may constitute deterrents
to registration. A consensus view of the com
mittee was that, to induce authors and copy
right owners not now registering to do so, and
to encourage those now registering to con
tinue, the statute should provide for substan
tial simplifications and ameliorations in exist
ing registration policies and practices. This is
particularly important with respect to unpub
lished works,16 as they would not be reached
by the expansion and strengthening of the
mandatory deposit requirements.

2) Section 408:

a) Optional Deposit and Group Registration.
Expand the Register's authority to estab
lish optional forms of deposit and the
groupings of related works under a single

16 The classes of unpublished works not reached by mandatory
deposit would be reduced if mandatory deposit is expanded to
include works "publicly disseminated" but nottechnically "pub
lished."
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registration; without prejudice to this au
thority, require the Register to establish
standards and procedures for special ex
ceptions to the deposit requirements, and
for optional deposit and group registra
tion in specified cases. An example would
be expansion and liberalization of the cur
rent provision for group registrations of
contributions to periodicals. Address in
the statute the problem of providing
meaningful cataloging and database en
tries identifying the various works com
prised in a group registration.

b) Regular Public Inquiries. Require the Reg
ister at regular intervals, perhaps annu
ally or biennially, to conduct full-scale
public inquiries, to identify situations or
types of works where variations in types
of deposits or in standard registration
practices would be justified.

3) Section 409:

a) Short-form application. Begin the section
with a new subsection providing for a
short-form, much simpler, application to
be used where the copyright owner is the
living author and the work has not previ
ously been published (or publicly dissemi
nated if the statute provides for manda
tory deposit of publicly-disseminated
works). Detail the information to be in
cluded in the short form, keeping it as
simple as possible.

b) Optional information about source of permis
sions. For both short and long-form appli
cations, allow the applicants (or possibly
their representatives or licensees) to pro
vide optional information about whom to
contact concerning permissions and li
censing, together with appropriate infor
mation about terms and pricing. Make
provision for this information to be in
cluded in the Copyright Office's online
catalog and for methods allowing the ap
plicant to keep the information current.
Make clear that this optional information
is not entitled to prima facie presumptions
under section 410(c).

c) Specified items of information. Revise the
list of specified items to be included in the
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long-form application to make the infor
mation provided clearer and more mean
ingful:

i) Delete clause (0), a ghost of the manu
facturing clause;

ii) Retain clause (5), but tie it to informa
tion in the records of transfers main
tained by the Copyright Office under
section 205;

iii) Rewrite clause (9) to make much
clearer and simpler the information to
be elicited, and to limit it to what is
necessary for the registration process.

d) Good-faith errors. Add a subsection, appli
cable to both short and long-form applica
tions, making clear that an error or omis
sion of fact on the application will deprive
that item of information of prima facie
weight, but if made in good faith will not
constitute fraud on the Copyright Office
or invalidate the registration, or the copy
right, or deprive the copyright owner of
any remedies.

4) Section 410:

a) Revise both subsections (a) and (b) to re
store the "rule of doubt" in the examining
and registration process, making clear in
statutory language that if, under a "rea
sonableness" standard, there is any genu
ine uncertainty regarding registrability in
a particular case, the doubt should be re
solved in favor of the applicant. (Several
formulas for stating this principle in the
statute were put forward by ACCORD
members.)

b) Add a subsection detailing a procedure
for applicants to use in appealing adverse
actions by the Copyright Office, requiring
observation of due process under the
Administrative Procedure Act and pro
viding an appeals ladder through the Reg
ister to the Librarian, whose decision
would constitute final agency action sub
ject to appeal to the courts.

5) Section 41l(b): Amend this subsection, deal
ing with the special problem of live radio and
television programs (notably sports) which are
likely to be infringed at the moment of their
first transmission, to reduce the present cum
bersome paperwork and procedural burdens.
Instead of requiring actual notice to be served
on potential infringers, provide for a filing in
the Copyright Office within reasonable time
limits and under regulatory conditions to con
stitute constructive notice, allowing injunc
tions and recovery of other remedies as long
as timely registration is made later.

Recommendation for Review

One thing on which all of the members of
ACCORD appeared to agree was the lack of hard
evidence concerning the effect of sections 411(a) and
412 as inducements to registration. It was suggested
that, after a stated period of perhaps five years, the
effects of the changed requirements could be re
viewed to see whether they had had the desired
effect. This would seem a desirable safety valve,
especially if more reliable statistics than those now
available could be provided, and we recommend
that a provision to this effect be added to the stat
ute.
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--0 THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION AND DEPOSIT (ACCORD)

FIRST MEETING
JUNE 10-11, 1993

James Madison Memorial Building - Librarian's Conference Room, LM-608

Thursday, June 10

9:00 a.m. Coffee on Librarian's balcony, (LM-608)

9:30 a.m. Opening remarks: Dr. James H. Billington,
Librarian of Congress;
Barbara Ringer and Robert Wedgeworth,
Co-chairs

10:00 a.m. Introduction of committee members by themselves

10:15 a.m. Briefing on ACCORD proceedings and Copyright Reform Act
• Administrative matters
• ACCORD timetables, organization, and procedures
• Overview of H.R. 897

11:00 a.m. Introduction of documentation and work programs

12 noon Lunch (Montpelier Room)

1:30 p.m. Discussion and demonstration of Library of Congress
collections and acquisitions

3:00 p.m. General discussion and observations by committee members

Friday, June 11

9:00 a.m. Coffee on Librarian's balcony

9:30 a.m. Discussion of work programs and possible assignments
of working groups

12 noon Lunch (free time)

1:30 p.m. Continuation of discussion of work programs
and/or first meetings of working groups
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OF THE FIRST MEETING OF ACCORD
JUNE 10-11, 1993

JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL BUILDING
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

The first meeting of the Advisory Committee began at 9:45 a.m. on June 10, 1993,
with a welcome and brief preliminary remarks from James Billington, Librarian of
Congress. He described the Committee's mission. "Put simply," he said, "we're look
ing for new incentives to copyright registration deposit, should it be decided to delete
from the copyright statute the registration incentives now in Sections 411 and 412." He
asked the group to keep in mind the primary need to sustain the record of America's
culture. He then introduced Barbara Ringer and Robert Wedgeworth and expressed
his appreciation for their public service.

Ms. Ringer welcomed the committee and added her sincere thanks to those
present. She commended to them a recent address by Dr. Billington, "Is Alexandria
Burning Again?" to set the tone for the proceedings. She asked the group to consider
the acronym ACCORD, which member Fred Koenigsberg suggested to name the
Librarian's Advisory Committee On Copyright Registration and Deposit, adding that
she thought it captured the hoped-for spirit of cooperation.

Ms. Ringer then described the work of the Committee as a two-phase effort.
Phase One would address the immediate target, to examine sections 411 and 412 of the
copyright law and alternative incentives to registration. This would require a prelimi
nary report to the Librarian shortly before September 15, 1993, to enable him to comply
with Congress' request by that date. Phase Two would address broader issues and
would require filing a report sometime around March 1994. Inevitably, she said, our
study will call for further detail and would lead to other matters. She suggested that
members might note items they wished to pursue for the next phase. In any event, we
are looking toward delivering two reports to the Librarian of Congress, who, in tum
will report to the congressional members responsible for copyright matters. There was
also a possibility that the copyright subcommittees might hold separate meetings in the
nature of town meetings on these matters.

Ms. Ringer noted the breadth of the task at hand, more crowded for her in view
of personal involvement in planning for work on an important conference on the
Electronic Information Superhighway, to be hosted here by Vice President Gore and
Dr. Billington in mid-July. Ms. Ringer then suggested the concept of breaking up the
Committee into working groups, since a twenty-member panel is a rather large work
ing unit.

Co-Chair Robert Wedgeworth described his viewpoint of the work before the
group, as President of the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), an
umbrella group representing associations in over 130 countries. He asked the Commit
tee to consider the impact of the legislative proposal on the Library's acquisitions and
materials for use by scholars. While mandatory deposit provides direct benefits to the
Library, it also provides secondary benefits to other libraries, and it allows the Library
to act as a library of last resort for recording the existence of cultural works. It also
disseminates some of these works to other libraries to increase the corpus of cultural
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materials in North America. He recounted his ex
perience with the omnibus revision of the copyright
law in 1976 and the Berne Convention Implementa
tion Act of 1988, and the interests of libraries in
those bills. He said that the library community has
no particular resistance to the 1993 bill, but it has a
lot of questions.

The members and staff introduced themselves.
The staff consists of Lewis Racks, Eric Schwartz,
Gayle Harris, Charlotte Douglass and Retta Terry.
Ms. Ringer announced that Lewis Racks was re
signing from the Copyright Office after 26 years to
join the International Federation of Producers of
Phonograms and Videograms (IFPD, as Deputy
Director General. Jeannette Pierce, a student in Li
brary and Information Science at the University of
Illinois, was introduced as an assistant to Mr.
Wedgeworth.

Overview of the Copyright Reform Act

Mr. Racks gave an overview of the proposed
Copyright Reform Act of 1993, H.R. 897 and S. 373,
its companion bill. Representatives Hughes and
Frank introduced the bill in the House on February
16, 1993. Shortly thereafter, on March 3 and 4, the
House Subcommittee held hearings with testimony
in favor of provisions of the legislation from com
puter program copyright owners, visual artists,
photographers, and newsletter publishers. The Li
brarian and the Register of Copyrights testified in
opposition to several provisions in the bill.

The Reform Act proposes changes to Chapter
4 of the copyright statute, by eliminating certain
incentives for copyright registration. H.R. 897 (1)
eliminates the registration prerequisite to filing an
infringement suit (for all works now subject to this
requirement, namely, domestic works and non
Berne foreign works); (2) eliminates the requirement
of registration before infringement in order to ob
tain attorney's fees and statutory damages; and (3)
eliminates the necessity of registration as a precon
dition for a recordation in the Copyright Office to
give constructive notice.

Other provisions of the bill would: (l) elimi
nate the Copyright Royalty Tribunal -- moving its
functions into the Copyright Office and providing
for ad hoc arbitration panels for dispute resolution.
The Register of Copyrights would appoint arbitra
tion members, and adopt or reject arbitration panel
decisions, subject to judicial review; (2) create a
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Register of Copyrights appointed by the President
effective January 1, 1994 (unclear would be the sta
tus of the copyright staff appointed by the Librar
ian); and (4) overturn the National Peregrine case,
so that a security interest could be recorded either
with a state office or the Copyright Office.

Procedure and Organization

Eric Schwartz observed that the issues can be
organized into four major areas, which can be ad
dressed in tum by four working groups of Commit
tee members. Their work could be supplemented
by SUbgroups from within the Library and the
Copyright Office. Committee members were re
quested to direct their work requests in this connec
tion through the staff. In addition to the availability
of the Copyright Office staff and departments of the
Library of Congress, such as the Law Library and
the Collections Development Section, it is hoped
that legal interns and law students who are assigned
to members will be able to provide background
studies and other data.

It was noted that Phase Two may see a differ
ent group of members working on other issues,
possibly including the Copyright Royalty Tribunal.

There will be four meetings in Phase 1, each of
two-day duration, with roughly one meeting per
month through the month of September. To pre
serve the record, plenary sessions will be taped, but
no formal transcript will be distributed. Summaries
of the plenary sessions will be prepared and sent to
members and other interested parties. It was pro
posed that the deliberations of Working Groups not
be taped, but that each group have a rapporteur to
report on their deliberations to the larger group.

Attendance at the plenary sessions is open, to
the extent space permits, but it is not expected that
observers will participate in these discussions. To
speed their discussions and to gain the broadest
possible participation, the Working Groups are en
couraged to solicit comments in writing. Informal
ity and decision by consensus should be the rule,
and it is not expected that members will be polled
or will vote. In the interest of providing the Librar
ian with as much information as possible on which
to base his recommendations to Congress, members
with dissenting views would have an opportunity
to present their views to the Librarian.

In order for the Librarian to report to Con
gress by mid-September, it was agreed that Phase 1
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of the Committee's work would have to be pro
vided to the Librarian around September 1, with an
August target date for delivery of working group
reports. One member remarked that in view of the
ten-week timeline, some narrowing of scope was
necessary in order to deliver a responsible product.

The discussion then turned, preliminarily, to
how the work should be organized. To begin with,
one member noted that it was useful to articulate
broad questions; for example, to what degree are
deposits relied upon by the Library of Congress for
its collections? Another member suggested that we
classify and rank in priority order the tasks to be
accomplished, perhaps organized in a functional
way along section lines, and that those issues that
we have clear ideas about should be separated from
those on which we do not.

Other initial ideas were to provide historical
background and context in the course of establish
ing the need for change. We would need to bear in
mind, of course, the overall purpose and mission of
our efforts. It was suggested that we should also
focus on the utility of the registration system to the
courts, looking at the way the courts have used
registration records, as well as the frequency with
which courts entertain defenses of fraud on the
Copyright Office.

It was announced that interested members are
invited to attend as observers the symposium on
the electronic information superhighway entitled
"Delivering Electronic Information in a Knowledge
Based Democracy", sponsored by the Vice President
and the Librarian for business and government lead
ers. This meeting will be held on July 14 in the
Mumford Room.

Value of Library Collections
and Impact of Section 412

On the first afternoon, Gayle Harris and
Lewis Hacks coordinated a demonstration of cer
tain special collections within the Library of Con
gress, including photographs, maps, music, and
motion pictures. Most members were willing to
stipulate to the value of the Library's collections.
Another member, however, asserted that the dem
onstration was not helpful because the particular
registration incentives at issue did not exist under
the 1909 Act. He stated that focusing on the collec
tions was inappropriate inasmuch as it tended to
detract from the committee's mission of developing

alternatives to the current registration incentives in
the copyright statute.

A further discussion ensued on the pre-1978
law, particularly how the Washingtonian case be
came a disincentive to timely registration, in effect
interpreting the statutory requirement of "prompt"
registration to mean registration within 28 years.
The 1976 Act changed the situation presented by
the Washingtonian decision.

The new act created other benefits and con
siderations for making registrations. More impor
tantly, the drafters of the 1976 Act intended to move
the United States toward adherence to the Berne
Convention. In the course of this, an effort was
made toward eliminating the formalities of registra
tion, recordation and notice. Although there was
no consensus as to whether new registration incen
tives were preferable to those offered in the 1909
Act, it was noted that the number of registrations
had indeed increased.

The Committee assessed the general impact of
Section 412. One member observed that while there
was nothing inherent about section 412 that induced
registration, the registration incentives operated as
a package; as it stands today, it makes sense to reg
ister. Another member noted the difficulty of con
sidering the elimination of these inducements to
register in a vacuum without comparing their util
ity vis-a-vis other inducements. Many members
agreed with the assertion that Section 412 operated
to keep a lot of copyright claimants out of court,
and that it prevents small authors from litigating
legitimate copyright grievances because statutory
damages and attorney's fees are denied them unless
they have first registered their claim or attempted to
do so. Those representing that view challenged
those supporting section 412 as seeking to protect
large institutional clients who, as defendants in in
fringement suits, seek to deflect suits by denying
effective remedies to infringed parties. A member
closed out this round of discussion on the merits of
section 412 by noting that we live in a world today
where everything is copyrighted and that serious
researchers use great varieties of these materials, so
assessments have to made as to risks and nonrisks.
The member urged that we can decide that as long
as other meaningful remedies are available, there is
a public policy in favor of 412 by requiring people
entitled to them to at least make a public record.

Regarding the international impact of Section
412, another member questioned whether section
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412 violated the Berne Convention by denying ef
fective remedies to foreign authors. On the one
hand, it was suggested that the unavailability of
extraordinary remedies does not violate Berne be
cause conventional remedies are available to all
parties. The argument that Section 412 does consti
tute a barrier to the vindication of rights was sup
ported by the fact that the absence of these rem
edies is likely to be more keenly felt by foreigners,
creating a de facto violation of Berne.

A request was made for each member to
disclose what clients, if any, the member was
were representing in the proceedings. Co-Chair
Wedgeworth stated that each member should be
prepared to make such a disclosure statement to the
Committee. Co-Chair Ringer restated that the ob
jective was to adduce solid facts, not opinion, and to
test the assumptions made by various interested
parties on registration and deposit issues.

By the end of the second day, members had
time to review the proposed work programs pre
pared by the ACCORD staff. Certain members were
commissioned to prepare draft working papers on
key issues. Two groups were assigned to prepare
papers on the provisions of section 412, registration
and deposit as prerequisites to recovery of statutory
damages and attorney'~ fees (Draft Work Program
B). Jon Baumgarten (Chair) and Peter Jaszi are
writing a paper on the merits of the current section
412. Art Levine (Chair) and Charles Ossola are
writing a paper on the reasons why section 412
should be repealed.

Paul Goldstein is preparing a paper on section
411(a), registration as a prerequisite to the com
mencement of an infringement action (Draft Work
Program A, para. 6).

Robert Oakley (Chair), Hasia Diner and Alan
Fern are preparing a paper on section 407, manda
tory deposit for the Library of Congress (Draft Work
Program C, para. 2 and 3).

Survey Methodology

A recurring topic of the meeting dealt with
proposed factual surveys and the methodology to
be employed. The Committee asked several ques
tions in coming to grips with providing Congress
factual answers on H.R. 897. Does this represent a
logical step in the process of U.S. adjustment to the
Berne Convention? Do U.s. nationals suffer dis-
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abilities in the marketplace? Are foreign authors
discriminated against when they have not registered
before infringement?

The following proposals emerged from AC
CORD discussions on June 11.

1. Provide background and evidence of experi
ence: describe what existed before 407, 411,
412 and explain what was wrong with the
previous system.

2. Begin with Work Programs B, C and D. Con
sider systematically the kinds of questions that
need to be asked: What are the concerns? Are
they legitimate? Look at each of the provi
sions and its impact-407, 411(a), 412. What
are the costs and benefits, private and social?
What are their strengths and weaknesses?

3. Highlight the rationale and purposes.

4. Determine what information or studies are re
quested from the Library and Copyright Of
fice staff.

5. Come to consensus on some things and pro
ceed toward implementation. Continue with
research and writing.

6. Determine, if possible, whether 412 is a sig
nificant motivator of deposits. Broader still,
what makes people register?

7. Inquire into the future: The Library's mission,
the needs of LC users, and the way in which
those needs are being met for the future; in
cluding what it needs in the way of new me
dia, new information formats and the relation
ship of those needs to copyright.

8. Conduct a survey that tests assumptions about
motives to register: (a) start with a sample
group, suggest some possibilities and see if
patterns emerge (for instance, ask prominent
authors and institutional entities who do not
register why they choose not to); and (b) de
velop an inquiry instrument. If no formal
survey can be completed in time for Septem
ber deadline, conduct a short sample, to be
supplemented by a fuller survey at a later
date. Some care must be taken to develop an
appropriate survey instrument. One member
suggested that the survey not be limited to
Section 412, but that it refer to all relevant
sections of the statute to broaden our informa
tion base about registration and deposit. An-
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other member was firmly opposed to conduct
ing such a broad study.

Agenda Items and Next Meeting

In addition to discussion of the papers on sec
tions 407,411, and 412, a discussion of alternatives
to Section 412, Work Program D, would be placed
on the July agenda. The next meeting was fixed for
9:30 a.m. July 12 and 13 in Dining Room A and the
West Dining Room, on the 6th floor of the Madison
Building.

Works In Progress

The following is being prepared by ACCORD
members, staff, or assistants:

1. An annotated bibliography on copyright reg
istration and deposit.

2. A legislative history of sections 411 (a) and 412.

3. An analysis of the Supreme Court's Washing
tonian decision (1939) and its impact on copy
right registration and deposit practices.

4. A study of U.s. case law and commentary on
damages, especially the awarding of profits in
copyright infringement cases under the 1909
and 1978 Acts.

5. A study of U.s. case law and commentary on
attorneys fees including an examination of all
federal statutes that provide for attorneys fees.

6. A study of cases where mandatory deposit by
the Library of Congress has been resisted, and
activities and practices of the Library's acqui
sitions division.

7. A study of Library of Congress registration
statistics-who registers and why.

8. A study of U.S. case law regarding the copy
right records-what the cases reveal about the
Copyright Office records.

9. A study of U.s. case law regarding recorda
tion-how it operates in relation to registra
tion, and how Peregrine and H.R. 897 might
impact current registration and recordation
systems.

-----------0------
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,--------A_genda
---0 THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION AND DEPOSIT (ACCORD)

SECOND MEETING
JULY 12-13, 1993

James Madison Memorial Building - (July 12) Dining Room A, 6th Floor;
(July 13) West Dining Room, 6th Floor

Monday, July 12 Dining Room A, 6th Floor

9:00 a.m. Coffee

9:30 a.m. Opening remarks: Barbara Ringer and Robert Wedgeworth,
Co-Chairs

•Vice President Gore Symposium

9:45 a.m. Introduction of documents and up-date on work programs
(Eric Schwartz)

10:00 a.m. Minutes of June Meeting (Charlotte Douglass);
Legislative history of sections 41l(a) and 412 (Barbara Ringer);
Mandatory Deposit Draft Work Paper #7 (Jeanette Pierce)

10:30 a.m. Discussion of sec. 41l(a) Draft Work Paper #2

12 noon Lunch (Montpelier Room)

1:00 p.m. Discussion of sec. 412 Draft Work Papers #3 and #4

3:00 p.m. Tour of Copyright Office Registration Collections (Landover)

Tuesday, July 13 West Dining Room, 6th Floor

9:00 a.m. Coffee

9:30 a.m. Discussion of Work Program D-Alternative Incentives to
Registration

12 noon Lunch (free time)

1:30 p.m. Continuation of discussion on Alternative Incentives to
Registration

3:30 p.m. Concluding discussion-future work assignments
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Summar}'" _
OF THE FOURTH MEETING OF ACCORD
SEPTEMBER 1-2, 1993

JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL BUILDING
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Present: Barbara Ringer, Robert Wedgeworth, Jon Baumarten, Hasia Diner, Raya
Drebin, Morton Goldberg, Paul Goldstein, Peter Jaszi, Fred Koenigsberg,
Charles Ossola, Maria Pallante, Shira Perlmutter, Stanley Rothenberg, Ber
nard Sorkin, and ACCORD Staff Charlotte Douglass, Gayle Harris, Jeannette
Pierce, Retta Terry, and Eric Schwartz.

I. Opening Remarks.

The second plenary session of ACCORD was called to order by Robert
Wedgeworth, noting that he would chair the first day and Ms. Ringer the second day.
He welcomed new members Shira Perlmutter, Professor of Law at Catholic University,
and Maria Pallante, Executive Director, National Writers Union, and announced Irwin
Karp's resignation from ACCORD. Wedgeworth reiterated his request for a letter from
each member voluntarily disclosing any clients or associations represented during
ACCORD proceedings.

He described the objectives of the group--stating that the intention is to review
and analyze, as comprehensively as time and resources permit, the questions that were
presented by the Librarian of Congress. ACCORD seeks to report to the Librarian with
appropriate recommendations in such a way as to adequately prepare him to address
(by September IS), the proposed Copyright Reform Act legislation. This would in
clude presentation of all issues and policy considerations necessary to enable him to
effectively make his own recommendations to Congress.

II. Introduction of Documents, Update on Work Programs, and
Legislative History.

Eric Schwartz introduced the documents distributed to the members, and sum
marized the materials still being prepared. Nine working papers, including the key
note paper on alternatives to section 412, and a legislative history of registration and
deposit were distributed to ACCORD members. All papers were dated, numbered
and labeled as draft working documents of ACCORD (with the possibility that later
revisions will be prepared). They were distributed to ACCORD members, appropriate
congressional staff and the general public. Additional papers in progress include: a
memoranda on the Washingtonian decision (Howard Chang); the use of copyright
records in case law (Fred Koenigsberg); an annotated bibliography (Charlotte
Douglass); and two major statistical surveys----one probably to be completed during
Phase II (after September 15).

[At the conclusion of the July meeting, additional papers were proposed for the
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August meeting, including: a paper on mandatory
deposit; a continuation of the paper on federal stat
utes providing attorneys fees; a paper on case law
and commentary on the awarding of statutory dam
ages; a paper on tax law and the deposit of materi
als with the Library of Congress; and, a paper on
the current Customs Office policies with regard to
copyright registrations.]

Barbara Ringer described her legislative his
tory of registration and deposit, prepared for AC
CORD members in two parts. The first summarizes
the history of the relevant sections of the copyright
law up to 1955, beginning with the Statute of Anne's
registration, statutory damage and deposit (nine
copies) provisions. The second part, reproduces the
studies and hearings that led to the registration and
deposit provisions in the 1976 Act. Ms. Ringer sug
gested that ACCORD members read in particular
Copyright Office Study No. 17, entitled "The Regis
tration of Copyright," by Professor Kaplan and
Study No. 20, entitled "Deposit of Copyrighted
Works," by Elizabeth Dunne. Following these stud
ies, she reproduced relevant parts of the legislative
history from the 1961 Register's Report up to 1965,
noting that by that time in the revision process the
language of the present provisions was essentially
set.

She then discussed various theories for the
development of Anglo-American copyright law and
our registration system, including American's pi
ratical beginnings, and the theory that the deposit
requirement may have developed in England be
cause the British Colonies were geographically dis
persed and the Crown wanted to collect a compre
hensive record of its cultural diversity.

Jeannette Pierce gave an overview of her
"General Summary of Copyright and Deposit Regu
lations in Various Countries," Working Paper No.7.
The paper she presented organizes and collates
materials submitted by staff of the Library of Con
gress Law Library, supplementing this information
with personal research from other sources. Pierce
observed that many countries have deposit laws
that are separate and apart from copyright laws and
that the penalties for noncompliance often take the
form of a fine. Her work is to be augmented by
information received from formal inquiry to par
ticular national libraries on their experience with
compliance, and any relationship between legal
deposit and copyright protection in those countries.
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III. Discussion of 411(a),
Draft Working Paper #2.

A. The Case Against 411 (a)

In highlighting and describing the key points
of his paper, Paul Goldstein prefaced his remarks
by saying that the paper may read more crisply than
he would like; that is, that there may be more nu
ance, particularly in the area of policy where con
sumer welfare is adopted as a precept, than is re
flected in the paper.

Goldstein began by looking at Benjamin
Kaplan's study on registration. His conclusion was
quite different from Ringer's use of that study: that
there is no logical connection between the require
ment to register and filing a lawsuit. Rather, the
need to provide an incentive to register and the need
to carry out a policing function for the courts are
indirectly connected. He said that the screening role
made more sense under the 1909 Act than it does
under the 1976 Act, especially in the post-Berne era,
with the abolition of the notice formality and be
cause of the shrinkage in the number of categories
of works automatically excluded from copyright.

He then discussed the pros and cons of Sec
tion 411(a). On the "good" side, he noted that it
promotes complete Copyright Office records. The
Library receives works through section 411 (a) and it
is an incentive to register.

However, when Goldstein compared the num
ber of works registered in 1991 to the number of
lawsuits brought in that year, he concluded that less
than one quarter of one percent of registrations
could be attributed to the incentive of section 411(a).
The actual ratio is even smaller because some works
were probably registered well before suit. On the
whole, he said there are much larger incentives else
where in the law.

Even on those matters where the Copyright
Office does apply its expertise, for example,
copyrightability of pictorial, graphic and sculptural
works, it is unclear how the Office's expertise had
resulted in any clarity of doctrine in case law. He
said that in this area of the law there is a wide dif
ference among the courts.

If a purpose of section 411 (a) was to dissuade
authors and their representatives from asserting
frivolous claims there are other more severe disin
centives, for example, the prospect of Federal Rule
11 sanctions or of having to pay attorney's fees,
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which are stronger deterrents.
He said that on balance section 411(a) is not

justified. Early relief is a key in copyright cases
(injunctive relief). The registration system, even
when expedited is not sufficient. Also, he cited the
number of situations where the courts accept a claim
without a certificate-for example, non-U.s. Berne
works and works submitted but denied registration.

He cited further the costs of registration in
cases where entire libraries and catalogs are in dan
ger of infringement, and the demoralizing effect of
two-tier registration upon U.s. nationals.

He continued by citing "the real problem" 
that the Copyright examination process is too rigor
ous. He asserted that the examination process of
the Copyright Office should be more like a "title"
registration. He said the current nature of the ex
amination process with its delay, its cost/ and a
"Patent Office mentality" of resolving doubtful
claims against applicants, had raised many objec
tions by many copyright owners against the Copy
right Office.

He concluded that copyright examination is a
fact of life, but that registration before vindicating a
claim in court is without justification.

B. In Defense of 411(a)

Peter Jaszi delivered a defense of 41l(a). He
stated that he was not prepared to discount entirely
the value of screening by an agency with significant
accumulated expertise. He disagreed with some of
Goldstein/s premises.

Jaszi acknowledged that administrative
screening was not as important as it formerly was,
but said that not all of the categorical questions have
vanished. In addition, new questions arise, such as
those brought out in Feist, regarding creativity in
compilations.

While he agreed that one of the areas, use
ful articles, is in disarray, he suggested that over the
years, had it not been for the prophylactic effect of
the Copyright Office, the class of stuff protected as
useful articles would be a good deal larger. For
better or worse he said, the law of useful articles
restricts copyrightability and that this has tradition
ally been part of our law. He asserted that empiri
cally/ it is difficult to say that the perceived patent
like behavior of the Copyright Office has tarnished
the public perception of the system. But he said he
was not prepared to say that there is no advantage
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of having an expert agency examine works about to
be injected into litigation.

IV. Discussion of Section 412

A. Considerations Favoring the Repeal
of Sedion 412.

Arthur Levine and Charles Ossola presented
Working Paper No.3. Their paper noted that Sec
tion 412 "had a profoundly adverse effect on the
ability of individual authors and small copyright
owners to protect their copyrights/" in that it denied
entitlement to statutory damages and attorney's fees
to many copyright owners who prevail in infringe
ment actions. Enforcement for these copyright
owners, they state, is "not economically feasible, and
infringers can continue their illegal activity with
impunity."

They cited two classes of persons who did not
have to satisfy the condition precedent of registra
tion before infringement to be entitled to these two
remedies: 1) copyright owners of moral rights, pur
suant to the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990; and
2) copyright owners of live transmission fixed si
multaneously with their transmission.

The paper notes four main reasons 412 should
be repealed:

1. Section 412 deprives individual authors and
small copyright of the remedies needed to
protect their copyrights.

2. Most individual authors and small copyright
owners know nothing about section 412/ and
find out about its requirements only when it is
too late.

3. The publishers' threat to stop registering their
works if section 412 is repealed confinns that
attorney/s fees and statutory damages are in
dispensable.

4. Proponents of section 412 seek to evade liabil
ity and damages for infringements.

B. Why Section 412 Should Be Retained.

Working Papers 4a and 4b supported the re
tention of Section 412. Jon Baumgarten and Peter
Jaszi noted that history confers a presumption of
legitimacy and reasonableness on section 412 that
should not be lightly or hastily cast aside. Section
412/ they asserted, is a powerful working induce-
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ment to copyright registration and to deposit of
works with the Library, because the deposit copies
create a substantial intellectual-cultural-entertain
ment archive and a centralized resource for re
searchers' access. The registration record provides
a valuable database available to large and small
participants in the copyright marketplace.

Section 412, they said, strikes a necessary bal
ance in relation to the inhibitory potential of copy
right infringement claims on the creation, publica
tion and other dissemination of works.

Not all remedies are conditioned on timely
registration. For example, injunctions and actual
damages or profits are unaffected by Section 412.
Since statutory damages are extraordinary, one
should have to do something extra to receive them.

Lastly, they asserted that elimination of Sec
tion 412 will increase copyright contention, opening
authors and entrepreneurs to expanded vulnerabil
ity and litigation.

Professor Jaszi, in a separate memorandum,
expressed concern for the "respectable user" and
the part that such user plays in litigating justiciable
claims. In American copyright law, copyright hold
ers are supposed to mark off their claims in some
way. With notice and registration requirements
eliminated, lines of demarcation become more
vague. Plaintiffs may mark off expansively because
practically every form of expression is someone's
work of authorship. Because the balance in court is
skewed in plaintiff's favor, they are encouraged to
litigate at defendant's expense. He concludes that
repeal of Section 412 may have a chilling effect on
defendants who wish to litigate meritorious de
fenses, an occurrence that would be detrimental to
the preservation of balance between proprietors'
and users' interests in our copyright system.

v. Interim Discussion on Mandatory Deposit

Full discussion of mandatory deposit and Sec
tion 407 was deferred until the next meeting, when
Charles Oakley, chair of the subcommittee on Sec
tion 407, and author of Working Paper No.1, en
titled "Mandatory Deposit: For The Benefit of the
Congress and the Nation," would be in attendance.
In the interim, Wedgeworth summarized the paper
and noted the need for further studies regarding
mandatory deposit. He urged members to keep in
mind the dual objectives of maintaining the
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Library's collections and building the copyright
database as they develop alternatives to Section 412.

VI. Discussion of Working Paper No.9,
Possible Alternative Incentives
for Registration and Deposit

Barbara Ringer presided over the keynote dis
cussion of alternative proposals to the registration
prerequisite to attorney's fees and statutory dam
ages, working through Working Paper No.9, ''Pos
sible Alternative Incentives For Registration and
Deposit."

That paper first enumerated current statutory
inducements which could be strengthened, viz., 1)
recordation of transfers; 2) presumptions as to
author's death; 3) mandatory deposit; 4) copyright
registration generally; 5) prima facie evidence; 6)
impounding and disposition; 7) actual damages and
profits; 8) statutory damages; 9) attorney's fees and
costs; 10) criminal penalties; 11) statute of limita
tions; and 11) infringing importation.

New incentives were listed in the second part
of the paper. The final section suggested options for
amending the existing sections 411(a) and 412.

The discussion initially considered each of the
incentives individually, then in groups.

A. Fee-Based Incentives

Examples:

1. Reduce the fee for individual copyright own
ers, but make work for hire registrations more
expensive.

2. Eliminate the fee for certain categories.

3. Give tax credits for the value of deposits sub
mitted.

4. Give rebates for registration at the end of the
year which can be used for future registra
tions without charge.

5. Maintain deposits for the full term of copy
right

Pro: Lower fees could reach a new category of ap
plicants -- potentially to bring into the system
people who do not now register.

Con: The Library of Congress is experiencing cut
backs and funding problems in several areas,
and it is unrealistic to expect Congress to ap
propriate funds for activities that now bring
revenue to the Treasury.
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In addition, administering new fee systems
tends to be labor-intensive and thus costly, es
pecially in the short run. Also, the appropria
tions process may open the funding to politi
cal considerations.

B. Litigation-Based Incentives

Examples:

1. Mandatory award of attorney's fees for pre
vailing plaintiffs.

2. Open losing plaintiffs to English rule (the pos
sibility of paying prevailing defendants'
attorney's fees) when plaintiffs do not register.

3. Award plaintiff costs and expenses if timely
registration occurs.

4. Award prevailing plaintiffs full recovery of
attorney's fees.

5. Link enhanced damages to willful infringe
ment.

6. Give courts discretion to require registration.

Pro: Litigation-based incentives have proven pow
erful incentives.

Con: Mandatory awards could be grossly inequi
table to some defendants in particular circum
stances. (Alternative proposed: in special
cases, include exceptions). In addition, the
system already taxes defendant in an unfair
way to encourage litigation. Finally, plaintiffs
of modest means may find the English rule
onerous.

C. Incentives Based on Patent and Trademark
Analogies

Examples:

1. Give rights in titles.

2. Make registrations incontestable after a time,
e.g., five years.

3. Provide for Copyright Office reexamination of
claims.

Con: No.3 may be used as a delaying tactic.

D. Incentives Based on Extensions of Statutory
Time

Examples:

1. Eliminate the pseudonymous-anonymous pre-
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sumptions that the author is dead after 75/100
years.

2. Add a tenn of public domain payant, with
copyright owner sharing royalties with Na
tional Endowment or some other cultural in
stitution (as proposed in a bill by Senator
Dodd).

3. Extend the statute of limitations to six years if
registered within 3 months. This concept was
broadened to a general suggestion that to en
sure timely acquisition of materials for the
Library, the group should build a system that
provides incentives for prompt registration.

Pro: If tied to timely registration, the Library will
get material when it is most useful to patrons.

Con: If one group is prejudiced by losing their day
in court, why should another group be preju
diced by losing an extension of term. In addi
tion, there are possible Berne violations and
the statute of limitations could be tolled by the
discovery rule (and few cases tum on the stat
ute of limitations). Finally, termination-of
transfer type problems will arise.

E. Incentives Based on Changes in
Administrative Practices.

1. Liberalize group registration.

2. Two-tier registration. Namely, greatly sim
plify registration for first tier, where registrant
does not supply copy unless Library deter
mines that it wants the work, and registration
fee is low or no cost. The second tier would
be very similar or the same as current registra
tion system.

3. Expand the instances where identifying mate
rial may be submitted instead of a copy, at
least initially.

4. Enter bibliographic information on works in
an online database, such as the Library of
Congress's online services (LOCIS), giving the
entries covering registered works more promi
nence than that given to unregistered works.

5. Combine registration with cataloging in pub
lication (CIP) procedures.

Pro: It may encourage prompt registration; it would
relieve financial hardship; authors want to
have their works entered into a national li-
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brary database; and it can simplify procedures.

Con: It may make administration more complex;
identifying material and CIP proof sheets do
not deliver the kind of copy the Library ulti
mately wants for its collections.

In connection with a discussion on the relative
power of incentives, one member suggested that the
stronger the incentive the more it operates as a
penalty; and conversely, the weaker the incentive
the less likely it is to induce the desired behavior.
Thus it was suggested that ACCORD should avoid
new disincentives to registration unless they are
balanced with equally powerful incentives to regis
ter.

As a fact-finding adjunct to ACCORD, another
member suggested use of focus group techniques to
investigate two interest groups-those who register
and those who don't, to find out why (and why not)
and what it would take to induce registration.

Many members agreed that a major flaw of

section 412 that should be remedied is that it oper
ates as a trap for the unwary. One member sug
gested that professional organizations could insti
tute an education campaign to inform copyright
owners of copyright registration procedures, to
prevent traps via any new incentives. Many agreed
that a major effort should be aimed at distinguish
ing between carrot-type incentives and stick-type
incentives-and to keep to the former type.

VII. Conclusion

At the end of the session, Ringer urged mem
bers to propose and distribute additional incentives
to the other members of ACCORD. It was agreed
that the next meeting would address the methodol
ogy of the report to the Librarian and his report to
Congress.

The next plenary meeting will be held August
16 and 17 in the Librarian's Conference Room and
the West Dining Room, respectively. The meeting
adjourned at 3:45 p.m. on July 13, 1993.

~--------o----------
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-o_A_genda
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
ADVISORY COMMITIEE
ON COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION AND DEPOSIT (ACCORD)

THIRD MEETING
AUGUST 16-17, 1993

James Madison Memorial Building - (August 16) Librarian's Conference Room,
LM-608, 6th Floor;
(August 17) West Dining Room, 6th Floor.

Monday, August 16 Librarian's Conference Room, LM 608, 6th Floor

9:00 a.m. Coffee

9:30 a.m. Opening remarks: Barbara Ringer and Robert Wedgeworth,
Co-Chairs

9:45 a.m. Introduction of documents and up-date on work programs
(Eric Schwartz)

10:00 a.m. Minutes of July Meeting (Charlotte Douglass)

10:15 a.m. Discussion of mandatory deposit papers
1) Introduction by Bob Wedgeworth
2) Working Paper #1: Bob Oakley
3) Working Paper #12: Paul Goldstein
4) Working Paper #11: Barbara Ringer

12 noon Lunch (Montpelier Room)

1:00 p.m. Continuation of discussion of mandatory deposit

2:00 p.m. Discussion of alternative incentives to registration

Tuesday, August 17 West Dining Room, 6th Floor

9:00 a.m. Coffee

9:30 a.m. Continuation of discussion of alternative incentives to
registration

12 noon Lunch (free time)

1:30 p.m. Continuation of discussion of future methodology
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OF THE THIRD MEETING OF ACCORD
AUGUST 16-17, 1993

JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL BUILDING
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Present: Barbara Ringer, Robert Wedgeworth, Jon Baumgarten, Hasia Diner, Raya
Dreben, Alan Fern, Jane Ginsburg, Morton David Goldberg, Paul Goldstein,
Peter Jaszi, Arthur Levine, Robin Davis Miller, Robert Oakley, Charles Os5Ola,
Maria Pallante, Shira Perlmutter, Stanley Rothenberg, Emery Simon, Bernard
Sorkin, and ACCORD Staff Charlotte Douglass, Gayle Harris, Retta Terry,
and Eric Schwartz.

Absent: Fred Koenigsberg and Jean Preer.

I. Preliminary Announcements

Ms. Ringer announced that Ralph Oman planned to step down as Register of
Copyrights effective January 8, 1994; he will remain responsible for international affairs
until that time. Mary Levering, Executive Director of the Federal Library and Informa
tion Center Committee (FLICC) in the Library will be detailed to the Copyright Office
and will be responsible for the operation of the office. She was introduced to the
members of ACCORD by Ms. Ringer.

Ms. Levering thanked the committee for its efforts and pledged to work with
ACCORD. Ms. Robin Miller was welcomed as a new ACCORD member, representing
the Authors Guild.

Eric Schwartz presented an overview of the additional working papers presented
to ACCORD, including: Working Paper No. Sa, by new ACCORD staff member Henry
Cohen of the Congressional Research Service, and Working Paper No. 5b, a supple
ment to Cathy Donegan's paper (No.5) on federal statutory provisions for attorney's
fees, and the application of attorney's fees in copyright cases under current law;
Working Paper No. 10, by Fred Koenigsberg and Nanette Stasko, discussing court uses
of registration records; Working Paper No. II, on the operation of the mandatory
deposit system, by Barbara Ringer and Eric Schwartz; Working Paper No. l1(a), com
ments from Copyright Office officials on Paper No. 11; Working Paper No. 12, by Paul
Goldstein, discussing a legal and constitutional rationale for mandatory deposit; Work
ing Paper No. 13, by Emery Simon, on current Customs Office policy and practice
regarding copyright registration; Working Paper No. 14 by Mark Traphagen, awards
of statutory damages under section 504 of the Copyright Act; and Working Paper No.
15 by Marie Morris, charitable contributions to the Library of Congress (and recent
changes in gift and tax law); Working Paper No. 16, by Arthur Levine and Charles
Os5Ola concerning their proposal for enhanced damages for registered works and the
meeting of the ACCORD subcommittee on this topic; and Working Paper No. 16(a), an
additional comments from Jon Baumgarten on Paper No. 16.
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II. Mandatory Deposit

Mandatory Deposit: For the Benefit of Congress
And The Nation (Working Paper No.1) was deliv
ered by Professor Robert Oakley, the first of three
working papers related to legal deposit. Professor
Oakley's report, postponed because of his absence
from the July meeting, made four major points:

1. Mandatory deposit is widely accepted
throughout the world and has been part of
U.s. copyright law from the beginning;

2. The deposit requirement is needed to estab
lish a record of the work under the control of
a neutral party;

3. Mandatory deposit is essential for the Library
of Congress to continue to develop a compre
hensive collection of the American intellectual
heritage for Congress and the nation;

4. The fact that some parts of the creative com
munity have found deposit requirements bur
densome is not sufficient reason to eliminate
Section 407. Instead, he suggested that the
committee focus on the deposit requirement
difficulties of particular groups.

In Working Paper No. 12, Professor Paul
Goldstein noted that one formal reasoning for the
deposit requirement emanated from the copyright
clause itself. The substantive case for deposit fol
lows the "dwarf standing on the shoulders of gi
ants" rationale. That is, copyright law is premised
on the assumption that authors will build on the
works of previous authors. Hence, the copyright
system presupposes that works will be available in
depositories where authors may read and reflect
upon them. Deposit may thus be imposed under
this rationale, as a condition of authorship.

Success depends on the administrative con
cerns of the depository. However, he warned that
to increase the penalties for noncompliance would
weaken its legal standing (as an unfair tax on the
operations of a particular industry). Second, certain
works, such as works of visual art, would be espe
cially burdened by deposit and should be consid
ered for special exemptions to the deposit require
ment. Third, that deposit in digital form needs to
be explored. Fourth, the relationship of deposit
examination-registration must be further consid
ered, including a consideration of whether to rest
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any of the rationale for deposit on the copyright
examination-registration system.

In Working Paper No. II, Comments and Sug
gestions Concerning a System of Legal Deposit, Ms.
Ringer indicated that she explored two questions,
the constitutional basis for mandatory deposit un
der the present law and methods to improve the
system's efficiency. Acknowledging helpful com
ments to earlier drafts of her paper, including the
comments of the Copyright Office staff, she charac
terized her study as a "break open" paper for dis
cussion purposes.

She said that section 407 was enacted to avoid
loss of deposits after the penalty for noncompliance
was made less onerous (previously, loss of copy
right>. It was intended as an adjunct to copyright
registration because section 407 alone would not
supply the Library's needs. Unpublished material
and special collections are not subject to mandatory
deposit, but are extremely valuable to the Library.
Nevertheless, even for published works, mandatory
deposit has not been fully exploited.

Of the three constitutional questions, Ringer
noted, two were fairly well settled by the Ladd v.
Law and Technology Press case. That case probably
settled the First Amendment question, and there is
solid footing for mandatory deposit under the nec
essary-and-proper clause. If section 407 became
constitutionally vulnerable following the 1988
amendment, it is because "the requirement that a
copyright owner give copies of his work to the Li
brary of Congress is a taking of private property for
public use without just compensation and violates
the fifth amendment," she quoted from the Ladd
opinion.

The vulnerability is the voluntary affirmative
action taken by a depositor (availing oneself of the
benefit of copyright). Can this overcome the tak
ings problem? Prior to Berne, the affirmative act of
placing notice on the work was sufficient. Post
Berne, however, the nature of the voluntary affir
mative act is at issue.

One suggestion was that the act of publication
would be sufficient (ie, the offering for sale or lease).
Others suggested that voluntary use of the copy
right notice could continue to serve as the affirma
tive act through which one could show an intent to
claim copyright. In looking for a quid pro quo,
Ringer proposed strengthening the database of in
formation for deposited works to give authors of
these works a valuable government service.
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The issue of receiving foreign works was dis
cussed, and whether any Berne incompatibilities or
trade retaliation considerations would call for ex
clusion of these works from mandatory deposit.
Some observed that legal deposit does not conflict
with Berne, and is in fact found in many Berne
countries. Other considerations involving trade
retaliations might require some leniency toward
foreign depositors, especially for certain classes of
works (audiovisual works).

Another legal and policy concern raised was
the requirement that an abandonment of copyright
is the only way to avoid the deposit requirement.
Such a practice is unduly harsh on both domestic
and foreign depositors (and may be a Berne-prohib
ited formality). Many agreed that the Office's de
posit practices should accommodate true hardships.
One member observed that the Berne Convention is
not too restrictive since some Berne countries per
mit foreign collective administration systems, stan
dardized licensing and mandatory contributions of
royalties for cultural purposes.

Ringer concluded, with general assent, that
mandatory deposit offered tremendous potential as
an asset to the Library's collection resources. A
discussion ensued on ways to enhance deposit, spe
cifically:

1) Satisfaction of deposit requirements in connec
tion with a first tier (short form) registration,
or use of deposit itself to create a database of
information.

2) Resist any temptation to increase penalties for
noncompliance.

3) Investigate whether Justice Department re
sponsibility for mandatory deposit lawsuits
can be transferred to the Library of Congress.
(One issue raised: can the Library institute a
criminal suit?)

4) Investigate the reason for recalcitrant deposi
tors and institute a vigorous education cam
paign.

5) Decentralize the deposit system -- keeping
some functions in the Copyright Office.

6) Work out a system of bibliographic data en
try, including an on-line component (like
Internet) for works deposited or registered.

Associate Librarian Don Curran noted that the
price the Library pays for any work is insignificant
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compared to labor costs the Library pays to identify
and acquire the work, making automatic deposit a
great savings to the Library.

III. Alternative Incentives to
Copyright Registration

The discussion returned to alternative incen
tives to voluntary copyright registration, including
revisions to section 412. Several members identified
themselves as in favor of retention of Section 412, in
part due to concerns over the impact to the collec
tions of the Library, and in part due to litigation
based concerns.

The litigation-based concerns focused on in
creased exposure by defendants to liability for
attorney's fees and statutory damages. One mem
ber expressed concern that this would be particu
larly acute in actions concerning fair use. Another
member advocated retaining section 412 and imple
menting numerous administrative and regulatory
changes to ameliorate the concerns of those harmed
by current registration practices (or alternatively,
implementing specific changes in the law to accom
plish the same purpose). There was a general agree
ment that some authors are harmed by section 412
and need relief; but after much debate, there was no
consensus on what form that relief should take.

An attempt to forge a middle ground was
advocated by some members, and specific language
was proposed. A subcommittee was formed to at
tempt to reach an agreement--either by deleting
section 412 and ameliorating its impact, or repeal
ing the provision but inducing voluntary copyright
registration in lieu of statutory damages and
attorney's fees. One proposal would delete section
412 but create an incentive to register by providing
enhanced damages for registered works.

Many alternative incentives were discussed
with varying functions and effects. They were
grouped in categories:

A. Fee-Based Incentives

Examples:

1. Reduce the fee for individual copyright own
ers, and increase the fee for registrations for
works made for hire (corporate registrations).

2. Eliminate the fee for certain categories.

3. Provide a tax credit for the value of deposits
submitted.
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4. Give rebates for registration at the end of the
year which can be used for future registra
tions without charge.

5. Maintain deposits for the full tenn of copy
right without separate storage fees.

One concern discussed with regard to fee
based proposals is that of the added administrative
costs of implementing and maintaining separate fee
structures. Another consideration is the impact on
the Library's budget. A third is the impact on au
thors of single unpublished works versus multiple
works. One proposal that received general consen
sus was the need to expand group registration prac
tices (with improved deposit systems to better meet
the needs of the Library without causing undue
hann to authors or copyright owners).

B. Litigation-Based Incentives

Examples:

1. Mandatory award of attorney's fees for pre
vailing plaintiffs.

2. Open losing plaintiffs to English rule (the
possibility of paying prevailing defendants
attorney's fees) when plaintiffs do not register.

3. Award plaintiff's costs and expenses if timely
registration occurs.

4. Award prevailing plaintiffs fuIl recovery of
attorney's fees.

5. Link enhanced damages to willful infringe
ment.

6. Give courts discretion to require registration
(as a substitute for section 41l(a».

7. Give courts discretion to award fees when
plaintiffs do not register.

At the close of the July meeting, a subcommit
tee was convened to consider litigation-based in
centive proposals. The subcommittee met on Au
gust 2, 1993 and focused on one proposal in particu
lar. It would have provided that attorney' fees and
costs would be available whether or not the work
was registered; timely registration would bring
mandatory attorneys fees subject to judicial discre
tion in extenuating circumstances; in addition an
award of costs, including accountant's and court
reporters' fees would be provided as part of an
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enhanced damages for registered works. The sub
committee reported back to ACCORD at the Au
gust meeting.

Another proposal would have awarded
attorneys fees to the prevailing party without re
gard to whether that party was plaintiff or defen
dant - in order to balance the fairness of the litiga
tion system for plaintiffs and defendants. This al
ternative received attention but not support; neither
did an alternative that advocated eliminating
awards for each party.

There was then a discussion recommending
additional "shields" for those defending themselves
in cases of fair use and for those attempting to avoid
frivolous lawsuits. Another proposal would have
provided statutory damages for individual works
registered as a group as a strong deterrent to blatant
piracy.

One member argued that perhaps all litiga
tion-based incentives should be dismissed as incon
sistent with our mission. The member argued that
if we are trying to induce registration to improve
that system, we should not be altering the equities
of the litigation system.

C. Incentives Based on Changes in Administrative
Practices

There was general agreement that regardless
of any other changes proposed administrative prac
tices should be altered to make registration easier
for authors and copyright owners to induce addi
tional registrations. The proposals included:

1. Liberalize group registration.

2. Provide for two-tier registration.

3. Expand the instances where identifying mate
rial is acceptable in lieu of an actual copy of a
work.

4. Enter bibliographic infonnation on works in a
national electronic database.

5. Combine registration with cataloging in pub
lication procedures.

. . There. ",:as gene~al agreement that entering
bIblIographic mformatIon about deposited works in
a. national on-line database would be a strong incen
tIve for authors to register and deposit their works.
If designed and administered efficiently, entering
records into a publicly available and reliable net-
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worked database, such as the National Research and
Education Network, could greatly enhance the ben
efits to authors, researchers and commercial users
of copyrighted works.

The committee then discussed a proposed
two-tier registration system.

One proposal was to simplify the lower tier
(no examination) and to combine it with the entry
of data under a mandatory deposit system. There
was agreement to pursue at the next meeting a more
detailed two-tier system.

Other suggestions relating to registration that
received some approval were:

1) Simplify the forms and make them more
readily available;

2) Conduct a broad education program on the
benefits of registration.

3) Make registration more user-friendly. Do not
resolve doubtful claims against remitter.

D. Recordation as an Incentive

1. Retain section 205 as a registration prerequi
site for constructive notice and priority of
transfers.

2. Defer consideration of amending section
301(b) to' reverse the Peregrine case.

3. Consider providing other incentives tying reg
istration to recordation.

Several members expressed strong endorse
ment for recordation-based inducements and its
nexus to registration. One member suggest~ that
while recordation incentives might be of special help
to certain industries that already use the registra
tion system, e.g., the motion picture and music in
dustries, it was unclear whether changes in recorda
tion requirements would, by themselves, induce
registrations.

E. Other Incentives

There was no agreement for other incentives
mentioned at prior meetings such as those based on
patent and trademark analogies, or those based on
extensions of statutory time limits.

Methodology

Eric Schwartz outlined a proposed methodol
ogy to complete the Phase I work program. The
objective of the ACCORD report is to provide
Dr. Billington with information and choices from
which he can make recommendations to Congress.
A four-part report was proposed, consisting of: an
introduction; a chapter on methodology; a chapter
discussing the issues before ACCORD (secfons 407,
411(a) and 412); and a concluding chapter making
recommendations to the Librarian. The report
would also include an appendix containing the
minutes of the ACCORD proceedings, the working
papers, the documentary legislative .history ~nd

other relevant materials. A subcOmmIttee of eight
members was formed to meet on August 29 to dis
cuss a draft conclusions to focus the discussion for
the September meeting. After receiving the report
from ACCORD, Dr. Billington, will provide his own
recommendations to Congress.

One member proposed that the report from
ACCORD proceed with the assumption that section
412 would be repealed. Another member, sug
gested that in fairness to those members in support
of retaining section 412, the report should proceed
with several options in the report -- assuming sec
tion 412 is repealed, retained, and modified, and
presenting options for each of these assumptions.

The next plenary meeting was scheduled for
September 1-2 in the Librarian's Conference Room,
LM-608.

The meeting adjourned at 2:45 p.m. on Au
gust 17, 1993.

---------01-------
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,---A__genda
----0 THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION AND DEPOSIT (ACCORD)

FOURTH MEETING
SEPTEMBER 1-2, 1993

James Madison Memorial Building - Librarian's Conference Room,
LM-608, 6th Floor

Wednesday, September 1

9:00 a.m. Coffee

9:40 a.m. Opening remarks: Barbara Ringer

9:45 a.m. Introduction of Draft Report (Parts 1, 2 and 4) and
other documents; up-date on work schedule
(Eric Schwartz)

10:00 a.m. Introduction of ACCORD Draft Report - Part 4:
ACCORD's Recommendations to the Librarian
(Barbara Ringer)

12 noon Lunch (free time)

1:00 p.m. Continuation of Discussion of Part 4 of Draft Report:
ACCORD's Recommendations

Thursday, September 2

9:00 a.m. Coffee

9:40 a.m. Continuation of Discussion of Part 4 of Draft Report:
ACCORD's Recommendations

11:00 a.m. Preliminary Discussion of Parts 1 and 2 of Draft Report

12 noon Lunch (free time)

1:30 p.m. Discussion of Conclusion of ACCORD Phase I Work
Program (Eric Schwartz)

2:30 p.m. Discussion of ACCORD Phase II Work Program
Tentative schedule for Phase II meetings:
October 20-21, 1993
December 1-2, 1993
January 12-13, 1994
March 2-3, 1994
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ACCORD Work Schedule-0--------------------
September 1-2: Meeting of ACCORD

Draft Report Parts 1, 2 and 4- distributed
Draft Report Part 3 to be distributed (by fax)

September 7, Tuesday (COB):
Comments due from ACCORD Members.

September 9, Thursday (COB):
ACCORD staff to incorporate comments
into final report.

September 10, Friday: ACCORD Members to receive final report.

September 13, Monday: Final comments from
ACCORD Members due.

September 15, Wednesday: Dr. Billington delivers ACCORD Phase I
report to Congress with his final recommendations.

--------10,--------
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----o--_S_u_m_m_a_r~)'-
OF THE FOURTH MEETING OF ACCORD
SEPTEMBER 1-2, 1993

JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL BUILDING
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Present: Barbara Ringer, Bernard Sorkin, Raya Dreben, Charles Ossola, Paul Goldstein,
Stanley Rothenberg, Maria Pallante, Alan Fern, Arthur Levine, Emery Simon,
Robert Oakley, Peter Jaszi, Robin Davis Miller, Morton Goldberg, Shira
Perlmutter, Jon Baumgarten, Hasia Diner, ACCORD Staff Eric Schwartz,
Gayle Harris, Henrietta Terry, and Charlotte Douglass.

Absent: Robert Wedgeworth, Jane Ginsburg and Fred Koenigsberg (September 1 only).

I. Preliminary Announcements

Barbara Ringer announced that co-ehair Robert Wedgeworth was unavoidably
absent due to a chancellor's meeting in lllinois. She said that she and staff director Eric
Schwartz would preside. Mr. Wedgeworth will travel to Washington to work on the
final report, before its presentation to the Librarian. Ms. Ringer announced that Jean
Preer was resigning from ACCORD due to a serious illness in her immediate family.
On behalf of ACCORD, the Chairs agreed to convey the best wishes of the committee
members to Ms. Preer.

ACCORD members were asked to read and provide comments on the draft
minutes prepared for the June, July and August (and September) meetings because
these minutes will be included in the appendix to the final report. The staff agreed to
provide in the report a statement indicating that the working papers do not necessarily
represent the views of the committee, but rather represent the views of their drafters.

Eric Schwartz introduced the Draft Report-Chapters 1, 2 and 4, and Working
Paper No. 17, on the Washingtonian decision, by Howard Chang, and No. 18, on statu
tory damages, by Bill Patry. Mr. Patry also provided a list, drawn from cases reprinted
in a copyright law reporter (CCH), on the number and types of works subject to
litigation during 1989-1990.

Chapters 1, 2, and 4 were distributed for comment. Members were asked to fax
comments to the ACCORD staff on Chapters 1 and 2 by September 6. Chapter 4 was
presented in the form of statutory language-a rough draft for discussion purposes
only. It was used as the focal point for ACCORD's discussions on September 1 and
2.

Mr. Schwartz described the remaining work schedule of ACCORD in order to
meet the Phase I reporting deadline of September 15. He said that Chapters 3 and 4,
once completed, would be faxed and mailed overnight to each ACCORD member
during the week of September 10. The schedule for sending and receiving comments
was distributed as part of the agenda. According to the schedule, suggested changes
by ACCORD members on chapters 1 through 4 would be incorporated into the report
by September 10. Then, the entire report would be resubmitted to ACCORD for final
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approval (by September 13). Finally, it would be
presented to Dr. Billington for his comments and
submission to Congress on September 15. To facili
tate wide distribution and open access, ACCORD
agreed the report should be printed and distributed
by the Government Printing Office after its submis
sion to Congress.

II. Draft Chapter 4:
Recommendations of ACCORD

Ms. Ringer introduced a rough draft of the
contents of Chapter 4. She explained that this draft
was presented in the form of statutory language to
facilitate a discussion of issues and to highlight pro
posed changes in current law, but that ACCORD
would have to decide whether it's final recommen
dations would take this form or a narrative form.

A. Mandatory Deposit
for the Library of Congress

Ms. Ringer began the discussion of Chapter 4
by describing a proposal to strengthen the current
system of mandatory deposit. In order to high-light
the importance of these provisions and separate
their purpose from that of copyright registration,
she proposed the creation of a new Chapter 11 in
title 17 instead of the current section 407.

She proposed that the new expanded manda
tory deposit would include published works and
works publicly disseminated by any means. This
would broaden the reach of the Library to works
disseminated, but not technically published-for
example, transmission programs and online data
bases. Some members, while supportive of the
Library's desire to obtain these works, were con
cerned that the proposal is too broad in the scope of
works affected, and in the possible uses the Library
might make of them once available. Several alter
native proposals were made. One would broaden
the scope to works "made available" to the public,
-which would cover cases where physical copies
of the work never existed-but others argued that
this might go beyond any constitutional mandate
for mandatory deposit.

Marybeth Peters described the Library's inter
est in obtaining online databases. She said that
because no hard copies are distributed (published)
it is difficult to acquire commercial online databases,
so an expanded mandatory deposit for these works
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would be in the Library's interest so long as nego
tiated agreements could be worked out to the satis
faction of the copyright owners regarding the sulr
sequent use of these materials. She said that, at a
minimum, the Library should have the ability to
acquire such works, and that later regulations could
limit the scope of this statutory right. At least one
member cautioned against moving too hastily in this
area and several members suggested that specific
proposals regarding online databases and electronic
deposit and registration might be taken up during
Phase II.

The discussion of draft Chapter 4 continued.
The proposal would separate mandatory deposit
from copyright registration as much as possible,
providing that abandonment of copyright would
not be specified in the statute as an option to avoid
mandatory deposit. One member observed that
while this was a laudable goal, an obligation to
deposit could still be avoided by voluntary aban
donment. Some questioned whether this practice, if
used by foreign authors, would be Berne-compat
ible.

During this discussion some members pro
posed separating mandatory deposit from copyright
altogether. There were suggestions to move the
proposed mandatory deposit section out of title 17
into another title, and to rest the reasoning for it on
a clause other than the copyright clause of the con
stitution, such as the commerce clause, or to place it
instead of title 17, in the organic act of the Library
of Congress. These suggestions were opposed by
other members.

Mandatory deposit would be placed in a sepa
rate chapter of title 17 to strengthen the deposit
system, and to separate the needs of the Library
from the Copyright Office. There was also agree
ment that the proposed negotiated solutions would
facilitate a better policy providing more deposits,
rather than relying merely on a demand deposit
system. The initial burden would be placed on the
Library to identify, through a comprehensive pro
gram, the classes of works it wants. To make poten
tial depositors aware of their obligations, public
education programs were proposed, and several
organizations, such as the Author's Guild and the
Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts, were suggested.

The proposal would provide for the Library to
establish and maintain records of material received
under the mandatory deposit system. These records
would go into an online database. Also proposed,
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but rejected, was giving these records prima facie
evidentiary weight in court proceedings (section
1106). Because there would be no examination of
the material, members felt it inappropriate to give
the material prima facie weight. There was also
concern about conflicting information being re
corded, such as a possible difference in some in
stances as to what constitutes authorship for section
4H)(c) purposes and for mandatory deposit pur
poses, and concern that this could act as a disincen
tive to register for copyright purposes. It was noted
that title 18, providing criminal penalties for false
statements made to federal agencies, would act as a
deterrent against false statements to the Library.

The discussion next focused on the fairness of
a broader mandatory deposit system. One member
likened it to a tax, paid in order to receive certain
benefits as citizens. The benefit would include a
"quick and dirty" entry in an international database
that would be widely available online and could
contain, for instance, licensing and pricing informa
tion.

Some proposed combining the mandatory
deposit and copyright registration records. There
was concern that some authors might decide to
comply only with mandatory deposit instead of
registration unless the benefits of copyright regis
tration were clarified.

The issue of enforcing mandatory deposit in
cluded several new proposals (section 1105(e». One
would allow the Librarian to employ private coun
sel; another, to initiate action directly from the Li
brary, to enforce mandatory deposit. To strengthen
enforcement, a proposal was made to allow the
Library to receive attorney's fees in cases where it
prevails. There was some agreement that the fines
for noncompliance should not be raised, to avoid
weakening the constitutional underpinnings of the
mandatory deposit system. Laila Mulgoaker and
Kent Dunlap commented on the current imposition
of fines and its effectiveness in ensuring compliance.
Also discussed was the proposed appeals process.

Another concern of ACCORD members was
the scope of the obligation to comply, especially in
cases where the author does not have custody of
copies of the work. Exceptions would be clearly set
out in those and other hardship cases. Some mem
bers want a narrow definition of the persons legally
obligated to comply, to avoid requiring deposit of
the same copy of the work from multiple
rightsholders. Also, some want authors and copy-
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right owners to be able to comply with a formal
demand up to the point of a final judgment.

The sanctions for noncompliance, especially
the proposed "mini-412" in section 1105(e)(l) were
debated at length. There was little support for the
proposal, but there was agreement that strong en
forcement provisions are necessary. Some argued
that if section 1105(e)(l) is retained, it should be
clarified to limit the denial of statu tory damages
and attorney's fees to defendants; further, that the
penalties for noncompliance would apply only
where a formal demand is refused for the work.
Most agreed that there should be no link between
mandatory deposit and any copyright litigation
based penalties.

There was general endorsement for adding
mandatory deposit information to the Library's
online databases of bibliographic and related infor
mation. To make the database more useful, authors
and copyright owners would be encouraged to pro
vide pricing information, along with the identity
and address of licensors, bu t this information would
be optional.

Concern was expressed for funding the new
mandatory deposit program. Ms. Ringer shared this
concern, but said that a strong endorsement for the
program from ACCORD, and general enthusiasm
from authors and copyright owners, would help in
ensuring its success.

B. Copyright Registration Practices

Ms. Ringer then introduced proposals to sim
plify and ameliorate present copyright registration
policies and practices. The goal, she said, is to in
duce copyright registrations and deposits by mak
ing them easier. The draft Chapter 4 language pro
posed changes in sections 408 through 412 that
would do this. For example, the draft would create
a new optional short-form application for registra
tion for living authors (excluding works made for
hire).

An amendment to section 408 would permit
or encourage more group registrations and optional
deposit of works. It includes the acceptance of a
single registration for all contributions to collective
works made by a single author within a five-year
period; and it would require public notification of
group registration practices, with regular review of
these procedures. These proposals received no
unfavorable comment.
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Section 409 amendments, including the short
form, were proposed with general agreement.
There were several suggested amendments pro
posed to the required information on the long form
(section 409(a», especially item 5, with regard to
chain of title, and item 9, the identification of preex
isting works and new material claiming registra
tion.

An amendment to section 410 would codify
the rule of doubt in the examination and registra
tion process. There was general approval for this,
and several different formulations for its restoration
in the statute. The purpose of the change would be
to require that registrations be made, rather than
denied, in difficult cases, to increase the number of
registrations and foster the growth of the Library's
collections.

C. Section 411(a)-Registration and Infringement
Actions

One member, wishing to retain section 411(a),
said the provision is useful because it builds the
records of the Copyright Office, which in tum helps
courts deciding copyright cases. Further, that al
though only a small percentage of registrations end
up in court, they are often the most important cases.
One member asserted that section 411(a) should be
retained to help protect the collections of the Li
brary.

Others, in favor of deleting 411(a) said it is not
a major inducement to register and therefore does
not build the Library's collections; it provides little
help to the courts because they make independent
review of copyrightability; and it is discriminatory
against American authors (because of its two-tier
nature). Also, critics argued that 411(a) or any
modified version of it, would be used for proce
dural delay in cases of copyright piracy.

Alternative 8, where a court could order the
plaintiff to register under expedited procedures,
received little support. Another alternative would
allow a court to request an advisory opinion from
the Copyright Office on the issues being litigated.
This was considered a slightly better alternative.
Some suggested that the court could seek expert
advice by calling the Register of Copyrights as an
expert witness.

Concern was raised for those instances where
a copy of a work is unavailable, and there was gen
eral agreement to provide exceptions for plaintiffs if
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411(a) is retained or modified.
A chart of 1989-1990 litigation statistics was

provided, illustrating the classes of works involved
in the nearly 200 reported cases. Alternative record
keeping proposals for section 508 were offered.

The Chair concluded that at the time, no con
sensus on 411(a) could be reached and the final
report would reflect this fact.

One member proposed an amendment to sec
tion 411(b), which currently requires extensive ad
ministrative notice to potential infringers when live
programs, such as sports programming, are simul
taneously transmitted and fixed. The member pro
posed elimination of the cumbersome features of
the section, by allowing for constructive notice to be
made with a timely recordation in the Copyright
Office in lieu of notice to all potential infringers.
This alternative, with a deposit requirement, would
enhance the Library's collections with respect to
works not normally acquired. The proposal re
ceived the support of many members.

D. Section 412-Registration as Prerequisite to
Certain Remedies for Infringement

It was decided that the final report should
reflect the debates and suggestions made with re
spect to section 412 in light of ACCORD's decision
"to agree to disagree." The report would note that
some members felt that section 412 is the best incen
tive to registration and therefore should be retained,
while others felt its elimination would not harm the
Library's collections. The report would objectively
list all of the alternatives (litigation-based, fee-based,
etc.) for inducing registration and deposit. AC
CORD would propose some alternatives and try,
during Phase II, to test their impact on Library ac
quisitions and copyright registration.

One suggestion was to insert a five-year re
view period into the law, to test the effects of any
changed requirements on the Library and the Copy
right Office. This could also be done by adding a
sunset provision for any changes made to section
412.

Section 205 will be studied during Phase II,
because the linkage of recordation to registration,
many felt, would provide a strong registration in
ducement. One member urged ACCORD to ask
Congress to hold off on any changes to section 205
that would adversely affect copyright registration
until ACCORD could study the issue.
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A new proposed section 505A was reviewed,
without much support. There was some support
for subsection (b) as a separate provision giving the
courts guidance in their exercise of discretion to
reduce awards. There was concern that several fac
tors in subsection (b)/ for example, consideration of
the intrinsic value of the work, might "raise the
specter of Bleistein" involving aesthetic decision
making by the courts.

III. Preliminary Announcement: Meeting of
September 2, 1993

ACCORD members expressed their substan
tial gratitude to the ACCORD staff for the previous
night's successful dinner, and for all the other work
completed to date.

IV. Continuation of Discussion on Section 411(a)

Ms. Ringer indicated that some had urged her
to revisit section 411(a) questioning her conclusion
that a consensus had not been reached. A lengthy
discussion followed, repeating many of the previ
ous arguments for and against section 411(a).

Arguments were made for the retention of
section 411(a):

a) It strengthens the records of the Copyright
Office, which is valuable to the courts (and
this database should be put online and merged
with the Copyright Office recordation file).

b) It is a an incentive to registration.

c) The administrative screening of claims prior
to litigation aids claimants and the courts,
clarifies issues, and screens out unfounded
claims.
[Members were referred to the case made for

411(a) by Congress during the Berne Implementa
tion Act of 1988 in the House report (H.Rept. 100
609).]

Arguments were made for the repeal of sec
tion 411(a):

a) It is, at best/ a weak incentive to registration,
given the relatively small number of cases ac
tually brought in comparison to the number
submitted for registration (2/000 out of
600/(00)/ and therefore adds little to the collec
tions.

b) It discriminates against American authors.
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c) It imposes unnecessary and unfair delays in
legitimate copyright infringement actions, and
is not useful to the courts/ because the courts
make independent evaluations of the issues
being litigated (validity of copyright, etc.)

d) With the repeal of mandatory formalities (no
tice/ renewal, and the manufacturing clause),
the screening function of the Copyright Office
is not useful or necessary.

V. Fraud on the Copyright Office

The committee expressed concern about the
prevalent assertion of the defense of "fraud on the
Copyright Office" made in infringement cases.
Members agreed that good faith mistakes on copy
right applications should not invalidate the entire
registration (and should deny prima facie evi
dentiary value only to the facts stated incorrectly),
and under no circumstances should any misstate
ment invalidate the copyright. This would also
apply to the new short-form registrations.

VI. The Librarian/s Recommendations
to Congress

Mr. Schwartz reported on the submission of
the report to Congress. Dr. Billington, after receiv
ing the report from ACCORD, would, on the advice
of his staff, make final recommendations of his own
to Congress by September 15. In keeping with the
wishes of Congress, the final report would not con
tain specific statutory language in its recommenda
tions (Chapter 4). The work schedule should allow
ACCORD members to see the draft chapters of the
report once completed, before Dr. Billington/s sub
mission to Congress, and Dr. Billington/s letter to
Congress would, of course, be forwarded to all
ACCORD members. The co-chairs were given al
ternatives/ in their own discretion, of providing the
final recommendations either in the form of a sum
mary of options or as the recommendations of the
co-chairs, after reflecting the views of the ACCORD
members on the issues considered. No dissenting
views would be attached to the report, but mem
bers/ if they so desired, could of course write di
rectly to Congress or to Dr. Billington with their
personal views. After much debate, it was also
agreed that, since the members of the advisory com
mittee were serving in a personal capacity and not
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as representatives of particular interests or groups,
there would be no identification of the views sum
marized as expressing the position of any special
interest or organization.

VII. Phase II Agenda

A partial list of topics for Phase IT was offered:

1. Statistical studies of current Library acquisi
tions and the impact of changes in the Act on
the Library. Some work has been completed;
more is underway. At the next meeting AC
CORD will take a preliminary look at the work
in progress and decide what else is needed.

2. A broad review of recordation practices; tying
recordation to registration (to induce registra
tions); and Peregrine issues.

3. Fraud on the Copyright Office.

4. Registration problems for derivative works
and adaptations.

5. Section 41l(b) concerns: allowing for construc
tive notice by filing in the Copyright Office for
works broadcast live. (This topic may be in
cluded in the Phase I Report if an agreement
is reached.)

6. Issues relating to new technologies and the
future of the Copyright Office.

7. Responding to any congressional action on
sections 411(a) and 412.

With respect to the statistical reports, the Con
gressional Research Service and other divisions of
the Library will be asked to assist ACCORD.

Recordation will be placed high on
ACCORD's agenda for Phase II, and there was
agreement to spend a full meeting early in Phase II
to consider these problems.

The next meeting of ACCORD will focus on
statistical studies, particularly, the design and imple
mentation of empirical surveys, including the way
materials flow from the Copyright Office to the li
brary, and how Library acquisition policies impact
the nature of materials deposited with the Copy
right Office.

The fifth plenary meeting, a one-day session,
will be held on October 20, in the Congressional
Research Service Conference Room, Madison Build
ing, second floor. The sixth session will be held
December 1 and 2, 1993.
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2. Draft Working Paper A Copyright Registration, Deposit, and Recordation
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ery of Statutory Damages and Attorney's Fees.
2 pages.

4. Draft Working Paper C Mandatory Deposit for the Library of Congress.
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5. Draft Working Paper 0 Possible Alternative Incentives for Registration and
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

WASHINCTON. D.C. 20540

TO: Members of the Librarian's Advisory
Committee on Copyright Registration
and Deposit (ACCORD)

1)A'1'.: '/07/.3

immediate di.cussion at the June 10 - 11 .eetings;

inten.ive study during the next two .onths or so;
and

FRCN4: ACCORD Co-Chairs and Staff

SUBJECT: Meeting of June 10 - 11, 1993: Is.ue. for Discussion

Attached to this covering .emo are four draft working papers:

A. Copyright Reqistration and Oepo.it Generally

B. Registration and Deposit as Prerequisites to
Recovery of Statutory Damage. and Attorney's Fees

C. Mandatory Depoait for the Library of Congress

D. po.sible Alternative Statutory Incentives for
Registration and Depo.it

Out of the various issues pre.ented by H.R. 897, those covered
by the four paper. are the one. we've identified as most urgently
in need of investigation and analy.i.. You'll note that they don' t
include the National Peraqrine ca.e, the power to appoint the
Regi.ter of Copyright., the con.titutional ••paration of powers
question, and the future of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal -
i.portant subject. which we uy (or uy not) want to adaress later
on. For purpo.es of this first .eeting, our reco_endation is that
we concentrate on the registration and depo.it is.ue. and see how
far we get with th.. before journeying further afield.

In each of the four cases the working paper seeks to break the
SUbject down into sub-topic., based on the material we sent you in
the laat ..iling. As we see it, these sub-topics would be the
SUbject ot:

I·
I

develop.ent of specific leqislative (or possibly I
other) reco_endationa to the Librarian before I

September 1.

~~~==========================-==-===========-=---__I
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We hope you will each review these suggested sUb...topics, think
about ones that might be changed or dropped and others that might
be added, and decide which ones you'd like to work on yourself.
Our thought is that the committee divide itself into four working
groups, each devoted to a discussion of a particular SUbject, but
some of you may have different ideas of how to structure the
studies.

We realize how formidable these papers look, but bear in mind
that we won't need to do all this ourselves. The Librarian has
made the staff and resources of the Library available to us to
develop as much information as can be adduced in the time we have.
In many cases our job will be to review and evaluate information
that is provided to us, and to base our recommendations on those
facts we consider significant.
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DRAFT WORKING PAPER A
CO.UIGft "I81fU'l'IOII, DD08I~, UID -.coaD&'l'IO. G_aLLY

1. 8"__1"7 of bia~orical back9Z'OUDel of cOPY1"i9b~ reqia~ra~ioa,

elepoai~, aael recorela~ioD ia ~be oai~" 8~~eal

a. Origina and evolution ot law governing copyright
regiatration, depoait, and recordation to 1870;

b. Copyright re4Jiatration, and deposit for
registration, and their hiatoric impact on the
Library ot Congreaa;

c. Leqialative hiatory ot the re4Jiatration/deposit
proviaiona ot the Copyright Act ot 1909;

d. The Wa.hingtgnian ca.e;

e. Leqialative hiatory ot the reqiatration, depo.it,
and recordation proviaiona ot the 1976 Act; and

t. Berne Convention adherence and the Act ot 1988.

3. ADDota~.. bibliograpby of ~r~~ recea~ oour~ eleciaioa.,
la. r ..i .. ar~iclea, aDd o~b_ juriapneleace cODceraiag
oopJZi,.~ r ..i.~a~io., depo.i~, ... reoo~~ioD.

J. 8'''81"7 of la•• 90.eraiD9 cOPY1"i9b~ reqiaua~ioD, elepo.it,
recorela~ioD, ucl ~beir eqai..lea~., iD foreiCJD cOUD~rie'l

a. Hiatorical evolution and/or devolution ot .tatutory
copyript re4Jiatration depoait, and recordation
ayat_;

b. Extent ot any statutory or de tacto syatems in
toreign countriea (or group. ot countries)
involving re4Jiatration, depoait, and recordation;

c. study ot quaai-governaenta1 or private
regiatration, depo.it, and recordation sy.tems used
in connection with the activitiea ot centralized or
decentralized collecting aocietiea.

•• &Dalyaia of ~be pre.ea~ leqal ai~aa~ioa 90.eraia9 copyright
reqia~ra~ioD, elePO.i~, aDd recor4a~ioa 1D ~be uai~ecl 8tate'l

a. Suma&ry ot the specitic policy goala aought to be
achieved by the preaent proviaiona governing
regiatration, depoait, and recordation, aa sh~ in
the legialative history ot the 1976 and 1988 acts,
with reapect to --
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1) U.. ot copyriqht r.cord. in civil and
criminal litiqation;

2) Improvem.nt in the intor.ation
in the public r.cord. ot the
ottic. and the national
databa•• ;

contain.d
Copyriqht
copyright

3) str.nqth.ninq ot the provi.ion. ot the
copyriqht law tor.inq on. ot the major
und.rpinninq. ot coll.ction d.v.lopm.nt
by the Library congr••• ;

4) str.nqth.ninq the requlatory pow.r ot the
copyriqht ottic. to make more conclu.ive
.xaaination ot clai.. to copyriqht.

b. How and the .xt.nt to which th••• id.ntiti.d policy
qoal. have be.n m.t in practic., includinq --

1) con.id.ration (u.inq .tati.~ic. wh.rever
po••ibl.) of th. aaount and value of the
u.. of various copyriqht r.cord.,
includinq the Catalog of copyriqht
Entri••--

i) in civil and cri.inal litiqation, to
court., litiqant., and the public;

ii) in contractual and oth.r bu.in•••
d.alinq, and in the coll.ctive
adaini.tration of riqht.;

iii) in d.teraination of th. copyriqht
.tatu. of work.;

iv) in bibliographic and scholarly
.nd.avor.;

2)

ACCORD REPORT/Appendix/Draft Working Paper A

v) a. a penaan.nt r.cord of the
cultural and .ocial
hi.tory of the United s~at•• ; and

vi) in a vari.ty of oth.r u••••

Th. .xt.nt to which copyright
r.qi.tration, d.po.it, and r.cordation
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inhibit assertions of frivolous,
fraudulent, or erroneous claims to
copyright or claims of infringement,
including statistics on rejected claims.

3) The level of completeness, accuracy, and
reliability the users of the Copyright
Office system of records require, and the
extent to which the current system
achieves that level.

c. Detailed consideration of tha oparation of the
provisions of section 410 dealing with the prima
facie evidentiary value of the copyright
certificate, both bafore and aftar five years from
publication, including --

1) Valua of tha provision as an incentive to
registration and daposit;

2) Value of tha provision in the ordering of
evidance at trial;

3) Value of the provision for other
purpos.s, including:

i) Usa by the U.s. customs Service;

ii) Usa by the U.s. Justice Department
in criminal invastigations;

iii) Relation to recordation provisions
Csaa 17 USC 205 Cc» •

. d. sPecific considaration of .ection 411 Ca) and its
discriaination against Aaarican copyright owner:

1) Legislative background of the 1988
..endJDent,

against the
discrimination,

2) Arquaents for and
justification for tha
including --

i) theraquir_ants of the Berne
Convention;
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ii) inducements to registar and deposit;
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questions of fairness
constitutionality; and

and

iv) possible disadvantages to U.5.
copyright owners as against foreign
owners and users;

3) Extent to which 411(a) actually induces
registration and deposit.

5. Coll.c~ioD aDd &Daly.i. of fac~. aDd .~~i.~ic. d.aliD9 with
copi.. aDd pboDoqr... of copyri9b~" ¥Orka d.po.i~" iD the
copyri9b~ Offic. iD cODD.c~ioD wi~b reqi.~a~ioD. (Wh.r. DO
r.cord. or .~~i.~ic. are cnarreD~ly beiD9 coll.c~ed or
_iD~iD", ••~iaa~•• will D." ~o be ob~iD" by .aapliD9 aDd
ez~rapola~ioD.)

a. Th. statutory provi.ion. cov.ring the disposition
of all copyright d.po.it.;

b. All Library of Congr... and Copyright Office
r.qulation., acquisitiona and policy·· statements,
and stat.m.nts of practic. (writt.n or otherwise)
gov.rning the dispo.ition of copyright d.posits;

c. Total numbers of d.posit. of all kind. of published
and unpublished work. rec.iv.d by the Copyright
Office for registration within a sp.cified period,
brok.n down by clas••• and cat.gorie.;

d. D.tail.d fact. and stati.tic., brok.n down by
cla.... and categori•• , conc.rning the actual
di.po.ition of copyright d.po.it.:

i) S.l.ction for the g.n.ral and special
coll.ction. of the Library of Congress;

ii) Tran.f.r to oth.r gov.rnm.nt libraries for
th.ir g.n.ral and sPecial coll.ctions;

iii) Transf.r to the Exchang. and Gift Division of
the Library of Congr••• , with sp.cific and
d.tail.d information and .tati.tic. concerning
the disposition of copyright d.po.its by that
Division and the polici•• , written or
oth.rwis., gov.rning that di.po.ition;

iv) Oth.r transfers of copyright d.posits by the
Library of Congr••• and the Copyright Office,
and the writt.n or oth.r polici.. governing
th.m.
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v)

vi)
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Retention by the Copyriqht Office of copyright
depo.it. not .elected or tran.ferred a. above,
with fact. and .tati.tic. concerninq tho.e
depo.it. retained penaanently and tho.e
di.po.ed of after .tated Period., including
place. and tera8 of retention, mean. of
di.po.ition or de.truetion, and relevant
written or other policy .tat..ent. qoverning
the.e matter••

Any other fact. or .tati.tic. relevant to the
di.po.ition of copyriqbt depo.it••
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DRAFT WORKING PAPER B
aBGIITRATIO. a.D DBPOIIT AI PRBRBgUIIITBI

'1'0 RBCOVDY 0.. ITA'fU'l'Oay DallAG.1
IJID AftOUBY'8 ....1

1. "Ok~OUDd of leotioD 4111

a. Pre-1978 law on the availability of statutory
damage. and attorney'. f.e. in copyright actions;

b. Legislative history of section 412.

I. Itudy of .tatutory d_ge• iD relatioD to oopyright
proteatioDI

a. Con.ideration of whether the difficulty or
impo.aibility of proving actual damage. is such a
unique factor in copyright infringement actions
that the withholding of .tatutory damages can be
said to leave the copyright owner without remedies;

b. Con.ideration· of whether statutory. damages is
unique to American law and is' truly an
"extraordinary remedy":

i) po••ible analogue. in American law,
including --

aa) Liquidated damage.; and

bb) Punitive damages;

ii) po••ible analogue. in foreign laws.

3. Itudy of attorD~'. f ... iD relatioD ~o aopyri9bt proteatioD:

a. Con.ideration of U.S. ca.e law on attorney's fees
(including attorney's fee. a. part of costs) in
copyright ca.e., inclUding ca.e. where their
recovery haa been denied;

b. Conaideration of how foreign countries handle
attorney'. fee. (either .eparately or as part of
co.t.) in copyright ca.e. and in general.
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4. study of s.otioD 412 in operation:

a. Extent to which the 412 incentives motivate
registration and d.posit of --

i) Published materials;

ii) Unpublished mat.rials.

b. Con.ideration of whether pot.ntial loss of
statutory daaag.s would be a gr.at.r, lesser, or
equal incentive to registration and deposit than
potential loss of attorn.y's f ••••

c. Ext.nt to which s.ction 412 results in the
inadv.rt.nt loss of r ...dies --

A!44

i)

ii)

to individual authors; and

to ...ploy.rs for hir., transfere•• ,
and oth.r corporat. copyright
own.rs.
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DRAFT WORKING PAPER C
IlUDA'l'Oay D.~.I'l' woa 'l'Im LIBRARY 01' cO.Ga•••

1. .ackqroUDd of ~he a&Dda~ory deposi~ provisions of sec~ion 407

a. origins and history of mandatory (depot legal)
in other countries.

b. Survey of provisions on mandatory deposit in various
foreign laws.

c. Legislative history of the mandatory deposit provisions
in the 1976 Act.

2. .1I_.ry of GUZ'r_~ sta~u~ory provisions, &ad ~he Copyriqht
Office &ad Library of congress requla~ioDs, acquisi~ion

s~a~..eD~s, &ad policies qoveraiDq ~heir t.pl..eDta~ion.

3. 8cope aDd opera~ioD of ~Ile d-.ad power UDder ~he current
sta~u~e aDd requla~ioDsl

a. Receipt and disposition of material under section
407 without formal demand;

b. How and by who. determinations to make demand are
made in individual cases;

c. Nature of material demanded;

d. Nature of material exempted fro. mandatory deposit
by regulation or practice, written or otherwise --

i) Standards for making exemptions;

ii) Relation of exemptions fro. mandatory deposit
to the retention and disposition of deposits
for copyright registration.
,

e. Processing and disposition of material deposited
under section 407;

f. Maintenance of records of mandatory deposits:

i) Nature of database of mandatory deposits, and
uses (if any) made of it;

ii) Records, if any, of the monetary value of
materials deposited under section 407.
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Experience of the Library of Congress with respect
to special acquisition powers (ATRA) and section
408 (e).

4. Det.raiDation of tb. co.t-.ff.ctiv.n... of .cqui.ition.
tbrouqb aaad.tory d.po.it in ca.pari.on to --

a. Acquisition through copyright registration and
deposit; and

b. Acquisition through purcha•• or sub.cription.

S. con.id.r.tion of prob1..., 1iaitation., aDd f.i1ur•• of tb.
pr••ent aaad.tory d.JO.it .y.t.. witb r ••,.ct tOI

a. Unpublished work.;

b. Work. t.chnically unpubli.h.d but wid.ly available
to the public;

c. For.ign works --

i) Works not published in the unit.d states;

ii) Work. publi.hed in the united stat.s in very
saall edition., inclUding periodicals sent to
U.s. subscriber.; and

iii) Import.d for.ign edition••

d. Probl... of .ntorcem.nt:

i) R.tu.al. to comply

ii) Co.t. and ditticulti•• ot .ntorcem.nt suits

aa) V.nu. probl...

bb) R.luctanc. of U.s. otticials to
pros.cut••

•• Oth.r••

A/46

•• Detailed .tati.tic. coverinl • .tated period conc.rninCJ
oper.tion of ..aclatory d.po.it proyi.iou, broken doWli by
c1••••• aDd catetori•• of worka. ~•••. clata .bou1d include
not only tb. n~ of pub1i.bed worka for wbicb d...nd i •
..d. but .1.0 tb. naber of copi•• or pbonoreoord. inYOlv~ in
Mcb d~dl
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a. Number ot deposits received without demand, and
their disposition;

b. Number ot d.posits d.manded;

c. Deposits received atter demand:

i) Total number.;

ii) Mon.tary valu.;

iii) Disposition ot copi•• and phonorecords, broken
down by cIa•••• and categori.s, with specitic
intormation about the particular divisions of
the Library ot Conqre•• , including the
Exchange and Gift Divi.ion, rec.iving the
tran.ters.

7. Coa.i4erat:ioa of aeaa. t:o .ua9t:lla t:lle aaAdat:ory 4.po.it:
provi.ioa. aad t:o iaduce voluat:ary ca-pliaace wit:1l .ect:ioD
407.

a. By negotiation with depositors, including possible
aqr••ments limiting the Library's use ot the
deposit copies in certain ways;

b. By increa.ing the penalties tor noncompliance; and

c. By simplitying
entorcement.

the legal procedures for
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DRAFT WORKING PAPER D
PO.SIBL. AL'l'DD'l'IVB I.CD'fIVB. I'OR DClI.Ra'l'IO.

UD DU08I'l'

1. cOD.id.ra~ioD of .b.~b.r r.peal of ••C~iOD. 411(a) aDd 412,
wi~bou~ .ub.~i~u~iD9 D.. iDduc".D~., would r ••ul~ iD
.ub.~aD~ial reduc~ioD. iD voluatary recJi.tr"~i~D.aDd d.po.i~.

aDd 10•••• ~o ~b. coll.c~ioD. of ~b. Library of COD9r••••

a. Evaluation of
inducements:

effectiv.n••• of remaininq

A/48

i) Prima facie evid.nc.;

ii) Inclusion in national databa•• ;

iii) Us. in bu.in••• , lic.n.inq, .tc.

iv) D.sire for a c.rtificat. as proof of
authorship, .tc.

v) continuinq misappreh.n.ion that on. must file
to "obtain a copyriqht";

vi) Oth.r••

b. History of voluntary reqistration in other
countri•••

2. cOD.id.ra~ioD of ar9Qa.D~. for CbaDqiD9 pr••eD~ recJi.~ra~ioD

aDd ....iDiD9 prac~ic•• aDd procedur•••

a. Arqua.nts for ••&kinq to .trik. a balanc. between
what the Library actually n••d. and will retain and

i) Th. burd.n on the claimant:

aa) Amount of f ••

bb) Value of d.posit

cc) Co.ts (in tim. and mon.y) of preparinq
and submittinq application;

ii) Th. number of copi.s or phonor.cords deposited
(i ••• , require only on. copy wh.n Library only
wants on.)

iii) Th. ti•• of depo.it (so•• d.posits. are
received too late to s.rv. the ne.ds of the
Library)
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iv) special cases (e.g., software, photographs,
newsletters, graphic arts, etc.) where
registration and deposit requirements are very
onerous and the Library currently receives
nothing of value to it.

b. possible changes in existing Copyright Office
practices:

i) "Effort to conform what is asked of the
claimant to what is actually needed for
examination, cataloging, Library's collections
or exchange needs;

ii) Expansion of negotiated arrangements with
copyright owners such as the Motion Picture
Agreement;

iii) Consideration of suggestions for a "two-tier"
registration syst_ (e. g. , the lower tier
might involve a simplified application,
reduced . fee, less burdensome deposit
requirements, and reduced ex..ination and
cataloging; upper tier might provide a more
thorough ex..ination, in exchange for
evidentiary or other inducements.

3. ConsideratioD of possible aaaadaaats iD 1Ddua..ents to
registratioD aDd deposita

a. Priaa facie evidence: suggestion to ..end section
410(C) to expand evidentiary value of certificate;

b. Use in litigation: suggestion to give court
discretion to require registration before action
can proceed, but without loss of any rights or
r_adies;

c. statutory d_ges and/or attorney's fees (section
412): suggestion to retain provision but liberalize
its impact (e.g., change tiaeperioda, make it
discretionary with court, make it inapplicable to
unpublished works, make it inapplicable to claims
by individual authors, withhold statutory damages
or attorney's fees but not both, etc.).

-------------------------------------
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4. CODsi4eratioD of possi~le De. iD4uc..eDtsl

a. Extend the length of the copyriqht term if the work
is reqistered. Problems to consider:

i) Lenqth of possible extension;

A/50

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

q.

h.

i.

ii) Question of Berne Convention compliance;

iii) Question of retroactive effect.

Tie reqistration more closely to provisions dealinq
with recordation of transfers (section 205)
e.q., make reqistration a requirement for ~
recordation purpose; make reqistered claim prevail
over unreqistered clai. in all cases of conflictinq
transfers.

Establish reqistration as a defense to claims of
abandonment or estoppel.

Tie registration to presumption. of death of author
in determininq life-plus-fifty term (see section
302); e.q., provide for presumption of death of
author after a stated period if registration not
made.

Extend the period for statutes of limitations
provided by section 507 for registered works.

Make registration constructive notice for certain
additional purposes (e.q., as aqainst "innocent"
infrinqers).

Give owners of registered copyriqhts procedural and
evidentiary benefits in the operation of one or
more of the compUlsory licenses provided in Chapter
1 of the statute.

Give the owner of a registered copyriqht certain
riqhts in the title of the work as aqainst the
owner of an unreqistered copyriqbt in a work of the
s..e title.

Give the bibliographic entries coverinq reqistered
works .ore pro.inence in the Library of Conqress's
on-line services (such as LOCIS) than that qiven to
unreqistered works.
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WORKING PAPER #1

Oakley, Robert, et al
July 6, 1993

Mandatory Deposit:
tor the Benetit ot Conqress and the Nation

I. Mandatory deposit is widely aooepted. throughout the
world and has been a part ot the On!ted states copyright
law fro. the very earliest days.

For several centuries, across many different countries and
cultures, authors, libraries, government officials, scholarly
researchers, and the general public have benefitted from a
requirement that published works be deposited in a centralized
library or aqency.

Legal deposit began in 1537, when the Kinq of France mandated
that a copy ot all materials printed in France be sent to the
King's library.' Over the centuries, it became evident that it was
vitally important to create in each country a repository of that
nation's own history, culture, writinq, and intellectual heritage.
This recoqnition caused the idea ot legal deposit to spread to the
point where it has now been accepted in nearly every country in the
world. In a study published in 1991, Jan Jasion listed 131 nations
that either have a formal deposit law or have at least one national
depository library for receipt of materials published within their
jurisdiction. 2

In the United States, the deposit requirement has been part of
the copyriqht system since the very first co~yri9ht law was passed
in 1790. 3 The Copyright Act of 1790 act specJ.fied that lithe author
or proprietor of any .•• map, chart, book, or books, shall, within
six months .•• deliver, or cause to be delivered to the Secretary
of State a copy of the same, to be preserved in his office. II. The
practice of registering with the local District Court and
depositinq a work with the Secretary of state continued from 1790
until the mid-19th century. From 1846 to 1859 deposits were sent
to the newly createa Smithsonian Institution, but the law lacked

1 Crews, Kenneth D., ilLegal Peposit in Four Countries: Laws
and Library Services", 80 Law Lib. Jnl. 551 (1988).

2 Jasion, Jan T., The Inte~atiQnal Guide to Legal Deposit 18
(Ashgate, 1991).

3 It should be notea that the deposit requirement is not
necessarily tied to copyright in other countries. However, the
evidence seems to suggest that there is less compliance where the
requirement is not tied to a signiticant benefit such as copyright
protection.

• Act of May 31, 1790, c. 15, 8ec.4, p.125.
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enforcement prov1s1ons and compliance was limited. From 1859 to
1870, custody of the deposit collection and records was transferred
to the Department of the Interior.

Then, in the general revision of the laws in 1870,
responsibility for 1111 copyright registration and deposit was
centralized at the Library of Congress. There it has been ever
since, with the COpyright Office creating a record of all the works
subm!tted to it and sending about half of all deposits to the
Library of Congress for inclusion in its collections. Then
Librarian, Ainsworth spofford, envisioned the Library of Con~ess
as a true National Library, collecting and preserving the nation's
intellectual heritaqe. He believed that copyriqht deposit was an
essential means to fulfill that mission and to ensure that the
Library could create a comprehensive COllection ot the nation's
literature for the use of future generations. The richness and
depth of L.C.'s collections today show the wisdom of Spofford's
view•. As a result of the mandatory deposit requirement, the
Library's collections of published and unpublished works reflect
the richness and variety of the American experience throuqhout the
200 year period.

Any effort at copyright revision that might neqatively affect
the ability of the library to contin\1e to fulfill this mission
should proceed with the utmost caution. Mandatory deposit has been
part of the U.S. copyright system tor over 200 years without major
objection.

Traditionally, the stated purposes for deposit include (1)
identifyinq the work and creating a record for use in later
infrinqement actions, and (2) enriching the collections of the
Library of Congress for the benefit ot Con9ress and the nation.
Both purposes remain valid today.

:II. The Depoeit requireJlent is necessary to establish,
under the control of a neutral party I a record of the
existence ot a work and to preserve its content for uee
in subsequent disputes.

In the Landmark case of Wheaton v. Peters (8 Pet. 591, 665
(1834», the Supreme Court said that:

The deposit of the book in the Department of
state may be important to identify it at any
future period, should the oopyriqht De
contested, or an unfounded claim ot authorship
asserted.

2
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This statement made it clear that one of the essential purposes of
copyright deposit was to support the administration of the
copyright law by creating and retaininq evidence of the work that
could be relied on in case of later disputes. Such records take at
least two forms, the registration (or bibliographic) record created
for the file. and, wben appropriate, the work itself as retained in
the collections of the Library.

The records of the Library of Congress, including the Catalog
of Copyright Entries and the catalog of the Library it8elf6

, create
an intellectual record of the particular work. Such records
dellonstrate both the existence of the work and tbe claim of
protection by a particular owner at a particular time. When the
records are created, a deposit copy of the work is essential for
the Copyriqht Office to be able to verify the information contained
in the application.

Furthermore, after National peregrine v. Capitol Federal
Savings and Lo4n (Cite), it is evident that the significance of the
records created in the Copyright Office extenels far beyond the
copyriqht system. There, in a bankruptcy proceeding, the Court
held that

Recordinq in the U.S. Copyright Office, rather
than filing a financing atate.ent under
Article Nine, is the proper method for
perfecting a security interest in a copyright.

Beyond the intellectual records, retention of the deposit copy
by the Library for its collections· keeps a documented original in
the hands of a neutral third party where it can be referred to in
case of a later claim of infrinqement. This function is
particularlY important for unpublisheCS works, works fr01l1 small
presses, and other materials ~at may not have received wide
distribution. It virtually quarantees that eoven for works of
limited distribution, it will be possible to retrieve and compare
an original with a later work if and when an infringement claim is
made.

The function of keeping a deposit copy to show the content of

!i When the deposit c:opy is transferred to the Library of
Congress collections, an even more detailed bibliographic record is
created and stored in a national bibliographic database, providing
widespreaa access to the information.

• Accordi~g to statistics from the copyright Office,
approximately half ot the items submitted for registration are
transferred to the Library for retention in its collections· .

3
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a particular work as of a partioular time has become even more
important in the last several years as the proliferation of
computers has made it easy for works to be eltered. Especially
with the advent of desktop publishing, a work may exist in a
variety ot forms over a very short period of time. If there were
nowhere to go to ascertain with Bome oertainty and authority the
content of a work at a particular time, it could become virtually
impossible to aemonstrate an infrinqement.

III. llandatory deposi't is e••en'tial for 'the Library of
congress to continue to develop a coapr8hansiva
collection of the AIlerican intellect:u.al beriuge. Such
a collection benefits CODqrBS8 in partiaular and t:be
nation as a whole.

As Congress' library, unrivalled in the world for the richness
of its collections, the Library of Conqress has also become our
nation's library, containinq over 200 years of the music, drama,
intellectual life, and culture of the American people. The
mandatory deposit of both published and unpublished works with the
Library has made that collection possible. 7

According to statistics from the copyriqht office, copyriqht
deposits under sections 407 and 408 are the larqest source for new
library materials, supplying 40.9' ot the U.S. materials added to
the library betweein 1990 and 1992.· In fiscal year 1992,

? A leqal deposit requirement, not tied to copyriqht, such as
exists in other countries, is usually limited to brinqinq in
published works, not the breadth of material received by the
Library of Conqress.

"Copyright Deposits by their nature are likely to include more
types of material than leqal deposits because works of all
categories granted protection are subject to copyriqht deposit, and
will be deposited to some extent, whether they are works ordinarily
collected by libraries or not ••.• At present, in practioe, the
obligation of legal deposit is usually limited to printed or near
print publioations (inclUding microfilm). See Dunne, Elizabeth K.
"Deposit of Copyrighted Works", pp 2-3 in Study No. 20, studies
Prepared for the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and
copyriqhts of the Committee on the JUdiciary, United States Senate,
86th Cong., 2d Sess., 1960.

• The next largest source of materials for the library is
through gifts, which make up 38.9% ot the materials received.
Materials acquired by purchase account for only 15.4% of the

-------------
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1,165,891 items were desposited with the copyright office. Of
those, 827,173 were transferred to the cOllections of the Library
of conqress, with an estimated value in excess of $12,000,000. The
items added to the colection included books and periodicals, motion
pictures, music, sound recordinqs, maps, prints, pictures, and
other works of art.-

Moreover, if the library were going to endeavor to purchase
the items, there would be significant costs beyond the purchase
price. It takes a qreat deal ot staff time to identify newly
published works, to select them, and to order and pay for them, all
tasks now avoided when the materials arrive automatically. At an
estiDated cost ot $10 per periodical and $50 for all other items10 ,

the cost ot the additional staff needed to acquire the materials is
approximately $22,000,000. This brings the total cost needed for
operational expenses, not including the space, ottice equipment,
etc. required to bouse and support the extra staff, to $34,000,000
per year.

It must be noted, however, that althouqh with enouqh money
many of the items could have been purchased, many of them could not
or would not be acquired by purchase, either because they are not
available for purchase (such as unpUblished works), or because they
are not the types of material normally purchased by a library.
Even if the Congress wanted to acquire the items by purchase rather
than deposit, such a decision would weaken the collections, because
many items would be missed or simply would not be available for
selection.

There could also be political costs for the library if it
switched to a system of purchases rather than deposits. If the
library chose not to purchase an item for any reason, it would be
open to charges of censorship. If it purchased controversial
~aterial (as of course it WOUld), like publicly supported libraries
everywhere, it might be asked not to purchase such material. The
deposit system allows the library to be neutral of such pressures.

The deposit system, then, is a mechanism that allows the
library to create the stronqest possible COllection at the lowest
cost to the taxpayer. At the same time, the benetits of having
such a library accrue to many throughout the nation.

libraries acquisitions. See unpublished chart "Additions to LC's
Collections by Source, FY 1990-92 averaqe (US only)".

• 95th Annual Repgrt of the Register of Copyrights. 1992, 39
40 (miJDeo 1993).

10 To the task force: we need to qet data trom the library on
what their actual costs would be. These numbers are just an
educated que.s on my part. RLO.

5
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congress. First and foremost, the Library is Congress' own
library, and the members of Congress benefit more than anyone
else from having a great library at their disposal. In FY
1991, the Congressional Research Service answered over 500,000
questions on topics that ranged from the law of Kuwait and
Iraq, to the Gulf War, to Health Care Financing, and Banking
Reform. 11 Truly, the interests of Congress are without
limit. Not only has the availability ot deposit items created
created a library without peer to support tne work of
Conqress, it has also allowed the library to use its
duplicates to exchange for foreign collections. Maps, legal
information, and other cultural information was invaluable
during the Gulf War as Conqresli and others debated how to
proceed. The library has been built for Conqress, and
congress remains its principal beneficiary.

Authors aD" Creators. Authors and creators themselves benefit
from the Library and the deposit requirement. For many
pUblished works (especially those of the smaller presses), the
Library of Congress is probably the only place where the work
may be known to be permanently collected, preserved, and
accessible. Moreover, through the bibliographic records
mentioned before, the works of those authors is made known to
others, thus helping to insure that the works are known and
used. At the same time, retention in the Library insures the
availability of a copy in case one is needed to show the
content of a work in an infringement case.

Researchers. The research community is a major beneficiary of
the Library of Congress. With its unparallelled collections,
no other library in the United States, not even the greatest
of the academic libraries, are on a par with L.C. In that
sense, the Library of Congress is a national resource.
Researchers come to the Library from throughout the world to
make use of its unique collections.

Librari@s, The Library of Congress is the library's library.
It is the library of last resort in a vast network of
libraries that has developed throughout the United states and
even throughout the world. With the support ot the
bibliographic databases to which virtually all libraries
contribute, libraries can generally locate any item or any
information needed by a user. Within that network of
libraries, it not infrequently occurs that the borrowing
library must turn to the Library of congress for the item.

11 See Annual Heport 0' the Librarian of Congress, 1991 20 -
24,

6
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For example, when Britain fought in the Falklands, they turned
to the Library of congress for strategic information about the
islands.

The pUblic at larae. Libraries in general, and the Library of
Congress, in particular, benefit the public in a myriaa of
other ways. The library is open to the pUblic, and may in
many ways be seen as the foundation for a democratic society.
Libraries support literacy and an educated citizenry for
democracy. The Library of Congress, with its unbounded
collection provides a place where any citizen can study any
topic or issue on which they might have an interest.

By benefitting Congress, researchers, libraries, and the
public at large, the Library of Congress benefits the nation. The
deposit requirement in the copyright act has created the collection
of the greatest library in the world Which supports the work of
those groups. Any weakening of the deposit requirement must be
seen as against the national interest.

IV. AIthough some parts of the creative cOJlllllUllity have
found the deposit requirement burdensome, that is not
sufficient reason to eliminate it.

Several special interests have claimed that the deposit
requirement creates an undue haraship on them. Among the groups
that have expressed this concern are photographers, software
developers, newsletter publishers, and writers with unpublished
works. Whether or not these creators feel an undue burden, policy
makers must be careful not to eliminate a system that has worked to
create such a national resource as the Library of Conqress simply
because there is a burden on a few. The benefit to the public from
the existence of a unique resource like the Library of Congress far
outweighs the burdens imposed on some members of the community.

A more appropriate response to the concerns of these creators
would be to analyze why there seems to be a greater burden on them,
and to find ways to minimize the burden. For some, such as
photographers, some form of group registration could help. On the
other hand, for serial and newletter publishers, the Library needs
those materials for the collection, and it may be difficult to find
a compromise. Nonetheless, it is clear that from the larqer
perspective, the deposit requirement bas succeeded in its primary
goals and should not be eli~inated simply because some groups are
adversely affected. Other solutions must be found.

A/60
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Librarian Spofford's vision of the Library of Congress as a
true National Library has been realized because the deposit
requirell1ent of the Copyright Act insures that the Library has
virtually all of the creative output of America. No steps should
be taken now that would have the affect of weakening the Library's
cOllections. Any changes made to the Copyright Act, registration
and deposit must insure the continued deposit of new materials with
the Library for the benefit of Congress and the American pUblic.

8
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WORKING PAPER #2

Goldstein, Paul
July 6, 1993

THE CASE FOR AND AGAINST 17 C.S.C. 1411(a)

Prepared by Paul Goldstein for the u.e ot ~e Library of Congress
Advisory Group on Copyright Registration and Deposit

section 411(a) of the 1976 Copyright Act provides, with
certain exceptions, that "no action for infringement ot the
copyright in any work shall be instituted until registration of
the copyriqht claim haa been made in accordance with this title."
The exceptions from this requirement include cases where
reqi.tration has been sought but refused by the Copyright Office,
where the action is to vindicate ~e rights of attribution or
integrity under section 106(~), and Where the infringement action
involves non-U.S. Berne Convention works.

A quick review of the legislative history of .ection 411(a)
and at it. predecessor provision, section 13 ot the 1909
Copyright Act, indicates that registration a. a condition to suit
has never enjoyed a fUll-fledged rationale that connecta the fact
of registration to the exigencies of intringement lawsuits. (The
presumably deeper inquiry into legislative hi.tory that is now
beinq undertaken by Staff may, however, shed a .ere revealing
light on the requirement.) Rather, the requirement appears to
have emerged as simply one means for encouraging registration and
deposit in a legal system that had dropped these two formalities
a8 a condition to copyright. At best, the litigation rationale
for registration was incidental: the registration proce•• could
screen out meritles. Claims, and the certificate could aid the
court in determining relevant facts.

1
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Time and events have undermined even the incidental
rationale for registration a. a condition to suit. When Congress
introduced the requirement in 1909, the Register's decision to
deny registration could, and often did, serve a valuable
screening function tor the courts. At a time when the notice
formality was all-important, an examiner's decision that a work
was published without notice or with faUlty notice, and was
consequently in the public domain, could stop wasteful litigation
in its tracks. At a time when the Copyright Act and copyright
Office Regulations excluded major categories ot expressive
subject matter -- architectural works, sound recordinqs,
nondramatic choreographic works -- from oopyriqht protection, an
examiner's decision to deny reqistration could again save the
social and private costs of litigation.

The world of the 1909 Act, and to some extent also -the world
that ushered in the 1976 Act, have changed materially. copyright
notice is no lonqer a condition to copyright protection, with the
result that this aspeot of the Copyright Office's screening
function has disappeared. Formerly excluded subject matter has
come into the copyright fold, reducing the Copyright Office's
screening function in this respect as well. In Short, whatever
independent rationale the register-to-litiqate requirement may
once have enjoyed has significantly atrophied over time.

The requirement tOday that, to file a lawsuit, a copyright
owner must pursue the registration process to its administrative
conclusion -- issuance or refusal of registration -- does little
good and much harm. The first part of this analysis will explore
what good, if any, is served by section 411(a)1 the second part
will consider its harms. The third part of this analysis will
briefly addre.s the real problem with section 411(a).

2
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I. WHAT GOOD DOES SECTION 411 (a) DO?

A. a.ction 411(a) provid•• an inc.ntiv. to regi.t.r and
con••qu.ntly serves the general purpo.. of promoting a r.cord of
clai.. to copyri9ht in the unit.d stat•• COPfri9bt Offic. aDd the
a.po.it of oopyrighted work. tor the coll.ctions of th. Library
of conqr••••

No one would dispute that section 411(a) provides an
inc.ntiv. to r.gist.r claima to copyright. But no on. would
dispute either that, qiven the oomparatively minuscule number of
registrations occasioned by suit, section 411(a) has little
positive .ff.ct on the general goal. of r.giatration and d.poait.
Register of Copyrights Ralph oman observed in his 4 March
testimony before the House SUboommittee on Intellectual Property
and Judicial Administration that 1,831 copyright infringement
suits were filed in 1991, as against 4 total of 634,797 works
submitted for registration that year. Since registration for
purposes of ••ction 411(4) can b. mad. on the .v. of auit, the
provision can thus be said to have spurred the registration of,
at most, only 1,831 works -- only slightly more than on.-quarter
of one percent of all applications filed that year. Even this
figure is overly generous since a substantial number of these
1,831 works were probably registered earlier, ante litem mot,m.

B. ..ctiOD 411(.) •••iGD. aD iaportaDt .cr.aDin9 function
to the copyright Oftic., .nabliDq it to apply it••pecial
experti.e to re.olving, at tbe thre.hold, que.tion. that would
otherwi•• con.ume coatly, aDd r.lativ.ly 1••• ezp.rt, jUdicial
ti.e.

As already noted, the original screening functions served by
the r.quirem.nt ot r.gistration a. a condition to suit -
examination for absence or imperfeotions in copyright notie. and
for uncopyrightable subject matter -- have ahrunk con.iderably

3
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under contemporary copyright law. Although the Copyright Office
has filled the vacuum by making qualitative decisions on
copyrightable sUbject matter and deposits, it is questionable
whether the results reached by the copyright Office on these
issues mirror the results that would have been reached by a court
applying the relevant legal standard had the parties pursued
their claims there and not been intimidated by the denial of a
registration certificate.

1. It has been arqued that copyright Office expertise,
exerci.ed in the registration process, has guided courts in
determining Whether, under section 101 of the copyright Act, a
claimed pictorial, graphic or sculptural work constitute. a
"useful article" and, if it does, Whether and to what extent the
article is inseparably utilitarian. If Copyright Office
decisions have had any effect on jUdicial decisions, it is
certainly not evident from the decisions themselves, for it is
hard to imagine an area of copyright law in which there is less
uniformity aaonq the court., or a greater abundance ot confusion.
The reason, doubtless, is that the.e determinations pervasively
implicate policy que.tions on the boundaries between copyright,
patent and industrial design -- questions on which the Copyright
Office po.sesses no greater expertise than any other official
body, and certainly leS8 authority.

2. A registration certificate ofters courts at be.t a false
.ecurity with respect to it. indication of authorship and
ownership. It will, for example, rarely be evident to an
examiner from the face of a certificate whether a work was truly
made for hire under currently appliCable standards, or is an
individual, rather than joint, work of authorship.

c. section 4~1(.) di.couraq•• the ••••rtioD of clai•• that
lack a lira found.tion in .ettled copyright rul•••

"
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condition to suit will often stand in the way of (1) prompt
reliet and (2) complete relief.

1. The exigencies of copyright litigation otten require the
immediate issuance of a temporary restraininqorder, followed by
a temporary injunction, upon the discovery of an infringing copy:
as in other areas, justice delayed will often mean justice
denied. Although it might be argued that this is precisely as it
should be, since the issuance of a TRO or temporary injunction
can inflict severe harm upon a defendant, bonding requirements
for copyright owners seeking injunctive relief ensure that such
harms will not go uncompensated.

To be sure, an expedited procedure does exist for obtaining
a certificate promptly. But few copyright claimants are aware of
the expedited procedure: the procedure itself is costly; and,
even if pursued, the expedited procedure does not ensure the
prompt issuance or denial of a certificate if the Copyright
Office chooses to engage in protracted correspondence with the
applicant before definitively accepting or rejecting the
application.

Some courts will treat section 411(&)'5 requirement as non
jurisdictional, and will alloW a copyright owner to file a
copyright lawsuit without the certificate, and to submit the
certificate to the court once it is obtained. Nonetheless, many
courts have held that the presence ot the copyright certificate
is jurisdictional. In any event, 'the resulting unpredictability
does little to advance the fluency ot the litigation process.

2. The requirement that a copyright certificate be
introduced fo~ each copyrighted work claimed to be infringed,
while perhaps tolerable in the standard case where only a single
work is in issue, may become intolerable in the increasing number
of cases that can be characterized as "copyright class action"

7
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eases -- case. such as Williams i Wilkins y. Qnit.d states -- in
which the copyright owner require. for complete relief a remedy
against the copying of all of its works.

To be sure, some court. -- unlike the Court of Claim. in
Williams i Wilkins -- have been disposed to allow plaintiffs to
make a blanket allegation of copyright infringement for all works
"similarly situated" upon the introduction ot a repre.entative
sample of certificates. Yet, so long as the Act remains
unamended, there is little assurance that this gloss on the Act
will become universal.

B. outside those few court. that reqularly deal with
copyright lawsuit., a registration certificate attached to a
copyright complaint may give a court tal.e confidence about the
Substantiality of the claim to copyright. Among the relatively
uninitiated, there is an evident tendency to give the
certificate's prima tacie effect the same weight that section 282
ot the Patent Act gives to patents.

Patent and copyright presumption. of validity arise from
vastly different source.. The patent presumption arises trom the
prior art searches conducted in the PTO -- searches ot a .ort
that, in the nature of things, cannot be conducted for copyright.
By contrast, section 410(0)'. pre.umption of copyright validity
stems not trom the examination conducted by the Copyri~ht Oftice,
but rather from the ordering of burden. ot proof that in most
cases would apply even absent a certificate. (For example, a
work's originality is presumed not because of anythin~ that went
on in the Copyright Office but rather because, as between
copyright owner and infringer, the infringer is better placed to
prove the relevant facts.)

C. Finally, although this country's obligations under'the
Berne convention ao not require it to treat U.S. nationals as

8
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well as it treat. other Berne nationals, the current bifurcated
scheme is demoralizing for U.S. nationals. Imposition on u.s.
nationals ot a requirement not impos.d on other Berne nationals
can only serve to demoralize copyright owners who see themselves
treated disadvantageously, with no real countervailing benetita
to the united states copyright systea. Also, the imposition ot
the registration formality as a condition to suit departs from
the modern genius of u.s. copyright law which is to move toward
the Berne model under which no formality is inserted between an
author and his or her work.

III. lID'!' IS 'l'BII UAL noBLBK WIU ••ottO. 411 Ca) 7

The real problem with section 411(a) i. not that it requir.s
registration, or refusal of registration, a. a condition to
filing a copyright infringement lawsuit. Few copyright owners
would object to registration as a condition to suit it the
registration process entailed no more than does the recordation
process for transfer of real property titles in the united
States: payment ot a modest fe., deposit of the relevant
instrument, and its immediate entry, with only formal
examination, in the county title records. Registration under
these conditions would be strictly ~ fOrma and an acceptable
incident to the costs of litigation generally. (some might
object, however, that the deposit requirement under even these
conditions may remain onerou.: others may argue that even a
purely formal, fee-based registration system create. an
undesirable precedent in other countries that might seek
extortionate registration fees as a condition to acce•• to its
courts. )

The real problem with section 411(a) lies not in the
application tor registration made to the United State. Copyright
Office, but in the examination, both ot the claimed subject
matter and the form ot its deposit, that precedes the issuance or

9
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refusal of a registration. Part of the problem lies in the
delay. that protract the examination proce•• , and part in the
Copyright Office's occasionally evident "Patent Office mentality·
ot re.olvinq doubts aqain.t applicant••

It i. beyond the scope ot thi. analy.i., and perhap. beyond
the purview of our committee, to weigh the costs and benefits of
the Copyright Office examination process, much les8 to propose
alternatives. Taking, as it must, that the current examination
process is a fact of life, the only conclusion that this analysis
can reach i. that .ection 411(a)-. require.ent that copyright
owners traverse a Copyright Offioe examination as a condition to
vindicatinq their claims in oourt i. entirely without
justification.

10
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Jaszi, Peter
June 20, 1993

A/72

TO: Paul Goldstein
FROM: Peter Jaszi
DATE: June 20, 1993
SUBJECT: The case tor 411(a)

It's easy enough the recite the various purposes which 17
U.S.C. 411(a) doesn't serv.. Sinc. it tails to encourage early
registration, i~ doesn't contribut. systematically to the
developm.nt ot a ·comprehensiv. record ot copyright.d works, nor
do.s it provide a "distant .arly warning" syst_ by which users
can asc.rtain which works are regard.d as particularly valuable
by th.ir owners. But this isn't to say that it is without any
valu••

ot cours., ev.n in the abs.nc. ot 411(a), most litigants
to-be would have a strong motivation to regist.r voluntarily, so
long a. th.y can r.c.iv. the evid.ntiary ben.tit ot 410(c). It
411(a) hal any importanc., then, it mu.t be a. to those copyright
claim. which, tor on. reason or anoth.r, a putative copyright
own.r might have rea.on not to subait tor examination prior to
comm.ncing litigation. A. to some ot th.s., the arguable defect
which .xamination might reve.l i. t.chnical on. -- p.rhaps a
tailur. to comply with pr'-1978 tormaliti... But a. tim. passes
and the law ot copyright b.co••• le•• t.chnical, th.r. will be
tew.r and t.w.r ot th•••, and although so•• (lik. problems of
national origin) will r.main, terreting th•• out in advance of
litigation hardly s••m. important enough to ju.tity the burden
impos.d by the 411(a) requirem.nt.

How.v.r, not all doubttul copyright claiu are vulnera:.l' 9 on
what I have b••n calling t.chnical ground.. Som., by contra
are op.n to qu••tion beeau.. th.y chall.ng. s.ttl.d notions oi
what is, and what i.n't, the prop.r subj.ct-matt.r ot copyright
prot.ction. copyright law d.tin•• not only what's in the
univ.rs. ot protected work., but also -- and equally importantly
-- what iln't. Policing the boundari •• ot copyright is an
important tunction, and it mayor may not be on. which should be
lett .xclu.iv.ly to the court••

In ••••nc., the argum.nt tor 411(a) i. that it i. a good
thing to have a m.chanis. by which copyright claim. which are to
be ass.rted in litigation are tir.t .xpo.ed to so•• torm ot
administrative scrutiny -- and, by .xt.n.ion, that the existence
ot such a m.chani.. op.rat.s to discourag. the as••rtion of
claim. which lack a tirm toundation in s.ttl.d rul•• ot
coyrightability. A. B.n Kaplan noted in hi. 1960 copyright
R.vision Study (at p. 41), "[t]h. tact that application. are
otticially .xamin.d puts a certain pre••ur. on claimants to
examine and att.mpt to comply with the law betor. attempting
registration." And, on. might add, it also create. some pressure
not to ass.rt c.rtain kinds ot dubious claim. at all.
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Obviously, the recent history of practice in the Copyright
Office offers examples of instances in which Copyright Office
registration review seems to have failed to serve this (or any
other) useful funtion: the long-running saga of Atari y. Oman is
a case in point, and every copyright practitioner can cite
examples of his or her own.

But there are other examples, of a different tendency, as
well. For instance, it is arguable that the actitivities of the
Copyright Office in reviewing claims to registration have been
instrumental, over the years, in holding the line on the "useful
articles" doctri~e -- a limitation on copyrightability which
courts have often found incomprehensible, unsympathetic, or both.
Whether one approves of this limitation on copyrightabilty (or
any other) is beside the point for the purposes of this argument.
Like it or not, it is part of the law of copyright (until
Congress decides otherwise), and administrative expertise may
play an important part in maintaining its vitality. In fact -
and the point may be an important one -- the role of the
copyright Office has not only been to place barriers in the way
of particular claimants but (in so doing) to educate the courts
on abstruse issues of copyrightability.

Similarly, the Copyright Office has a role to-play, at least
potentially, screening out claims of protection in data
compilations which are clearly inappropriate in the light of
Feist. undoubtedly, we could mUltiply examples of areas in which
the office, through 411(a) review, could help to implement
various aspects of the law of copyrightability. Here, it is
worth noting that although the actual examination of claims under
411(a) is performed by examiners whose legal sophistication
varies, there seem. to be no reason (at least in principle) why
they could not receive clear direction a. to the kind. of claims
to which special scrutiny should be applied, and the bases on
which they should apply it.

I may not entirely share your confidence in the ultimate
"self-rightinCJ" character of American copyright jurisprudence, as
the court. develop and apply it. I suspect that many of the
inroad. on the public domain which have resulted from expanded
interpretation. of the law of copyrightabilty are in fact
irrever.ible. But it I were to propose a metaphor for the role
that reCJi.tration and revi~ under 411(a) could helpfUlly play,
it would not be that of King Canute strivinCJ to hold back the
tide. Obviou.ly, it the general trend in the law of
copyrightability i. moving in a certain direction, there is
nothing the copyright Office can -- or should do -- to resist it
in the lonCJ run. Rather, I would prefer the more modest metaphor
of the flywheel -- a mode.t, useful piece of equipment which
moderate. extreme fluctuations in the speed of the machinery to
which it is attached. Even if one believe. that the courts will
always achieve a truly fair balance between proprietors and users
in the end, there may be reason to preserve an administrative
mechanism which could help assure that -- in the meantime -- some
rough m.a~ure of equilibrium would be preserved.

------------------------ -- ---- - --------- ----------
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WORKING PAPER #3

Levine, Arthur, and
Charles D. Ossola

To: ACCORD Members Date: July 9, 1993

A/74

From: Arthur J. Levine
Charles D. Ossola

considerations Favoring the Repeal of section 412

At the request of the ACCORD co-chairs, this memorandum

sets forth the arguments and considerations warranting the repeal

of section 412 of the copyright Act. As all of you know, section

412 was enacted for the first time as part of the 1976 Copyright
Act, and was intended to operate as an incentive for copyright

owners to register their works and thereby make them available to
the Library of Congress for its collections.

Whatever effect section 412 may have had as an incentive

to registration (an effect difficult to determine since no data
exists on what motivates copyright owners to r~gister, and since

section 412 operates in combination with other provisions of the

Act which are also intended to be incentives to registration), it

has had a profoundly adverse effect on the ability of individual

authors (by authors we mean authors in the broadest copyright

sense of all individual creators and do not confine the term to

literary authors) and small copyright owners to protect their

copyrights. It has done so by denying to many, if not most,

individual authors and small copyright owners two remedies which,
in this day and age, are critically important in copyright

infringement litigation: entitlement to elect statutory damages

(up to $100,000 per work infringed) in lieu of actual damages and

the defendant's profits; and eligibility for recovery of

attorneys' fees if the copyright owner prevails in the

litigation. In the absence of these remedies, enforcement of

copyrights is, in the vast majority of cases, simply not
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economically feasible, and infringers can simply continue their

illegal activity with impunity.

We believe that a reasoned analysis of the alleged

benefits and demonstrable adverse effects of section 412 should
lead ACCORD to recommend to the Librarian that the provision be
repealed, as proposed by the copyright Reform Act. We further

propose that ACCORD focus its energies on devising other

alternative incentives to registration that do not sacrifice the
rights of individual authors and small copyright owners by

depriving them of the remedies necessary to protect their rights.

The remedies of statutory damages and attorneys' fees are

essential now because changes in technology continue to

facilitate the possible unauthorized uses of copyrighted works.

While this paper offers a summary of the arguments in
favor of repealing section 412, and further attempts to respond

to the points raised by defenders of the provision, it is

primarily intended to stimulate and facilitate a full debate of
the issues associated with section 412 at our upcoming meeting.

A. The Remedies of statutory Damages and Attorneys' Fees.

1. Statutory Damages.

The remedies available to copyright owners are set out in

Chapter 5 of the statute. Among the remedies specified there are

statutory damages, which the copyright owner may elect at any

time before jUdgment is entered in lieu of actual damages and

profits. 17 U.S.C. S 504(c). The breadth of this election is
such that copyright owners can await a jury verdict on actual

damages and profits, and then if not satisfied elect statutory

damages instead. The range of statutory damages specified in the

statute is $500 to $20,000 for all infringements of anyone work,

and can be set anywhere in that range "as the court considers
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just." 17 u.S~C. § 504(c) (1). If the infringement is willful,

the award of statutory damages can be increased to a maximum of

$100,000 per work infringed. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c) (2).

While the court must award statutory damages to a

copyright owner who prevails in an infringement action, it is
granted broad discretion, as noted above, to fix the actual award

within a wide range. The statute further invests the court with

the discretion to reduce the statutory damages award to not less
than $200 if it finds that the infringement was committed

innocently, and indeed, under limited circumstances can remit

statutory damages entirely.

2. Attorneys' Fees.

Section 505 of the Act gives federal courts the discretion

to award "a reasonable attorney's fee" to the prevailing party in

any civil action brought under Title 17. 17 U.S.C. § 505. It

does not require the court to award attorneys' fees to the

prevailing party, nor does it entitle the copyright owner to any

absolute right to recover those fees. It similarly does not

dictate the amount of the fees that should be awarded. Thus the

courts are given the greatest of flexibility in awarding

attorneys' fees as they see fit and in amounts they deem just.

Not surprisingly, courts have exercised this discretion in

different ways. It is fair to say, as a broad generalization,

that most federal courts do award attorneys' fees to copyright

owners who prevail in an infringement cases. Copyright owners

who are considering litigation know that an attorneys' fees award

is likely if they prove liability, and equally as important, so
do defendants who are considering the risks of defending their

actions. It is also fair to say, however, that few copyright

plaintiffs recover the full amount of their attorneys' fees, and

thus the calculus of the likely recovery should not presume that
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all of those fees will necessarily be recovered even if the

plaintiff wins. But the knowledge that at least some, often a

substantial portion, of the plaintiff's fees will be paid by a

defendant plays a crucial role in settlement negotiations

where the plaintiff has the ability to recover those fees at all,

which is where section 412 comes into play.

Defendants, on the other hand, cannot count on recovering

their attorneys' fees even if they prevail at trial. On this

question the circuits are divided, and the Supreme Court just a

few weeks ago agreed to resolve the split in the case of Fogerty

v. Fantasy, No. 92-1750 (cert. granted June 21, 1993). In some
circuits, including the Ninth where the Fogerty case was decided,
prevailing defendants must show that the plaintiff's action was

frivolous or was brought in bad faith in order to recover

attorneys' fees under section 505. In other circuits, the

defendant need not make such a showing in order to receive an

award of attorneys' fees, and can recover fees based on the same

standard as is applicable to prevailing plaintiffs. The Supreme
Court will now decide whether the Ninth circuit's "frivolous or
bad faith" standard is the proper standard to be applied to an

award of attorneys' fees to prevailing defendants under section

505.

B. section 412 Is a Condition Precedent to the
Availability of These Remedi.s.

Looking at only Chapter 5 of the Act, where the remedies

available to copyright owners are spelled out, one might conclude

that all of the enumerated remedies are available to all

copyright owners -- available in the sense that all copyright

owners are eligible to ask the court to grant those remedies.

This universal availability does in fact exist with respect to

injunctive relief, and for recovery of actual damages and the

defendant's profits. But it does not exist in the case of
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statutory damages and attorneys' fees. Eligibility for those

remedies is sUbject to special conditions that are found in

Chapter 4, which deals with copyright notice, deposit and

registration. Those conditions are prescribed by section 412,
which, subject to certain exceptions mentioned below, requires
the copyright owner to have registered his or her work before

infringement commences, or in the case of pUblished works, within

three months of first pUblication, in order to be eligible to

receive an award of statutory damages or attorneys' fees. 17

U.S.C. § 412 (1), (2).

This condition precedent is not required of all copyright

owners. Pursuant to the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990,

authors of certain works of visual art who prevail in an action
alleging violation of their rights of attribution or integrity
under section 106A (a) do not have to possess a prior

registration in order to receive statutory damages and attorneys'

fees. 17 U.S.C. § 412 ("In any action under this title, other

than an action brought for violation of the rights of the author

under section 106A (a) .... ). Indeed, such authors do not have to

register their works at all in order to maintain an action for
violation of section 106A in a federal court. 17 U.S.C.

§ 411(a).

Similarly, in the case of live transmissions fixed for the

first time simultaneously with their transmission, copyright

owners who comply with certain requirements need not possess a

prior registration, or any registration at all, before claiming

entitlement to statutory damages and attorneys' fees under the

Act. 17 U.S.C. § 411(b).

c. sectioD 412 Should Be Repealed.

There are several compelling reasons why section 412

should be repealed. They include the following:
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1. Section 412 Deprives Individual Authors and Small
copyright Owners of the Remedies Needed to Protect
Their copyrights.

In practice, statutory damages and attorneys' fees are not
"extraordinary" remedies, as proponents of section 412 proclaim,

but rather are indispensable both to the initiation of an

infringement claim and to the achievement of a just result. Both

remedies were available to all copyright owners under the law

before the 1976 revision. Registration prior to infringement as

a condition precedent to these remedies is "extraordinary" under
the current law. Copyright practitioners who have represented
individual authors and small businesses in infringement matters
know from experience that unless these remedies are available,

the costs of litigation are simply prohibitive for most copyright
owners. Even if the objective of the copyright owner is merely

to stop the infringement, most individual authors and small

copyright owners cannot afford to seek that remedy without the
prospect of recovering the costs of the litigation.

Unfortunately, however, section 412 cuts off these

remedies for most authors and small copyright owners, as the

testimony before Chairman Hughes' subcommittee established.

Trade associations of photographers, visual artists and

newsletter publishers testified that their members do not

routinely register their works at all, much less do so in a

timely fashion. ll Individual authors and small copyright

owners lack the time, staff and resources to register their works

(which for a single photographer may number in the thousands in

but one year) at all. They find it virtually impossible to do so

under the stringent time constraints imposed by section 412 based

on the possibility that one of their works may be infringed in

the future.

II One of the authors of this paper (Ossola) represented the
American Society of Media Photographers at that hearing.
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As a result, authors and small copyright owners find

themselves faced with infringements that cannot, as a practical

matter, be prosecuted, for one overriding reason: the costs of

bringing the action will be borne entirely by the copyright

owner, and the ability to prove substantial actual damages or

profits attributable to the infringement is often limited. In

short, the costs of the litigation will, absent recovery of

attorneys' fees and/or statutory damages, far exceed the amount

in controversy. More important, perhaps, the costs of the

litigation will most often exceed the available resources of the
copyright owner. The result is predictable: no enforcement
action can be brought, and the infringer cannot be stopped.

It is not inconceivable to imagine the following scenario.

A publisher in the East hires a freelance photographer to

photograph the floods in the Midwest. The photographer and the

pUblisher agree on a set fee for the photographs. The pUblisher

wants the photos immediately. The photographer sends back
several hundred shots from which the publisher selects five for

pUblication. An unscrupulous employee of the pUblisher steals

all of the other unpublished photographs and distributes them to

other newspapers. The photographer who is slogging his way

through the streets of Davenport, Iowa is not likely to be

thinking that he had better send a set of prints (which he no

longer possesses) to the Copyright Office for registration or he

will not be entitled to statutory damages or attorneys' fees.

Our photographer is told by an attorney that he is likely to

prevail in a copyright infringement action. He also tells the

photographer that he can expect to collect damages in a fraction

of what he will pay to bring a lawsuit. Faced with this economic

reality, the photographer has little choice other than to drop

the matter entirely.
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2. Mos~ Individual Authors and Small Copyright Owners
Know Nothing About Section 412, and Find Out About Its
Requirements Only When It Is Too Late.

Section 412 operates particularly unfairly with respect to

individual authors and small copyright owners because they are

generally unaware of the timely registration requirements of that

provision, and do not appreciate in advance of an infringement

the importance of having statutory damages and attorneys' fees

available to them. Proponents of section 412 may argue that

ignorance is no excuse, but reality rather than rhetoric should

be controlling here. It does not advance the inquiry to claim

that copyright owners should be aware of the requirements of

section 412, and should act to protect their interests by

investing enormous time, energy and resources in timely

registration.

The facts are that individual authors and small copyright

owners do not have copyright counsel on staff, and indeed have no

staff at all. Many of them do not know what the copyright law

provides, and unfortunately some still believe that a copyright

is "acquired" only if it is registered (it is telling that

despite that belief, many of those who hold it do not register in

any event). As a result, they find out about the requirements of

section 412 only after the fact, when they consult a competent

copyright lawyer upon discovery of an infringement. One of the

first questions that the lawyer will ask the copyright owner is:

"Do you have a registration, and was it obtained (or at least

applied for) before the infringement began?" The answer, almost

always, is no to both questions, and then the copyright owner is

told that he or she cannot recover statutory damages or

attorneys' fees. The all-too-frequent outcome is that a

legitimate copyright claim will not be pursued because the

copyright owner simply lacks the remedies necessary to make

pursuit of the claim viable. Even if the author wants to press
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an infringemen~ claim, he will have difficulty just finding a

lawyer to represent him except in the rare circumstance where the

defendant's profits earned from the infringing activity make a

contingency arrangement with the lawyer attractive. Section 412
indeed provides a "license to steal".

3. The Publishers' Threat to stop Registering their Works
If Section 412 is Repealed, Even If Taken At Face
Value, Confirms that Attorneys' Fees and Statutory
Damages Are Indispensable.

At our initial meeting, it was suggested that publishers

would cease registering their works if section 412 were repealed.
If that is true, then the publishers themselves are implicitly

acknowledging the overriding importance of the two remedies that
most individual authors and small copyright owners must do

without because of section 412.

The pUblishers apparently believe that section 412 is such

a strong incentive to register that its removal would eliminate

the principal reason why they register now -- to insure the

availability of statutory damages and attorneys' fees. One can

only conclude, therefore, that the pUblishers regard these

remedies as indispensable to the effective protection of their

copyrights, for they are willing (so they say) to register simply

to preserve the availability of those remedies. If these

remedies available only upon compliance with section 412 are so

important to publishers that they are willing to invest the time

and resources in registration to secure them, they have in effect

conceded that statutory damages and attorneys' fees are

indispensable to all copyright owners. That is a point on which

all parties appear to agree, and it fully comports with the facts

elicited at the recent hearings and with the experience of

copyright litigators.
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4. Proponents of section 412 Seek to Evade Liability and
Damages for Infringements.

Elimination of section 412 would not guarantee the

recovery of statutory damages or attorneys' fees by copyright

owners who prove ~hat an infringement has been committed.

Rather, it would simply make all copyright owners eligible to

seek and obtain those remedies. But that is precisely what the

proponents of section 412 seek to avoid; they do not want

copyright owners to be eligible for these remedies, because if

they are, the effects may be felt in the pocketbooks of those

found liable for infringement. Indeed, proponents of section 412

are fully aware that many copyright claims are not asserted at

all because of that provision, and they prefer it that way. They

know that the repeal of section 412 will require them to defend,

and most often settle, meritorious copyright claims that they are

now free to ignore because of the lack of meaningful remedies.

Proponents of section 412 are particularly anxious to

avoid liability for the prevailing plaintiff's attorneys' fees.

Regardless of the actual damages in dispute, or the likely amount

of statutory damages that can be recovered, they know that the

plaintiff's attorneys' fees are usually substantial. They also

know that they will probably have to pay some or all of them if

held liable for infringement, especially if that infringement is

determined to be willful.

At bottom, the proponents of section 412 are motivated by

a concern for their pocketbooks. They prefer the status quo,

where many infringement claims are never pursued, and thus need

not be defended. They seek to avoid having to defend those

claims, and to payout the settlements and judgments that will

result from at least some of them. They do not want to empower

authors and small copyright owners to protect and enforce their
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rights, for fear that they will pay the price of being held

accountable for infringements.

Proponents of section 412 may argue in their defense that

the availability of statutory damages and attorneys' fees to all

copyright owners will encourage frivolous or unmeritorious

litigation. That prediction is unfounded. statutory damages are

awarded only to prevailing plaintiffs, and then only in an amount

deemed just by the court. Attorneys' fees are awarded only to

prevailing plaintiffs, if the court determines that an award is

appropriate, and the amount of that award is determined by the

court in the exercise of its discretion. Thus a copyright
plaintiff who loses an infringement suit cannot claim the benefit

of these remedies, and a defendant confident of his or her

position need not fear them. Moreover, a copyright owner who

brings a frivolous lawsuit will not only be denied recovery of

statutory damages and attorneys' fees, he or she will likely be

required to pay the defendant's attorneys' fees -- a prospect

that cannot be and is not ignored by copyright owners considering

litigation.

* * * *

We look forward to debating these issues at our upcoming

meeting.

A.J.L.
C.D.O.
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Baumgarten, Jon and
Peter Jaszi

July 12, 1993

WHY SBCTIOH 412 SHOULD BB RBTAIHBD

I. Introduction. The remedies of statutory damages and
attorneys' fees are, under current copyright law, generally
available to a copyright owner who prevails in an infringement
action only.where the infringement commenced after registration
of the claim to copyright and in certain other instances where
registration and infringement occurred soon after pUblication of
the infringed work. I The law as it now stands thus favors. those
who promptly assert their rights by placing a claim to copyright
on the pUblic record. This provision was originally characterized
as "a cornerstone of ••• the registration sections ••• and of the
provisions on infr~ngement and remedies. ,,2

Indeed, S 412 appeared early in the revision process and was
accepted or endorsed by government and private sector interests
throughout the lengthy, detailed, and carefully considered

See exceptions in 17 U.S.C. 411 (a) & (b) (VARAi
transmissions). Attorneys' fees are rather routinely
awarded to prevailing plaintiffs. Defendants may, in
circumstances that vary among the circuits but are commonly
not routine, be able to obtain attorneys' fees from an
unsuccessful plaintiff. The Supreme Court has recently
agreed to decide whether this seeming or alleged asymmetry
conflicts with the neutral appearing language of the
copyright law: "In any civil action under this title, the
court in its discretion may allow the recovery of full costs
by or against any party other than the United States or an
officer thereof. Except as otherwise provided by this
title, the court may also award a reasonable attorney's fee
to the prevailing party as part of the costs."

2 Part 6 -- Supplementary Report of the Register of Copyrights
On the General Revision of the Copyright Law: 1965 Revision
Bill (May 1965), 125.

Although statutory damages and attorneys' fees, as such,
were not technically SUbject to a precondition of
registration prior to the 1976 Act, it is not really
accurate to view this as an entirely new provision or as a
deprivation of prior rights, because: (a) these remedies
were generally not available to unpublished works (except to
a limited class of unpublished material which secured
federal protection by registration) and (b) registration was
de facto, if not de jure, induced by a variety of
considerations in any event under prior law (See, ~,
Nimmer, Copyright, S 92.33 at 351 & fn. 322, 323 [reviewing
reasons to promptly register not withstanding
Washingtonian] [prior lawi treatise page dated "1965" {?}]).
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rev1s10n program.] certainly, this section is not immune to
reconsideration; but this history confers a presumption of
legitimacy and reasonableness that should not be lightly or
hastily cast aside.

II. S 412's Effects on the Library, Academic, Scholarly, and
Business Communities. S 412 has had the salutary effects of
amplifying the records of and adding to the collections of the
Library of Congress; it is a powerful, working, inducement to
copyright registration and to deposit of works with the Library,
Each of these consequences is important:

A, Deposited copies of, and identifying material
pertaining to, works both create a substantial
intellectual-cultural-entertainment archive and a
centralized resource for academic, scholarly, and
business researchers' access to the historical and
cultural record.

B. The registration records provide a valuable data
base available to large and small participants4 in the
copyright marketplace by:

1. Identifying and permitting correspondence with
potential vendors or licensors, and other parties
claiming interest in works;

2. Helping establish the status of and interest
in myriad books, movies, musical compositions,
and untold other works; and

3. Providing resource material for authors of new
compendia, catalogues, indices and the like, which
in turn are used by other scholars, researchers,
businesses, and institutions.

The fact that these collections and records may be
incomplete when measured against the entire universe does not
detract from their value; indeed, a meaningfully diminished
system would be a great loss to our national library, the
Congress, and other users and corresponding institutions.
Unproven, untried, theoretical "alternatives" hence impose

A/86

3

4

Section 412 was also reconfirmed during legislative
consideration of modifications to the copyright Act in
connection with U.S. adherence to the Berne Convention in
1988.

In many cases, it is the "small" user -- individuals and
small businesses -- who seek access to these materials to
locate information and make decisions without the need to
engage "expert" or legal advice.
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considerable risk to important values well served by a working
system.

III. S 412's "Non-Archive/Non-Collection" Effects. In addition
to the collection-archive considerations set out above, there is
another equally important reason to retain S 412: It strikes a
necessary and appropriate balance in relation to the inhibitory
potential of copyright infringement claims on the creation,
pUblication, and other dissemination of works and the ideas they
contain. These inhibitory considerations are not limited to
pUblishers, producers, and other entrepreneurs; they fall as
well, and emphatically, upon individual authors and scholars
whose pocketbooks and reputations are put at risk, and who must
act according to their own sense of caution as well as in
response to the concerns of their pUblishers and producers. It is
thus wrong to view the debate over S 412 as one between
individual authors, on the one hand, and business entities, on
the other. It is also very wrong to view this as a dispute
between "big" and "small" interests. Indeed, universal
availability of statutory damages and attorney's fees, in the
absence of S 412, might pose a greater threat to "small" entities
(and individuals) facing infringement claims, who can ill afford
exposure to such risks. Much of the contention one can
anticipate in the aftermath of the abolition of S 412 might well
take the form of claims .~y one "small" entity against another.

It must be emphasized that S 412 does DQt condition
injunctive relief or recovery of actual damages or profits on
registration. These remedies (and the right to institute
litigation) are unaffected by S 412. This section is limited to
recovery of statutory damages (those available even without or in
excess of adequate proof of actual damage) and attorney's fees.
These special remedies are not unique to the Copyright Act;
however, they are unusual and are not common attributes of
American law -- in that sense they are "extraordinary." It is
appropriate, then, to require those seeking such special
remedies, and imposing the inhibition noted above, to publicly
make a record of their claim and active interest in a work,s as

I~-

5 section 412 was in large part responsive to the reduced
copyright formalities under the 1976 Act. It is even more
important today because of the sUbsequent elimination of
mandatory notice and renewal. If S 412 is repealed, the
last vestige of the "claim-staking" that Congress considered
so important in 1976 will have disappeared. See H.R. Rep.
No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d. Sess. 158 (1976) (unpublished works
should not be given special statutory remedies "unless the
owner has, by registration, made a pUblic record of his
copyright claim"; published works, of course, were sUbject
to "claim-staking" by copyright notice).

(continued ••. )
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well as to contribute to the registry and collections referred to
above.

Elimination of S 412 will clearly lead to increased
copyright contention6; indeed, its avowed purpose is to
facilitate litigation. This contention and litigation will be
various types, all made increasingly attractive by the
availability of special remedies, cost-free', upon elimination of
S 412: meritorious claims, frivolous claims, "strike suits" and
"gotcha" (Le. surprise) actions, and claims with no real .
commercial or reputational motivation. The other side of the same
coin is that authors and entrepreneurs will face enhanced
vulnerability.

In assessing these consequences the following context must
be taken into account:

* Even with S 412 in place, copyright litigation has
exploded in volume over the past 20-30 years. The

s( ••• continued)
The tradition of removing something from the pUblic domain
by staking a publicly perceptible claim is a bedrock of much
American property law. In New England, the conversion of
the commons (township-owned land available for anyone's herd
to graze) to the close (fenced and posted private property)
has been the sUbject of much scholarly work, as have the
Oklahoma and other land rushes in which the staking of a
claim to previously commonly held property made it personal
to the claimant. See, e.g., Coggins, The Law of Public
Rangeland Management II: The Commons And the Taylor Act, 13
Envtl. L. 1 (1991); Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons,
162 SCIENCE 1243 (1968); and Singer, Legal Theory:
Sovereignty and Property, 86 Nw. U.L. Rev. 1 (1991). Even
today, criminal sanctions for trespass are available only
against those who trespass on posted land (with only limited
actual damages available from those who trespass on unposted
property. See Pointec v. State, 614 So.2d 570 (Fla. App.
1993) and Evans v. State, 493 N.E.2d 806 (Ind. App. 1986).

A/88

6

,

We have consciously preferred the term "contention" to
the limiting term "litigation." We believe that a
principal impact of the elimination of S 412 will be in
its effect on behavior outside the courtroom, i.e.,
willingness to make reasonable but debatable decisions
to publish or disseminate, and tendencies to settle.

These remedies will be cost-free in the sense that those
claiming them will not pay any pUblic policy price now
charged: contributing to the national collection and
registry, and serving the purpose of pUblic notice or
"claim-staking."
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histogram in Appendix A reflects the number of reported
cases in which the phrase "copyright infringement" (or
a close permutation thereof) appears in each of the
last six decades, together with an estimate for the
1990s. The dramatic growth in suits in the 1980s and
1990s shows no sign of abating.

* There is very little fixed information or expression
that is not copyrightable (including, for example,
.letters, diaries,' scribbles, recordings of .
conversations, minutes, notes, snapshots, manuscripts,
drafts, sketches, credit reports, ••••• and an untold
amount of additional material that is the "stuff" of
scholarship, research, arrangement, pastiche, satire,
and all other forms of creative work).'

* Upon elimination of S 412, the formal indicia of
ownership and claims of rights will be sUbstantially
diminished if not eliminated.

* copyright infringement may be proved by circumstantial
evidence without ever showing that an accused author
actually copied another's material.

* Many works -- including scientific works, historical
works (such as' biographies and historical novels),
textbooks, genre films, software, music in popular
formats, and art works and photographs depicting
particular sUbjects - necessarily are similar in some
respects, thus increasing the likelihood that a
copyright claim -- whether well-founded or not -- might
be threatened.

As indicated earlier, S 412, limited to special remedies and
having public policy and pUblic record underpinnings, balances
all of the foregoing. That balance may, in particular cases or
even in respect to particular groups, be imperfect. In those
events, however, the current copyright law grants great latitude
to the Copyright Office to accomplish by regulation most of the
ends sought by those having legitimate concerns under the current
system. Procedures like deposits of "identifying material"
rather than a copy of a work, and group registrations of related
works and unpublished collections, can provide relief to
photographers, graphic artists, and others for whom the current
system is too expensive, burdensome, or physically impossible to

For multimedia and other new information technologies, these
concerns may be·of particular pertinence.
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comply with. 9 There is no reason to eliminate a carefully
crafted statutory prov1s10n when far less drastic measures will
benefit those now aggrieved while maintaining a valuable balance.

-- Jon Baumgarten and Peter Jaszi"

A/90

9 Of all problems put forward by photographers and graphic
artists during the hearings on H.R. 897, it appears that all
can be addressed through administrative action, except for
the alleged inadequacies of the three-month grace period.
If those alleged inadequacies are well-founded, they can be
met by a carefully measured legislative response to a
defined problem, without wholesale dismantling of S 412 and
its values.

Christopher Meyer contributed to the preparation of this
draft.
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APPDDIX A

Reported copyriqht Ca.e. per Decade··
(*= 50 cases)

1930s
(205)

1940s
(326)

1950s
(300)

1960s
(439)

1970s
(682)

1980s
(1837)

****

*******

******

*********

**************

*************************************

1990s *********************************************************
(2873 (est.»

•• Assumptions underlying the histogram include (a) that judges'
use of the target phrase in non-copyright cases has not
proportionately changed over time (there seems no reason why this
should be incorrect), (b) that, notwithstanding recent trends of
ever faster growth, cases from 1990 through 1992 represent
precisely 3/10 of the present decade's cases (thus the estimate
for the 1990s is likely understated), and (c) that the
proportion of all cases whose decisions are reported has remained
constant over time (this is likely untrue, given the advent since
the 1930's of USPQ, the CCH Copyright Law Reporter, and, most
importantly, LEXIS and WESTLAWi the upward bias is likely rather
small, however, given that most published copyright opinions
continue to appear in F.2d and F. SUpp.).
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WORKING PAPER #4b
MEMORANDUM

TO: ACCORD
FROM: Peter Jaszi
DATE: July 12, 1993
SUBJECT: Section 412

Jaszi, Peter
July 12, 1993

A!92

If the law of copyright is a law of "users' rights" (in Ray Patterson's phrase) as
well as a law of "authors' rights," we need to take care when we consider disturbing
settled arrangements which accomplish some measure of accommodation between
the interests of these two groups. As Jon Baumgarten's and my draft memo of this
date tries to show, § 412 appears as anything but an aberration when it is viewed in
historical perspective. II) fact, it represents the last trace of one of our system's most
enduring, and perhaps most endearing, characteristics. From its beginnings,
American copyright always has provided copyright owners with mechanisms for
marking off those works which they regard as being of special importance or special
value, and with special incentives to do so. With the demise of mandatory copyright
notice and mandatory renewal, registration is the last such mechanism, and § 412 is
the principal incentive which promotes it..

Section 412 represents a trade-off for copyright owners: better remedies in
exchange for compliance with statutory conditions. When a registration which satisfies
§ 412 has been made, a copyright plaintiff may seek a full range of remedies,
including statutory damages and attorneys' fees. When it has not, fewer (and
generally lesser) remedies are available and -- as a result -- the motivation to litigate
may be less. The § 412 trade-off, however, is far from being merely an imposition on
copyright owners. To the contrary, it helps the individuals and firms Alan Latman used
call "respectable users" -- a class which may include publishers, teachers,
biographers and other scholars, fiction writers, and others -- to plan their affairs and
thus to make their own contributions to the "progress of science and the useful arts."

We exist today in a cultural environment in which practically every form of
symbolic or graphic expression is the someone's "work of authorship." As copyright
becomes more and more ubiqUitous, an old truth takes on new practical importance:
new copyrighted works cannot be produced without making at least some use of
existing ones. Sometimes, of course, licensing is the solution to the dilemma of the
"respectable user." And sometimes it is not. Further complicating matters is that fact
that not all uses are infringements, though they are likely to be viewed as such by
copyright owners. In the situations where a license may be unavailable, or the
transaction costs associated with securing it may be excessive, the existing scheme of
the Copyright Act provides the respectable user with some indication of what uses of
preexisting works to avoid under all circumstances -- and of what uses, on the other
hand, it may be reasonable to undertake in the good faith belief that they are legally
justified.
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These arguments for the retention of § 412, and others related to them, are
detailed at greater length in Jon's and my draft memo. In what follows here, I want to
describe another set of concerns. In some respects, these concerns are distinct from
the ones I've just summarized, but in one particular respect they are closely related:
they to go to the issue of whether a copyright law without § 412 will function effectively
to maintain the balance between "authors' rights" and "users rights."

The existing jUdge-made rules for the award of attorney's fees under § 505 of
the Copyright Act are not without their peculiarities. In effect, the law in most circuits
with respect to copyright cases is effectively a "English rule for prevailing plai~tiffs"·
(With a ~irtual presumption that some award will be made to a prevailing plaintiff), and
a "near-American rule for prevailing defendants" (with a presumption against award of
any fees in absence of a showing the plaintiff's claim was frivolous or baseless).. The
Supreme Court, in gran~ing review in the case of Fantasy. ·Inc. v. Fogerty (No. 92
1750, 6/21f93) may have recognized the potentially problematic nature of this
approach to applying § 412. Until such time as the situation is corrected by judicial or
legislative action, the effect of repealing § 412 would be to amplify the existing
imbalance.

It seems likely that the extension of the skewed hybrid approach to the award
of attorney's fees to all copyright litigations would might have the effect of chilling
defendants' litigation of meritorious defenses, the assertion of which is important in
maintaining the delicate balance between proprietors' and users' interests in our
copyright system. See Jaszi, "50S and All That -- The Defendant's Dilemma," 55 Law
and Contemporary Problems 107 (1992). For under the present regime, in any case
where attorney's fees may be available to a plaintiff, a responsible lawyer must advise
the prospective defendant that even clear-cut victories may be a pyrrhic ones,
financially speaking. Successful invocations of the "fair use" defenses don't generally
merit awards of attorneys' fees, even though unsuccessful ones often lead to awards
of fees against the defendant. To cite another example, it is noteworthy that the
successful defendant in the case of Rural Telephone Service Co.. Inc. v. Feist
PUblications. Inc." whose decision to litigate rather than settle contributed significantly
to the clarification of copyright doctrine, Ultimately was denied attorneys' fees by the
district court. CCH Copyright Law Rept'r 1127,035 (1992). Under the circumstances,
settlement will usually be the most desirable solution for the defendant who can
achieve it, with the result that important issues may go without the judicial
consideration they deserve.

The reference here is to the conventional distinction between the common-law
"American rule" on awards of attorney's fees, under which prevailing parties
ordinarily do not recover the costs of counsel, and the "English rule" under
which they routinely do.

-2-
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WORKING PAPER #5

Donegan, Kathy
July 12, 1993

A surv.y ot P.d.ral S~a~u~•• providinq A~~orn.y'. P•••
By: Ka~hy Doneqan

2 U.S.C. [Chapter 23. Government Employee Rights.] § 1209.
JUdicial r.vi•••
(d) A~~orn.y'. t.... If an employee is the prevailing party in a
proceeding under this section, attorney's fees may be allowed by
the court in accordance with the standards prescribed under section
2000e-5(k) of Title 42.

2 U.8.C. [Chapter 23. Government Employee Rights.] § 1219.
Pr••id.n~ial appoin~••••
(a) In q.n.ral.
(3) Judicial r.vi•••
(D) A~~orD.Y'. t.... If the presidential appointee is the
prevailing party in a proceeding under this section, attorney's
fees may be allowed by the court in accordance with the standards
prescribed under section 2000e-5(d) of Title 42.

2 U. 8. C. [Chapter 23 • Government Employee Rights.] § 1220.
Cov.raq. ot pr.viou.ly ....p~ 8~a~...ploy••••
(.) A~~orD.y'. t.... If the individual referred to in subsection
(a) of this section is the prevailing party in a proceeding under
this subsection, attorney's fees may be allowed by the court in
accordance with the standards prescribed under section 2000e-5(k)
of Title 42.

7 U.8.C. [Chapter 56. Unfair Trade Practices Affecting Producers
of Agricultural Products] I 2305
(c) 8ui~. by p.r.on. injur.d, t.d.ral juri.dic~ion, _oun~ ot
r.cov.ry, _oUD~ ot r.cov.ry, a~~orD.Y.' t ••• , li.i~a~ion ot
ac~ion.. Any person injured in his business or property by reason
of any violation of, or combination or conspiracy to violate, any
provision ot § 4 of this Act [7 U.S.C. § 2303] may sue therefor in
the appropriate district court of the United Stated without respect
to the amount in controversy, and shall recover damages sustained.
In any action commenced pursuant to this subsection, the court may
allow the prevailing party a reasonable attorney's fee as a part of
the costs. Any action to enforce any cause of action under this
subsection shall be forever barred unless commenced within two
years after the cause of action accrued.

7 U.8.C. [Chapter 57. Remedies for Infringement.] § 25'5.
A~~orn.y t ••••
The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees
to the prevailing party.
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8 U.8.C. [Chapter 12. Immigration and Nationality.] § 1324b.
Unfair i ..iqration-r.lat.d ..ploya.nt practic•••
(h) Avardinq of attorn.y'. f.... In any complaint respecting an
unfair immigration-related employment practice, an administrative
law judge, in the judge's discretion, may allow a prevailing party,
other than the United states, a reasonable attorney's fee, if the
losing party's argument is without reasonable foundation in law and
fact.
(j) court .nforc...nt of a4aini.trativ. ord.r••
(4) Avardinq of attorn.y'. f.... In any jUdicial proceeding under
subsection (i) [Review of final orders [ of this section or this
subsection, the court, in its discretion, may allow a prevailing
party, other than the United states, a reasonable attorney's fee as
a part of costs but only if the losing party's argument is without
reasonable foundation in law and fact.

11 U.8.C. [Chapter 3. Case Administration] § 330. Comp.n.ation to
offic.r••
(a) After notice to the parties in interest and to the United
states trustee and a hearing, and sUbject to §§ 326, 328, and 329
of this title, the court may award to a trustee, to an examiner, to
a professional person employed under § 327 or 1103 of this title,
or to the debtor's attorney --

(1) reasonable compensation for actual, necessary services
rendered by such trustee, examiner, professional person, or
attorney, as the case may be, and by any paraprofessional
persons employed by such trusted, professional person, or
attorney, as the case may be, based on the nature, the extent,
and the value of such services, the time spent on such
services, and the cost of comparable services other than in a
case under this title; and
(2) reimbursement for actual, necessary expenses.

15 U.8.C. [Chapter 22. Trademarks.] I 111'. Injunctiv. r.li.f.
(d) civil action. ari.inq out of the u•• of count.rf.it .ark••
(11) A person who suffers damage by reason of a wrongful seizure
under this subsection has a cause of action against the applicant
for the order under which such seizure was made, and shall be
entitled to recover such relief as may be appropriate, including
damages for lost profits, cost of materials, loss of good will, and
punitive damages in instances where the seizure was sought in bad
faith, and, unless the court finds extenuating circumstances, to
recover a reasonable attorney's fee. The court in its discretion
may award prejudgment interest on relief recovered under this
paragraph, at an annual interest rate established under section
6621 of Title 26, commencing on the date of service of the
claimant's pleading setting forth the claim under this paragraph
and ending on the date such recovery is granted, or for such
shorter time as the court deems appropriate.

15 U.8.C. [Chapter 22. Trademarks.] § 1117. a.cov.ry for violation
of riqht••

2
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(.) profit., d...g•• and co.t., .ttorn.y f.... When a violation
of any right o~_the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent
and Trademark Office, or a violation under § 1125(a) of this title,
shall have been established in any civil action arising under this
chapter, the plaintiff shall be entitled, sUbject to the provisions
of §§ 1111 and 1114 of this title, and subject to the principles of
equity, to recover (1) defendant's profits, (2) any damages
sustained by the plaintiff, and (3) the costs of the action. The
court shall assess such profits and damages or cause the same to be
assessed under its direction. In assessing profits the plaintiff
shall be required to prove defendant's sales only; defendant must
prove all elements of cost or deduction claimed. In assessing
damages the court may enter jUdgment, according to the
circumstances of the case, for any sum above the amount found as
actual damages, not exceeding three times such amount. If the
court shall find that the amount of the recovery based on profits
is either inadequate or excessive the court may in its discretion
enter jUdgment for such sum as the court shall find to be just,
according to the circumstances of the case. Such sum in either of
the above circumstances shall constitute compensation and not a
penalty . The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable
attorney fees to the prevailing party.

15 U.S.C. [Chapter 41. Consumer Credit Protection.] § 11'1••
Civil liability.
(.) Individu.l or cl••••ction for .ctu.l d...g•••
(b) R.cov.ry of punitive d...g•• in individu.l and cl••••ction
for .ctu.l d...g•• ; .z_ption., .azi.ua "OUDt of pUDitiv. dam.g.s
in individu.l .ction.; li.it.tion on tot.l r.cov.ry in cl.ss
.ction.; f.ctor. d.t.raining ..ount of •••rd.
(c) Action for .quitabl. and d.cl.r.tory r.li.f.
(d) R.cov.ry of co.t. and .ttorn.y f.... In the case of any
successful action under subsection (a), (b), or (c), the costs of
the action, together with a reasonable attorney's fee as determined
by the court, shall be added to any damages awarded by the court
under such subsection.

15 U.S.C. [Chapter 41. Consumer Credit Protection.] § 11'1a.
Civil liability.
(f) Action in b.d f.ith or for h.r•••••nt; .ttorn.y'. f.... On a
finding by the court that an unsuccessful action under this section
was brought in bad faith or for purposes of harassment, the court
shall award to the defendant attorney's fees reasonable in relation
to the work expended and costs.

15 U.S.C. [Chapter 47. Consumer Product Safety.] § 20'0. Judici.l
r.vi•• of con.ua.r product ••f.ty rul•••
(.) P.tition by p.r.on••dv.r••ly .ff.ct.d, con.ua.r., or con.ua.r
organi••tion••
(c) Juri.diction; co.t. and .ttorn.y'. f ••• ' .Ub.t.nti.l .vid.nc.
to .upport .4aini.tr.tiv. finding.. upon the filing of the
petition under subsection (a) of this section the court shall have
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juris~iction to review the consumer product safety rule in
accordanc. with chapter 7 of title 5, united states Code, and to
qrant appropriate relief, includinq interim relief, as provided in
such chapter. A court may in the interest of justice include in
such relief an award of the costs of suit, includinq reasonable
attorneys' fees (determined in accordance with subsection (f» and
reasonable expert witnesses' fees. Attorneys' fees may be awarded
against the United states (or any agency or official of the United
states) without regard to section 2412 of title 28, United states
Code, or any other provision of law. The consumer product safety
rule shall not be affirmed unless the Commission's findings under
§§ 9(f) (1) and (f) (3) are supported by substantial evidence on the
record taken as a whole.

15 U.S.C. [Chapter 55. Petroleum Marketing Practices.] § 2805.
Bnforc...nt provi.ion••
(d) Aotu.l and .z..pl.ry d...q•• and .ttorn.y and .zp.rt witn.ss
f... to franohi••• , d.t.rain.tion by court of riqht to .z..plary
d...q.. and ..ount I .ttorn.y and ezp.rt witn... f... to franchisor
for frivolous .otion••
(1) If the franchisee prevails in any action under subsection (a)
of this section, such franchisee shall be entitl.d --
(A) consistent with the Federal Rules of Civil pr~cedure, to
actual damag.s;
(B) in the case of any such action which is based upon conduct of
the franchisor which was in willful disregard of the requirements
of s.ction 2802 or 2803 of this titl., or the rights of the
franchis•• thereund.r, to exemplary damages, where appropriate, and
(C) to reasonable attorney and expert witness fees to be paid by
the franchisor, unless the court d.termines that only nominal
damages are to be awarded to such franchise., in which case the
court, in its discretion, need not direct that such fees be paid by
the franchisor.
(3) In any action under subsection (a) of this section, the court
may, in its discretion, direct that reasonable attorney and expert
witness fees be paid by the franchisee if the court finds that such
action is frivolous.

15 U.S.C. [Chapt.r 62. Condominium and Coop.rative Conversion
Protection and Abu•• Relief.] I 3.01. Judioi.l d.t.rainations
r ••p.otin9 unoonaoionabl. 1••••••
(d) ....di.l r.li.f, aatt.r. con.id.r.dl .ttorn.y.' f.... Upon
finding that any l.a••, or portion thereof, is unconscionable, the
court shall ex.rcis. its authority to grant remedial relief as
necessary to avoid an unconscionabl. result, taking into
consideration the economic value of the lease. Such relief may
include, but shall not be limited to rescission, reformation,
restitution, the award of damages and reasonable attorney's fees
and court costs. A d.fendant may recover reasonable attorney's
fees if the court d.termines that the caus. of action filed by the
plaintiff is frivolous, malicious, or lacking in substantial merit.

4
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15 U.I.C. [Chapter 62. Condominium and Cooperative Conversion
Protection and ~use Relief.] I 3111. Additional r ...di•••
(d) AaOUDt. r.cov.rabl., d.f.ndant'. attorn.y.' f.... Th. amounts
recoverable under this section may include interest paid,
reasonable attorneys' fees, independent engineer and apprais.rs'
fees, and court costs. A defendant may recover reasonable
attorneys' fees if the court determines that the cause of action
filed by the plaintiff is frivolous, malicious, or lacking in
substantial merit.

18 U.S.C. [Chapter 119. Wire Interception and Interception of Oral
Communications.] I 2520. R.cov.ry ot civil d..ag•• authori••d.
(b) R.li.f -- In an action under this section, appropriate relief
includes --
(1) such preliminary and other equitable or declaratory relief as
may be appropriate;
(2) damages under subsection (c) and punitive damages in
appropriate cases; and
(3) a reasonable attorney's fee and oth.r litigation costs
reasonably incurred.

20 U.S.C. [Chapter 33. Education of the Handicapped.] I 1415.
Proc.dural .afeguard••
(.) Civil action, juri.diction.
(4)(8) In any action or proce~ding brought und.r this subsection,
the court, in its discretion, may award r.asonabl. attorneys' fees
as part of the costs to the par.nts or guardian of a child or youth
with a disability who is the prevailing party.

25 U.S.C. [Chapt.r 14. Misc.llan.ous. Subchapt.r XXII. Navajo
and Hopi Tribes: Settlem.nt of Rights and Int.r.sts.] I 140d-27.
Attorn.y t ••• , co.t. and -.p.n••• for litigation or court action.
(b) Award by court, r.iabur....nt to s.cr.tary. Upon entry of a
final jUdgment in any such litigation or court action, the court
shall award reasonable attorney's fees, costs and expenses to the
party, other than the Unit.d Stat.s or its officials, departments,
agencies, or instrum.ntalities, which pr.vails or substantially
prevails, where it finds that any opposing party has unreasonably
initiated or cont.st.d such litigation. Any party to whom such an
award has b••n mad. shall reimburse the Unit.d Stat.s out of such
award to the .xtent that it has receiv.d paym.nts pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section.

28 U.S.C. [Chapt.r 40. Independent Counsel.] I 5.3. Duti.s of the
division of the Court.
(f) Attorn.y.' f •••• --
(1) Award of f •••• -- Upon the request of an individual who is the
subject of an investigation conduct.d by an independent counsel
pursuant to this chapt.r, the division of the court may, if no
indictment is brought against such individual pursuant to that
investigation, award reimbursement for those reasonable attorneys'
fees incurred by that individual during that investigation which

5
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would _not have b••n incurred but for the requirements of this
chapt.r. The"flivision of the court shall notify the Attorney
General of any request for attorneys' fees under this subsection.

28 U.S.C. [Chapter 121. Juries: Trial by Jury.] § 1875.
prot.ction ot juror.' ..ploya.nt.
(4)(2) In any action or proceeding under this section, the court
may award a prevailing employee who brings such action by retained
counsel a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs. The
court may tax a defendant employer, as costs payable to the court,
the attorney fees and expenses incurred on behalf of a prevailing
employee, where such costs were expended by the court pursuant to
paragraph (1) of this subsection. The court may award a prevailing
employer a reasonable attorney's fee as a part of the costs only if
the court finds that the action is frivolous, vexatious, or brought
in bad faith.

28 U.S.C. [Chapter 123. Fees and Costs.] § 1927. Coun••l'.
liability tor .zc•••iv. co.t••
Any attorney or other person admitted to conduct cases in any court
of the united states or any Territory thereof who so multiplies the
proceedings in any case unreasonable and vexatiously may be
required by the court to satisfy personally the excess costs,
expenses, and attorneys' fees reasonable incurred because of such
conduct.

28 U.S.C. [Chapter 161. united states as Party Generally.] § 2412.
Co.t. aD4 t ••••
(b) Unless expressly prohibited by statute, a court may award
reasonable fees and expenses of attorneys, in addition to the costs
which may be awarded pursuant to subsection (a) to the prevailing
party in any civil action brought by or against the United states
or any agency or any official of the United states acting in his or
her official capacity in any court having jurisdiction of such
action. The United states shall be liable for such fees and
expenses to the same extent that any other party would be liable
under the common law or under the terms of any statute which
specifically provides for such an award.

29 U.S.C. [Chapter 16. Rehabilitation Services Administration.] §
794a. • ...di•• aDd attorn.y.' t ••••
(b) In any action or proceeding to enforce or charge a violation
of a provision of this title, the court, in its discretion, may
allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a
reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs.

33 U.S.C. [Chapter 18. Longshore and Harbor Workers'
Compensation.] § 928. W••• tor ••rvic•••
(a) Attorn.y'. t •• , .ucc•••tul pro••cution ot clai.. If the
employer or carrier declines to pay any compensation on or before
the thirtieth day after receiving written notice of a claim for
compensation having been filed from the deputy commissioner, on the
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qrounct that there is no liability for compensation within the
provisions of t~is chapter, and the person seekinq benefits shall
thereafter have utilized the services of an attorney at law in the
successful prosecution of his claim, there shall be awarded, in
addition to the award of compensation, in a compensation order a
reasonable attorney's fee aqainst the employer or carrier in an
amount approved by the deputy commissioner, Board, or court, as the
case may be, which shall be paid directly by the employer or
carrier to the attorney for the claimant in a lump sum after the
compensation order becomes final.

33 U.8.C. [Chapter 33. Prevention of Pollution from Ships.] §
1910. L.qal action••
(d) Co.t.; attorn.y f ••• ; witn••• f.... The court, in issuing any
final order in any action brought pursuant to this section, may
award costs of litiqation (includinq reasonable attorney and expert
witness fees) to any party includinq the Federal Government.

35 U.8.C. [Chapter 29. Remedies for Infringement of Patent and
other Actions.] I 285. Attorn.y f ••••
The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees
to the prevailinq party.

42 U.8.C. [Chapter 6A. Public Health Service. Subchapter XII.
Safety of Public Water Systems.] I 300j-8. citi••n'. civil action.
(d) Co.t., attorn.y f ••• ; .-p.rt witn... f ••• , filinq of bond.
The court, in issuinq any final order in any action brought under
subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation
(includinq reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any
party whenever the court determines such an award is appropriate.
The court may, if a temporary restraininq order or preliminary
injunction is souqht, require the filinq of a bond or equivalent
security in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

42 U.8.C. [Chapter 20. Elective Franchise.] I 19731. Bnforc...nt
proc••dinq••
(.) Attorn.y'. f.... In any action or proceedinq to enforce the
votinq guarantees of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment, the
court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other
than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs.

42 U.8.C. [Civil Riqhts Attorney's Fee Awards Act of 1976] I 1988.
proc••dinq. in vindication of civil riqht., Attorn.y' ••••••
(b) In any action or proceedinq to enforce a provision of §§ 1977,
1977A, 1978, 1979, 1980, and 1981 of the Revised Statutes, title IX
of Public Law 92-318, or title VI or the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailinq party, other
than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs.

42 U.8.C. [Generally.] I 1997a. Initiation of civil action••
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(b) Di.cr.tionary award of attorn.y f.... In any action commenced
under this section, the court may allow the prevailing party, other
than the united states, a reasonable attorney's fee against the
United states as part of the costs.

42 U.S.C. [Generally.] § 1997c. Int.rv.ntion in action••
(d) Discr.tionary a.ard of attorn.y f ••• ; oth.r a.ard provi.ion.
unaff.ct.d. In any action in which the United states joins as an
intervenor under this section, the court may allow the prevailing
party, other than the United states, a reasonable attorney's fee
against the United states as part of the costs. Nothing in this
subsection precludes the award of attorney's fees available under
any other provisions of the United states Code.

42 U.S.C. [Public Accommodations.] § 2000a-3. Civil action. for
pr.v.ntiv. r.li.f.
(b) Attorn.y.' f ••• ; liability of Unit.d stat•• for co.t.. In any
action commenced pursuant to this title, the court, in its
discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the United
states, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the
united states shall be liable for costs the same as a private
person.

42 U.S.C. [Public Facilities.] I 2000b-1. Liability of Unit.d
stat•• for co.t. aDd attorn.y~. f ••••
In any action or proceeding under this title, the United states
shall be liable for costs, including a reasonable attorney's fee,
the same as a private person.

42 U.S.C. [Chapter 21. civil Rights (Equal Employment
Opportunities).] I 2000.-5. Bnforc...nt provi.ion••
(k) Attorn.y'. f •• ; liability of Co..i ••ion aDd unit.d stat•• for
co.t.. In any action or proceeding under this subchapter the
court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other
than the Commission or the united states, a reasonable attorney's
fee (including expert fees) as part of the costs, and the
Commission and the united states shall be liable for costs the same
as a private person.

42 U.S.C. [Chapter 45. Fair Housing.] I 3'12. Bnforc...nt by
s.cr.tary.
(p) Attorn.y'. ~.... In any administrative proceeding brought
under this section or any court proceeding arising therefrom, or
any civil action under this section, the administrative law jUdge
or the court, as the case may be, in its discretion, may allow the
prevailing party, other than the United states, a reasonable
attorney's fee and costs. The United states shall be liable for
such fees and costs to the extent provided by section 504 of Title
5 or by section 2412 of Title 28.

42 U.S.C. [Chapter 46. Law Enforcement Assistance and Criminal
Justice.] I 3789d. Prohibition of ~.d.ral control ov.r stat. and
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loc.l criain.l ju.tic••g.nci•• , prohibition of di.cri.in.tion.
(c) lac., color, r.ligion, n.tion.l origin, or ••z di.cri.in.tion
prohibition in r.d.r.lly fund.d proqr... , notic. of nonco.plianc.
with r.qu••t for complianc., writt.n and .iqn.d co.plianc•
• qr....nt: ...i.nnu.l complianc. r.port. and c••••tion of r.port.:
copi.. to compl.inant.: .u.p.n.ion of fund. for noncoapli.nc.:
r ••uaption of p.ya.nt., and r.p.ya.nt of fund.: r ••uaption ord.r.,
pr.li.in.ry h••rinq and h••rinq on r.cord, findinq., st.t••pp••l.
fro. fin.l d.t.rain.tion., civil .ction. of Attorn.y G.n.r.l for
di.cri.in.tion viol.tion., r.li.f provid.d, ••crow, civil .ction.
of .qqri.v.d p.r.on.1 .zh.u.tion of r ...di•• , .ttorn.y. f••• ,
int.rv.ntion in q.n.r.l public int.r••t.
(4)(B) In any civil action brought by a private person to enforce
compliance with any provision of this subsection, the court may
grant to a prevailing plaintiff reasonable attorney fees, unless
the court determines that the lawsuit is frivolous, vexatious,
brought for harassment purposes, or brought principally for the
purpose of gaining attorney fees.

42 U.S.C. (Chapter 117. Encouraging Good Faith Professional Review
Activities.] I 11113. p.ya.nt of r •••onabl••ttorn.y.' f ••••nd
co.t. in d.f.n•• of .uit.
In any suit brought against a defendant, to the extent that a
defendant has met the standards set forth under section 11112(a) of
this title and the defendant substantially prevails, the court
shall, at the conclusion of the action, award to a substantially
prevailing party defending against any such claim the cost of the
suit attributable to such claim, including a reasonable attorney's
fee, if the claim, or the claimant's conduct during the litigation
of the claim was frivolous, unreasonable, without foundation, or in
bad faith. For the purposes of this section, a defendant shall not
be considered to have prevailed when the plain obtains an award for
damages or permanent injunctive or declaratory relief.

42 U.S.C. (Chapter 126. Equal Opportunity for Individuals with
Disabilities] I 12205. Attorn.y'. f.... In any action or
administrative proceeding commenced pursuant to this Act [Americans
with Disabilities Act], the court or agency, in its discretion, may
allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a
reasonable attorney's fee, including litigation expenses, and
costs, and the United states shall be liable for the foregoing the
same as a private individual.

47 U.S.C. (Chapter 5. Wire or Radio Communication. Subchapter II.
Common carriers.] I 20'. C.rri.r.' liability for d...q•••
In case any common carrier shall do, or cause or permit to be done,
any act, matter, or thing in this chapter prohibited or declared to
be unlawful, or shall omit to do any act, matter, or thing in this
chapter required to be done, such common carrier shall be liable to
the person or persons injured thereby for the full amount of
damages sustained in consequence of any such violation of the
provisions of this chapter, together with a reasonable counselor
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attorney's fee, to be fixed by the court in every case of recovery,
which attorney~~ fee shall be taxed and collected as part of the
costs in the case.

47 V.S.C. [Chapter 5. Wire or Radio communication. SUbchapter
III. Special Provisions Relating to Radio.] I 407. Ord.r for
paya.nt of aon.y; p.tition for .nforc...nt; proc.dur.; ord.r of
co..i ••ion a. priaa faci••vid.nc.; co.t.; attorn.y.' f.... If a
carrier does not comply with an order for the payment of money
within the time limit in such order the complainant, or any person
for whose benefit such order was made, may file in the district
court of the United States for the district in which he resides or
in which is located the principal operating office of the carrier,
or through which the line of the carrier runs, or in any State
court of general jurisdiction having general jurisdiction of the
parties, a petition setting forth briefly the causes for which he
claims damages, and the order of the Commission in the premises.
Such suit in the district court of the United States shall proceed
in all respects like other civil suits, except that on the trial of
such suits the findings and order of the Commission shall be prima
facie evidence of the facts therein stated, except that the
petitioner shall not be liable for costs in the district court nor
for costs at any subsequent stage of the proceedings unless they
accrue upon his appeal. If the petitioner shall finally prevail,
he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed and
collected as a part of the costs of the suit.

49 V.S.C. App. [Chapter 24. Natural Gas Pipeline Safety.] § 1'8'.
civil action. by citi••n••
C.) Co.t. aDd attorn.y'. f.... In any action under this section
the court may, in the interest of ju.tice, award the costs of suit,
including reasonable attorney's f ••s and reasonable expert
witnesses fees, to a pr.vai1ing plaintiff. Such court may, in the
interest of justice award such costs to a prevailing defendant
whenever such action is unreasonable, frivolous, or meritless. For
purposes of this subsection a reasonable attorney's fee is a fee
(1) which is based upon (A) the actual time expended by an attorney
in providing advice and other legal services in connection with
representing a person in an action brought under this section, and
(B) such reasonable expenses as may be incurred by the attorney in
the provision of such services, and (2) which is computed at the
rate prevailing for the provision of similar services with respect
to actions brought in the court which is awarding such fee.

50 U.S.C. [Chapter 36. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance.] § 1810.
Civil liability.
An aggrieved person, other than a foreign power or an agent of a
foreign power, as defined in section 1801(a) or (b) (l)(A) of this
title, respectively, who has been subjected to an electronic
surveillance or about whom information obtained by electronic
surveillance of such person has been disclosed or used in violation
of section 1809 of this title shall have a cause of action against
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any p~rson who committed such violation and shall be entitled to
recover --

(a) actual damages, but not less than liquidated damages of
$1,000 or $100 per day of each day of violation, whichever is
greater;
(b) punitive damages; and
(c) reasonable attorney's fees and other investigation and
litigation costs reasonably incurred.

11
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Addendum to
Kathy Donegan's July 12, 1993 draft working paper # 5

and Henry Cohen's August 5,1991 CBS report

I. UPDATE

The following 1991-1992 provisions appear in neither draft working paper
# 5 nor the CRS report:

Patent and Plant Variety Protection Remedy Clarification Act (amending the
Plant Variety Act)
7 U.S.C. § 2570(b)
"Such remedies include ... attorney fees under section 125 [7 U.S.C. § 2565]."

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of1991 (amending the
International Banking Act of 1978)
12 U.S.C. § 3108(b)(5)
"Any court havingjurisdiction ofany proceeding instituted under this subsection
may allow any party to such proceeding such reasonable expenses and attorneys'
fees as the court deems just and proper."

Truth in Savings Act
12 U.S.C. § 4310(a)(3)
"[A]ny depository institution which fails to comply with any requirement
imposed under this subtitle"... is liable ... in an amount equal to the sum of
. . . (3) in the case of any successful action to enforce any liability under
paragraph (1) or (2), the costs of the action, together with a reasonable
attorney's fee as determined by the court."

Trademark Remedy Clarification Act (amending the Lanham Act)
15 U.S.C. § 1122
"Such remedies include ... costs and attorney's fees under section 35 [15 U.S.C.
§ 1117]."

Audio Home Recording Act of 1992 (amending the Copyright Act)
17 U.S.C. § 1009(c)
"In an action under subsection (a), the court ...
(4) in its discretion may award a reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing
party."

Federal Courts Administration Act of 1992 (amending the Antiterrorism Act of
1990)
18 U.S.C. § 2333(a)
"Any national of the United States injured in his or her person, property, or
business by reason of an act of international terrorism, or his or her estate,
survivor~, or heirs, may sue therefor in any appropriate district court of the
United States and shall recover threefold the damages he or she sustains and
the cost of the suit, including attorney's fees."
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Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 1991 (amending the Higher
Education Act of 1965
20 U.S.C. § 1095a(8)
"The court shall award attorneys' fees to a prevailing employee ...."

Patent and Plant Variety Protection Remedy Clarification Act (amending Patent
Infringement)
35 U.S.C. § 296
"Such remedies include ... attorney fees under [35 U.S.C.] section 285 ...."

Civil Rights Act of 1991 (amending the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII)
42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(g)(2)(B)
"On a claim in which an individual proves a violation under section 703(m) [42
U.S.C. § 2000e-2(m)] and a respondent demonstrates that the respondent would
have taken the same action in the absence of the impermissible motivating
factor, the court -- (i) may grant declaratory relief, injunctive relief (except as
provided in clause Oi», and attorney's fees and costs demonstrated to be directly
attributable only to the pursuit of the claim under section 703(m)."

Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992
P.L. 102-550, § 1018(b)(4)
"In any civil action brought for damages pursuant to paragraph (3), the
appropriate court may award court costs to the party commencing the action,
together with reasonable attorney fees and any expert witness fees, if that party
prevails."

Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992
P.L. 102-550, § 1345(d)
"The monetary judgment may, in the court's discretion, include attorneys fees
and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection with the action."

San Carlos Apache Tribe Water Rights Settlement Act of 1992
P.L. 102-575, § 3708(0
"If such a claim is filed and the court grants judgment for the plaintiff(s), the
court shall award such relief as it deems proper, and shall award costs and
attorneys' fees to the plaintiff(s)."

Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993
P.L. 103-3, § 107(a)(3)
"The court in such action shall, in addition to any judgment awarded to the
plaintiff, allow a reasonable attorney's fee, reasonable expert witness fees, and
other costs of the action to be paid by the defendant."

National Voter Registration Act of 1993
P.L. 103-31, § 11
"In a civil action under this section, the court may allow the prevailing party
(other than the United States) reasonable attorney fees, including litigation
expenses, and costs."
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II. RULE 68

Chapter xn (pp. 53-55) of the CRS report explains Rule 68 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure; the following outlines its relationship to relevant
Copyright Act provisions. Rule 68 provides that, if a defendant in federal court
offers to settle, and the plaintiff rejects the offer and then wins the case but
wins no more than the amount offered, he must pay the costs incurred after the
defendant made the offer. This means that the plaintiff forfeits his right under
Rule 54(d) to recover costs incurred after such time. In Marek v. Chesny, 473
U.S. 1 (1985), the Supreme Court indicated that, if a statute authorizes an
award of costs including attorneys' fees, or an award of attorneys' fees as part
of the costs, then the plaintiff is subject to forfeiting his attorneys' fees as well
as his costs under Rule 68. If, by contrast, a statute authorizes an award of
attorneys' fees and costs, or together with costs, then Rule 68 does not apply to
attorneys' fees.

The following sections of the Copyright Act authorize awards of attorneys'
fees: 505, 511(b), 911(0, 911(g)(2), 1009(c). They use the following terminology:

505: "attorney's fee ... as part of the costs."
511: "costs and attorney's fees under section 505."
911(0: "costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees."
911(g)(2): "costs and attorney's fees under subsection <0."
1009(c): "a reasonable attorney's fee."

Thus, it appears that Rule 68 could result in the forfeiture of an award of
attorneys' fees under the first four provisions, but not under the fifth.
Wthough the second and fourth provisions say "costs and attorneys' fees," they
prescribe awards under the first and third provisions, respectively, which use
language which brings in Rule 68.)

III. MISCELLANEOUS

(1) 8 U.S.C. § 1324bG)(4), which is cited correctly in draft working paper
#5, is cited incorrectly as § 1324b(i)(4) in the CRS report.

(2) 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a) was cited incorrectly as 18 U.S.C. § 2333(e) in the
CRS report. It has since been amended, as set forth above.

(3) Omit 5 U.S.C. § 590(g) from the CRS report, as "fees and other
expenses" was substituted for "attorneys fees and expenses" (and the provision
was renumbered as 5 U.S.C. § 580(g».

(4) The following 1991 statutes appear in draft working paper # 5 but not
in the CRS report: 2 U.S.C. §§ 1209, 1219, 1220.
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AWARDS OF ATI'ORNEYS' FEES BY FEDEBAL COURTS
AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

SUMMARY

In the United States, the general rule, which derives from common law, is
that each side in a legal proceeding pays for its own attorney. There are many
exceptions, however, in which federal courts, and occasionally federal agencies,
may order the losing party to pay the attorneys' fees of the prevailing party.
The mfVor common law exception authorizes federal courts (not agencies) to
order a losing party that acts in bad faith to pay the prevailing party's fees.

There are a couple of hundred statutory exceptions, which were enacted
generally to encourage private litigation to implement public policy. Awards of
attorneys' fees are often designed to help to equalize contests between private
individual plaintiffs and corporate or governmental defendants. Thus,
attorneys' fees provisions are most often found in civil rights, environmental
protection, and consumer protection statutes.

In addition, the Equal Access to Justice Act makes the United States liable
for attorneys' fees in judicial and administrative proceedings in which the
opposing party prevails and proves that the position of the United States was
not substantially justified.

Most Supreme Court decisions involving attorneys' fees have interpreted
civil rights statutes, and this report focuses especially on civil rights statutes.
It also discusses awards ofcosts other than attorneys' fees in federal courts, how
courts compute the amount of attorneys' fees to be awarded, statutory limita
tions on attorneys' fees, and other subjects. In addition, it sets forth the
language of all federal attorneys' fees provisions, and includes a bibliography of
congressional publications concerning attorneys' fees.
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AWARDS OF ATTORNEYS' FEES BY FEDERAL COURTS
AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

I. INTRODUCTION: THE AMERICAN RULE AND ITS EXCEPTIONS
,

"In the United States, the prevailing litigant is ordinarily not entitled to
collect a reasonable attorneys' fee from the loser." Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.
v. Wilderness Society, 421 U.S. 240, 247 (1975). This is known as the "American
rule" (as opposed to the rule in England) and derives from the common law. It
has, however, numerous statutory exceptions Oisted in ch. xvn of this report)
some, if not most, of which Congress enacted in order to encourage private
litigation to implement public policy. Alyeska, 421 U.S. at 263. It also has two
major common law exceptions: the common benefit doctrine and the bad faith
doctrine. I These derive from the historic authority of the courts to do equity
in particular situations. Sprague v. Ticonic National Bank, 307 U.S. 161, 166
(1939).

Federal courts may use this inherent power even in diversity cases, which
are cases arising under state law that are brought in federal court pursuant to
28 U.S.C. § 1332 when the parties are citizens of different states and the
amount in controversy exceeds $50,000. Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 111 S.Ct.
2123 (1991). The Court noted "that the exercise of the inherent power of lower
federal courts can be limited by statute or rule, for '[t]hese courts were created
by act of Congress. 'It Id. at 2134. (The Supreme Court was created by the
Constitution <Art. m, § 1).

In Alyeska, the Court had written that, "in the ordinary diversity case
where the state law does not run counter to a valid federal statute or rule, of
court, and usually it will not, state law denying the right to attorney's fees or
giving right thereto, which reflects a substantial policy of the state, should be
followed." 421 U.S. at 259 n.31. In Chambers, the Court explained that this
limitation "applies only to fee-shifting rules that embody a substantive policy,
such as a statute which permits a prevailing party in certain classes of litigation
to recover fees." 111 S.Ct. at 2136. A substantive policy of the state is not
"implicated by the assessment of attorney's fees as a sanction for bad-faith
conduct before the court which involved disobedience of the court's orders and
the attempt to defraud the court itself." Id. at 2137.

I The Supreme Court distinguish_ a third aception: "a court may assess attorney's fees as
a sanction for the 'willful diaobedience of a court order.'" Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 111 S.Ct.
2123 (1991). However, this may be viewed as falling within the bad faith doctrine.
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ll. COMMON LAW EXCEPTIONS TO THE AMERICAN RULE

Common law exceptions to the American rule are "unquestionably
assertions of inherent power in the courts to allow attomeys' fees in particular
situations, unless forbidden by Congress." Alyeska, 421 U.S. at 259. The two
major exceptions are cases in which a party at its own expense creates a fund
or achieves a substantial benefit in which others share, and cases in which a
party acts in bad faith. A former third exception, cases in which a plaintiff acts
as a "private attorney general" in effectuating important public policy, was
eliminated by the Supreme Court in Alyeska.

CommonBeDefitD~rine

"In the absence ofa statutory prohibition, the federal courts have authority
to award attorneys' fees from a fund to a party who, having a common interest
with other persons, maintains a suit for the common benefit and at his own
expense, resulting in the creation or preservation of a fund, in which all those
having the common interest share." Annotation, 8 L.Ed.2d 894, 905 (1963).
This exception to the American rule does not shift the cost of attorneys' fees to
the losing party, but rather to those who benefit from the suit. The doctrine
was originally conceived in Trustees v. Greenough, 105 U.S. 527 (1881), a case
against trustees of ten or eleven million acres of land who had collusively sold
hundreds of thousands of those acres at nominal prices. One beneficiary, after
eleven years of litigation at his own expense, recaptured the assets and
presented a claim for reimbursement of attomeys' fees. The Supreme Court
approved the award, writing that "if the complainant is not a trustee, he has at
least acted the part of a trustee in relation to the common interest." [d. at 532.

In Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite Co., 396 U.S. 375, 392 (1970), the Supreme
Court held that under the common benefit doctrine there is no requirement
"that the suit actually bring money into the court as a prerequisite to the court's
power to order reimbursement ofexpenses." Mills was a stockholders' derivative
suit, a type ofcase which, the Court noted, may bring substantial non-pecuniary
benefits.

Boeing Co. v. Van Gernert, 444 U.S. 472 (1980), was a successful class action
in which over $3 million in damages were awarded. Some class members
collected their shares of the damages, but others did not. The district court,
invoking the common benefit doctrine, ordered that the plaintiffs' attorneys be
awarded their fees from the total amount of the judgment, concluding that it
was equitable for all class members -- claiming and non-claiming alike -- to bear
a pro rata share of the costs of producing the judgment in their favor. The
defendant objected to use of the unclaimed money for this purpose, arguing that
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the ultimate disposition of the unclaimed money had not been decided. But the
Supreme Court amrmed the award of attomeys' fees, holding:

The common-fund doctrine, u applied in this case, is entirely
consistent with the American rule against taxing the losing
party with the victor's attomey'l feel. • . . Boeing presently
has no interest in any part of the fund. Any right that
Boeing may establish to the return of the money eventually
claimed is contingent on the failure of the absentee class
members to exercise their present rights of possession.
Although Boeing itselfcannot be obliged to pay fees awarded
to the class lawyers, its latent claim against unclaimed
money in the judgment fund may not defeat each class
member'l equitable obligation to lhare the expensel of
litigation.

Id. at 481-482.

Bad Faith Exception

"[I]t is unquestioned that a federal court may award counsel fees to a
successful party when his opponent has acted 'in bad faith, vexatiously,
wantonly, or for oppressive reasons....' In this class of cases, the underlying
rationale of 'fee shifting" is, of course, punitive, and the essential element in
triggering the award of fees is therefore the existence of 'bad faith' on the part
of the unsuccessful litigant." Hall v. Cole, 412 U.S. 1, 5 (1973). A fee award
under the bad faith exception requires subjective bad faith - "some proof of
malice entirely apart from inferences arising from the possible frivolous char
acter of a particular claim." Copeland v. Martinez, 603 F.2d 981, 991 (D.C. Cir.
1979), eeri. denied, 444 U.S. 1044 (1980).

In Hall v. Cole, 412 U.S. at 15, the Supreme Court wrote: "It is clear ... that
'bad faith' may be found, not only in the actions that led to the lawsuit, but in
the conduct of the litigation." Subsequently, as another court wrote: "Federal
courts have applied [the bad faith] exception both when bad faith occurred in
connection with the litigation and when it was an aspect of the conduct that
gave rise to the lawsuit." Nepera Chemical, Inc. v. Sea-Land Service, 794 F.2d
688, 701 (D.C. Cir. 1986). However, in Shimman v. International Union of
Operating Engineers, 744 F.2d 1226, 1232 (6th Cir.1984) (en banc), eeri. denied,
469 U.S. 1215 (1985),2 the court refused to apply the bad faith exception to a
party's underlying claim, noting that the Supreme Court's statement in Hall v.
Cole had been made in a context not "referring to the bad faith exception at alL"
The court in Shimman held: "To allow an award of attorneys' fees based on bad

2 An unreported decision on remand from Shimman was reversed and remanded without
written opinion, 785 F.2d 310 (6th Cir. 1986).
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faith in the act underlying the substantive claim would not be consistent with
the rationale behind the American Rule regarding attorneys' fees. . . .
Attorneys' fees incurred while curing the original wrong are not compensable
because they represent the cost of maintaining open access to an equitable
system of justice." 744 F.2d at 1231. Attorneys' fees incurred as the result of
bad faith in the conduct of the litigation, however, are compensable because
such bad faith constitutes a new wrong imposed upon the aggrieved party. Id.

An attorney, as well as a party, who acts in bad faith may be ordered to pay
the attorneys' fees of the opposing party. In Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper,
447 U.S. 752, 765-767 (1980), the Supreme Court held:

mn narrowly defined circumstances federal courts have in
herent power to assess attorney's fees against counsel. ...
The power of a court over members of its bar is at least as
great as its authority over litigants. If a court may tax
counsel fees against a party who litigated in bad faith, it
certainly may assess those expenses against counsel who
willfully abuse judicial processes. . .. Like other sanctions,
attorney's fees certainly should not be assessed lightly or
without fair notice and an opportunity for a hearing on the
record. But in a proper case, such sanctions are within a
court's powers.

In Durrett v. Jenkins Brickyard, Inc., 678 F.2d 911, 919 (11th Cir. 1982),
the court held "that the Court in Roadway Express intended to authorize the
assessment of attorney's fees against counsel who either willfully disobeyed a
court order or acted in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive
reasons."

In Roadway Express, the Supreme Court also noted that, under Federal
Rule ofCivil Procedure 37(b), "[b]oth parties and counsel may be held personally
liable for expenses, 'including attorney's fees,' caused by the failure to comply
with discovery orders." 447 U.S. at 763. The Court also found that only excess
costs, not attorneys' fees, could be assessed under 28 U.S.C. § 1927, which
provided that any attorney "who so multiplies the proceedings in any case so as
to increase costs unreasonably and vexatiously may be required by the courts to
satisfy personally such excess costs." However, the section soon after was
amended by Public Law 96-349, § 3, to permit awards of attorneys' fees as well
as excess costs against counsel.3

3 Cases under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 are discussed at 12 ALR Fed 910. Other cases concerning the
bad faith exception to the American rule are discussed at 31 ALR Fed 833.
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Private Attorney General Doctrine

The private attomey general doctrine provides that a plaintiff "should be
awarded attomeys' fees when he has effectuated a strong Congressional policy
which has benefited a large class of people, and where further the necessity and
financial burden of private enforcement are such as to make the award
essential." La Raza Unida v. Volpe, 57 F.R.D. 94,98 (N.D. Cal. 1972), atrd, 488
F.2d 559 (9th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 417 U.s. 968 (1974). Many of the
statutory exceptions to the American rule are based on this concept. Discussing
one such exception, 42 U.S.C. § 2000a-3(b), the Supreme Court wrote:

If successful plaintiffs were routinely forced to bear their
own attorneys' fees, few aggrieved parties would be in a
position to advance the public interest by invoking the
injunctive power of the federal courts. Congress therefore
enacted the provision for counsel fees . . . to encourage
individuals injured by racial discrimination to seek judicial
relief under Title n.

Newman v. Piggie Park Enterprises, Inc., 390 U.S. 400, 402 (1968).

Prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Alyeska, some lower federal courts
had awarded attorneys' fees under the private"attorney general doctrine in suits
brought under statutes that had no fee-shifting provisions, thereby creating
another court-made exception to the American rule. Alyeska at 270 n.46. In
Alyeska, however, the Court held:

[C]ongressional utilization of the private attorney general
concept can in no sense be construed as a grant of authority
to the Judiciary to jettison the traditional rule against
non-statutory allowances to the prevailing party and to
award attorneys' fees whenever the court deems the public
policy furthered by a particular statute important enough to
warrant the award.

421 U.S. at 263.

The primary reasons stated by the Court for its decision were the difficulty
"for the courts without legislative guidance to consider some statutes important
and some unimportant" and the fact that "the rational application of the
private-attomey-general rule would immediately collide with the express pro
vision of 28 U.S.C. § 2412," which at the time prohibited fee awards against the
United States, except when specifically permitted by statute. Id. at 263-266.

Reactions to Alyeska included predictions that unless it was overtumed by
Congress, the number of public interest cases brought in federal court would
decline significantly. (One commentator wrote shortly after the decision that
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the goal of reducing caseloads "clearly lies at the heart of some important
pro-business decisions in recent months." The Wall Street Journal, June 10,
1975, p. 20). A public interest lawyer was reported as having said: "Until
Alyeska, I probably would have said that attorneys' fee awards were the number
one factor in the future of public interest law financing." Witt, After Alyeska:
Can the Contender SurviveF, Juris Doctor, Oct. 1975 at 34, 39. The Witt article
also noted:

[E]nvironmental cases appear to be the most hurt by the
ruling, chiefly because of the lack ofa fee award provision in
the National Environmental Policy Act. "The whole
development of environmental law over the lut five years
has been under NEPA. ..."

A later article stated that after Alyeska both public interest law firms and
private practitioners had to cut back significantly their public interest work.
Hermann and Hoffmann, Financing Public Interest Litigation in State Court: A
Proposal for Legislative Action, 63 Cornell Law Review 173, 184-185 (1978).

The Witt article concluded that if Congress effectively reverses Alyeska -
and goes even further by allowing fee awards against the federal government -
then Alyeska will be just a footnote. But, it added, if Congress does nothing,
then Alyeska will be a landmark.

Congress' immediate response to Alyeska was enactment of the Civil Rights
Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976,42 U.S.C. § 1988, which is discussed in ch.
vn. Congress has since enacted many more statutes that authorize awards of
attorneys' fees in specific situations, but it has not reversed Alyeska to grant
courts the power (beyond the common benefit and bad faith exceptions) to award
attorneys' fees in the absence of specific statutory authorization. Some of the
statutes that Congress has enacted allow courts to award fees against the
United States; the broadest of these is the Equal Access to Justice Act.

m. THE EQUAL ACCESS TO JUSTICE ACT

Awards ofattorneys' fees against the United States were barred at common
law not only because of the American rule, but also because of the sovereign
immunity doctrine, under which the United States may not be sued, nor its
funds expended, without its consent. "Congress alone has the power to waive
or qualify that immunity" (United States v. Chemical Foundation, Inc., 272 U.S.
1, 20 (1926»; therefore, prior to the waiver of immunity in the Equal Access to
Justice Act (EAJA), the common law exceptions were inapplicable against the
United States. See, e.g., National Association of Regional Medical Health
Programs, Inc. v. Mathews, 551 F.2d 340 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cerl. denied, 431 U.S.
954 (1977) (common benefit exception); Gibson v. Davis, 587 F.2d 280 (6th Cir.
1978), cerl. denied, 441 U.S. 905 (1979) (bad faith exception). Prior to the
EAJA, even statutory exceptions to the American rule were not applicable
against the United States unless they specifically so provided.
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by the court). Second, it does not allow (with two exceptions) fees to be awarded
to individuals whose net worth exceeds $2 million, or to businesses or
organizations, including units of local government, with a net worth exceeding
$7 million or more than 500 employees." This portion of the EAJA sunset, by
the terms of the original Act, October I, 1984. In 1985, the EAJA was
reenacted, retroactive to October I, 1984, and made permanent.

In Pierce v. Underwood, 487 U.S. 652 (1988), the Supreme Court decided
three issues concerning the EAJA: (1) the applicable standard of appellate
review, (2) the meaning of "substantially justified," and (3) the "special factors"
that allow a court to award more than $75 per hour.

(1) Standard ofReview. Pierce v. Underwood addressed the standard that
a federal court of appeals applies in reviewing a decision of a federal district
court under theEAJA. Either party may appeal a district court's decision under
the EAJA, and, as the Supreme Court explained:

For purposes of standard of review, decisions by judges are
traditionally divided into three categories, denominated
questions of law (reviewable de novo), questions of fact
(reviewable for clear error), and matters of discretion
(reviewable for "abuse of discretion").

487 U.S. at 558.

The Supreme Court found that the EAJA did not provide a clear prescrip·
tion as to the appropriate standard of review (unlike, for example, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1988, which provides that "the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing
party ... a reasonable attorney's fee"). The Court, therefore,for a variety of
reasons, held that the "abuse of discretion" standard was most appropriate for
appeals of EAJA court decisions.

Awards of attorneys' fees under the EAJA at the agency level may be
appealed to a court only by the prevailing party, not by the United States. The
statute, at 5 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2), provides:

The court's determination on any appeal heard under this
paragraph shall be based solely on the factual record made
before the agency. The court may modify the determination
of fees and other expenses only if the court finds that the
failure to make an award of fees and other expenses, or the
calculation of the amount of the award, was unsupported by
substantial evidence.

., The two aceptions are tax~emptorganizations and agricultural cooperatives; they may
recover fees regardl_ of their net worth but apparently may not recover fees if they have more
than 600 employees. &e 5 U.S.C. f 504(b)(1)(B)i 28 U.S.C. f 24l2(d)(2)(B); Unification Church
v. Immigration &: Naturalization Service, 762 F.2d 1077 (D.C. Cir. 1985).
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The EAJA allows awards of attorneys' fees against the United States in two
broad situations. The first, codified at 28 U.S.C. § 2412(b), makes the United
States liable for the prevailing party's attorneys' fees to the same extent that
any other party would be under the common law and statutory exceptions to the
American rule, including the statutory exceptions that do not specifically
authorize fee awards against the United Statea. This provision, unlike the rest
of the EAJA, contains no limitations on the assets or number of employees of
parties eligible to recover fees, and no maimum hourly rate for fee awards.

The second broad situation in which the EAJA autliorizes fee awards
against the United States is codified at 6 U.s.C. § 604 and 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d).
These sections provide that, in specified agency acijudications4 and in all civil
actions (except tort actions and tu cases') brought by or against the United
States, the United States shall be liable for the attorneys' fees of prevailing
parties, unle88 it proves that its position was substantially justified or that
special circumstances make an award uqjust.6 This portion of the EAJA
contains two limitations on fee awards that are not found in § 2412(b) or in
other attomeys' fees statutes. First, it limits fee awards to $75 per hour unless
the court or agency determines that a special factor justifies a higher fee. (Most
fee statutes authorize awards of RreasonableR fees, with the amount determined

4 The type of agency acijudication in which f..may be awarded is an RadV81'll8l')' acijudication,·
which ill defined at 5 U.S.C. f 504(b)(1)(C). In Sullivan v. Hud8on. 109 S.Ct. 2248, 2257 (1989),
the Supreme Court held "that for purpo888 of the EAJA Social Security benefit proceedinp are
not 'adveraarial' within the meaning of f 504(b)(1)(C), either initially or on remand from • court.
However, "where a court orders a remand to the Secretary [of Health and Human Services) in a
benefits litigation and retains continuing jurildic:tion over the case pending a decision from the
Secretary which will determine the claimant'. entitlement to benefita, the prooeedinp on remand
are an integral part of the 'civil action' for judicial review and thUi attorney'. f.. for
representation on remand are available [under 28 U.S.C. f 24l2(d)(l)(A») .ubject to the other
limitatiODI in the EAJA." Id. at 2258. See 96 ALR Fed 323.

Social Security CUeI alao raise complicatiODI in applying the EAJA'. requirement that the
prevailing party IUbmit a fee application "within thirty daye of the final judgment in the action"
(28 U.S.C. f 24l2(d)(l)(B» or Rwjthin thirty daye of a final di8poeition in the advel'881')'
lUljudication" (5 U.S.C. f 504(a)(2). The Supreme Court applied theM proviliODl to Social
Security CUeI in Melkonyan v. Sullivan, 111 S.Ct. 2157 (1991).

, With reepect to fee awarda in tu CUeI, lee ch. vm of this report. Tort CUeI against the
United Sta* are brought under the Federal Tort Claimi Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. If 1346(b), 2671
2680. The FTCA requirel that, prior to flling wit, a cleiment mUit tint preIeI1t hill claim to the·
federal apncy out of whOle activitiel hill claim U'OI8. If the claim ill .tt1ed before wit ill filed.
the claimant'. attorney may receive up to 20 percent of the l8tt1ement; ifit is not, the claimant'.
attorney may receive up to 25 percent of a court award or Iett1ement. 28 U.S.C. f 2678. See 86
ALR Fed 866. Fee awarda apiD8t the United Sta* in FTCA C8I88 may be made only pursuant
to the common law bad faith doctrine made applicah1e against the United Sta* by the Equal
~ to JUltiee Act, 28 U.S.C. f 24l2(b).

6 The EAJA does not IpeCifY which party bas the burden of proof u to whether the position
of the United Sta* was IUbetantially juatified or 8pecial circumatancee make an award unjUit.
However, the conferenee report to the original EAJA Ita*: RAfter a prevailing party bas
IUbmitted an application for an award, the burden ofproving that a fee award should not be made
l'8It& with the Government." H.R. Rep. No. 96-1434 at 22. The "positionRof the United Sta*
which the government mUit prove to have been IUbitantiaUy jUltified in order to avoid a fee
award indudee both the conduct of the government in the proceeding itle1f and the action of the
government that gave ri8e to the proceeding. 5 U.S.C. f 504(b)(1)(E); 28 U.S.C. f 2412(d)(2)(D).
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Prior to the 1985 amendments to the EAJA, this provision stated that the
court could modify an agency decision only if it found "an abuse of discretion."
It was intended that the new standard - "unsupported by substantial evidence"
-- permit "a broader scope of review . . . consistent with the normal scope of
judicial review of agency actions." HR. Rep. No. 99-120 at 16.

(2) "substantially justified." The United States may avoid liability for
attorneys' fees under the EAJA by proving that its position "was substantially
justified or that special circumstances make an award uqjust." 5 U.S.C.
§ 504(a)(1), 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d). The legislative history of the original EAJA
stated that "[t]he test of whether the Government position is substantially
justified is essentially one of reasonableness in law and fact." H.R. Conf. Rep.
No. 96-1434 at 22. Twelve of the thirteen federal circuits subsequently
interpreted "substantially justified" to mean reasonable. See, Pierce v.
Underwood, 487 U.S. at 565-566. The United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia was the exception. It reasoned:

The Senate Judiciary Committee considered and rejected an
amendment to the bill that would have changed the perti
nent language from "substantially justified" to "reasonably
justified." S.Rep. No. 253 [96th Cong., 1st Sess.] at 8. That
refusal suggests that the test should, in fact, be slightly more
stringent than "one of reasonableness."

Spencer v. National Labor Relations Board, 712 F.2d 539, 558 (D.C. Cir. 1983),
cert. denied, 466 U.S. 936 (1984). According to this view, the government's
position may be reasonable, yet fail to be substantiallyjustified, making it easier
to recover fees under the substantially justified standard than under a
reasonableness standard. The 1985 amendments to the EAJA did not alter the
text of the substantially justified language, but an accompanying committee
report expressed support for the D.C. Circuit's interpretation:

Several courts have held correctly that "substantial
justification" means more than merely reasonable. Because
in 1980 Congress rejected a standard of"reasonablyjustified"
in favor of "substantially justified," the test must be more
than just reasonableness.

H.R. Rep. No. 99-120 at 9.

The Supreme Court in Pierce v. Underwood held that substantiallyjustified
means reasonable. The Court found that a "more than mere reasonableness"
test would be "out ofaccord with prior usage" and "unadministerable." "Between
the test of reasonableness," the Court wrote, "and a test such as 'clearly and
convincingly justified' ... there is simply no accepted stopping-place, no ledge
that can hold the anchor for steady and consistent judicial behavior." 487 U.S.
at 568. The Court found that the 1985 committee report was not controlling
because it was neither "(1) an authoritative interpretation of what the 1980
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statute meant, or (2) an authoritative expression of what the 1985 Congress
intended." Id. at 566.

(3) Exceeding $75 per hour. The EAJA provides that attorneys' fees "shall
be based upon prevailing market rates for the kind and quality of the services
furnished," but "shall not be awarded in excess of$75 per hour unless the court
determines that an increase in the cost of living or a special factor, such as the
limited availability of qualified attorneys for the proceedings involved, justifies
a higher fee." 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(2)(A)(ii). (The same ceiling on fees applies in
agency proceedings; Bee, 5 U.S.C. § 504(b)(1)(A». The Conrt in Pierce v.
Underwood held:

If "the limited availability of qualified attorneys for the
proceedings involved" meant merely that lawyers skilled and
experienced enough to try the case are in short supply, it
would effectively eliminate the $75 cap -- since the
"prevailing market rates for the kind and quality of the
services furnished" are obviously determined by the relative
supply and quality of services. . .. We think it refers to
attorneys having some distinctive knowledge or specialized
skill needful for the litigation in question -- as opposed to an
extraordinary level of the general lawyerly knowledge and
ability useful in all litigation. Examples of the former would
be an identifiable practice specialty such as patent law, or
knowledge of foreign law or language.

487 U.S. at 571-572.

As for other "special factors," the Court wrote:

For the same reason of the need to preserve the intended
effectiveness of the $75 cap, we think the other "special
factors" envisioned by the exception must be such as are not
of broad and general application. We need not specify what
they might be....

Id. at 573.

The Court, however, specified some items which are not special factors for
purposes of exceeding the $75 per hour cap: "the novelty and difficulty of issues,"
"the undesirability of the case," "the work and ability of counsel," "the results
obtained," "customary fees and awards in other cases," and "the contingent
nature of the fee." All these "are factors applicable to a broad spectrum of
litigation; they are little more than routine reasons why market rates are what
they are." Id.

In Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Jean, 110 S.Ct.
2316 (1990), the Supreme Court decided another issue under the EAJA. The
Court held that, to recover fees for services rendered in obtaining fees under the
EAJA, the prevailing party need not show that the position of the United States
was not substantially justified or that special circumstances make an award
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unjust. If the prevailing party is entitled to fees in the main action, then he is
automatically entitled to fees for the time spent seeking fees. To hold otherwise
could "spawn a 'K.afkaesquejudicial nightmare' of infinite litigation for the last
round of litigation over fees." Id. at 2321.

IV. THE DUAL STANDARD: PREVAILING PLAINTIFFS AND
PREVAILING DEFENDANTS

Most federal fee-shifting provisions authorize courts to award fees if "the
fee claimant was the 'prevailing party,' the 'substantially prevailing party,' or
'successful.'" Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 463 U.S. 680, 684 (1983). Although
most of these statutes on their face do not distinguish between prevailing
plaintiffs and prevailing defendants, the Supreme Court has held that Congress
intended that under the civil rights statutes a dual standard should be applied
in determining the appropriateness of fee awards to prevailing plaintiffs and
prevailing defendants.8

In Newman v. Piggie Park Enterprises, Inc., 390 U.S. 400 (1968), the Court
considered 42 U.S.C. § 2000a-3(b), the provision in Title IT of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 that provides for discretionary fee awards to prevailing parties.
Noting that a plaintiff who is successful in a Title IT suit vindicates "a policy
that Congress considered of the highest priority" -- enjoining racial
discrimination -- the Court held that under Title IT a successful plaintiff"should
ordinarily recover an attorney's fee unless special circumstances would render
an award unjust." Id. at 402.

In Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405 (1975), the Court held that
the Piggie Park standard of awarding attorneys' fees to a successful plaintiff is
equally applicable under Title vn of the Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k).

In Christiansburg Garment Co. v. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, 434 U.S. 412, 417 (1978), the Court was faced with the questio~

"what standard should inform a district court's discretion in deciding whether
to award attorney's fees to a successful defendant in a Title vn action?" The
Court noted that the statute on its face provided "no indication whatever of the
circumstances under which either a plaintiff or defendant should be entitled to
attorney's fees," and found that there are "strong equitable considerations"

8 Cases that interpret an attorneys' fees provision of one civil rights statute generally apply
to the attorneys' fees provisions of all civil rights statutes, as they are all generally modeled on
the fee-ehifting provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Supreme Court has noted "that
fee-ehifting statutes' similar language is a 'strong indication' that they are to be interpreted alike."
Independent Federation of Flight Attendants v. Zipes, 109 S.Ct. 2732, 2735 n.2 (1989).
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eounselling a dual standard in determining the appropriateness of fee awards in
the two situations. Id. at 418. Although prevailing plaintiff8 8hould ordinarily
reeover attorneys' fees unless special eireumstanees would render an award
uDjU8t, prevailing defendants should reeover fees only upon a finding that a
plaintifr8 aetion was "frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation," although
a finding that the aetion was brought in subjeetive bad faith is not neeessary.
Id. at 421. (A finding ofsubjeetive bad faith entitles either prevailing plaintiffs
or defendants to a fee award under the eommon law neeption to the Ameriean
rule.)

The reason for the dual standard "is that while Congress wanted to elear
the way for suits to be brought under the Aet, it also wanted to proteet
defendants from burdensome litigation having no legal or faetual basis." Id. at
420. Awarding fees to prevailing plaintiffs in the ordinary ease will eneourage
suits to vindieate the publie interest, but awarding fees to defendants in the
ordinary ease might have a ehilling effeet on the institution of sueh suits.
Awarding fees to defendants in frivolous eases, however, may diseourage sueh
suits.1I

In Hughes v. Rowe, 449 U.S. 5, 14 (1980), the Supreme Court diseussed the
applieability of the Christiansburg standard for &Wards of attorneys' fees to
prevailing defendants under the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Aet of
1976,42 U.S.C. § 1988:

Although arguably a different standard might be applied in
a eivil rights aetion under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, we ean pereeive
no reason for applying a less stringent standard. The
plaintifrs aetion must be meritless in the sense that it is
groundless or without foundation. The faet that a plaintiff
may ultimately lose his ease is not in itself a suffieient
justifieation for the assessment of fees.

II In Durrett v. Jenkins Brickyard, Inc., 678 F.2d 911 Olth Cir. 1982), the court held that a
Title vn plaintiff is not relieved from liability for attorneys' fees by the fact that his attorney was
primarily ~D81"ble for the fact that hie lawsuit was frivolous, unreasonable, or without
foundation. The court wrote:

In virtually all actions without legal basis, and in many without factual
basis, it will be the plaintiff'a attorney who Mould fU'8t recognize the
insufficiency of the case.. " IT plaintifTa in such cases were permitted to
-=ape liability under f 706 [42 U.S.C. f 2000e-5<k)], the aalutary effect of
that provision would be diluted... , ron many casea ... in which the
plaintifra counsel may appear to be primarily culpable, the plaintiff may
find relief from the effect of our rule in the form of a malpractice action.

ld. at 916.
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With respect to awards under section 1988 to prevailing plaintiffs, the court
of appeals in Brown v. Culpepper, 559 F.2d 274, 278 (5th Cir. 1977), wrote:

In Title n and Title vn [of the Civil Rights Act of 1964]
cases the Fifth Circuit has held that the defendant's conduct,
be it negligent or intentional, in good faith or bad, is
irrelevant to an award of attorneys' fees [citations omitted].
We now hold that, consistent with congressional intent, the
same standard should apply to section 1988.

In Independent Federation of Flight Attendants v. Zipes, 109 S.Ct. 2732,
2733, 2736 (1989), the Supreme Court held that, under Title vn of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, a court may "award attorney's fees against intervenors who
have not been found to have violated the Civil Rights Act or any other federal
law ... only where the intervenors' action was frivolous, unreasonable, or
without foundation."

The dual standard has also been held applicable to the attorneys' fees
provisions in federal environmental statutes. Consolidated Edison Co. v. Realty
InvestmentAssociates, 524 F. Supp. 150 (S.D.N.Y. 1981). However, it apparently
is "more difficult for an environmental plaintiff than a civil rights plaintiff to
recover an attorney fee." Derfner & Wolf, COURT AWARDED ATTORNEY FEES,
11 8.02, p. 8-7 <Matthew Bender, 1991).

V. THE CONCEPT OF PREVAILING PARTY

The phrase "prevailing party" is not limited to a victor only after entry of
a final judgment following a full trial on the merits. "The fact that respondent
prevailed through a settlement rather than through litigation does not weaken
her claim to fees." Maher v. Gagne, 448 U.S. 122, 129 (1980). Permitting fee
awards upon favorable settlements encourages prevailing parties to settle,
thereby lessening docket congestion, and it prevents losingparties from escaping
liability for fees merely by conceding cases before final judgment.

The simplest means of providing for an award is through a stipulation in
the settlement that a particular party has prevailed and that a specified amount
constitutes reasonable attorneys' fees. It has been held that, in settled cases in
which courts are called upon to determine entitlement to attorneys' fees,judges
should engage in "a close scrutiny of the totality of circumstances surrounding
the settlement, focusing particularly on the necessity for bringing the action and
whether the party is the successful party with respect to the central issue." Use
of this standard will prevent fee awards in "nuisance settlements." Parker v.
Matthews, 411 F. Supp. 1059, 1064 (D.D.C. 1976), arrd sub nom. Parker v.
Califano, 561 F.2d 320 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
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Plaintiffs may also be deemed prevailing for purposes of attorneys' fees
when no judgment or settlement occurs, but their suit serves as a catalyst in
prompting the defendant to alter his conduct. To recover fees in these cir
cumstances, plaintiffs must "establish causation between their litigation and
'some of the benefits' they sought." NAACP v. Wilmington Medical Center, Inc.,
689 F.2d 1161, 1167 (3d Cir. 1983), rehearing denied, 693 F.2d 22 (3d Cir. 1983),
cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1052 (1983). However, in Williams v. General Foods Corp.,
492 F.2d 399,408 (7th Cir. 1974), the court said that the term "prevailing party"
in Title vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 should not be "extended beyond a
courtroom context to include actual effect on corporate policy."

In cases that are litigated to conclusion, a party may be deemed to have
prevailed for purposes of a fee award prior to the losing party's having
exhausted its final appeal. However, a party that prevails at the trial level will
ultimately be entitled to a fee award only if it finally prevails on appeal. See,
Poelker v. Doe, 432 U.S. 519, 521 n.2 (1977).10 A party awarded fees upon
prevailing at the trial level apparently may be precluded from collecting them
pending appeal; Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 62 (28 U.S.C. App. Rule 62)
provides for a stay of proceedings to enforce a judgment pending appeal. If a
party that prevails at the trial level should collect a fee award and subsequently
lose the case on appeal, it apparently would be obligated to return the money.

A party may also be deemed to have prevailed even before final disposition
at the trial level. In Bradley v. Richmond School Board, 416 U.S. 696, 723
(1974), the Supreme Court wrote:

To delay a fee award until the entire litigation is concluded
would work a substantial hardship on plaintiffs and their
counsel, and discourage the institution of actions. . .. A
district court must have the discretion to award fees and
costs incident to the final disposition of interim matters.

At what stage of the litigation maya party be entitled to an interim award?
In Bradley the Court would:

say only that the entry of any order that determines
substantial rights of the parties may be an appropriate
occasion upon which to consider the propriety of an award
of counsel fees....

Id. at n.28.

10 Fee awards may include amounts incurred in litigation over the fee award. See 16 ALR
Fed 643, § 10. However, in Jensen v. City of San Jose, 806 F.2d 899 (9th Cir. 1986) (en bane), the
defendant prevailed on the merits and was awarded fees. On appeal, the fee award (but not the
decision on the merits) was overturned, and the plaintiff was held ineligible to recover attorneys'
fees incurred in overturning the fee award.
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In Bradley, the statute under which fees were awarded, 20 U.S.C. § 1617
(since repealed), permitted awards only "[u]pon entry of a final order by a court
of the United States." The Court, in allowing an interim award under this
statute, noted that "many final orders may issue in the course of litigation." ld.
at 723. In the case of a statute or common law rule that permits fee awards to
prevailing parties but does not expressly make entry of a final order a
prerequisite for such awards, fee awards may be appropriate at some stage of the
litigation prior to entry of an interim final order.

Some courts have required recipients of interim awards to post bonds to
insure recovery of the awards and interest should the recipients ultimately lose.
Nicodemus v. Chrysler Corp. -- Toledo Machining Plant, 445 F. Supp. 559 (N.D.
Ohio 1977), rev'd on other grounds, 596 F.2d 152 (6th Cir. 1979); Howard v.
Phelps, 443 F. Supp. 374 (E.D. La. 1978).

In Hanrahan v. Hampton, 446 U.S. 754 (1980), a district court had directed
verdicts for the defendants, but the court of appeals had reversed and ordered
a new trial. The court of appeals had also ordered the defendants, under the
Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976,42 U.S.C. § 1988, to pay the
attorneys' fees incurred by the plaintiffs during the course of their appeal. The
Supreme Court reversed the award of attorneys' fees on the ground that the
plaintiffs were not "prevailing" parties as required by the statute as a condition
for a fee award. The Court concluded that, under section 1988, although "a
person may in some circumstances be a 'prevailing party' without having
obtained a favorable 'final judgment following a full trial on the merits,''' a party
must have "established his entitlement to some relief on the merits of his claims,
either in the trial court or on appeal." Being granted the right to a new trial
was not a victory on the merits; nor were any favorable procedural or
evidentiary rulings victories on the merits, even though they may affect the
disposition on the merits. 11

In Hewitt v. Helms, 482 U.S. 755 (1987), the Supreme Court held that,
under section 1988, a plaintiff was not entitled to a fee award where "[t]he most
that he obtained was an interlocutory ruling [by a court of appeals] that his
complaint should not have been dismissed for failure to state a constitutional
claim." The court of appeals had "explicitly left it to the District Court 'to

II The Court's holding in Hanrahan apparently applies to cases brought under Title n and
Title vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. ff 2000a·3(b) and 2000e·5(k), and section 402
of the Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975, 42 U.S.C. f 19731(e), since, as the Court noted,
section 1988 was patterned on these statutes. 446 U.S. at 758 n.4. Under Title vn, a party who
prevails on an interlocutory appeal apparently is entitled to attorneys' fees at least ·when an
interlocutory appeal results in a fmal resolution of a separable dispute.· Grubbs v. Butz, 548 F.2d
973, 975 n.5 <D.C. Cir. 1976). See a.l8o Smith v. University of North Carolina, 632 F.2d 316 (4th
Cir. 1980); Van Hoomissen v. Xerox Corp., 503 F.2d 1131 (9th Cir. 1974).
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determine the appropriateness and availability of the requested relief,' 655 F.2d,
at 503; the Court of Appeals granted no relief of its own, declaratory or
otherwise." Id. at 760.

In Rhodes v. Stewart, 488 U.S. 1,4 (1988) (per curiam), the Supreme Court
held that a declaratory judgment, like any other judgment, "will constitute relief,
for purposes of section 1988, if, and only if, it affects the behavior of the
defendant towards the plaintiff. In this case, there was no such result." In this
case, two prisoners had sued prison officials for refusing to allow them to
subscribe to a magazine. They won declaratory relief, but only after one had
died and the other had been released from prison.

In Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 463 U.S 680, 694 (1983), the Supreme Court
held that section 307<0 of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7607<0, authorizes
awards of attorneys' fees only to plaintiffs who have "some degree of success on
the merits." This statute, as well as other federal environmental laws, provides:
"In any judicial proceeding under this section, the court may award costs of
litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) whenever it
determines that such an award is appropriate." On their face, these statutes
allow fee awards even to parties who do not prevail, and, in the case under
consideration, the court of appeals had awarded fees to such a party, holding
that it was "appropriate" for it to receive fees for its contributions to the goals
of the Clean Air Act. The Supreme Court acknowledged that the legislative
history of the Act stated that it was not intended that fee awards "should be
restricted to cases in which the party seeking fees was the 'prevailing party.'"
463 U.S. at 687. However, the Court noted, prior to enactment of section 307<0,
some courts had interpreted the phrase "prevailing party" in various fee-shifting
statutes as limited to a party who prevailed "essentially" on "central issues." Id.
at 688. When Congress said that awards under section 307<0 should not be
restricted to prevailing parties, it meant, the Court held, merely to eliminate
these restrictive readings ofthe phrase "prevailing party." Specifically, Congress
meant only "to expand the class ofparties eligible for fee awards from prevailing
parties to partially prevailing parties - parties achieving some success, even if
not major success" (emphasis supplied by Court). Id. 12

12 In footnote 1 of ita opinion, the Court wrote: ~Sizteen federal statutes and f 304(d) of the
Clear Air Act contain provisions for awards ofattorney's fees identical to f 307<0." It then listed
thirteen of them. The others are the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C. f 6792(e), and two
sections of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TOSCA), 15 U.S.C. ff 2619(c)(2) and 262O<bX4)(C).
(The Court did list a third section of TOSCA, 15 U.S.C. f 2618(d». The Court then wrote: ~A.

explained below [it did not explain below], the interpretation of 'appropriate' in f 307<0 controls
construction of the term in these statutes." The interpretation of these other statutes had not
been at issue in the case.
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In Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 433 (1983), the Supreme Court noted
that "plaintiffs may be considered 'prevailing parties' for attomey's fees
purposes if they succeed on any significant issue in litigation which achieves
some of the benefit the parties sought in bringing suit." However, if the plain
tiffs achieve only «>me of the benefit, then they will not necessarily be entitled
to a full award of attorneys' fees. The Court addressed the issue of whether,
under 42 U.S.C. f 1988, "a partially prevailing plaintiff may recover an attor
ney's fee for legal services on unsuccessful claims." ld. at 426. The Court held:

Where the plaintiff has failed to prevail on a claim that is
distinct in all respects from his successful claims, the hours
spent on the unsuccessful claim should be excluded in con
sidering the amount of a reasonable fee. Where a lawsuit
consists ofrelated claims, a plaintiffwho has won substantial
relief should not have his attorney's fee reduced simply
because the district court did not adopt each contention
raised. But where the plaintiff achieved only limited success,
the district court should award only that amount of fees that
is reasonable in relation to the results obtained.

ld. at 440.

As for how to determine the amount of fees that is reasonable when. the
plaintiff achieves only limited success, the Court wrote:

There is no precise rule or formula for making these
determinations. The district court may attempt to identify
specific hours that should be eliminated, or it may simply
reduce the award to account for the limited success. The
court necessarily has discretion in making this equitable
judgment.

ld. at 436-437.

In Texas State Teachers Association v. Garland Independent School District,
109 S.Ct. 1486 (1989), the Supreme Court held that, under 42 U.S.C. § 1988,
although a party must prevail on a "significant" issue in order to be eligible for
a fee award, it need not prevail on the "central" issue in the litigation. "[T]he
degree of the plaintitrs success in relation to the other goals of the lawsuit is
a factor critical to the determination' of the size of a reasonable fee, not to
eligibility for a fee award at alL" ld. at 1492 (emphasis in original).

Can a person receive an award of attorneys' fees for representing himself?
In Kay v. Ehrler, 111 S.Ct. 1435 (1991), the Supreme Court noted that there is
no disagreement "that a pro se litigant who is not a lawyer is not entitled to
attorney's fees" under 42 U.S.C. § 1988. The question before the Court however
was whether a pro se litigant who is an attorney is entitled to fees under section
1988. The Court found no answer in the statute or in its legislative history. It
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ruled against the attorney in an effort to create an incentive for attorneys not
to represent themselves, because an attorney who represents himself"is deprived
of the judgment of an independent third party." It concluded that its decision
would serve "[t]he statutory policy of furthering the successful prosecution of
meritorious claims."

VI. AWARDS OF ATI'ORNEYS' FEES INCURRED IN ADMINISTRA
TIVE PROCEEDINGS

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k), provides,
in pertinent part:

In any action or proceeding under this subchapter the court,
in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party . . . a
reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs.

In New York Gaslight Club v. Carey, 447 U.S. 54 (1980), the plaintiff
sought relief for an alleged violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
and filed a state administrative proceeding, as required by the Act, and a federal
court suit. She won the state proceeding and agreed to a dismissal of the federal
court suit, except for her request for attomeys' fees. The Supreme Court upheld
her right to an award by the court of attorneys' fees incurred at the
administrative level. The Court noted "Congress's use of the broadly inclusive
disjunctive phrase 'action or proceeding'" (id. at 61) and added that it found
nothing to indicate that "proceeding" was intended to apply only to federal
agency proceedings. It added that, for purposes of a fee award, it did not matter
whether the plaintiff had lost at the administrative level and prevailed in court
on the merits, or had prevailed at the administrative level and sued in court
solely to recover attorneys' fees incurred at the administrative level. The Court
wrote:

It would be anomalous to award fees to the complainant who
is unsuccessful or only partially successful in obtaining state
or local remedies, but to deny an award to the complainant
who is successful in fulfilling Congress' plan that federal
policies be vindicated at the state or local level.

[d. at 66.

Title VII's attorneys' fees provision has been a model for others. One of
the statutes modeled on it was the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of
1976,42 U.S.C. § 1988. It provides:

In.any action or proceeding to enforce a provision of sections
1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, and 1986 of this title, title IX of
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Public Law 92-318, or title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as
part of the costs.

In Webb v. County Board ofEducation ofDyer County, Tennessee, 471 U.S.
234 (1985), the plaintiff lost an administrative hearing authorized by state law
but subsequently prevailed in a federal court suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. He
then filed a motion for an award under section 1988 of attorneys' fees incurred
in both the hearing and the suit. The Supreme Court faced the same question
it had in faced in Gaslight -- the recoverability of fees incurred at the
administrative level -- but this time with respect to fee awards under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1988 in cases brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Even though section 1988
contains the same "action or proceeding" language as Title VII, the Court held
that section 1988 does not authorize awards of fees in section 1983 adminis
trative proceedings. The basis for the different results in Gaslight and Webb
was that under Title VII administrative proceedings are mandatory, but under
section 1983 they are not, and it is only mandatory proceedings that are brought
to "enforce" a federal civil rights statute. Because the plaintiff could have gone
"straight to court to assert" his section 1983 claim, the Court found that:

the school board proceedings in this case simply do not have
the same integral function under § 1983 that state
administrative proceedings have under Title VII. . . .
Administrative proceedings ... created by state law simply
are not any part of the proceedings to enforce § 1983.

471 U.S. at 241.

The Court did not explicitly address whether the word "proceeding" in
section 1988 had any reference in the context of a section 1983 "action or
proceeding," but it did allow that attorneys' fees incurred in an administrative
proceeding could be awarded in a section 1983 action to the extent "that any
discrete portion of the work product from the administrative proceeding was
work that was both useful and ofa type ordinarily necessary to advance the civil
rights litigation...." Id. at 242.

The most recent Supreme Court decision to address the issue of awards of
attorneys' fees incurred at the administrative level was North Carolina
Department ofTransportation v. Crest Street Community Council, Inc., 479 U.S.
6 (1986). The plaintiffs in this case had prevailed in a federal administrative
proceeding under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and sought to recover
fees under section 1988 in an independent action in federal court. It might have
been expected that the Supreme Court would decide whether section 1988
authorized an award of attorneys' fees incurred at the administrative level on
the basis of whether an administrative proceeding under Title VI was
mandatory, and therefore was a proceeding to enforce Title VI. However, the
Court did not reach this issue because it rejected a fee award on a different
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Two lower court cases have addre88ed the question of the recoverability of
fees in administrative proceedings under the Rehabilitation Act. In Deportment
ofEducation v. Katherine D., 531 F. Supp. 517, 531 (D. Hawaii 1982), rev'd on
other grounds, 727 F.2d 809 (9th Cir. 1983), eert. denied, 471 U.S. 1117 (1985),
the district court held that it could award attorneys' fees for services rendered
in connection with both judicial and administrative proceedings under § 504 of
the Act. In WatBon v. UniWl Stata VeR1'GM .AtlminUtration, 88 F.R.D. 267
(C.D. Cal. 1980), a district court held that the agency itself could award fees
under section 501 of the Act. The court, citing Smith v. Califano, held that
construing section 501 "to authorize the agency to award attorney's fees is more
in keeping with the purpose of the statute and-the intent of Congre88 than the
contrary interpretation: 88 F.R.D. at 269. The court noted that the "'appro
priate remedies' concept" is "incorporated in the Rehabilitation Act from Title
VU." ld. at 268. 16 Notwithstanding this decision, if the reasoning of Crest
Street precludes courts from awarding fees in suits solely to recover attorneys'
fees incurred in administrative proceedings under the Rehabilitation Act, then
it apparently would also preclude agencies from awarding fees. However, in
1987, the EEOC amended the regulation cited above (29 C.F.R. § 1613.271(d»
to authorize federal agencies to award attorneys' fees in proceedings under
section 501 or section 505 of the Rehabilitation Act.

vn. AWARDS OF A1TORNEYS' FEES IN CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

Virtually all federal civil rights laws permit awards of attorneys' fees and
the m~or litigation concerning fee awards has occurred under these laws. Some
aspects of these laws have already been discussed: the dual standard they have
been construed to include, the meaning of the term "prevailing" they contain,
and the extent to which they permit awards of fees incurred in administrative
proceedings. This section of the report quotes or summarizes each attorney's
fee provision applicable to a civil rights law, and discusses significant court
decisions not covered in the discussions of the aspects of these laws just
mentioned. The page on which the discussion of each statute begins is listed in
the table of contents at the beginning of this report.

Civil Rights Act of 1984, Title n - Public AooommodatioDJI

Title IT prohibits discrimination and segregation on the basis of race, color,
religion, or national origin in places of public accommodation such as hotels,
restaurants, gasoline stations, theaters, and other places of exhibition or
entertainment, if their operations affect commerce or if their acts of dis-

16 The concept is mentioned in lI8Ction 505(a)(1), 29 U.S.C f 794a(1), which makes available
to persona aggrieved by a violation ofll8Ction 501 "[t)he remedies, procedures, and rights set forth
in" Title vn.
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crimination or segregation are supported by state action. 42 U.S.C. § 2000a.
Title TI's attorneys' fees provision states:

the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attomey's fee as
part of the costs, and the United States shall be liable for
costs the same as a private person.

42 U.S.C. § 2000a-3(b).16

In addition, the court may appoint an attorney for a complainant. 42 U.S.C.
§ 2oo0a-3(a).

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title ill -- Public Facilities

Title ill gives the Attorney General the authority to bring a civil action on
behalf of any person unable to initiate and maintain appropriate legal
proceedings who claims:

that he is being deprived ofor threatened with the loss of his
right to equal protection of the laws, on account of his race,
color, religion, or national origin, by being denied equal
utilization of any public facility which is owned, operated, or
managed by or on behalf of any State or subdivision thereof,
other than a public school or public college, as defined in
section 2000c of this title....

42 U.S.C. § 2000b(a).

In any action under Title ill "the United States shall be liable for costs,
including a reasonable attorney's fee, the same as a private person." 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000b-1.

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title vn .. Equal Employment Opportunities

Title Vll prohibits discrimination by employers, employment agencies, and
labor organizations on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
Before an individual may bring a civil action in federal court under Title Vll, he
must file a charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), which will attempt to resolve the complaint.17 However, if the

16 Cases under this provision are collected at 16 ALR Fed 621.

17 Prior to 1979, federal employees fJ.1ed discrimination chargee with the Civil Service
Commission (CSC). Pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, the function of the CSC in
this regard was transferred to the EEOC by Executive Order 12106 (44 Fed. Reg. 1053 (Jan. 3,
1979». (Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1978 abolished the CSC.)
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individual alleges discrimination in a state or locality that prohibits it, then
federal proceedings must be deferred until relief through state or local
proceedings has been sought. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(c). If the matter does end up
in federal court, the court may appoint an attorney for the complainant. 42
U.S.C. § 2000e-5(O(1). Relief may include il\iunctions and "such affirmative
action as may be appropriate, which may include, but is not limited to,
reinstatement or hiring of employees, with or without back pay...." 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000e-5(g).18

Title VTI's attorneys' fees provision reads:

In any action or proceeding under this subchapter the court,
in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than
the Commission or the United States, a reasonable attorney's
fee as part of the costs, and the Commission and the United
States shall be liable for costs the same as a private person.

42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k).19

Title VTI's attorneys' fees provision on its face bars awards in favor of the
EEOC or the United States. In 1964, when the provision was enacted, Title VTI
did not apply to federal workers, so the United States at the time could be only
a plaintiff in a Title VTI suit. The 1972 amendments that made it possible for
the United States to be a defendant under the Act did not amend the attorneys'
fees provision, and, in Copeland v. Martinez, 603 F.2d 981 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert.
denied, 444 U.S. 1044 (1980), the issue arose whether an employee who sues the
United States may be held liable for attorneys' fees. In this case the employee
was found to have sued in bad faith, so the court did not have to decide whether
Title VTI affirmatively authorizes fee awards to the federal government as
defendant. The court held only "that § 706(k) does not preclude a court from
awarding the United States its attorneys' fees [under the common law
exception] when it has been sued in bad faith." ld. at 987.

Of course, as discussed above, even if the United States is entitled to fees
as a prevailing defendant under Title VTI in the absence of bad faith on the part
of the plaintiff, it may recover only upon a finding that the plaintiff's suit was
"frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation." Prevailing plaintiffs (other
than the United States), in contrast, may recover fees "in all but very unusual
circumstances." Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 415 (1975).

Courts have held that in Title VTI suits attorneys' fees may be awarded
against state governments (Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445, 456 (1976», and

18 Title vn has been held not to include compensatory damages; con.eequently, a teacher who
retired before bringing suit baaed on discriminatory working conditions could not be a "prevailing
party" eligible to recover attorneys' fees, although she had proved discrimination. Harrington v.
Vandalia-Butler Board of Education, 585 F.2d 192 (6th Cir. 1978).

19 Cases under this provision are collected at 16 ALR Fed 643.
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in favor of state governments (Kutska v. California State College, 564 F.2d 108
(3d Cir. 1977».

Fair Housing Act

The Fair Housing Act, Title VITI of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, as
amended by the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, Public Law 100-430,
prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, handicap,
familial status (having children), or national origin in the sale or rental of
housing, the financing of housing, or the provision of brokerage services. 42
U.S.C. §§ 3404-3606. An aggrieved person may bring a civil action, in which the
prevailing party, other than the United States, may recover reasonable
attorneys' fees and costs, with the United States liable for such fees and costs
to the same extent as a private person. 42 U.S.C. § 3613(c). Presumably, the
dual standard that applies to the fee-shifting provisions of other federal civil
rights statutes will apply here. The court may appoint an attorney for the
plaintiff. 42 U.S.C. § 3613(b).

In addition, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development may bring
an administrative proceeding, and the Attorney General may bring a civil action,
against a violator. In either case, the prevailing party, other than the United
States, may recover a reasonable attorney's fee and costs, except that the United
States shall be liable for fees and costs only to the extent provided by the Equal
Access to Justice Act, 5 U.S.C. § 504, 28 U.S.C. § 2412. 42 U.S.C. §§ 3612(p),
3614(d).

Fair Labor Standards Act

The Fair Labor Standards Act, among other things, prohibits employers
from discriminating on the basis of sex in the amount of wages paid employees
for equal work, and it prohibits labor organizations from causing employers to
so discriminate. 29 U.S.C. § 206(d). Section 216(b) of Title 29 provides that in
actions to enforce such provision, the court:

shall, in addition to any judgment awarded to the plaintiffor
plaintiffs, allow a reasonable attorney's fee to be paid by the
defendant, and costs of the action.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 U.S.C.
§§ 621 et seq., as amended by Public Law 99-592, prohibits, with certain
exceptions, employers, employment agencies, and labor organizations from
discriminating on the basis of age against individuals who are at least 40 years
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old. Section 7(b) of the Act, 29 U.S.C. I 626(b), incorporates the attorneys' fees
provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. I 216(b).20

In 1974, a section was added to the ADEA to protect federal employees from
age discrimination. 29 U.S.C. 1633a. However, this section provides that other
provisions of the ADEA shall not apply in the case of federal employees (29
U.S.C. § 633a(0), and the section makes no reference to attorneys' fees.
Consequently, it is unsettled whether they may be awarded to federal employees
who prevail at the administrative or the judicial level. See Palmer v. General
Services Administration, 787 F.2d 300 (8th Cir. 1986), and cases cited therein.

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 provides for awards of attorneys' fees
"in accordance with the standards prescribed under section 706(k) of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e(k)" to a federal "employee or applicant for
employment" who is discriminated against "on the basis of age, as prohibited
under sections 12 and 15 of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1976
(29 U.S.C. 631, 633a)." 5 U.S.C. II 770l(g)(2), 2302(b)(1)(B). However, these
provisions of the Civil Service Reform Act authorize only the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB), not the EEOC, to award attorneys' fees, and federal
employees who wish to file age discrimination complaints at the administrative
level ordinarily must do so before the EEOC. The MSPB becomes involved in
age discrimination complaints when it hears appeals of "mixed case" complaints,
which are discrimination complaints that an employee or job applicant raises as
an affirmative defense to an adverse action. 29 C.F.R. I 1613.402.

Equal Credit Opportunity Act

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 15 U.S.C. II 1691 et seq., makes it
unlawful for any person, business, or governmental agency that regularly
extends credit to discriminate against any credit applicant:

(1) on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex or
marital status, or age (provided the applicant has the capa
city to contract); (2) because all or part of the applicant's
income derives from any public assistance program; or (3)
because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right
under the Consumer Credit Protection Act.

Section 1691e(d) provides that in any successful action to enforce the Act,
"the costs of the action, together with a reasonable attorney's fee as determined
by the court, shall be added to any damages awarded...."

20~ 24 ALR Fed 808, 862 on this point; aee 99 ALR Fed 30 on fee awards under the ADEA
generally.
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Voting Rights Act of 1985

The attorneys' fees provision of this Act states:

In any action or proceeding to enforce the voting guarantee
of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment, the court, in its
discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the
United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs.

42 U.S.C. § 19731(e).21

The Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act provides:

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no award of
attorney fees may be made with respect to an action under
this section, except in any action brought to enforce the
original judgment of the court.

42 U.S.C. § 1973ee-4(c).

Civil Service Reform Act of 1978

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, as amended, provides:

An employee of an agency who ... is found ... to have been
affected by an unjustified or unwarranted personnel action
. . . is entitled, on correction of the personnel action, to
receive ... reasonable attorney fees related to the personnel
action which, with respect to any decision relating to an
unfair labor practice or grievance processed under a
procedure negotiated in accordance with chapter 71 of this
title, or under chapter 11 of title I of the Foreign Service Act
of 1980, shall be awarded in accordance with standards
established under section 770l(g) of this title.

5 U.S.C. § 5596(b)(1)(A)(ii).

Section 770l(g) provides:

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection,
the [Merit Systems Protection] Board, or an administrative
law judge or other employee of the Board designated to hear
a case, may require payment by the agency involved of
reasonable attorney fees . . . if warranted in the interest of
justice....

21 Cases under this provision are collected at 68 ALR Fed 206.
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(2) If an employee or applicant for employment is the
prevailing party and the decision is based on a finding of
discrimination prohibited under section 2302(b) of this title,
the payment ofattorney fees shall be in accordance with the
standards prescribed under section 706(k) of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(k».

Section 2302(b) provides:

Any employee who has authority to take, direct others to
take, recommend, or approve any personnel action, shall not,
with respect to such authority - (1) discriminate for or
against any employee or applicant for employment --

(A) on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin, as prohibited under section 717 of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e-16);
(B) on the basis of age, as prohibited under sections 12 and
15 of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (29
U.S.C. 631, 633a);
(C) on the basis of sex, as prohibited by section 6(d) of the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 206(d»;
(D) on the basis of handicapping conditions, as prohibited
under section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29
U.S.C. 791); or
(E) on the basis of marital status or political affiliation as
prohibited under any law, rule, or regulation.

Thus, in the ordinary case, fees may be awarded if "warranted in the
interest of justice," but in civil rights cases the standarda of 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000e-5(k) are incorporated, which apparently means that a prevailing
plaintiff should recover fees "in all but very unusual circumstances." Albemarle
Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 415 (1975).

Age Discrimination Act of 1975

The Age Discrimination Act of 1975,42 U.S.C. §§ 6101 et seq., prohibits age
discrimination in programs or activities receiving federal, financial assistance.
Public Law 95-478, § 401, amended 42 U.S.C. § 6104(e) to provide that "the
court shall award the costs of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee, to the
prevailing plaintiff."

Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act

Section 3 of the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1997a, provides that the Attorney General may institute a civil action against
any state or political subdivision of a state or employee thereof whom he has
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reasonable cause to believe is engaging in a pattern or practice of subjecting
persons residing in or confined to an institution (which includes, among other
things, mental institutions, prisons, and nursing homes) to egregious or flagrant
conditions which deprive such persons of any rights, privileges, or immunities
conferred by the Constitution or laws of the United States. In any such action,
"the court may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a
reasonable attorney's fee against the United States as part of the costs."

In addition, section 5 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1997c, provides that the
Attorney General may intervene in any private action commenced in any federal
court seeking relief from a pattern or practice ofegregious or flagrant conditions
which deprive persons in institutions of any rights, privileges, or immunities
secured by the Constitution or laws of the United States. (This section does not
appear to create a new private right of action; rather, it contemplates actions
under existing law, such as 42 U.S.C. § 1983.) Section 5(d) reads:

In any action in which the United States joins as an
intervenor under this section, the court may allow the
prevailing party, other than the United States, a reasonable
attorney's fee against the United States as part of the costs.
Nothing in this subsection precludes the award of attorney's
fees available under any other provisions of the United
States Code.

House Conference Report No. 96-897 explains at pages 12-13:

In both the initiation and intervention sections, the Act
makes clear the liability of the United States to opposing
parties for attorneys' fees whenever it loses. The award is
discretionary with the court, and it is intended that the
present standards used by courts under the civil rights laws
will apply. However, it is not intended that recovery be
allowed from the United States, as a plaintiff, by another
plaintiff or plaintiff-intervenor. The award is to be made to
an opposing party who prevails.

Thus, in actions instituted by or intervened in by the Attorney General,
fees may be awarded against the United States only to prevailing defendants,
and only if the suit was, in the words of Christiansburg, supra, 434 U.S. at 421,
"frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation." Prevailing plaintiffs, other
than the United States, apparently may recover attorneys' fees against defen
dants if awards are authorized under a statute such as the Civil Rights Attor
ney's Fees Awards Act of 1976 or the common law bad faith exception to the
American rule.
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Civil Rights Attorney'. Fees Award& Act of 1978

The Civil Rights Attomey's Fees Awards Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. § 1988,
provides:

In any action or proceeding to enforce a provision ofsections
1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, and 1986 of this title, title IX of
Public Law 92-318, or title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as
part of the costs.

The seven statutes under which section 1988 authorizes fee awards are now
briefly examined in the order listed in the Act.22 After that, three remaining
civil rights laws, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Education of the
Handicapped Act, and the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, are
discussed.

42 U.S.C. § 1981

This section provides:

All persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall
have the same right in every State and Territory to make
and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and
to the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for
the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white
citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment, pains,
penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every kind, and to
no other.

42 U.S.C. § 1982

This section provides:

All citizens of the United States shall have the same right,
in every State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens
thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real
and personal property.

22 Cases under section 1988 are collected at 43 ALR Fed 243 and 69 ALR Fed 712.
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42 U.S.C.11983

This section provides:

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Tenitory,
subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United
States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the
deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured
by the Constitution, and laws, shall be liable to the party
injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper
proceeding for redress.

Section 1983 permits suits against state and local officials, as individuals,
if, under color of state law, they deprive someone of a federally protected right.
The Supreme Court has held that a state is not a "person" subject to suit under
section 1983. Will v. Michigan Department of State Police, 109 S.Ct. 2304
(1989). Furthermore, a suit for damages against a state official acting in his or
her official capacity "is no different from a suit against the State itself." ld. at
2311. However,"a State official in his or her official capacity, when sued for
injunctive relief, would be a person under § 1983 because 'official-capacity
actions for prospective relief are not treated as actions against the State.'" ld.
at 2311 n.10.

Section 1983 does permit suits against local governments, provided that the
deprivation of rights was based on official policy and not merely respondeat
superior (the common law liability of employers for acts of employees). Monell
v. Department of Social Services of the City ofNew York, 436 U.S. 658 (1978).
If a local official is sued under section 1983 in his official capacity, the public
entity is liable, "provided, of course, the public entity received notice and an
opportunity to respond." Brandon v. Holt, 469 U.S. 464, 471-472 (1985).

Although states may not be sued under section 1983, in suits against state
officials in their official capacities, injunctive relief may be granted, and
attorneys' fees may be awarded against a state, but not against state officials
personally, except under the common law bad faith standard. Hutto v. Finney,
437 U.S. 678 (1978) (discussed in detail in section IX of this report). State
officials who are not, like judges, immune from damages liability, may also be
sued in their personal capacities for damages under section 1983, in which case
they may be liable for fees even in the absence of bad faith. In such cases,
however, the state will not be liable for fees. Kentucky v. Graham, 473 U.S. 159
(1985).23

Maine v. Thiboutot, 448 U;S. 1 (1980), was a case brought under section
1983 in a state court challenging the state's method ofcomputing benefits under

23 Hafer v. Melo, 912 F.2d 628 (3d Cir. 1990), cert. granted, 111 S.Ct. 1070 (1991), raises the
issue of when a state official may be BUed in her individual capacity.
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a federally-funded public assistance program. The state argued that section
1983 does not provide for suits brought to enforce purely statutory, non
constitutional claims, but the Supreme Court held that "the phrase 'and laws,'
as used in § 1983, means what it says." ld. at 4. In other words, according to
this case, suits may be brought under section 1983 to enforce statutory as weB
as constitutional claims -- even statutory claims unrelated to civil rights and
even claims arising under statutes that do not themselves contain an express or
implied private right of action. And, the Court held, under section 1988, state
as weB as federal courts may award attorneys' fees in section 1983 suits.

Subsequently, the Supreme Court limited the scope of this ruling. In
Pennhurst State School and Hospital v. Halderman, 451 U.S. 1, 15 (1981), the
Court held that, for section 1983 to apply, it must appear that Congress
intended the statute upon which the claim is based "to create enforceable rights
and obligations." In Middlesex County Sewerage Authority v. National Sea
Clammers Association, 453 U.S. 1, 20 (1981), the Court further narrowed
Thiboutot by holding that "[w]hen remedial devices provided in a particular act
are sufficiently comprehensive, they may suffice to demonstrate congressional
intent to preclude the remedy of suits under § 1983." Of course, in any case in
which, as a result of these holdings, section 1983 does not apply, attorneys' fees
may not be awarded under section 1988.

In Dennis v. Higgins, 111 S.Ct. 865 (1991), the Supreme Court held that
suits against state officials for violation of the Commerce Clause (Art. I, § 8, cl.
3) may be brought under section 1983. The Court found that the Commerce
Clause confers a right "to engage in interstate trade free from restrictive state
regulation" (id. at 871), and that this right is protected by section 1983.

There may be another limitation upon awards of attorneys' fees under
section 1988 in section 1983 cases. In Maher v. Gagne, 448 U.S. 122 (1980),
which the Supreme Court decided the same day as Thiboutot, the Court left
open the question whether the Eleventh Amendment prohibits federal courts
from awarding fees in whoBy-st8tutory, non-civil rights cases. The impact of the
Eleventh Amendment on awards of attorneys' fees against the states is
considered in section IX of this report, but brief mention of it wiB be made here
in order to explain more fuBy the holdings of Maine v. Thiboutot and Maher v.
Gagne.

The Eleventh Amendment generally prohibits suits for damages in federal
court against a state. Notwithstanding the Eleventh Amendment, however, a
state may be sued for damages in federal court for violations of laws enacted to
enforce the Fourteenth Amendment. Section 1983, and civil rights laws
generally, were enacted to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment. Maine v.
Thiboutot, however, held that section 1983 permits assertion of claims arising
under both civil rights and non-civil rights laws. This raises the question
whether claims arising under non-civil rights laws should be considered as
having been brought under a law enacted to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment
merely because the laws under which they arise may be enforced through the
use of section 1983. The Court did not have to answer this question in Maine
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v. Thiboutot because that case was brought in state court, where the Eleventh
Amendment does not apply.

Maher v. Gagne the Court also avoided the question, but for a different
reason. This case was brought in federal court, and, like Maine v. Thiboutot, it
charged a state with having violated a non-civil rights law. However, the
plaintiff in Maher v. Gagne also raised a constitutional claim, and that was
decisive. Prior to trial, the case was settled favorably for the plaintiff, without
the constitutional issue's being reached. The state argued that the Eleventh
Amendment prohibited a fee award because the case involved a purely statutory,
non-civil rights claim. The Court held, however, that, under section 1988, a
federal court, notwithstanding the Eleventh Amendment, may award attorneys'
"fees in a case in which the plaintiff prevails on a wholly statutory, non-civil
rights claim pendent to a substantial constitutional claim or in one in which
both a statutory and a substantial constitutional claim are settled favorably to
the plaintiff without adjudication." [d. at 132. Because of the constitutional
claim (which was held to be substantia}), the Court found "there is no need to
reach the question whether a federal court could award attorney's fees against
a State based on a statutory, non-civil-rights claim." [d. at 130.

42 U.S.C. § 1985

This section has three subsections. Subsection (a) gives to "any person" a
right to be free from a conspiracy "to prevent, by force, intimidation, or threat"
the acceptance of a federal office "or from discharging any duties thereof."
Subsection (b) gives any person who is a party or a witness, or a grand or petit
juror, in any court of the United States a right to be free from a conspiracy to
obstruct justice. Subsection (c) protects persons from deprivations "of equal
protection of the laws, or of equal privileges and immunities under the laws."

42 U.S.C. § 1986

This section provides that any person who has knowledge that any of the
wrongs mentioned in 42 U.S.C. § 1985 are about to be committed, and has the
power to prevent or aid in preventing the commission of such wrongs, who
neglects or refuses so to do, shall be liable to the party injured for all damages
caused by the wrongful act which such person by reasonable diligence could
have prevented.

Title IX of Public Law 92-318

This statute, codified at 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681 et seq., prohibits discrimination
on the basis ofsex, blindness, or severe visual impairment under any educational
program or activity receiving federal assistance. In Cannon v. University of
Chicago, 441 U.S. 677 (1979), the Supreme Court held that Title IX contains an
implied private right of action.
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Civil Rights Act of 1984, Title VI -- Federally A88Uted Programs

This statute, codified at 42 U.S.C. If 2000d et seq., provides:

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance.

In Guardians Association v. Civil Seroice Commission of the City of New
York, 463 U.S. 582 (1983), a majority of the Justices indicated that Title VI
contains a private right of action.

Rehabilitation Act of 1973

Section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 provides protection from
employment discrimination on the basis ofhandicap by federal executive branch
agencies. 29 U.S.C. § 791. Section 504, as amended in 1978, prohibits
discrimination solely by reason of handicap under programs receiving federal
financial assistance or under programs conducted by executive agencies or by the
Postal Service. 29 U.S.C. § 794. Section 505, which was added in 1978, provides
that specified remedies, procedures, and rights set forth in Title vn of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 shall be available with respect to complaints under section
501, and the remedies, procedures, and rights set forth in Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 shall be available with respect to complaints under section
504. Section 505 also provides that, in any "action or proceeding" under the
Rehabilitation Act, "the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs."
29 U.S.C. § 794a.

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act:U

An attorneys' fees provision was added to the Education of the
Handicapped Act by the Handicapped Children's Protection Act of 1986, Public
Law 99-372,20 U.S.C. § 1415(e)(4). This statute was enacted to overturn Smith
v. Robinson, 468 U.S. 992 (1984), in which the Supreme Court had applied the
principle established in Middlesex County Sewerage Authority v. National Sea
Clammers, supra, to preclude fee awards under the EHA. The plaintiffs in
Smith v. Robinson had sued on behalf of a handicapped child who allegedly had
been deprived ofhis right to a free special education. They had sued under state
law and under three federal statutes: EHA, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 (29 U.S.C. § 794), and 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The EHA guarantees the right

:u Public Law 101-476, § 1001 (1990>, 20 U.S.C. § 238 note, changed the name of this statute
from the Education of the Handicapped .Act. As the developments diacusBed in the tat occurred
prior to the change, we continue to use the former name in the tat.
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to a free appropriate public education in states that receive grants under the
statute; the Rehabilitation Act prohibits discrimination on the basis ofhandicap
in any program or activity that receives federal financial assistance; and section
1983 permits suits against state or local officials if, under color of state law,
they deprive someone of a federal constitutional or statutory right.

The EHA prior to the 1986 Act did not authorize awards of attorneys' fees,
but the Rehabilitation Act did, and 42 U.S.C. f 1988 permits fee awards in
section 1983 cases. The plaintiffs in Smith v. Robinson, after prevailing on the
merits of their case, asked the court to award fees pursuant to either the
Rehabilitation Act or section 1988. The Supreme Court held that they were not
entitled to relief under the Rehabilitation Act or section 1983, and therefore
were not entitled to a fee award under either statute. Although these two
statutes on their face appear to apply to cases of handicapped children who are
denied their right to a free appropriate public education, the Court found that,
in cases in which these two statutes do not provide rights greater than those
available under the EHA, Congress intended the EHA to be the exclusive
remedy.

Congress, therefore, added to the EHA the following:

In any action or proceeding brought under this subsection,
the court, in its discretion, may award reasonable attorneys'
fees as part of the costs to the parents or guardian of a
handicapped child or youth who is the prevailing party.

20 U.S.C. f 1415(e)(4).

Administrative proceedings are mandatory under the EHA, and the
legislative history makes clear that courts may award fees incurred at the
administrative and the judicial levels, including when a party prevails at the
administrative level and brings a court action solely to recover fees. Therefore,
the Supreme Court's decisions in neither Webb nor Crest Street appear to
preclude a court from awarding attorneys' fees incurred at the administrative
level. The attorneys' fees provision prohibits bonuses and multipliers (see ch.
XI), and contains a section based on Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (see ch. Xll).

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990

The ADA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101 et seq., provides protection against
discrimination on the basis of disability in employment, public services, public
accommodations, and telecommunications. It supplements the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 by extending such protection, to varying degrees, to Congress and
the legislative branch agencies, to the states26, and to the private sector.
Section 505 of the ADA, 42 U.S.C. § 12205, provides:

26 Eleventh Amendment immunity, which is disc:useed in ch. IX of this report, is uplicitly
waived by eec:tion 502 of the ADA, 42 U.S.C. f 12202.
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In any action or administrative proceeding commenced
pursuant to this Act, the court or agency, in its discretion,
may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States,
a reasonable attorney's fee, including litigation expenses, and
costs, and the United States shall be liable for the foregoing
the same as a private individual.

VIII. AWARDS OF ATI'ORNEYS' FEES IN TAX CASES

Section 7430 of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 7430, authorizes
the Internal Revenue Service and federal courts to award attorneys' fees in tax
cases in which a prevailing taxpayer proves that the position of the United
States was not substantially justified. The law governing awards of attorneys'
fees in tax cases has undergone several changes since 1976.

Awards of attorneys' fees in tax cases were first permitted by the Civil
Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. § 1988, which authorized
federal courts to award attorneys' fees to a prevailing party, other than the
United States, "in any civil action or proceeding, by or on behalf of the United
States of America, to enforce, or charging a violation of, a provision of the
United States Internal Revenue Code." This provision, commonly known as the
"Allen amendment," had little effect because of its limitation to tax cases brought
"by or on behalf of the United States." Although in several circumstances the
United States may bring suit under the Internal Revenue Code, in the vast
m~ority of tax cases the taxpayer is the plaintiff. See Key Buick Company v.
Commissioner ofInternal Revenue, 613 F.2d 1306 (5th Cir. 1980). Even in those
cases that are brought by or on behalf of the United States in which the
taxpayer is the defendant, a prevailing defendant is entitled to fees under § 1988
only upon a finding that the action is "meritless in the sense that it is
groundless or without foundation." Hughes v. Rowe, 449 U.S. 5, 14 (1980).

The Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA), which took effect October 1, 1981,
amended section 1988 to remove its authorization for awards of attorneys' fees
in tax cases. EAJA instead itself authorized federal courts to award attorneys'
fees against the United States in tax cases, except those brought in Tax Court.
This exception had not been explicit in the Act, but H.R. Rep. No. 96-1418, 96th
Cong., 2d Sess. 17 (1980), indicated that the courts empowered by the Act to
award attorneys' fees "are those defined in section 451 of Title 28," and the Tax
Court is not among them. Apart from this, awards of attorneys' fees in tax
cases could be awarded under the same conditions as other awards against the
United States under the EAJA: a prevailing plaintiff whose net worth was
within the prescribed limits was entitled to an award up to $75 per hour (or
more if a special factor justified a higher fee) unless the United States proved
that its position was substantially justified or that special circumstances made
an award unjust.

Next, section 292 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
(TEFRA), Public Law 97-248, made the EAJA inapplicable to tax cases and
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enacted section 7430 of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 7430 authorized fee
awards in federal courts, including Tax Court, placed a cap of $25,000 on fee
awards, and authorized awards only if the taxpayer proved that the position of
the United States was "unreasonable." It contained no limits on hourly rates or
the net worth ofeligible plaintiffs. Section 7430 sunset, but was reenacted with
amendments by § 1551 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Public Law 99-514.
Finally, the 1988 Act amended section 7430 to apply in administrative, as well
as court, proceedings.

The 1986 Act, while not placing tax cases back within the EAJA, amended
section 7430 to make it more like the EAJA. Section 7430, as amended in 1988
and presently in effect, provides that, in any administrative or court proceeding
brought by or against the United States, in connection with the determination,
collection, or refund of any tax, interest, or penalty under the Internal Revenue
Code, the prevailing party, other than the United States or a creditor of the
taxpayer, may be awarded litigation costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
Section 7430 contains the same limitations as the EAJA on the net worth of
eligible plaintiffs and on hourly rates. Instead of requiring the taxpayer, to be
eligible for a fee award, to prove that the position of the United States was
"unreasonable," it requires him to prove that the position of the United States
was "not substantially justified." (This is the standard of the EAJA, except that
the EAJA places the burden of proof on the government to prove that its
position was substantially justified. Unlike the EAJA, section 7430 does not
allow the government to avoid a fee award where "special circumstances make
an award unjust.") Like the EAJA, section 7430 defines "position of the United
States" to include both the government's prelitigation and litigation position.26

Under section 7430, the government's prelitigation position includes "any
administrative action or inaction by the District Counsel of the Internal
Revenue Service (and all subsequent administrative action or inaction)."

Section 6673(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 6673(a), as
amended by Public Law 101-239, § 7731(a), allows the Tax Court to impose
upon a taxpayer a penalty of up to $25,000 if it finds that --

(A) proceedings before it have been instituted or maintained
by the taxpayer primarily for delay,
(B) the taxpayer's position in such proceedings is frivolous
or groundless, or
(C) the taxpayer unreasonably failed to pursue available
administrative remedies.

Section 6673(a) also allows the Tax Court to require any attorney who
unreasonably and vexatiously multiplies the proceedings in any case to pay
personally the excess costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees reasonably incurred

26 This was unsettled prior to the 1986 amendments (see Powell v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, 791 F.2d 385 (5th Cir. 1986), and cases cited therein), as it had been under the EAJA
prior to its 1985 amendments (see footnote 6 of this report).
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because ofsuch conduct. H the attorney is appearing on behalfof the IRS, then
the United States must pay the amount awarded.

Section 6673(b) allows the court to impose upon a taxpayer a penalty of up
to $10,000 "[w]henever it appears to the court that the taxpayer's position in
proceedings ... under section 7433 is frivolous or groundless...." Section 7433
authorizes taxpayers to sue the United States in federal district court if an
Internal Revenue Service officer or employee "recklessly or intentionally
disregards" any provision of the Internal Revenue Code. Under section 7433, a
prevailing taxpayer may recover up to $100,000 of "(1) actual, direct economic
damages sustained as a proximate result of the reckless or intentional actions
of the officer or employee, and (2) the costs of the action." Awards of attorneys'
fees are already provided for by section 7430.

In addition, attorneys' fees may be awarded in tax cases against the
taxpayer or the United States under the common law bad faith standard.
Farrell v. Rouan, 578 F. Supp. 380 (E.n. Mich. 1984).

IX. AWARDS OF A'ITORNEYS' FEES AGAINST THE STATES

Article ill, § 2, of the United States Constitution provides that the judicial
power of the United States shall extend to controversies between a state and
citizens of another state. The Eleventh Amendment modifies this section by
providing that the judicial power of the United States (i.e., federal court
jurisdiction) shall not be construed to extend to any suit against a state by
citizens of another state or of a foreign state. In Hans v. Louisiana, 134 U.S.
1 (1890), the Supreme Court construed the Eleventh Amendment to prohibit a
citizen from suing even his own state in federal court.27 Notwithstanding the
Eleventh Amendment, a state may consent to suit by its citizens or citizens of
other states. Missouri v. Fiske, 290 U.S. 18, 24 (1933).

In Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908), the Supreme Court held that
federal courts may enjoin state officials as individuals from enforcing state laws
that violate the United States Constitution.28 The Court reasoned that an
official who attempts such action "comes into conflict with the superior
authority of that Constitution, and he is in that case stripped of his official or
representative character and is subject in his person to the consequences of his
individual conduct." Id. at 159-160. One commentator noted:

The idea that the court restrained the individual rather than
the state was, of course, pure fiction, since the state could

27 Four Justices recently expressed the view that Hans v. Louisiana should be overruled.
Dellmuth v. Muth, 109 S.Ct. 2397, 2403 (1989) (Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun, Stevens, JJ.,
dissenting).

28 In subsequent cases, the Court has indicated that Cederal courts may also erijoin state
officials from enforcing state laws that violate Cederallaws or regulations. 8«, e.g., Edelman v.
Jordan, infra.
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not act other than through its officials. But through this
fiction the Court apparently sought to guarantee the
nation's authority to limit state action.

Attorneys' Fees and the Eleventh Amendment, 88 Harvard Law Review 1875,
1879 (1975).

In Edelman v. Jordan, 415 U.S. 651 (1974), the Supreme Court explicitly
limited the types of relief that may be granted under the theory of Ex parle
Young. The plaintiffs in Edelman had sued state officials, alleging that the
officials were administering a welfare program in a manner inconsistent with
various federal regulations. The district court found for the plaintiffs and
ordered the state officials to comply with federal regulations in the future and
to disburse all benefits wrongfully withheld in the past. The court of appeals
affirmed. The Supreme Court affirmed the prospective portion of the district
court's order, but reversed the retroactive portion of the order, holding that
because the award "must inevitably come from the general revenues of the State
of Illinois," it "resembles far more closely the monetary award against the State
itself ... than it does the prospective injunctive relief awarded in Ex parle
Young." Id. at 665. The Court acknowledged that "the difference between the
type of relief barred by the Eleventh Amendment and that permitted under Ex
parte Young will not in many instances be that between day and night." Id. at
667. This is evidenced by the fact that the prospective portion of the district
court's order, as well as the retroactive portion, necessarily required the
payment ofstate funds, but this the Court termed a permissible "ancillary effect"
of the prospective order.29

In Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445, 456 (1976), the Supreme Court
lessened the importance of its ruling in Edelman by holding that the Eleventh
Amendment is "necessarily limited by the enforcement provisions of § 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment." In Fitzpatrick the plaintiffs had sued a state official
under Title vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which was enacted under section
5 of the Fourteenth Amendment and which includes a fee-shifting provision.
Like the plaintiffs in Edelman, the plaintiffs in Fitzpatrick had sought
prospective injunctive relief and retroactive benefits; in addition, in Fitzpatrick
they had sought attorneys' fees. The district court awarded only the prospective
relief, holding that the other relief was barred by Edelman. The court of
appeals agreed that Edelman barred an award of retroactive benefits, but held
that an award of attorneys' fees was a permissible ancillary benefit. The

29 In Pennhurst State School & Hospital v. Halderman, 465 U.S. 89, 106, 121 (1984), the
Supreme Court held "that Young and Edelman are inapplicable in a suit against state officials on
the basis of state law. . .. [T]his principle applies as well to state-law claims brought into federal
court under pendent jurisdiction." In other words, the Eleventh Amendment prohibits a state-law
claim against state officials from being brought in federal court, even if it is joined with a
federal-law claim. This has caused some state courts to refuse to "hear claims under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1983 (1982) that seek an award of attorney's fees under the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards
Act of 1976 (section 1988)." Wilbur, Concurrent JuriBdiction and Attorney'. Fees: The Obligation
ofState Courts to Hear Section 1983 Claims, 134 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1207
(1986).
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Supreme Court did not decide whether an award of attorneys' fees constituted
an impermissible retroactive benefit or a permissible ancillary benefit. Instead,
it reversed the denial of retroactive benefits, holding that neither they nor an
award of attorneys' fees were barred in situations in which Congress, under
section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, had provided for suits against states
or state officials. The Supreme Court held, in other words, that the
constitutional power of Congress to enforce "by appropriate legislation" the
Fourteenth Amendment was intended to supersede the Eleventh Amendment
and allow congressionally authorized suits (and awards of attorneys' fees)
against both states and state officials.

In Atascadero State Hospital v. Scanlon, 473 U.S. 234, 242 (1985), the
Supreme Court held "that Congress may abrogate the States' constitutionally
secured immunity from suit in federal court only by making its intention
unmistakably clear in the language of the statute." Subsequently, Congress
made explicit that states are not immune under the Eleventh Amendment from
suits in federal court under any "Federal statute prohibiting discrimination by
recipients of Federal financial assistance." 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-7.30

In Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co., 109 S.Ct. 2273 (1989), the Supreme
Court held that Congress also has the authority to override States' Eleventh
Amendment immunity when legislating pursuant to the Commerce Clause.

In Hutto v. Finney, 437 U.S. 678 (1978), the Supreme Court affirmed two
awards of attorneys' fees against the State of Arkansas: a $20,000 award by a
federal district court and a $2,500 award for services on appeal by the Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. The district court based its award on the bad
faith exception to the American rule. The court of appeals affirmed this award
on the basis of the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1988, which had been enacted while the appeal was pending, although the
court of appeals noted that the award would have been justified under the bad
faith exception. 548 F.2d 740, 742 n.6.

Because section 1988 is a statute enacted pursuant to section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and Fitzpatrick held that the Eleventh Amendment
does not apply to such statutes, the Supreme Court apparently could have
affirmed the district court fee award in Hutto on the basis of section 1988
merely by finding that section 1988 permitted awards of attorneys' fees against
the states. The Court chose, however, to affirm on the basis of the bad faith

30 In Dellmuth v. Muth, 109 S.Ct. 2397, 2402 (1989), the Court held that the Education of the
Handicapped Act, did "not evince an unmistakably clear intention to abrogate the States'
constitutionally secured immunity from suit [in federal court]." This decision apparently applied
only to suits alleging violations that occurred before 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-7 took effect in 1986. See
id. at 2400-2401. Yet, in 1990, Public Law 101-476, § 103, amended the Education of the
Handicapped Act to provide, effective October 30, 1990: "A State shall not be immune under the
eleventh amendment to the Constitution of the United States from suit in Federal court for a
violation of this Act." 20 U.S.C. § 1403. A committee report states that this was intended to
overturn Dellmuth v. Muth. H.R. Rep. No. 101-544, 10lst Cong., 2d Sess. 12; reprinted in 1990
U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 1723, 1734.
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exception. As the bad faith exception is a common law rule, not enacted
pursuant to a statute that abrogates Eleventh Amendment immunity, the Court
had to address the Eleventh Amendment ql,lestion. It held that the district court
award served the same purpose as a remedial fine imposed for civil contempt and
did not constitute a retroactive monetary award, and therefore was not barred
by the Eleventh Amendment under Edelman.

In Missouri v. Jenkins by Agyei, 109 S.Ct. 2463, 2467 (1989), the Supreme
Court made clear that the "holding of Hutto ... was not just that Congress had
spoken sufficiently clearly to overcome Eleventh Amendment immunity in
enacting § 1988, but rather that the Eleventh Amendment did not apply to an
award of attorney's fees ancillary to a grant of prospective relief." The holding
of Missouri was that the Eleventh Amendment also does not apply to the
calculation of the amount of a fee award and therefore does not prohibit
enhancement ofa fee award against a state to compensate for delay in payment.

The $2,500 court of appeals award in Hutto was made solely pursuant to
section 1988, and in affirming this award the Court held that Congress intended
section 1988 to permit awards of attorneys' fees against the states. The Court
based this conclusion on the legislative history of section 1988 and on the fact
that section 1988 provides for fee awards "as part of the costs," and "[closts have
traditionally been awarded without regard for the States' Eleventh Amendment
immunity." Id. at 695. The Court also held that fees could be awarded against
the state even though the state had not been named as a defendant. "Congress
recognized that suits brought against individual officers for injunctive relief are
for all practical purposes suits against the state itself." Id. at 700.

Thus, in a suit for injunctive relief, the state, not the state official, may be
held liable for fees under section 1988. However, in a suit for injunctive relief,
a state official may be assessed fees under the common law bad faith standard,
which was not affected by section 1988. Id. at 692 n.19, 693, 700.

In addition, in Kentucky v. Graham, 473 U.S. 159 (1985), the Supreme
Court indicated that state officials who are not, like judges (discussed below),
immune from damages liability, may be sued in their personal capacities for
damages under section 1983, and in such cases may be liable for fees even in the
absence of bad faith. In such cases, however, the state will not be liable for fees.

The holding in Hutto v. Finney that section 1988 permits fee awards against
the states took on added importance in 1980, when the Supreme Court expanded
the reach of section 1988 in Maine v. Thiboutot and Maher v. Gagne, both of
which were discussed in detail in section VI of this report. Briefly, Maine v.
Thiboutot permitted state courts to award fees in any action against a state for
violation of any federal law (although subsequent cases discussed above
narrowed this holding), and Maher v. Gagne permitted federal courts to do the
same, provided there is a substantial claim raised under the Constitution or a
statute enacted under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court left
open the question whether the Eleventh Amendment allows federal courts to
award fees in wholly statutory non-civil rights cases.
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Awards of Attorneys' Fees Apinst State Judgea

In Supreme Court ofVirginia v. Co1I8umers Union ofthe United State., 446
U.S. 719 (1980), and in Pulliam v. Allen, 466 U.S. 522 (1984), the issue arose
whether state judges, sued in their official capacities under 42 U.S.C. § 1983,
enjoy any immunity from awards ofattorneys' fees that other state officials lack.
The answer, the Court found, depended upon whether the judges were sued for
damages or injunctive relief, and whether the conduct concerning which they
were sued had been performed in their legislative, enforcement, or adjudicative
capacity.

In Co1I8umers Union, the Virginia court's restrictions on lawyer advertising
were found to violate the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of speech.
The Supreme Court held that in propounding the advertising prohibitions the
Virginia court had acted in a legislative capacity, and that in such capacity it
enjoys common law immunity from damages liability and from declaratory and
injunctive relief, and thus from awards of attorneys' fees. However, the Court
noted, although Consumers Union had alleged only that the Virginia court had
promulgated the advertising prohibitions, the Virginia court, in addition to its
legislative function, has adjudicative and enforcement authority in attorney
disciplinary cases.

In their adjudicative and enforcement capacities, judges eIijoy absolute
immunity from damages liability. However, in both these capacities, they are
subject to suits for injunctive relief, and, under section 1988, to awards of
attorneys' fees. (Consumers Union held this with respect to courts' enforcement
authority, and Pulliam held it with respect to their adjudicatory authority.) In
Pulliam, the Court wrote:

Petitioner insists that judicial immunity bars a fee award
because attorney's fees are the functional equivalent of
monetary damages and monetary damages indisputably are
prohibited by judicial immunity. She reasons that the
chilling effect of a damages award is not less chilling when
the award is denominated attorney's fees. There is, perhaps,
some logic to petitioner's reasoning. The weakness in it is
that it is for Congress, not this Court, to determine whether
and to what extent to abrogate the judiciary's common-law
immunity. See Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S., at 554. Congress
has made clear in § 1988 its intent that attorney's fees be
available in any action to enforce a provision of § 1983.

466 U.S. at 543.

It should be emphasized that, under Pulliam, the state and not the judge
ordinarily will be liable for attorneys' fees. As noted above, in Hutto, the
Supreme Court held that, in iIijunctive suits, the state must pay fees awarded
under section 1988; state officials may be held personally liable for fees only
under the common law bad faith standard.
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X. AWARDS OF COSTS IN FEDERAL COURTS

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d), 28 U.S.C. App. Rule 54(d), defines
the power of federal courts to allow costs to prevailing parties. It states:

Except when express provision therefor is made in a statute
of the United States or in these rules, costs shall be allowed
as of course to the prevailing party unless the court
otherwise directs; but costs against the United States, its
officers, and agencies shall be imposed only to the extent
permitted by law....

"Costs" that may be awarded are those items enumerated in 28 U.S.C.
§ 1920, which do not include attorneys' fees. Section 1920 provides that federal
courts may "tax as costs" (order the losing party to pay) the following:

(1) Fees of the clerk and marshal;
(2) Fees of the court reporter for all or any part of the

stenographic transcript necessarily obtained for use
in the case;

(3) Fees and disbursements for printing and witnesses;
(4) Fees for exemplification and copies of papers necessarily

obtained for use in the case;
(5) Docket fees under section 1923 of this title;
(6) Compensation of court appointed experts,

compensation of interpreters, and salaries, fees,
expenses, and costs of special interpretation
services under section 1828 of this Title.

In Crawford Fitting Co. v. J.T. Gibbons, Inc., 482 U.S. 437, 438 (1987), the
Supreme Court "addressed the power of federal courts to require a losing party
to pay the compensation of the winner's expert witnesses." The Court held that
"a federal court is bound by the limits of [28 U.S.C.] § 1821, absent contract or
explicit statutory authority to the contrary." Id. at 439. Section 1821, the cited
statute, provides that witnesses in federal courts "shall be paid an attendance
fee of $40 per day for each day's attendance." Thus, if no contract or expert
witness fee-shifting statute provides otherwise, a fee award to an expert witness
may not exceed $40 per day; the only exception is "when the witness is court
appointed." Id. at 442.31

The Court based its opinion on its reading of 28 U.S.C. § 1821 together
with 28 U.S.C. § 1920 and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d). It rejected the
view that

31 At the time of Crawford Fitting, witness fees were set at $30; Public Law 101-650, § 314,
raised them to $40.
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§ 1920 does not preclude tuation of costs above and beyond
the items listed, and more particularly, amounts in excess of
the § 1821 fee. Thus, the discretion granted by Rule 54(d) is
a separate source of power to tu as costs expenses not
enumerated in § 1920. We think, however, that no reason·
able reading of these provisions together can lead to this
conclusion, for petitioners' view renders § 1920 superfluous.
If Rule 54(d) grants courts discretion to tu whatever costs
may seem appropriate, then § 1920, which enumerates the
costs that may be tued, serves no role whatsoever. We
think the better view is that § 1920 defines the term "costs"
as used in Rule 54(d). Section 1920 E:numerates expenses
that a federal court may tu as a cost under the discretionary
authority found in Rule 54(d).

Id. at 441·442.

In West Virginia University Hospitals, Inc. v. Casey, 111 S.Ct. 1138, 1141
(1991), the Supreme Court held that "the term 'attorney's fee' in § 1988" does
not provide "the 'explicit statutory authority' required by Crawford Fitting" for
the shifting of expert fees. 32

Awards of Costs For and Against the United States

At common law, the United States could recover costs "as if they were a
private individual." Pine River Logging Co. v. United States, 186 U.S. 279, 296
(1902). No statute has changed this. Costs against the United States, however,
at common law were barred by sovereign immunity, absent express statutory
consent. Id. The provision of Rule 54(d) that "costs against the United States,
its officers, and agencies shall be imposed only to the extent permitted by law,"
"is merely declaratory and effected no change in principle." Reconstruction
Finance Corp. v. J.G. Menihan Corp., 312 U.S. 81, 83 (1941).

Costs were made allowable against the United States in 1966 by 28 U.S.C.
§ 2412(a), which provides:

Except as otherwise specifically provided by statute, a
judgment for costs, as enumerated in section 1920 of this
title but not including the fees and expenses of attorneys
may be awarded to the prevailing party in any civil action
brought by or against the United States....

S. Rep. No. 1329, 89th Cong., 2d Sess.; reprinted in 1966 U.S. Code Congo
& Ad. News 2528, said that the 1966 change was enacted to correct the .-

32 The Court listed "34 statutes in 10 different titles of the U.S. Code (that] uplicitly shift
attorney's fees and (emphasis supplied by the Court] upert witness fees." III S.Ct. at 1142.
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disparity of treatment between private litigants and the
United States concerning the allowance of court costs....
AB things now stand, only in rare cases can costs be awarded
against the United States in the event that it is the losing
party. On the other hand when it sues on a claim and wins,
it can collect full costs.

Whether this disparity has been entirely eliminated appears questionable,
because Rule 54(d), which allows costs against parties other than the United
States, provides that costs "shall be allowed as of course," whereas section 2412,
which allows costs against the United States, provides only that costs "may be
awarded."

XI. DETERMINING A REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEE

The amount of attorneys' fees to be awarded pursuant to a statutory or
common law exception to the American rule "should, as a general rule, be fixed
in the first instance by the District Court, after hearing evidence as to the
extent and nature of the services rendered." Perkins v. Standard Oil of
California, 399 U.S. 222, 223 (1970).

The evidence presented to the district court must be relatively specific:

It is not necessary to know the exact number of minutes
spent nor the precise activity to which each hour was
devoted nor the specific attainment of each attorney. But
without some fairly definite information as to the hours
devoted to various general activities, e.g., pretrial discovery,
settlement negotiations, and the hours spent by various
classes of attorneys, e.g., senior partners, junior partners,
associates, the court cannot know the nature of the services
for which compensation is sought.

Lindy Bros. Builders, Inc. v. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., 487
F.2d 161, 167 (3d Cir. 1973).

In Pennsylvania v. Delaware Valley Citizens' Council for Clean Air (Dela
ware Valley 1),478 U.S. 546, 562-566 (1986), the Supreme Court explicated "the
proper measure for determining the 'reasonableness' of a particular fee award":

One method, first employed by the Fifth Circuit in Johnson
v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc., 488 F.2d 714 (1974),
involved consideration of 12 factors. Johnson was widely
followed by other courts, and was cited with approval by
both the House and the Senate when [42 U.S.C.] § 1988 was
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enacted....33 Setting attorney's fees by reference to a
series of sometimes subjective factors placed unlimited
discretion in trial judges and produced disparate results.

For this reason, the Third Circuit developed another method
of calculating "reasonable" attorney's fees. This method,
known as the "lodestar" approach, involved two steps. First,
the court was to calculate the 'odestar," determined by
multiplying the hours spent on a case by a reasonable hourly
rate ofcompensation for each attorney involved. Lindy Bros.
Builders, Inc. v. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary
Corp., 487 F. 2d 161, 167 (CA3 1973) (Lindy 1). Second,
using the lodestar figure as a starting point, the court could
then make adjustments to this figure, in light of "(1) the
contingent nature of the case, renecting the likelihood that
hours were invested and expenses incurred without
assurance of compensation; and (2) the quality of the work
performed as evidenced by the work observed, the complexity
of the issues and the recovery obtained." ...

We first addressed the question of the proper manner in
which to determine a "reasonable" attorney's fee in Hensley
v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424 (1983). We there adopted a hybrid
approach that shared elements of both the Johnson and the
lodestar method of calculation. "The most useful starting
point for determining the amount of a reasonable fee is the
number of hours reasonably expended on the litigation
multiplied by a reasonable hourly rate. . .. To this extent,
the method endorsed in Hensley follows the Third Circuit's
description of the first step of the lodestar approach.
Moreover, we went on to state: "The product of reasonable
hours times a reasonable rate does not end the inquiry.
There remain other considerations that may lead the district
court to adjust the fee upward or downward.... We then
took a more expansive view of what those "other considera
tions" might be, however, noting that "[t]he district court
also may consider [the] factors identified in Johnson v.

33 Footnote 7 of the Court's opinion states: 'The 12 factors are: (1) the time and labor
required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the question; (3) the skill requisite to perform the legal
service properly; (4) the preclusion of other employment by the attorney due to acceptance of the
case; (5) the customary fee; (6) whether the fee is fIXed or contingent; (7) time limitations imposed
by the client or the circumstances; (8) the amount involved and the results obtained; (9) the
experience, reputation, and ability of attorney; (10) the "undesirability" of the case; (11) the nature
and length of the profeesional relationship with the client; and (12) awards in similar cases. 488
F.2d, at 717-719. These factors were taken from the American Bar Association Code of
Professional Responsibility, Disciplinary Rule 2·106 (1980)." They are now embodied in the
American Bar .Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.5 (1983).
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Georgia Highway Express, Inc., 488 F. 2d 714, 717-719 (CA5
1974), though it should note that many of these factors
usually are subsumed within the initial calculation of hours
reasonably expended at a reasonable hourly rate." Id., at
434, n. 9 (citation omitted).

We further refined our views in Blum v. Ste1UlOn, 465 U.S.
886 (1984)... , Blum also limited the facton which a
district court may consider in determining whether to make
adjustments to the lodestar amount. Expanding on our
earlier finding in Hensley that many of the Johnson factors
"are subsumed within the initial calculation" of the lodestar,
we specifically held in Blum that the "novelty [and]
complexity of the issues," "the special skill and experience of
counsel," the "quality of representation," and the "results
obtained" from the litigation are presumably fully reflected
in the lodestar amount and thus cannot serve as independent
bases for increasing the basic fee award. 465 U.S., at 898
900. Although upward adjustments ofthe lodestar figure are
still permissible, Id., at 901, such modifications are proper
only in certain "rare" and "exceptional" cases, supported by
both "specific evidence" on the record and detailed findings by
the lower courts.lI4

In short, the lodestar figure includes most, if not all of the
relevant factors comprising a "reasonable" attorney's fee, and
it is unnecessary to enhance the fee for superior performance
in order to serve the statutory purpose of enabling plaintiffs
to secure legal assistance.S6

In Delaware Valley I, the Court indicated that to be entitled to an upward
adjustment, a prevailing party must show that it would have been unable "to
obtain counsel without any promise of reward for extraordinary performance."
It must present "specific evidence as to what made the results it obtained ... so
'outstanding.'" It must show "that the lodestar figure ... was far below awards
made in similar cases where the court found equally superior quality of
performance." Finally, to adjust a fee upward, a court must make "detailed
findings as to why the lodestar amount was unreasonable, and in particular as
to why the quality of representation was not reflected in the number of hours
times the reasonable hourly rate." 478 U.S. at 567-568. The Court left open
"the question of upward adjustment ... based on the likelihood ofsuccess, or to
put it another way, the risk of loss." Id. at 568. By "risk of loss" the Court

1I4 Upward adjustments are also called "bonuses." The Supreme Court has stated that it thinks
the characterization "upward adjustments" is "fairer." Blum v. Stenson, 465 U.S. at 896 n.12.
Upward adjustments may be made "by way of multipliers or enhancement of the lodestar."
Delaware Valley I, 478 U.S. at 568.

S6 The dissent thought that the Court had "improperly heightened the showing required to
the point where it may be virtually impossible for a plaintiff to meet." 478 U.S. at 569.
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apparently meant an attomey's risk of losing and not being paid at all because
he had agreed to represent his client on a contingency basis, being paid out of
the winnings or not at all.

The Court answered this question in a second opinion in the same case.
Pennsylvania v. Delaware Valley Citizens' Council for Clean Air (Delaware Valley
11), 483 U.S. 711 (1987), which was a 4-1-4 decision. Justice O'Connor
concurred in parts of each plurality, which makes her opinion pivotal in
determining what a majority of the Court decided in the case. Five justices
(Justice O'Connor and the four who joined Justice Blackmun's dissent) decided
that upward adjustments generally are appropriate in contingency fee cases.
However, five justices (Justice O'Connor and the four who joined Justice
White's plurality>, decided that, even if "typical fee-shifting statutes are
construed to permit supplementing the lodestar in appropriate cases by paying
counsel for assuming the risk of nonpayment ... it was error to do so in this
case." 483 U.S. at 728.

Justice Blackmun's opinion, as limited by Justice O'Connor's, sets forth the
general principles for courts to apply in determining the appropriateness of
upward adjustments in contingency fee cases. Justice Blackmun wrote:

The premium added for contingency compensates for the risk
of nonpayment if the suit does not succeed and for the delay
in payment until the end of the litigation -- factors not faced
by a lawyer paid promptly as litigation progresses. . .. In
directing courts to award a "reasonable" attorney's fee ...
Congress made clear that the winning lawyer should be paid
at a rate that is basically competitive with what the lawyer
is able to earn in other cases.

Id. at 736·737 (emphasis in original).

Justice O'Connor added:

[A] court may not enhance a fee award any more than
necessary to bring the fee within the range that would
attract competent counsel. ...

[N]o enhancement for risk is appropriate unless the appli
cant can establish that without an adjustment for risk the
prevailing party "would have faced substantial difficulties in
finding counsel in the local or other relevant market." ...

Finally, a court should not award any enhancement based on
"legal" risks or risks peculiar to the case. The lodestar ... is
flexible enough to account for great variation in the nature
of the work performed in, and the challenges presented by,
different cases.

Id. at 733-734.
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In Blum v. Stenson, 465 U.S. 886, 895 (1984), the Supreme Court held that
"'reasonable fees' are to be calculated under [42 U.S.C.] § 1988 according to the
prevailing market rates in the relevant community, regardless of whether the
plaintiff is represented by private or nonprofit counsel."36 The Court rejected
the position that awards be calculated according to the cost of providing legal
services, which for legal aid groups that pay low salaries is usually less than the
prevailing market rates.37

The Handicapped Children's Protection Act of 1986, Public Law 99-372,
which added an attorneys' fees provision to the Education of the Handicapped
Act, adopted this feature of Blum v. Stenson, but at the same time prohibited
upward adjustments entirely. The statute provides:

For purposes of this subsection, fees awarded under this
subsection shall be based on rates prevailing in the
community in which the action or proceeding arose for the
kind and quality of services furnished. No bonus or
multiplier may be used in calculating fees awarded under
this subsection.

20 U.S.C. § 1415(e)(4)(C).

In Laffey v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 746 F.2d 4 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert.
denied, 472 U.S. 1021 (1985), the court of appeals held that, for purposes of
computing awards of attorneys' fees in civil rights cases, although a nonprofit
legal organization is entitled under Blum v. Stenson to the prevailing market
rate, a "for-profit" law firm that ordinarily charges less than the prevailing
market rate -- a "'quasi' public interest law firm," as the court called it in
footnote 69 -- is entitled "in almost every case" only to its "established billing
rates." ld. at 24. In Save Our Cumberland Mountains, Inc. v. Hodel, 857 F.2d
1516, 1520 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (en banc), the full court of appeals overruled Laffey,
on the ground that its "anomalous" result was not intended by Congress.
"Henceforth," the court wrote, "the prevailing market rate method heretofore
used in awarding fees to traditional for-profit firms and public interest firms and
public interest legal service organizations shall apply as well to those attorneys
who practice privately and for profit but at reduced rates reflecting non·
economic goals." ld. at 1524.

36 In Blum v. Stenson, the Court also contrasted calculation of fee awards under the common
fund doctrine and under § 1988. Under the former "a reasonable fee is based on a percentage of
the fund bestowed on the claes," while "a reasonable fee under § 1988 reflects the amount of
attorney time reasonably u:pended on the litigation." 465 U.S. at 900 n.16. In Skelton v. General
Motors Corp., 860 F.2d 250 (7th Cir. 1988), the court of appeals held that the principles governing
the shifting of attorneys' fees as between a plaintiff and a defendant - in this case the
requirements set forth in Delaware Valley n for awarding risk multipliers - have much less
application in common fund cases.

37 Funds received from the Legal Services Corporation may not be used to provide legal
assistance with respect to fee-generating cases, with some exceptions. 42 U.S.C. § 2996fTh)(l). A
"fee-generating" case includes any case that "reasonably may be u:pected to result in a fee for legal
services from an award to a client, from public funds, or from the opposing party." 45 C.F.R.
§ 1609.2. See rule proposed at 53 Fed. Reg. 50982, 53120 (1988).
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In City ofRiverside v. Rivera, 477 U.S. 561, 564 (1986), the Supreme Court
held that, under 42 U.S.C. t 1988, an award of attorneys' fees is not "per se
'unreasonable' within the meaning of the statute if it exceeds the amount of
damages recovered by the plaintiff in the underlying civil rights action." The
Court wrote:

Unlike most private tort litigants, a civil rights plaintiff
seeks to vindicate important civil and constitutional rights
that cannot be valued solely in monetary terms. . .. And,
Congress has determined that "the public as a whole has an
interest in the vindication of the rights conferred by the
statutes enumerated in f 1988, over and above the value of
a civil rights remedy to a particular plaintiff...."

Id. at 574.

What if a prevailing party is entitled to an award of "reasonable" fees from
his opponent and has also agreed to pay his lawyer a contingent fee? Under 42
U.S.C. § 1988, if the "reasonable" fee is higher, then, the Supreme Court held in
Blanchard v. Bergeron, 109 S.Ct. 939 (1989), the defendant must pay the higher
fee. If the contingent fee is higher, then, the Supreme Court held in Venegas
v. Mitchell, 110 S.Ct. 1679 (1990), the defendant is liable only for the
"reasonable" fee, but the plaintiffmust still pay his lawyer the higher contingent
fee. The Court emphasized in Venegas that "Section 1988 makes the prevailing
party eligible for a discretionary award ofattorney's fees." Id. at 1683 (emphasis
supplied by the Court). It would seem to follow that, in the Blanchard
situation, where the "reasonable" fee is higher, the prevailing party may keep
the difference between the "reasonable" fee paid by the defendant and the
amount owed under the contingent fee agreement. This inference is supported
by the Court's statement in Venegas that it "rejected the argument that the
entitlement to a t 1988 award belonga to the attorney rather than the plaintiff."
Id. at 1683. Yet, in Blanchard, the Court wrote:

Respondent cautions us that refusing to limit recovery to the
amount of the contingency agreement will result in a
"windfall" to atWmeys who accept § 1983 actions. Yet the
very nature of recovery under f 1988 is designed to prevent
any such "windfall." Fee awards are to be reasonable....

109 S.Ct. at 946 (emphasis added).

In Missouri v. Jenkins by Agyei, 109 S.Ct. 2463 (1989), in addition to
deciding the Eleventh Amendment question discussed in section IX of this
report, the Supreme Court held that, under section 1988, the time of paralegals
and law clerks should be considered in determining the amount of a fee award.

Finally, there is the question of how to compute fee awards against the
United States. Under the Equal Access to Justice Act and under the Internal
Revenue Code, awards ordinarily are limited to $75 per hour. Apart from this,
fee awards against the United States are calculated the same way as fee awards
against other parties. Copeland v. Marshall, 641 F.2d 880 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (en
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bane). The full court of appeals in this cue reversed an earlier opinion by a
three judge panel of the court. 594 F.2d 244 (D.C. Cir. 1978). The panel had
held that the Johnson guidelines:

are applicable generally to Title vn cases against a federal
agency, but that special caution must be shown by the trial
court in scrutinizing the claims of attorneys for fees against
a federal agency in such litigation. Special caution is
required because ofthe incentive which the defendant's "deep
pocket" offers to attorneys to inflate their billing charges and
to claim far more as reimbursement than would be BOught or
could reasonably be recovered from most private parties.

Id. at 250.

To exercise that caution, the court wrote:

the trial court should give consideration to abandoning the
traditional claimed hourly-fee starting point for its
calculations in favor of a principle of reimbursement to a
firm for its costs, plus a reasonable and controllable margin
for profit.

Id. at 251.

This "cost-plus" formula would have lowered fee awards in Title vn cases
against the federal government, and consequently had been called "a serious
blow to the whole public interest law movement." eN.Y. Times, Nov. 14, 1978,
and issued an unreported opinion clarifying its decision.

The full court of appeals reversed, writing that it did "not think that the
amount of the fee should depend on the identity of the losing party." 641 F.2d
at 894. It noted that Title vn provides that the "United States shall be liable
for costs the same as a private person," and that the incentive supplied by fee
awards to refrain from discrimination should not be less for the government
than it is for private employers. Id. at 895. Furthermore, the court feared "that
the proposed 'cost-plus' method of calculating fees would indeed become the
inquiry of 'massive proportions' that we strive to avoid." Id. at 896. In sum, the
court believed that in Title vn cases, against the government or otherwise,
attorneys should be compensated "for the market value ofthe services rendered."
Id. at 900.

DI. RULE 68 OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 28 U.S.C. App. Rule 68,
creates an exception to the general rule in federal courts that a prevailing party
is entitled to collect its court costs from the losing party. "The plain purpose of
Rule 68 is to encourage settlement and avoid litigation." Marek v. Chesny, 473
U.S. 1, 5 (1985). Rule 68 provides that if, at any time more than 10 days before
a trial begins, a party defending against a claim offers a settlement including
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costs then accrued,38 and the offeree fails to accept the offer within 10 days,
then, if the offeree wins the lawsuit, but the judgment he obtains "is not more
favorable than the offer, the offeree must pay the costs incurred after the
making of the offer."lKl In other words, the plaintiff forfeits his right under
Rule 54(d) to recover costs incurred after such time.4o

In Marek v. Chesny, the Supreme Court addreued the interaction of Rule
68 and the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976,42 U.S.C. § 1988.
Section 1988 authorizes the award of "a reasonable attomey's fee as part ofthe
costs" in suits brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and several other civil rights
statutes. The Court held that, if a lawsuit is brought under a statute, such as
section 1988, that provides for awards of attomeys' fees as part of the costs,
then the term "costs" in Rule 68 includes attomeys' fees. The Court viewed this
as the "'plain meaning' interpretation of the interplay between Rule 68 and
§ 1988." ld. at 9.

This decision means that Rule 68 creates an exception not only to Rule
54(d), but also to all statutes that authorize awards of attorneys' fees to
prevailing parties as part of the costs. Under Marek v. Chesny, a prevailing
plaintiffotherwise entitled to recover attorneys' fees under one of these statutes
is not entitled to recover attorneys' fees incurred after an offer to settle was
made if the prevailing plaintiff rejected the offer and then won no more than
had been offered.41

The dissent in Marek v. Chesny pointed out that this means that "Rule 68
will operate to include the potential loss ofotherwise-recoverable attorney's fees
as an incentive to settlement in litigation under" the following statutes (of which
the dissent listed 63): those that refer "to the awarding of 'attorney's fees as
part of the costs,' to 'costs including attorney's fees,' and to 'attorney's fees and
other litigation costs.'" ld. at 23. Rule 68 will not include the potential loss of
attorneys' fees in statutes (of which the dissent listed 49) that refer "to the

38 An offer under Rule 68 need not "separately recite the amount that the defendant is
offering in settlement of the substantive claim and the amount he is offering to cover accrued
costs. . ., As long as the offer does not implicitly or explicitly provide that the judgment not
include costs, a timely offer will be valid." Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1,6, 6 (1985).

811 Rule 68 also provides that the fact that an offer is not accepted does not preclude a
subsequent offer, and that, if a party is acijudged liable for a claim, but the amount of liability
remains to be determined, the party adjudged liable may then offer to settle, and the offer shall
have the same effect as an offer made before trial.

40 However, according to Croesman v. Marcoccio, 806 F.2d 329, 332 (5th Cir. 1986), cen.
denial, 481 U.S. 1029 (1987), Rule 68 not only alters the Rule 64(d) presumption in favor of the
prevailing party's recovering its own costs, it "obligates plaintiffs to pay defendants' post-offer
costs after rejecting an offer more favorable than the judgment eventually obtained." At:cord.,
O'Brien v. City of Greers Ferry, 873 F.2d 1115 (8th Cir. 1989).

41 The prevailingplaintiffnever, however, has to pay the defendant's post-offer attorneys' fees,
even under the two cases cited in the previous footnote. As these cases noted, this is because a
civil rights defendant may not be awarded attorneys' fees unl.. he prevails (which, under the
these cases, he need not do to recover costs under Rule 68) and unl.. the court determines that
the plaintiff's action was "frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation" (which it would not be
in a case in which the plaintiff prevails).
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awarding of ·costs and a reasonable attorney's fee,' of ·costs together with a
reasonable attorney's fee,' or simply of ·attorney's fees' without reference to
costs." Id. In addition, as the dissent pointed out: "A number of statutes
authorize the award of ·costs and expenses, including attorney's fees.' It is
altogether uncertain how such statutes [of which the dissent listed 7] should be
categorized under the Court's ·plain language' approach to Rule 68." Id. at 44.
In short, the dissent believed that Marek v. Chesny sanctions "a senseless
patchwork offee-shifting that flies in the face of the fundamental purpose ofthe
Federal Rules _. the provision of uniform and consistent procedure in federal
courts." Id. at 24.

IfCongress wishes to restore uniformity with respect to the effect of Rule
68 on awards ofattorneys' fees, then it could amend Rule 68 to define "costs" as
used in Rule 68 either to include or to exclude attorneys' fees in suits brought
under statutes authorizing awards of attorneys' fees. If it defines "costs" to
include attorneys' fees, then attorneys' fees incurred after an offer would not be
recoverable by plaintiffs who reject a settlement offer and then fail to win more
than they had been offered. If it defines "costs" to exclude attorneys' fees, then
such parties would lose their opportunity under Rule 54(d) to be awarded costs
incurred after an offer, but would retain their entitlement to an award of
attorneys' fees.

Alternatively, Congress could amend individual attorneys' fees statutes to
provide that attorneys' fees may be awarded either as part of the costs or in
addition to costs. It will also have to make this decision with respect to
attorneys' fees statutes it enacts in the future.42 In the Handicapped Child
ren's Protection Act of 1986, Public Law 99-372, which was enacted after Marek
v. Chesny, Congress adopted a compromise approach to settlement offers. It
included a provision modeled on Rule 68 that bars recovery of attorneys' fees
and costs ofplaintiffs who reject settlement offers, and applies to administrative
proceedings as well as to civil actions under the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (formerly the Education of the Handicapped Act; see page 36).
However, it allows a prevailing plaintiff who would otherwise forfeit costs and
attorneys' fees to recover them nevertheless if he had been substantially
justified in rejecting a settlement offer. 20 U.S.C. § 1415(e)(4)(D). The
conference report that accompanied the legislation stated: "Substantial
justification for rejection would include relevant pending court decisions which
could have an impact on the case in question." H.R. Rep. No. 99-687, 99th
Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1986).

42 The Civil Rights Act of 1990, S. 21M, 10lst Congress, which was vetoed by the President,
would have amended Title vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5<k), to authorize
"a reasonable attorney's fee ... and costs," instead of "a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs," as it now reads.
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xm. NEGOTIATED FEE WAIVERS

In Evans v. Jeff D., 475 U.S. 717 (1986), the Supreme Court upheld the
legality of negotiated waivers of attorneys' fees. Evan.s was a class action
brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 seeking i~unctive relief concerning the
conditions of mentally and emotionally handicapped children institutionalized
by the State ofldaho. One week before trial, the defendant offered the plaintiffs
virtually all the i~unctive relief they had BOught - on condition that the
plaintiffs waive their claim to fees and costs under 42 U.S.C. § 1988. The
plaintiff's lawyer "determined that his ethical obligation to his clients mandated
acceptance of the proposal" ad. at 722),48 but he requested the district court
to approve the settlement except for the provision on costs and attorneys' fees.
(Class action settlements must be approved by the court under Rule 23 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.) The district court upheld the fee waiver, but
the court ofappeals reversed on the ground that section 1988 "normally requires
an award of fees to prevailing plaintiffs in civil rights actions, including those
who have prevailed through settlement. The court added that '[w]hen attor
ney's fees are negotiated as part of a class action settlement, a conflict of
interest frequently exists between the class lawyers' interest in compensation
and the class members' interest in relief.'" ld. at 725. Ifnegotiated fee waivers
are permitted, then a defendant can exploit a plaintiff's lawyer's ethical
obligation to his client to force him to waive fees that Congress arguably
intended him to recover.

The Supreme Court rejected this view, holding that "[t]he statute and its
legislative history nowhere suggest that Congress intended to forbid all waivers
of attorney's fees... ." ld. at 731. The Court added that "there are many ...
civil rights actions in which potential liability for attorney's fees may
overshadow the potential cost of relief on the merits and darken prospects for
settlement if fees cannot be negotiated." ld. at 735.

In response to these two points of the majority, the dissent argued first,
that, although there is no evidence that Congress intended to ban all fee
waivers, "[t]here is no evidence that Congress gave the question of fee waivers
any thought at all" (id. at 743·744), and second, that "a judicial policy favoring
settlements cannot possibly take precedence over . . . express congressional
policy" favoring "incentives for lawyers to devote time to civil rights cases" (id.
at 760·761). The dissent concluded:

Although today's decision will undoubtedly impair the
effectiveness of the private enforcement scheme Congress
established for civil rights legislation, I do not believe that it

43 The Supreme Court wrote: "it is argued that an attorney is required to evaluate a
settlement offer on the basis of his client's interest, without considering his own interest in
obtaining a fee; upon recommending settlement, he must abide by the client's decision whether
or not to accept the offer." ld. at 728 n.l4. The Court stated that the plaintiffs' lawyer's decision
in this case "to recommend acceptance was consistent with the highest standards of our
profession." ld. at 728.
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will bring about the total disappearance of 'private attorneys
general.' It is to be hoped that Congress will repair this
Court's mistake. In the meantime, other avenues of relief
are available. . .. Indeed, several Bar Associations have
already declared it unethical for defense counsel to seek fee
waivers. . .. In addition, it may be that civil rights attorneys
can obtain agreements from their clients not to waive
attorney's fees.

Id. at 765-766."

XIV. STATUTORY LIMITATIONS ON ATfORNEYS' FEES

Some federal statutes and regulations limit the amount attorneys may
charge their clients for representing them before various federal agencies. These
provisions have different types of limitations. For example, 38 U.S.C. § 3404(d),
as amended by Public Law 100-687, limits contingent fees in cases before the
Veterans' Administration (now the Department of Veterans Affairs) to 20
percent of past-due benefits awarded; 15 U.S.C. §§ 79g(d)(4) and 79j(b)(2»
provide that the amount of compensation paid under the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935 is subject to approval of the Securities and Exchange
Commission; and 42 U.S.C. § 1383(d)(2) provides that the Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall by rule and regulation prescribe maximum fees in
Supplemental Security Income cases. A summary of federal statutes and
regulations that limit attorneys' fees is published in Speiser, S., ATTORNEYS'
FEES, § 2.11 (Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Co., 1973, Supp. Dec. 1990).

Some of these attorneys' fees limitations are controversial because,
although they may protect claimants from having to pay to their attorneys a
large portion of any amount awarded, they may also so limit fees as to deter
lawyers from handling cases, thus in effect denying claimants legal
representation. The Supreme Court, however, held that the former $10 ceiling
in Veterans' Administration cases is not unconstitutional for this reason.
Walters v. National Association of Radiation Survivors, 473 U.S. 305 (1985).
The Court noted Congress's desire "that the system should be as informal and
non-adversarial as possible." Id. at 323-324. The Court did not, however,
preclude the possibility that the $10 limitation could be unconstitutional as
applied in a particular case. See, id. at 336 (O'Connor, J., concurring).

In United States Department ofLabor v. Triplett, 110 S.Ct. 1428 (1990), the
Supreme Court upheld the fee limitations of the Black Lung Benefits Act, 30
U.S.C. § 932(a), which are incorporated from the Longshore and Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act, 33 U.S.C. § 928. These limitations prohibit an
attorney from receiving a fee unless approved by the appropriate agency or

" The majority and the dissent agreed that section 1988 "should not be interpreted to prohibit
aimultaneous negotiations of a defendant's liability on the merits and his liability for his
opponent's attorney's fees." Id. at 738 n.30. The dissent, however, would have permitted the
parties to negotiate "reasonable" fees, not waivers. Id. at 764-765.
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court. In addition, "[t]he Department's regulations invalidate all contractual
arrangements for fees . . . and the Department will not approve a fee is the
claimant is unsuccessful." ld. at 1430. The Court concluded that there was no
evidence adequate to "establish either that black lung claimants are unable to
retain qualified counselor that the cause of such inability is the attorney's fee
system administered by the Department." ld. at 1435. Therefore, there was "no
basis for concluding that that system deprives claimants ofproperty without due
process of law." ld.

The American Bar Association's Special Committee on Federal Limitations
on Attorneys' Fees recommended in August, 1980 that Congress enact legis
lation establishing uniform principles for the regulation of attorneys' fees in
proceedings conducted before federal administrative agencies, and that such
legislation prohibit arbitrary maximum fees and provide for reasonable fees.

xv. FUNDING OF PARTICIPANTS IN FEDERAL AGENCY
PROCEEDINGS

Federal agencies, like federal courts, may not, absent statutory authority,
order one party to a proceeding to pay the attorneys' fees of another. Even the
common law exceptions to the American rule are unavailable to federal agencies,
as those exceptions stem from the inherent power of federal courts to do equity.
Turner v. Federal Communications Commission, 514 F.2d 1354 <D.C. Cir. 1975).
In addition, courts of appeals for two circuits have held that, absent statutory
authority, an agency may not itselfpay the attorneys' fees of participants in its
proceedings. Greene County Planning Board v. Federal Power Commission, 559
F.2d 1227 (2d Cir. 1976), rev'd on rehearing en bane, 559 F.2d at 1237, cert.
denied, 434 U.S. 1086 (1978); Pacific Legal Foundation v. Goyan, 664 F.2d 1221
(4th Cir. 1981):t6

Four federal agencies have explicit statutory authority to provide com·
pensation for reasonable attorneys' fees, expert witness fees, and other costs of
participating in their proceedings: the Federal Trade Commission, which has
such authority for all its rulemaking proceedings (15 U.S.C. § 57a(h», the
Environmental Protection Agency, which has such authority for rulemaking
proceedings under the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. § 2605(c)(4», the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which has such authority for all
proceedings before it (16 U.S.C. § 825q-1(b)(2», and the Department of State,
which has such authority for all proceedings, advisory committees, and
delegations (22 U.S.C. § 2692). In addition, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission may contribute to any person's cost with respect to participation
with the Commission in the development of a consumer product safety standard
(15 U.S.C. § 2056(c». Notwithstanding these statutes, Congress has refused to
appropriate funds to EPA or FERC to compensate participants in their
proceedings.

46 See 62 ALR Fed 849.
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At one time, several federal agencies without explicit statutory authority
to fund intervenors did so under what they viewed as their general statutory
powers, and had the support of the Comptroller General in so doing. The latter,
in a decision (B-92288), wrote:

mf the NRC in the exercise of its administrative discretion,
determines that it cannot make the required determination
unless it extends financial assistance to certain interested
parties who require it, and whose participation is essential
to dispose of the matter before it, we would not object to the
use of appropriated funds for this purpose.46

The courts, however, decided the Greene County and Pacific Legal
Foundation cases cited above, and Congress eliminated most intervenor funding
by prohibiting it in appropriations measures. Typical is the appropriations law
for the Department of Housing and Urban Development for fiscal year 1991,
Public Law 101-507, which, in § 510, provides:

None of the funds in this Act shall be used to pay the
expenses of, or otherwise compensate, non-Federal parties
intervening in regulatory or adjudicatory proceedings.
Nothing herein affects the authority of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission pursuant to section 7 of the
Consumer Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2056 et seq.).

XVI. SOME ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST THE AMERICAN
RULE

One line of arguments for and against the American rule centers around
the philosophical question of whose expense an attorney should be. "In support
of the American rule, it has been argued that since litigation is at best
uncertain, one should not be penalized for merely defending or prosecuting a
lawsuit...." Fleischmann v. Maier Brewing Co., 386 U.S. 714, 718 (1967).
"[T]he expenses of litigation are . . . not the 'natural and proximate
consequences of the wrongful act' ... but are remote, future and contingent."
St. Peter's Church v. Beach, 26 Conn. 355, 366 (1857). On the other hand, it has
been noted that an injured person will not be made whole if he has to bear the
expense of a lawyer. "[Al person who is successful in litigation is a part loser
because he has to pay his own expenses and counsel fees, except a few minor
items that are taxable as costs." Rodulfa v. United States, 295 F. Supp. 28
ro.D.C.1969), appeal dismissed, 461 F.2d 1240 (D.C. Cir.1972), cert. denied, 409
U.S. 949 (1972). "On what principle of justice can a plaintiff wrongfully

46 In a subsequent letter (B-180224), the Comptroller General indicated that the above decision
applied to several other agencies. This letter appears in a committee print of the Senate
Committee on Commerce entitled Agency Commmts on the Payment ofReosonable Fees for Public
Participation in Agency Proceedings, 95th Cong., 1st Sees. (1977). See also B-139703 and 56 C.G.
III (1976).
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rundown on a public highway recover his doctor's but not his lawyer's bill?"
Judicial Council of Massachusetts, First Report, 11 Massachusetts Law
Quarterly 1, 64 (1925).

Another line ofarguments centers around the question ofwhether keeping
or abandoning the American rule will more effectively further the public policy
ofencouraging meritorious claims and deterring non-meritorious ones. "Current
practice tends to deter prosecution ofeven clearly meritorious claims by litigants
who could at best recover less than the often high expenses of counsel. . . . And
what is true for plaintiffs also holds true for defendants: the cost of defending
against an unjust small claim may easily exceed the cost of simply paying what
is demanded. The result is distasteful, for it ranks legal rights by dollar value.
. .." Court Awarded Attorney'8 Fee8 and Equal Acce88 to the Courts, 122
University of Pennsylvania Law Review 636,650 (1974).

Requiring the loser to pay the winner's attorneys' fees might encourage
litigation of some meritorious claims and discourage litigation of some
non-meritorious ones. On the other hand, the uncertainty of litigation might
also lead to the opposite results. "[T]he poor might be unjustly discouraged from
instituting actions to vindicate their rights if the penalty for losing included the
fees of their opponents' counsel." Fleischmann, 8upra. In addition,
non-meritorious claims might be encouraged by the prospect of avoiding the
expense of a lawyer. However, it has also been argued in support of requiring
losers to pay winners' lawyers' fees that, while conceding the uncertainty of
litigation, it should be assumed that courts will more often than not arrive at
a correct result. Otherwise, courts might as well be dispensed with entirely, as
it would be cheaper and less time consuming simply to flip a coin.

In support of the American rule it has also been argued that "the time,
expense, and difficulties of proof inherent in litigating the question of what
constitutes reasonable attorney's fees would pose substantial burdens for judicial
administration." Fleischmann,8upra. Since this comment was made, however,
Congress has enacted many fee-shifting statutes that require courts to
determine what constitutes a reasonable fee.

It has also been argued that abandonment of the American rule might have
serious consequences for developing areas of the law, since potential litigants
might be loath to espouse novel legal theories for fear of incurring additional
expenses if they do not prevail.

Finally, since the prospect of an award of attorneys' fees might at times
encourage suits and at other times deter them, the crowding of court calendars
has been cited as an argument both for and against the American rule.
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XVll. FEDERAL STATUTES THAT AUTHORIZE AWARDS OF
ATI'ORNEYS' FEES

Ethics in Govemment Act of 1978
2 U.S.C. § 288i(d) (see also 28 U.S.C. § 593(0)
"The Senate may by resolution authorize the reimbursement of any Member,
officer, or employee of the Senate who is not represented by the [Senate Legal]
Counsel for fees and costs, including attorneys' fees, reasonably incurred in
obtaining representation. Such reimbursement shall be from funds appropriated
to the contingent fund of the Senate."

Federal Contested Elections Act
2 U.S.C. § 396
"The committee [on House Administration of the House ofRepresentatives] may
allow any party reimbursement from the contingent fund of the House of
Representatives of his reasonable expenses of the contested election case,
including reasonable attorneys fees...."

Equal Access to Justice Act
5 U.S.C. § 504(a)(1) (see also 28 U.S.C. § 2412)
"An agency that conducts an adversary adjudication shall award, to the
prevailing party other than the United States, fees and other expenses incurred
by that party in connection with that proceeding, unless the adjudicative officer
of the agency finds that the position of the agency was substantially justified or
that special circumstances make an award unjust."

Freedom of Information Act
5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(E)
"The court may assess against the United States reasonable attorney fees and
other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case under this paragraph in
which the complainant has substantially prevailed."

Privacy Act
5 U.S.C. § 552a(g)(2)(B)
"The court may assess against the United States reasonable attorney fees and
other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case under this paragraph in
which the complainant has substantially prevailed."

5 U.S.C. § 552a(g)(3)(B)
"The court may assess against the United States reasonable attorney fees and
other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case under this paragraph in
which the complainant has substantially prevailed."

5 U.S.C. § 552a(g)(4)
"In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection (g)(1)(C) or (D) of this
section in which the court determines that the agency acted in a manner which
was intentional or willful, the United States shall be liable to the individual in
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an amount equal to the sum of . . . the costs of the action together with
reasonable attorney fees as determined by the court."

Government in the Sunshine Act
5 U.S.C. § 552b(i)
"The court may assess against any party reasonable attorney fees and other
litigation costs reasonably incurred by any other party who substantially
prevails in any action brought in accordance with the provisions of subsection
(g) or (h) of this section, except that costs may be assessed against the plaintiff
only where the court finds that the suit was initiated by the plaintiff primarily
for frivolous or dilatory purposes. In the case ofassessment of costs against an
agency, the costs may be assessed by the court against the United States."

Administrative Dispute Resolution Act
5 U.S.C. § 590(g)
"If an agency head vacates an award under subsection (c), a party to the
arbitration (other than the United States) may within 30 days of such action
petition the agency head for an award of attorney fees and expenses (as defined
in section 504(b)(1)(A) of this title) incurred in connection with the arbitration
proceeding...."

Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989
5 U.S.C. § 122l(g)(1)
"Ifan employee, former employee, or applicant for employment is the prevailing
party before the Merit Systems Protection Board, and the decision is based on
a finding of a prohibited personnel practice, the agency involved shall be liable
to the employee, former employee, or applicant for reasonable attorney's fees
and any other reasonable costs incurred."

5 U.S.C. § 122l(g)(2)
"If an employee, former employee, or applicant for employment is the prevailing
party in an appeal from the Merit Systems Protection Board, the agency
involved shall be liable to the employee, former employee, or applicant for
reasonable attorney's fees and any other reasonable costs incurred, regardless
of the basis of the decision."

Civil Service Reform Act of 1978
5 U.S.C. § 5596(b)(1)
"An employee of an agency who . . . is found . . . to have been affected by an
unjustified or unwarranted personnel action which has resulted in the with
drawal or reduction of all or a part of the pay, allowances, or differentials of the
employee -- (A) is entitled, on correction of the personnel action, to receive ...
(ii) reasonable attorney fees related to the personnel action which ... shall be
awarded in accordance with standards established under section 770l(g) of this
title."

5 U.S.C. § 770l(g)
"(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, the Board ... may
require payment by the agency involved of reasonable attorney fees incurred by
the employee or applicant for employment if the employee or applicant for
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employment is the prevailing party and the Board determines that payment
by the agency is warranted in the interest of justice "

"(2) If an employee or applicant for employment is the prevailing party and the
decision is based on a finding of discrimination prohibited under section
2302(b)(l) of this title, the payment of attorney fees shall be in accordance with
the standards prescribed under section 706k of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42
U.S.C. 2000e-5(k»."

Comnwdity Exchange Act
7 U.S.C. § 18(c)
"In case a complaint is made by a nonresident of the United States, the
complainant shall be required, before any formal action is taken on his
complaint, to furnish a bond in double the amount of the claim conditioned
upon the payment of costs, including a reasonable attorney's fee for the
respondent if the respondent shall prevail. ..."

7 U.S.C. § 18(d)
"If the petitioner finally prevails, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee,
to be taxed and collected as a part of the costs of the suit."

7 U.S.C. § 18(e)
"If the appellee prevails, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be
taxed and collected as a part of his costs."

Packers and Stockyards Act
7 U.S.C. § 210(0
"lfthe petitioner finally prevails, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee
to be taxed and collected as a part of the costs of the suit."

Perishable Agricultural Comnwdities Act
7 U.S.C. § 499f{e)
"In case a complaint is made by a nonresident of the United States ... the
complainant shall be required ... to furnish a bond in double the amount of the
claim conditioned upon the payment of costs, including a reasonable attorney's
fee for respondent if the respondent shall prevail. ..."

7 U.S.C. § 499g(b)
"If the petitioner finally prevails, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's
fee, to be taxed and collected as a part of the costs of the suit."

7 U.S.C. § 499g(c)
"... if appellee prevails he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be
taxed and collected as a part of his costs."

Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1980
7 U.S.C. § 1507(c)
"The Board shall provide such agents and brokers with indemnification,
including costs and reasonable attorney fees, from the Corporation for errors or
omissions on the part of the Corporation or its contractors for which the agent
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or broker is sued or held liable, except to the extent the agent or broker has
caused the error or omission."

Animal Welfare Act
7 U.S.C. § 2157(d)
"It shall be unlawful for any member of an Institutional Animal Committee to
release any confidential information of the research facility.... Any person,
including any research facility, il\iured in its business or property by reason of
a violation of this section may recover all actual and consequential damages
sustained by such person and the cost of the suit including a reasonable
attorney's fee."

Agricultural Unfair Trade Practices
7 U.S.C. § 2305(a)
"In any action commenced pursuant hereto, the court, in its discretion, may
allow the prevailing party a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs."

7 U.S.C. § 2305(c)
"In any action commenced pursuant to this subsection, the court may allow the
prevailing party a reasonable attorney's fee as a part of the costs."

Plant Variety Act
7 U.S.C. § 2565
"The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees to the
prevailing party."

Immigration and Nationality Act
8 U.S.C. § 1324b(h)
"In any complaint respectingan unfair immigration-related employment practice,
an administrative law judge, in the judge's discretion, may allow a prevailing
party, other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee, if the losing
party's argument is without reasonable foundation in law and fact."

8 U.S.C. § 1324b(i)(4)
"In any judicial proceeding under subsection (i) ofthis section or this subsection,
the court, in its discretion, may allow a prevailing party, other than the United
States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs but only if the losing
party's argument is without reasonable foundation in law and fact."

National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991
10 U.S.C. § 2409a(c)(5)(C)
"[T]he Secretary may issue ... [a]n assessment against any such contractor (at
the request of the complainant) of a sum equal to the aggregate amount of all
costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees and expert witnesses' fees)
reasonably incurred by the complainant...."

Bankruptcy Act
11 U.S.C. § 303(i)
"[T]he court may grant judgment -- (1) against the petitioners and in favor of
the debtor for -- (B) a reasonable attorney's fee...."
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11 U.S.C. § 330(a)
"[Tlhe court may award . . . to the debtor's attorney - (1) reasonable
compensation for actual, necessary services rendered...."

11 U.S.C. § 362(h)
"An individual injured by any willful violation of a stay provided by this section
shall recover actual damages, including costs and attorneys' fees, and, in
appropriate circumstances, punitive damages."

11 U.S.C. § 363(n)
"The trustee may ... recover any costs, attorneys' fees or expenses incurred in
avoiding such sale or recovering such amount."

11 U.S.C. § 503(b)
"After notice and a hearing, there shall be allowed administrative expenses ...
including -- (4) reasonable compensation for professional services rendered by
an attorney...."

11 U.S.C. § 506(b)
"To the extent that an allowed secured claim is secured by property the value
of which, after any recovery under subsection (c) of this section, is greater than
the amount of such claim, there shall be allowed to the holder of such claim,
interest upon such claim, and any reasonable fees, costs, or charges provided for
under the agreement under which such claim arose." Some courts have inter
preted this provision to allow attorneys' fees. See 10 Attorney Fee Awards
Reporter 24 (Apr. 1987).

11 U.S.C. § 523(d)
"[Tlhe court shall grant judgment in favor of the debtor for the costs of, and a
reasonable attorney's fee for, the proceeding if the court finds that the position
of the creditor was not substantially justified, except that the court shall not
award such costs and fees if special circumstances would make the award
unjust."

Federal Home Loan Bank Act
12 U.S.C. § 1441a(c)(I1)(B)
"The parties specified in the preceding sentence shall be entitled to reasonable
attorney fees upon prevailing in any such judicial action."

Home Owners' Loan Act
12 U.S.C. § 1464(d)(1)(B)(vii)
"Any court having jurisdiction of any proceeding instituted under this section
by a savings association, or a director or officer thereof, may allow to any such
party reasonable expenses and attorneys' fees. Such expenses and fees shall be
paid by the savings association."

12 U.S.C. § 1464(q)(3)
"Any person injured by a violation of paragraph (1) may bring an action ... and
shall be entitled to recover three times the amount of the damages sustained,
and the cost of the suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee."
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Housing ht of 1959
12 U.S.C. § 1701q-l(O
"The monetary judgment may, in the court's discretion, include the attorneys
fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection with the
action."

National Housing hI
12 U.S.C. § 1715k(h)(6)
"In cases of defaults on loans insured under this subsection ... the Secretary
... may acquire the loan and any security therefor upon ... reimbursement for
such collection costs, court costs, and attorney fees as may be approved by the
Secretary."

12 U.S.C. § 1723i(e) (action to collect civil money penalty)
"The monetary judgment may, in the discretion of the court, include any
attorneys fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection
with the action."

12 U.S.C. § 1735f-14(e) (action to collect civil money penalty)
"The monetary judgment may, in the court's discretion, include the attorneys
fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection with the
action."

12 U.S.C. § 1735f·15<O (action to collect civil money penalty)
"The monetary judgment may, in the court's discretion, include the attorneys
fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection with the
action."

Federal Credit Union ht
12 U.S.C. § 1786(p)
"Any court having jurisdiction of any proceeding instituted under this section
by any credit union or a director, officer, or committee member thereof, may
allow to any party such reasonable expenses and attorneys' fees as it deems just
and proper, and such expenses and fees shall be paid by the credit union or from
its assets."

Federal Deposit Insurance hI
12 U.S.C. § 1818(n)
"Any court having jurisdiction of any proceeding instituted under this section
by an insured bank or director or officer thereof, may allow to any such party
such reasonable expenses and attorneys' fees as it deems just and proper; and
such expenses and fees shall be paid by the bank or from its assets."

Bank Holding Company hI
12 U.S.C. § 1844<0
"Any court havingjurisdiction ofany proceeding instituted under this subsection
may allow to any such party such reasonable expenses and attorneys' fees as it
deems just and proper."
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Bank Tying Act
12 U.S.C. § 1975
"Any person who is injured in his business or property by reason of anything
forbidden in section 1972 of this title ... shall be entitled to recover... a
reasonable attorney's fee."

Farm Credit Amendments Act of 1985
12 U.S.C. § 2273
"Any court having jurisdiction of any proceeding instituted under this part by
a System institution or a director or officer thereof, may allow to any such party
such reasonable expenses and attorneys' fees as it deems just and proper; and
such expenses and fees shall be paid by the System institution or from its
assets."

Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
12 U.S.C. § 2605<0
"Whoever fails to comply with any provision of this section shall be liable to the
borrower for each such failure in the following amounts: . . . (3) Costs.-- In
addition to the amounts under paragraph (1) or (2), in the case ofany successful
action under this section, the costs of the action, together with any attorneys
fees incurred in connection with such action as the court may determine to be
reasonable under the circumstances."

12 U.S.C. § 2607(d)(5)
"In any private action brought pursuant to this subsection, the court may award
to the prevailing party the court costs of the action together with reasonable
attorneys fees."

Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978
12 U.S.C. § 3417(a)
"Any agency or department of the United States or financial institution
obtaining or disclosing financial records or information obtained therein in
violation of this chapter is liable to the customer to whom such records relate
... (4) in the case ofany successful action to enforce liability under this section,
the costs of the action together with reasonable attorney's fees as determined
by the court."

12 U.S.C. § 3418
"In the event of any successful action [for injunctive relie(J, costs together with
reasonable attorney's fees as determined by the court may be recovered."

Expedited Funds Availability Act
12 U.S.C. § 4010(a)
"[A]ny depository institution which fails to comply with any requirement im
posed under this title ... is liable ... (3) in the case of any successful action to
enforce the foregoing liability, [for] the costs of the action, together with a
reasonable attorney's fee as determined by the court."
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Financial Institutions Anti-Fraud Enforcement Act of 1990
12 U.S.C. § 4246 (see also 18 U.S.C. § 3059A(e)(2»
"When the United States, through private counsel retained under this
subchapter, prevails in any civil action, the court, in its discretion, may allow
the United States reasonable attorney's fees and other expenses of litigation as
part of the costs."

Clayton Act
15 U.S.C. § 15(a)
"[A]ny person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of
anything forbidden in the antitrust laws may sue therefor ... and shall recover
threefold the damages sustained by him, and the cost of suit, including a
reasonable attorney's fee."

15 U.S.C. § 15(b)(1)
"[A]ny person who is a foreign state may not recover under subsection (a) of this
section an amount in excess of the actual damages sustained by it, and the cost
of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee."

15 U.S.C. § 15c(a)(2)
"The court shall award the State as monetary relief threefold the total damage
sustained as described in paragraph (1) of this subsection, and the cost of suit,
including a reasonable attorney's fee."

15 U.S.C. § 15c(d)(2)
"[T]he court may, in its discretion, award a reasonable attorney's fee to a
prevailing defendant upon a finding that the State attorney general has acted
in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive reasons."

15 U.S.C. § 26
"In any action under this section in which the plaintiff substantially prevails the
court shall award the cost of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee, to such
plaintiff."

15 U.S.C. § 35(a)
"No damages, interest on damages, costs, or attorney's fees may be recovered
under section 15, 15a, or 15c of this title from any local government, or official
or employee thereof acting in an official capacity."

15 U.S.C. § 36(a)
"No damages, interest on damages, costs or attorney's fees may be recovered
under section 15, 15a, or 15c of this title in any claim against a person based on
any official action directed by a local government, or official or employee thereof
acting in an official capacity."

Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act
15 U.S.C. § 57a(h)(1)
"The Commission may, pursuant to rules prescribed by it, provide compensation
for reasonable attorneys fees, expert witness fees, and other costs of
participating in a rulemaking proceeding under this section."
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Unfair Competition Act
15 U.S.C. § 72
"Any person injured in his business or property by reason of any violation of, or
combination or conspiracy to violate, this section, may sue therefor ... and shall
recover ... a reasonable attorney's fee."

Securities Act of 1933
15 U.S.C. § 77k(e)
"In any suit under this or any other section of this subchapter the court may,
in its discretion, require an undertaking for the payment of the costs of such
suit, including reasonable attorney's fees." .

Trust Indenture Act
15 U.S.C. § 77ooo(e)
"The indenture to be qualified may contain provisions to the effect that all
parties thereto, including the indenture security holders, agree that the court
may in its discretion ... assess reasonable costs, including reasonable attorneys'
fees, against any party litigant."

15 U.S.C. § 77www(a)
"[T]he court may, in its discretion . . . assess reasonable costs, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, against either party litigant."

Securities Exchange Act of 1934
15 U.S.C. § 78i(e)
"In any such suit the court may, in its .discretion, require an undertaking for the
payment of the costs of such suit, and assess reasonable costs, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, against either party litigant."

15 U.S.C. § 78r(a)
"In any such suit the court may, in its discretion, require an undertaking for the
payment of the costs of such suit, and assess reasonable costs, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, against either party litigant."

15 U.S.C. § 78u(h)(8)
"In the case ofan unsuccessful action under paragraph (7), the court shall award
the costs of the action and attorney's fees to the Commission if the presiding
judge or magistrate finds that the customer's claims were made in bad faith."

Securities Investor Protection Act
15 U.S.C. § 78eee(b)
"The court shall grant reasonable compensation for services rendered and
reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred ... by a trustee, and by
the attorney for such trustee, in connection with a liquidation proceeding."

Jewelers' LWhility Act
15 U.S.C. § 298(b)
"Any competitor, customer, or competitor of a customer ... may sue ... and
shall recover ... a reasonable attorney's fee."
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15 U.S.C. § 298(c)
"Any duly organized and existing jewelry trade association shall be entitled to
injunctive relief ... and if successful shall recover the cost of suit, including a
reasonable attorney's fee."

15 U.S.C. § 298(d)
"Any defendant against whom a civil action is brought under the provisions of
sections 294 to 300 of this title shall be entitled to recover the cost of defending
the suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee, in the event such action is
terminated without a finding by the court that such defendant is or has been in
violation of sections 294 to 300 of this title."

Lanham (Trademark) Act
15 U.S.C. § 1116(d)(11)
"Any person who suffers damage by reason of a wrongful seizure under this
subsection has a cause ofaction against the applicant for the order under which
the seizure was made, and shall be entitled . . . unless the court finds
extenuating circumstances, to recover a reasonable attorney's fee."

15 U.S.C. § 1117(a)
"The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees to the
prevailing party."

15 U.S.C. § 1117(b)
"In assessing damages under subsection (a) ofthis section, the court shall, unless
the court finds extenuating circumstances, enter judgment for three times such
profits or damages, whichever is greater, together with a reasonable attorney's
fee...."

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966
15 U.S.C. § 1400(b)
"[Tlhe distributor or dealer ... may bring suit against such manufacturer or
distributor . . . and shall recover the damage by him sustained, as well as all
court costs plus reasonable attorneys' fees."

Truth in unding Act
15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)
"[A]ny creditor who fails to comply with any requirement imposed under this
part, including any requirement under section 1635 of this title, or part D or E
of this subchapter [the Fair Credit Billing Act or the Consumer Leasing Act]
with respect to any person is liable [for] ... the costs of the action, together
with a reasonable attorney's fee as determined by the court."

Fair Credit Billing Act
15 U.S.C. I§ 1666-1666j
See 15 U.S.C. I 1640(a)

Consumer uasing Act
15 U.S.C. § 1667b(a) (see also 15 U.S.C. I 1640(a»
"In all actions, the lessor shall pay the lessee's reasonable attorney's fees,"
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Fair Credit Reporting Act
15 U.S.C. § 1681n
"Any consumer reporting agency or user of information which willfully fails to
comply with any requirement imposed under this subchapter with respect to any
consumer is liable [for] ... the costs of the action together with reasonable
attorney's fees as determined by the court."

15 U.S.C. § 16810
"Any consumer reporting agency or user of information which is negligent in
failing to comply with any requirement imposed under this subchapter with
respect to any consumer is liable [for] ... reasonable attomey's fees as
determined by the court."

Equal Credit Opportunity Act
15 U.S.C. § 1691e(d)
"In the case of any successful action under subsection (a), (b), or (c), the costs
of the action, together with a reasonable attorney's fee as determined by the
court, shall be added to any damages awarded by the court under such
subsection."

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act
15 U.S.C. § 1692k(a)
"[Alny debt collector who fails to comply with any provision of this title with
respect to any person is liable [forl ... a reasonable attorney's fee as determined
by the court. On a finding by the court that an action under this section was
brought in bad faith and for the purpose of harassment, the court may award
to the defendant attorney's fees reasonable in relation to the work expended and
costs."

Electronic Fund Transfer Act
15 U.S.C. § 1693m(a)
"[Alny person who fails to comply with any provision of this title with respect
to any consumer ... is liable [forl ... a reasonable attorney's fee as determined
by the court."

15 U.S.C. § 1693m<O
"On a finding by the court that an unsuccessful action under this section was
brought in bad faith or for purposes of harassment, the court shall award the
defendant attorney's fees reasonable in relation to the work expended and costs."

Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act
15 U.S.C. § 1709(c)
"The amount recoverable in a suit authorized by this section may include
... reasonable amounts for attorneys' fees."

15 U.S.C. § 1717a(d)
"The monetary judgment may, in the discretion of the court, include any
attorneys fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection
with the action."
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Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act
15 U.S.C. § 1918(a)
"Any owner of a passenger motor vehicle who sustains damage as a result of a
motor vehicle accident because such vehicle did not comply with any applicable
Federal bumper standard under this subchapter may bring a civil action against
the manufacturer ... and reasonable attorneys' fees shall be awarded to that
owner."

15 U.s.C. § 1989(a) - Odometer Requirements
"Any person who, with intent to defraud, violates any requirement imposed
under this subchapter 'Shall be liable [for] . . . reasonable attorney fees as
determined by the court."

Consumer Product Safety Act
15 U.S.C. § 2060(c)
"A court may in the interest of justice include in such relief an award of the
costs of the suit, including reasonable attorneys' fees (determined in accordance
with subsection <0 of this section) and reasonable expert witnesses' fees.
Attorneys' fees may be awarded against the United States (or any agency or
official of the United States) without regard to section 2412 of title 28 or any
other provision of law."

15 U.S.C. § 2060<0
"For purposes of this section and sections 2072(a) and 2073 of this title, a
reasonable attorney's fee is a fee (1) which is based upon (A) the actual time
expended by an attorney in providing advice and other legal services in
connection with representing a person in an action brought under this section,
and (B) such reasonable expenses as may be incurred by the attorney in the
provision of such services, and (2) which is computed at the rate prevailing for
the provision of similar services with respect to actions brought in the court
which is awarding such fee."

15 U.S.C. § 2072(a)
"Any person who shall sustain injury by reason of any knowing (including
willful) violation of a consumer product safety rule . . . may, if the court
determines it to be in the interest ofjustice, recover the costs of suit, including
reasonable attorneys' fees (determined in accordance with section 2060<0 of this
title) and reasonable expert witnesses' fees...."

15 U.S.C. § 2073
"In any action under this section the court may in the interest ofjustice award
the costs of suit, including reasonable attorneys' fees (determined in accordance
with section 2060<0 of this title) and reasonable expert witnesses' fees...."

Hobby Protection Act
15 U.S.C. § 2102
"In any such action, the court may award the costs of the suit, including
reasonable attorneys' fees."
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Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act
15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(2)
"If a consumer finally prevails in any action brought under paragraph (1) of this
subsection, he may be allowed by the court to recover as part of the judgment
a sum equal to the aggregate amount of cost and expenses (including attorneys'
fees based on actual time expended) ... unless the court in its discretion shall
determine that such an award of attorneys' fees would be inappropriate."

Toxic Substances Control Act
15 U.S.C. § 2605(c)(4)(A)
"The Administrator [of the Environmental Protection Agency] may, pursuant to
rules prescribed by the Administrator, provide compensation for reasonable
attorneys' fees, expert witness fees, and other costs of participating in a
rulemaking proceeding for the promulgation of a rule under subsection (a) to
any person."

15 U.S.C. § 2618(d)
"The decision of the court in an action commenced under subsection (a), or of
the Supreme Court of the United States on review of such a decision, may
include an award of costs of suit and reasonable fees for attorneys and expert
witnesses if the court determines that such an award is appropriate."

15 U.S.C. § 2619(c)(2)
"The court in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subparagraph (a) may award costs of suit and reasonable fees for attorneys and
expert witnesses if the court determines that such an award is appropriate. Any
court, in issuing its decision in an action brought to review such an order, may
award costs ofsuit and reasonable fees for attorneys if the court determines that
such an award is appropriate."

15 U.S.C. § 2620(b)(4)(C)
"The court in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subparagraph (A) may award costs ofsuit and reasonable fees for attorneys and
expert witnesses if the court determines that such an award is appropriate. Any
court, in issuing its decision in an action brought to review such an order, may
award costs ofsuit and reasonable fees for attorneys if the court determines that
such an award is appropriate."

15 U.S.C. § 2622(b)(2)(B)
"If such an order issued, the Secretary, at the request of the complainant, shall
assess against the person against whom the order is issued a sum equal to the
aggregate amount of all costs and expenses <including attorney's fees)
reasonably incurred, as determined by the Secretary...."

Petroleum Marketing Practices Act
15 U.S.C. § 2805(d)(l)
"If the franchisee prevails in any action under subsection (a), such franchisee
shall be entitled ... to reasonable attorney and expert witness fees to be paid
by the franchisor, unless the court determines that only nominal damages are
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to be awarded to such franchisee, in which case the court, in its discretion, need
not direct that such fees be paid by the franchisor."

15 U.S.C. § 2805(d)(3)
"If any action under subsection (a), the court may, in its discretion, direct that
reasonable attorney and expert witness fees be paid by the franchisee if the
court finds that such action is frivolous."

Condominium and Cooperative Abuse ReliefAct of 1980
15 U.S.C. § 3608(d)
"Such relief may include, but shall not be limited to rescission, reformation,
restitution, the award of damages and reasonable attorney fees and court costs.
A defendant may recover reasonable attorneys' fees if the court determines that
the cause of action filed by the plaintiff is frivolous, malicious, or lacking in
substantial merit."

15 U.S.C. § 3611(d)
"The amount recoverable under this section may include interest paid,
reasonable attorneys' fees, independent engineer and appraisers' fees, and court
costs. A defendant may recover reasonable attorneys' fees if the court
determines that the cause of action filed by the plaintiff is frivolous, malicious,
or lacking in substantial merit."

Export Trading Company Act of 1982
15 U.S.C. § 4016(b)(1)
"Any person who has been injured as a result of conduct engaged in under a
certificate of review may bring a civil action for injunctive relief, actual damages,
the loss of interest on actual damages, and the cost of suit (including a
reasonable attorney's fee) for failure to comply with the standards of section
4013(a) of this title...."

15 U.S.C. § 4016(b)(4)
"In any action brought under paragraph (1), if the court finds that the conduct
does comply with the standards of section 4013(a) of this title, the court shall
award to the person against whom the claim is brought the cost of suit
attributable to defending the claim (including a reasonable attorney's fee)."

National Cooperative Research Act of 1984
15 U.S.C. § 4303(a)
"Notwithstanding section 15 of this title and in lieu of the relief specified in
such section, any person who is entitled to recovery on a claim under this
section shall recover ... a reasonable attorney's fee pursuant to section 4304 of
this title...."

15 U.S.C. § 4303(b)
"Notwithstanding section 15c of this title, and in lieu of the relief specified in
such section, any State that is entitled to monetary relief on a claim under such
section shall recover ... a reasonable attorney's fee pursuant to section 15c of
this title...."
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15 U.S.C. § 4303(c)
"Notwithstanding any provision ofany State law providing damages for conduct
similar to that forbidden by the antitrust laws, any person who is entitled to
recover on a claim under such provision shall not recover in excess of . . . a
reasonable attorney's fee pursuant to section 4304 of this title...."

15 U.S.C. § 4304(a)
"Notwithstanding sections 15 and 26 of this title, in any claim under the
antitrust laws, or any State law similar to the antitrust laws, based on the
conducting of a joint research and development program, the court shall, at the
conclusion of the action -- (1) award to a substantially prevailing claimant the
cost of suit attributable to such claim, including a reasonable attorney's fee, or
(2) award to a substantially prevailing party defending against any such claim
the cost of suit attributable to such claim, including a reasonable attorney's fee,
if the claim, or the claimant's conduct during the litigation of the claim, was
frivolous, unreasonable, without foundation, or in bad faith."

15 U.S.C. § 4304(b)
"The award made under subsection (a) may be offset in whole or in part by an
award in favor of any other party for any part of the cost of suit, including a
reasonable attorney's fee, attributable to conduct during the litigation by any
prevailing party that the court finds to be frivolous, unreasonable, without
foundation, or in bad faith."

Petroleum Overcharge Distribution and Restitution Act of 1986
15 U.S.C. § 4505(b)
"The Secretary shall . . . monitor the disposition by the States of any funds
disbursed to the States by the court pursuant to the opinion and order of such
District Court, dated July 7, 1986, with respect to In Re: the Department of
Energy Stripper Well Exemption Litigation, M.D.L. No. 378, including the use
of such funds for administrative costs and attorneys fees."

National Historic Preservation Act
16 U.S.C. § 470w-4
"In any civil action brought in any United States district court by any interested
person to enforce the provisions of sections 470 to 470a, 470b, and 470c to
470w-6 of this title, if such person substantially prevails in such action, the
court may award attorneys' fees, expert witness fees, and other costs of
participating in such action, as the court deems reasonable."

Federal Power Act
16 U.S.C. § 825q-1(b)(2)
"The [Federal Energy Regulatory] Commission may, under rules promulgated by
it, provide compensation for reasonable attorney's fees, expert witness fees, and
other costs of intervening or participating in any proceeding before the
Commission."

Fur Seal Act of 1966
16 U.S.C. § 1166(c)(13)

-----------------------------------
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"[The Pribilof Islands Trust instrument] shall address ... payment of necessary
administrative and legal expenses."

Endangered Species Act
16 U.S.C. f 1540(g)(4)
"The court, in issuing any tinal order in any suit brought pursuant to paragraph
(1) of this subsection, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines
such award is appropriate."

Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
16 U.S.C. f 2632(a)
"[S]uch utility shall be liable to compensate such consumer (pursuant to
paragraph (2» for reasonable attorneys' fees, expert witness fees, and other
reasonable costs incurred."

Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
16 U.S.C. § 3117(a) (see also 43 U.S.C. § 163l(c)(3»
"Local residents and other persons and organizations who are prevailing parties
in an action filed pursuant to this section shaH be awarded their costs and
attorney's fees."

Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988
16 U.S.C. § 4307(c)
"If any person fails to pay an assessment of a civil penalty ... the Attorney
General shall bring a civil action in an appropriate United States district court
to recover the amount of the penalty assessed (plus costs, attorney's fees, and
interest ... )."

Copyright Act
17 U.S.C. § 505
"In any civil action under this title, the court in its discretion may allow the
recovery offuH costs by or against any party other than the United States or an
officer thereof. Except as otherwise provided by this title, the court may also
award a reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing party as part of the costs."

17 U.S.C. § 511(b)
"Such remedies include ... costs and attorney's fees under section 505...."

17 U.S.C. § 911(0
"In any civil action arising under this chapter, the court in its discretion may
allow the recovery of full costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, to the
prevailing party."

17 U.S.C. § 911(g)(2)
"Such remedies include ... costs and attorney's fees under subsection <0."

Firearm Owners' Protection Act
18 U.S.C. § 924(d)(2)(A)
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"In any action or proceeding for the return of firearms or ammunition seized
under the provisions of this chapter, the court shall allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee, and the United States
shall be liable therefor."

18 U.S.C. § 924(d)(2)(B)
"In any other action or proceeding under the provisions of this chapter, the
court, when it finds that such action was without foundation, or was initiated
vexatiously, frivolously, or in bad faith, shall allow the prevailing party, other
than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee, and the United States shall
be liable therefor."

18 U.S.C. § 924(d)(2)(D)
"The United States shall be liable for attomeys' fees under this paragraph only
to the extent provided in advance by appropriation Acts." Public Laws 101-136
and 101-509 each appropriated $1 million, for fiscal years 1990 and 1991,
respectively, to the Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco and Firearms for attorney's fees
under this provision.

Major Fraud Act of 1988
18 U.S.C. § 103l(g)
"Any individual who ... is ... discriminated against in the terms or conditions
of employment by an employer because of lawful acts done by the employee on
behalf of the employee or others in furtherance of a prosecution under this
section . . . may, in a civil action, obtain all relief necessary to make such
individual whole. Such relief shall include ... compensation for any special
damages sustained as a result of the discrimination, including litigation costs
and reasonable attorney's fees."

Organized Crime Control Act of 1970
18 U.S.C. § 1964(c)
"Any person injured in his business or property by reason of a violation of
section 1962 of this chapter may . . . sue and shall recover . . . a reasonable
attorney's fee...."

Child Abuse Victims' Rights Act of 1986
18 U.S.C. § 2255(a)
"Any minor who is a victim of a violation of section 2251 or 2252 of this title
and who suffers personal injury as a result of such violation may sue in any
appropriate United States District Court and shall recover the actual damages
such minor sustains and the cost of the suit, including a reasonable attorney's
fee."

Antiterrorism Act of 1990
18 U.S.C. § 2333(e)
"Any national of the United States, injured in his person, property, or business
by reason of an act of international terrorism, or his estate, survivors, or heirs,
may sue therefor in any appropriate district court ofthe United States and shall
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recover threefold the damages he sustains and the cost of the suit, including
attorney's fees."

Wire Interception Act
18 U.S.C. § 2520(b)(3)
"In any action under this section, appropriate relief includes . . . a reasonable
attorney's fee and other litigation costs reasonably incurred."

Electronic Communications Privacy Act of1986
18 U.S.C. § 2707(b)(3)
"In a civil action under this section, appropriate relief includes ... a reasonable
attorney's fee and other litigation costs reasonably incurred."

Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988
18 U.S.C. § 2710(c)(2)(C)
"The court may award ... reasonable attorneys' fees and other litigation costs
reasonably incurred."

Criminal Justice Act
18 U.S.C. § 3006A(d)
"(1) Hourly Rate. Any attorney appointed pursuant to this section or a bar
association or legal aid agency or community defender organization which has
provided the appointed attorney shall, at the conclusion of the representation
or any segment thereof, be compensated at a rate not exceeding...."

Financial Institutions Anti-Fraud Enforcement Act of 1990
18 U.S.C. § 3059A(e)(2) (see also 12 U.S.C. § 4246)
"(1) A person who ... is ... discriminated against in the terms or conditions of
employment by an employer because of lawful acts done by the person on behalf
of the person or others in furtherance of a prosecution under any of the sections
referred to in subsection (a) ... may, in a civil action, obtain all relief necessary
to make the person whole. (2) Relief under paragraph (1) shall include . . .
compensation for any special damages sustained as a result of the discrimin
ation, including litigation costs and reasonable attorney's fees."

Authentication of Foreign Documents
18 U.S.C. § 3495
"Every foreign counsel selected pursuant to a commission issued on application
of the United States ... shall be paid by the United States, such compensation.

"

Witness Security Reform Act of 1984
18 U.S.C. 3524(d)(6)
"The United States shall be required by the court to pay litigation costs,
including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by a parent who prevails in
enforcing a custody or visitation order; but shall retain the right to recover such
costs from the protected person."
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Juvenile Delinquency
18 U.S.C. § 5034
"In cases where the juvenile and his parents, guardian, or custodian are
financially able to obtain adequate representation but have not retained counsel,
the magistrate may assign counsel and order the payment of reasonable
attorney's fees or may direct the juvenile, his parents, guardian, or custodian to
retain private counsel within a specified period of time."

Higher Education Act of 1965
20 U.S.C. § 1078(c)(6)(B)(i)
"'administrative costs of collection of loans' means ... attorney's fees...."

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (formerly Education of the
Handicapped Act)
20 U.S.C. § 1415(e)(4)(B)
"In any action or proceeding brought under this subsection, the court, in its
discretion, may award reasonable attorneys' fees as part of the costs to the
prevailing parents or guardian of a handicapped child or youth who is the
prevailing party."

Discrimination Based on Sex or Blindness (Title IX of Public Law 92-318)
20 U.S.C. §§ 1681 et seq.
See 42 U.S.C. § 1988

Foreign Relations AutJwrization Act, Fiscal Year 1978
22 U.S.C. § 2692(a)
"The Secretary ofState may compensate, pursuant to regulations which he shall
prescribe, for the cost of participating in any proceeding or on any advisory
committee or delegation of the Department ofState, any organization or person.

"

Foreign Service Act of 1980
22 U.S.C. § 4137(b)
"If the Board finds that the grievance is meritorious, the Board shall have the
authority to direct the Department -- (5) to pay reasonable attorney fees to the
grievant to the same extent and in the same manner as such fees may be re
quired by the Merit Systems Protection Board under section 770l(g) of Title 5."

Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986
22 U.S.C. § 5083(b)
"Damages which may be recoverable include lost profits and the cost ofbringing
the action, including a reasonable attorney's fee."

Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990
25 U.S.C. § 305e(b)
"In addition to the relief specified in subsection (a), the court may award
punitive damages and the costs of suit and a reasonable attorney's fee."
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Navajo and Hopi Indian Relocation Amendments Act of 1980
25 U.S.C. § 640d-27(a)
"In any litigation or court action between or among the Hopi Tribe, the Nav~o
Tribe and the United States or any of its officials, departments, agencies, or
instrumentalities, arising out of the interpretation or implementation of this
subchapter, as amended, the Secretary shall pay, subject to the availability of
appropriations, attomey's fees, costs and expenses as determined by the
Secretary to be reasonable."

25 U.S.C. § 640d-27(b)
"Upon the entry of a final judgment in any such litigation or court action, the
court shall award reasonable attomey's fees, costs and expenses to the party,
other than the United States or its officials, departments, agencies, or
instrumentalities, which prevails or substantially prevails, where it finds that
any opposing party has unreasonably initiated or contested such litigation. Any
party to whom such an award has been made shall reimburse the United States
out of such award to the extent that it has received payments pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section."

Internal Revenue Code
26 U.S.C. § 6110(O(4)(A)
"Any person who has exhausted the administrative remedies prescribed pursuant
to paragraph (2) with respect to a request for disclosure may file a petition in
the United States Tax Court or a complaint in the United States District Court.
. .. [T]he provisions of subparagraphs (C), (D), (E), (F), and (G) of section
552(a)(4) of title 5, United States Code, shall apply to any proceeding under this
paragraph." (Subparagraph (E) is the attorneys' fees provision of the Freedom
of Information Act.)

26 U.S.C. § 6110(i)(2)
"In any suit brought under the provisions of paragraph (l)(A) ... or in any suit
brought under subparagraph (l)(B) ... the United States shall be liable [for] the
costs of the action together with reasonable attorney's fees as determined by the
Court."

26 U.S.C. § 6673(a)
"Whenever it appears to the Tax Court that proceedings before it have been
instituted or maintained by the taxpayer primarily for delay, that the taxpayer's
position in such proceedings is frivolous or groundless, or that the taxpayer
unreasonably failed to pursue available administrative remedies, damages in an
amount not in excess of$5,000 shall be awarded to the United States by the Tax
Court in its decision... ."

26 U.S.C. § 6673(b)
"Whenever it appears to the court that the taxpayer's position in proceedings
before the court instituted or maintained by such taxpayer under section 7433
is frivolous or groundless, damages in an amount not in excess of $10,000 shall
be awarded to the United States by the court in the court's decision... ."
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26 U.S.C. § 7430(a)
"In any administrative or court proceeding which is brought by or against the
United States in connection with the determination, collection, or refund of any
tax, interest, or penalty under this title, the prevailing party [other than the
United States or any creditor of the tupayer involved] may [if he establishes
that the position of the United States in the proceeding was not substantially
justified] be awarded a judgment or a settlement for - (1) reasonable
administrative costs incurred in connection with such administrative proceeding
within the Internal Revenue Service, and (2) for reasonable litigation costs
incurred in connection with such court proceeding."

26 U.S.C. § 950l(d) (Bee also 30 U.S.C. § 932(a»
"Amounts in the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund shall be available, as
provided by appropriations Acts, for ... (7) the reimbursement of operators and
insurers for amounts paid by such operators and insurers (other than amounts
paid as penalties, interest, or attorney fees) at any time in satisfaction (in whole
or in part of any claim denied ... before March 1, 1978...."

Judicial Discipline and Removal Reform Act of 1990
28 U.S.C. § 372(c)(16)
"Upon the request of a judge or magistrate whose conduct is the subject of a
complaint under this subsection, the judicial council may, if the complaint has
been finally dismissed under paragraph 6(C), recommend that the Director ofthe
Administrative Office of the United States Courts award reimbursement, from
funds appropriated to the Federal judiciary, for those reasonable expenses,
including attorneys' fees, incurred by that judge or magistrate during the
investigation which would not have been incurred but for the requirements of
this subsection."

Independent Counsel Reauthorization Act of 1987
28 U.S.C. § 593(0 (Bee also 5 U.S.C. § 288i(d»
"Upon the request of an individual who is the subject of an investigation
conducted by an independent counsel pursuant to this chapter, the division of
the court may, if no indictment is brought against such individual pursuant to
that investigation, award reimbursement for those reasonable attorney's fees
incurred by that individual...."

Judicial Improvements and Access to Justice Act
28 U.S.C. § 655(e) (repealed effective Nov. 19, 1993)
"In any trial de novo demanded under subsection (a) in which arbitration was
done by consent of the parties, a district court may assess costs, as provided in
section 1920 of this title, and reasonable attorney fees against the party
demanding the trial de novo if -- (1) such party fails to obtain a judgment,
exclusive of interest and costs, in the court which is substantially more favorable
to such party than the arbitration award, and (2) the court determines that the
party's conduct in seeking a trail de novo was in bad faith."

Sentencing Reform Act of 1984
28 U.S.C. § 995(a)
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"The [Federal Sentencing] Commission, by a vote of the m~ority of members
present and voting, shall have the power to ... (23) retain private attorneys to
provide legal advice to the Commission . . . and the Commission may in its
discretion pay reasonable attorney's fees to private attorneys employed by it out
of its appropriated funds."

Tucker Act
28 U.S.C. If 1346(a), 1491
See 42 U.S.C. I 4654

Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act of 1980
28 U.S.C. I 1738A note
"In furtherance of the purposes of section 1738A of title 28 ... State courts are
encouraged to . . . award to the person entitled to custody or visitation . . .
attorneys' fees...."

Jury System Improvements Act of 1978
28 U.S.C. § 1875(d)(2)
"In any action or proceeding under this section, the court may award a
prevailing employee who brings such action by retained counsel a reasonable
attorney's fee as part of the costs. The court may tax a defendant employer, as
costs payable to the court, the attorney fees and expenses incurred on behalf of
a prevailing employee, where such costs were expended pursuant to paragraph
(1) of this subsection. The court may award a prevailing employer a reasonable
attorney's fee as part of the costs only if the court determines that the action
is frivolous, vexatious, or brought in bad faith."

Fees and Costs
28 U.S.C. § 1912
"Where a judgment is affirmed by the Supreme Court or a court of appeals, the
court in its discretion may adjudge to the prevailing party just damages for his
delay, and single or double costs." This provision has been interpreted to permit
awards of attorneys' fees. See 50 ALR Fed 652, 67 ALR Fed 319.

28 U.S.C. § 1927
"Any attorney or other person admitted to conduct cases in any court of the
United States or any Territory thereof who so multiplies the proceedings in any
case unreasonably and vexatiously may be required by the court to satisfy
personally the excess costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees reasonably incurred
because of such conduct."

Equal Access to Justice Act
28 U.S.C. § 2412 (see also 5 U.S.C. I 504)
"(a) Except as otherwise specifically provided by statute, a judgment for costs,
as enumerated in section 1920 of this title but not including the fees and
expenses of attorneys may be awarded to the prevailing party in any action
brought by or against the United States...."
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"(b) Unless expressly prohibited by statute, a court may award reasonable fees
and expenses of attorneys, in addition to the costs which may be awarded
pursuant to subsection (a), to the prevailing party in any civil action brought
by or against the United States.... The United States shall be liable for such
fees and expenses to the same extent that any other party would be liable under
the common law or under the terms of any statute which specifically provides
for such an award...."

"(d)(l)(A) Except as otherwise specifically provided by statute, a court shall
award to a prevailing party other than the United States fees and other
expenses, in addition to any costs awarded pursuant to subsection (a), incurred
by that party in any civil action (other than cases sounding in tort), including
proceedings for judicial review of agency action, brought by or against the
United States ... unless the court finds that the position of the United States
was substantially justified or that special circumstances make an award unjust.

"

"(d)(3) In awarding fees and other expenses under this subsection to a prevailing
party in any action for judicial review of an adversary adjudication, as defined
in subsection (b)(l)(C) of section 504 of title 5, United States Code, or an
adversary adjudication subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, the court
shall include in that award fees and other expenses to the same extent author
ized under subsection (a) of such section, unless the court finds that during such
adversary adjudication the position of the United States was substantially
justified, or that special circumstances make an award unjust...."

"(e) The provisions of this section shall not apply to any costs, fees, and other
expenses in connection with any proceedings to which section 7430 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 applies...."

Federal Debt Collection Procedures Act of 1990
28 U.S.C. § 3205(c)(6)
"The court may award a reasonable attorney's fee to the United States and
against the garnishee if the writ is not answered within the time specified
therein...."

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Signing of Pleadings, Motions, and Other Papers; Sanctions
28 U.S.C. App. Rule 11
"If a pleading, motion, or other paper is signed in violation of this rule, the
court, upon motion or upon its own initiative, shall impose upon the person who
signed it, a represented party, or both, an appropriate sanction, which may
include an order to pay to the other party or parties the amount of the reason
able expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading, motion, or other
paper, including a reasonable attorney's fee."
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Pretrial Conferences,' Scheduling, MOJ'IIJ6ement
28 U.s.C. App. Rule 16(0
"[T]he judge shall require the party or the attorney representing him or both to
pay the reasonable expenses incurred because of any noncompliance with this
rule, including attorney's fees, unle88 the judge finds that the noncompliance
was substantially justified or that other circuJDItances make an award of
expenses unjust."

Signing of Discovery Requat8, Respon8es, and Objections
28 U.S.C. App. Rule 26(g)
"IT certification is made in violation of the rule, the court, upon motion or upon
its own initiative, shall impose upon the person who made the certification, the
party on whose behalf the request, response, or objection is made, or both, an
appropriate sanction, which may include an order to pay the amount of the
reasonable expenses incurred because of the violation, including a reasonable
attorney's fee."

Failure to Attend or to Serve Subpoena
28 U.S.C. App. Rule 30(g)(1)
"If the party giving notice of a deposition fails to attend and proceed there with
and another party attends in person or by attorney pursuant to the notice, the
court may order the party giving notice to pay to such other party the
reasonable expenses incurred by him and his attorney in attending, including
reasonable attorney's fees."

28 U.S.C. App. Rule 30(g)(2)
"If the party giving the notice of the taking of the deposition of a witness fails
to serve a subpoena on him and the witne88 because of such failure does not
attend, and if another party attends in person or by attorney because he expects
the deposition of that witness to be taken, the court may order the party giving
the notice to pay to such other party the reasonable expenses incurred by him
and his attorney in attending, including reasonable attorney's fees."

28 U.S.C. App. Rule 37
(a)(4) Motion for compelling discovery:
"If the motion is granted, the court shall, after opportunity for hearing, require
the party or deponent whose conduct necessitated the motion or the party or
attorney advising such conduct or both of them to pay to the moving party the
reasonable expenses incurred in obtaining the order, including attorney's fees,
unle88 the court finds that the opposition to the motion was substantially
justified or that other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust."

"If the motion is denied, the court shall, after opportunity for hearing, require
the moving party or the attorney advising the motion or both of them to pay to
the party or deponent who opposed the motion the reasonable expenses incurred
in opposing the motion, including attorney's fees, unless the court finds that the
making of the motion was substantially justified or that other circumstances
make an award of expenses unjust...."
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(b) Failure to comply with order:
"In lieu of any of the foregoing orders or in addition thereto, the court shall
require the party failing to obey the order or the attorney advising him or both
to pay the reasonable expenses, including attomey's fees, caused by the failure,
unless the court finds that the failure was substantially justified or that other
circumstances make an award of expenses uqjust."

(c) Expenses on failure to admit:
"If a party fails to admit the genuineness of any document or the truth of any
matter as requested under Rule 36, and if the party requesting the admissions
thereafter proves the genuineness of the document or the truth of the matter,
he may apply to the court for an order requiring the other party to pay him the
reasonable expenses incurred in making the proof, including reasonable
attorney's fees...."

(d) Failure of a party to attend at own deposition or serve answers to
interrogatories or respond to request for inspection:
"In lieu of any order or in addition thereto, the court shall require the party
failing to act or the attorney advising him or both to pay the reasonable
expenses, including attorney's fees, caused by the failure, unless the court finds
that the failure was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an
award of expenses unjust."

(g) Failure to participate in the framing of a discovery plan:
"If a party or his attorney fails to participate in good faith in the framing of a
discovery plan by agreement as is required by Rule 26<0, the court may, after
opportunity for a hearing, require such party or his attorney to pay to any other
party the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, caused by the failure."

28 U.S.C. App. Rule 56(g)
Affidavits Made in Bad Faith:
"[T]he court shall forthwith order the party . . . to pay to the other party the
amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused him
to incur, including reasonable attorney's fees...."

28 U.S.C. App. Rule 68
Offer of Judgment:
"If, more than ten days before trial begins, a party defending a claim makes a
settlement offer which is rejected by the offeree, and, "[i]f the judgment finally
obtained by the offeree is not more favorable than the offer, the offeree must
pay the costs incurred after the making of the offer." The Supreme Court has
held that "costs" includes attorneys' fees in actions brought under statutes that
allow attorneys' fees as part of the costs. (See ch. xn of this report.)

Federal Rules ofAppellate Procedure
28 U.S.C. App. Rule 38
"If a court of appeals shall determine that an appeal is frivolous, it may award
just damages and single or double costs to the appellee." This provision has
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been interpreted to permit awards of attorneys' fees. See 50 ALR Fed 652, 67
ALR Fed 319.

Norris-LaGuardia Act
29 U.S.C. § 107(e)
"No temporary restraining order or temporary injunction shall be issued except
on condition that complainant shall first file an undertaking with adequate
security in an amount to be fIXed by the court sufficient to recompense those
enjoined for any loss, expense, or damage caused by the improvident or
erroneous issuance of such order or injunction, including all reasonable costs
(together with a reasonable attorney's fee).....

Fair Labor Stand4rds Act
29 U.S.C. § 216(b)
"The court in such action shall, in addition to any judgment awarded to the
plaintiff or plaintiffs, allow a reasonable attorney's fee to be paid by the
defendant, and costs of the action."

Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959
29 U.S.C. § 431(c)
"The court in such action may, in its discretion, in addition to any judgment
awarded to the plaintiffor plaintiffs, allow a reasonable attorney's fee to be paid
by the defendant, and costs of the action."

29 U.S.C. § 501(c)
"The trial judge may allow a reasonable part of the recovery in any action under
this subsection to pay the fees of counsel prosecuting the suit...."

Age Di8crimination in Employment Act of 1967
29 U.S.C. § 626(b)
This section incorporates the attorneys' fees provision of the Fair Labor
Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 216(b).

Rehabilitation Act of 1973
29 U.S.C. § 794a(b)
"In any action or proceeding to enforce or charge a violation of a provision of
this title, the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than
the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs."

Employee Retirement Income Security Act
29 U.S.C. § 1132(g)
"In any action under this subchapter by a participant, beneficiary, or fiduciary,
the court in its discretion may allow a reasonable attorney's fee and costs of the
action to either party."

29 U.S.C. § 1305(b)(l)
"Each fund established under this section shall be credited with the appropriate
portion of ... (F) attorney's fees awarded to the corporation...."
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29 U.S.C. § 1370(e)
"(1) General Rule. -- In any action brought under this section, the court in its
discretion may award all or a portion of the costs and expenses incurred in
connection with such action, including reasonable attorney's fees, to any party
who prevails or substantially prevails in such action."

"(2) Exemption for Plans.•• Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this
subsection, no plan shall be required in any action to pay any costs and expenses
(including attorney's fees)."

29 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(2)
"The arbitrator may also award reasonable attorney's fees."

29 U.S.C. § 1451(e)
"In any action under this section, the court may award all or a portion of the
costs and expenses incurred in connection with such action, including reasonable
attorney's fees, to the prevailing party."

Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988
29 U.S.C. § 2005(c)(3)
"The court, in its discretion, may aHow the prevailing party (other than the
United States) reasonable costs, including attorney's fees."

Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
29 U.S.C. § 2104(a)(6)
"In any such suit, the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party a
reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs."

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
30 U.S.C. § 815(c)(3)
"Whenever any order is issued sustaining the complainant's charges under this
subsection, a sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses
(including attorney's fees) ... shall be assessed against the person committing
such violation."

30 U.S.C. § 932(a) •• Black Lung Benefits Act (see also 26 U.S.C. § 9501(d)(7»
This subsection incorporates 33 U.S.C. § 928(a) and (b).

30 U.S.C. § 938(c)
"Whenever an order is issued under this subsection granting relief to a miner at
the request of such miner, a sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and
expenses (including attorney's fees) ... shaH be assessed against the person
committing the violation."

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act
30 U.S.C. § 1270(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation (including attorney
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and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines such
award is appropriate."

30 U.S.C. § 1270(0
"Any person who is injured in his person or property through the violation by
any operator of any rule, regulation, order, or permit issued pursuant to this
chapter may bring an action for damages (including reasonable attorney and
expert witness fees) ... ."

30 U.S.C. § 1275(e)
"Whenever an order is issued under this eec:tion, or as a result of any
administrative proceeding under this chapter, at the request of any person, a
sum equal to the aggregate amount ofall costs and expenses (including attorney
fees) ... may be assessed against either party... ."

30 U.S.C. § 1293(c)
"Whenever an order is issued under this section to abate any violation, at the
request of the applicant a sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and
expenses (including attorneys' fees) ... shall be assessed against the persons
committing the violation."

Deep Seabed Hard Mineral Resources Act
30 U.S.C. § 1427(c)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought under subsection (a)
of this section, may award costs of litigation, including reasonable attorney and
expert witness fees, to any party whenever the court determines that such an
award is appropriate."

General Accounting Office Act of 1980
31 U.S.C. § 755(b)
"If an officer, employee, or applicant for employment is the prevailing party in
a proceeding under this section, and the decision is based on a finding of
discrimination prohibited under section 732(0 of this title, attorney's fees may
be allowed by the court in accordance with the standards prescribed under
section 706(k) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 [42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k)]."

Competition in Contracting Act of 1984
31 U.S.C. § 3554(c)(l)
"If the Comptroller General determines that a solicitation for a contract or a
proposed award or the award of a contract does not comply with a statute or
regulation, the Comptroller General may declare an appropriate interested party
to be entitled to the costs of -- (A) filing and pursuing the protest, including
reasonable attorneys' fees... ."

False Claims Amendments of 1986
31 U.S.C. § 3730(d)(l)
"Any such person shall also receive an amount for reasonable expenses which
the court finds to have been necessarily incurred, plus reasonable attorneys' fees
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and costs. All such expenses, fees, and costs shall be awarded against the
defendant."

31 U.S.C. § 3730(d)(2)
"Such person shall also receive an amount for reasonable expenses which the
court finds to have been necessarily incurred, plus reasonable attorneys' fees
and costs. All such expenses, fees, and costs shall be awarded against the
defendant."

31 U.S.C. § 3730(d)(3)
"[T]he court may award to the defendant its reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses if the defendant prevails in the action and the court finds that the
claim of the person bringing the action was clearly frivolous, clearly vexatious,
or brought primarily for purposes of harassment."

31 U.S.C. § 3730(g)
"In civil actions brought under this section by the United States, the provisions
of section 2412(d) of title 29 shall apply."

31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)
"Such relief shall include ... litigation costs and reasonable attorneys' fees."

Longshore and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act
33 U.S.C. § 928(a)
"[T]here shall be awarded, in addition to the award of compensation, in a
compensation order, a reasonable attorney's fee against the employer or carrier
in an amount approved by the deputy commissioner, the Board, or court, as the
case may be...."

33 U.S.C. § 928(b)
"[A] reasonable attorney's fee based solely on the difference between the
amount awarded and the amount tendered or paid shall be awarded in addition
to the amount of compensation."

33 U.S.C. § 933(e)(l)
"The employer shall retain an amount equal to •• (A) the expenses incurred by
him in respect to such proceedings or compromise (including a reasonable
attorney's fee) as determined by the deputy commissioner or Board...."

Water Pollution Prevention and Control Act
33 U.S.C. § 1319(g)(9)
"Any person who fails to pay on a timely basis the amount of an assessment if
a civil penalty as described in the first sentence of this paragraph shall be
required to pay, in addition to such amount and interest, attorneys fees and
costs for collection proceedings....ft

33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(6)(H)
"Any person who fails to pay on a timely basis the amount of an assessment of
a civil penalty as described in the first sentence of this subparagraph shall be
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required to pay, in addition to such amount and interest, attorneys fees and
costs for collection proceedings...."

33 u.s.e. § 1365(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to this
section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert
witness fees) to any prevailing or substantially prevailing party, whenever the
court determines such award is appropriate."

33 u.s.e. § 1367(c)
"[A] sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including the
attorney's fee), as determined by the Secretary of Labor ... shall be assessed
against the person committing such violation."

33 u.s.e. § 1369(b)(4)
"In any judicial proceeding under this subsection, the court may award costs of
litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any
prevailing or substantially prevailing party whenever it determines that such
award is appropriate."

Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act
33 u.s.e. § 1415(g)(4)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any suit brought pursuant to paragraph
(1) of this subsection may award costs of litigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines
such award is appropriate."

Deepwater Ports Act
33 u.s.e. § 1515(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines
such award is appropriate."

Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships
33 u.s.e. § 1910(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to this
section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert
witness fees) to any party including the Federal Government."

Oil Pollution Act of 1990
33 u.s.e. § 2715(b)
"At the request of the Secretary, the Attorney General shall commence an action
on behalf of the Fund to recover any compensation paid by the Fund to any
claimant pursuant to this chapter, and all costs incurred by the Fund by reason
of the claim, including ... attorney's fees."
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Patent Infringement
35 U.S.C. § 271(e)(4)
"The remedies prescribed by subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) are the only
remedies which may be granted by a court for an act of infringement described
in paragraph (2), except that a court may award attorney fees under section
285."

35 U.S.C. § 285
"The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees to the
prevailing party."

Amateur Sports Act of 1978 (use of Olympic symbols)
36 U.S.C. § 380(a)
This provision incorporates the attorneys' fees provision of the Trademark Act,
15 U.S.C. § 1117. See International Olympic Committee v. San Francisco Arts
& Athletics, 781 F.2d 733 (9th Cir. 1986), rehearing denied, 789 F.2d 1319 (9th
Cir. 1986), aff'd (not on an attorneys' fees issue), 483 U.S. 522 (1987).

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949
40 U.S.C. § 759(O(5)(C)
"Whenever the board makes such determination, it may, in accordance with
section 1304 of Title 31, further declare an appropriate interested party to be
entitled to the costs of -- (i) filing and pursuing the protest, including reasonable
attorney's fees, and (ii) bid and proposal preparation."

Contract Disputes Act of 1978
41 U.S.C. §§ 601 et seq.
See 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(3)

Safe Drinking Water Act
42 U.S.C. § 300h-2(c)(7)
"If any person fails to pay an assessment of a civil penalty . . . the
Administrator may request the Attorney General to bring a civil action in an
appropriate district court to recover the amount assessed (plus costs, attorneys'
fees, and interest ... )."

42 U.S.C. § 300j-8(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought under subsection
(a) of this section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney
and expert witness fees) to any party whenever the court determines such an
award is appropriate."

42 U.S.C. § 300j-9(i)(2)(B)(ii)
"If such an order is issued, the Secretary, at the request of the complainant,
shall assess against the person against whom the order is issued a sum equal
to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees)
reasonably incurred... ."
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National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986
42 U.S.C. § 300aa-15(b)
"Compensation awarded under the [National Vaccine Il\iury Compensation] Pro
gram ... may also include an amount, not to exceed a combined total of$30,000,
for - (1) lost earnings . . . (2) pain and suffering . . . , and (3) reasonable
attorneys' fees and costs...."

42 U.S.C. § 300aa-15(e)
"(1) In awarding compensation on a petition filed under section 300aa-11 of this
title the special master or court shall also award as part of such compensation
an amount to cover - (A) reasonable attorneys' fees, and (B) other costs,
incurred in any proceeding on such petition. If the judgment of a court on such
a petition does not award compensation, the court may include in the judgment
an amount to cover petitioner's reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs
incurred in any proceeding on such petition if the court determines that the civil
action was brought in good faith and there was a reasonable basis for the claim
for which the civil action was brought."

"(2) If the petitioner, before the effective date of this subpart, filed a civil action
for damages for any vaccine-related injury or death for which compensation may
be awarded under the Program, and petitioned under section 300aa-11(a)(5) of
this title to have such action dismissed and to file a petition for compensation
under the Program, in awarding compensation on such petition the special
master or court may include an amount of compensation limited to the costs and
expenses incurred by the petitioner and the attorney of the petitioner before the
effective date of this subpart in preparing, filing, and prosecuting such civil
action (including the reasonable value of the attorney's time if the civil action
was filed under contingent fee arrangements),"

42 U.S.C. § 300aa-3l(c)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action under this section, may
award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees)
to any plaintiff who substantially prevails on one or more significant issues in
the action."

Social Security Act
42 U.S.C. § 673(a)(6)(A)
"For purposes of paragraph (1)(B)(i). the term 'non-recurringadoption expenses'
means reasonable and necessary adoption fees, court costs, attorney fees, and
other expenses which are directly related to the legal adoption of a child with
special needs and which are not incurred in violation of State or Federal law."

42 U.s.C. § 1320a-7a(c)(4)(G)
"The official conducting a hearing under this section may sanction a person,
including any party or attorney for failing to comply with an order or procedure,
failing to defend an action, or other misconduct as would interfere with the
speedy, orderly, or fair conduct of the hearing. . .. Such sanction may include
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... ordering the party or attorney to pay attorneys' fees and other costs caused
by the failure or misconduct...."

Homeownership and Opportunity Through HOPE Act
42 U.S.C. § 1437aaa-4(h) (see also 42 U.S.C. §§ 12875, 12895)
"The parties specified in the preceding sentence shall be entitled to reasonable
attorney fees upon prevailing in any judicial action."

Voting Rights Act of 1965
42 U.S.C. § 19731(e)
"In any action or proceeding to enforce the voting guarantees of the fourteenth
or fifteenth amendment, the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing
party, other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs."

Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act
42 U.S.C. § 1973ee-4(c)
"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no award of attorney fees may be
made with respect to an action under this section, except in any action brought
to enforce the original judgment of the court."

Civil Rights Acts
42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1986
See 42 U.S.C. § 1988

Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976
42 U.S.C. § 1988
"In any action or proceeding to enforce a provision of sections 1981, 1982, 1983,
1985, and 1986 of this title, title IX of;Public Law 92-318, or title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs."

Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act
42 U.S.C. § 1997a(b)
"In any action commenced under this section, the court may allow the prevailing
party, other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee against the
United States as part of the costs."

42 U.S.C. § 1997c(d)
"In any action in which the United States joins as an intervenor under this
section, the court may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States,
a reasonable attorney's fee against the United States as part of the costs...."

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title II
42 U.S.C. § 2000a-3(b)
"In any action commenced pursuant to this subchapter, the court, in its
discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a
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reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the United States shall be
liable for costs the same as a private party."

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title III
42 U.S.C. § 2000b-1
"In any action or proceeding under this subchapter the United States shall be
liable for costs, including a reasonable attorney's fee, the same as a private
party."

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII
42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k)
"In any action or proceeding under this subchapter the court, in its discretion,
may allow the prevailing party, other than the [Equal Employment Opportun
ity] Commission or the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs, and the Commission and the United States shall be liable for costs the
same as a private person."

Privacy Protection Act of1980
42 U.S.C. § 2000aa-6<O
"A person having a cause of action under this section shall be entitled to recover
... such reasonable attorneys' fees and other litigation costs reasonably
incurred as the court, in its discretion, may award...."

Atomic Energy Act of1954
42 U.S.C. § 2184
"If, in any action against such patent licensee, the court shall determine that the
defendant is exercising such license, the measure of damages shall be the royalty
fee determined pursuant to section 2187(c) of this title, together with such costs,
interest and reasonable attorney's fees as may be fIXed by the court. . .. If any
such patent licensee shall fail to pay such royalty fee, the patentee may bring
an action in any court of competent jurisdiction for such royalty fee, together
with such costs, interest and reasonable attorney's fees as may be fIXed by the
court."

Legal Services Corporation Act
42 U.S.C. § 2996e<O
"If an action is commenced by the Corporation or by a recipient and a final order
is entered in favor of the defendant and against the Corporation or a recipient's
plaintiff, the court shall, upon motion by the defendant and upon a finding by
the court that the action was commenced or pursued for the sole purpose of
harassment of the defendant or that the Corporation or a recipient's plaintiff
maliciously abused legal process, enter an order (which shall be appealable
before being made final) awarding reasonable costs and legal fees incurred by
the defendant in defense of the action, except when in contravention of a State
law, a rule or court, or a statute of general applicability. Any such costs and
fees shall be directly paid by the Corporation."
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Department of Housing and Urban Development Act
42 U.S.C. § 3537a(c)(5) (action to collect civil money penalty)
"The monetary judgment may, in the court's discretion, include the attorney's
fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection with the
action."

42 U.S.C. § 3537b(d)(6) (action to collect civil money penalty)
"The monetary judgment may, in the discretion of the court, include any
attorney's fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection
with the action."

42 U.S.C. § 3544
"Appropriate relief that may be ordered by such district courts shall include
reasonable attorney's fees and other litigation costs."

42 U.S.C. § 3545(i) (action to collect civil money penalty)
"The monetary judgment may, in the court's discretion, include the attorney's
fees and other expenses incurred by the United States in connection with the
action."

Fair Housing Act
42 U.S.C. § 3612(p)
"In any administrative proceeding brought under this section, or any court
proceeding arising therefrom, or any civil action under section 812 [42 U.S.C.
§ 3612], the administrative law judge or the court, as the case may be, in its
discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a
reasonable attorney's fee and costs. The United States shall be liable for such
fees and costs to the extent provided by section 504 of title 5, United States
Code, or by section 2412 of title 28, United States Code."

42 U.S.C. § 3613(c)(2)
"In a civil action under subsection (a), the court, in its discretion, may allow the
prevailing party, other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee and
costs. The United States shall be liable for such fees and costs to the same
extent as a private person."

42 U.S.C. § 3614(d)(2)
"In a civil action [by the Attorney General] under this section, the court, in its
discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a
reasonable attorney's fee and costs. The United States shall be liable for such
fees and costs to the extent provided by section 2412 of title 28, United States
Code."

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
42 U.S.C. § 3789d(c)(4)(B)
"In any civil action brought by a private person to enforce compliance with any
provision of this subsection, the court may grant to a prevailing plaintiff
reasonable attorney fees, unless the court determines that the lawsuit is
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frivolous, vexatious, brought for harassment purposes, or brought principally for
the purpose of gaining attorney fees."

National Flood Insurance Act of 1968
42 U.S.C. § 408l(c)
"The Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency ... shall provide
any such agent or broker with indemnification, including court costs and
reasonable attorney fees, arising out of and caused by an error or omission on
the part of the Federal Emergency Management Agency and its contractors."

Uniform Relocation .Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act
42 U.S.C. § 4654
"(a) The Federal court ... shall award ... such a sum 88 will in the opinion of
the court reimburse such owner for his reasonable costs, disbursements, and
expenses, includingreasonable attorney, appraisal, and engineeringfees, actually
incurred because of the condemnation proceedings...."

"(c) The court rendering a judgment for the plaintiff in a proceeding brought
under section 1346(a)(2) or 1491 of Title 28, awarding compensation for the
taking of property by a Federal agency, or the Attorney General effecting a
settlement of any such proceeding, shall determine and award or allow to such
plaintiff . . . reasonable attorney, appraisal, and engineering fees, actually
incurred because of such proceeding."

Noise Control Act of 1972
42 U.S.C. § 491l(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines
such an award is appropriate."

National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act
42 U.S.C. § 5412(b)
"[Tlhe person bringing the action shall also be entitled to recover any damage
sustained by him, as well as all court costs plus reasonable attorneys' fees."

E1U!rgy Reorganization Act of 1974
42 U.S.C. § 5851(b)(2)(B)
"If an order is issued under this paragraph, the Secretary, at the request of the
complainant shall assess against the person against whom the order is issued a
sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including
attorneys' and expert witness fees)...."

42 U.S.C. § 585l(e)(2)
"The court, in issuing any final order under this subsection, may award costs of
litigation <including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any party
whenever the court determines such award is appropriate."
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Age Discrimination Act of 1975
42 U.S.C. § 6104(e)(1)
"Such interested person may elect, by a demand for relief in his complaint, to
recover reasonable attorney's fees, in which case the court shall award the costs
of the suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee, to the prevailing plaintiff."

Energy Policy and Conservation Act
42 U.S.C. § 6305(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines
such award is appropriate."

Solid Waste Disposal Act
42 U.S.C. § 6971(c)
"[A] sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including
attorney's fees) . . . shall be assessed against the person committing such
violation."

42 U.S.C. § 6972(e)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to this
section or section 7006 [42 U.S.C. § 6976], may award costs of litigation
(including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to the prevailing or
substantially prevailing party, whenever the court determines that such award
is appropriate."

Clean Air Act
42 U.S.C. § 7413(b)
"In the case of any action brought by the Administrator under this subsection,
the court may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and
expert witness fees) to the party or parties against whom such action was
brought in any case where the court finds that such action was unreasonable."

42 U.S.C. § 7524(c)(6)
"Any person who fails to pay on a timely basis the amount of an assessment of
a civil penalty as described in the first sentence of this paragraph shall be
required to pay, in addition to that amount and interest, the United States'
enforcement expenses, including attorneys fees and costs for collection
proceedings...."

42 U.S.C. § 7604(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines
such award is appropriate."
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42 U.S.C. § 7607<0
"In any judicial proceeding under this section, the court may award costs of
litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) whenever it
determines that such award is appropriate."

42 U.S.C. § 7622(b)(2)(B)
"If an order is issued under this paragraph, the Secretary, at the request of the
complainant, shall assess against the person against whom the order is issued
a sum equal to the aggregate amount ofcosts and expenses (including attorneys'
and expert witness fees)... ."

42 U.S.C. § 7622(e)(2)
"The court, in issuing any final order under this subsection, may award costs of
litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any party
whenever the court determines such award is appropriate."

Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act
42 U.S.C. § 8435(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought under subsection (a)
of this section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and
expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines such award is
appropriate."

Ocean Thermal Energy Conservation Act of 1980
42 U.S.C. § 9124(d)
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to
subsection (a) ofthis section, may award costs oflitigation (including reasonable
attorney and expert witness fees) to any party whenever the court determines
that such an award is appropriate."

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
42 U.S.C. § 9606(b)(2)(E)
"Reimbursement awarded by a court under subparagraph (C) or (D) may include
appropriate costs, fees, and other expenses in accordance with subsections (a)
and (d) of section 2412 of title 28 of the United States Code."

42 U.S.C. § 9610(c)
"Whenever an order is issued under this section to abate such violation, at the
request of the applicant a sum equal to the aggregate amount of all costs and
expenses (including the attorney's fees) ... shall be assessed against the person
committing such violation."

42 U.S.C. § 9612(c)(3)
"Upon the request of the President, the Attorney General shall commence an
action on behalf of the [Hazardous Substance Response] Fund to recover any
compensation paid by the Fund to any claimant pursuant to this subchapter,
and, without regard to any limitation of liability, all interest, administrative and
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adjudicative costs, and attorney's fees incurred by the Fund by reason of the
claim...."

42 U.S.C. § 9622(h)(3)
"If any person fails to pay a claim that has been settled under this subsection,
the department or agency head shall request the Attorney General to bring a
civil action in an appropriate district court to recover the amount of such claim
plus costs, attorneys' fees, and interest from the date of the settlement."

42 U.S.C. § 9659(0
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to this
section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert
witness fees) to the prevailing or the substantially prevailing party whenever
the court determines such an award is appropriate."

42 U.S.C. § 11046(0
"The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to this
section, may award costs of litigation (including reasonable attorney and expert
witness fees) to the prevailing or the substantially prevailing party whenever
the court determines such an award is appropriate."

Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986
42 U.S.C. § 11113
"[T]he court shall award to a substantially prevailing party defendant against
any such claim the cost of the suit attributable to such claim, including a
reasonable attorney's fee, if the claim, or the claimant's conduct during the
litigation of the claim, was frivolous, unreasonable, without foundation, or in
bad faith...."

International Child Abduction Remedies Act
42 U.S.C. § 11607(b)(3)
"Any court ordering the return of a child pursuant to an action brought under
section 4 shall order the respondent to pay necessary expenses incurred by or
on behalf of the petitioner, including court costs, legal fees ... unless the
respondent establishes that such order would be clearly inappropriate."

Americans with Disabilities Act
42 U.S.C. § 12205
"In any action or administrative proceeding commenced pursuant to this Act, the
court or agency, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the
United States, a reasonable attorney's fee, including litigation expenses, and
costs, and the United States shall be liable for the foregoing the same as a
private individual."

Homeownership and Opportunity Through HOPE Act
42 U.S.C. § 12875(e) (see also 42 U.S.C. § 1437aaa-4(h»
"The parties specified in the preceding sentence shall be entitled to reasonable
attorney fees upon prevailing in any such judicial action."
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42 U.S.C. § 12895(d)
"The parties specified in the preceding sentence shall be entitled to reasonable
attorney fees upon prevailing in any such judicial action."

Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
43 U.S.C. § 1349(a)(5) (see also 43 U.S.C. § 1845(e»
"A court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to subsection
(a)(1) or subsection (c) of this section, may award costs of litigation, including
reasonable attorney and expert witness fees, to any party, whenever such court
determines such award is appropriate."

43 U.S.C. § 1349(b)(2)
"Any resident of the United States who is iqjured in any manner through the
failure of any operator to comply with any rule, regulation, order, or permit
issued pursuant to this Act may bring an action for damages (including
reasonable attorney fee and expert witness fees)...."

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
43 U.S.C. § 1619(b)
"A claim for attorney and consultant fees and out-of-pocket expenses may be
submitted to the Chief Commissioner of the United States Court of Claims for
services rendered before December 18, 1971 to any Native tribe...."

Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
43 U.S.C. § 1631(c)(3) (see also 16 U.S.C. § 3117(a»
"If title to land conveyed to a Native Corporation pursuant to the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act or this Act which underlies a lake, river, or stream is
challenged in a court of competent jurisdiction and such court determines that
such land is owned by the Native Corporation, the Native Corporation shall be
awarded a money judgment against the plaintiffs in an amount equal to its costs
and attorney's fees, including costs and attorney's fees incurred on appeal."

Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
43 U.S.C. § 1845(e) (see also 43 U.S.C. § 1349)
"If the decision of the Secretary under subsection (d) of this section is in favor
of the commercial fisherman filing the claim, the Secretary, as a part of the
amount awarded, shall include reasonable claim preparation fees and reasonable
attorney's fees, if any, incurred by the claimant in pursuing the claim."

Railway Labor Act
45 U.S.C. § 153(p)
"If the petitioner shall finally prevail he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's
fee to be taxed and collected as part of the costs of the suit."

Railroad Revitalization and Reform Act
45 U.S.C. § 854(g)
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"The United States shall indemnify the Corporation, its Board of Directors, and
its individual directors against all costs and expenses (including fees of
accountants, experts, and attorneys)...."

Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens
46 U.S.C. § 31304(b)
"If the plaintiff prevails, the court shall award costs and attorney fees to the
plaintiff."

46 U.S.C. § 31325(d)(3)
"If the plaintiff prevails, the court may award costs and attorney fees to the
plaintiff."

Shipping Act, 1916
46 U.S.C. App. § 829
"If a petitioner in a district court finally prevails, he shall be allowed a
reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed and collected as part of the costs of the
suit."

Merchant Marine Act of 1936
46 U.S.C. App. § 1227
"Any person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of
anything forbidden by this section may sue therefor . . . and shall recover
threefold the damages by him sustained, and the cost of suit, including a
reasonable attorney's fee."

Shipping Act of 1984
46 U.S.C. App. § 1710(h)(2)
"A defendant that prevails in a suit under this paragraph shall be allowed
reasonable attorney's fees to be assessed and collected as part of the costs of the
suit."

Communications Act of 1934
47 U.S.C. § 206
"[S]uch common carrier shall be liable to the person or persons injured thereby
for ... a reasonable counselor attorney's fee...."

47 U.S.C. § 407
"If the petitioner shall finally prevail, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney
fee to be fIXed by the court."

Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984
47 U.S.C. § 553(c)(2)
"The court may . . . direct the recovery of full costs, including awarding
reasonable attorneys' fees to an aggrieved party who prevails."
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47 U.S.C. § 605(d)(3)(B)
"The court may . . . direct the recovery of full costs, including awarding
reasonable attorneys' fees to an aggrieved party who prevails."

Alien Owners ofLand
48 U.S.C. § 1506
"[S]uch suit shall be dismissed on payment of costs and a reasonable attorney
fee to be flXed by the court."

Interstate Commerce Act
49 U.S.C. § 11705(d)(3)
"The district court shall award a reasonable attorney's fee as a part of the
damages for which a carrier shall be found liable under this subsection. The
district court shall tax and collect that fee as a part of the costs of the action."

49 U.S.C. § 11708(c)
"In a civil action under subsection (a) of this section, the court may determine
the amount of and award a reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing party.
That fee is in addition to costs allowable under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure."

49 U.S.C. § 11710(b)
"The court shall award a reasonable attorney's fee to the plaintiff in a judgment
against the defendant carrier under subsection (a) of this section. The court
shall tax and collect that fee as a part of the costs of the action."

49 U.S.C. § 11711(d)
"In any court action to resolve a dispute between a shipper of household goods
and a motor common carrier . . . the shipper shall be awarded reasonable
attorney's fees if ..."

49 U.S.C. § 11711(e)
"In any court action to resolve a dispute between a shipper of household goods
and a motor common carrier . . . such carrier shall be awarded reasonable
attorney fees by the court only if the shipper brought such action in bad faith.

"

Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act
49 U.S.C. App. § 1686(e)
"In any action under this section the court may, in the interest ofjustice, award
the costs of suit, including reasonable attorney's fees and reasonable expert
witnesses fees, to a prevailing plaintiff. Such court may, in the interest of
justice, award such costs to a prevailing defendant whenever such action is
unreasonable, frivolous, or meritless...."

Hazardous Materials Transportation Uniform Safety Act of 1990
49 U.S.C. App. §§ 1801 et seq.
The following provision is section 27 of Public Law 101-615 and is not codified:
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"Not later than 90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary
of Transportation shall submit to Congress a report on •• (1) the safety benefits
of a law which provides that if a person causes a hazardous material to be
transported in bulk in commerce by a motor carrier, which is involved in a
hazardous material incident and which has an unsatisfactory safety rating
issued by the Secretary or which has a conditional safety rating issued by the
Secretary which has been in effect for a period of more than 12 months, such
person shall be liable for at least 50 percent of the costs, damages and attorney's
fees assessed against the motor carrier for any hazardous material incident
involving such transportation."

HazardoU8 Liquid Pipeline Safety Act of 1979
49 U.S.C. App. § 2014(e)
"In any action under this section the court may, in the interest ofjustice, award
the costs of suit, including reasonable attorney's fees and reasonable expert
witnesses fees, to the prevailing plaintiff. Such court may, in the interest of
justice, award such costs to a prevailing defendant whenever such action is
unreasonable, frivolous, or meritless...."

Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982
49 U.S.C. App. § 2305(c)(2)(B)
"If such an order is issued, the Secretary of Labor, at the request of the
complainant may assess against the person against whom the order is issued a
sum equal to the aggregate of all costs and expenses <including attorney's fees)
reasonably incurred...."

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978
50 U.S.C. § 1810
"An aggrieved person ... shall be entitled to recover ... reasonable attorney's
fees...."
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xvm. BmUOGRAPBY OF CONGRESSIONAL PUBUCATIONS

Committee Prints and Reports

On the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Civil Rights Attomey's Fees Awards Act
of 1976; report to accompany H.R. 15460. Report No. 94-1558. 3 p.
(94th Cong., 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act
of 1976; report to accompany S. 2278. Report No. 94-1011. 7 p. (94th
Cong., 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.
Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976; Source Book:
Legislative History, Texts, and Other Documents. Committee Print.
313 p. (94th Cong., 2d Sess.)

On the Equal Access to Justice Act

House: Conference Report. Small Business Assistance and Reimbursement for
Certain Fees; report to accompany H.R. 5612. Report No. 96-1434. 29
p. (96th Cong., 2d Sess.)

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Equal Access to Justice Act; report to
accompany S. 265. Report No. 96-1418. 30 p. (96th Cong., 2d Sess.)

House: Committee on Small Business. Small Business Equal Access to Justice
Act; report to accompany H.R. 6429. Report No. 96-1005, Part 1. 29
p. (96th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Equal Access to Justice Act; report to
accompany S. 265. Report No. 96-253. 28 p. (96th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Department ofJustice Authorization Act,
Fiscal Year 1981; report to accompany S. 2377 (incorporates S. 265).
Report No. 96-786. 34 p. (96th Cong., 2d Sess.)

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Equal Access to Justice Act Amendments;
report to accompany H.R. 5479. Report No. 98-992. 26 p. (98th Cong.,
2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Equal Access to Justice Act; report to
accompany S. 919. Report No. 98-586. 39 p. (98th Cong., 2d Sess.)
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House: Committee on the Judiciary. Equal Access to Justice Act Amendments;
report to accompany H.R. 2378. Report No. 99·120. 30 p.; Part 2. 7
p. (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

On Awards ofMuJmeys' Fees in Tax Cases

House: Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures. Description of Laws and Bills Relating to Awards of
Attorney's Fees in Tax Cases <Public Law 96-481, H.R. 1095, H.R.
2555, and H.R. 3262). Joint Committee Print. 10 p. (97th Cong., 1st
Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal
Revenue Service. Description of S. 1444 Relating to Awards of
Attorney's Fees in Tax Cases. Joint Committee Print. 4 p. (95th
Cong., 1st Sess.)

On the Handicapped Children's Protection Act of 1985

House: Committee on Education and Labor. Handicapped Children's
Protection Act of 1985; report to accompany H.R. 1523. Report No.
99-296. 18 p. (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Labor and Human Resources. Handicapped Children's
Protection Act of 1985; report to accompany S. 415. Report No.
99-112. 18 p. (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

House: Conference Report. Handicapped Children's Protection Act of 1986;
report to accompany S. 415. Report No. 99-687. 8 p. (99th Cong., 2d
Sess.)

On Funding ofParticipants in Agency Proceedings

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Regulation Reform Act of 1980; report
together with supplemental and dissenting views to accompany H.R.
3263. Report No. 96-1393. (96th Congo 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Commerce. Agency Comments on the Payment of
Reasonable Fees for Public Participation in Agency Proceedings.
Committee Print. 75 p. (95th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Governmental Affairs. Study ofFederal Regulation, Vol.
m. Public Participation in Regulatory Agency Proceedings. Document
No. 95-71. 162 p. (95th Cong., 1st Sess.)
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Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Participation in Government Proceedings
Act of 1976; report together with minority views to accompany S.2715.
Report No. 94-863. 52 p. (94th Cong., 2d Se88.)

Senate: Committee on Governmental Affairs and Committee on the Judiciary.
Reform of Federal Regulation; report together with additional views
to accompany S. 262. Report No. 96-1018, Part 1. (96th Cong., 2d
Sess.)

On Attorneys' Fees Limitations

House: Committee on Veterans' Affairs. Legislative History of the Ten Dollar
Attorney Fee Limitation in Claims for Veterans' Benefits. House
Committee Print No.8. 16 p. (lOOth Cong., 1st Sess.)

Committee Hearings

A1220

House:

House:

House:

House:

House:

House:

Committee on Education and Labor. Subcommittee on Select
Education. Handicapped Children's Protection Act. Hearings on H.R.
1523. 67 p. Mar. 12, 1985 (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Administrative Law
and Governmental Relations. Public Participation in Agency
Proceedings. Hearings on H.R. 3361 and related bills. 728 p. Mar. 30,
31; Apr. 1,27 and 28, 1977 (95th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Administrative Law
and Governmental Relations. Waiver to Obtain Attorney Fee
Reimbursement [to Anne Burford]. 55 p. Mar. 20, 1986 (99th Cong.,
2d Sess.)

Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice. Awarding of Attorneys' Fees. 426
p. Oct. 6, 8, and Dec. 3, 1975 (94th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice. The Awarding of Attorneys' Fees
in Federal Courts. 337 p. Nov. 16 and 17, 1977; Apr. 26 and 27,1978
(95th Cong., 1st and 2d Sess.)

Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties
and the Administration ofJustice. Awards of Attorneys' Fees Against
the Federal Government. Hearings on S. 265. 629 p. May 20 and
June 24, 1980 (96th Cong., 2d Sess.)
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House: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice. Implementation of the Equal
Access to Justice Act. 302 p. Mar. 18 and Apr. 1, 1982 (97th Cong.,
2d Sess.)

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice. Equal Access to Justice Act
Amendments. Hearings on H.R. 5059. 413 p. Mar. 14, 1984 (98th
Cong., 2d Sess.)

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice. Equal Access to Justice Act
Amendments. Hearings on H.R. 2223. 122 p. Apr. 30, 1985 (99th
Cong., 1st Sess.)

House: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice. Rules Enabling Act of 1985 [Rule
68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure]. Hearings on H.R. 2633
and H.R. 3550. 342 p. June 6, 1985 (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

House: Committee on Small Business. Subcommittee on SBA and SBIC
Authority and General Small Business Problems. Judicial
Access/Court Costs -- H.R. 5103 and H.R. 6429. 335 p. Apr. 17,23,
and May 1, 1980 (96th Cong., 2d Sess.)

House: Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures. Payment ofAttorneys' Fees in Tax Litigation. Hearings on
H.R. 4584 and Similar Bills. 111 p. Oct. 6, 1980 (96th Cong., 2d Sess.)

House: Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures. Payment of Attorneys' Fees in Tax Litigation. 100 p.
Sept. 28, 1981 (97th Cong., 1st Sess.)

House: Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Social Security.
Attorneys' Fees in Social Security Disability Cases. 299 p. May 13,
1987 (lOOth Cong., 1st Sess.)

House: Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures. Award of Attorney's Fees in Tax Cases. 75 p. Apr. 25,
1985 (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal
Revenue Service. Taxpayer Protection and Reimbursement Act.
Hearings on S. 1444. 192 p. July 19, 1979 (96th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal
Revenue Service. Recovery of Attorney's Fees in Tax Cases. Hearings
on S. 752 and S. 1673. 173 p. Oct. 19, 1981 (97th Cong., 1st Sess.)
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Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Administrative Practice
and Procedure. Public Participation in Federal Agency Proceedings.
Hearings on S. 2715. 905 p. Jan. 30 and Feb. 6, 1976 (94th Cong., 2d
Sess.) .

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee onAdministrative Practice
and Procedure. Public Participation in Federal Agency Proceedings
Act of 1977. Hearings on S. 270. Part 1: 745 p. Feb. 3, 11, and May
9, 1977. Part 2: 425 p. June 14 and 21, 1977 (95th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Agency Administration.
Equal Access to Justice Act. 264 p. December 9, 1982 (97th Cong., 2d
Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on the Constitution.
HUD Attorney's Fees. Hearings on S. 571. 117 p. Apr. 10, 1978
(95th Cong., 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on the Constitution.
Attorney's Fees Awards. Hearings on S. 585. 127 p. Mar. 1, 1982
(97th Cong., 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on the Constitution. The
Legal Fee Equity Act. Hearings on S. 2802. 758 p. Sept. 11, 1984
(98th Cong., 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on the Constitution.
Legal Fees Equity Act. Hearings on S. 1580, S. 1794, and S. 1795.
522 p. Oct. 8 and 29, 1985 (99th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Improvements in
Judicial Machinery. Equal Access to Courts. Hearings on S. 2354.
103 p. Mar. 13, 1978 (95th Cong., 2d Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Improvements in
Judicial Machinery. Equal Access to Justice Act of 1979. Hearings on
S. 265. 197 p. Apr. 19·21, 1979 (96th Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Representation of
Citizen Interests. The Effect of Legal Fees on the Adequacy of
Representation. 1778 p. Sept. 19 and 20; Oct. 1, 2, 4, and 5, 1973
(93d Cong., 1st Sess.)

Senate: Committee on Labor and Human Resources. Subcommittee on the
Handicapped. Handicapped Children's Protection Act of 1985.
Hearings on S. 415. 115 p. May 16, 1986 (99th Congo 1st Sess.)

House and Senate: Joint Hearing before the Committees on Veterans' Affairs.
Issues Arising In Connection with NARS V. Turnage. 424 p. Mar. 17,
1987 (lOOth Cong., 1st Sess.)
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I. Introduction

Under the "American rUle," each party in litigation is

responsible for its own expenses, including attorney's fees. 1

Most of the exceptions to this rule are statutory, but there are

two important common law exceptions, the common benefit doctrine

and the bad faith exception. 2

One of the statutory exceptions, section 505 of the

Copyright Act of 1976, authorizes courts in infringement actions

to "award a reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing party as

part of the costs. ,,3 In order to receive such an award, a

2

copyright owner must have registered the infringed work as

required by section 412. 4

1 Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 429 (1983), citing
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society, 421 U.S. 240,
247 (1975).

The common benefit doctrine authorizes federal courts
to set aside a portion of a common fund created by the lawsuit to
pay the prevailing plaintiff's attorney's fees. See Boeing Co.
v. Van Gernert, 444 U.S. 472 (1980). The bad faith exception
authorizes federal courts to award fees against a party who acts
in bad faith in the actions that led to the lawsuit or in the
conduct of the litigation. Hall v. Cole, 412 U.S. 1, 15 (1973).

3 17 U.S.C. § 505 (1988).

4 section 412 restricts attorney's fee awards to cases in
which infringement occurred after the work was registered. The
only exception to this is made for published works which were

1
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The statute leaves to the discretion of the courts the

issues of when an attorney's fees award is appropriate and what

amount is reasonable. Because the Supreme Court has not yet

addressed these issues in a copyright case,s the federal

cir:cuits which have addressed the issue have developed several

standards for answering these questions.

II. Standards for Determining Whether to Award Attorney's

In deciding whether to award attorney's fees in a particular

case, the court must first decide which party, if any, has

"prevailed." In those circuits which award attorney's fees as a

matter of course, this ends the inquiry, unless there are

mitigating circumstances. In other circuits, the court must

justify an award of attorney's fees, especially if that award is

made to a prevailing defendant.

registered within three months of their publication.
§ 412 (1988) (as amended by Pub. L. 101-650, 104
(1990).)

17 U.S.C.
Stat. 5128

A/224

S The Court has granted certiorari in a Ninth Circuit
case involving the proper standard for awarding attorney's fees
under Section 505. The Ninth Circuit precludes awards of
attorney's fees to prevailing defendants absent a finding that
the action was frivolous or brought in bad faith, thereby making
it more difficult for prevailing defendants to obtain an award of
attorney's fees than for prevailing plaintiffs. Fantasy, Inc. v.
Fogerty, 61 U.S.L.W. 3845 (June 22, 1993),

2
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A. Selecting the Prevailing Party

The "prevailing party" may be defined as the one which

prevails "as to the substantial part of the litigation. ,,6 A

somewhat lower standard for "prevailing" describes the prevailing

party as "one who succeeds on a significant issue in the

litigation that achieves some of the benefits the party sought in

bringing suit.,,7

In cases involving more than one issue or claim, each party

may prevail in some portion of the litigation, and would receive

only partial fees. However, copyright infringement claims may be

brought in conjunction with other types of claims, such as

contract or patent claims, which have different standards for

awarding attorney's fees. 8 In such cases, the presence, or even

6

7

predominance, of other types of claims does not appear to

preclude the full award of attorney's fees under section 505.

That is, once a party is deemed to have "prevailed" in the

Best Medium Publ ishing Co. v. National Insider, Inc.,
385 F.2d 384, 386 (7th Cir. 1967). A party who obtains a
favorable settlement will be deemed to have prevailed. Maher v.
Gagne, 448 U.S. 122, 129 (1980) (decided under 42 U.S.C. § 1988).

Warner Bros. v. Dae Rim Trading, Inc., 877 F.2d 1120,
1126 (2d Cir. 1989), citing Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424,
433 (1983).

8 Unless the contract specif ies otherwise, a contract
case would follow the common law rules regarding attorney's fees.
Patent cases are governed by 35 U.S.C. § 285, which allows
recovery of attorney's fees only "in exceptional cases."

3
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litigation as a whole, attorney's fees have been awarded without

regard to the types of claims on which it has prevailed. 9

B. Circuits Which Award Attorney's Fees as a

Two circuits award attorney's fees as a matter of course to

prevailing parties. In these circuits, a jUdge need explain only

a decision denying attorney's fees, not one awarding them.

In Micromanipulator Co. , Inc. v. Bough,10 the Fifth

Circuit said that "[a]lthough attorney's fees are awarded in the

9 Mailer v. RKO Teleradio Pictures, Inc., 332 F.2d 747
(2d Cir. 1964), is an extreme example of this. Norman Mailer had
licensed the movie rights to his novel The Naked and the Dead to
RKO, but the contract provided that they would revert to Mr.
Mailer if production of a feature length film were not completed
within three years and six months. The film was nearly completed
by that time, was previewed three days after, and was released
nationally less than four months later. Mr. Mailer sued to
prevent distribution of the film. The court decided the case on
the basis of contract law, refusing to interpret the contract "so
as to frustrate and distort the intentions of the parties." Id.
at 749. However, it affirmed the award of $5,000 to RKO under
the attorney's fees provision of the Copyright Act of 1909. Id.

See also Warner Bros. v. Dae Rim Trading, Inc., 677 F. Supp.
740, 695 F. SUpp. 100 (S.D.N.Y. 1988), a case in which a single
claim of copyright infringement was litigated. The trial court
awarded Warner Brothers $100 in statutory damages for infringe
ment of its "Gizmo" copyright and awarded Dae Rim $750 in costs
and $38,498.61 in attorney's fees, despite the fact that the only
issue on which Dae Rim could be said to have prevailed was Warner
Brothers' voluntary withdrawal prior to trial of a second claim
for infringement of its "Stripe" copyright. The court pointed to
Warner Brothers' "harassing, " 677 F. Supp. at 771, and
"questionable tactics," 677 F. Supp. at 750, to justify the
award. In its opinion reversing the award of attorney's fees,
the Second Circuit said that "[a] balancing of all the factors,
with due regard to the heavier burden imposed upon defendants who
seek fees, leads us to conclude that neither side should be
awarded attorneys' fees." 877 F.2d 1120, 1127 (2d Cir. 1989)
(citation omitted) .

A/226

10 779 F.2d 255 (5th Cir. 1985).

4
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trial court's discretion, they are the rule rather than the

exception and should be awarded routinely. ,,11 In Engel, a

contract case, the court said that "[w]here a statute or

contractual provision authorizes a fee award, such an award

becomes the rule rather than the exception, and should be awarded

routinely as are costs of suit." 12 If the court exercises its

discretion to deny attorney's fees, that decision "must be

supported with adequate reasons." 13

In the Eleventh Circuit, "the only preconditions to an award

of fees [are] that the party receiving the fee be the 'prevailing

party' and that the fee be reasonable.,,14

C. Circuits Which Award Attorney's Fees Only in

Exceptional Cases

In two circuits, a judge must justify a decision awarding

attorney's fees to a prevailing party, but need not justify one

denying them. These circuits usually require a finding of

11

misconduct on the part of the losing party.

The Third Circuit, after reviewing the policies of other

circuits, declared that "we do not require bad faith, nor do we

mandate an a llowance of fees as a concomitant of prevai ling in

Id. at 259, citing Engel v. Teleprompter Corp., 732 F.
2d 12 38, 12 41 ( 5th Ci r. 1984).

12

13

732 F. 2d at 1241.

Id. at 1242.

14 original Appalachian Artworks, Inc. v. Toy Loft, 684
F.2d 821 (11th Cir. 1982). See also Cable/Home Communication
Corp. v. Network Productions, Inc., 902 F.2d 829, 853 (11th Cir.
1990); Casella v. Morris, 820 F.2d 362, 366 (11th Cir. 1987).

5
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every case Factors which should play a part include

frivolousness, motivation, objective unreasonableness (both in

the factual and in the legal components of the case) and the need

in particular circumstances to advance considerations of

co~pensation and deterrence. illS

The Seventh Circuit IIhas determined that a finding of wilful

copyright infringement will support an award of attorney's fees,

although wilfulness is not necessarily a prerequisite. 1116 In

Roulo, the court affirmed the district court's decision awarding

the plaintiff costs and $4.3 million in damages and denying

attorney's fees. The court agreed with the Ninth Circuit that

lI a ttorney's fees under [17 U. S. C. § 505] have been awarded for

the purposes of encouraging the assertion of colorable copyright

claims, deterring infringement, and making the plaintiff

whole 1117, but declined to award attorney's fees to the

17

plaintiff because such an award "would serve only to sanction the

defendant which is inappropriate where the infringement is not

wilful ... 18

IS Lieb v. Topstone Industries, Inc., 788 F.2d 151, 156
(3d Cir. 1986).

16 Roulo v. Russ Berrie & Co., Inc., 886 F.2d 931, 942
(7th Cir. 1989) citing International Korwin Corn. v. Kowalczyk,
855 F.2d 375 (7th Cir. 1988) and cases cited therein.

Id. citing McCulloch v. Albert E. Price, Inc., 823 F.2d
316 , 321 (9th Ci r. 1987).

A/228

18 Roulo, 886 F.2d at 943.

6
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D. Circuits Which Have a Higher Standard for

Awards to Defendants than for Plaintiffs

Two circuits award attorney's fees to prevailing plaintiffs

routinely, but award them to defendants only when there is a

showing of misconduct on the part of the plaintiff. Both find

support for this distinction in the supposed legislative purpose

of section 505 "to encourage the assertion of colorable copyright

claims and to deter infringement.,,19

The Second Circuit, home to many major pUblishing houses,

awards attorney I s fees to prevailing plaintiffs "as a matter of

course, ,,20 but requires a successful defendant to show that

"plaintiff's claims are objectively without arguable mer i t,,21

or are "baseless, frivolous, unreasonable or brought in bad

fa i th. ,,22 The defendant need not prove sUbjective bad faith

20

because of the statutory authorization for the fee award. 23

19 Diamond v. Am-Law Publishing Corp., 745 F.2d 142, 148
(2d cir. 1984); Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Moral Majority, Inc.,
7 9 6 F. 2d 114 8 ( 9 th Ci r . 198 6) .

Folio Impressions, Inc. v. Byer California, 937 F.2d
759, 767 (2d cir. 1991); Whimsicality, Inc. v. Rubie's Costume
Co., 891 F.2d 452, 457 (2d Cir. 1989); Roth v. Pritikin, 787 F.2d
54, 57 (2d Cir. 1986).

457.

21 Diamond, 745 F.2d at 148; Whimsicality, 891 F.2d at

22

23

Whimsicality, 891 F.2d at 457; Roth, 787 F.2d at 57;
Grosset & Dunlap, Inc. v. Gulf & Western Corp., 534 F. Supp. 606,
610 (S.D.N.Y. 1982).

Diamond, 745 F. 2d at 148. Subjective bad faith, or
malice, is required for a fee award under the common law bad
faith exception to the American rule. Copeland v. Martinez, 603
F.2d 981, 991 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1044
(1980).

7
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The Ninth circuit, horne of the movie industry, also

distinguishes between prevail ing plaintiffs and prevailing

defendants in awarding attorney's fees. "In order to receive

attorney's fees on a claim of copyright infringement, a

prevailing defendant must show that the action was frivolous or

brought in bad faith.,,24

E. Circuits Which Have Expressly Declined to Set

a Standard

Two other circuits have expressly declined to rule on this

complex issue. After surveying the decisions in other

jurisdictions, both the D.C. Circuit25 and the Eighth

circuit26 found it unnecessary to decide which standard was

correct.

III. Standards for Determining the Reasonableness of

Attorney's Fees

Once a court has decided that an attorney's fee award is

appropr iate, the statute requires it to award a "reasonable"

amount. Most of the circuits which have addressed this issue

24

have selected one of two standards drawn from non-copyright

Bibbero Systems, Inc. v. Colwell Systems. Inc., 893
F.2d 1104, 1108 (9th Cir. 1990), citing Coolinq Systems &
Flexibles. Inc. v. Stuart Radiator, Inc., 777 F.2d 485, 493-94
(9th Cir. 1985); Jartech, Inc. v. Clancy, 666 F.2d 403, 407 (9th
Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 879, reh'g denied, 459 U.S.
1059, second reh'g denied, 463 U.S. 1237 (1983).

25

26

A/230

cir.

cir.

Walt Disney Co. v. Powell, 897 F.2d 565, 568 n.6 (D.C.
1990).

Hartman v. Hallmark Cards, Inc., 833 F.2d 117, 123 (8th
1987) .

8
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cases. The standards allow the judges wide latitude to consider

the specific circumstances of each case and are more similar to

one another than not.

A. The Lindy Test

One test of the reasonableness of attorney's fees was set

out in Lindy Bros. Builders v. American Radiator & Standard

Sanitary Corp. ,27 an antitrust case. This method is known as

the lodestar method because it directs the court to first

calculate a "lodestar" amount by mUltiplying the time spent by

the reasonable value of that time. The court then adjusts the

amount to reflect other considerations such as the contingent

nature of success, the quality of the attorney's work, the

complexity and novelty of issues presented, and the amount of the

recovery.28 District courts in the First29 and Third30

Circuits employ this method. 31

27

28

487 F.2d 161 (3d Cir. 1973).

Id. at 167-68.

29 Milene Music,
(D.R.1. 1982).

Inc. v. Gotauco, 551 F. Supp. 1288, 1298

831 (E.D. Penn. 1980).
30 Moor ish Vanquard Concert v. Brown, 498 F. Supp. 830,

31 SUbsequent to these two district court cases, the
Supreme Court in Henslev v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424 (1983),
adopted a method of computing attorney's fees in civil rights
cases that is a hybrid of Lindy and Johnson (discussed below).
The First and Third Circuits do not appear to have decided
whether this method is appropriate in copyright cases.

9
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B. The Johnson Factors

The other standard comes from a civil rights case, Johnson

v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc .. 32 In Johnson the court

listed twelve factors which a court should consider in setting a

re~sonable attorney I s fee award. These include the time and

labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions, the

skill required, the preclusion of other employment by the

attorney, the amount involved and the results obtained, and the

amounts awarded in similar cases. 33 This standard is followed

in the Fifth34 and Eleventh35 circuits.

C. The Second Circuit standard

The Second Circuit has not explicitly adopted either of

these two standards for copyright cases. "In determining what is

a reasonable attorney's fee, the Court should take into account

the following elements, among others: the amount of work

necessary; the amount of work done; the skill employed; the

monetary amount involved; and the result achieved.,,36

32 488 F.2d 714 (5th Cir. 1974).

33 Id. at 718-19.

34 Micromanipulator, 779 F. 2d at 259. The Fifth Circuit
directs the jUdge to "pay I special heed I to four of the twelve
factors: (1) the time and labor required, (5) the customary fee,
(8) the amount involved and the results obtained, and (9) the
experience, reputation, and ability of the attorneys." Id.

Associated
(11th Cir.Directory PUblishers, 756 F.2d 801, 813

Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co. v.35
Telephone
1985) .

36 Cloth v. Hyman, 146 F. Supp. 185 (S.D.N.Y. 1956)
(footnotes omitted).

10
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IV. Summary

The circuit courts of appeals employ widely differing

standards for determining when an award of attorney's fees to a

prevailing party in a copyright infringement case is appropriate.

Most which have announced a standard require something more than

merely winning in order to award attorney's fees to a prevailing

defendant, but two have stated that they are to be awarded as a

rule to either side. This split should be resolved when the

Supreme Court decides the Fantasy case.

11
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....J!ARY ADRD8 OP DIPRDCDR'8 1WlPr1'S
-m.lftm-DIB ~0If 500& OF TIIB 1976 COPYRIGII'l' ACT

118PGr1: ~ tIae Librarlua'a Mviaory en--i ttae
on COpyri9h~ l189iauation and Depoait

(ACCORD)

by JlU'k Tn~

.July a, 1993

t. lDtrgductign

Under Section 412 of the Copyright Act of 1976, prevailing

coPyri9ht owners are not entitled to .tatutory 4"'ge. or

attorneyw fe.. tor Intrin~ta occurring before re9i.tratlon.

The only exception _de i. for coPyri9h'ta 1n publiahe4 warka

r~i.tere4 within three IIOn1:ha after registration, which penl!t

recovery of .tatutory ~ge. and attome}'8 f ... even it the

infrinqe.nt precede. A4Jistration. It .ta~utory 4_qe. are thua

unavailal)le, or if they are not elected, UDder sect.ion 504 the

copyright owner 1a .till entitled to seek -enetary recovery in the

fOnl of i 1:8 ow actual ~qe. and the !nfri.nger' II profits from

the intrinq.-nt.

An avard ot protita require- copyright owners to .houlder a

lighter burden of proot rather than if they seek actual damages.

To be entitled. to an award of actual d_ge., tha copyright owner

bear. the burden of e.~li8hinq ·with rea.onal>le proba})ility the

exi.tence of a oa118al connection between the intrin~t of the

detendant and 80me 10.. of anticipated revenue,· usually in the

fOnl of loat revenu.. and dilli.nishec1 ..rket value. 2

P. GOldstein, copyright I 12.1.1. (1989) (bereinatter
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"GOldstein ft
), qpQtinq loy wa.t Hand Print Fabrici. Inc. y. S'rbin,

r---------------------------------------------.------~----~,

I
I
!

~, 259 F. Supp. 505, 613 (S.D. Fla. 1966), Iff'd, 381 P.2d 735

(~th Cir. 1967). In contrast, to be entitled to an award ot

profits, the ~opyriqbt owner "i. required to pre.ent proof~ of

the infringer's gros. revenue" under section 504, (empha.is

added) , Theretore, profi ttl are an i~rtant eleunt of monetary

recovery and this report di.cusees their award by the courts.

II. The Meuure of Prot!t. under the
.976 Act

section 504(1) of the 1976 Act makes the copyright infringer

liable for "the copyright owner'. actual d_ge8 and any

additional profit. of the 1nrringer••• ,n Section 504(b)

provide. for the extent and CODpUtation of liability a. follows:

(b) ACTUAL DAllAGO AND PROFITS, Tba copyright owner
i. entitled to recover the actual daaage••utfered by
hi. or her as a re.ult of the infringement, and any
profitl of the infringer that are attriDutable to the
intringement and are not taken into account in c01Iputing
the actual daaa98.. In establishing the infringer"
profitl, the copyright owner i. required to presant
proot only of the infringer'. grOll. revanue, and the
infringer i. required to prove hi- or bar deductible
expen.e. and the el...,ntl ot prot1t attributable to
factors other than the oopyric;hteel work.

The 1976 Act revi.ed the provi.ions regarding profits in the

1909 copyright Act,l/ In particular, section 504 of the 1976 Act

1/ Section lOl(b) of the 1909 Copyright Aae aade copyright
infrinqer. liable to

pay to the copyright: proprietor such daaaqe... the
copyright proprietor ..y have .utfered due to the
infrinqe.ent, .. vell as all the profits which the
infringer ahall have ..de from .uch infringement, and in
proving profita the plaintiff .hall be required to prove
sale. only, and the defendant shall be required to prove
every eleaent of co.t whiCh he claiM • , , •

(footnote continued)

- 2 -
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was intended to reaolve conflictinq interpretationa about whether

copyright owners ~re entitled to cumula~ive recovery ot profits

and actual damagea and to provide quidance to the courU on "the

most siqnitican~ problems in determining defendant'. profits

[Which] have been (1) apportionment of pro:t'it to the infrinqin;

portion of defendant'. work: and (2) ~e elemenbl of coat properly

deductible from aale. receipts in arriVing at profits." W. Patry,

Utman'l The COl>yrigbt I4Y 284 (6th ed. 1986) (hereinafter

"Patry"): N. Booratyn, Copyright LAw § 10115 (1981), ziaau and

Simkin, "Copyriqht Litigation: Infrin9-.eDt and a.m.dies,"

~rlDt peyolgpwanta in Copyright Lay 333-370 (PLI Coursebook '101

1979) (hereinafter "Zi.su and SlakinW).

A. CUIlUlative Recovery of D_98S
Md Prefia

Under the 1909 Act, there V&8 confuaion in the court. about

whether recovery of actual damage. and profit. vaa ou.ulatlve or

alternative. Patry, 'Apra p. 3, at 283. section 101(b) of the

1909 Act literally provided for cumulative recovery of Doth actual

damaqes and profit. by holding the infringer liable ·[~]o pay to

the copyright proprietor auch d"'988 .. ~ copyright proprietor

may have .Uffered due to the infrinqe.&nt, &8 vell aa all the

profit. which the iDfrinqer Ihall have aade fro. aueh infringement

" Thi. viewpoint bec_ firJlly utabllshed in the Second

A!236

(cont'd)
section 101(b) allo provided "in lieu· d"'ge., Which ~re

subject to a number of limitations depending on the fora of the
copyrighted work and type of intrinqullaftt. "In lieu· d_g8S
were, in eftect, statutory daaaqe••
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circuit and was ju.tified al nece.sary to deter infrinqer. and

tUlly compensate copyright owner.. thomas Wil.gD i Co. y.

Irving J. porfman Co., 433 F.2d 409 (2d Cir. 1970), gert. denied,

401 U.S. 977 (1971). The Second Circuit even permitted cumulative

recov.ry of profita and .tat;utorx dUlage.. bA Peter Pan Fapricl.

loco y. JAbala 'abrici. IncL, 329 F.2d 194 (2d Cir. 1964).

The statute vas apparently at oda. with it. legi.lative

hi.tory, however. conc;re.s .elected the lan9Uage of Section

101(b) to confoD to provi.ions in contemporary patent lan, Which

had been customarily interpreted to perait the patent owner to

elect the greater of daaage. or profits a. the ....ure of monetary

recovery. A. Laban, The C0m7iqht. l4y 243 (5th ed. 1979)

(hereinafter "LataaD"), quotinq B.R. Rep. Ho. 2222, 60th Conq., 2d

Se••• 15 (1909). Thi. theory ot alternative recovery beeam

e.tabli.hed in the Ninth circuit. sid i ..rtv Ergftt tal.yision

P;Oduct.igM. Inc. y. JlcPOnald', corp., 562 F.2d 1157 (9th Cir.

1977). Konethel... , even under alternative recovery an infringer

would be required = do lIOn tban -.rely di.qorqe proti ts if they

were l8s8 than tIW copyright owner'. actual dOOq88. IH., Harold

Lloyd Cgrp. y. Upiyaraal Pigture. Cg., 162 P.2d 354, 376 n.13 (9th

Cir. 1947).

Thi. confuaion vaa re.olved by Section 504(b) of the 1976

Act, which pe~ita C\DlUlative recovery of actual dulaCle. and any

protits that "are not taken into account in cOJlPUt1nq the actual

damage•• " section 504(b) discontinued fully cumulative recovery

ot actual c1aJIage. and profit. on grounds that •••

[w]here the defendant'. profits are nothing mare than a
measure of the duaa9.S sUffered by the copyrlqht owner,
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it vould be inappropriate to avard damaq•• and protits
cumulatively, .inee in ettec~ th.y amoun~ to the .ame
thlnq.

H.R. Rap. No. 1476, 94th Conq., 2d Se.8. 161 (1976): S. Rep. Mo.

473, 94th Cong., l.t S•••• 143 (1975) (h.r.inafter cit.d

collectiv.lyas wH.R. Rep."). The ov.rridinq purpo•• here i. to

avoid double-countinq. Latman, IQPra p. 4, at 243. As a r ••ult,

profit. may be recover.d, bu~ only to tba extent they have not

been consider.d in as••••ing actual damaqe•• Patry, .upra p. 3,

A/238

at 283. Thua, Section 504(b) permits lillited c\DIUlativ. recovery

where the infrinqer'. profits exc.ed _a.urAble d_q•• , or where

measurable duaaqes .xceed the infringer" profits. B.R. Rep.,

.upra p. 1, at 161; AbeshoU. v, UltrAgrlphig., Inc" 754 F. 2d

467, 472 (2d Cir. 1985). It .hould a1.0 be noted that the

copyriqht own.r ..y el.ct alternative recovery of profits alone,

thus making it unnec•••ary to show they exce.ded actual damages.

Taylor v, Meirick, 712 F.2d 1112 (7th Cir. 1983).

A .traightforward .e1:bod of ca..putinq awards of profit. and

actual damag.. i. to consider actual d...qea as "a f.. that the

infring.r would have bad to pay the copyright own.r for a lic.n•• ,

• •• and that... would have been d.ducted trOll gro.. revenu.. to

compute it. profits." Goldstein, .gpra p. 2, i 12.l.2.1.c. For

exampl., in Taylgr y, Meirick, a monetary award vaa r.-anded on

qrounda that the infrinq.r" profit fro. the ••1. ot copies va.

already .ncompas'.d by 'the copyright owner'. actual daaag•• trom

lo.t .al... Th. Court of Appeals rea.oned that

[iJf profits the owner would have ..de but for the
lnfrinq• .ent are .qual to the profits the infr1nqer made
by sellinq the copyrighted ite., • • • the 'not ~aken

into account' claus. • • • bars the owner fro. receiving

- 5 -
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an additional award • • • ba.ed on the infrinqer'.
profits.

712 '.24 at 1120.

On the other band, Section 504(b) doe. not mandate that the

copyright owner's actual damage. lIust be deducted troll the

infringer" protit if they do not repre.ent the .ame 10•• or

unju.t enrichment. For example, an award of protits vaa not

reduced in AbesbOUI' y. Ultraqraphic•. Ing., 754 F.2d at 472,

because the copyright owner'. actual duaqe8, in the form ot lest

.a1es to the infringer under an excluaive licen.e, were not

retlected in the infringer'. profita tro. sale. ot unauthorized

reproduction••

B. Deductign ADd Allocation gf R1qqyarabla frgfita

Aside fr01l the i ••ue ot CWlulative recovery, the uaount ot

recoverable profita i. datenained under the 1976 Act by the sam.

rule. a. under the 1909 Act. Patry, supra p. 3, at 283; Zi••u and

Simkin, .upra p. 3, at 370, Latman, supra p. 4, at 241. under

both statute., there have been two 8iqnificant proble. in

d.termininq the aJIQUIlt to be awarde4 as profits: (1) identifying

the expenae. that the infrinqer may properly deduct from groa.

r.venues, and (a) apportioninq profit to tba intrinqinq portion of

the infrinqer'8 work. Patry, .ypra p. 3, at 283.

JUdicial quideline. for aanaqinq these proble.. wert

incorporated in tba 1976 ACt. Section 504(b) ot the 1976 Act

requir.. the copyrigbt owner "to pre.ent proof only of the

infringer'S qro•• revenue ••••" Section 504(b) then puta the

burden on the intrinqer to r.duce tba copyriqbt owner'. potential

- 6 -
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recovery by provinq "hi. or her deductible expenae. and the

elements ot protit attribu~able to tae~or, other than the

copyrighted work." The copyri~ht owner i. entitled to recover the

infringer" gro•• revenue. as profit. unle•• the infringer proves

deductible expenses, or allocates a portion of iu protit to

nonintrinqing efforta. iAA B11gtg,n y. HUltler lasazine, Inc.,

800 F.2d 1160, 1163-1164 (D.C. eir. 1986)1 and au.••11 y. fric.,

612 F.2d 1123, 1131 (9th eire 1979), cart. doni.O, 446 U.S. 952

(1980) (both applyin9 the 1909 Act).

1. Deductible 1xpM•••

Bec:auae neither the 197fi ACt nor the legi.lative history

identifY what expan••• may be deducted, the infringer'. efforts to

reduce an award of profits usually d.pend on qanarally accepted

accountinq practioa. and ea.e law. 3 Hi r, Hiwmer OD Cggyriqht

I 14.03[8] (1992) (hereinafter "Hi...r")1 , ~, Branch v.

Oqilyy , Mathor. 1Dc., 772 F. Supp. 1359, 13fi3 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) In

general, the only expenses tha~ ..y be deducted are those proved

to relate to the ~rinc;in9 work. N~r, supr., I 14.03 [8]. As

discu•••d above, actual damages, to th. extent they have already

been taken into account, shOuld also be deducted in cc.putinq

profits. Goldstein, supra p. 2, 112.1.2.1.c: citing Taylor V.

"eirick, 712 F.2d at 1120: Harper BouI" Inc, v. Them" Nllion

Publisher,. Inc., 4 O.S.P.Q.2d 1897 (C.D. Cal. 1987).

If the intrinq...nt va. not Willful, con.cious, or

deliberate, a portion ot the infrinc;er's overhead may be deducted

fro. gross revenue. to detenaine protits. OVtrhead expense.

- 7 -
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should b. deduc~ad, however, "only when the infring.r can

demonstrate that [the overhaad .xpense] was of actual assi.tance

in the production, diltribution, or sale of the infringinq

product. n I'm,t International. Inc. y. Bull Barri. i Co., 752

1".2d 1326, 1331-1332 (9th Cir. 1984): Taylor y. Itirick, 712 F.2d

at 1121; I •• ,1'9 Nimmer, lupra p. 7, I 14.03(8]1 Goldtt.in, lupra

p. 2, t 12.1.2.1.c.

Defendant bean the burden of explaininq in qeneral how

claimed ov.rhead actually eontribu~ to producinq or di.~ibutinq

the infringing product. P:t:Mk "Wlie com. y. lla1;ro=Goldyyn-MaYar.

~, 772 1".2d 505 (9th eire 1985). Par exaaple, it i. not enough

for the infringer to pre.ent a raaaonable be.i. for allocating

categories of total overhead coeta. Rather, the inrrinqer must

a180 .bow that theee categories of overhead actually contributed

to sale. of the intrinqinq product. "11£ Intarnatignal, 752 F.2d

at 1332. Taylor y. Meirick, 712 F.2d at 1131; Prank lllIie

corp. y! Iletrp=CiQJ.clyyn-llayer. InC., 772 P. 2d at 5161 hN£ Int;' I.

Inc. y. Bull IIrrie i cg., 752 F.24 at 1332.

What ..y not be deducted i. the ooet of infrinqing copia.

which did not qenerate qro.. revenue. becausa they were not sold

or were later returned. Dolori Fabrigl« log. y. Liait;ad. Inc.,

662 P. Supp. 1347, 1356-1357 (S.D.H.Y. 1987)1 but lee Sygma Photo

N.wa. Inc. y. High Soci.ty MAgaliDl. Ing., 603 P. Supp. 829, 831

(S.D.N.Y.), atf'cI and remend04, 778 P.2d 89 (2d eire 1985)

(permittinq deduction for co.t of copi_ destroyed, rath.r than

held in inventory). Mor can the in.trinqer clai. no protits were

derived because they were inaufficient to off..t 10•••• from other

• 8 •
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aspect. of it. busin•••• !ilki. y. Saotly Bro", Inc., 139 F.2d

264 (2d cir. 1943), c'rt' deni.d, 322 U.S. 740 (1944).

Any uncertainty r ••ulting fro. the 1nfrinqar" failure to

k••p adequate recorda will be resolved 1n the copyriqht own.r'.

favor. For .x.-pl., a di8trict court was rever••4 tor rafua1n9 to

U8' an infrin90r'8 gro•• rev.nues of near $4 aillion a. pro

allocation profit to be Uled in determininq recovery for an

infrinqin9 ua. of a photoqraph in a uqazine, ewn thoUCJh the

infringer pre.ented no cost records. IlasJswrp y. But1c

Maqlzina.. Inc., 800 p.a4 at 1163-1164. Aa one court observ.d,

"[l]t 1. too .uch to a.k a plaintiff vbo bas proved infrinqement

alBo to do the csefendant'. cost accountinq.· TUlor y. Mirick,

712 P.2d at 1121-1122.

2. Apport,ipP"pt: of Prof!" tA :Infringe,ot

Becausa a portion of the infringer's profit. re.ulted from

independent, nonintr1nging contributions and expenditures, the

supreme court interpreted the 1909 Act in Sh.ldon y. IItro-GoldyyD

Picture' CO'R+, 309 U.S. 390, 396 (1940), to require that an award

of profits be allocated to "only that part of th. proflt8 round to

be attributable to the ute ot th. copyrighted ..terial or

distinqui.hed troa ¥bat the infrinqer ht.a.lf baa .upplied,"

section !04(b) ot th. 1976 Act codified Shaldga by pa~itting

apportiorul8ftt and. requirinq intrinqen to bear the burdan to prove

wthe element ot profi~ attributable to faatora other than the

copyriqhtad work."

This purpose ¥aI reflected in the legi.lative hi.tory, Which

state. that:
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(Olnly tho.e profits "attributable to the infringe..nt"
are recoverable, where some of the defendant'. profits
re.ult trom the infrin9emen~ and other profits are
cauaed by difterent factors, it will be neoe••ary for
the court to make an apportionment. However, the burCSen
of proof i. on the defendant in the.e ca.e., in
establi.hing profit. the plaintiff need prove only "the
infringer's gro•• revenus," and the defendant must prove
o • • the ele.ent of profit attributable to factors
other than copyrighted work.

B.R. Rep., ,upra p. 1, at 161.

Thua, when the infringinq and noninfringinq element. of a

work can be .eparated, courts vill calculate profit. by cOJlparinq

the relative proportion of each that deriva froJl the work. Por

example, in Frank lJUaic Cgrp. v. MatrP=Goldun-IlaDr, Inc., 772

P.2d at 516, the Court of Appeals ruumded an award of profita

because the di.trict court bad not explained why the copyriqht

owner vas entitled to only $22,000 out of $2.5 1Iillion in profia.

It nece••ary, however, a quantitative apportionment viII be

revised "to account for the qualitative i~act of the copyrighted

element. on the profia earned by the entire work." Goldstein,

.upra p. 2, I 12.1.2.2. Por ex.-ple, in IYgao Pbgtg B.Y'. Inc. v.
High soci.ty Magaeip., Inc., 778 '.2d at 96, the court

acknowledqed that the infringing pbotograph on a ..galin. cover

disproportionatelY affected profits, but nonethele., reduced the

allocation from 75 to 50 perc.nt of protits. In JQtti. Jghnson

Thomas Trult y. crgrn publi'hera. Inc., 592 P.2d 651 (2d Cir.

1978), the infringed works of musical ea-positiona repre.ented

only 10 percent of entire .ound recordinq, but accounted for 50

percent of the infringer'S prOfits.

Under Sheldon, apportionment vas denied to infring.r. only if

the evidence va. not .ufficient "to provide a fair ba.i. of

- 10 -
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divi8ion so as to give to tbe copyrie;ht proprietor all the profits

that can be d....d to have re.ulted fro. the use of what belonqed

to him." 309 u.S. at 402. How.ver, want of precision is not a

gTound tor denying apportion.ent to an infrine;er, even thoue;b •

QOurt should err on the side of c;rivinCJ it full recovery. GAIt.- v'

xai.8rmtn , 863 P.2d 1061, 1070 (~d eire 1988).

III. CgDglUion

Accordine; to the lee;islative history, Section 504 va.

intended.

(1) to give the courta .pecific unUlbi9Uoua c:lirectiona
oonc.mine; IaOn.~ awarcS8, t.bWl avoidlnq the contusion
and uncertainty t.bat have _rked tM present law on the
.ubj.ct, and, at the ... ti., (2) to provide the
courta with reuonal:»le latitude to adjust recovery to
the cirmmatances ot the ca.. , thua avoicline; .0Jae of 'the
artificial or overly technical awarda ruultine; fro. 'the
lanquaCJe ot the existine; .tatute.

H.R. Rep., .ypra p. 1, at 161.

It i. unoertain whether Section 504(b) and ita application by

the court. has aotually affected tM ability of prevailine;

copyright owner. to vin awards of the infringer'. profits. For

example, section 504(b) did not depart froa the 1909 Act, but

rather codified judicial exi.tine; judicial quidelines tor

deductinCJ expen.e. relating to, and apportioninq profit..

attributable to, the infrine;uaent.

Section 504(b) did change conflicting interpretation. as to

whether the 1909 Act permitted tully cuau1ative or alternative

recovery of actual daaac;res and profits, but ita aCJCJregat. effect

for copyright owners may have been nil. section !S04 (b) arquably

L reduced the potential monetary recovery available to prevail1nq

- 11 
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copyright owners brinqing suit in the S.cond Circuit, where tully

cumulative recovery of actual damag.s and profit., and in .0..

cases profits and .tatutory duaaqes, had been available. By

amelior.~in9 the banher rule of alasrnative recovery, however,

S.ction 504 (b) aay bav. .nlarged the potential JDOnetary recovery

in the Ninth Circuit, where a larq. number of copyright ca••• are

al.o brou9ht.

Thus, section 504(b) ..... to bav. accoapli.bed it. goal. ot

giving court. dir.ction in awarding profit., whil. al.o 9ivin9

dir.ction to adjust aonetary recovery to the circU2U1tance. of the

ca... A larger question is wheth.r copyriqbt owner. can, in the

absence of statutory dUUlq•• , recover ~n.tary awarda adequa~ to

acbieve two le9islative goal. of th. 1976 Act: to co~.ate

copyriqht own.r. for losses tro. intr1n~t, and to prev.nt the

infring.r from unjuatly ben.fitting froll ita wrongdoing_ H.R.

Rep., suprl, at 161.

'.
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GE&MAHY'

Resiltratlon or depbllt 11 nOl requited u a CODditioa 01 cop)'I'Jabt protection. Works baY'O~
protec:liOD lC thoy 'DO huo the Illtutory e.atepa of protected worb.1 11Ie 1t8tUtOry twiI (or mandatOl)'
deposit cnmea from tho Law on the Dcul&Cbc BlbUotbck which cnatecl the nlrlonalllb,1r)' ill ronnor Weal
GermaSl)'.s LegidatioD roquirec one copy of each priDtod wort publilUd iD Germany to be dcpoaitod ill
both naticmaJ Jibrarica. MllDdatory dcpndt IppliCi to prlDted Utorll)' works, ahcc:t mllSlc, recorded nllllie,
film, mierol"Jlm aud mlcroOc:ho. Tho purpose ol mudatory deposit II to eolICd all material ollchoJarly,
historic. or cullural value.· PubJicaliODI that laek IlplrlClDee are excluded. AmOllllhc czcmpled worb
Ire: business reports. varioul advortlaina. ticJwla, luae&, aDd UWlpapon, unleM their depoeil is r~uOlled. s
Video ~nCl 11'0 DOL subject to dcpoall, thou,ll mID)' producers deposit litem voluntarily. M_p'.~ not
included ia the doposll roqulremCft1. Thc compUance ralO is~ aad the remainder 01 lhe publillmd works
Irc obtained after admODlliou, or judidal cnforasmcat. Depolk COpiOi lOtm tJao btclboDe oIlhc collcc:l.lOll
or tho Ocwcbc Bib1iotIaok ed Ire UKd to prepare tho wookI1 DI1IoaI1 blbUoaraphy, the Dcut.
Blbnoarapb.ic.· federal law Jw always prowided lor COIIIpoIIIatioa.. dae depoalt co1lJd be viewed u
burdCJllOmo. Tho Doutsche BibJiothek IVett up 10 oao-balf of the purclwc prioo lor work. tba1 c:wt IIIOl'O

than 150 OM (aJ)rv01 $100.(0) and that are publiahed ill tdiliou 011.. tha. 500 coplca. Tho mudaLory
deposU law is aot applicable 10 Corcip worb.

RcgiatratioD or dopoait iI DOl required II a coadllioa or copyriiht protectloL CopyrJ&bl Law prolem
particula, inlelleetpi works by their IDeN crutJoa.· .A ..parate JepJ depolh law .... boca receatly
updated. Law No. ~546 of JaDe 20, 1992 prcwidga lball1l priaiM, paphic. pbotoanPhlc, IOUDd,
audiovl&a.~ mullimodia mltorlak, worb for bruadcalt. ud com" pr.1IDI 11'1 IUl~cc:t 10 ..andatory
depoait.' 1'hc printer or manulacturer must send two cop1_ &0 Lbe IocI1I1brary that mUll fOlWll'd a cupy to
tho Bibliolhcque Natlnnale wMeb In Ita tuna IIlU. cluplicltll to be dlItrIblltcd to uther lIbrarIOi ud
iDlcmallonal exchllllO orsaDizalioDS. Othor dcpolit rcdplODtlIfO Uao NatloDal CIIIler 01 Oncma1oer1phy
and lbo AudlOYllUaI National Ccatcr.- IInportCrI of lop boob ba Pranec arc required to abide to tbe
mandalory dcpollt rcpJaliou acc:ordiDa to Deercc No. 81·1068 ofDtla:mbGr 3, 1981," Notice mUll appear
on all works dcpoailcd. Tho purpolC cllKltlc:o aad rcglItratiOll Is to maU the wark IMitable 10 reaearchcn
and eDeour. tho circulauoo of idea&. The BlbUotheque NaliODaJe receives 90 to 1009' of &be pub1lcallOM
it wanta. 'J'bc Libruy baa teD )'CII'I to cIalm a work a1thoaah It is IIIPpcIeCl \0 rcecM Lbe wark betoN
di,tributioa.lI Failure &0 dcpollt Is pvnI5bable by a Bae.

JTALytt

Rcgl.tralloa or dcpoIk Is Dot roqu1rcd II • condilioa of copyrlpt I'rotoctloD. HOMM:I, WID cop)Tisbllaw
rcquirel re&1ltnUoa aDd dcpoalt at the Literary. Artktic ad Sdeallne PropertJ Omce, I Dc:partmODIIn tha
P,ime M"mislcr's Offica within 90 days of pubHcalioD.u Itlly aIao baa aeparalc IcJi.latioa clatm, bact to
1939 which requlrOi the Iesal clepolll 01 1111 prlntod matodalla h copi.. of tile belt edilion, cWuding
limiled editions DOt iDlcnded for rcaalar dlItributioLu The prlfttet mUll aead lour CO(1icIIo lhe
aovcrnmcnt aUlhorily ed ODe collY to the otrlCC or LJac Public Prolocutor in tlao province of Lbo printer'.
resldeDc,. Olle 01 tbe copies IODllO the 'OVDI'DDlOllt illorwardcd to tho Prime MlDisler'& prOlS ofTtce, one
lo the National Library la Florence. ud 000 tu tbD NaliDDal Ubruy In Rome. Italim 1Iw OD lDudatOI)'
dcpoaUappllCl Mly to printed material TU haw maltea ao rc:fCleacc &0 foroip wortcs. It ma), be Illumed it
doCI not apply to them. fal1ure to dcpolll 11 puubablo by a Ou.
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ReeiltratloD or dopoailla Dol required u • condllion or c:opyrialal protc~ioD. 11ao UDJ, COIldilion Int
prolCdiol is lhat the work hu to be artiaLie or literary iD uture.a' A apatite law eslabli.bca IIUIIIdllcuy
deposit.II The LaroquiJ'e& dcpoOl ba the Royal Ubrary or Bdlfum of pubJica1iODS pub1i5hed in BcJeJum and
t"OIe pub1iahcd abroad by a Be¥an l10miciled iD Bc1a!olD, PoriocI1caIa that appear leu lhu ODCC a week
mu.st be clcposiLcd. ODO copy lito be dcpositod wiIbiD 15 dIyI of pubUcatlna, U' publiallccl in BeJaium I"d
wilhia 2 mnatha II published abroad. Tho dcrodt is made free fl cbarac: but, If &he price of the work
acceck 1.(KXJ frlDel, tb. lIbr&l)' PI)'I Cor Ill, work It It Whoa to keep k. failure to muo I dopolit is
punilhabJc by I fiDe from 26 to 2SO lraDes and trom 50 to 1.00 CruCi tor a aecaad oJI'casc. In sucl, a~
tbe IWylIJ l.a'brary IDlY purchuc I copy It tho .lIthO.... upemc. The Mandatory Deposit Law Jw bcnel".ued
lhe Royal Library 01 DeIgiIllD ia til. It made puuiblo to uacmblo tbcre, wllhout .w.aanlial CSJ'Cftlc. all
thOle pubUc:atjOlll publ1lhcd In BeJgium ADd Ibroad by BelPlll domidJcd in Belgium.

SWEDEN»

RcaJllrallon or clepolit illlut roquired III • coDdllh>D or c:opyrJPt prC*Cdoa III SMdcD. 'I'bo IUlbur or a
work eDjoys p'oJ)Crty right by lad or ita creation.· The J978I..w 011 MandatOI")' Copy ~tand the
1978 R.cpIatioD aD the Dme IUbject CODtIiI ruJea OD the cluty to furaIA ecrtaia Ubrlrioa IDd ardaivca willi
cupca or writtOil publabcd won (pilat, photudup1ic:ated or the like), (1boaopa..1, wteoarlllll and certa1.a
combiaalioDi (lauch materials ill ordct to moot tbe .cedI Cor prCIUIIt and futuro rfll6Ucb IClMtiea.aI TIac
publisher of wriUOD material, puhUahcd witlH" SwcdOD, JDUit dtpoIlt ODI copy of the wurk In the NatJollai
Ubnry Illd ather copies at the uaiwrliti. of Stockholm, UppIII.. UoJropiq, LuacI Oolcbcq. ud Uinta.
Wuru publilhed nUllidc SwcdCD mUll be clerndtecl ir I wwk .. UoUy or parUally in Swacli.Y and iI moant
to bo d1lllrlbulcd In SwedOL Tho Law requtl mandatOl'J dcpoII& 01 fDmI. phoMsram. aad v1dcoarlJDI at
the Nalioul Arcbha '01' Sound ad Piclure. Mandatory ooplos 0Cbcr U. pcriod1caIa m. he deposited DO
laler &hAD OUIIDOlllJl IAcr the quarterly perkwI ift "Ida tho won .. publiued. '1\0 Law p'aeriboa I
penalt)' of a !iDe Car lIOD·fu1ftl1melll or ,he obU&llioa to depollt.

BRIT.mrta

Red&!r.doa or deposk II DOl requlred u • conditioll of CDJ'7I'iPl pratectloa. Copyrialat prUlcCtioIl is
accorded apea tho erealioD 01 alIltcma ~tbia tho J'oJJowiDa descriptlcm: orJa!ulliten'1, dramatJc, musical
or artiaLic worb; 10uod recordinp, rom&, broadCUl ud ._prapama; and typoarlphical arr....cmcou ci
flubli&hed warka.- 1'he 1.Iw "'splts but doeIllOl nquirl tILIt I'ubillhed copies 0( copyriptc:d works be
mukcd with tbe symbol c aJoqafdo Lbo DIme of the OWlet aad the e1ato of publleatioo." A proywan
requirina the dopoalt 01 PlIblicalou wl\Jl Ubtadu,umYDI Croat 0.0 CupJright Act. 19U.- Sodlon lS or
tbe statute rcquirc:a the pubUaber of~ book publiahod In tho UDitod K1.qdom to dc11vcr a collY to the
Brllhh Library Board CJwC\'iovlly 1M Driliab tdlIIWII) witbia OlIO 1R0A&b of pubUcat1aa. UncScr J,<2) I
publiiber ma), abo be aJccd b, • wrttea doaaud. made wilhill twdvo lftontM of pablicalino, to deJiver a
ropy to tb61oDowiaa libnriu: Bodleian IJbr&l)', Oxfnrd, the UaiYershy Ubrary, Cambridsc:. the NIlJanaJ
Ubrary of scoUaod. the lJbr&l)' at Trinlt, CoUeae, Dublin aad the Natioaal Ubrary or Waie&. SeedoD 15(7)
malta an individuallaUln. to comply with the dCpoUt ptOYi&1oa Uabla oa l1Unmary convic.:tiuu lo • ranc
payable to the Ubrary concerned and paymcm at tho wluo of the book. Accordiq to Ma. ADD Clarke,
Penonal AMilla"t to Mr. BriaD La." CIIicf' Exceulivo om.. of 1M BrWsJa u"brary, Loadua, 0.0 Britiah
Ubrary Is currently rc~cwi", tbe doposit ufqemelll ill order to cbcsrmlae whether 1& shOllld be CJClCDl1cd
La aon·bnalc pUbJitatkml, A1cb u CD-ROMs, compllcr dilca, etc.»
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CANADA"

Residrption or deposit i. 110l ~red as I condItion or copyripl prot\1diOJl. JA Canada, copyright .rb.ca at
tho mamc:.at af crealion. Registrationla suggc:6led beClUlO k provides prima rade proof' thaI the work haa
copyriahllad boeluse It IUI"I la eatabliahina enlilk-.mODl to damages ill .c:dona fur Inrring~~nt. - The
lcsiAlalioD oSlabllsbiDI tbo National Library of Canld, a1Io Cltabli&bcla mandll10ry deJlO5l1 ')'SIC",."
Publisher. are required lo aend to the National LlbrariaD at JeasL oao (roo copy of .Yety nun~mpled
'book" publiahod hi ClIJUlda wi11llD 0flC week or ita publlaauUIL 1D CIU at -ooob" chat ha'le I reW! value ill
czccaa tI CanSSO.oo. the numbor oIlree copica Uaat IDUll bo labmiUed Is two.- 'J1le lorm 'tJouIu.' is
defined mCID -ubr.ry maller of e'lel)' kiad. naLurD aad dOlCripUon and IndudCl IllY dUCWllcnt. paper, reeord.
lIpe, or other thina publilbcd by a publilbcr, on or ill which IDfurmatloD la wrluell. recorded. limed. or
repmduced."l The phruc -PUbliaJaod Ua canada" II a1lo broadly doGDod Iu IDOIUl "released In Canadl Cor
pUblic dillribvtloD or ole." The 10'CrnmCllt baa CIOIIlpted Lbo CuUowiag claaeA (ram automatic d~J)OIil:
nCWIpapell; alUlul corporate repolU; Lrado cataJapos; bJaat boob or ICCOUDt; rona.. wrappe.... and label&;
calendars: waD Iboela; coJnS boo~ cartoolUj lDic:rorlbu; IDCI educalian.l kilLD The muime peDIIl&y
fot fallina to comply witb Ihe dcposlt rcquiremenll of the Nat10DaJ Libra') Ad 11 a find of CanS1SO.oo."

ReaJsttaliull or deposita 11m required .. I coodi\ioD or capyripI protcctklD. eopyrlaht II IDumcd provided
the work ia either Iiped or marked willa Uao author'l IWDC.- The publiahcr oI·u)' library materials' is
AualraUa, In which copyrlpl J& heJd. mUll deliver ODe COPf 01 tho IDlledIJ to the N.llna.1 Ubrat)' within
one mOllth of publiRtiOD. The penalty for laDurc to 401iYcr Is a be of ASJoo. TIIc NatioaaJ Ubnariwa is
required t.o sivo , wrilteD rccci~ for uYlDaterials delivered. 1JbJ'II7 lDIlorials iDcJudc any hook, periodical,
DawIpIJ'Cr, pampblet.1beet of lol\er prell, sheet ot muaJc:. lOp, paa, chan or table, be... literary.
dramarit, mUlic.al or art1s&ic wark or an cdltioa orlUda a wort. Jt does DOt &aclacle • eccuad or later cditiOil
"Illea it coma1u alter.ciOAI or addiUou." 1bI depolk rcquirclnoalla COIltaiDcd In &be aalioul cuP1Jilhl
law but Is not connec:ted to co~t nsbttatJoa. Dcpoait l'ClQairemcall apply maI7 to worb pubUahcd lD
Austr.Ua or firu publi&bcd ba otbOl clea1pa1cd cumt.rie&, JeIlenJly those w.leh .re parly lo the Deme
CoDvenlion.

RcahultloD ur dcpodt a Dot nquJred AI I coadition of copyript ptotedloa.. 'I'M N.tioaal Diet Ubrll1
Law Illquirll commercial pllblWacn to dcpaait • complolo COPJ or tbo boa Idltlola 011 wurk willa the
Nat ionaJ Diet Ubrary withiD thittJ eta" 01 ilJ publlcalioa.· CommerdaJ publicatiON lubjoct to deposit
isduclc: boob, pcrlndiCl1s, microfilm, mJcroGcb.. ID.... m1llkal noIeI. video disks. roeorcls, CD-ROM.
brclillc materi./ *" on. Dlreclar of tho Natloaal DiOl Ubtll)' (NDL) II abliptcd to aJvo the depoaitOl'
cnmpclllliion cquiYIJ=t to &be GlPCIlIflI uauaJly required for lha priatitta .nd dcpolk or &be pubU~l1oa.

1:.uhlfC to depoak Uao pubJ1calioa carricl. fine equivalent lO leas thaD lYe limca the retail price or til.
pubU~tJOII. no purpose 01 dcpoail illO COIl1ribute to tile &CCUIDuIatioD ami ulilityof cu1luralaoocls." 'J1lg
1990 AmIual Report of tile ND1.llated thai it is ueceuary to 1ItlJ17.e clcpodled pubUealJnDl ac widely II

pDIIiblc and LO pruenre them _ nlliaul UICtI. l'oiDlias 0\11 that the ptOleilt Illlu&ory roqllUemDDI for lhe
dCpOIlt o( one copy Ja DOl auflicieDt to Ined the needs of ......,...tlon, tho report iDdlca&ocI that 11 lWlod
from J981l0 malDlaIA I coDecdoa 01 prCICMd pubUcatioli aeIcctecl rrOlft the dc:poaitecl items II aD elJ'ort to
faclBtato the adoption of tho two-copy depoait 'yalelll in tbe future.a 1\, lDudatory dcpcMlil obBptlODl
are appJicablo Lo works flrat pUbl1sbcd lD a for. cmmuy thal Ire aIao publlsbed in J n wilbla thirty ell)'l
or tbelr Oral pubUc:aUOD.. Tho m.ndatory deposit requiremCDtllre appllC1ble to all lore worb tbat are
pubUshcd 1ft J.pan.
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CIIlN"'O

Re,iltration or depo6it i5 Dot requited I. I condltiOD of eopyrlabl protection." Nu mcntiOD of mandatory
deposit 1& round ill the Cop)'risht Law. Acoordini to an offic:ial 01 the NalioDlll.ibrary of ailiJ. ia BelJin,.
Chiaeac publishers aro required 10 deposit three copies of pubUca1iou."

SINGAPORE-

Rcgistrllinn or depoalt 1& DOl roquired U I COIldilluD 01 cop)'I"Iabt re,uuatiOll." 1'hc dcpalit. of published
worb witb the Nmo..1Ubruy or Sial_pore it mudated by tho Priakll ad Publlshell Act 01 SingapOtCo
first rromulpted 1A 183S, whkb cumll&!)' requlrca ! eoplol 01 OV'OIJ book printed or publiAht;d in Sinpporc
to be deposiled with tho La'brary.· It. 'book' II clofbaod u indudina fNer1 volume, part or cSivilloa of •
Yulume, report, pamphlet. perioclicaJ, newspaper, OovonuneDt pubUcation, Iheot or IctterprCSl, Ihec1 nl
music, GUlp, dw1. plan or &able. priDt, drawins ad otIlor ...aphic: art fcanal, IDI&l1o ava1bble fur ..le or by
unrestricted dbtribut ion rree of clwp. The dcflDltioD expressly ezdaclol .1 documClltl, priDled forma,
trade circ:ulan, timetablOl or other buainw documcalL· The Nltionall.."brary k~PI 2 copiol ud diapolca
of abe remlini", copies u llc D1rec:lor lhiDb rd. The clcJl:Cllil requinmClll bu been or auVUI' bcDCflllA
buildm, up the co11ccllOftl of~.'I Nallo.1I Libruy.- TIae depoll. rc:quJramOilt applia to wntk. (Ir"

published lD UOlher country ud IUbiequeatly publiPoci or pria&ocI ill SiDpporo.

ReaiatraliOA ar d40-polit II DDt rcqalrccl u a coadi&iOD 01~ prUoctlcm.. The law provkb for
rqiatralloD of I work in whlcJa copyript IUbIisU IlIOOD u lJao work is created anel alvcD a mllcrial
rnrm.» However,re~ 1& &ugtlted boca.. it ralul a rweaumpdoa of copyript ill favor uf IhG
autbor or tile wort. Dcpol1t II ACt a nquircmcat of reglatrltloa. The ullbaad Ubrlry II Dot dGpendlnt 011
copyright dcpoajll Cor acquisiLioD of Its COIlCCliou. noup the Copyriaht Law duc& Dot mato prcM&lolls fur
eIlaWishing a maadaLory dopalit rcquiremeat, the P.rliamw or IAclia Libnry~ throe copiUl uf aU
materials printed ia lIuliL

MEXICO"

RcaiatratiuD or deposit arc DOt roquirod u • condItion of copyri&ht pI'Otoukla, lbouab f\:ptn1ioa wilh I

deposit D£ three coplea is recommended beclule rePtratloa ercatea the prCIUIDpUOD or copyrisht.- The
dSpoIh of ltom, at tho timo of nPirltian appliea to aU kiDda of work. There II a IOparate IDIIldatnry
depo$ll rcqulremeD1 for publiahen. The dePOl1t Decree rcqulroa tbIl ,n JlublilhOll ill tho co'*'Y &end 10
th~ Na1ioaalUhrary and to the Ubtll)' of tho <.:cmarcu of tho UDioD 2 copica of cadi GIllie edltloDa of the
boob. pcriadicalt and m'ioM whlcJa tlacy rubJiab with commercIaJ objccllvca; aUlhon wh~ undertake the:
pubUcation or tbolr WOfU with commercial objccdvos ue also rcqairccJ 10 cJcUwr the copies mClJlioncd.•
Publicatiou cI1atrlhuacd Il'llUitOUlly are IUbjCCl to thG IUIlO rule. ill 10 far as edueatioaal. didaetlt. technical
or ,aonUDe worb of JeDCrIl interest are CClIU:eIIIed. n.e NatioDal Ubrary aad the Uhfa" of the Coapcu
of the UnlQD must, with due reautarltY. DatU')' the Directorato or the Copyript 01 thole QIOI wbc:ro tho
author or the publisher ha. dcraultod ba Cu1fi11mut of tbe obIIptlDas apecirled In the dc:ercc:. Tke publidler
is then Ilotified ad ai\'CA 30 da)'l to ClOmpI)' witJa the depoa1t re8'l1atioaa boIaro bclna filled.

5
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COI.()MRIA"

Slncc lW2 when tbe new Copyright Law Wi. enacted, rCQistratioo or dcpoiil baa Dul beeD required II: a
condition for eopyriabt protection.- Copyrisht derive. from the intellectual creation iuelt. Registration
Cormalilica roquired by tho Copyriahl Law onl, provide fDr a sreater dcsroo t:J logal security lO Ihc uWIlc:n or
eoryrighL Tho applicant Cor rcailU'atioD or IDtry ia required to etC:poUt 1 or mo,e copies depending of the
type of work in tbe National Copyriabt Rcptl)". '1110 wo,k mUd be dcpuaih:d withill 60 da)'l or puhliealinn.
The editor may be fined with III amoUllt equal to 10 tlmoalho value of each copy which was DUt ,dcpo.uted.
Dcpo&it Is requir&el fot r.,mratlol ollUSY aciaWl"ae,lilerll')' ar arliltJe pradue:tiM whic'.h calJ be rcprWu~ or
represeDted by Find", or lIlY other form of rcproductJm by pboaosrarh, rlldinlcslrhoney, or Ifty other
means, either moWD or lalreaher d1lIcovcrccL· Porcip ud DatiMaI work& hft'JO the sanle wandawry
depoall rcquircmcDII, CICCJlC tbOIO protcdOd by mteloaUnuJ CClIl¥cntiona or ICJP51aliw: r~prodlY lor whJch
dcpolit is opliODaL

Rcaisuallon or deposit II Dot required u a CODd)tJoa far CO('yrlpt rrotec(lon." The oaJ)' rcPlry is for
cincmDtoll1pb fUm&. Rcalaarllioa II wlUDlaJy.- The Lepl Deposit of PubllcalioDl Act provide& Cor the
m.ndalory deposit of pubUeatlOlll with the SW' Ubra". the Nattl Socloty Ubnary,lbo DloelDfcmt.cin Public
IJbrary, tho lJbrU)' or ParliamCDl, aDd the Soulh Afrlcu LIbrar7 eleh is tho nlliionallibra.,.,-
Puhlicatiuns moan: (a) I prWcd book. Dn'Ipaper, map7.ine. periodiral, journal, pampb1Q, brochure, sheet.
~d 01 portioa thereot or any other almD.,. maltor. (b) a replacomeDt or a portioa of, or IUS adc1itiun or
addeDdum to, a puhlieatloft ,,'erred to ill parllJ'lph (a); (e) a mlcrolUu mlcrocard, mJctoGdlo or any other
mlcroarapJUca1 roprocluc:tkm 01 ",",ten word or 01 uy mark, rorresenlDtion 01 dep1ctioa ha~ mAIling to
"1 rorllOl\," PabJIBhora aro obIip1ed to mppt, a copy ol tklr pWlic:aliou wiOUn thiny dl)'l aRcr
beginni. diatrlbutioD. PubJieatiODI thal are rrocluced outaido tho Ropublic arD udllclecl frnm &he
mandatnt)' dcpoait provided their publilherl' maiD budnesaea are Ilot in the republic or lbo7 are Dot intended
to be aold only iD the COunll)'. If tho MiaiIter or Education Is mthe opUUoa that a publiIIIor, hi IUpr!)'ins •
apccifie pubHcatkm to Iibrarica may luffer IOriouIliDlodallaardahip duo tu tho 1aiIb coli cl that rDbllcal~
he/she may arant aa oxcoptiaa frOID maNlalory dcpodlat a1llbrarioa IlUpllbe aal1nuallibra.,.. It.
rublishcr rail. to lappy • copy of • pubUcatlou to a lcpI dcposl' Uhrll)' wllhlD 30 daya. lhe library may .:.ad
a nalice to the pubUaJaor dcmaocSia& a copy of tho rublicatloa. 11 tho pubUcalJon is Dol deposited wilhin a
Ipcc:ified porlod, the liblW)' IDI)' purdwc lhe Ilcm IDd roccMr lIlo COlt from ill puhltshcr. 1'hc pruwUou
of the Lcp. Dcpolit of PubUcatioaa Act olU'lcheIlbc coUcctJou or depositary Uhrariea. It also providce fur
the protcc:tiOD or the doposited puh1icadona and hclplto radlll.l1e their use by orderinatlJOtC Jibn&rica to
acc:cuioD, c:laMify, catalope. prelene aDd maintala tIaem. nc State Libr~ also .. tho dufylo compile and
publlib a bibtiOlJ'lphy 01 the pab8cltlaaa depostled wi1h it.- 'Mao ...1Dcpodl 01 Pub&atloDl Ad dna
DOl coDlalo any provLslou =adins works that are pubJ15bcd fir5t ill utIIcr cuuntri.. UDder the J"I'oYiJlons
of sectIoD 4, the lDuclatmy dcpoeit rcquiremeat does atlt al'Jlly to any Corclan work. 1ID1c:a: IUCh I
publication contalas I publlsbcr'l ilapriDt of a pUbllahcr who hu hi& busiDeK in tho Ret'ubllc. or , It lac lI1Io
lw Iuds a bualDea oJsowhCR\ who Iw bk main blllmCIIIn tho ropubBe; or Ibo whole lmrreWoD d Iud! a
pubUCIlioD II ifttonded to be diAn'buied IOJcJ or nppticd In 01 malal)' In the Ropublic, or in or mlliWy ia the
R.epublic: and any coanlry or territory MlJolniq the Republic.
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1.

2.

3.

summary ot-·inrormation provi~eC1 by Ec11th palmer, Senior Legal
Specia1ist, European Law Division, Law Library of Congro5s,
March 1993.

German Copyriqht Law, Urheberrechtaq•••tz, Septembor g, 1~65,

Bunc1esqesetzblatt (BGB1.), I, as amended.

O••at. ube~ 4i. D.utaahe Bibliotbek, March 31, 1969, BGBl. I.

4. Ge.et. war 4ie Deut.che BibliotheJt, Mar. 31, 1969, DGBI. I, as
amended.

6. M. Lotfler, and R. RiCker, Bandbuoh 4•• Pra••erecht. 90.
(Munchen, 1986)

6. Intormation obtained by telephone from Mrs. Schenk, an
aoqui8ition••pecialist of the Deutsche 81blloth9k.

7. Summary of intormation prepared by Je. Tahar AhmedouaJllar, Senior
Leqal specialist, European Law DiVision, Law Library of
Conqr••• , April 1993.
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8.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

12.

Coc1e dG la propriete intellectuell. in Law No. 92-591 of July
1, 1932, Journal Officiel, July 3, 1992, p. 8801.

Journal Offioiel, Jun. 23, 11'2, p. 816'.

Journal Officiel, June 23, 1992, p. 8167.

Deer•• No. 81-1068 ot December 3, 1981, JourDal Offici.l,
Deoember 4, 1981, at.

1960 neport done for Conqress on Depo.it Law in Pranoe,
Appendix.

Summary ot information prepare" b:r Giovanni Salvo, Senior
Laga1 speoialist, EurClpean Law Division, %taw Library of
Conqrms., March 1993.

Law No. 33 CIt April 22, 1941, a...ended. G. Canso and A. di
Najo, I 4 0041c1 • 1. 1.991 ooapl•••ntary (Milano, GiUffre,
1987).

Law No. 374 or February 2, 1939, Ga••etta Uffio1al. della
.epUbb1!O& Italian& No. 306 of December 31, 1992, ordinary
supplement.

Summary of intormation prepared by Gcorqa E. Glos, hctinq
Chief, European Law Division, Law Library 0' Conqrcs., April
1993.
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30.

31.

32.

MatloAal LibrarJ Aat ot canada AO~.

(1985).

R.8.0. ch, N-12, 13 (H185) •

R.B.C. oh. N-12, 2 (1985).

R.8.C. ch, N-12, 2 (1985).

33. 12 c.a.c. oh , 110~, 4 (1978).

34 ••••• 0. ah. N-12, 13 (1~85).
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35. sUlUIlary qf information prepared by Cathorine winofleld,
Leqal Spocialist, American-British Law Division, Law Ll~rary

of Congress, MarCh 1993.

36. copyriqht Act, Austl. Acta (Reprint 1991) 31-35.

37. oopyright Ao~, ~u.trl. ~ot. (Reprint 1991), 31-35.

38. summary of informa~ion prepared by Sun9 Yoon Cho, Assis~ant

Chief, Far Baatern Law Divislon, Law Library of Congress,
Karch 1993.

39. Law No. 48, May 6, 1979, .s la.t amended by Law No. 63, May 2,
1991.

40. Law Ho. 5, feb. 9, 1948, a. la.t ..ended by Law No.3, Jan.
28, 1955.

41. Art. 25, supra no~. 12.

42. ~okur1t.u Kotkai ~o.hokaa aenpo, 1'90 [Annual Report ot the
National Diet Library, 1ttO], at 63-64.

43. Summary ot informa~10n prepared by Tao-tal na1e, Chief and
Wendy I. ZGlc1!n, I.eqal Reaearob Analy.t, Par Ea.tern Law
Division, Law Library of Con9res., March 1993.

44. copyri;ht La. of the People-s ",cU,G ot China. Adopted
sept. 7, 1990 an~ effeative aa of June 1, 1991. For a
bilingual text, 8ee 2 China La.a tor ~oreiqD au.ine•• , 11-700
(1-56) (OCI australla, 1985) (loose-leaf).

45. As rGported to Tao-ta! Kaia by the section Head of the Chine.e
Seotlon ot tbe Asian Division ot the Library ot Coftgre.s. At
present no law i. available on the aubjec~ in the Par !astern
Law Divislon.

46. SWIIIllary ot inforaat!on prepared by Nya Saw Shin, Senlor
Legal Speciali.t, Par Bastern Law Division, Law Library of
conqres8, March lPP3.

47. The copyr19bt Act Of 8iDqapore. Aat No.2 of 1987, etfective
as of Apr. 10, 1987. Governaeat Oa••tte, ~ct. Supple.ent Mo.
3 (Pebruary 20, 1'87).

48. 7 81n9apore 8tatute. 237 (SinQapore, 1970).

49. Id.

50. B. Gene Smith, ·southeast A.lan Library AC;Uisit,ion and
Rea.arch Tronds, It Washlnqton, D.C., Library ot Ccng'ress,
1993, p. 6.
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51. summary of intormation prQpared by kriahan S. Nehra, Senior
Leqal SpQcialiat, AmQr1can-nritish Law Division, Law Library
of Congress, March 1993.

52. The Copyri;ht AGt, No. 14 ot 1957.

53. ~he copyright ~ot, No. 14 of 1957, 9.

54. SWlUDary ot information provicJed by Norma c. Gutierrez,
Leqal Specialist, Hispanic Law Diviaion, Law Libreary of
Congress, March 1993.

55. Ley l'e481'a1 de Der.oboa 4. AutOI', November 4, 1~ei31 as
amencJed, Dacres ot December 30, 1981 and Dacre. ot July 9,
1091.

56. Degreto que dispone que 108 ec11torsll d. libro. deberan remitir
doe ejezp1area a las biblloteoas naciona1•• y dol Conqraa de
1a union, de cada una de las ecHeione. de loa libros,
period1co8 y rev1staa que pUbllquen con finos oomeroialos.
Decr•• of January 11, 1~65.

57. Sunuaary or information provided by Graciela I. Rodri9\1ez
Ferrand, Loqal Spacialist, Hispanic Law Division, Law Library
of Congress, April 1993.

59. Conatitucion Nacional 1991, in Caoeta COl\lItituoional, July 20,
19~1, art. 61.

5g. LaW of Copyr1qht, No. 86 of Dao. 26, 1946, Diario oriolal Dec.
30, 1946, art. 2.

GO. summary ot information preparad by 881ma Bayer, Senior Leqal
speoialist, Near Ea.tern and African Law Division, Law Library
of Conqress, March 19~3.

61. oopyrl;bt Aot, No. 98 ot 1978 in .~atu~e. of the .epUblio of
South Africa, '79(1) and 1013 ra.pectively (Durban, 1967-).

62. Seos. 29, 30 ot the a8g1i1tration at copyright in Cinematograph
Pilm Aot in Republio of South Afrioa Government Cazetta No.
5557 of May 26, 1977, p. lB.

63. Act No, 17 of 1982 supra 1 at 1031-1037.

64. Aot No. 17 of 1982, in It.tat•• of the RepuJ>llo of South
Afrioa Cla••1fie4 and AnDo~ate4 fro. 1110-, 1031-1037.

65. Act No. 17 of 1982, Secs. 6, 7 at 1035, 1037.
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WORKING PAPER #8

Goldstein, Paul
July 8, 1883

TO: Barbara Ringer
Robert Wedg.worth

FROM: Paul Goldstein

DATE: 8 3uly 1993

at: National peregrine

I had originally hop.d that the qu.stion of section 101
could be deterred until we had r.solv.d the registration and
deposit issu.s. The qu.stions raised by NationAl Peregrine art
extraordinarily thorny and -- more important -- ditf.r in kind
and context trom the issu.s w. have so tar b••n considering.
Since, however, National Peregrine has e••rged 1n recent
Committee mailings as a topic tor discu8sion, a tew worda may be
in order.

For starters, it is by no means cl.ar to me that ..ction
lOlls drafters or. correct in th.ir .vident assumption that the
prOVision's etf.ct would b. to r.verse Hltional i.rearine. Th.
reason, simply, is that the method adopt.d by section 101 -
adding "p.rfecting security interests" to the present tour
categories ot unpreempt.d stat. laws -- tall. .hort of both or
the two, independent grounds tor d.cision articulated 1n Judqe
Kozinski'. fer.grina opinion.

The tirst independent ground for decision in Plregrine is
that "[t]he comprehen.iv. scope ot th. t.d.ral Copyright Act's
recording provisions, alonq with the unique federal int.r.sts
they implicate, support the view that fed.ral law preempts stat.
methods of perf.cting security interests in copyrights and
related accounts r.ceivable."
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The problem with .ection 101's attempt to reverse this
preemptive result is that it is made within the context of §301,
which deals only with rights equivalent to copyright, and not
with orthogonal issues such as recordation. (3udge Kozinski
addressed this point in footnote 6, where he explicitly rested
preemption on general constitutional principles, rather than on
§301(a).) To be sure, .ection 301(b) 's introductory sentence
refers to Itnothing in this title ••• ," a phrasinq that arguably
extends the immunity from preemption not only to state law rights
equivalent to copyright, but to any state rights that may affect
mechanisms created elsewhere in Title 17. NArquability," though,
is hardly a criterion for Bound legislation.

I would not press the point about section 101's
effectiveness in immunizing state perfection rules from
preemption it 3udge Kozinski's decision did not also rest on a
second, entirely independent qround, a ground that section 101
cannot even arquably be said to affect. Specifically, as a
second ground for decision, Judge Kozinski relied on the "step
back" provision ot u.e.c. 19-104: -Article 9 does not apply '[t]o
a security interest subject to any statute of the United States
to the extent that such statute governs the riqht8 of parties to
and third parties attected by transactions in particular types of

property. ' -

To say, as section 101 would say, that nothing in Title 17
preempts state perfection rules -- inclUding by definition the
rule. eJD1)odied in the U.C.C.'. It.tep back ft provision -- entirely
contradict's the bill's presumed object of restoring the efficacy
of state U.C.C filings. Simply, to immunize the step back
provision from preemption is to leave it, and Peregrine, in
torce.
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If my analysis of section 101's shortcominga is corr.ct, two
qu.stions need to be addr••••d. First, should Peregrine be

rever.ed and, it so, What language will be ettective to
accomplish that end? Second, whether or not Peregrine should be
reversed, what improvements, it any, should be made in the
r.cordation mechanisms in the copyright Office? The.e are
important and difficult questions -- que.tions that I believe
will con.ume more time than our Committee has available in this
first phase ot its deliberations. Al.o, good answers to the••
questions will probably require the insights of individuals and
institution. that I do not believe are direc~ly represented on
our Committee -- specifically representatives from the
institutional lender community.

I would propo.e that, if other member. of the Committee
share my concerns about .ection 101'. technical shortcomings,
this tact be promptly communicated to the House and Senate
sUbcommittee staff with the suggestion tha~, if they agree with
our assessment, they drop the provi.ion from the bill and defer
consideration of recordation-perfection mechanisms to a later
date.

Plea.e teel free to share the.e thought. with the members ot
our Committee and, if you think it appropriate, with House and
Senate subcommittee .taff.

Be.t wishes.
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RBGISTRATIOK AHD QBPOSIT

WORKING PAPER #9

Ringer, Barbara, and
Eric Schwartz

July 13, 1993

This is the bottom line of the first phase of our
mandate. Assuming that sections 411(a) and 412 were to
be repealed, the following might continue to induce
registration in some cases:

* Use in business, licensing, etc.

* Desire for a certificate as proof of authorship,
etc.

* Continuing misapprehension that one must file to
"obtain a copyright";

* Use if foreign countries of certificate as proof of
U.S. copyright protection;

* Desire of certain authors (e.g., authors of
unpublished works, independent filmmakers) for
co~ies or records of their works to be preserved
permanently in the national library.

If additional inducements need to be found, the possibilities
appear to fall into three general categories:

1) Inducements in the current statute which could be
strengthened;

2) Possible new inducements;

3) Possible changes in sections 411 (a) and 412.

1. Current statutory Inducements Which Could be strengthened

A. Section 205: Recordation of Transfer, etc.

Possibly tie registration more closely to requirements
for recordation. For example:

a) Make registration a requirement for any
recordation purposes;

b)

ACCORD REPORT/Appendix/Working Paper #9

Make registered claim prevail over
unregistered claim in all cases of conflicting
transfers.
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B. section 302(e); Presumption as to Author's Death

Possibly provide that the 302(e) presumption does not
apply to copyrights that have been registered.

C. section 407; Mandatory Deposit

Possibly restructure administration of Section'407. For
example, amend the section

a) to require staff to identify on the basis of
research works LC should be getting rather
than waiting until LC asks for a demand;

b) to provide for a legal staff devoted
exclusively to the enforcement of section 407,
making clear LC can sue in its own name rather
than going through Justice;

c) to make clear, explicitly, that LC should
demand deposits whether copies bear notice or
not, and withdraw the demand only if copyright
is abandoned;

d) strengthen penalties for noncompliance and
recidivism.

D. Copyright Registration Generally

A/2tIJ

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Try to make what is asked of the claimant conform
to what is actually needed for examination,
cataloging, Library's collections or exchange
needs;

Possibly require special treatment of cases where
registration and deposit requirements are very
onerous and the Library currently receives nothing
of value for its purpose;

Possibly require special treatment of cases where
deposit is very costly, rare, or unavailable;

Possibly require identification of material of
which LC only wants one copy and advance
notification of claimants that one copy will
satisfy deposit requirements;

Expansion of negotiated arrangements with copyright
owners such as the Motion Picture Agreement.
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E. Section 410(a) Prima Facie Evidence

a) possibly amend statute to make clearer that
certificate is prima facie evidence in all
proceedings, not just judicial proceedings.
(Que.tioD: Could this be made to reach beyond
federal proceedings?)

five-year prov1s1ons (does it
registration or deter later

b) Possibly repeal
induce early
registration?).

F. Section 503: Impounding and Disposition

Possibly require registration as a condition for this
remedy.

G. section 504: Actual Damages and Profits

a) If registration has been made, possibly give court
discretion to cumulate actual damages and profits,
as was sometimes possible under the 1909 Act.

b) Possibly give the court discretion to award triple
damages/profits where infringement is willful and
registration has been made.

H. Section 504(c): Statutory Damages

a) Possibly increase minimum and maximum statutory
damages substantially if the work was registered;

b) Possibly give court discretion to triple the
minimum and maximum where infringement was willful
and registration has been made;

c) Possibly forbid reduction of minimum award in cases
of "innocent infringement" if registration made.

I. Section 505: Attorney's Fees

a) possibilities if
registration made:

plaintiff prevails and

i)
ii)

iii)

Make attorney's fees mandatory;
Require full recovery of actual attorney's
fees;
Allow court discretion to award plaintiff's
expenses in duplicating transcripts, etc.

(

l
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b) Possibility if defendant prevails: no attorney's
fees to defendant if work registered, unless claim
was frivolous

J. section 506: Criminal Penalties

Possibly require registration if criminal penalties are
invoked.

K. section 507: Statute of Limitations

Possibly increase the 3-year limitations (for both
criminal proceedings and civil actions) if the work has
been registered.

L. section 603: Infringing Importation

~: The regulations issued under section 603 already
require registration as a condition of customs action
against importation of piratical copies, but there may be
a possibility of requiring registration as a condition
for copyright proceedings before the Tariff Commission
under the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act.

2. Possible New Incentives

a) Extend the length of the copyright term if the work is
registered, or "establish an additional [S-year] public
domain status for registered works, with owners sharing
income with the government." Problems to consider:

i) Length of possible extension;
ii) Question of Berne Convention compliance;

iii) Question of retroactive effect.

b) Consideration of suggestions for a "two-tier"
registration system (e.g., the lower tier might involve
a simplified application, reduced fee, less burdensome
deposit requirements; upper tier might provide a more
thorough examination, in exchange for evidentiary or
other inducements;

c) Possibly combine copyright registration
applications and copies deposited in LC
cataloging-in-publication (CIP) program;

with
for

the
the

A 1262

d) Possibly reduce the fee or reintroduce the free mailing
privilege if registration made;
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e) Establish registration as a defense to claims of
abandonment or estoppel;

f) Give the owner of a registered copyright certain rights
in the title of the work as against the owner of an
unregistered copyright in a work of the same ~itle;

g) Give the bibliographic entries covering registered works
more prominence in the Library of Congress's on-line
services (such as LOCIS) than that given to unregistered
works.

3. Possible Amendments to Existing Inducements to Registration
and Deposit

A. Section 411(a): Possibility of giving discretion court
to require registration before action can proceed, but
without loss of any rights or remedies;

B. Section 412: Possibility of retaining provision but
greatly liberalizing its impact (e.g., change the time
periods, make it discretionary with court, make it
inapplicable to unpublished works, make it inapplicable
to claims by individual authors, withhold statutory
damages or attorney's fees but not both, etc.).
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WORKING PAPER #10

Koenigsberg, I. Fred, and
Nanette L. Stasko

July 30, 1993

MEMORANDUM TO ACCORD

re Court Uses of Registrations

Introduction

Under 17 U.S.C. § 410(c), a certificate of copy-

right registration is prima facie evidence of the validity

of a copyright, and of the facts stated in the certificate,

provided the registration is made before or within five

years after the first pUblication of the work. The eviden

tiary weight to be given a certificate of registration made

thereafter is within the discretion of the court.

The deference given by the jUdiciary to determi-

nations by the Copyright Office, including the evidentiary

effect of certificates of registration, depends upon the

context in which the particular issues arise. For example,

courts may cite the statutory language according a certifi-

cate prima facie validity when confronted with a challenge

to the copyrightability of a registered work, but the

effect of the certificate in such cases is merely proce-

dural, shifting the burden of going forward on the issue of

copyrightability from plaintiff copyright owner to defen-
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dante As a general rule, notwithstanding the issuance of a

certificate, the courts conduct a de DQYQ review of the

issue without according the certificate significant sub

stantive weight. See infra, S I. On the other hand, when

presented with a challenge to the Register's refusal to

register a work, courts generally defer to the Copyright

Office's determination. See infra, S II. Finally, courts

also defer to the expertise of the Register when discussing

the legitimacy of the Register's interpretation of copy

right law or issuance of regulations, but those matters do

not deal with registration issues. See infra, § III.

I.

The Evidentiary Weight Actually Accorded
Certificates of Registration

Although 17 U.S.C. § 410(c) seems to demand that

a certificate of registration be given great deference as

prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright, most

courts do not hesitate to arrive at an independent determi-

nation of copyrightability. Because 17 U.S.C. § 411(a)

requires that a work be registered as a prerequisite to an

infringement suit, every case in which a claim of copyright

infringement is rejected because the work is found not

copyrightable or because some other factual statement in

the certificate is contradicted also perforce rejects the

copyright Office's determination on that factual issue.

-2-
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The cases show that the courts frequently give

lip service to the prima facie evidentiary effect of the

certificate, but then go on to make a de novo determination

of the facts at issue. For example, in Durham Industries,

Inc. v. Tomy Corp., the court noted that, under 17 U.S.C.

§ 410(c), a timely-obtained certificate of registration

"constitute[d] prima facie evidence of the validity of the

copyright." 630 F.2d 905, 908 (2d Cir. 1980). However,

the court continued, the presumption is rebuttable and,

when "other evidence casts doubt on the question, validity

will not be assumed." Id. at 908.

The plaintiff in Durham sought a declaratory

jUdgment that it had not violated the defendant's legal

rights by marketing certain toys. Id. at 907. The defen

dant counterclaimed for copyright infringement. Id. The

district court granted summary jUdgment for the plaintiff,

dismissing the counterclaims. Id. at 908. The Second

Circuit affirmed on appeal. Id. at 919.

The Second Circuit looked to the works in ques

tion and conducted a de DQYQ review of copyrightability.

Id. at 910. The court concluded that, for certain of the

works, "the element of originality that is necessary to

support a valid copyright is totally lacking" and thus

disregarded the certificate of registration. Id. at 908-

-3-.
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909. For other works, the court upheld the determination

of copyrightability. ~ at 913, 916.

Similarly, in Carol Barnhart Inc. v. Economy

Cover Corp., the court noted that the prima facie threshold

"merely orders the burden of proof." 773 F.2d 411, 414 (2d

Cir. 1985) (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d

Sessa 157 (1976». As in Durham, the Barnhart court advo

cated ~ DQXQ review of copyrightability, asserting that

once a party puts the certificate of registration into evi

dence and the other side responds, the court is then "in as

good a position as the Copyright Office to decide the

issue." 773 F.2d at 414.

In Masquerade Novelty Inc. v. Unique Industries,

Inc., the Third Circuit reversed the finding of the dis

trict court that the plaintiff's "nose masks" in the form

of animal noses were improperly registered because they

were useful articles and the plaintiff had failed to inform

the Register that the masks had a utilitarian function; the

Third Circuit held that the works were copyrightable. 912

F.2d 663, 664 (3d Cir. 1990). But the court stated that

"absent an indication from the Copyright Office as to why

it registered the [work]. the only deference [a court

should] give to the Copyright Office's expertise in ques

tions of copyright law . . . is to place the burden on [the

challenger to registration] to show that the articles are

-4-.
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not copyrightable." Id. at 669 n.? Thus, the court

implied that, without a more detailed explanation for its

determination, the Copyright Office's issuance of a certif

icate of registration placed a relatively light burden on

the defendant.

When a certificate of registration is issued more

than five years after first pUblication of the work, a

court has discretion over the evidentiary weight that it

will accord the certificate. There is no discernable

pattern to the weight given to the certificate in this

circumstance. One court refused to give the certificate of

registration prima facie weight when the work in question

was published over six years before the registration was

issued. Goldsmith v~ Max, 213 U.S.P.Q. 1008 (S.D.N.Y.

1981). But, in a later case, the same court accorded the

certificate of registration prima facie weight when the

work may have been published well over five years before

its registration. Telerate Sys., Inc. v. Caro, 689 F.

Supp. 221 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).

In Goldsmith, after a bench trial on the issue of

liability, the court entered jUdgment for ~he defendant and

refused to uphold a registration issued over five years

after first pUblication of the work. Goldsmith, 213 U.S.

P.Q. at 1014. The court determined that it would not

afford the certificate much weight because the plaintiff

-5-
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registered her photograph six to seven years after the date

of first publication and because the plaintiff had not in

formed the Copyright Office that the work had already been

published at the time of registration. Id. at 1012-14.

In Telerate, the defendant challenged the valid

ity of the plaintiff's certificate, arguing that it could

not be given weight as prima facie evidence because the

plaintiff had been in business for fifteen years before the

date of its registration certificate. Id. at 227. The

court dismissed defendant's allegations as "mere[] conjec

ture." Id. Because the defendant "failed to disprove" the

facts stated in the registration certificate, namely the

date of publication, the court found that the plaintiff

"had established a prima facie case of copyright owner

ship." Id.

In sum, as a general rule, the burden imposed on

the defendant by introduction of a certificate of registra

tion appears light. More significantly, as a matter of

substance, the courts do not hesitate to make a de novo

review on the issues such as copyrightability, notwith

standing the Copyright Office's determination on the very

same issues.

-6-
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II.

The Deference Given to the
Register's Refusal to Register a Work

A second area in which the copyright Office's

determination regarding registration has been reviewed by

the courts involves the Register's refusal to register.

Such refusals are very difficult to overturn. As Professor

Nimmer notes, "from a strictly statistical viewpoint, such

litigation is far from productive for unsuccessful appli

cants -- it has been said that from 1941 until 1989, no

court 'reversed a decision by the Register to deny an ini-

tial application for a copyright.' Atari Games Corp. v.

Oman, 888 F.2d 878, 890 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (Silberman, J.,

concurring)." 2 Nimmer on Copyright, S 7.21[B], n. 18.7

(1992). Another commentator has noted that:

Of the thirteen reported cases in which
a disappointed copyright applicant sued
the Register of Copyrights to compel
registration, either under the current
Administrative Procedure Act, or under
the former procedure of mandamus, only
four of the copyright owners had any
measure of success. The vast majority
of cases were resolved in favor of the
Register, usually by way of summary
judgment.

Haynie, So the Copyright Office Has Refused to Register

Your Claim -- What Does It Mean and What Can You Do About

It?, 21 Am Intell. Prop. L. Ass'n Q.J. 70, 79 (1993).

-7-
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courts have generally acknowledged the expertise

of the Copyright Office and have applied an "abuse of

discretion" standard of review when reviewing the Regis

ter's denial of registration. For instance, in Norris

Industries Inc. v. International Telephone and Telegraph

Corp., the Eleventh Circuit noted that "the district court

properly gave some deference to the Register in its deci

sion [to reject the copyright application]." 696 F.2d 918,

922 (11th cir. 1983), reh'g denied, 703 F.2d 582, cert.

denied, 464 U.S. 818. In Norris, one of the plaintiff's

applications for copyright registration of automobile wheel

covers had been denied four times and never accepted for

registration and another application was rejected twice

before the registration was granted. Id. at 919. At the

district court level, the Register, who had been named as a

defendant, argued that all of the plaintiff's works were

merely useful articles and thus were not copyrightable, in

view of post-registration case law. Id. at 922. The

district court had agreed and granted summary jUdgment to

the defendant. ~ The Eleventh Circuit affirmed because

the Copyright Office has "expertise in the interpretation

of the law and its application to the facts presented by

the copyright application" and because the Register's

opinion did not reveal an abuse of discretion. Id.

-8-
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The district court in Gemveto Jewelry Co. v. Jeff

Cooper Inc. similarly deferred to the Register's expertise,

stating that a party has a heavy burden in attempting to

overcome a determination of the copyright Office's refusal

to register, as its determinations are "entitled to

considerable weight." 568 F. Supp. 319, 329 (S.D.N.Y.

1983). In Gemveto, two applications, filed eight months

apart, had been rejected by the Register. Id. The court

found the fact that the application had been twice refused

for the same reasons to be of especial importance in

according deference to the refusals. Id. at 331. The

Gemveto court thus dismissed plaintiff's infringement

claim. Id. at 331. See also OddzOn Products. Inc. v.

Oman, 924 F.2d 346, 350 (D.C. cir. 1991) (without ruling on

copyrightability, Judge Ginsburg found that the Office's

refusal to register plaintiff's work was not an abuse of

discretion); Homer Laughlin China Co. v. Oman, 22 U.S.P.Q.

2d 1074, 1075 (D.D.C. 1991) (after noting the "significant

degree of deference that the Office is entitled to," the

court upheld the Register's refusal to register china

pattern for lack of creativity); Jon Woods Fashions. Inc.

v. Curran, 1988 copyright L. Dec. (CCH) , 26,264 (S.D.N.Y.

1988) (granting summary judgment to Register for refusal to

register work that had been presented for registration

twice) .

-9-
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However, the general rule was not followed in the

most recent case addressing a refusal to register, Atari

Games Corporation v. Oman, 979 F.2d 242 (D.C. Cir. 1992).

There, deference given to the Copyright Office in previous

cases is lacking. Although Judge Ginsburg noted that a

court "only" tests the Register's dispositions by an abuse

of discretion standard, she questioned the Register's

ability to ascertain creativity and apply the appropriate

standards in that determination. Id. at 245-46 (commenting

that the Register paid "scant attention to whether any

creativity [was] displayed" in the work as a whole). JUdge

Ginsburg thus reversed the district court's approval of the

Register's second refusal to register the video game and

remanded the case with instructions for the Register to

renew consideration of the application consistent with the

court's opinion. Id. at 246.

One commentator has noted that Atari represents

the only successful attempt to overturn the Register's

determination to refuse registration on creativity grounds.

Haynie, supra, at 82. But, whether it represents any kind

of trend in that direction is questionable. Even the

author of the Atari opinion, Judge Ginsburg, "revealed her

even-handedness toward the Copyright Office in another case

where she sided with the Register's refusal to register a

copyright claim to a soft-sculpture 'Koosh'ball". Supreme

-10-
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court: Nominee Ruth Ginsburg Authored Several Key Intel-

lectual Property Decisions, 46 Pat. Trademark & Copyright

J. 163-64 (June 17, 1993) (referring to JUdge Ginsburg's

opinion in OddzOn Products Inc. v. ~, 924 F.2d 346 (D.C.

Cir. 1991».

As a general rule, then, the courts seem to give

greater deference to the Copyright Office's negative deter

mination of copyrightability evinced by a refusal to regis

ter than they do to the Office's sUbstantively positive

determination of copyrightability evinced by the issuance

of a certificate of registration.

III.

Deference Accorded the Register's
Ability to Interpret Copyright Laws

Other cases that defer to the determinations of

the Copyright Office address the Register's ability to

interpret the copyright laws. Several courts have noted

that the Copyright Office has expertise in interpreting the

copyright laws and is charged to do so by Congress. See,

~, Marascalco v. Fantasy. Inc., 953 F.2d 469, 473 (9th

cir. 1991), (noting that "courts should generally defer to

Register's interpretation of the copyright statute" but

observing that there was no relevant interpretation of the

issue in question), cert. denied, 112 S. Ct. 1997 (1992);

Cablevision Sys. Dev. Co. v. Motion Picture Ass'n of Amer-

-11-
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ica, Inc" 836 F,2d 599, 608 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (holding that

the Register has the authority and expertise to interpret

the laws and that the interpretations are entitled to

deference by the jUdiciary); Esquire Inc. v. Ringer, 591

F.2d 796, 801 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 440 U.S. 908,

reh'g denied, 441 U.S. 917 (1979) (stating that a court,

after finding that the Register's interpretation of a

particular copyright statute was consistent and reflected

administrative expertise, should give the interpretation

"considerable weight" unless it was clearly erroneous);

Eltra Corp. v. Ringer, 579 F.2d 294, 298-301 (4th Cir.

1978) (holding as constitutional the power of the Copyright

Office to perform legislative and executive functions).

But cf. Bartok v. BoOsey & Hawkes. Inc., 523 F.2d 941, 946

(2d Cir. 1975) (reversing lower court for its reliance on

Register's definition of "posthumous" because Register had

no authority to define legal terms).

These cases, of course, do not involve questions

of registration, and so do not impact on the question of

possible abolition of 17 U.S.C. §§ 411(a) and 412.

I. Fred Koenigsberg
Nanette L. Stasko

-12-.
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TO: Members of the ACCORD

FROM: Barbara Rinqer

WORKING PAPER #11

Ringer, Barbara, and
Eric Schwartz

August 2, 1993

Comments & suggestions concerning a
system of Legal Deposit for the

Library of Congress

I am writing this memorandum as a member of ACCORD and not as

Co-chair. At our meeting on July 13, Bob Wedgeworth made an

intervention in which he said that the issues of copyright

registration (including deposit and the making of a copyright

record) and deposit of material for the collections of the Library

of Congress are two different but closely-related things. He felt

that we cannot adequately study alternative incentives to sections

411(a) and 412 without also studying section 407 and how it works

now or could be made to work better. (I'm attaching a lightly-

edited transcript of his remarks as Tab A).

Bob recommended that we undertake some in-depth studies of

issues specifically raised by section 407 immediately. I agree

A/276

with everything he said except the immediately. Our resources are

spread very thin and the immediate time constraints on us to deal

with sections 411 and 412 are overwhelming.

After considering the later ACCORD discussion of section 407

on July 13 in the context of alternatives to 411 and 412, the

oakley-Diner-Fern paper (No.1), some scholarly writings about

section 407 and legal deposit systems throughout the rest of the

world, and after some discussions inside and outside the Library of
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Congress and a good deal of thought, I've reached two conclusions

about this:

(1) In-depth studies of legal deposit, divorced from

copyright, are essential but cannot be undertaken

between now and September 1; and

(2) Right now we need to stimulate some thinking about

ways a system of legal deposit for the Library of

Congress could be instituted or restructured, as a

complement or partial substitute for copyright

deposit.

Obviously we can't reach conclusions about 407 now and do the

studies later. But I think at our next meeting we might be able to

get a general idea where legal deposit for the Library is headed,

and plug this into our thinking about 411 and 412. with this in

mind, I decided to put some of my preliminary thoughts down on

paper.

There is a tendency on the part of some people in the Library

of Congress to look on the section 407 type of mandatory deposit as

fundamentally unworkable and to dismiss it as nothing more than a

minor adjunct to LC's acquisitions resources. I don't share that

view any longer. I agree that voluntary, induced deposit for

copyright registration, together with gifts (for preservation,

charitable purposes, etc.), exchanges, and purchase, should remain

the principal sources of collection development. I also agree that

mandatory deposit will not support huge and important special
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collections traditionally built upon deposits for copyright

registration, notably unpublished materials and motion pictures.

I am .also increasingly impressed with the extreme delicacy of

exercising any kind of demand power with respect to foreign works

because of the problems it presents with respect to trade

negotiations concerning copyright and other intellectual property,

and the danger of various forms of retaliation by other countries

that could cost the Library and the United states a good deal more

than they might gain. At the same time, I am convinced that a

system of mandatory deposit under an amended section 407, if

carefully established and energetically administered, could be a

tremendous addition to the Library's collections resources.

It now seems clear that section 407, as amended in 1988,

raises legal, and perhaps constitutional, problems, and that, in

practice, it is not working as effectively as it could. As I see

it we have two tasks here:

First, to consider alternative means for

making a system of mandatory deposit for the

Library of Congress as legally effective and

constitutionally invulnerable as possible;

Second, to consider the statutory,

structural, and administrative changes that

would be necessary to make a system of

mandatory deposit in the United states as

fully effective as the best of the systems in

effect in other countries.
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In addressing the first of these tasks, we need to review how

407 came to be enacted in 1976 and the legal effect of the change

in 19?8.

Under the old 1909 law, as interpreted thirty years later by

the Supreme court in the 1939 Washingtonian case, registration and

deposit for the Library of Congress were really optional during the

first 28-year copyright term: they were mandatory only if the

copyright owner wanted to bring an infringement suit or if the

Register of Copyrights made a formal demand -- in which case

failure to comply could result in forfeiture of copyright.

However, because the law was so unclear I there was a general

feeling before 1939 that registration and deposit were probably

mandatory. After 1939 there was uneasiness and inertia; people

kept on registering and depositing, and there seemed to be a

reluctance to accept that the Supreme Court opinion really meant

what it said.

The 1976 Act went part of the way in softening the harsh

formal requirements of the old law, especially with respect to

notice and place of manufacture. As under Washingtonian, copyright

deposit and registration were made voluntary but, as we well know,

were strongly induced by section 412 and perhaps by section 411(a).

However, and this should be stressed, there was genuine concern in

1976 about the potential effect of the statutory changes on the

collections of the Library of Congress. section 407 was intended

to operate as a kind of fall-back, to allow the Library to make up
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for any losses to its collections under the new law. Unlike

mandatory deposit for copyright purposes under the old law, it

established mandatory deposit for the benefit of the Library, along

the lines of depOt legal systems in effect in the great majority of

other countries.

The 1976 Act supposedly separated mandatory deposit for the

Library from voluntary registration and deposit for copyright

purposes: in section 407 it established a legal obligation on

owners of works pUblished with copyright notice to deposit copies

whether they made copyright registration or not, enforceable by

demand and penalties but not loss of copyright. section 407 was

intended to complement voluntary copyright registration by giving

the Library a way to obtain material needed for its collections and

otherwise unobtainable under a voluntary copyright registration

system. It was also intended to induce copyright registration and

deposit by allowing the material deposited under 407 to be used for

a copyright deposit.

Section 407(a) declares: "Neither the deposit requirements of

this sUbsection nor the acquisition provisions of sUbsection (e)

are conditions of copyright protection." However, even though

mandatory deposit was supposed to be independent of copyright

registration and deposit, the 1976 Act preserved strong ties

between the two: (1) demand could only be made for works published

with a copyright notice; (2) demand could only be made upon the

"owner of copyright or of the exclusive right of publication in a
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work pUblished in the United states"; (3) the statute gives the

Register of copyrights regulatory and administrative control over

section 407 (although this has become fUzzy and may have been

breached to some extent in practice); (4) the basic deposit

requirements of section 407 are intentionally the same as the basic

deposit requirements for copyright registration under section 408;

and (5) section 408 provides: "Copies or phonorecords deposited

for the Library of Congress under section 407 may be used to

satisfy the deposit provisions of this section, if they are

accompanied by the prescribed application and fee, and by any

additional identifying material that the Register may, by

regulation, require."

The constitutionality of section 407 as it existed between

1978 and 1988 was litigated in 1985 in Ladd v. Law and Technology

Press. (The appellate court's opinion is attached to this paper as

Tab B.) The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the District

Court's decision holding section 407 and the Register's demand

constitutional in the face of three challenges: (1) that the

deposit requirement is not "necessary and proper" under Article I,

section 8, clause 18; (2) that the deposit requirement is a taking

of private property for pUblic use without just compensation and

thus violates the Fifth Amendment and (3) that the deposit

requirement violates the First Amendment by burdening material

protected by the guarantees of freedom of speech and expression.

The court ruled for the Register on all issues, holding among other
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things that mandatory deposit is "necessary and proper" because it

carries out the broad purposes of the Copyright Clause (article I,

sectipn 8, clause 8), and that it is not an unconstitutional taking

under the Fifth Amendment because "it validly conditions the

enjoyment of copyright."

On October 31, 1988, (effective March 1, 1989) Congress passed

the Berne Implementation Act, which repealed the requirement of

pUblication with copyright notice as a condition of copyright

protection, and added what was thought of as a consequential

amendment of section 407: the requirement of mandatory deposit,

which had previously applied to "a work published with notice of

copyright in the United states" was broadened to cover "a work

published in the United states."

This seems to have created a Catch-22 situation. Among the

grounds for upholding the constitutionality of section 407 in the

Ladd case was that, despite the statutory declaration that the

requirements "are not conditions of copyright protection," the pre

1988 provision applied only to works pUblished with copyright

notice; this meant that the copyright owner was voluntarily and

affirmatively taking advantage of a statutory benefit. Thus, the

statute provided a quid pro quo and kept the demand from being an

unconstitutional taking without just compensation or a violation of

the First Amendment. By removing the reference to notice the 1988

amendment may again raise the specter of unconstitutionality.
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Since March 1, 1989, every "original work of authorship" in

the world is protected by u.s. federal statutory copyright, whether

unpublished or pUblished, and, if pUblished, whether published with

notice or not, except for: (1) works that have fallen into the

pUblic domain because of age or failure to comply with formalities

in earlier laws; and (2) special categories of works (e.g., United

states government works; foreign works not covered by a treaty).

There are now millions of owners of United states copyrights, but

among them there must be a large proportion who know nothing of

copyright law and have no interest in asserting their rights. Yet

if their works are published in the United states they are subject

to demand for mandatory deposit under section 407. When the

copyright owner has done nothing (such as placing a notice on the

work) to claim the benefit of copyright, is there still the quid

pro quo demanded by the Ladd decision to keep mandatory deposit

from being a taking for pUblic use without just compensation under

the Fifth Amendment or a violation of the First Amendment?

We note first that the Ninth Circuit decision provides solid

footing for mandatory deposit under the "necessary and proper

clause" which, expanding on the constitutional mandate to "promote

science and useful arts," fully supports sustaining the national

library. The court in Ladd says:

Press argues that the library deposit requirement

is not necessary and proper to carry out the

Copyright Clause and is invalid. Press contends
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that the copyright Clause gives Congress the power

to advance the arts and sciences only by granting

copyrights and patents. However, Press cites no

authority for this proposition2 While no case has

directly addressed whether the library deposit is

necessary and proper to the Copyright Clause, there

is abundant authority that the primary purpose of

the clause is to promote the arts and sciences for

the pUblic good, not to grant an economic benefit

to authors and inventors. E.g., Sony Corp of
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America v. universal City studios, Inc., 464 U.S.

417, 104 S.ct 774, 78 L.Ed.2d 574 (1984); Zacchini

v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 562,

576-77, 97 S.ct 2849, 2857-58, 53 L.Ed.2d 965

(1977); Schnapper v. Foley, 667 F.2d 102, 111

(O.C.Cir.1981) (quoting 1 M. Nimmer, Nimmer on

Copyright § 1.03[B] (1981), to the effect that the

first phrase of the copyright Clause expands rather

Press does quote In re Cooper 254 F.2d 611, 616
(C.C.P.A.), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 840, 79 S.ct. 63, 3
L.Ed.2d 75 (1958), as authority for this limiting
construction of the copyright Clause: ..Artic le I, Sect ion
8, eighth clause, of the Constitution, ... does no more
than grant power to Congress to secure certain rights so
authors and inventors insofar as it elects to do so."
Read in context, however, the Cooper language quoted does
not state a limit on Congress' power, but states that the
copyright Clause conveys no rights to authors or
inventors unless Congress elects to execute the clause.
id. at 616-17.
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than limits congressional authority in the area},

cert. denied, 455 U.S. 948, 102 S.ct. 1448, 71

L.Ed.2d 661 (1982); Berlin v. E.C. Publications,

Inc., 329 F.2d 541,543-44 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,

379 U. S . 822, 85 S . ct . 46 , 13 L. Ed . 2d 33 (1964) .

Moreover, long-established principles of

constitutional construction make clear that the

lack of express constitutional authority for the

deposit requirement does not preclude its validity

and that the necessary and proper clause should be

liberally construed. See The Legal Tender Cases,

79 U. S . (12 WalL) 457, 533 - 39, 20 L. Ed . 287 (1872 )

(in construing range of "necessary and proper"

clause, look to purposes of enumerated powers, not

solely to express words of powers); McCulloch v.

Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 404-21, 4 L.Ed.

579 (1819) (mandating an expansive construction of

the "necessary and proper" clause as essential to

the functioning of a national government). Thus, a

provision of the Copyright Act which sustains a

national library for the pUblic use is necessary

and proper. We further note that the Supreme

court, albeit in passing, has recognized without

questioning its constitutionality that the deposit

requirement's purpose is to enforce contributions
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of desirable books to the Library of Congress. See

Washingtonian Publishing Co. v. Pearson, 306 U.S.

30,41,59 S.ct. 397,402,83 L.Ed. 470 (1939)

(delay in copyright deposit and registration does

not invalidate copyright); see also National

Conference of Bar Examiners v. Mul tistate Legal

Studies, Inc., 692 F.2d 478, 485-86 (7th Cir. 1982)

(copyright regulation allowing deposit of excised

portion of testing materials valid), cert. denied,

- U.S. -, 114 S.ct. 69, 78 L.Ed.2d 83 (1983).

If section 407 became constitutionally vulnerable following

the 1988 amendment, it may be because of the argument (quoting the

Ladd opinion) that "the requirement that a copyright owner give two

copies of his work to the Library of Congress is a taking of

private property for pUblic use without just compensation and

violates the fifth amendment." The Ladd decision declared that

"there is no question but that the materials are private property

and that deposit with the Library is for a public use." In its

pre-1988 ruling the court accepted the argument of the Register of

Copyrights --

... that the deposit rule is not a taking. Rather, it is

a condition which Congress may legitimately attach to the

grant of a benefit. By voluntarily choosing to avail

itself of the benefit. Press has accepted the condition

of deposit. (emphasis supplied)
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starting from the premise that "Congress indubitably can place

conditions on the grant of a statutory benefit," the Court rejected

three.arguments advanced by the defendant to the effect that "the

deposit requirement is not a valid condition."

First, that "cases validating conditions have

addressed conditions relating to the benefit sought" -

that is, "the current deposit is not for copyright

identification purposes." Rejecting this argument, the

court held:

The Copyright Clause grants copyright

protection for the purpose of promoting the pUblic

interest in the arts and sciences. Conditioning

copyrights on a contribution to the Library of

Congress furthers this overall propose.

The principal authority for this conclusion was the

Supreme Court's decision in Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co.

(1984), which, it said, established a "less stringent

test for a valid condition": "All that the Court

explicitly required was that the party be aware of the

condition and that the condition be rationally related to

a government interest." (emphasis supplied)

Second, that "under the 1976 revision, the deposit

requirement by its own terms is no longer a condition of

copyright." The court disposed of this argument on the

ground that "a complete reading of section 407 reveals

ACCORD REPORT/Appendix/Working Paper #11
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that deposit is indeed still required of one obtaining a

copyright, although protection of the copyright laws is

not lost by failure to comply." (emphasis supplied)

Third, that a line of Supreme Court cases dealing

with patents prohibits mandatory deposit for the Library

of Congress. The court distinguished this authority on

two grounds: (1)" in none of these cases did the

government act pursuant to any statutory scheme making

government use a condition of patentability"; (2) "the

government was not acting as a sovereign to further the

public welfare by promoting arts and sciences," but was

simply appropriating "the patented device for a

proprietary purpose."

The 1988 amendment made mandatory deposit applicable to all

works published in the united States, not just those pUblished with

copyright notice. Did this destroy an essential underpinning of

the constitutionality of section 407 under the Fifth Amendment:

that the potential depositor must have voluntarily chosen to avail

itself of the benefit of copyright and that the depositor must have

been aware of the condition of mandatory deposit? Concerns have

been expressed that the potential depositor's only voluntary,

affirmative act is to pUblish in the united States, an act which,

as the court in Ladd noted, the first Amendment precludes the

government from singling out for a tax or other burden. The court
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in Ladd rejected a First Amendment challenge to mandatory deposit

because, under the pre-1988 statute --

~eposit is not triggered by the pUblication of ideas. It

comes into play only if the pUblisher voluntarily seeks the

statutory benefit of copyright.

I

I

This may not be the case under the current statute. Thus, it

appears that, if the current statute has a Fifth Amendment "taking"

problem, then it also has a First Amendment problem to exactly the

same extent.

Responding to these concerns the copyright Office has adopted

practices under section 407 which are defensible under the

circumstances but are unsatisfactory as an ultimate solution to the

problem. There seem to be some confusion and differences of

opinion as to the present administrative policy.

understand it:'

However, as I

1) If the work is known to have been published in the

United states with copyright notice, the Office will go

all the way with the demand;"

2) If the work is known to have been pUblished in the

United states without notice, or if that fact emerges

Kent Dunlap's memorandum of August 2, 1993 (attached as TAB
C) takes issue with these statements, but this is what I was told.

It is not clear what happens if the work was published with
copyright notice and the owner abandons copyright. Presumably the
Office will drop the matter.
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after the demand procedure has been started, the Office

will pursue the procedure up to a point, but will not

institute legal proceedings.

3) If the work was published without notice and the owner

disclaims any intention of enforcing copyright

protection, the Office will forthwith drop the whole

matter.

The problems here are obvious. The 1988 Act repealed all

notice requirements (though use of notice is still permitted and

mildly encouraged), but the Office is still using notice as the

significant dividing line between cases where it will bring suite

under section 407 and those where it won't. This policy has

apparently not been announced publicly, or at least has not been

pUblicized. It may be unfair to potential depositors both the

depositors of works published with notice who are being

discriminated against in a way, and the depositors of works

published without notice who are, in effect, being threatened with

legal action without being told that the threat is hollow. It is

also unfair to the Library of Congress, which supposedly has the

legal right to obtain copies of works published without notice but

cannot enforce its right. As time goes on it seems likely that the

voluntary use of the copyright notice on published works will

decline, leaving the Library in a worse position under section 407

than it was before 1988.
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All this presents another problem. The practice of

determining whether someone intends to enforce copyright protection

for a ~ork, and dropping the demand proceedings if the answer is no

-- even if it strengthens the constitutionality of the section

might be said to violate the Berne Convention's prohibition against

formalities insofar as its applied to Berne Union works. If, in

effect, a person is forced to abandon a copyright in order to avoid

depositing, then, conversely, that person is forced to deposit in

order to avoid abandoning.

What all this suggests is that full-scale studies of the

requirements of the Constitution and the Berne Convention, aimed at

both legislative and administrative changes, should be undertaken

without delay. Meanwhile, in terms of present administrative

practice, the following are alternative changes that might be

considered:

1) Drop the distinction between works published with

notice and those not, and pursue all cases of refusal

unless the prospective depositor declares not that it

i\f291

is aba~doning its copyright -- but that it has no present

interest in or intention of enforcing it;

2) Drop the notice distinction and pursue all cases

of refusal unless the prospective depositor volunteers,

without being asked or prompted, that it has no interest

in claiming or enforcing copyright;

1 _
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3) Pursue all cases of refusal unless the work is

a Berne Convention work.

Whatever policy is adopted for the present it should be

applied consistently and announced publicly. In considering

possible future changes there are two propositions that should be

borne in mind:

First: critical to the constitutionality of section

407 under the Fifth Amendment is the benefit of copyright

under the opening phrase of Article 1, section 8, clause

8. It would be a serious, perhaps fatal, mistake to

divorce mandatory deposit for the Library of Congress

from the overall copyright system. However, to bolster

the "benefit conferred" argument in cases where the

depositor has no interest in copyright protection, the

Library should strengthen and formalize the entry of

information about all works deposited under section 407

in a national database. Having information about a work

available on line trom the Library of Congress can be a

valuable asset in business, licensing, and various non

monetary endeavors. This, coupled with automatic

copyright protection, would probably be enough to provide

a quid pro quo in exchange for the taking of private

property under section 407. Another possible quid pro

quo might conceivably be to provide a tax benefit (credit
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or deduction) for deposits, and we have undertaken a

preliminary study of this.

Second, one way out of the dilemma presented by the

Berne Convention's prohibition against deposit as a

condition of copyright protection would be to refrain

from demanding or enforcing section 407 against non-U.S.

Berne works, even if published in U.S. editions, as a

matter of administrative practice. A surer, though

unattractive, way would be to write the practice into

law, in effect creating another two-tier provision under

which the demand provision of section 407 would be made

inapplicable to Berne works.
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PART TWO: MAKING LEGAL DEPOSIT EFFECTIVE

Assuming that the constitutional and legal problems can be

surmounted and that administration of section 407 in some form or

other. can be firmly seated in the copyright Office, in the Library

of Congress, or both, there are some fundamental questions to be

answered. Should mandatory deposit continue to be a mere

complementary adjunct to copyright registration and deposit? Or

should it become a major (or eventually the major) source of

acquisitions for the general and special collections of the Library

of Congress? And for the special collections of other federal and

non-federal research libraries as well?

My own feeling is that the Library of Congress is now missing

a wonderful opportunity, and that the wise investment of time,

money, and staff now being devoted to less productive work would

pay enormous dividends, and not just in the acquisition of

artifacts.

The following sketchy, random, and in some cases probably

cockeyed ideas are intended to get us thinking about all this, with

the hope that ACCORD can make specific recommendations to the

Librarian somewhere along the line.

1) Establish databases of u.S. publishers and

disseminators of all types of material LC collects or

would like to collect. (I'm sure these exist, but they

would need to be brought together and coordinated)

2) Working from these databases (or a single

coordinated database) and the automated records of
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copyright registration, determine: 1) those publishers/

disseminators who are not depositing for registration;

and 2) among those, the publishers/ disseminators whose

works the Library feels should be included in its

collections. Establish a system for keeping these data

up to date. Establish target priorities for contacting

potential depositors.

3) Work out a full-scale, phased educational program

to inform potential depositors of their legal obligations

(and their obligations as citizens), and the (possible)

advantages to them to complying voluntarily and

automatically, without demand. Provide software to show

the response in each case (e.g. deposits; correspondence;

initial deposits and then nothing; deposits of only some

works; no deposits). Follow through in every case.

4) Set up a permanent interdepartmental structure

within the Library under which every general and special

collection (including the copyright deposit collection)

is surveyed regularly and in detail, to determine: 1)

lacunae that could be filled under section 407; 2) dross

that could be shared with other libraries rather than

pulped. Require regular reports on the work of this body

to the Librarian and the Congress. Keep full and

accurate statistics.
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5) Initiate and participate actively in setting up

a nationwide consultative body consisting of

representatives of other libraries, information

suppliers, and copyright owners, aimed at setting up a

voluntary, cooperative system of sharing copyright and

407 deposit copies, trading them for other material,

setting up a nationwide digital network showing what is

available and, after negotiated copyright licenses have

been worked out fUlly and in detail, actually

transferring works electronically. Before doing any mass

pulping or otherwise destroying deposits, pUblicize their

availability to other research facilities and work out

efficient procedures for gift or exchange.

6) Work out fully rationalized policies for

demanding deposits, and make the practices conform to the

policies. (Some of these policies should apply normally

to voluntary deposits for copyright registration). For

example:

a) Do everything possible to induce voluntary

deposit, with demand, within the three-month period

provided by section 407, but work individually with

depositors to avoid their sending material that will

not be used for LC or other research collections or

exchange.
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b) After the three-month period, never

knowingly demand materials the Library of Congress

or other depository libraries do not want and will

not keep.

c) Where time of deposit is a major factor in

either the Library's or the depositor's concerns

(newsletters are good examples), try to negotiate an

agreement under which these concerns are met. For

instance, depositor could agree to make early

deposit which could be used to meet immediate reader

demand as well as permanent scholarly and archival

uses; in return LC could agree to prevent mechanical

reproduction for a stated period and could also

agree to pay for a certain number of additional

sUbscriptions.

d} Where the making of deposits is

exceptionally difficult or burdensome for any of a

variety of reasons (e.g., monetary value, physical

characteristics, need for secrecy, need for measures

assuring that deposit will not impair depositor's

market; lack of multiple copies to deposit, etc.),

LC should negotiate individually with the depositor.

(The motion picture agreement, though badly out of

date and inapplicable to television and most other

types of works, does provide a precedent, and there
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are now on-going negotiations with producers of

optical disks.)

e) With respect to foreign works LC should rely

primarily on persuasion and bargaining for exchanges

with foreign libraries rather than the demand power.

Aside from the Berne convention problems discussed

above, the disastrous effect of aggressive demands

in this area on foreign trade negotiations, together

with the very real threat of retaliation and the

general bad will these activities generate, hardly

make the game worth the candle. Particular outrage

has been directed at demands based, not on

pUblication of an American edition, but on the

existence of individual American sUbscriptions to

periodicals and individual American imports of

foreign editions.

7) Work out a detailed procedure for cataloging

mandatory deposits under section 407, keeping complete

statistics on their receipt and disposition (within LC or

elsewhere), and assessing their monetary value. The

cataloging in this area should be rudimentary and not

related to copyright as such, but it should enable the

public to identify the work and its author and

pUblisher/distributor, and provide an address or number

where inquires could be directed. These records should
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commercial or psychic value to the depositor and, as

service, but in many cases it would be of substantial

be compiled separately and put on-line as soon as

!
I
I
I
I
f

The depositorpossible, without a lot of caressing.

would not be required to do or pay anything for this

noted above, could serve as part of the needed

constitutional quid pro quo. In a way it could serve as

the lower tier of the possible two-tier registration

system that has been discussed sporadically since the

days of David Ladd. Deposit and copyright registration

would continue to provide an examination process and full

information to the public, prima facie evidence, and the

inducements we are discussing in connection with sections

411 and 412; it would continue to require an application

and fee. Mandatory deposit would provide a simple

bibliographic record without application and fee. I

think this is something to consider.

8) The Library of Congress, in conjunction with

other film, radio, and television archives, copyright

owners, and scholars in the field of mass media, should

reactivate the authority given to it under section 407 (e)

and section 113 of the Transitional and Supplementary

Provisions in the 1976 Act. That these enormously

powerful and valuable provisions have been allowed to

atrophy can be called a tragedy, but it is not too late
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to obey the Congressional mandate for the future. At the

very least, a detailed program for implementing the

provisions should worked out, with the hope of funding

for a pilot project in the near future.

9) One of the main defects of section 407 as it now

exists is the difficulty of getting the Justice

Department to do its thing. Apparently months go by and

there is much palaver. One way out of this, which should

be explored, is to empower the Copyright Office to sue in

the name of the Register of copyrights, and direct the

Office to establish an enforcement authority staffed by

its own attorneys. Legislation in this area is badly

needed, but on reflection I would be cautious about

increasing the penalties. If section 407 could be

administered efficiently and effectively, perhaps along

the lines I've sketched here, I think the need for formal

demands (what people in the Library call "claiming") and

litigation would be greatly diminished.
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.a4qavorth: We have one other paper which was prepared
for this meeting. Unfortunately Professor Oakley is not
available to present it to the group. Before we move on
to the discussion of alternative inducements to register
-- which I sense that many of you want to discuss before
you reach conclusions on this section, I thought I would
make a few comments about that paper and a few remarks of
my own.

You've received Professor Oakley's paper: Work
Paper Number One. Professor Oakley outlines the
historical background to mandatory deposit. He makes it
clear that a number of countries had legal deposit prior
to the United states. It was the U. s. unique approach of
combining mandatory deposit with copyright that has been
in existence since the first copyright law of 1790. He
goes on to point out that, ever since the creation of the
Copyright Office, about half of the receipts of the
Copyright Office for deposit has been transferred for the
inclusion in the Library of Congress' collection. The
importance of these deposits is found not only in the
materials themselves -- which create the world's most
comprehensive and richest research library collection -
but also in the records that are maintained about those
deposits for purposes directly related to copyright and,
by example of the National Peregrine case, for purposes
that even exceed the purposes of copyright.

Mandatory deposit further is presented by Professor
Oakley and his colleagues as an essential feature of the
Library of Congress in noting that between 1990 and 1992,
almost 41% of the items added to the Library of Congress'
collection came from copyright deposits. He also make
some preliminary estimates as to what it would cost to
replace by purchase those items if they were not
available by deposit.
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We think that we need to do some further work to
develop this particular line of inquiry. still to do, as
Eric outlined yesterday, is that we need some additional
analysis of the scope and operation of the demand power
under the current statute and regulations. We want to
get some understanding of compliance with 407 where a
formal demand is not made. We have the information
that's been developed by Kathy Donnegan on non
compliance. We also want some information on the cost
effectiveness of acquisitions through mandatory deposit
and some of the shortcomings of mandatory deposit for LC
purposes with respect to unpublished materials, special
collections, and potential retaliation by foreign
countries. Those are some topics that we intend to
pursue related to mandatory deposit.

I want to add a brief comment here. Based
yesterday's discussion and the papers that have been
presented, I believe there are essentially two sets of
issues here, and that they are distinct, yet related. I
think the copyright issues related to the benefits and
the eligibility to receive them form one set of issues,
and that the Library issues related to maintaining a
comprehensive collection of creative works presents a
separate set of issues related to section 407. For me,
as the work of this committee goes forward, it does not
seem possible to address the one without addressing the
other.

I think the task for this committee will be this:
how do we look at these alternative inducements which we
are going to take up next, in ways that, in commenting on
the proposed bill, will make it possible to address both
of these issues at the same time. We must recognize the
need to balance the interests of the creators and in
having unfettered access to the benefits that the law
confers without doing undue harm to the Library of
Congress -- which, we must admit, many of the creators
benefitted from in developing the items that they later
made available for registration.

What this suggests is an additional work program
beyond paper number one that would address the rationale
for section 407 in maintaining a collection of creative
works based on deposits that will be more effective than
we perceive it to be currently, supplemented by
alternative inducements to register which would also make
407 more effective. I think this is going to be another
work program that we will follow up on after this
meeting.
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Several of you have commented that you're unable to
make up your minds about the benefits of eliminating
sections 411(a) and 412 if we don't have a clear
understanding of what this might do to the Library.
Therefore, I think we need to have a set of tasks
associated with mandatory deposit and ways of
strengthening it and making it more effective. This
additional work program would go hand and hand with our
efforts to identify alternative inducements to
registration and deposit, which is what we have been
requested to do.

And let me just suggest a couple of things that
might be included in this program, beyond our efforts
just to look at the effectiveness of section 407. One is
that we need to give more attention to the importance of
the bibliographical records that are created at the
Library of Congress as a result of the deposit
collection. These records enable users allover the
world to make use of the collections of the Library of
Congress without being on site. We also need to give
stronger emphasis to the need to maintain and improve the
database of copyright registrations for the benefit of
the creative community. I think that certainly is an
important by-product of the registration system.

The comprehensiveness of the collections of the
Library of Congress speaks for itself; the amount of
money that would have to be appropriated to create any
alternative to those deposits is staggering. But,
finally, there are a number of additional things that
might be identified. For example, we might want to look
at the situation of certain copyright depositors,
especially smaller companies that publish under fifty
volumes, and who may consider having to deposit a burden.
I don't know, and I throw the question out: are they
able to use those deposits as a tax deductible
contribution? I don't know, but I think that we might
want to look at a number of things that are not
necessarily alternative inducements to register, but that
might strengthen the depository provisions themselves.
So, I'm outlining that as an additional work program that
would follow on this meeting that will be undertaken. I
just wanted to make those comments and ask for your
comments and response. John.
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David L. LADD. Register of Copyrights. Plaintiff-Counterdefendant-
Appellee. v. LAW & TECHNOLOGY PRESS. Defendant-Counterclaimant-

Appellant

No. 84-5847

(United States Court ofAppeals, Ninth Circu;t--Argued and Submitted
February 6,1985 - Decided June 7, 1985)

762 F.2d 809. 226 USPQ774
49 C. O. Bull. 682

[See also Law & Technology Press v. Ladd. 475 U.S. 1045. 106 S.Ct. 1260.89
L.Ed.2d S70 (U.S. Sup. Ct. - Certiorari denied. Mar. 3. 1986)]
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On appeal from the United States District Court for the Central District of
California.

Before BOOCHEVER and BEEZER, Circuit Judges, and CARROLL: Dis
trict Judge.

BOOCHEVER, Circuit Judge. Law & Technology Press (Press) refused to
deposit two copies of its publication with the Library of Congress as is required
by the copyright law. Press claims that the deposit requireme'nt is an unconstitu
tional taking under the fifth amendment and an unconstitutional burden on the
press under the first amendment. Press also contends that the trial court abused its
discretion by granting summary judgment for the government without permitting
Press discovery. We conclude that there were no genuine issues of material fact,
nor were there additional facts to be elicited which could have altered the outcome
of the case. The grant of summary judgment without discovery was therefore
proper. The deposit requirement is not an unconstitutional taking because it
validly conditions the enjoyment of copyright, although failure to make the
deposit does not subject the copyright to forfeiture. Moreover, the deposit
requirement~s a condition for the voluntarily sought benefit ofcopyright does not
burden the expression or dissemination of ideas, and does not implicate first
amendment rights. We therefore affirm.

Press is a California corporation which owns the copyright in the periodical The
Scott Report. Press published nine issues ofThe Scott Report, each with copyright
notice. in 1982. Under 17 U.S.c. § 407 (1982), Press was required to deposit two
copies of each issue with the Copyright Office for the Library of Congress,l but

·Honorable Earl H. Carroll. United States District JUdge for the District of Arizona, sitting by
designation.

'The relevant copyright deposit provisions are as follows:
§ 407. Deposit of copies or phonorecords for Library of Congress

(a) Except as provided by subsection (c), and subject to the provisions of subsection (e), the
owner of copyright or of the exclusive right of publication in a work published with notice of
copyright in the United States shall deposit, within three months after the date of such
publication-

(I) two complete copies of the best edition; or
(2) if the work is a sound recording, two complete phonorecords of the best edition, together

with any printed or other visually perceptible material published with such phonorecords.
Neither the deposit requirements of this subsection nor the acquisition provisions of subsection
(e) are conditions of copyright protection.

(b) The required copies or phonorecords shall be deposited in the Copyright Office for the use
or disposition of the Library of Congress. The Register of Copyrights shall, when requested by
the depositor and upon payment of the fee prescribed by section 708, issue a receipt for the
deposit.
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did not do so. Pursuant to section 407, appellee Ladd, the Register of Copyrights.
sent a demand notice to Press seeking deposit of the copyrighted issues of The
Scott Report. Press refused to comply on the ground that section 407 was
unconstitutional, and suggested that if the Library wanted The Scon Report, it
become a paid subscriber. Ladd sUbsequently initiated this suit to recover the
statutory penalties for failure to deposit: a $250 fine for each issue not deposited,

. and the retail price of the two copies of each issue. Press answered, admitting its
failure to deposit, assening the statute's unconstitutionality as a defense, contend
ing that the government impennissibly had selected it for prosecution because of

(c) The Register of Copyrights may by regulation exempt any categories of material from the
deposit requirements of this section. or require deposit of only one copy or phonorecord with
respect to any categories. Such regulations shall provide either for complete exemption from the
deposit requirements of this section. or for alternative forms of deposit aimed at providing a
satisfactory archival record of a work without imposing practical or financial hardships on the
depositor. where the individual author is the owner of copyright in a pictorial. graphic. or
sculptural work and (i) less than five copies of the work have been published. or (ii) the work has
been published in a limited edition consisting of numbered copies. the monetary value of which
would make the mandatory deposit of two copies of the best edition of the work burdensome.
unfair. or unreasonable.

(d) At any time after pUblication of a work as provided by subsection (a). the Register of
Copyrights may malce written demand for the required deposit on any of the persons obligated
to malce the deposit under subsection (a). Unless deposit is made within three months after the
demand is received. the person or persons on whom the demand was made are liable-

(I) to a fine of not more than $250 for each work; and
(2) to pay into a specially designated fund in the Library of Congress the total retail price of

the copies or phonorecords demanded. or. if no retail price has been fixed. the reasonable cost of
the Library of Congress of acquiring them: and

(3) to pay a fine of $2.500. in addition to any fine or liability imposed under clauses (I) and
(2). if such person willfully or repeatedly fails or refuses to comply with such a demand.
§ 408. Copyright registration in general

(a) Registration Permissive.-At any time during the subsistence of copyright in any
published or unpublished work. the owner of copyright orofany exclusive right in the work may
obtain registration of the copyright claim by delivering to the Copyright Office the deposit
specified by this section, together with the application and fee specified by sections 409 and 708.
Subject to the provisions of section 405(a). such registration is not a condition of copyright
protection.

(b) Deposit for Copyright Registration. -Except as provided by subsection (c). the material
deposited for registration shall include-

(I) in the case of an unpublished work, one complete copy or phonorecord;
(2) in the case of a published work. two complete copies or phonorecords of the best edition;
(3) in the case of a work first published outside the United States. one complete copy or

phonorecord as so published:
(4) in the case of a contribution to a collective work. one complete copy or phonorecord of the

best edition of the collective work. Copies orphonorecords deposited forthe Library ofCongress
under section 407 may be used to satisfy the deposit provisions of this section. if they are
accompanied by the prescribed application and fee. and by any additional identifying material
that the Register may. by regulation. require. The Register shall also prescribe regulations
establishing requirements under which copies or phonorecords acquired for the Library of
Congress under subsection (e) of section 407. otherwise than by deposit. may be used to satisfy
the deposit provisions of this section.
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its vocal opposition to the law, and counterclaiming for a declaratory judgment of
unconstitutionality and an injunction forbidding the enforcement of the law
against Press.

Ladd filed a motion for summary judgment three and one-half weeks after Press
answered the complaint In its opposition to the motion, Press asked the court for
a continuance during which Press couldconductdiscovery on factual issues raised

.in the motion. Without permitting discovery, the district court granted summary
judgment for Ladd on all claims and counterclaims. On appeal, Press has not
raised the selective prosecution issue.

1. LACK OF DISCOVERY

[1] We review the district court's decisions on discovery before summary
judgment for abuse of discretion. See Portland Retail Druggists Association v.
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, 662 F.2d 641, 646 (9th Cir.1981); Program
Engineering, Inc. v. Triangle Publications, Inc., 634 F.2d 1188, 1193 (9th Cir.
1980). The party opposing summary judgment must have an opportunity to
respond to the motion, which includes time for discovery of facts essential to its
opposition. Portland Retail, 662 F.2d at 645. However, appellant had the burden
of showing the trial court what facts it hoped to discover which would raise issues
of material fact. Taylor v. Sentry Life Insurance Co., 729 F.2d 652, 656 (9th
Cir.1984) (per curiam).

Press fail~d to meet this burden. In its opposition to summary jUdgment, Press
did not identify any specific facts that it hoped to discover, merely stating that it
wished to take discovery on "the issues raised in these papers." Of the nineteen
items listed in Press' Statement ofGenuine Issues ofMaterial Fact, nine are issues
of law rather than fact. Seven relate to just compensation for the deposit of the
copyrighted works. Compensation was not a material issue due to the district
court's decision that there was no taking as a matter of law. The remaining three
items relate to Press' claim of selective prosecution. Because Press has abandoned
this issue on appeal, lack of discovery on the issue is irrelevant at this point.

n. SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Summary judgment is proper if there is no genuine issue of material fact and
the moving party should prevail as a matter of law. Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c); Gouldv.
Mutual Life Insurance Co.. 735 F.2d 1165, 1166 (9th Cir.1984). Review of a
summary judgment is de novo. Taylor, 729 F.2d at 654. As Press is unable to point
to any genuine issue of triable fact, we proceed to review of the district court's
conclusions of law.

A.ls the Deposit Requirement Necessary and Proper?

All versions of the Copyright Act have been enacted pursuant to the power
granted Congress by article 1, section 8, clause 8 of the Constitution: "The
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Congress shall have Power ... To promote the Progress ofScience and useful Arts.
by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their
respective Writings and Discoveries." In carrying out the Copyright Clause.
Congress can make "all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying
into Execution the foregoing Powers." U.S. Const. an. I, § 8, cl. 8.

Press argues that the library deposit requirement is not necessary and proper to
carry out the Copyright Clause and is invalid. Press contends that the Copyright
Clause gives Congress the power to advance the arts and sciences only by granting
copyrights and patents. However, Press cites no authority for this proposition.2

While no case has directly addressed whether the library deposit is necessary and
proper to the Copyright Clause, there is abundant authority that the primary
purpose of the clause is to promote the arts and sciences for the public good, not
to grant an economic benefit to authors and inventors. E.g., Sony Corp. ofAmerica
v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417,104 S.Ct. 774, 782, 78 L.Ed.2d 574
(1984); Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 562, 576-77, 97
S.Ct. 2849, 2857-58, 53 L.Ed.2d 965 (1977); Schnapper v. Foley, 667 F.2d 102,
111 (D.C.Cir.198l) (quoting 1 M. Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright § l.03[B]
(1981), to the effect that the first phrase of the Copyright Clause expands rather
than limits congressional authority in the area), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 948, 102
S.Ct.1448, 71 L.Ed.2d661 (1982); Berlin v.E.C.Publications,lnc., 329F.2d541,
543-44 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 822, 85 S.Ct. 46, 13 L.Ed.2d 33 (1964).
Moreover, long-established principles of constitutional construction make clear
that the Il!c~ of express constitutional authority for the deposit requirement does
not preclude its validity and that the necessary and proper clause should be
liberally construed. See The Legal Tender Cases, 79 U.S. (12 Wall.) 457, 533-39,
20 L.Ed. 287 (1872) (in construing range of "necessary and proper" clause, look
to purposes of enumerated powers. not solely to express words of powers);
McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 404-21, 4 L.Ed. 579 (1819)
(mandating an expansive construction of the "necessary and proper" clause as
essential to the functioning of a national government). Thus, a provision of the
Copyright Act which sustains a national library for the public use is necessary and
proper. We further note that the Supreme Court, albeit in passing, has recognized
without questioning its constitutionality that the deposit requirement's purpose is
to enforce contributions of desirable books to the Library of Congress. See
Washingtonian Publishing Co. v. Pearson, 306 U.S. 30,41,59 S.Ct. 397,402,83
L.Ed. 470 (1939) (delay in copyright deposit and registration does not invalidate

lPress does quole In rt Coopu. 254 F.2d 611. 616 (C.C.P.A.). em. dtnitd. 358 U.S. 840. 79 S.C!.
63.3 L.Ed.2d 75 (1958). as aulhorily for lhis Iimiling construclion of the Copyright Clause: "Anicle
I. Seclion 8. eighlh clause. of lhe Constilulion•... does no more than granl power to Congress 10

secure cenalO nghls 10 aUlhors and invenlors insofar as it elects to do so." Read in context. however.
lhe Coopu language quoled does nOl Slale a Iimil on Congress' power. but states thallhe Copyright
Clause conveys no righlS 10 aUlhors or inventors unless Congress elects to execute the clause. Id. al
616-617.
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copyright); see also National Conference ofBar Examiners \'. Multistate Legal
Studies, Inc., 692 F.2d 478, 485-86 (7th CiT. 1982) (copyright regulation allowing
deposit of excised portion of testing materials valid), cert. denied, - U.S. -, 104
S.Ct. 69, 78 L.Ed.2d 83 (1983).

B. Fifth Amendment Issues

[2] The first copyright act, Act of May 31, 1790, ch. 15, § 3, 1 Stat. 124, 125,
contained a deposit clause which the Supreme Court held a constitutional
condition of copyright. Wheaton v. Peters, 33 U.S. (8 Pet.) 591, 663-66,8 L.Ed.
1055 (1834) (Congress created copyright and may condition those rights upon
deposit). However, that deposit was with the copyright office for administrative
purposes relating to the grant ofcopyright. In 1846, Congress changed the deposit
requirement, directing that one copy ofeach copyrighted work be deposited in the
Smithsonian Institution and the Library of Congress.3 Act of Aug. 10, 1846, ch.
178, § 10,9 Stat. 102, 106. As the Supreme Court stated in Washingtonian, the
purpose of this deposit requirement, of which section 407 is the current version,
is not proof or preservation of copyright but the acquisition of books for the
Library. Washingtonian, 306 U.S. at 41, 59 S.Ct. at 402. Until 1976, failure to
deposit with the Library of Congress resulted in a forfeiture of copyright.
Congress changed the deposit enforcement provisions because

[a] realisti£f~ne. coupled with the increased inducements for voluntary registration and deposit
under other sections of the bill. seems likely to produce a more effective deposit system than
the present one. The bill's approach will also avoid the danger that. under a divisible copyright.
one copyright owner's rights could be destroyed by another owner's failure to deposit.'

H.R.Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 150, reprinted in 1976 U.S.Code Congo
& Ad.News 5659, 5766. Under the 1976 revision of copyright law, therefore,
deposit is still required, but failure to deposit results not in forfeiture but in fines
in the amount of the cost to the Library of obtaining the work plus penalties.

Press argues that the requirement that a copyright owner give two copies of his
work to the Library of Congress is a taking of private property for public use
without just compensation and violates the fifth amendment. There is no question
but that the materials are private property and that deposit with the Library is for
a public use. Ladd argues, however, that the deposit rule is not a taking. Rather,
it is a condition which Congress may legitimately attach to the grant of a benefit.

lThe Library of Congress was first established in 1802. Act of Jan. 26. 1802. ch. 2. 2 Stal. 128. but
at that time did not contain any materials through the copyright provisions.

'The phrase "divisible copyright" refers to the principle that any of the e)(c1usive rights which make
up a copyright. e.g.. rights of reproduction. adaptation. publication. performancp.. and display. can be
transferred and owned separately. See H.R.Rep. No. 1476. 94th Cong.. 2d Sess. 123. reprinted in 1976
U.S. Code Congo & Ad.News 5659. 5738-39; see generally 3 M. Nimmer. Nimmer on Copyright §§
lOOlfRl. 'OO~ [A,l-fC'l f1Q~4)
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By voluntarily choosing to avail itself of the benefit, Press has accepted ,the
condition of deposit.

Congress indubitably can place conditions on the grant of a statutory benefit.
Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., -U.S. -,104 S.Ct. 2862, 2874-76, 81 L.Ed.2d
815 (1984) (not a taking when Congress requires Monsanto to disclose valuable
research data in exchange for benefit of pesticide registration); Graham v. John
Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1,6,86 S.Ct. 684,688, 15 L.Ed.2d 545 (1966) (within scope
of constitutional grant, Congress may set conditions for patentability); Wheaton,
33 U.S. (8 Pet.) at 663-66 (Congress may require deposit and registration as
conditions to copyright). However, Press advances three arguments that the
deposit requirement is not a valid condition.

First, Press argues that cases validating conditions have addressed conditions
related to the benefit sought, see Graham, 383 U.S. at 6,17-19,86 S.Ct. at 688,
693-94 (invention must be "nonobvious" to be patentable); Wheaton, 33 U.S. (8
Pet.) at 665 (deposit may serve to identify copyrighted material in case of later
contest), and that in this case the condition is not related to the benefit sought,
because the current deposit is not for copyright identification purposes, as in
Wheaton, but for the use of the Library of Congress. See Washingtonian, 306 U.S.
at 38-39. 41, 59 S.q. at 401, 402; National Conference ofBar Examiners, 692
F.2d at 486-87; 3 M. Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright § 7.17[Al, at 7-128 (1984).

In Monsanto, the Supreme Coun established a less stringent test for a valid
condition. That case involved a statutory provision that ten years after an applicant
submits research- data in suppon of a pesticide registration application, the EPA
may use the data to evaluate other applicants' pesticides, and disclose the data,
without the original applicant's permission and without compensation. Monsanto
claimed that this was a taking without just compensation of its propeny interest
in the data. The Court held that

as long as Monsanto is aware of the conditions under which the data are submitted. and the
conditions are rationally related to a legitimate government interest. a voluntary submission
of data by an applicant In exchange for the economic advantages of a registration can hardly
be called a taking.

MonsanTO. 104 S.Ct. at 2876. All that the Coun explicitly required was that the
party be aware of the condition and that the condition be rationally related to a
government interest. Under Monsanto's facts. however, the condition funhered
not any government interest. but a related government interest. Monsanto's
marketing of pesticides was inherently related to the valid government interest in
a safe environment. for which purpose Congress regulates pesticides. Requiring
Monsanto to let others use its test results when registering their pesticides
furthered this interest by facilitating the testing process. [d. at 2879-80.

The Copyright Clause grants copyright protection for the purpose ofpromoting
the public interest in the ans and sciences. Conditioning copyrights on a contri
bution to the Library of Congress funhers this overall purpose.

Press' second contention is that under the 1976 revision, the deposit require-
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ment by its own terms is no longer a condition of copyright. and therefore
precedent on statutory conditions is inapplicable here. The revised statute states:
"Neither the deposit requirements of this subsection nor the acquisition provisions
of subsection (e) are conditions of copyright protection." 17 U.S.c. § 407(a)
(1982). However. a complete reading of section 407 reveals that deposit is indeed
still required of one obtaining a copyright. although protection of the copyright
laws is not lost by failure to comply. The 1976 amendment merely changes the
method by which the deposit requirement is enforced.

The previous law obligated the owner of a copyright. after publication. to
deposit two copies with the Library. If the owner chose not do to so. the copyright
was forfeit. The new law has taken away that choice about deposit. Once
publication with copyright notice has occurred. the owner must deposit. Ifhe does
not. rather than allow forfeiture. the Register of Copyrights may force him to
"deposit" by suing him for the price of the work and then purchasing it. Thus
precedent on statutory conditions is applicable.

Press' third argument is that a line of Supreme Coun patent cases prohibits
requiring deposit ofcopyright materials as an unconstitutional taking without just
compensation. See UnitedStates v. DubilierCondenserCorp.• 289 U.S. 178.189.
53 S.Ct. 554. 558. 77 L.Ed. 695 (1933) (United States had right to use patented
invention created by Federal employee at work. but not right to assignment of
patent itself); Belknap v. Schild. 161 U.S. 10. 15-16. 16 S.Ct. 443.444.40 L.Ed.
599 (1896) (United States had no sovereign right to use patented device. but as
sovereigncould not be sued without consent); James v. Campbell. 104 U.S. (14
Otto) 356. 357-58. 26 L.Ed. 786 (1881) (United States cannot appropriate
patented devices, but device in this case nonpatentable). In James. for example.
the holder of a patent in a stamping machine sued a United States postmaster.
alleging that he was unlawfully using the machine without paying the patent fee.
The Court. noting the contrary English rule. unequivocally stated that the United
States Constitution did not grant our government the prerogative to reserve to
itself the free use of patented devices. James. 104 U.S. (14 Otto) at 357-58. The
Court mentions authors as well as inventors in a way which indicates that this
principle applies equally to copyrights and patents. [d. at 358.

The cases cited. however. are distinguishable from the case at bar in two
important ways. First. in none of these cases did the government act pursuant to
any statutory scheme making government use a condition of patentability.
Second, the government was not acting as a sovereign to further the public welfare
by promoting arts and sciences; instead it appropriated the patented device for a
proprietary purpose. See Dubilier. 289 U.S. at 183-85. 53 S.Ct. at 555-56
(government sought use of radio apparatus); Belknap. 161 U.S. at 24-25.16 S.Ct.
at 448 (government used caisson gate in navy drydock yard); James. 104 U.S. (14
Otto) at 357 (United States postmaster used stamping machine to postmark
letters). In contrast. the deposit requirement here directly funhers the purpose of
promoting arts and sciences by adding to the collection ofour national library. The
James line of cases is therefore not controlling here.
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C. First Amendment Issues

[3,4] Press argues that the deposit requirement violates the first amendment
because it burdens material protected by the first amendment. Press attempts to
characterize deposit as an invidious tax on first amendment protected works. See
Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Minnesota Commissioner of Revenue, 460
U.S. 575, 581-85, 103 S.et. 1365, 1369-72,75 L.Ed.2d 295 (1983) (invalidating
special use tax on paper and ink affecting only large newspapers). Press ignores
the fact that the deposit requirementdoes not burden the first amendmentconcerns
of expression and dissemination of ideas. Cf Citizen Publishing Co. v. United
States, 394 U.S. 131, 139-40,89 S.et. 927, 931-32, 22 L.Ed.2d 148 (1969) (first
amendment not a defense, nor an issue, in antitrust action brought against
newspapers: "Neither news gathering nor news dissemination is being regulated
by the present decree."). DepoSit is not triggered by the publication of ideas. It
comes into play only if the publisher voluntarily seeks the statutory benefit of
copyright. The first amendment does not protect the right to copyright, and
therefore a condition placed on copyright protection does not implicate first
amendment rights.S

D. Conclusion

We conclude that the deposit requirement is constitutional and affmn the award
of summaryjudgment.

AFFIRMED.

'This assumes. of course, that the condition itself does not trigger first amendment concems. e.g., a
condition that to be copyrightable a woJ1c may not criticize the govemment. Such a condition might
be invalid because. while the first amendment does not protect the right to copyright, the act of
copyrighting is not a waiver of first amendment rights. See 1 M. Nimmer, Nimmer 011 Copyrighl
§ 1.10[A) (1984): cf FCC ~'. League of Womell Voters, -U.S.-, 104 S.C!. 3106. 3118-27,82
L.Ed.2d 278 (1984) (acceptance of federal funding does not give govemment right to prohibit
edItorials by public broadcaster): Consolidated Edisoll Co. \'. Public Service Commission, 447 U.S.
530. 534 n. I, 100 S.C!. 2326, 233 J n. I, 65 L.Ed.2d 319 (l980) (utility's status as govemment
regulated monopoly does not preclude its assenion of first amendment rights).
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subJect: Comments on Barbara's draft statement on mandatory deposit

Barbara'athoughtfUl draft on mandatorydeposit succeeds In raising many
pertinent iasues. I agreed with much in her statement. Most of the areas where I
disagree, moreover, I believe stem from Barbara being given Inaccurate Information
by well meaning, but misinformed staff members. I believe It Is very useful to discuss
all of the Issues raised in Barbara's draft.

The historical account of the development of section 407 and her
discussion of Ladd y. Technology press I believe are excellent, and are certainly
consistent with my understandings of these Important foundations of mandatory
deposit. Her analysis goes on to discuss the implications of the elimination of the
notice requirement in 1988, and concludes that enforcement, while more difficult,
should be posslbTe~ I agree with this conclusion, which Is clearly consistent with the
legislative history on the Berne Implementation Act.

An area where I strongly disagree Is Barbara's characterization of existing
practice on page 15 of her draft. I believe most of my disagreement stems from her
being misinformed on some essential points. First, in almost all cases In which a work
is demanded, the person Issuing the demand will not have a copy of the work before
him or her. Therefore, in the vast majority of cases, the Issuer of the demand will not
know whether the work contains a copyright notice.

If, In correspondence on a demand It becomes clear that the work lacks
a notice, then that fact will be dually noted internally. However, If the copyright
owner does not raise the lack of copyright notice or lack of copyright protection
generally as a defense, then the Office will not raise these Issues. The demand will
be processed in accordance with generally applicable procedures.

If, on the other hand, the copyright owner raises the lack of a copyright
notice as a defense, then we will respond with a general letter explaining that
mandatory deposit applies to all copyrighted material. The letter will go on to indicate
that the Library of Congress will not enforce mandatory deposit against material
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regarded by Its owner to be in the public domain. We then Indicate that the demand
will be dropped If we receive a statement renouncing copyright which becomes part
of the public record. Our letter will further advise that such a public statement likely
means that all remedies against copying are lost. Upon receipt of such a letter, the
vast majority of owners choose to deposit rather than renounce copyright.

The statement that the Office will not enforce a demand on a work not
containing notice is incorrect. It Is true that we have never sent such a case to the
Justice Department, and any case raising a test case Issue would not be treated
lightly. However, the reason no cases have been sent to the Justice Department is
that the overwhelming majority of published works still contain a copyright notice, and
owners of works lacking notice prefer to deposit rather than renounce copyright. As
of today, there has been no mandatory deposit case eligible for referral to the Justice
Department which was not referred because It lacked a copyright notice.

Another point worth mentioning Is the lack of relevance of a copyright
owner's statements regarding his intentions as to enforcement. Intentions as to
enforcement are always subject to change, and demand policies based on asserted
intentions of the copyright owner would render mandatory deposit unenforceable. The
applicability of mandatory deposit must turn on whether the owner regards his work
as being under copyright. An owner who is willing to renounce his copyright remedies
in a public statement is relieved of his mandatory deposit obligation.

My last point with respect to administration of mandatory deposit is that
standards for issuing a demand are fundamentally different from the standards for
referring a demand to the Justice Department for prosecution. Demands are generally
issued for works-seemingly falling into the literal terms of the statute. Demands are
not issued for works where it is clear that the mandatory deposit obligation does not
apply. In circumstances where it is known that legal defenses possibly apply,
demands are commonly issued regardless. It is a common occurrence for demands to
be issued in instances where it is known that referral to the Justice Department is
unlikely due to legal concerns.

In deciding whether a case will be referred to the Justice Department, legal
risks are carefully accessed. In all referrals to the Justice Department, any and all
possible legal problems are pointed out to the Justice Department. Concerns over the
chances of an unsuccessful prosecution are paramount because a loss might cause
the Justice Department to conclude that section 407 is unenforceable. Prior
agreements by the Justice Department to prosecute section 407 actions might not be
considered binding in circumstances where prosecution leads to losses.

Since my statement as to the actual practice differs substantially from the
described practice in Barbara's draft, I believe her critic!sms of the practice she
described are not relevant in the real world of mandatory deposit. It may be that she

2
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has even stronger criticisms of the system which is actually in place. In my opinion,
the current section 407 can have harsh consequences if it is literally applied in all
cases. However, If one believes that the current section 407 is a harsh statute, then
it appears clearly Inconsistent to argue that mandatory deposit can be substantially
enlarged to account for many works now currently registered and stili avoid adverse
consequences to some copyright holders.

Barbara's memorandum expresses concerns over the claiming of foreign
works. These concerns embraced both general policy concerns, and Berne Convention
concerns. I believe important distinctions should be drawn between concerns in these
two areas.

Currently, section 407 applies to foreign works after publication in the
United States. Anyone can raise questions over whether this Is a wise statutory
policy, .and clearly objections can be voiced on general international trade policy
grounds. I believe the Library should willingly enter into a dialogue on this issue,
although it must be noted that the Library has already entertained a policy review on
this issue in 1980 and 1986. I further believe that any reasonable dialogue on the
issue requires the opposing side to consider the factors supporting the current policy.
Clearly, mandatory deposit applies only to foreign copyright holders who are actively
exploiting the U.S. market. In most cases, the cost of compliance is extremely small.
Due to jurisdictional requirements, enforcement by the Justice Department Is only
possible against foreign copyright holders having a major business presence in the
United States. In addition, many of the so-called foreign copyright holders are, in
fact, large, multi-national corporations with a substantial presence in the United
States. For so~e_ of these corporations, moreover, a substantial portion of their
intellectual product comes from American authors creating their works in the United
States.

As to issues associated with the Berne Convention, I believe the Library
has every right to consider this issue as being settled in its favor. Clearly, mandatory
deposit as applied to foreign copyright holders affects neither the creation nor the
enjoyment of copyright. Noncompliance with demand does not affect the
enforcement of foreign copyright claims in the United States.

In consideration of the Berne Implementation Bill, the Library clearly
expressed its view that mandatory deposit did not violate the Berne Convention. To
my recollection, no dissenting voices were raised on this issue. I believe both the
Nimmer article and the ad hoc report agreed that mandatory deposit did not violate
the Berne Convention. The legislative history clearly reflects the Congressional
conclusion that there are no Berne Convention infirmities with respect to mandatory
deposit. In enforcing mandatory deposit against a multinational corporation from a
Berne union country, Berne Convention objections were dropped, and a settlement
was secured conceding the applicability of mandatory deposit. Given these legal

3
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realities. I see no reason why the Library of Congress should now entertain novel
theories. never articulated during consideration of Berne adherence. and clearly
counter to the expressed opinions of Congress. that there exist Berne Convention
infirmities with respect to mandatory deposit.

As to the question of whether mandatory deposit could be reformulated
to be a cost-effective substitute for copyright registration. in my opinion the answer
is clearly yes. but the necessary statute would be unacceptable to the proprietary
interests. and the statute would be subject to constitutional challenge. Understanding
this issue requires an intimate comprehension of the current registration system and
mandatory deposit.

The beauty of the copyright registration system is the cost of acquisition
is a flat zero. There is no research to determine If the Library wants or needs the
material. There is no communication whatsoever to the depositor. Material flows into
the Copyright Office like rain falling out of the sky. Obviously. It Is Impossible to
devise a system of superior cost-effectiveness where the existing system has zero
costs. Devising a system even approaching zero cost Is no simple task.

Statistically. the basic costs associated with the claiming of individual
works is readily ascertainable. Librarians working in the Deposit and Acquisition
Division secure approximately four titles per day. Obviously. the cost of claiming
individual works is a labor intensive. low yield process. While the Imposition of
automated systems might affect the yields at the margins. the basic nature of claiming
as a labor intensive. low yield proposition can not be changed under the current
mandatory deposit structure .

Given the current shortcomings of mandatory deposit. the question arises
how can mandatory deposit be reformulated to achieve a cost-effectiveness
approaching copyright registration. The answer is obvious. Only a system which
brings copies automatically into the Library can compete with the copyright
registration system. If the Library has to identify and specifically ask for a work. the
process will be inherently inefficient.

Ironically. for a segment of the publishing industry there already exists
a system of automatic deposit. The area is serials. Because of the unique nature of
serials, whereby one title is published on a continuing basis under a subscription.
publishers of serials are typically agreeable to entering two free subscriptions for the
benefit of the Library of Congress. Under current section 407. the Library has no
authority for Insisting upon free subscriptions. and demands for serials are necessarily
limited to current and back issues. However. It is far cheaper for publishers to enter
free subscriptions than to deal administratively with demands for Individual issues. For
this reason, publishers of serials have been cooperative in setting up automatic
deposit of serial titles.

4
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The situation is entirely different everywhere else. Titles outside of serials
are sold on an Individual, transactional basis. Publishers of Individual works wait for
demands before depositing.

Could mandatory deposit be restructured to bring copies automatically
into the Library? The answer Is obviously yes. A statute achieving such a goal would
allow for the claiming of a publisher's output, rather than be limited to individual
works, and would Impose substantial penalties (such as a fine of $500) for every title
not automatically deposited within three months of publication.' Would such a
statute automatically bring In works to the Library in a manner roughly equivalent to
copyright registration? I believe the answer Is yes because copyright proprietors
would be diligent in seeking to avoid the imposition of harsh penalties. Despite the
harsh penalties, would there be some Instances where timely deposit was not made7
Again, I think the answer is clearly yes because mistakes will always arise. In
instances of accidental omission, could the Library ameliorate the harsh effects of the
penalties by excusing noncompliance. Unfortunately, the answer here I believe is no.
A government agency can not reasonably excuse some, and apply penalties to others.
The most economically efficient system will apply harsh penalties without exceptions.

Having described a truly odious statute with the conclusion that only
such a statute would produce a cost-effective acquisition system, I believe another
observation with respect to mandatory deposit is in order. As regarding the
relationship between the Library of Congress and the publishing community, there are
many areas where encouraging dialogue and accommodation will likely yield the most
efficient system. These are areas where solutions are frequently found In the middle,
and so-called • win-win· solutions can be derived. Unfortunately, It is my belief that
models stressingaccommodation and dialogue are inappropriate for mandatory deposit
because such an approach would be inherently inefficient and would impose
unreasonable costs on both the Library and the proprietary community.

Before discussing mandatory deposit, I believe It Is useful to discuss
areas where accommodation and dialogue are useful. The most obvious example is
Library cataloguing of published material. While the Library undertakes this task as a
service to the library community, publishers receive substantial commercial
advantages through production and distribution of this data base. This is clearly an
area where the interests of the Library and the publishing industry converge, and it is
in the interests of both to work towards achieving a cost-effective system.

The above described statute would admittedly have constitutional
problems, although as a cursory matter, I think the due process problem would
probably exceed the takings clause problem. Since a harsh output statute containing
severe penalties would have little support, no purpose would be served by examining
possible constitutional defects in detail.

5
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Another area where I believe a system based on accommodation and
dialogue Is possible but not yet In existence Is the area of electronic dissemination of
Intellectual property. This area is, of course, currently a matter of controversy. In
order to solve this dilemma, It Is my belief that the Library must make two
concessions. First, It must acknowledge the basic principle of reasonable
compensation to creators of Intellectual property delivered electronically. Second, It
must concede the right of copyright holders to refuse to have their works Included In
the Library's data base.

Once the Library concedes the right of copyright holders to exclude their
works from the Library's data base, the so-called copyright Issues magically disappear.
The Library Is liberated to establish the terms of Its data base In accordance with Its
own vision. While copyright owners would be free to stay out of the Library's system,
those not participating would forego the economic benefits accruing to those In the
copyright industries who are participating. The development of a system along the
lines I have just described would benefit the publishing community at large because
the expansion of avenues for exploitation Is always to the industry's advantage.

The model of promoting dialogue, accommodation, and win-win solutions
I believe doesn't apply to mandatory deposit because the Interests of the Library and
the publishing community are diametrically opposed. At Issue Is the national and
international collections of the Library of Congress, and the costs associated with
acquiring this collection. One potential payer Is the Library of Congress, and in a
broader sense, the U.S. taxpayer. The other potential payer Is the copyright
community. The reason the copyright community can be fairly charged this expense
is the existence_oj the statutory benefits of copyright, which provide enormous
commercial advantages to copyright owners. Forced participation In the mandatory
deposit system is one of the few costs charged to copyright owners for the copyright
system.

In operating the mandatory deposit system, the most cost-effective
system from the standpoint of the Library will be to maximize the reach of the
mandatory deposit system. Clearly, the major benefits of the system apply to
acquiring extremely expensive works and to acquiring foreign works which
traditionally are not received through copyright registration. In addition, huge
economic benefits will accrue to the Library If a system of automatic deposit can be
established In place of claiming individual works. The interests of the copyright
community, on the other hand, will be to limit the scope of mandatory deposit. As a
result of the realties of mandatory deposit, the Library's gain will always be the
copyright community's loss, and the copyright community's gain will always be the
Library's loss. "Win-win" solutions are not possible.

In crafting a cost-effective mandatory deposit law, a statute having clear
boundaries which is nevertheless arbitrary is clearly superior to a statute establishing

6
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fuzzy lines which encour.ges reasonable dialogue between the p.rties. The reason is
the cost of the dialogue between the parties will quickly exceed the value of the
copies which .re being haggled over. Dialogue merely Increases costs to both parties,
and therefore works to the disadvantage of both parties. Clear, arbitrary lines at least
settle the Issue.

I appreciate the opportunity to express my opinions on mandatory
deposit, which is a subject about which I have thought a lot. I hope some of the
points I have raised are useful to members of the Accord.

7
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WORKING PAPER #lla

Schrader, Dorothy, et al
August 6, 1993

Attached are three separate comments on and supplemental to Working
Paper # 11, from:

a. Dorothy Schrader, General Counsel, Copyright Office, dated
August 6, 1993,

b. Marilyn Kretsinger, Assistant General Counsel, Copyright
Office, dated August 6, 1993, and

c. Laila Mulgoakar, Chief, Copyright Acqusitions, dated
August 6, 1993.

D· B· It should be noted that these comments were made on the
basis of an earlier draft of Working Paper # 11, which will account
for one or two discrepancies in general comments or specific
quotations.
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SUb,"CI: Comments on the Draft Mandatory Deposit Memorandum

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft memorandum, which
includes some thoughtful and thought-provoking observations about mandatory deposit.

I am at a loss to know who in the Library thinks mandatory deposit is
"fundamentally unworkable" and dismisses it as "nothing more than a minor adjunct to
LC's acquisitions resources." [Page 2.] Mandatory deposit is working. It is an important
source of LC acquisitions. It is vigorously enforced, as witness our defense of mandatory
deposit against a serious constitutional challenge and our successful ~or lawsuit against
the leading foreign publisher of scientific and technical works. It is only in comparison
with registration deposit that the comparative effectiveness and cost of mandatory deposit
has been questioned.

There is an assumption in the draft memorandum that mandatory deposit is
underutilized in comparison with foreign mandatory deposit systems. One of the two tasks
set out for ACCORD is to consider statutory, structural, and administrative changes to
make the system in the United States "as fully effective as the best of the systems operating
in other countries." [Page 4.] While there may be changes that would improve mandatory
deposit, the clear implication of the quoted passage is that without change the existing U.S.
system is not as effective as foreign mandatory deposit systems. The foundation and
justification for this implied conclusion mystifies me. The existing U.S. mandatory deposit
system - both the law and its administration by the Library - clearly surpasses any foreign
mandatory deposit system to my knowledge. Our system exceeds foreign systems in the
quantity, quality, and range of materials acquired through mandatory deposit. Most
foreign systems acquire only printed works. Most foreign systems have weak, modest
penalties and lax enforcement.

The summary of existing practices at page 15 overemphasizes the distinction
between works published with or without notice. The absence of the notice is just one
factor in determining whether to proceed with judicial enforcement. There is no point in
seeking j udicial enforcement of weak cases. We evaluate a number of legal issues (evidence
of publication; service of the demand on the person having the statutory obligation;
existence of copyright in the work, etc.) and request judicial enforcement in those instances
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where we have a solid case. Moreover, even four years after Berne adherence, the use of
the copyright notice by commercially significant publishers remains widespread. We have
always been aware that if the pattern develops of omitting notice the Library may have to
seek judicial eoforcement in the case of a work published without notice. The Library
reserves the right to seek judicial eoforcement of any properly served demand.

Incidentally, there is no uofairness in nondisclosure of. policies regardiDa
eoforcement. The Justice Department or any other eoforcement agency would be surprRci
if it must publish investigative and eoforcement policies. There is a statutory obligation to
deposit copies of works published in the United States. The public is entitled to know
which categories of works are subject to mandatory deposit and which are exempt by
regulation.

1am pleased that the draft memorandum observes that registration deposit,
gifts, exchanges, and purchases should be "principal" sources of Library acquisitions. 1
think mandatory deposit is also a major source of LC acquisitions. Whether mandatory
deposit can be improved in a cost-effective way is the crux of the examination underway.
The national database idea sounds useful initially, but how much would it cost? In essence,
you already have a national database in the Library of Congress bibliographic records. In
contrast to data relating to mandatory deposit (which is the same as LC bibliographic
records on a reduced scale), copyright registration records reflect a difTerent universe: they
reflect records of property interests, created after examination of the proprietary claim.
The copyright records by their nature have more legal and commercial significance than
bibliographic records. (While copyright records have more legal significance, the mere
existence of the opportunity to register and become part of those public records is not
sufficient to induce the levels of registration experienced under the present registration
incentives.)

With respect to the constitutional concerns relating to mandatory deposit post
Berne, 1agree that the concerns exist and must be considered in decisions to eoforce section
407. I doubt that further study could alleviate the concerns; nor would 1 want to over
emphasize them by further study apart from a specific section 407 eoforcement case. You
can never reaDy lay constitutional concerns to rest; you can only prepare to meet the
chalJenge if it arises. (I do not agree, for example, that the "Farst Amendment" challenge
is settled by Ladd v. Law and TechnoloIY.) This is especially true of mandatory deposit
because our Berne Convention obligations seriously limit our options for enhancing
compliance with mandatory deposit by conditioning certain statutory benefits on deposit.
Even a Supreme Court decision on mandatory deposit would resolve only certain aspects
of the constitutional issues. Any decision might be modified by a later Court. Precedent
is no longer very binding - it depends on the judge or justice, on the issue, and on the skill
of the counsel.

With respect to Berne-compatibility, we have no legal issue. The law is clear:
mandatory deposit is not a condition of copyright enjoyment or enforcement. If someone

2
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refuses to deposit upon demand, the penalty is a fme. The same penon may litigate an
infrinlement claim and receive full remedies even if he or she refuses to deposit under
section 407. No one is required by law or regulation to "abandon" a copyright. Our
practice is the same whether the work is published with or without notice. The question
is: Is this work the subject of copyright protection under title 17 U.S.C.? H it is not
subject to protection or if copyright is not claimed, then we have no right to demand
deposit. The sullestion proposed at page 16 of the memorandum is both unnecessary and
unworkable. H we must drop a demand because the depositor says there is no "present
intention of enforcing" the copyright, then mandatory deposit is inerrective. Anyone can
make that claim, and the next day decide to enforce the copyright In any case, I do not
undentand how this suggestion makes any difference regarding Berne compatibility. The
Berne Convention prohibits formalities with respect to the "eqioyment and exercise" of the
copyright. Those who favor a strict interpretation would say that "exercise" coven matten
related to enforcement. What have you changed by compelling depositon to allege they
have no "present intention of enforcing" the copyright?

My own analysis is that there is no serious legal issue regarding the
compatibility of our section 407 enforcement practices with our obligations under the Berne
Convention.

I will comment brieny on the two other alternatives suggested at pages 16 and
17, with the undentanding that I do not agree that there is any problem regarding our
enforcement practices that requires new procedures. The second alternative is not far from
existing practice. We assume the work is copyrighted and that copyright is claimed unless
the depositor raises this as a defense to the demand. Again, a statement from the depositor
regarding non-enf9rcement of the copyright would not be workable, as discussed above.
I would strongly recommend against the third altemative: we should punue judicial
enforcement only if we have a strong case; we should not forego the right to demand
deposit of non-U.S. Berne Convention works after they have been published in the United
States. In fact the LC acquisitions specialists have suggested expansion of our enforcement
of mandatory deposit of foreign works, but the Copyright Office has been cautious about
expansion of such demands for various reasons related to enforcement procedures.

I strongly agree with the statement in the second sentence of point one, page
17, that it would be "a serious, perhaps fatal, mistake to divorce mandatory deposit for the
Library of Congress from the overall copyright system." As discussed earlier, however, I
doubt that the "national database" idea can be justified on the basis of the workload,
stafrmg, and budgetary considerations. I also doubt that there is any "orrsetting benefit"
to those who would refuse to deposit. In short, unless this is in fact an inexpensive, but
powerful incentive to deposit, we have gained nothing. Those who refuse to deposit would
deny there is any benefit from inclusion in the national database, and the constitutional
question would be exacerbated by weakening of the link to the claim of statutory copyright.

3
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On page 19, Ms. Ringer poses the question whether mandatory deposit should
be a "mere complementary adjunct to copyright registration and deposit?" As noted in my

=- opening comments, I do not think those involved in the administratioD of mandatory
deposit view it as a "mere" anything. It is a ouYor source of acquisitions. The staff
involved in administration work hard to make the system as effective as possible.
Mandatory deposit iI effective; it is simply not II effective and inexpensive as registration
deposit. Referring to the next question, mandatory deposit is already a ouYor source of
acquisitions for the general and special coUections of LC. Should mandatory deposit be
invoked to claim deposits for other libraries? In essence, this occurs now indirectly:
pursuant to section 704(b), LC is entitled to exchange with, or tnfnsfer deposits (whether
acquired through 407 or 408) to, "any other library."

Many of the recommendations mentioned on pages 19-20 are carried out now
to the extent of available staff. The proposal at page 23 for a "detailed procedure for
cataloging mandatory deposits" has a major workload and budgetary impact. With respect
to item "8," AFTRA has not been fully implemented because of insufficient appropriations.
FmaUy, with respect to recommendation "9," the Justice Department has been very
cooperative in judicial enforcement of section 407. Judicial enforcement by its nature is not
speedy. The suaestion that we seek legislation to empower the Copyright Office to sue on
its own initiative has surface appeal. There are two very major hurdles: the Justice
Department would probably strongly oppO$e the legislation; the transfer of authority could
work only if aU enforcement suits could be brought in the federal court for the District of
Columbia. (I assume copyright owners would strongly oppose this.) H we had to litigate
in any federal district, the cost would be prohibitive. Under the existing law, of course, we
have counsel not only at the Department of Justice but at any United States Attorney's
Orfice.

4
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,ub,l"ct COMMENTS ON BARBARA RINGER'S MEMO FOR ACCORD ON LEGAL DEPOSIT

Barbara Ringer's memo, "Comments and Suggestions Concerning a System

of Legal Deposit for the library of Congress" raises several challenging

questions.

1. Is 407 so inseparable from 411(a) and 412 that it should be stUdied in
connection with looking at alternatives to 411(a) and 412?

• It certainly seems better to review 401 deposit carefully before
suggesting any changes to 411 and 412. There has been a direct and
strong relationship since 1918. Before changing either of these
provisions, it is necessary to understand the present system and
what lts strengths and weaknesses are.

• Nevertheless, this is not a case where ACCORD needs to reinvent the
wheel. Thorough studies of mandatory deposit have already been done
and may provide most of the essential information. They include
studies made as part of the Copyright Revision period, No. 20
"Deposit of Copyrighted Works"; our adherence to the Berne Conven
tion; and more recently in preparing for the hearing on the H.R.891,
and the Task Force.

2. Should ACCORD add major new studies of 401 to its mandate?

• If so, it should narrow the scope, by reviewing eXisting materials
to determine what has been answered: what of this may have changed:
and what if anything still needs to be addressed.

• Under the time requirements set by Congress for ACCORD to report,
ACCORD cannot do another full-scale study of the requirements of
Berne and the constitution.

• Revisitation of the constitutionality question --
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• Has been addressed once when notice was still required, but it
has not been addressed in context of publ ication without
notice.

• In the only challenge pre-Berne the Court saw mandatory
deposit as a condition which Congress may legitimately attach
to the grant of a benefit. By voluntarily choosing to avail
itself of the benefit, the copyright owner accepts the
condition of deposit. .

• Post Berne wi 11 the court st ill fi nd that mandatory depos itis
-necessary and proper- because it carries out the broad
purposes of the Copyright Clause. How much did the advantage
of a statutory benefit weigh in the court's ultimate decision?

• To some extent going down that road again would be setting out
on a slippery slope.

• Mandatory Deposit has already been determined to be compatible with
Berne. The Ad Hoc Report noted: -Sect ion 407 of the U. S. law,
while providing for mandatory deposit, and also subjecting the
copyright owner to monetary penalties for noncompliance, expressly
provides that the deposit requirement is not a condition of
copyright protection. Accordingly, Section 407 should not present
an obstacle to u.S. adherence to Berne.-

• One suggestion made in the Ringer memo (p. 18) is to treat Berne
works differently from non-Berne for mandatory deposit--create an
implicit rather than explicit 2-tier system. This is not an
impro~ement over the notice vs. non-notice perception.

3. How valid is a comparison of our System with that of other countries?

• The Ringer memo emphasizes that we should make deposit in the United
States as fully effective as the best of the systems operating in
other countries. My understanding is that the present United States
system is already one of the best.

• Materials were traditionally deposited with the Library of Congress
long before the 1976 law when the United States moved toward the
depot legal systems in effect in other countries. This law was
intended both to get materi a1s for the Li brary and to confer a
benefit on the depositor by allOWing the material deposited under
408 to serve as the deposit for Library of Congress.

• In examining other systems, we are faced with the twin horns of a
dil ellllla: other count ri es are not concerned wi th const itut iona1
requirements; they have been trained that deposit is a cultural
contribution.

2
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• To do a comparison, we must do a fiIll study? How effective are
other systems? When were they started? What kinds of material are
deposited? What are the challenges if any to foreign systems?

4. How effective is the present System?

• Although mandatary deposit is not util ized for every work, the
present procedure utilizing both 407 and 408 is effective.

• It is premature to change existing procedure unless we are certain
the revised procedure will be fully as effective.

• Clear that whatever deposit system is proposed it will be a
complement to other acquisitions; real Question is do we want the
Librarv to stop getting material through registration and move
complete1v to other kinds of acquisition.

• Also, we have to consider all of the additional costs in implement
ing a new system.

5. Can the proposed amendments to 411 and 412 be seen as giving UP on a
system that confers benefit?

• Regarding the proposal to negotiate with the individual to acquire
material: the deposit/motion picture agreement is premised on the
fact that indeed the deposjtor is getting a benefit. If we reduce
the effectiveness of the benefits, we increase problems in getting
individual agreements.

6. Have the improvements suggested been balanced against what is possible in
a real climate?

• Regarding databases: They are not cost free; they replace an
existing system that works with a new one that may work but will
take time, effort, and a great deal of the money to implement.

• Regarding increased services for the copyright depositor:
Such proposal s must always be measured by current budgetary con
straints -- much more costly for the Library--can we afford these
changes?

• The AFTRA provision is not being used fully because MBRS does not
have sufficient staff/money.

• To do as suggested will require allocation of increased staff
and money.

3
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• The library is working on electronic storage and display; publishers
not fully on board yet and won't be on board until the copyright
issues are addressed.

• Timing is very critical to ACCORD and any sweeping changes to 5407
may not be feasible in the present climate; consequently the balance
between 408 deposit and 407 deposit may continue to be critical.

7. Will changes in enforcement be helpful?

• I am not sure that transfer of litigation authority to the Copyright
Office will make prosecution that much swifter; not only mandatory
deposit but all cases proceed slowly in the u.s. courts.

• There are problems with taking the job over from Justice since there
is only one Copyright Office. This is a big change and may require
branch copyright offices at considerable cost.

• The Justice Department would surely not favor such a change.

4
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COPYRIGHT
OFFICE

Lmtt'd Stah.· ...
Government

MEMORANDUM

from:

LIBRARY
OF
CONGRESS

DOrottly Sdlrai1er
to: Copyright Office General Counsel

Laila Mulgaokar, Chief~
Copyright Acquisitions Division

Via:

subject: Barbara Ringer's Draft Memo

d .
AuguSt 6, 1~)

ate'

I'~~'':'''' ,..,. ...... .,
~I. _..J. 0 ~" ,. __

n~ "",0.ur ~ __ ~ 14 •• i

AUG 6 "'J
RECEIVED

Please find attached my response to Barbara Ringer's draft memorandum concerning a system
of legal deposit for the Library of Congress. There are two parts to my response:

1) General comments which primarily address the section on "MaJcing Le g ~ I Deposit

Effective" of the report, and

2) My handwritten comments on the draft itself. Comments are found on pages 2, 3,

and 17 through 23.

Don't hesitate to call if you have further questions.

LM/db

Attachments

cc: Winston Tabb
Mary Price
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COMMENTS ON BARBARA RINGER'S DRAFT RE: DEPOSIT UNDER 407
by Laila Mulgaokar. Chief. Copyright Acquisitions

August 6. 1993

1. Adjust the statute to:

(a) Allow for the claiming of a publisher's output while leaving in the option of claiming
individual works.

Exempt publishers whose output is not of interest to the Library.

Although we often do "batch demands" by listing several titles in one demand letter,
we find that when we establish an informal relationship with a publisher on the
telephone and ask for everything listed in his catalog which had not yet been deposited
or registered the payoff is substantial, not only at the time of the "request" but also
through the successive years.

The statute should make allowance for substantial penalties for every title not
automatically deposited within three months of publication. However, the penalties
would be applied only if the title were truly needed for the Library's collection. and the
claimant repeatedly refuses to deposit. These guidelines currently exist for referral to
DOJ.

(b) Allow for claiming from a distributor, not just the exclusive distributor.

We are running into more and more problems with identifying the "exclusive"
distributor as the patterns for distribution keep changing, not only for imported works
but increasingly for American publications also.

2. Offset harshness of statute by promoting atmosphere of cooperation with the publishing
industry. Always seek to diffuse confrontational situations before they arise; talk to the
claimant, put a "personal touch" on the notice for mandatory deposit that follows in the mail.
This is currently the operating procedure in the Copyright Acquisitions Division. Some
examples:

(a) In the area of controversial formats, supplement the statute by negotiated agreements,
such as the one with the Information Industry Association for the use of CD ROMS
deposited under 407 and 408.

(b) Emphasize to the publishing community the substantial advantages to be derived by
having their works cataloged by the Library.

If their works are not received in the Library, and therefore not selected for the
collections, their presence will not be known to the thousands???hundreds??? of
libraries who purchase the Library's data bases.
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3. It is incorrect to conclude the productivity of the demand process by dividing the number
of titles received annually in response to demands issued by the number of staff issuing the
demands.

Works deposited or registered voluntarily is the most cost-effective method of
acquiring a work, and that is what our demands often lead to.

We have conducted studies which demonstrate that, having once received a demand.
publishers continue to deposit or register works voluntarily. While this is indeed truer
of serials than of monographs, the perception that publishers of individual works
always wait for a demand is incorrect.

Informal contacts with publishers result in hundreds of titles being sent into the
Copyright Office which the Copyright Acquisitions Division does not figure into its
statistics.

4. If mandatory deposit is to become a major source of acquisitions for the general and
special collections of the library and cease to be a mere complementary adjunct to copyright
registration and deposit, the following will be required:

(a) A study (including statistics) of its ongoing contributions to the Library's acquisitions
scenario. Although studies of 407 have been completed by the Copyright Office
several times in the past two decades, they have not been focussed on the
acquisitions angle vis-a-vis the Order, Exchange and Gift and Cataloging in Publication
Divisions.

(b) A significant change in the Library's allocation of human, automated and financial
resources, which !!la.Y be found in savings resulting from the elimination of
redundancies and the improvement of business processes, including the contracting
out to vendors to supply bibliographic data and the deposit of 407 materials.
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TO: Memb.r. ot tb. ACCORD

FROM: Barbara Rinq.r

Annotated by Laila Mulgaokar.
August 6. 1993

Comments , Suggestions Concerning I
System ot Legll Deposit for the

Library of Congre.s

I 1m writing this memorandum IS a member ot ACCORD and not as

Co-chair. At our meeting on July 13, Bob Wedgeworth made an

A/332

intervention in which he said that the issues ot copyright

registration (including deposit and the making ot a copyright

record) and deposit ot material for the collections of the Library

ot Congress are two different but closely-related things, .He felt

that we cannot adequately study alternative incentives to sections

411(a) and 412 without also studying section 407 and how it works

now or could be made to work better. (I'm attaching a liqhtly

edited transcript of his remarks as Tab A).

Bob recommended that we undertake some in-depth studies of

issues specifically raised by section 407 !mm~~iately. I aqree
,

with everything he said except the immediately. Our resources are.- - - .-'

spread very thin and the immediate time constraints on us to deal

with sections 411 and 412 are overwhelming.

After considering the later ACCORD discussion of section 407

on July 13 in the context of alternatives to 411 and 412, the

Oakley-Oiner-Fern paper (No.1), some scholarly writings about

section 407 and legal deposit systems throughout the rest of the

world, and after some discussions inside and outside the Library of
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Conqress and a qood deal of thouqht, I've reached two conclusions

about this:

(1) in-depth studies of legal deposit, divorced froID

copyriqht, are essential but cannot be undertaken

between now and September 1; and

(2) right now ~e need to stimulate some thinking about

ways a system of leqal deposit tor the Library ot

Conqress could be instituted or restructured, as a

complement or partial sUbstitute for copyright

deposit.

Obviously we can't reach conclusions about 407 now and do the

studies later. But I think at our next meeting we might be able to

get a qeneral idea where legal deposit tor the Library is headed,

and plug this into our thinking about 411 and 412. With this in

mind, I decided to put some of my preliminary thoughts down on

paper.

There is a tendency on the part of som~-- perhaps most --,

~ people in the Library of Congress to look on section 407-type

~~mandatorydeposit as fundamentally unworkable and to dismiss it as

~~ nothing more than a minor adjunct to Le's acquisitions resources.

~~I don't share that view any longer. I agree that voluntary,

~ r induced deposit for copyright registration, together with gifts

,~ (for preservation, charitable purposes, etc.), exchanges, and

j{~ '/1f .
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purchase, should remain the principal sources of collection

development. I also aqr•• that mandatory deposit will not support

huqe and important special collection. traditionally built upon..
~its for copyriqht reqistration, notably unpublished materials

~~nd motion picture.. I.a al.o increa.inqly iapres.ed with the

~~me delicacy of exe:rci.inq any kind of demand power with
~
~.~re,pect to foreiqn works because of the problems it presents with

~~spect to trade neqotiation. concerninq copyriqht and other

~ntellectual property, and the danqer or various rorms or

~~ retaliation by other countries that could cost the Library and the

~. united states a qood deal more than they miqht qain. At the same

time, I am convinced that a system of mandatory deposit under an

amended section 407, if carefully established~~~aii;c
1tJL1 administered, could be a tremendous addition to the Library's

~ collections resources.

It now seems clear that section 407, as amended in 1988,

raises leqal, and perhaps constitutional, problems, and that, in

practice, it is not workinq as effectively as it could. As I see

it we have two tasks her.:

First, to consider alternative means for

makinq a system of mandatory deposit for the

Library of Conqress as leqally effective and

constitutionally invulnerable as possible;
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refusal unless the prospective depositor volunteers, yithoyt

being Asked or prompted, that it has no interest in claiming

or enforcing copyright;

J) Pursue all cases of refusal unless the work is a non-

U.S. Berne Convention work.

Whatever policy 1s adopted for the present it should be

applied consistently and announced publicly. In considering

possible future changes there are two propositions that should be

borne in lIind:

First: Critical to the constitutionality of section 407

under the Fifth Amendment is the benetit ot copyright under

the opening phrase ot Article 1, section 8, clause 8. It

would be a serious, perhaps tatal, mistake to divorce

lIandatory deposit tor the Library ot Congress troll the overall

copyright system. However to bolster the "benetit conterred"

tormalize the entry of intormation about all works deposited

argument in cases where the depositor has no interest in

about a work available on line from the Library ot Congress

strengthen And

Having informatlon

shouldLibrarytheprotection,

under section 407 in a national database.

copyright
/'

t.r 401

~~~
~ (l,~
~cA:.U~ can be a valuable asset in business, licensing, and various

~J non-monetaryendeevor.. Thi., coupled with automatic

pvv .~:~ copyright protection, would probably be enough to provide an

?S C~ "otfsetting benetit" in exchange tor the taking ot private

'1~~. property under aection 401.

C1:.~1 ~ y'
~~ V
cr:~~;v1
?ll--'
vi"
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Second, one way out of the dilemma presented by the Berne

Convention's prohibition aqainst deposit as a condition of

copyriqht protection would be to retrain from demandinq or

entorcinq section 401 aqainst Berne works, even if published

in u.s. editions, as a matter of administrative practice. A
,.

surer, thouqh unattractive, way would be to write the practice

into law, in effect creatinq another two-tier provision under

which the demand provision of section 401 would be made

inapplicable to non-U.S. Berne works.
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PART TWO: MAKING LEGAL DEPOSIT EFFECTIVE

Assuminq that the const!tutional and leqal problems can be

surmounted and that administration of section 407 in some form or

other can be firmly seated in the Copyriqht Office, in the Library

ot Conqress, or both, there are some fundamental questions to be

answered. Should mandator.Y ~eposit continue to be a mere

complementary ad1unct to copyriqht reqistration and deposit? Or

should it become a major'source ot acquisitions tor the qeneral and

special collections ot the Library ot Conqress? And for the

special collections ot other federal and non-federal research

libraries as well?

My own feelinq is that the Library of Conqress is now missinq

a wonderful opportunity, and that the wise inv-estment of time /

money, and statf now beinq devoted to less productive work would

pay enormous dividends, and not just in the acquisition ot

artifacts.

The followinq sketchy, random, and in some cases probably

cockeyed ideas are intended to qet us thinkinq about all this, with

the hope that ACCORD can make specific recommendations to the

Librarian somewhere "lonq the line.

1) Establish databases of U. s. pUblishers and

disseminators of all types of material LC collects or would

like to collect. (I'm sure these exist, but they would need to

be brouqht toqether and coordinated).

trom these databases (or a 8inqle
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coordinated database) and the automated records ot copyright

registration, determine: 1) those publishers/disseminators

who are not depositing tor registration; and 2) among those,

the pubUshera/cHsseminators whose works the Library teels

should be included in ita collectiona. Eatabliah a system tor

keeping these data up to ~ate. Eatabliah target prioritiea

tor contacting potential depoaitora.

~::::;:::r." 3) Work out a full-acala, phaaad aducational program to

~ ~I- lntorm potential depositors ot their legal obligationa (and

~~~~hairobligationa aa citizena), and the (posaible) advantages

vo~ to them to complying voluntarily and automatically, without'

~ demand. Provide sottware to show the response in each case

(e.g. deposits; correspondence; initial depoaita and then

nothing; deposits of only some works; no deposits) , Follow

through in every case.

J.,6yJ./~ 4) Set up a permanent interdepartmental structure within

~~ the Library under which every general and special collection

Jft I ~inCIUding the copyright deposit collection) is surveyed

~~~~v¥eqularlYand in detail, to determine. 1) lacunae that could

~~~ tUled under section 407; 2) dross that could be shared

1?~lI( with other Ubraries rather than pulped. Require reqular

reports on the work ot this body to the Librarian and the

Congress. Keep tull and accurate statistics.

5) Initiate and participate actively in setting up a

4.. ~~ationwideconsultative body consisting of representatives ot
~ V' Jf....
~~' other libraries, intormation suppliers, and copyright owners,

7I'~~
~~CV'~
~~~

rY
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aimed at setting up a system ot sharing copyright and 407

deposit copies, trading them tor other material, setting up a

nationwide digital network showing what is available and,

att.r copyright lic.nses have been worked out tully and in

detail, actually transf.rring works .l.ctronically. Betor.

doing any mass pUlping or·oth.rwis. d.stroying deposits,

pUbliciz. th.ir availability to oth.r r••••rch facilities and

work out .ttici.nt procedures for gitt or .xchang•.
"11 ,~ .....

•~ . . 6) Work out tUl~~onaliz~olicies for demanding

~ depoeita , and make the practice. confora to the pol1cie••

(Som. ot these policies should apply equally to voluntary

deposits tor copyriqht reqistration). For exampl.:

~ .~~L a) Do everything possible to indue. voluntary

Jl.r;A~ d.posit, ..ith demand, within the three-month period

~ .~ orovided by .ecction 407, but work individually with

~~~ depositors to avoid their sending material that will not

be used tor LC or other research coll.ctions or

. ~exchanq••

tJ-Ovvff~~ b) After the three-month period, never kno..inqly

~ v-../,~demand materials the Library ot Conqress or other
.~,p--- ~
P-_, vJ{~/, depository libraries do not want and will not keep.

~~~~~c) Where time of depo.it i. a major factor in~
~~% either the Library'. or the depositor'. conc.rn.~',).
~~ (n....l.tt.r. are qood .xample.), try to n.qotiate an vr'

~ ~ agreement under which these concerns are met. For tv,
~ fO' ~7l'-
~ instance, depositor could agree to make early deposit c..oSl'

~
k:>\A~ \ r1~ #fd- ().P

?
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which could be used to meet immediate reader demand as

well as permanent scholarly and archival uses; in return

~ LC could agree to prevent mechanical reproduction for a

stated period and could also agree to pay for a certain

number of additional ,ub.cription••

~ d) Where the maiing of depo.it. i. exceptionally

~~ difficult or burdensome for any of a variety of reasons

~ (e.g., monetary value, physical characteristics, need for

y~~ secrecy, need f~r measures assuring that deposit will not

~ (~/2:: r impair depositor'. lIIarket; lack of lIIultiple copies to

1r.~ ~ deposit, etc.), LC should negotiate individually with the

._~~ depositor. (The 1II0tion picture agreement, though badly

~~ out of date and inapplicable to television and most other

types of works, does provide a precedent, and there are

now on-going negotiations with producers of optical

disks. )

i e) With respect to foreign works LC should rely

primarily on persuasion with foreign publishers;

distributor., and on bargaining for exchanges

with foreign libraries rather than the demand power.

Aside trom the Berne Convention problems discussed

above, the disastrous effect of aggressive demands in

this area on foreign trade negotiations, together with

, the very real threat of retaliation and the general bad

p~:;~aC:iYi~9?rato. hardly .ake the 9a••

v(~rjV ;-1r~F ~~~~l
v· t1 f'alV1 7 / Jr - 01

yp~~ v~,//

0~\f1//
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worth the candle. Particular outraqe has been directed

at demands based, not on pUbli~atlon ot an American

edition, but on the existence ot individual American

sUbscriptions to periodicals and individual American

imports of toreign editions.

_ ~ 7) Work out a detailed procedure for cataloging mandatory

~ deposits under section 407, keepinq complete statistics on

~ their receipt and disposition (within LC or elsewhere), and

assessing their monetary value. The cataloging in this area

should be rudimentary and not related to copyright as such,

but it should enable the pUblic to identity the work and its

author and pUblisher/distributor, and provide an address or

number where inquiries could be directed. These records

should be compiled separately and put on-line as soon as

possible, without a lot ot caressing.

substantial commercial or

The depositor

psychic value to the depositor

many cases the service would be ot

be required to do or pay anything tor thiswould not

service, but in

and, as noted above, could serve as part ot the needed

constitutional quid pro quo. In

lower tier ot the possible two-

a way it could serve as the

tier registration system

since the days otthat has been discussed sporadically

David Ladd. Deposit and copyriqht registration would

continue to provide an examination process and t u 1 1

intormation to the pUblic, prima tacie evidence, and the
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TO I Barbara RinljJer
Robert Wedgeworth

FROM: Paul Gold.tein

DATE: 4 August 1993·

RB: PlPolit Bational.

WORKING PAPER #12

Goldstein, Paul
August 4, 1993

A/342

This memorandum responds to Bob I S r.quest tor SOlI. though'ts
on a rationale for the deposit requir_en~. The thoughts that
follow center on a g.neral rational. that could .ncompass both
.ection 407 and 408 deposits.

I can think of no better starlinCJ point for a rationale than

on. that Raya suggested to .e in the course of II lunchtime
oonversation: the d.posit requirement com.s Within congress'
power under Article 1, 18, c1. 8 Rto promote the progress of
Science and Useful Arts, by securing for Limited Times to Authors
and Inventors, the eXClusive Riqht to their respective writinqs
and Discoveries.- I believe that resting a rationale on the
oonstitutional copyright power has both formal and substantive
advantages.

Formally, the advantage of resting the deposit rationale on
the copyright power is that it explains the presenoe of the
deposit requirement in the copyriqht Act rather than in the

Library'S organic act. The subs~antive case for the rationale is
even more appealing. A central premise of copyriqht law is that
all creative works Clraw and build on the works that preoede theJl.
This presupposes that works will be available tor study and
reflection. The marketplace i. a woetully unreliable repository
of works, and a national library is the best sinqle guarantor ot
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suatainec1 acceas to the documents of world authorship. While
deposit cannot be iaposed as an incident. of copyright, it can be·
imposed as an incident of authorship -- each author replenishing
the st.ore troll wbiob he or she has drawn.

Probably the most oompelling objection to this rationale is
that. the deposit. requirement. is presently disconnected from the
-exolusive Right" contemplated by the const.itution and, of
cour.e, our adherence to Berne forbids us froll re-oonnectinej 1t.
Specifioally, the objection run., the Constit.ut.ion authorizes a
private law mechanism designed to encourage the production ot
works, and not a pUblic law mechanism designed to .ubsidize 'the
Library's oollect.ions.

A deposit requirement may also be att.acked as a like-kind
tax on a particular industry. However, many industries -
admittedly, though, tew as oentral as the copyright industries to
tradit.ions of free expression -- bear singular taxes, and the
fact that the tax ls paid' in kind, rather than in cash, is
immaterial. I give even less weight to the argument that the
rationale for a deposit requirement, though sust.ainable in the
case ot deposits to a national library, does not apply to the
Library of Conqress. While the Library of Congress is not a
nat.ional library in a formal sense, it does, I believe, function
as our national library.

The success of the affirmative rationale tor a library
deposit requirement will turn as muoh'on the practicalities ot
the requirement t 5; imp1eJIlflntat:ion as on i t.s innate loqic. Four
examples will explain what I have in mind.

Firat:, there was SOlDe talk at: our last meet:ing that one way
to increase section 407 deposits in a world of shrinking section
408 deposits would be to enlarge the sanctions tor noncompliance.
I think that would be a serious mist.ake. 1118 tines for

2
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noncompliance are already substantial; to increase them would
only expose section 407 to a far more serious arCJUlIlent that it
constitutes an unfair tax on the operations of a particular
industry.

seoond, even as presantly strucrured, section 407 places a
particularly onerous burden on creators ot published works of
visual art, either in individual or multiple form. While section

407(c) gives the Reqister discretion to exempt such works from
the deposit requirement, partially or completely, it might be

better to carve out this exemption in the Act itself. A fairly
simple and etfective framework tor suoh an e~emption exists in

section 101·s definition of a "work of visual art:- restinq the
exemption on this definition would give the Aet a logical
coherence that it sorely needs.

Third, as Barbara has mentioned more than once, we need to
look ahead to a world in Which works may be deposited in digital
form as a ptter of course. Although I have not peered deeply

enough into the future ~o speculate on wha~ form such deposits
might take, or what burdens they might impose, I think it fair to
expect that digital deposits will relax, rather than heigbten,
the burdens of deposit.

pinally, a decision will need to be made at some point on
the extent to Which the ease for Library deposit should be rested
on the -dwarf st.anding on the shoulders of a giant'· rationale
elaborated above, and the extent to which it should be rested on
the exigencies of the examination-registration prooess. por
example, if Conqress drops section 411(a) , the deposit
examination rationale may wither. (Registration for purposes of
establishing a title record may retain some residual importanoe
for deposits, and this needs to be considered.)

3
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Once again, inquiry into the registra~1on and deposit
requirements leads us back to the question of Copyright Office
examination. Although there is muoh anecdotal evidenoe that the
examination prooess is not working well, I have the increasingly
uncomfortable feeling that the aneodotes reported by the lawyers
sitt:inq around our table may in fact be pa'Chologioal oases, and
that, in qeneral, it may turn out that ~he examination process
serves registration applicants well. Against the likely event
that Congress is unable to act 01\ H.R. 897 and its Senate
counterpart by the end of the present Session, would it make
sanse to think about arranqinq for an independeht, factual
analysis of the copyright examination prooess before we make any
recommendation that may have an impact on it?

Best wishes.

4
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Simon, Emery
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To:

From:
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In re.ponse to the ACCORD reque.t for additional information on the practices
of the U.S. Customs Service, discussions with Customs officials, and other
ezpens on border enforcement, reveal the following:

As a general matter, Customs prefers to take ICtion -- .top a good from
entering tbe U.S. -- wben the per.on seeking the action bas a copyrigbt
registration. Tbe reason is obvious: the registration cenificate provides a
degree of cenain that Customs will not be engaged in a wrongful act. But
baving a copyright registration is never an absolute precondition for Customs
action.

Customs treats differently U.S. and foreian right bolden because our law treats
them differently. Taking first the case of a V.S. right holder with
information about an impending shipment of infringing product, when that
U.S. citizen uks Customs to stop a shipment, Customs wiIJ request evidence of
copyright registration before taking action. If the penon has not registered,
Customs will ask the person to obtain a registration. Alternatively, if the
person making the request is "01 II U.S. cltlZIII, Customs will Dot require
evidence of registration. Instead. Customs will accept a sworn statement about
the validity of the copyright. This result is curious. since a foreign national
bas a substantially easier time getting Customs action than a similarly situated
U.S. person. The U.S. citizen is not totally out of luck: in extreme cases, e.g.,
the sbipment is to arrive within 24 bours and there is not enough time to
obtain a registration, Customs will act on the basis of an affidavit.
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Customs also has the power to act without a petition. Customs maintains an
automated database containin. about 6.000 copyri.hted works. There is a clear
advantage to being on the database. For example. when a customs inspector
finds a IUspicious shipment. if he finds the work listed on the database. he will
deny entry to the shipment without any prior request by the copyright
holder. To become part of the database. however. a U.S. citizen must provide
evidence of copyright registration. Once again. foreigners are at an
advanta,e: because they are not required to register their works in the U.S.,
mey can be placed on me database by merely providing an affidavit to
Customs.

Customs can detain a lhipment even if the work docs not appear on their
database. If an officer suspects infringement. and the work Is not on the
database. the officer has the right to detain the product for up to 30 days.
Customs will then ask the copyright holder for infonnation about the status of
their copyright and whether they believe the work is infringing. If the
copyright holders answers by stating they beleive impon is infringing,
Customs will hold the shipment for an additional 30 days. Here too. Customs
generally requires a registration certificate from U.S. citizens. and merely an
affidavit from foreigners.

Although Customs presses U.S. copyright holders to provide a certificate of
registration before Customs acts. in most instanccs, when time is of the
essence. they will act to interdict unregistered works if the right holder
provides an affidavit stating ownership of the right. Thus, as a practical
matter, a registration certificate is never required of foreign nationals. and
often it is not necessary for U.S. citizens.

With respect to other countries, only a few empower their Customs officials to
stop imponation of copyrighted works without a court order. Some examples
are Korea. Taiwan, Canada (only for books) and some European countries. My
admittedly imperfect research reveals that in all these countries their customs
service will not demand a national copyright registration.

Enforcement at the border of copyrights has been the subject of discussions in
a number of international fora. The GATT agreement on intellectual propeny,
contains extensive provisions on border enforcement. Under its terms. Panics
arc required to have mechanisms enabling copyright owners to petition local
customs officials to detain infringing goods. The TRIPs obligations neither
require Dor prohibit copyri.ht registration as a precondition for border
enforcement. The NAFI'A agreement contains analogous provisions. Also. it is
likely that a protocol to the Berne Convention would contain similar
provisions.

Finally. I asked Customs and others knowledgeable about border enforcement.
about the imponance of copyright registration. I asked... if copyright
registration were eliminated. would it have an affect on the willingness of
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Customs to take action, and the effectiveness of those actions? The conscnsus
appears to be that elimination of registration would have very little, if any,
impact. Their reason was that Customs already relics on affidavits for foreign
authors, and in many cases for U.S. authors as well. Thus, registration
certificates play only a limited role.

If the group has an interest, I can ask one of the Customs officials expen in
this area to attend our next meeting.
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AWARDS OF STATVTOIlY DAMAGES
UNDER SECI10N 504 OFTBE 1976 COPYRIGHT ACf

Report to the Librarian'. Advisory Committee
OD CopyrlPt JUPtnWoa and Deposit

(ACCORD)

Once copyright OWDCrs succccd inproviDg infiingement. they must meet signifiamt

evidentiary requitcments before obtaining mone1aly recovery ofaotual damages an4 profits

pursuant to Section S04(b) ofthe 1976 Copyright Act To help copyright owners avoid the

difficulty and expense ofproving actual damages and profits. Section 504(0) gives prevailing

copyright owners the right to elect an alternative award ofstatutory damages.

Section 504(cXl) provides for courts to award statutory damages nmging from $500 to

$20.000 for each work infringed in cases of "ordinary" infriDgement. in which the infringer's

acts were neither willful nor innocent. Section S04(cX2) pennits courts to increase awards to as

much as $100,000 for willful infringcmalt, to dccn:asc awards to as little as $200 for innocent

in1iingcment. and to remit awards ofstatutoxy damages entirely for certain specific

infringements.

The usual rationale for statutory damages is. as one commentator observed, that:

1
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[B)ccause actual damages are so often difficult to prove, only the promise ofa
statutory award will induce copyright owners to invest in and. enforce their
copyrights and only the threat ofa statutoJy award will cider intiingers by
p-eveDt:ing tbcit unjust auichment.

2 P. Goldstein. CojMjgbt Section 12.2 (1989) (hereinafter "Goldstein").

While there is a MCUrriag sympatby in the legislative history and the ease law for these

aim&. <;OD\peting raticmales limit the ability ofcopyright owners to recover statutoIy damages.

The most important. ofcourse, is the view that copyright .rcgistratio1l is desirable. RR. Rep. No.

1476, 94th Cong.. 2d Scss. IS8 (1976) (hereinafter cited as "KR Rep·"l

This rationale is expressed in Section 412, wbich makes copyri8bt registration a

prerequisite for electing statutory damagesl. Statutory damages are limited to those registered in

the U.S. Copyright Office before 1hey arc infiinged, with the exception ofWOIb registered no

later than three months after publie:ation. Without such registratioo" copyright owners cannot

elect statutoI)' damap under Section S04{c1aDd are limited to monetary recovew:y in the form

ofactual damages and the infi'ingets profits.

Tojustify limiting statutory damages to works registered hefOIC infiingemeIlt, Congress

emphasized that Section 408(a) oCtile 1976 Act abolished compulsory registlation to protect

published worlcs. and Section 104(a) extended stBtutory protection to unpublished worb. Sec

fLR. Rep.• at 158. In light ofthcsc changes., Congress considered registration "useful and

important to users and 1he public at large." and sought practical induccmcn1S for copyright

owners to make public records ofthcir claims. Id. Congress thought registration would be

encouraged if it were made a prerequisite for the special remedy ofstatutory damages. 14:.

Statutoty damages are also available in Mexico. where copyright registration is
compulsory. Fe<bal Law on Author Rights of 1956 (mod. by Decrees of 1963 and 1981). Art.
119 and 156.
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Congress also justified makiDg Rgistration aprerequisite for statutoI)' damages in 1976 by

observing that Section S04(c) would not uarrowthe IUlcdies tbc:o available for infiiDgemcnt of

uapablisbed aad UIIIOaistmed works. H. Rep.. at ISS.

Congress offered DO such rationale rep:utiDs published~ however, because Section

lOl(b) of1be 1909 Copyrigbt Act abeady providccl for copyright owners to recover -in lieu,.. or

statutOl)'. damaSCS pera11y maging 1iom S2S0 to SSOOO for infiiDgemeut ofpublishcd worb.

While awards could be wried outside oftbis range, however, in amounts which "as to the court

sbaIl appear to be just." judicial discretion was limited by a schedule ofspecific maximum

amoums that varied with the type ofwork infriDFl ~ 3 Nimmer on Com'rigbt 14.04[F][1]

(1993) (hereiDafter "Nimmer"); OoJdstein, at 12.2. and aISeS cited therein. For example" some

~urts permitted the iDfi"iD&'ets profits to be recovcrc:d in addition to in lieu damages.~fSr

Pan fabriq,1pc, y. Jobe1l fabrics. lDc" 329 F. 2d 194 (2d Cir. 1964).

Congress has CODSistcntly iJ2creased the maximum permissible award ofstatutory

damages for both ordinary BDd wil1ful infiiDgemeat, but not the seneraJly available minimum

a'Wal'd While under the 1976 Act the minimum statutoI)' award for ordinary infringement

Mmained $250, as it was under the 1909 Act. the maximum was raised from $S,OOO to 510,000,

and the permissible maximum for willful infringement was raised to S5O,ooo. In 1989, Cangress

40ubled the maximum amounts for ordiDuy and willful infringement to $20,000 and $100,000,

respectively.

These increases may have been spurred by tho observation, expressed by the Supreme

Court regarding the 1909 Act, that copyright ownea arc largely unable to recoup the expense of

litigation. even if they prove infringement, Doujlas Vo CWlningham, 294 U.S. 207,209 (1935).

3
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They also reflect a view that increasing the maximum permissJble statutory award ·significantly

enhances the incentive to registration." S. Rep. No. 100-352. lOOth Cong., 2d Sess. (1988).

Whether higher maximmn awards do in fact encourage registration is open to question. As one

GivCll the high cost oflitigation aud the difficulty in accounting for many
copyright profits and losses. ODe canonly wish that Congress had elected to
multiply 1bc level ofstatutory damages fiw-fold or ten-fold. instead of merely
cIoublins them.

Nimmer, at 14.04[B)[1][b] n. 36. It is also open to question wbether preseMng a statutory

minimum 1$ Jow as S250 cnoourages copyright 0WIIeI'S to either Rgistel or protect their

oopyrights. While proofofactual damages will DOt negate a statutory award.1 eourts generally

use the actual damages and profits that the copyright owner would have recovered as one

benchmark in eomputiog these awaIds. Goldstein. at 12.2. Section S04(c) does not provide

courts with guidance on bow to compute awards ofstatutory damages. and awards within the

statutOI}' limits are Dot subject to appellate~ewunless discretion has been abused. Sec~

Harris v. Emus Records Corp.. 734 F 2d 1329, 1335 (9th eir. 1984).

When evidence is available. courts "will often try to approximate actual damages and

profits when making a statutolY damagoe award" Goldstein. at 12.2.1.1.a. For example. courts

will consider the fair market value of the copyrighted work. as well as the copyright owner's lost

revenues and the infringer's profits attributable to the infringement Quinto v. Legal Times of

Washington,lnc.. 511 F. Supp. 579, 582 (D.D.C. 1981); Boz Scaggs Music v. KND Corp.. 491 F.

Supp. 908.914 (D. Conn. 1980).

U.S. law differs in his respect from Israeli law, which precludes statutory damages jf
actual damages are proven. Copyright Ordinance. 1924, at 3A; Copyright Order (Damages
Without Proof ofLoss). 1989.

4
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Courts will also limit recoVeIY to the statutoJy minimum if the copyright owner suffered

DO real damages and the infringer made tittle profit from the infiingement Goldstein. at

12.2.1.1.a; see. e.&. Reders Digest As$. Inc. v. Copsemtive Digcst.Inc.• 642 F. Supp. 144,

147 (D.D.C. 1986). atfd. 821 F. 2d 800 (D.C. Cir. 1987); DQeluer v. Cal4well207 U.S.P.Q.

391, 393 (N.D. Dll980).

A second beDcbmark 1Rd by courts is the Deed to compute a sbItutory awatd that wJ1l

deter copyright inftingement Goldstein. at 12.2. Courts emphasize that such awards must be "of

sufficient magnitude to act as an effootive dctcIIent . . . The degree to which an award of

statutory damages 'smarts' the oft'ender depends. in part. upon the offender's si2:e and ability to

absoJb economic punishment" RCA Records y. AU-Fast Systems, Inc., Cope. L. Rep. 25,843 at

p. 19.858 (S.D.N.Y. 1985). For example. an award ofS27S,OOO for iDfiiDgement ofseven (lOmie

strip eharacters was made to provide "restitution of wrongfWJy acquired gains to prevent unjust

enriehment ofthe defendant. reparation for injury done to plaintiff. and the deterrence offurther

wrongful conduct." United Features Syndicate. Inc v. Sunrise Mold Co., 569 F. Supp. 1475

(S.D. Fla 1983).

In addition to these benchmarlcs, courts rely on the infringer's conduct and state ofmind

to compute statutory awards. For example. when there is evidence ofthe infringers misconduct

(fillling short of willfu1ness), courts have made awards at the high end ofthe pennissible range

for ordirwy infringement Goldstein, at 12.2.1.1.b.

Moreover, awards outside the range for ordinaty in1iingemcnt are permitted ifthe

infringement was committed willfully. Section 504(cX2) gives coons the discretion to increase

statutory damages awards to as much as $100.000. although they are DOt required to do so.

5
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N.A.S. fmPQ$ Com. y. Chsmon Emqs.. 1nc.. 968 F. 2d 250,253 (2d eir. 1992). The 1976 Act

does DOt define "willtblDess" in the co.ote:xt ofSbItutOry damages. but while it requires proofof

more thaD mcro iDteot to copy, it does DOt n:quire proofofma1icc. Nimmer. lit 14.04[8][3].

~ wiUfu1Dess is shown if"tile defendaDt kDaw, had reason to bow, or recklessly

disregarded the fact that its ooDduct constituted copyright iDfringement." GoldsteiD, at Section

12.2.12.8 (1989); Nimmer. at 14.04[B][3]. The size ofan awani"tends UDdcrstaDdabIy to

cscalate, in direct proportion to the blameworthiness oftbc iDfriDgiDg CODduat. Mil_ Music v.

Qntauco. 55t F. Supp. 1288, 1296 (O.R.I. 1982).

For example. willtblDess meriting an iDcreased award ofstatutmy damages has been

found where the iD1iiDger had bccD notified by the copyright owner that the copyiDa was

infriDscment, and hid DO reasonable aood fBith 1bal copying was pcrmiuecL ~ PCC{ Ipt1 CoJp.

y. Pausa Records. Inc.. 909 F. 2d 1332. 1336 (9th eir. 1990), cert. denied. IllS. Cl 1019

(1991) (awarding $ 4 million for infringement of80 works). WillfuJness bas also beeniDf~

from the infringcr's previous infiingemcDts ofother works.~N.AS. Imports Com, y. Chenson

Enters.. Inc.. 968 F.2d at 252; Laumtex Textile Coaz, y. Allton Knitting Mjns 519 F. Supp.. 730.

733 (SD.N.Y. 1981). Courts have thus increased statutory damage awards to the maximum for

repeat offenders. while typically making much sma))er awards for willful but less culpable

infringers. Compare United Features Syndicate. Inc, v. Spree. Inc.. 600 F. Supp. 1242,

1247-1248 (B.D. Micb. 1984), appeal dismissed. 779 F.2d 53 (6th eire 1985), with Camaro

Headquarters. Inc, v. Banks, 62I F. Supp. 39 (B.D. Pa 1986).

While this focus on the infringer's state ofmind in computing inQ'eased statutory

damage awards may give some awan:ls a punitive flavor, Section 504(cX2) balances this by

6
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imposing a fixed maximum award, and by providing ample opportunity for courts to reduce

awards below the ordinarynnse. or to MqUire complete taDittance, based on tbe infi'inger's

status 8Dd state ofmind. The fiJDdlmemal iIdaIt is that "courts should be given dis<ation to

iDcrease statutory damages in cues ofwi1l1W iDfriDgemeDt aDd to 10MI' the miDimum where the

iJdiingcr is in"OQ"!l1l" HR. Rep., at 162.

For eJCIDIple, Section S04(cX2) pcrmi1s courts to teduce statutcny damaps to as littlo as

$200 "where the iDfriDgc;r sustaiDs tho burden of'proving. and the court finds that such iDfringct

was not awue and bad no reason to believe 1hathis or her acts coDStituted an infringement of

copyright" Congress believed Ibis provision olfoaed "adequate insulation to users, such as

broedcastcrs and newspaper publishers. who lie plrtioularly vulnerable" to inftinsemem suits.

Rft.. Rep., at 163. Coasress iDteDded eew protect [defendants] against unwanantcd liability in

cases ofoccasional or isolated iDnoccDt iDfriDgemeat,.. and thought a $200 award was fta n:alistic

floor for liability" that "would not allow an iniiingcr to escape simply because the plaintifffailed

to disprove the defendant's claim ofiDnoccoce." HR. Rep., at 163.

This provision may not accomplish either stated goal because the minimum award for

innocent iDfiingemem: differs so little from the minimum award for ordinary inftingemem.

Goldstein, at 12.2.1.2.b. !Wely will inftingers consider the expense justified to prove not only

that they were unaware that their copying was iafiiDgement, but also that they bad no reason to

believe they had infringed. ~ citing Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Lyndon Lanes. Inc.. 227 U.S.P.Q.

731, 733 (W.D. Ky. 1985) (refusing to reduce statmory damages because defendants did not

prove they had no reason to believe they had infringed copyright, even though they had willfully

7
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copied plaintiffs work). On the other band. ajudgment of$2oo is unlikely to be a realistic

deterrent to infringement. or an jntfncement for copyright owners to assert their rights.

Moreover, Section S04(cX2) completely JRCludes courts &om awarding statutory

damages for some iDftingcments by teaehcrs.1ibrariaDs. and public broadcasters. Because

Consress believed these partics prescm a Rspecial situation- UDder copyright law, RR. Rep., at

163. Section S04(cX2) requires that S1atUt'OIY damages be completely remitted ifthey "believed

and had reasonable grounds for believing 1hat his or her use ofthe copyrighted works was fiIir

usc UDder section 107.· Moreover. while Section 504(cX2) docs not expressly assign the burden

ofproot: Congress iDtended it to rest on the pla;ntif( an unusual choice tbat clearly underscores

an intent to insulate tbc5c uses from statutoI}' damages.~RR. Rep., at 163.

To conclude, only the promise ofa statutory award wm induce copyright owners to

invest in and enforce their copyrights in many cases. Even though Congress has raised

permissible nwcimmn limits several time, the Committee may wish to consider whether the

minimum award ofstatutory damages is too low. As discussed, the statutory minimum ofS2S0

is often awarded where actual damage is nominal, and may be reduced further for innocent

infringers and teachers. librarians, and public broadcasters. The Committee may also wish to

consider whether raising the statutory maximum actually encourages registration when courts

rely so heavily on evidence ofactual damages and profits, as well as the infringer's misconduct

or willfulness, in making higher awards. Finally, the Committee may wish to examine whether

the underlying rationale ofstatutoxy damages, namely encouraging copyright enforcement and

deterring copyright infringement, would be better served ifregistration were no longer a

prerequisite.

8
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Barbara tiDger
Robert wedgewort:h

AD9USt 2, 1993

BnbaDae4 st:aatozy Daap8 for Regi.st:e:red llar'ta

The 1:aslt torce is not. the first 'to consider enhanced d.amaqes

as a way 'to encourage reqistration of copyrighted works. For

example, the Berne convention IIIplementat10n Act doUbled t:he rege

of statu=ry dalIages available for infringements of regist:ered

works, a Change the senate believed ·s1gnificant.lY enhances the

incent.ive to registration. II S. Rap. No. 100-352, 1.00tb, Congo., 2d

Sess., (1988), pp. 46-47 (see 5 WiDmer on copyright: Appendix 35).

The multiplier being considered by the task force bas been

used in trademark law to differentiate awards Deween actual

awards and profits for reqistered and unregistered marks. For

example, Section 35('1) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. 1117, gives a

court. the discret.ion to award as much as three times the actual

dCUDag6S sUffered from intringement of any mark. For infringement

of a registered mark, however, Section 3S(b) does not permit, but

rather requires, a Court to enter j udcpaent for three times actual

damages or profits, whichever is greater, unless extenuating

circumstances exists.
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It uy be difficult, hOwever, to require oourta to use a

1I\111:1plier for .ta't;u~ory 4a••g.. beaa.... the.. awards are luvely

cl1tIcret:.ionazy, end Courta may ~ra g1d4allc. in the abeence of

8X'tenaive proof. Instead, puiaape the .1121111111 avar4 of .tatutory

dawllVU ror 1Dtr1DgeMn~of a reg18ter84 work 8bould be sat

.alMlbm'tially bi9har thaD the GVZTeIIt floor of $500. By prqvidiftg

a _tnt....tatu~ory recovery of peda.ap8 $5,000 or $10,000,

ngi-=-at1oD would be enc:oura,.et, an« infr~t claternd.

Whila t:hi. would natrict 8OJI8 of a oour't'. cn.ared.on, ~s ball

bean clone before in section 504(g) (2), which requires coapleta

~'t;tance of ilUtutory dulag_ for c.rtain copyrigbt

1D:friDgeMnb.

- ~ -
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Congressional Research Service
Library of Congress
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WORKING PAPER #15

Morris, Marie
August 12, 1993

The Internal Revenue Code provides taxpayers who itemize their deductions
on their federal income tax returns a deduction for contributions to certain
types of organizations, including the Library of Congress. The tax deduction is
codified in section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code.

For individuals who itemize and cash-basis businesses, the deduction
reduces adjusted gross income for the tax year in which the contribution is
made. Corporations on the accrual basis may deduct certain contributions made
within two and a half months after the end of the tax year as well as those
made during the taxable year.

To be eligible for the deduction, the taxpayer must make a gift or
contribution to or for the use of certain organizations. The Library falls within
the category described in mc § 170(c)(1):

(1) A State, a possession of the United States, or any political
subdivision ofany of the foregoing, or the United States or the District
of Columbia, but only if the contribution or gift is made for exclusively
public purposes.

Corporations may not deduct more than roughly 10 percent of their taxable
income as a charitable contribution deduction in any particular year.
Individuals' annual charitable contributions to organizations such as 1£ may
not exceed 50 percent of their contribution base, which approximates adjusted
gross income. For both corporations and individuals, excess contributions in a
particular year generally may be carried over to the five succeeding taxable
years.

In determining whether to allow the charitable contribution deduction, the
IRS has to consider four elements:

(1) Was a gift made?
(2) When was the gift made?
(3) Was the donation made to a proper recipient?
(4) What is the proper value of the gift for tax purposes?

1
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Gifts to the Library do not raise questions about the legitimacy of the
recipient; however, each of the other questions may reveal stumbling blocks to
a taxpayer's receiving a deduction.

Was a gift made?

A gift is a voluntary transfer of money or property arising from the
disinterested generosity of the donor. If a transfer is more like a sale or
exchange, if the transfer looks more like payment for services rendered, if the
benefits to the donor outweigh the benefits to the donee, or ifthe transfer is not
actually completed under state law, no gift is made for tax purposes.
Transamerica v. United States, 902 F.2d 1540 (Fed. Cir. 1990), illustrates the
principle that if the donor receives a substantial benefit, a deduction may not
be allowed. Transamerica involved the United Artists-Transamerica "gift" of its
nitrate-based film library to LC in 1969. The agreement between the parties
provided that the Library would convert the nitrate-based film onto safety stock
to make preservation preprint material and prints. These materials would
become property of the Library. LC was obligated to store, care for, and
maintain the property at its own expense. Transamerica reserved the right of
commercial exploitation, reproduction, and copyright. Except for certain
provisions for scholarly study, Transamerica and the University of Wisconsin
had exclusive access to the film collection. The courts reviewing this case found
that the benefits received by the taxpayer were substantial, and thus there was
no deductible gift to the Library.

In some cases a taxpayer may claim a deduction for the difference between
a payment to a charitable organization and the market value of the benefit
received in return on the theory that the payment has a "dual character" ofboth
a purchase and a contribution. This is true only if 0) the gift exceeds the
market value of the benefit received and (2) the excess payment is made with
the intention of making a gift. An example might be spending $250 to attend
a charity dinner. See Rev. Rul. 67-246, 1968-2 CB 104. In the Transamerica
case, the taxpayer failed to prove that it had made a gift in excess of the value
of the benefits that it received.

Generally, only gifts of complete interests in property are deductible. l A
complete interest may be thought of as all the rights associated with owning a
particular property. For example, if the donor retains the voting rights to stock
transferred to a charity, the donor is not entitled to a deduction. A contribution
of a right to use property (e.g., rent-free use of space in a building owned by the
donor, or the right to show a movie where ownership of the movie is retained
by the donor) is considered a contribution of a partial interest in property and
is not deductible. More relevant to LC, IRS regulations, 26 CFR §1.170A
7(b)0)(i), prohibit a charitable contribution deduction under the income tax
when a copyright owner donates an art work to a charity without also donating

Partial interests in property are generally conveyed through trusts
complying with the requirements in mc § 170<0. There are three statutory
exceptions permitting deductions for conveying partial interests outside a trust.

2
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all of the copyright.2 The regulations contain a specific example disallowing a
deduction for a gift of an interest in original historic motion picture films to a
charitable organization where the donor retains the exclusive right to make
reproductions of such films and to exploit such reproductions commercially.
This regulation postdates the gift in Transamerica, and the court did not
mention the regulation in its analysis.

When was the gift made?

It is fairly easy to determine when a gift ofcash is made--generally this will
be the day the money changes hands. When a check or credit card is used, there
may be questions of timing especially at the end of the tax year. Generally,
contributions made by check are deductible on the date the check is mailed, and
contributions by credit card are deductible on the date the charge is made.

In certain instances, especially in connection with gifts of property, the gift
will not be deemed complete because the taxpayer has retained an interest in the
property. Rather than denying a deduction because there was no gift, the
deduction will be deferred until the year in which the gift was completed. An
example might be a deed of gift ofa painting to a charity, where the donor keeps
the painting until a suitable display area can be constructed. The deduction
would be permitted in the year the painting itself was transferred.

What is the proper value of the gift for tax purposes?

Generally, a taxpayer may deduct the fair market value of property at the
time of the donation to charity, but section 170 contains a number of
restrictions on charitable contribution deductions. For LC, the most relevant
of these restrictions is the "ordinary income" restriction. Deductions for
contributions of"ordinary income" property, such as inventory and self-produced
works, are reduced by the amount that would have been ordinary income if the
self-produced works or inventory had been sold on the day of the gift.
Generally, this would mean a book publisher donating a copy of a best seller
would receive a charitable contribution deduction equal to the pro-rated cost of
publishing the book (e.g., paper, ink, advertising, and royalties), but not a
deduction for the fair market value of the book. The rule operates in a similar
fashion for donations of self-created works. Thus, artists, authors, and
composers donating their own works to LC receive a charitable contribution
deduction equal only to their costs of producing the work, not including the
value of their time. They may not deduct the fair market value of the work
itself.

The purpose of this restriction is to prevent a double tax benefit resulting
from both forgoing income from the sale of inventory or self-created work and
deducting the value of giving the inventory away. This rule nearly
approximates the result of selling the property and donating the income to the
charity. To encourage certain taxpayers to continue giving inventory to

2 This is not true of charitable deductions for purposes of the estate or
gift taxes.

3
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charities benefiting the ill, the needy, and infants, and to encourage certain
other taxpayers to donate scientific property used for research, there is an
enhanced deduction for contributions of certain inventory roughly equal to the
lesser ofbasis plus one-half the profit from sale at fair market value or twice the
taxpayer's basis in the property.

If non-inventory property has become worth less than what the taxpayer
paid for it, the taxpayer's deduction is limited to the current fair market value.
(e.g., donating used clothing to a homeless shelter, an old master's painting
purchased at the top of the 1980's art market given to a museum in the 1990's)
Ifnon-inventory property has appreciated in value, taxpayers donating to LC for
public purposes, should be able to deduct the fair market value of the gift.
These rules would apply to heirs to or collectors of books and works who might
wish to donate their property to Le.3

Prior to the adoption of Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, the
alternative minimum tax potentially taxed part of the income tax benefit of
donating capital gain property to Le or other charities. This acted as a
disincentive to make large gifts of appreciated property. For gifts of tangible
personal property, the alternative minimum tax provision was repealed
retroactive to gifts made after June 30, 1992. For gifts of real or intangible
property, the provision is effective for gifts made after 1992.

OBRA 1993 also requires taxpayers donating more than $250 to an
organization to obtain substantiation from the donee organization. This will
require donee organizations, including Le, to acknowledge gifts in writing,
detailing the amount of cash or describing the property received, to state
whether the organization provided any goods or services in consideration for any
of the property received, and to provide a good faith estimate of the value ofany
goods or services, if any, provided to the donor. This acknowledgement must be
provided on or before the earlier ofthe date on which the taxpayer files a return
or the due date for filing the return. Regulations may provide exceptions from
this requirement.

Tax Provisions to Encourage Deposits to LC

Under current law, copyright deposits are probably treated as ordinary and
necessary business expenses under IRC § 162 because the deposits are made in
order to receive certain benefits for the business or to comply with the copyright
law. IfCongress were to change the law to treat copyright deposits as charitable
contributions, it is not clear that existing IRC § 170 would provide any
additional incentive to make deposits.

3 Taxpayers donating property to a charity which will not use the
property in its tax-exempt mission may find their deduction limited to their cost
or other basis in the property. For example, if a painting is given to a school for
display and study, the use is related to the tax-exempt purpose of the school.
The fair market value is deductible. If the school intends to sell the painting
and use the money, the use is unrelated to the tax-exempt purpose of the school.
Only the taxpayer's basis of the property would be deductible.

4
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The problem with existing law on charitable contribution deductions is that
donations of inventory provide only a minimal deduction to the donor--the
deduction allowed reflects only the donor's costs, not the fair market value of
the gift. Hypothetically, assume a publisher produces a book for $5, sells it to
book stores for $10, and the book retails for $25. Under existing law, if the
publisher donates the book to Le, it would get a $5 charitable contribution
deduction.· A $5 deduction would reduce the publisher's taxes by
approximately 35 percent of $5 or $1.75. If the publisher sold the book to the
book store, it would have $5 of taxable income and pay $1.75 in taxes, leaving
$3.25 in after-tax profits. If the law were changed to allow the publisher to

. deduct its wholesale price of $10 for donating the book to LC, the income tax
deduction would be worth $3.50, more than the publisher would have in after
tax profits from selling the book. If the law permitted the publisher to deduct
the full fair market value of the book, $25, the publisher's tax deduction would
be worth $8.75, again more than the after-tax profits from selling the book.

One of the arguments made in favor of limiting the tax deduction for gifts
of inventory was that a taxpayer should not be in a more favorable position
from giving something away than it would be in if it had sold the property, and
this argument may deter Congress from amending mc § 170 in a way which
would provide additional benefits for donors of copyrighted materials.

If this policy argument is not deemed a bar to amending mc § 170 on
behalf of LC, LC would probably want donors to receive a tax benefit at least as
favorable as selling a copy of the work to LC. Some sort of enhanced deduction
or a tax credit could have this result. This is likely to be objected to on the
basis of revenue loss, and lack of evidence that favorable tax benefits would
necessarily cause publishers and similar businesses to change their behavior.

Under existing law, there are provisions granting enhanced deductions for
contributions of inventory to encourage certain taxpayers to donate inventory
to charities benefiting the ill, the needy, and infants, and to encourage certain
other taxpayers to donate scientific property used for research. Under our
previous example, the publisher would be entitled to a deduction equal to $10
($5 cost basis plus one-half the forgone gain6

, or $15, but this is limited to twice
the basis, $10) providing a tax deduction equal to $10, and worth 35% of $10 or
$3.50. Because of the precedent for this type of deduction, a proposal to add LC
to the list of beneficiaries of such a provision might be viewed favorably by the
Congress. Although the enhanced deduction would be less favorable to
publishers than a deduction for the full fair market value, and although it also
would offer no behavior-changing guarantees, such a provision would not be
unprecedented.

If the book store donated the book to LC, it would get a $10 deduction.

6 We are assuming the publisher could retail the book for $25, the same
as the book store. So the publisher gives up $20 of gain by giving the book
away.

5
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In addition to charitable contribution deductions, it might be possible to
craft a refundable tax credit directed at the same end. A refundable credit would
benefit taxpayers who owe little or no income tax, whereas a deduction does not
necessarily benefit taxpayers who owe no income taxes.

6
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WORKING PAPER #16

Levine, Arthur J., and
Charles D. Ossola

August 13, 1993

'l'O1 ¥:C01U) JIBNBDB

I'aOIII ArtJmr J. LeviDe
Charl.. o..ola

DATIl AugDR 13, 1"3

Barbara lliDger requ••ted that Art LeviD. chaJ.z: a .ubca.ittee
to attempt to d.n'elop further hi. propo.al of July 15, 1993.
Jlxe.eDt at; a ...tiD9 OD Augu.t; 2 at 1:.h. LibrarJ' of CODgr... 1N%W
8&l:'bara Ringer, Art:hur Le9'iDe, JOII BnwgarteD, !'red ltoeD1pberg,
Charl•• 0..01., Shira Pu.rt:ter, SUUllq RotheDberg, BeD.ry Cob..-,
G&yl. Barri. aDd Charlotte Dougl.... fta di ion ...
freewheeliDg aDd re.ulted iD .~al new i4 110 vote ...
'taken, but the followiDtJ propoHl•••••ed 'to ...t wi~ appro9al,
bat Dot with 1IIH'Di .,118 ag;r-..t. 'l'be followiDg is iIlteud.ed a. a
vuy general ." ery of that ~t1Dg. fti. c:loq1meD't .... Dot. beeD
reviewecl br uyoDe .1•• px-e.ent at the ....un, aDc:I i. .ubject to
1:.h.ir correat.ioa or 8IIPlific.tioD at. oar ~1D.g Dezt week.

Pred .1toeD1gaburg, in a lett.er cireulatec1 to .ACCORD datedJul.! 21, 1993, .uggell'ted _king att;o:ruey.' f_ aaDdatory if
reg stration precede. iDfrinqemerat (her.iDarter "prompt
registration") • ti••Ugg.stl.OD wa.. .at wit;h geueral, bat Dot
l1DADiwoa., approval pr0Yida4 that the court had. the discretioD
UDder ez'teDuat.i.Dgc~.. not to _"date .ttorney f ....

StaDley RotheDberg proposed 'that certain coet. not. DeN'
awarded to prevailing pla1.DtUf. could be awarded _ an iDducement
to prc.pt regi.tration. Thc.. i.nclade court reporter'. f_.,
expert witne•• ' fee. aDd 8ClO0UD'taDt'. f ... (whether u expert. or
-.rely ae aida in prepa:r!D9 the d_CJ8 pha.. of the ca•• ).
Although Stanley preferrecl that the award of those c08te be
dillCretionary, they could be maudated for tJ..ely recJi.t.ratione
(with the court allowed to not award th_ if the court fiDda
• u:teDuatiDcJ circumetaDae.") aDd c:liacretioDuy if registration haa
not preceded the infring_Dt.. A propo.ed revi.ed 17 u.s.c. 5 505
iDcorporatiDg th••• ohang•• follOW1lI .

RencU.. for Infr1pSftMp1j s Costs apd A1;torng" PM,

(a) Xn any civil action UDder thia title, the court
ill it. d.iecretiOll -I' allow the nteoverJ' of full
costa by ~ again.t any party other than the UDitecl
State. or an officer thereof. The court -.y award
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~ i;he PrevaUu9 party .. part of the 'a08u (1) a
reta.ouable attorney.' f .., aDd (11) coazt nporter,
apert vitA... aDd accountant f ...~ by tbe
prWailiDg party duriD9 tINt oivil action.

(b) XD aDy civil aatiOD 1IIICler ~. title in which
the work found ~o be iDfringed ... A9inered
before the iD.friD~D~ of c~i91rt c.....IlGed., or
".. regi..tered within ~ee IIODtlw a·ft.er the fir.t
publication if the iDfriDg.-Dt c· sneed wi~
thoae three .mtb8, tile~ ..ball, UDl... the
~ fiDd8 uteDaatiD9 cd.roa..taDae.j awarcl to the
OWDer of 1:11. ezolu.i.. right ~iDcJed a rea~le
attorney'. f.. &Del cOU"t ftIpOrteZ', expert wit:ne••
aud aoc::oantaDt f ... J.Daurr.a by nab 0WIUIr c1IIri.Dg
the oivil action.

~9 otller 81I9Ve.Uol18 .-de at tbe -un, wIlic::h c:licl Il¢
... to meet with qiUte 'the __ en'thu• .Lua .. 1:11.~ were the
folloriDg thought. OD -·lIIIlI9ed ct-ge.- 1D the ~1De ~~I
(1) a higher oelliDg for IJ'tatcozy ~9- tIboft tile '20,000
GUJ:1'ent lialt for Unrillful iD1riDV-Il1:.; (2:r~i.lIlAUOD~f
tbe ceiUng far avard8, (3) a pK act of iDfr , t awU'CI ..
aoD'trut.ed vii:b the~t 1aWlI -pel:' work Wr 'Dged.·

Other ACNe.ted iDdua....t. were (1) iDcrea.81Dg the 8tatat..
of lJaita'tiOll. f~ 3 to 6 :rear- aDd (2) -ti D9 liab~]j:ty .neral
rath8r thaD joint aDd nveral 80 ~t lltatutory' da-.,.. would. be
payable br eacb c!efeDClaDt.
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

MEMORAN.DUM

ACCORD Members

Jon Baumgarten

Section 412

August 13, 1993

I refer to Art Levine's and Chuck Ossola's memorandum of August 13, and wish to add a
few comments:

I. I think Art and Chuck sought to capture the general tenor of an open-ended discussion
and, in fact, did so fairly; but I would like to amplify a small bit. I agree that we
had a "free-wheeling" discussion that "resulted in several new ideas" as alternative
inducements to registration and deposit if Section 412 were eliminated. I also agree
that the "proposals" set forth in Art and Chuck's memorandum did not meet with
"unanimous agreement;" but I do not know what "approval" means in this context. I
voiced skepticism as to the sufficiency of the proposals as effective or meaningful
"inducements" in lieu of Section 412, doubt as to the basic wisdom of some, and
participated -- I hope helpfully -- in the discussion of all; I believe my reservations
were shared to varying degrees by other participants in particular cases.

2. I want to note that I do not understand ACCORD to have in any way -- by vote,
sense, consensus, or otherwise -- adopted or endorsed the hypothesis underscored
above as a finding, recommendation, or other conclusion. It seems appropriate, as
one part of its mission, for a particular ACCORD discussion to accept that hypothesis
for the limited purpose of discussing the concept, details, and efficacy of alternative
inducements -- I suppose that is inherent in the concept of "alternative." But I do not
believe that hypothesis should be taken further or eliminate other considerations that
ACCORD has accepted as part of its mission as well. I refer, particularly, to the
principles that (i) Section 412 should be retained; and (ii) consideration should be
given to any demonstrated inequities of Section 412, as applied, by the exercise of
existing regulatory flexibility and, if necessary, technical amendments within the
framework of the existing section. Item (ii) was, in fact, addressed in part in the
Working Paper on Alternatives, but was not on the table at the subcommittee meeting.
I accept that omission as a consequence of the limited time available and limited focus
of the meeting; I cannot accept, however, any suggestion that it is academic to
consider these points because some consensus or agreement has been reached not to.

------------------------------------
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WORKING PAPER #17

Chang, Howard
August 4, 1993

.ashingtonian Publishing Co. v. P.arson -- Cas. and Co...nt

Howard Chang
Legal Department -- Time Warner Inc.
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The propo8ed COpyrigh~ Reton Actol iDtroduced 1:0 Congr...

thi. February pro~.., inter alia. ~o .liaina~e the axlsi:ing

l89i.la~ion'a raquiraaent tha~ the creator revistat' a vo~Jc wi'th

the c:opyr1qh't Oftic. before iD1~ia~ing any copyriqllt infrinQemen~

ni~s uad qualifyinq for sta~u'tOJ:Y d-..g.. or a1:1:ornay t_.2

The con'troven}' surroundinq .ta~ut=y tormality aDd ~anoy to

sue had previouaJ.y bean deliarated in " ..l11J2gto,du PubJ.Ubblg

Co. v. Pear.em.:J The copyri9b~ law then in ~tect4 denied 8Uit

tor copyriqht infrinqea&nt un~il copyriqb.t. bad bean 8ecured by

n~ice' affixed to the wo~k.· and copi.. ot the work then

prcaptly daposited in the Copyri9ht. ottica.' Bowaver, the Court

held tba't failure to depoait the work prmapt:ly did nat: ~lt in

torfeitinc) ot tbe riCJh~ ~o sua tor intrinq~~, thWi an ao1:ion

bac..e .aintainable once the copyrigbt holder coaplied with the

statutory requir_enta. I In other worda, a newly creata4 work

wa. afforded copyright 80lely by not.ice, and no depo.l~ was

neces8ary until the proprietor wisbed to commence a .ui~ tor

1 B.a. 8'7, 1034 CoD;., 1.~ a.... (1993).
1 COpywl~ A~, 11 u•••c. SI 411, 412 (1"').
) 306 0.'. 30 (1939).
4 Act of ~ob 4, 1909, ch. 320, 35 aeat. 1075 (cod1tLed .. '-eade4 1ft

17 O.S.C. SS 1-216 (1"1) (1909 ~). The COpyw19h* ~ of 197' ~la0e4 ~he

1909 Act, hewn., tu 1909 Act 8tUl app11•• to woara anated ~io&' to Ju.
1, 1971.

S lIot:1c. COnaift8 of .1thal:' t:Mi WCl¥'d ·~i9bt:· 0&' tM ~J.at:1oa
.~•• , ~~be¥ wUh t:b. n... of t:h.a copyr1qbt PJ=OF1~0Z', aa4 fOZ' Cl8R&Ul
WO&"Id, the yeu of pub11oaUoD. S 18 ("'DUd aa • 19 of 1909 1ft).

6 S 9 ('wended •• 17 o.s.c. 5 10).
7 S 12 (..-nded •• 17 U.S.C. S 13).
I 306 D••• at 42.

1
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intring_nt. The ruling i. analoqoua to the currently proposed

1~1.lation and sUbsequent camaentar1.. OD the rul1Dq can provide

mucb inaiqbt into the current debate.

'1'RI CU.

wallb1nqtonian Publiahinq Co. publlabe4 ~. Decem.... 1131

1ssue of tbe WUKlIGfOJ1UII uqazine with the statU'tory notic. ot

copyriCJbt. t In AucJUR 1132, Liverlgbt, ZDc. pulal1abed tar aale a

book entitled Helm IIIUr-GO-AOOIID ca-writt.en by Pearaem aNi Allen

whiCh oontained ..tarial auaatantially identical 'to the article

!'be 't:Ul.-o~ tbe God. in the Dec81lber iaaue of t:be ....ll1O!011lU...

Waah1n¢oDian P\mliahlnq than sought. copyzoiqht A91R1"at:ion by

dapositinq copies with the copyrigbt ottica and ••carN a

r8CJiRration certificate in 'ebrUary 1933." It then sued

Pearson and Allan12 for copyrigbt intrinCJell8Dt in JCarch. lJ

The trial court'. judqment tor Wuh1nqtonian PubliabiJll) was

reversed tor Pear.on on appeal. 14 The court of appeal. ruled

that because .a8hing"tonian Publiahinq had tailed to d~lt

9 rd. a~ 33.34.
to LeaU•• s. au.oa, ..., P~pt&\.aa of DepoeU ot caple. 112 ~1q,,~,

I 0&0. Mal8. L. AIV. 114 (1939).
II 306 a ••• at 34.
12 Livari.gh1: had bMA a4jgdged banklupt: In JQM 1133. GutaD, .upr.,

DOC. 10, at 114.
u 301 U••• at 34. &a aA iDdJ.c.~10. ot the .....U£.~y .,....caeecl

tbrOD~ tba UtL9at1aft, tb8 pab11.ahe&" ot ~ WUIIIJlCUalUII. llUion
....UC.., had ~.tar&"ecS to 'euao.. and Allen •• -cln'U•• - ~U~ ~RII ~ioft
.an"'~ (xu. 9, 1131) (aa tU. wi~b ~be J&allaacript Di."i.a1on, Liba'uy at
COIIqr...).

14 rd. u 33.

2
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copi. praaptly a. required by s.c~ion 12 ot the .t:a~u~a, tha

infrinCJ.-nt .u.1t could not be u1ntaina4. 1S The Suprae court

qran~.cl certiorari and rever.ad."

AltbaU9'h t:he CO~ cUd bar action pl:ior ~o the c1.poai~ ot

copi.. , it concluc.tec1 tha1: ..re delay in depo.itiD9 'the copie.

"ould not deat:zooy t:be right to aue. I ' Claia ot oopyz-ip1: va.

autticien1:1y created by publication vith • atAtutory-c1et1ned

copyriCJht notice. 1I Thi. validity ot tha copyr1CJht, ¥bieb

included the riVbt to .ue tor tntrinq-..t, oauld not tie

tortaitad by the tailure or dalay in depceiting copi... l ' Thus

not evan a delay ot tourteen 1ICnth. between the t~ ot

pUblication and depoei1:- d••~raya4 WUh1nqtoniu Publia!liD4'.

ri9'ht to we once 4apo.it va. _de prior to t111Ja9 auit.

The court viewed ~h8 1909 A= a. intaD41nq to 9RJ11: valuable

rivhts to au1:hor, publishers, etc. wltbout -bu%clan..e

requ!reaanta. MU The Court toresaw great ditticul~1e.,

..Ufttonunata uncartainty and contua1on-u ill vin4icata9 a

ooPyri9ht it 1t becae necaa.U'Y to abov 1:ba1: da~iu ware _4e

promptly attar pub11cation, _spacially since ·pro.ly- va. not

datin.d. D

It was al.a noted that, undue tha statute, the !taqi.tar ot

U Id. at: 32-33.
I' %d. at: 30.
17 Id. &~ 42.
II Id. ac 3'.
IS rd. a~ 42.
JO Id. a~ 34.
21 Id. &1: 36.
23 I~. at 40.
2S rd.

.,
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copyriqhta can, upon notice, require 4epo_it of copi...~

'ailure to coaply within thr.e lIontha of Dotice frOll tM R.eqiater

ruultec:l in a tine and the copyriqht rudere4 void. zs '1'he

penal~y apecitied waa "ac:lequate·~ and uythinq aor8 was

unvarran~ed. f1 Tba .xiatence of a 'three aontb grace period was

evidence to the COm1: ~t inac~ioD due to delay va. nat

necessarily inval14at1Dg.3I rurthU1lore, the statute allowacl for

eliapoAl of dapoaiUd copyzoiqhtac1 pul»licatlou.- 'DIe Court thus

arquecl that the deposit requireaent could not .. tor ttl. purpose

of maintaining a peJ:WU\ent record, and a recol:decl depoe1t vae Ilot:

incU.apensal:»le to the .xi'stenc. ot • copyriqht. JO

Thus in examininq the 1909 Act in ita entaret.y, the CoUrt:.

canclu4e4 that the m-oad purpoee ot the enactunt: of encouraCJincJ

the production of lit.erary worua would not. be sezved by

invalidating ~ valuable riqht. t.o sue tor infriDg..-nt. aolely

becauee ot tha proprietor's tardinea•• J2 In tba Court'a opinion,

& copyrigbt proprietor could brinq 8uit against an infriIMJ8r and

.eek tor retroactive daaaq•• coverinq the ant1J:'e pViod of

infr1nq~t, 1nclucSinq that t1•• ot intr111CJement before

reqistration and deposit.

Jt III.
2S Id.
M lei. a~ 41.
't1 Itf.

• %tf. a~ 40.
11 rd. at 41.
to rd.
'1 Id. at 36.
12 Id. a~ 40.
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I~ was uncU..puted tha~ ~he 1909 Act. granted 8'tatu'tory

copyrigb~ upon first publica~ion and before ~i't.· Bowever,

JUs~ice Black alao no~ed tha~ evary ena.at-s copyriC)bt act sinee

17'0 had requ1re4 authors to reqieter and ciepo8it worJca vitA a

duiqnat.ed gov8mIIMIDtal deposi'tory.~ Apart trail beincJ a

prerequisite to registrat.ion ot the copyrigbt,~ Justice Black

oite4 two policy reasona tor the deposit. F1rIIt:ly, deposit vas

the lle't.hocl ...s to record c01lpleta information about a wozok for

which copyri~ was claiJIed aDd 'the de~i~ MIIhled the public ~o

;rasp the ~ent ot the protection attord8d.1' 1'ha ...in~enance

ot a public record pU'JIi~te4 a marketplace far 'the uautv ot

rights in copyrighted works to funct.ion and accord1D9ly enabled

the capitalization of both oriqlnal ancS cSerivative works." By

allowinq retroactive recovery of damaqe. ari.ing fraa a period ot

infringement. prior to deposit, one could no longer dl.t1ngulab

between the int.en~ioDal intrlnqv and t:ha Mlnnocen't- u.er who

duplicated the copyrighted work only after failing to find

otticial recordatioD. Thus the court made the info~tional

purpa.e ot the deposit ineffective.

The JDuke'tplaoe reasoning is augmented by the different

D . III. at 44 (llacJt, .:r., cU....ntin9).
M rll. at: 42.
15 S 10 (_Rd_ u 17 U.S.C. S 11).
36 306 O.S. at "1"'9.
1'7 ~1U' J. t.e'YL.- 1& Jeffrey L. squiree, Mot,toe, DeflO..tt ~II

R.,.LnraUonr :rh. r_.,oftMCe ot S • .tng lonuJ., 24 O~ I.. SlaV. 1232, 12M
(1977).
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treatMnt tor unjXLb.1i.Md works, referred in the statute ..

•works not reproduce4 tor sale. nJl Such worka iDcluded lectur..,

dr_ productions, and 1I1U8ica18." COPYt'i9ht of 'tb... vorka

couleS only be had by ciepo.i~ and claill ot Copyrigbt.40 TheIle

vora are ot a nature 'that notice ot copyzi9h~ u iapraotical,

bence the .a1:Uta required depo.it ot 1:i:tle, c1e-=1~ion and

prat. 41 ftua depo.it enUlecl the proprietor of the work to

intona the public •• to the copyright statu.. A ta1luzoe to

CSepoeit vorJca without a copyright notice could place the wark in

the public domain inadvertently.

Bacau.e depo.it and r~istrat1on M1"Ve to notify the puDlic

ot the laita ot copyright, a copyr19'ht owner VbG tailed to

rav1ftu' and deposit the work could place tb8 oopyl"iCJbt atat.u in

jeopardy. '!'bis had no~ been the ca.e In ftuJUngtoDju, _ee the

court NW no hUll to the plaint:1tt'. r19h~ to Ra in 4elay1Dq

regist.ra~ion tor tourteen months. G other court.. have p...1t~.c.t

a lcmqer delay, in one ca8., twenty .even year••• Ilavevv, in

80118 ca.e., undue 4elay has been interpreted. a. Ul 1JltantiOIl t.o

abandOD th~ copyri9ht. t4

The court'. adoption ot a tlexible definition ot

31 S 11 (-a4M •• 1'7 U.I.C. S 12).
3t Id•
.. Id •
• l rd.
G 306 0.8. U 3& •
.. lb&p1ZO, "~1n , Co. v. Jeny V09.1 11".10 co., 161 ••2d 406, 409

(24 C~. 1946), oere. daDied, 331 u.S. 820 (1941) •
.. Itl~ v •••11:.1110&'. ~tJ:).1l, Inc., 200 r. aupp. 255, 260 (_.D. Md.

1961).

6
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"prOmptly·" coUld ulJUaDly be portrayed as al:Jid1nq with

Contressional inten't. '!'he equivalen't stat:u'tory pravisio~ ot

prior copyriqht a~ had provided definitive tille parioda batwHD

publicaeioll and depoale. The t'irat: act required eIle .1a.t 4epo8it

of one copy of 'the article within six aonthe atter publication."

The act of 1831 ehortened the tille puied to t:hz'ee JIOn~.4'7 In

18'5, the requ1r~t, W•• Eortened furthar to one 1IIQnt:b.- 'rhu
was reduced to tan c1a~ in 1170.· Deposit ".s tban required no

later t!IaJl a day .fter publicat,ion. - However, t:bi. requir~t

was dee.ed too drastic DY congre8s1A thus to avoid tba

invalidation of a copyriqht.'due to accident.al del.y, the time

paried wa. levialatad .s "promptly" UDder Section 13. By

perm1ttinq flexiJ:)ility, COftCJZ'u. bad 1D~ecl • good f.itJl effort

to de~it and comply with the statute, there appeared 'to be no

effort eo endorsa the manipulation undertaken by ~e plaintiffs

in thi. c.... Indeed, the Bouae Report stated that Seotions 12

and 13 should be taken together as to require depo.it. of capi_

to make the copyriqht. v.lid. D Conc;rr..s viewed the otmarab1p of

the riC)ht and. the a1)ility to vindicate •• separate. 'flU. 1. 1n

no way incon.istent with the Constitutional powers granted 'to

d JOI U.I. a~ 40.
~ Act of 1"0, ob. 11, • 4, 1 S~at. 124, 121.
~ Act of 1131, ch. 16, S ., 4 Itat. 436, 437.
4 Ace of 11'1, cb. 126, S 2, 13 .ta~••40.
• ~ of 1170, cb. 161, S 93, 16 8t&~. 19., 213.
» ~ of 11.1, ah. &il, f 3, 2' I~C. 1106.
51 -KaDy capyriQht:. ha". beea lo.e tMNMu.. by ... a.oa1dea~ oZ' aL.taJIie

th1. (4epo.1t) ~equ1~De waa net compiled w1~.- B.a. KIP. 10. 2222, 60th
Oonq., 24 Sa••• (1909).

S2 llf.
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congress to be8tow exclusive riqhts to author. and inv.ntors. D

The tull power ot congress to restrict in~rin;~ actions in

courts has Dot Deen questioned by the judiciary. sa

A second reuen given by Justice Black tor the deposit

requir..-nt vas to preserve workia in a qovarnaental agency

desiqned to d1f~u8e public knowledqe.~ A national collectlon of

the country'. creative produet8 developed ••• ra.ult o~

requirinG deposit of works in which copyriqht i. alatDed.» To

the H'..1l1.Dgtcm.1u court, thls justification w.. not cOlllPatlble

with provi.lona in the statute which allowed ~or the di.tribution

or des1:ruC'tion of clepositaCS copies.Sf Howevezo, 'the 81:at:utOZOY

provisions are reccmcilele once two separate deposit fUDC'tiona

of recordation of OWDarMip and fostering product: coll.ction are

delineated.

section !9 ot the 1909 Aot- pera1t1:ed the Librarian ot

Congre.. to uan.tuo oopi.. to other govermllln1:al depart:aenta tor

uae, anc:l Section 6oJ' afforded the Librarian di.cretion to

destroy or Z'KUZ'n copiM but only after due notlce anel recot"d8 be

maintained and made available tor public inspection. Thu

neither the distribution nor de.truction of cop1.. underaine

copyrigbt recording, and the llaintenance ot req1etrat1ol\ records

sa U.I. cmH'. art:: I, I 8.
J' , .. _. I'Ql:'k 1't.. co. v. Stu co., 195 r. 110, 112 (1912), rd.

LGaie.. 1Ir. PatM bakaage, 211 r. 421, 421 (1121) (bo1cU.A9 ~t: t:1Ie ~J.9bt:

C:CMlld Dot. be Uc1.uecl ¥old tOI:' failure of Plr~ del'Odt:).
is Ztl. U 4t.
56 t.Mo1u ADd 8quin.. .1IJN"a not:. 37. at: 121&.
n 301 U••••~ 38-31 (aoD.~cu1ng II 51-60).
sa -P"MI'8CI .. 17 u•••c. I 213.
» -wended .. 17 a.s.c. S 214.

B
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ia aufficient tor collection purpose.. In addition, the House

Report on the 1'0' Copyriqht Act" cU_itla.s tha iJIpr.aion that

d.eposited article8 were part ot the recor~ an~ necessary evldence

ot tbe copyriqbt. Between 1870 and 190i there vere only five

ca... in which article. depo.1t.c1 had been talcan to court: and in

none ot tha.e ca... wall the use of the depoeited artiCle

nec.sary."

Any turther contentlons that. actual copies were necessary

tor 'the _int:enance ot public r.cozo4s which define ~ copyright

monopoly w..e r.j.c1:ecl .oundly 1ft NatiODa.! COIdU'e!lCM oL Jlar

ZXUl1l!er8 v. Hultutate Legal stucUes, I.DG.G '!be oCNrt

concluded that tbe r89iatration and depo.it requireaenta were

pzooc:adural and not cODlltitutional prerequisites.- Thia

int.erpretatloft vas de.ees by tbe court as harIIon1ous with the

statutory language of t.ha 1976 Copyri9bt Act." The court

decided that becau.e the statute did not require reqi.tration for

oopyriqbt protection, deposit regulations were n~ euaclosure

requ1r.-nts.- Of aore concern was the court's COftclUdiD9

loqic: anor ae a practical mat.t.r can [deposit regulations]

tunc:1:ion .. [di.clo.~. raquir....nt.] sine. a claiaant ..y

r.gister any ttma pzoior to brinqinq .uit on an infrin9..-nt

claa.·.. Tha pU1aissiv. tilling tor reqitltration only r ••ultec1

" -..ra 001;. 11 •
•• rd.
a "2 F.2d 4'8 (1ch CLe. 1'12), ~~. d~ed, 464 v.a. 814 (1'13).
CI rd. at: 48••
Ie rd.
IS rd.
" rd.

9
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trOll the llUMJU&CJe governinq deposit regulation, not a ra:LsOJl

efletra. Koreover, it depo.its serve no tunction in c11I101oaiD9

the scope ot the copyright, what will? The Bar ~&UzJan COuR

va. s11ut on the subject. With deposit and reviatration

el1a1fta~, only the funation of notice r ...lzw."

unt~UDately,it hu been ot.arveel 1:hat the c1et:en'ent affect of

a copyriCJh~ notice to pOUn~1al copiera 1s apeaulaUve at bea~.·

In tact, no aaeual bmletlt can be conferred to • copyrl;bt owner
. .

until a favorable judcJaent vas awarded. on aD anrorc-m: action.

The use ot elepoelt in jwU.cial prooeed.iDge .. a .taaCSard to

aac.rtain infr1D9aant i. otten auqq••ted. a. another ~on tor

tba depo.it requir~t, bUt actual u.. has bMn a1Jlillal.

Bowwver, t:b.U don not lend credence to any claiJIa oonC8E'DiDcJ the

re4undancy ot the depo.it function, qiven the ruaona already

cited. JIoreover, the intonuation qiven on the copyright

certificate obtaineel attar depoai~ anel regiatration i. adai••ibla

a. priaa tacie evieltmea in a judicial pJ:'oaea41ng, ancJ the

certificate i1:8elf provide. evidence ot coapliance DeG._azy to

uintaiJl an infrin9~t. .uit."

Elblinatinq tba depo.it requir..ent cr.c.. the danger ot

esraininq a &e:na"oe of revenue tor the Copyright Office. section

61 of the 1909 Act'· require4 'the copyrigbt owner to pay 82.00

~ ca.e~, 13 I. CAL. L. -.Y. 136, 1&0 (1'3').
• 'feabtoaG ....ucal 11110. lye. cozp. Y. CI~II ••y PuIca9i.Dt, lAC., "7

r.2d 1032, laS. (1tb C~. 1113). G~. d~.d, 419 U.I. 1106 C1.IJ).
• LeY1De .. aqaize., .up,.. Dote 37, at: 1214. .
" ... 41 Op. Att'J a.n. us (1"1).
11 _nacs •• 11 V.I.C. S 215.
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tor req:1.tra-e1on and cart:1t :1cat.:1on • b.. result. ot the Z"Ul1ng,

depoait. and req1.trat1on only became & costly toru11ty. Il1deed,

copyr1qh't ownen had incen'tive to run the risk of not deposit1nCJ

than to pay the tee. The 1Ilpact. on the CopyriqAt Oftice, which

had t.en aelt-npporting troll thea. t ••• was aclcnoWlecl9e4 u

aerioUII. 7Z In t:baory, the 10•• in revenues could be ral.ect iD

.ituations wtaare the capyriqht. bolder duired to aue,lI or were

1:he a.qi.t.er aouqb~ t:o c1eaanc1 depo.:1ta pur.uant: to section 13.

B0V8var, ert~ive entorc..ent ot 'the c1epo.:1t t~1on :1. not

poaaible," given the tact that th01l8and11 of ooPYriqb't ow...

tail 'to cc.ply with the depo.it proviaiana.~

One rare bu~ possible situatJ.on could ari_ with tba depo.it

and reqiatratioll prerequ1sit.88 tor Wrinquant: .ctioy where the

copyriqht. R8giat.er re:tuaed to register an 0Wftat". oopyt'igbt

01&111. In thea. aituationa, 'the owner ot 'the worka auat tirat

seek aaD4amua action aqainat the Req:1ater to r~er.e ~ dec:1.:1on

to deny.'"

The torao.t impact of the " ••b..1J2gt0J2.1u deciaion, that

dapoa:1t v•• only nace••ary once a copyriqht owner wiab8d to .eek

action aqainst intrinqeaent., waa not un:1veraally upheld. III an

interotticse ...oranda tiled shortly .t'ter 'CAe opinion bad been

1••U84 by the Court, the Register ot copyrigbta, COlonel eluent;

1'2~ fn- ....toZ' Al.beZ't w. 8UJO,ey, CIa&1ZMII of o1out ca.. of
Llb~U; t:e ~aak Mu.$Y. At~oney GeneraJ. (ru. 24. 1'31) •

... ca...ot•• , .upr. note 67, ai: 140.
74 ... b~ cue., 52 DaV. L. av. 137, ua (1'3').
n 1939 alGJ.TIR 0' COPY.RtCBTS ~..... 21-22.
16 CoD~utin-t.e COUltn Ifatene. Y. Ban. Wateb CO•• 260 '.2c1 631, 6.0

(24 Cir., 1958) (BaDd, J).

11
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L. Bouvl .bud ~at tha decision had been aiainterpreted as

making it unneceaaary to depoait and registar until

1ntrinq-.nt•." unfortunately, he failed to offer an altezonative

explanation. But Colonel Bouvl had alwaya belie~ that the

copyri;bt ovnar is intended and inat:ructed to desx-it prOliptly ••

required by Section 12.11 Section 13 provided anatbu' cbancIe to

depoait aD4 NQiatu for a recalciuut copyright owner."

Colonal Bouv6 arqued that the dUty to dep08it 4i4. not di..ipate

after the tailUZ"e to act proapt.ly for twa reaaOM. ~a had

authoriled tba a.,ist8r to deaand deposit under s.ction 13, &I'ld

in ai=atioM whue tba depoaita arrived bela~ but pE'ior to

the aevisuzo'. ~, r89iatntion would not be refuNd.

COlonel BeN""s &r9UMJ1U ware not cut in lipt of ~e

"..hiDgtoDiu ho14inq. Prior to the Supr_e COUZ'1: ",111'9, be had

vrit'ten to the Library ot COft9Z'eas noting that the eopyri9bt

Office no lanqer attached. any siqniticance to the word "pro~ly·

in section 12, qivM the practice ot aCC8pting capi.. at any tt..

af~ pU})licatioll. 11 '!hia va. far fra &r9Uill9 tbat de~iu 110

lOnGer vue NI'd.atozy. Be was ablply tzyiBq to recluce any doUbts

." ........ (PU. I, 113') (all tn. 1ft ~... caUal .u., h~
~cllivl'. C1QUectioaa of Usa lUAu.cd-pit D191aiall. LiUuy of co. II ...).

Cl-.ft L. leN", D...1opMD~' ill ~L&1 1._JlCftatLaa ot tile
COPJI'i._ AGt Dv1ll9 ue I.an Decade .tA CQGIDCJR'Ju.. D-=UI ~ BI QIIIDD
IUDI 'Aftftl QUa&"l'DIo¥ 1'2'-111', .~ 61 (n. IUMU of ••~ioa&1 Ufaiz.,
Inc., ,,'40).

rd.
10 rd.
a ~t:u ~za. <:oJ.OIIIIl e.L. 8011".' R8l)utw of ~~e, ~o w.=U'laa

at CO~.e., (sept. 1'7, 1'31), f1IOCK .tIS .,.u.tIlIf'CCIAtu, J03 V.I. -' 41.

12
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and unc.reain~ ~o ~e ...ning of Mpromptly.wa

The vie. that ttDaline.s of depo.i~ va. no~ a priaary

ccmcarn va. not novel. 3W:lc;e Learned Hanel had evan axpr_ly

et:a1:ed that the tiJae of deposit is at .econdary 1IlpQrunoe,

althouqh it va. in a .ituation ot depo.it before publioation.u

In ~eozy, accordinq to Colonal Bouv', .eotion 12 diaallawed the

righ1: to sua ~il deposit and section 13, faJ: ft"Ola voiding the

capyriqht for failure to daposit prcmptly, &llova ~ owner a

••cond ch&Dc. to depo.it at the reque.t of the Regi8ter. Only

after the failure to .&ti.~ the d...nd i. the aopyr~t

invalidated. Tbu. depo.it w.. nece••ary r89&r41... of

infrilUJ~'t, it only for the ~".OB of en.ricbinq ~ p,lblio

collectiOA ot works a't tba Library ot Convre... But for

praotical purpos.., tba thaoretical holdilUJ had no bite. Section

13 .aBetloY vere 8111ply inadequate to entorce volun1:U'y

deposita. Tbe popular view that depo.it only beca.e nece.aary to

tile .ui't becuaa a new de tacto s'taDdard.

The tunction of enrlc:bment ot the public colleation was

vieved by Dr. Herbert Putnaa, then Librarian of COft9z'e8., as the

oriqillal purpo•• ot a.po.it. M With the provi.ion of a

certificate adaittinq th. receipt ot the deposit, the certificate

it.elf bacaaa the proof at depo.it, eli.inatinq the need tor the

a ••• atl. 1oaYt'. UR1IIOfty at heu!.A9. ~ ....... ~ blU, J.Jdft ~.
17.

• Joe 1U.~~_~1, JaG. Y. 1rvuV ~lu, tDa., 291 •• 714 (1123) (Bud,
J.).

.. 2"0 -'-'I• .." ea..dur••• ell. Mu II••~~ c."..£P&, AM', 10&....
$. 'UD A. l"l3 "laze u. cca... 011 'ACUC. 01 e.u ...,. .." .0.... o~

R."....auu , CtJlJ;oi.IJCly, June 6, 1906, ~. 14-11.
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copi•• th_elv8e. ThUll it the cert.iticat:e V&8 ac:lequate to

pr~.ct the JIOnopoly riqhta ot the copyriqht holdar, capyrigbt:

depo.it and req1st:rat.ion laws would benefit priaarily the public

at ~••xpen8e ot the copyright owner, wbo carried 'the c081: of

this bc1etit. In other word., the price to copyriqht prot:actioft

va. .nrichiDCJ t.he public cOllection. 'rba prio:rit:y ot the public

benefit i. at l_t conai.tat w1th COftgr••icmal iDtent:. u

Attar the WUbingtoDlan opinion, ~U'. va. aD attospt to

..-nd piecmgal the qen&ane portions of the copyript act." In

particular, tbe leq1alat.ion souqht: to impo.. a thirty day period

trOll publication to within which a copyric;ht ovnar would dep08it

copi... Thi. wu to al1Jlinate the ~ion over t.be c1e~1nition

ot ·praaptly.- ~i. depo.it requircmant vaa atill a condition to

be .atisfied prior to ma1ntain1nq suit. In add1-t1oD, d~_

Buttered between the expiration ot t:be 1:b.1.Ry clay period aDd t:.be

date of deposit were not recoverable. TbUa the .econd element of

tha case, that ot ret:roactive recovery of infrinq_nt 10•••,

va. to be torbidden. The bill al.o had a provi.ion to penalize

tho•• ¥bo.tail to depos1t by voidinq the copyriqbt of publiabed

vork. attar eix months followinq publication.

At hearing_ on the bill, colonal Bouv6 explained the

siqniticance ot the billz

(T)he .01e purpose ot thi. bill i. • • • to a••ure to

the collectiona ot the Library ot oonqr... and to the

U B.A..... »0. 2222, .upra DOC. 51.
M I.R. 4433, 76th conq., l.~ s•••• (1939).
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u.e of Congres. througb the mediua of depo.i~ and

registration of copyrighted material, the continued

aoqui.i~ion ot works of a literary and artistic nature

which, under the pr..en~ act, it va. the obvioUII 1n'tent

ot COngre.. .hould be 80 a••ured. U

Rap. Lanbaa, chairman of the subcoaitt.e, streaaed furtber

the earichMftt tunct1cm and alao the .econd cozw1cW'ation that

copyr1qht owner••bDu14 pay tor the privil-ve at the monopoly to

pay tor the operation at the copyriqht ottic.... '1'hu. the view

tha~ copyright lawe are priJlarily foZ' 'the pu»lia btme~i~, vith a

.acoDdary r8CJU"d for: the copyright own.r va. UNlqUivacally

upheld. HoweY8r, the induce.ent to d.posit promptly, .s a aeana

ot aati.tyin; the public fW1ct1oD by awar41ft9 copyright 0VIlU'.

the riCJht t:o IN& had bun ...4e inadequate by i:ba " ..IUDgtoDjU

ca••• •

The bill propos.d to • sweeten" the deposit induc-.nt by

disallowing retroactive damage. tor intring-..nt 4urinq the

period between a d~ina4 period at~er pubUcation and

reg1stration and the date at the actual depo.it and

17 A .1.11 to ...,. .ecrt.ion. 12, lJ, &l2f1 ~I 01 tb. COl'Ftpt Aat ~ IIucl1
4, l JOt, all" ~urU.1 co ••GIIZ'e the prOlaJlt d.,o.J.e 01 =pyr.i.gJaCu1. _tuJ.al
aco ~. ~U7 01 COII,n.. ud pzwrpa Z'.,t.c~ac.tN ~ erJ...t.. o~ oo,yz-J4AC .in
cJa. CopydgJat ~I.i.", ad lor oCh.r pupo..., '.-rug. oa B .... 44JJ .elor. tbe
'uCJ.... Oft COpyr.1f.hU 01 tile C... 0Ja lac.nt., 76th con;., 1.1: S•••• (lU9)
(.t.a~~ of COl.onel CI.-= L. Bouv6. Re;1.t:eE of <:opyr1glat..).

II rd•
.. 001.0..1 eo".. ~_~••~J.on. pco"f'~ i.D the ~ ...

i.nadequat., 8Dd t.beN wu ~iJlv J.n tbe 0... t.Cl ~gv.~ ~t. ehe depoe1t.
fall~ioD w&8 no loni_ aD aHoI."t.. 1.;&1 J*IlI1r_Dt., aaat.E'U'Y ~ populA&'
oplnlon. 81. v1.. 1. C:0Il.18t.ant: w1tb th. wad.Z'.t:aAClLAq ~.t. 00WE'1vht.. u.
~aAt.ecl by COGQce•• , UI4 COft9X'••• al.o delia•• the l11U.u of ~ d.,hc••••;.
d.;ht to .ue u .e-p&rat.. t:aa th. IIlClC\Opoly ri.Vbt..

15
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----------------------

re;istratian.- The proposal attempted to .ati.fy the enr1cba8nt

funct10n b¥ el1a1natinq a fr••-rid. for copyright owner. who w~.

al:tle 'to sua for th••nt1re infrinqeaeftt per10d w1thout rqarcl for

ooaply!nq with the law tb_lve.. Unfortunately, no turther

actioDa ~e taken on the bill.A

T.be 19'6 Act t.il~4 to substantially clarify tbe

relat10Mbip betvMn the t:riparti~ el_nta of noUce, de~it

and reqiRz'ation. Congress simply rut.t.ed the 1101 Act'.
requiraent that req1stration be ma4e betore a copyri;ht suit 1.

initiated.- !'hare va. no .xpre•• a'tt.aDtion .ddr••..s to the

1.sue ot retroact1ve duaqe. tor the per10d during whic:b the

copyr1gbt ower tailed to coaply w1th the deposit and

raqi.a-.tion provi.ions in the .ta~te. '1'ba caa. law conUnued

to support the WulUDgtOD.tan holcling by no1: PZ'eolUdinq reCOV'UY

for d-9.. tor the period before the raqi.uation dat.a if the

owner failed to r.qi.tar the copyriqht until attar an alle;ed

intrinq_ant, althouqh it cUd bar c1ai_ for st:atutozy f •• or

attorn~ co.t•• -

The prop08ed l.qi.lation goa. one .~ furt:Mr by

eliwdnating the need to raqi.ter a. a prerequi.ite tor tiling

8uit. Pruent:ly, an unreqi.tared copyright i. valid; hence

regiseration need only take place once an owner discover. an

intrin9..ent.M Thue ~ burclen ot copyriCJht enforc_ent rMts

• B.a. 4433, 16~b CoDg., l.c s•••• I 13 (1939).
tI 1139 .-1..,. 01' CO'YJllon. A*..... , .1; 20.
n B.a. 1416, 94~b CDn9., 2cl ..... (1976).
t! ~ ~or., Inc. Y. rlonl.. U~anleD~ CO., '" 1'.2e1 21, 33 (1,a).
til .....gp~. ~ 21-33 aM acccaapuytD; ~at.

16
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on the OVDC. However, because courts treat: will~l and. innocent

intrinqer. difraran~y in avardinq s~atutory daaaq..,M and

Jcnovl.clqe of intrinq~t i. often a standard for willfulne••,·

reqiatration of a work Bight .erve a. evidenoe of a-valid

aopyri9ht .are conclu.ively than publication witb notioe.~

Elimination of ~ regi.tration prerequisite would only serve to

areat.a llare uncartainty and confu.1on.

fte " ..I1:LDgtoA1e holdin, penU.t:ta4 non..acmpliance with the

depo.it. provi.iona of the 1909 .1:&=t. withaut: penalty of

copyright. forfeit. III doiDq .0, the Court bypassed the express

lanquaqe wtUcb had prevailed in all tba oopyriqht 1a... '!'he

Court failed to appreciate ~he dual purpo8ea of the depoait of

1ntorminq the pUblic and bUilding a national collection. By not

requiring the depo.it of copie., copyright notic. r ••ta .olely on

notice at:t:ached to publication. '1'h.1a becam.. extr_ely

))urd~ tor users to verify the extent of the oopYright. 'l'b1a

hindrance i. by no meaDS offset by removing an adaiDiatrat!v.

eluant tor the copyright owner. To enforce the oopyright, tba

owner .till has to reqiat.er1 thus only the tiJIinq ot r~i.tration

11
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i. altered.

Prior to the propo••d l.qi.la~ion, copyright lava have

differentia'ttld betwean securing • copyri9h~ (by nootice affixed to

the work) ancl t:be regist,rat,ion by t:ha c:opyzoight Office cf a claia

allec:Jinq the 8ecuring ot copyright (ttl. claia t.o be vin4ica~ or

retu'tad only after an infrinq...nt action.) R8gi.uat:ion is

curr~ly .ar. t:ban a tonality, it ext:enda. riCJhu ~o 'the awnar

to ace... 'the court8. Were the r8C1isuation requir_ent be

reaovecl entirely, the banetit of copyrigbt lan would ah1~ away

traa the public, again.t the grain of pa.t Congre..ional inteftt:.

copyright cnmera would be q1ven th. inaent:ive not t.o reqist:er to

reduce coau, the role ot the Re9isteZ" •• racod Jt_par will J:)e

reduoecl, along with a reduction in t_, and proot harder to

..tabliah in any en&uinq litiqation. AlthouCJh U'CJUably, tile

aliaiDat.ion of r89iatr.~ion &8 & prerequisite to suit doea not.

.un the redundancy of reqiatration, the praat:ical ettect is

exactly that, ju.t .. Colonel Bouv' failed to uque CODvincinqly

that deposita were atill Il&Jlclatory r89BZ'CU". ot 1nfriD9~t

cuits.

Give the inadaqUacie. of notice, and th. CU1"reDt cc.aon law

view OD depoeit, regiatration had be.n the la.t r ...in1ng element

of order. To eU..inate reqistrat.ion would crute a void in the

ada1niatratioft ot copyrights. In addition, withou't reqiatration,

t.har. would neither be <Sapocit, fru.tratinIJ 1:11e e~iobw8ftt.

purpo.e of the tunction.

18
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WORKING PAPER #18

Patry, Bill
August 23, 1993

Statutory Damage. ana Attorney'. Fee Award.

Bill Patry
August 23, 1993

Note: The cases listed in this report are from CCH's Copyright
Law Reporter. No doubt there are other cases reported by West and
USPQ (not contained in CCH). This report omits ASCAP and BMI cases
because these awards are usually a multiple of ASCAP and BMI's
licensing fees and thus do not represent an accurate guage for
other litigation. Also excluded is the sizable award in ~
International Corporation v. Pausa Records. Inc., 909 F.2d 1332(9th
Cir. 1990) since this case involved a failure to comply with the
mechanical license of section 115.
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AWARDS IN CASES WHERE STATUTORY DAMAGES AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES WERE SOUGHT UNDER 1976 ACT

AS REPORTED IN CCH COPYRIGHT LAW REPORTER

1'78-1'8' Berne Adherence

(Statutory Damages were: mininum of $250 per work and maximum of
$10,000 per work. If infringement was willful the maximum was
$50,000)

-
1. a. United Feature Syndicate y. Rbeingold, !25,114 (S.D. Fla.
1979)
Statutory Damages: $16,000
Attorney's Fees: $1,230
(default jUdgment - T-Shirt decal pirate)

b. united Feature syndicate v. Spree. Inc, !25,792 (E.D. Mich.
1984), appeal dismissed, 779 F.2d 53 (6th Cir. 1985)
Statutory Damages: $50,000 for each of two works willfully
infringed
Attorney's Fees: $19,000

c. United Feature Syndicate v. Powell, !25,508 (C.D. Cal. 1981)
Statutory Damages: $1,000
Attorney's Fees: $5,000

$32,235 for willful decal piracy
$15,000 (figure includes costs)

d. United Feature Syndicate
(C.D. Cal. 1981)
Statutory Damages:
Attonrey's Fees:

y. Cornwell Industries, !25,509

$25,000 for each of 11 willful infringements
$28,992

e. United Feature Syndicate v. Sunrise Mold Co., !25,623
Fla. 1983)
Statutory Damages:
Attorney's Fees:

(S.D.

A/388

2. Doehrer y. Caldwell, !25,150 (N.D. Ill. 1980)
Statutory Damages: $250 (Plaintiff had sought $20,000 in statutory
damages)
Attorney's Fees: $850 (Plaintiff had sought $2,500 in attorney's
fees)

3. Moorish Vanguard Concert y. Brown, !25,231 (E.D. Pac 1980)
Statutory Damages: $5,700
Attorney's Fees: $3,000
(Plaintiff had sought $29,325 in attorney's fees)

4. Ouinto v. Legal Times, !25,244 (D.D.C. 1981)
Statuory Damages: $250
Attorney's Fees: $500
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5. Lauratex Textile CQrp. y. A11tQn Knitting Mills
a. !25,289 (SONY 1981)

statutory Damages: $40,000
AttQrney's Fees: $2,500
Plaintiff had sought $50,000 in statutory damages and $10,000
in attorney's fees. Defendant was found to be a willful
infringer who had been involved in six other infringement
actions in the last three years. A different jUdge later
referred one of these cases for criminal prosecution.

b. !25,360 (SONY 1982)
Statutory Damages: $50,000
Attorney's Fees: $9,756

c. KenbrQQke Fabrics. Inc. y. HQlland Fabrics, !25,734 (SONY
1984). In case against same defendant, court awarded:

Statutory Damages: $50,000 for willful infringement
Attorney's Fees: $8,062

d. Delman Fabrics y. HQlland Fabrics, !!25,841, 26,034 (SONY
1985). In case against same defendant, court awarded:

StatutQry Damages: $50,000
Attorney's Fees: $37,312

e. Pret-A-Printee v. AlltQn Knitting Mills, !25,447 (SONY
1982). In case against same defendant, court awarded:
Statutory Damages: $30,000 fQr willful infringement
Attorney's Fees: $10,200

6. MGM v. Showcase Atlanta, !25,314 (N.D. Ga. 1981)
Statutory Damages: $500
Attorney's Fees: Denied

7. Knickerbocker Toy CQ. v. Etone Int'l, !25,352 (SONY 1980)
Combined award of Statutory Damages, Attorney's Fees and CQsts of
$7,500

8. pealer Advertising pevelopment v. Barbara Allan Financial
Advertising, !25,449 (W.O. Mich. 1982)
Statutory Damages: $5,000
Attorney's Fees: None because court found plaintiff had had a
limited success in the copyright litigation aspect of the parties'
dispute.

9. RSO Records. Inc. v. Peri, !25,722 (SONY 1984)
Statutory Damages: $50,000 for each of 35 sound recording willful
infringements
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

10. Stein & payy Inc. v. Red Letter Books, !25,728 (SONY 1984)
Statutory Damages: $25,000 for willful infringement
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Attoney's Fees: $2,000
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11. Bally Midway Mfg. v. American Postage Machine, !25,601 (EDNY
1983)
statutory Damages: $50,000 for each of three works willfully
infringed
Attorney's Fees: No mention

12. Fal1aci y. New Gazette Literary Corp., !25,602 (SONY 1983)
Statutory Damages: $10,000 for each of three works willfully
infringed, representing double the market value of the damages
Attorney's Fees: $3,500 (substantially less than the actual
fees)

13. RCA Records y. All-Fast Systems. Inc., !25,843 (SONY 1985),
!26,191 (SONY 1987)
statutory Damages: $5,000 for each of five works willfully
infringed (plaintiff had requested $50,000 for each work)
Attorney's Fees: $10,000 (plaintiff had requested $34,945)

14. Camaro Headquarters y. Banks, !25,861 (E.D. Pa. 1985)
Statutory Damages: $20,000 for willful infringement
Attorney's Fees: Not discussed

15. RCA Corp. y. Tucker, !25,942 (EDNY 1985)
Statutory Damages: $50,000 for each of three sound recordings
willfully infringed ..
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

16. GraDse v. Brown, !!25,964, 25,965 (D. Minn. 1985)
Statutory Damages: $250 for each of three photographs
Attorney's Fees: Court refused to award

17. Xent v, Reyere, !26,001 (M.D. Fla. 1985)
Statutory Damages: $750
Attorney's Fees: Court retained jurisdiction to award later

18. Bly v. Banbury Books, !26,005 (E.D. Pa, 1986)
Statutory Damages: $250 (plaintiff sought $50,000)
Attorney's Fees: $2,500 (plaintiff sought $8,620)

19. Engel v. wild Oats, !26,010 (SONY 1986)
Statutory Damages: $20,000 for willful T-shirt
Attorney's Fees: $3,.000 (plaintiff had sought $6,725. Even
though court found the attorney's rates were consistent with the
prevailing standards and the amount requested was not "outrageous,"
it also found that defendants had been cooperative and plaintiff
had over-litigated the case).

20. AAXC v. Mikaelian, !25,991 (E.D. Pa. 1986)
Statutory Da:g1,ages: $50,000 for each of two works willfully
infringed
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Attorney's Fees: No reference

21. Readers pigest y. Conservative pigest, !26,019 (D.D.C. 1986),
aff'd, !26,128 (D.C. Cir. 1987)
statutory Damages: $250 for each of 2 works
Attorney's Fees: $0, court refused to award

22. original Appalachian Artworks v. Reichert, !26,131 (E.D. Pa.
1987)
statutory Damages: $250 for each of 4 works (plaintiff had
requested $50,000 per work)
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

23. Warner Bros. v.
statutory Damages:
Attorney's Fees:
statutory Damages:
$50,000)
Attorney's Fees:

Multinational Prod., !26,039 (SONY 1986)
a. $2,500
a. $11,342 (figure includes costs)
b. $20,000 willful (plaintiff had requested

b. $15,408 (figure includes costs)

24. Worlds of Wonder. Inc. v. Vector Intercontinental. Inc.,
!26,063 (N.D. Ohio 1987)
Statutory Damages: $7,500 for each of 4 willful infringements
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

25. Cormack v. Sunshine Food stores. Inc., !!26,219, 26,220
Statutory Damages: $25,000 for willful, massive infringement
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

26. Stanford v. Associated Business Consultants. Inc., !26,243 (D.
Kan. 1987)
Statutory Damages: $7,000 total for 12 willful infringements
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

$2,500 against some defendants
$5,000 against other defendants
$10,000Attorney's Fees:

27. RCA/Arolia Int'l v. Thomas Grayston Co., !26,271 (8th Cir.
1988)
Statutory Damages:

28. Warner Bros .. Inc. v. pae Rim Trading, !26,433 (2d Cir. 1989)
Statutory Damages: $100
Attorney's Fees: Denied

29. Video views. Inc. y. studio 21 Ltd., !26,492 (N.D. Ill. 1989),
aff'd, 925 F.2d 1010 (7th Cir. 1991)
Statutory Damages: $5,000 for each of two works
Attorney's Fees: Denied, court noting it was a "hard fought"
case
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30. Joy Valve Mfg. Co. v. CGM Valve' Gauge Co., !26,567 (S.D. Tex.
1989)
sta~u~ory Damag•• : $25,000 willful infringement
Attorney'. Fe•• : $3,209

31. DC Comics y. Mini Gift Shop, !26,620 (2d Cir. 1990)
statutory Damages: $200 in one case

$500 in another cas.
Attorney'. Fees: Denied

32. Walt pisney Co. v. Best, !26,637 (SDNY 1990)
Statutory Damages: $20,000 '~or willful recidivist pirate
(plaintiff had sought $50,000)

$1,500 against other defendants
Attorney'. Fees: $1,000 against willful infringer

Denied against other defendants

33. Paramount V. Labus, !26,587 (D. Wise. 1990)
Statutory Damages: $250 for each of 44 violations

$500 for 9 other violations
Attorney's Fe•• : To be awarded later

34. Cable/Home Communications Corp., !26,588 (11th Cir. 1990)
Statutory Damages: $20,000 for willful infringement of a satellite
descrambling device
Attorney's Fees: $451,789

35. pC Comics. Inc. v. Bobtron, !26,607 (SONY 1990)
Statutory Damages: $40,000 for willful infringement of watch
designs (this equalled 3 times defendant's profits; plaintiff had
sought $100,000)
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later, but court cautioned that
"the effort expended in this particular lawsuit was not great."

36. Fitzgerald Pub. Co. y. Baylor Pub. Co., !26,164 (EDNY 1987)
Statutory Damages: $22,870 (equalled profit plaintiff would have
made had it sold the infringing magazines)
Attorney's Fees: No mention

37. Reebok Int'l Ltd. y. Jemmett, !26,676 (S.D. Cal. 1990)
Statutory Damages: $5,000 for willful infringement
Attorney's Fees: Resonable fees were to be awarded taking into
account fact that $5,000 in statutory damages had already been
awarded

38. Georgia T~leyisioD Co. v. TV News Clips of Atlanta, !26,765
(N.D. Ga • 1991 )
Statutory Damages: $4,000 for willful infringement
Attorney's Fe.s: Reasonable fees to be awarded later
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39. curtis y. General Dynamics Corp., !26,776 (W.o. Wash. 1991)
statutory Damages: $25,000 willful damages for each of two works
Attorney's Fees: Reasonable fees to be awarded later

40. New York Chinese TV Programs y. P.E. Ent., !26,778 (SONY 1991)
statutory Damages: $20,000 for each of 34 works based on finding
of willfulness and a calculation that this would equal licensing
fees plaintiff would have charged.
Attorney's Fees: To be awarded later

41. Branch y. Ogilyy , Mather, !26,780 (SONY 1991)
Statutory Damages: $10,000
Attorney's Fees: $116,729 (plaintiff had requested $233,458)

42. ETS y. Miller, !26,841 (D.D.e. 1991)
Statutory Damages: $250
Attorney's Fees: $0, court refused to award

43. BMG Music v. Perez, !26,872 (9th eire 1991)
Statutory Damages: $15,000 for willfUl infringement
Attorney's Fees: Awarded in unknown amount

44. Paramount Pictures Corp. V. Metro Program Network, !26,909 (8th
Cir. 1992)
Statutory Damages: $500 per work for 47 works
Attorney's Fees: No mention

45. Childress y. Taylor, !26,944 (SONY 1992)
Statutory Damages: $30,000 for willful infringement (plaintiff
had requested $50,000)
Attorney's Fees: Court asked parties to settle amount

Karch 1, 198' Berne Adherence to Pre.ent

(statutory Damages are: minimum of $500 per work and maximum of
$20,000. If willful maximum is $100,000)

46. Basic Books, Inc. V. Kinko's Graphics Corp., !!26,709; 26,814
(SONY 1991)
Statutory Damages: $510,000 for 12 infringements; fair use and
innocent infringer defenses rejected
Attorney's Fees: $1,365,000

47. Gamma Audio & Video V. Ean-Chea, !26,949 (D. Mass. 1992)
Statutory Damages: $2,500 for willful infringement
Attorney's Fees: No award mentioned
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48. Alentino Ltd. y. Cbenson Ent., !26,995 (SONY 1992)
Statutory Damages: $5,000
Attorn.y'. F••• : $8,268
(Court found willful infringem.nt; plaintiff had requested almost
$20,000 in attorn.y'. f •••)

49. Higb-Tech Video Production. y. Capital Cities/ABC, !!26,957,
976 (W.O. Mich. 1992)
Statutory Damag•• : $3,420
Attorn.y'. F••• : $8,553

50. Schwartz-Liebman Textil•• y;' La.t Exit Corp., !27, 093 (SONY
1992)
Statutory Damag.s: $20,000 d.fault jUdqm.nt
Attorney's Fe.s: Plaintiff did not s••k
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To: Members of ACCORD

From: Barbara Ringer, Co-Chair

WORKING PAPER #19

Ringer, Barbara, and
Eric Schwartz

September 1, 1993

Subject: Proposed content of chapter 4 of ACCORD report to the
Librarian of Congress (Phase I)

The attached very rough draft is couched in the form of
statutory language to show the full content and reach of the
proposal, how it might work in practice, and the potential problems
and soft spots. If accepted, in final form some of the content
would be incorporated in committee report language or regulations
or both. In any case the proposal will be revised, shortened, and
rewritten in explanatory language in chapter 4 of the report.

The aim of this proposal is to protect and enhance the
collections development and acquisitions programs of the Library of
Congress without weakening the copyright registration system. It
has two parts:

(1) Mandatory deposit: section 407 would be sUbstantially
expanded to:

a) Obtain, automatically and without having to be
demanded, the deposit of material that LC wants and that is not
coming in through copyright registration;

b) Expand the scope of mandatory deposit to include
material (e.g., television programs and online databases) that is
widely available to the public but technically may not be
published;

c) Separate mandatory deposit from copyright registration
as much as possible, making clear that requiring abandonment of
copyright is not an option;

d) Strengthen the enforcement procedures of mandatory
deposit, inducing copyright registration in many cases;

e) Set up a procedure under which the Library would -

i) Regularly review and pUblish its acquisitions
policies as applied to mandatory deposit, making clear what it
wants and what it does'nt want;

ii) Identify bodies of material the Library wants and
is not getting under copyright registration, and undertake to
have it deposited automatically and voluntarily, without
having to go to formal demands;

iii) Set up a compliance procedure that would give
potential depositors due process and a chance to negotiate
agreements that would be fair to them and LC;
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iv) Formalize procedures for sharing deposits with
other libraries;

f) Set up a formal demand procedure that would be
watertight and effective, but would be used only if notifications,
requests, and negotiations fail;

g) Establish effective but not draconian sanctions for
noncompliance, addressing the problems of providing the Library
with active legal representation;

h) Provide for LC to establish and maintain simple
records of all material received under the mandatory deposit
system, with information taken from the face of the deposit and
without any application or fee, and put these records into an
online database very quickly, thus giving the depositor the
advantage of having information about the work widely available;

i) Allow the depositor to provide information about whom
to contact concerning permissions and licensing, adding this to the
online database;

j) with respect to "transmission programs" (e.g., radio
and television programs, online databases), allow LC to record off
the-air and to download under controlled conditions.

(2) Copyright registration practices: Simplify and ameliorate
the present copyright registration policies and practices to induce
authors and copyright owners not now registering to do so:

a) Expand the Register's authority and duty to establish
optional deposit and group registration systems;

b) Require active public inquiries to identify areas
where variations in standard registration practices would be
justified;

c) Allow the applicant to provide information about whom
to contact concerning permissions and licensing, and include this
information with the copyright registration data already online;

d) Provide for a much simpler short form application for
registration to be used for works where the copyright owner is the
living author of the work;

e) Restore the rule of doubt in the examination and
registration process.

These changes should maintain or increase the flow of deposits
into the Library, and should also induce applicants who are not now
registering to do so without regard to sections 411 and 412.
Hence, if ACCORD adopts these proposals, it will have fulfilled its
initial mandate regardless of what happens to those sections. The
arguments concerning them essentially involve matters of
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litigation, not registration and deposit, and must be left to
Congress to resolve. In the report, therefore, we propose to
reflect fully, objectively, and faithfully all of the arguments
made in the debates and the suggestions for amendments made with
respect to sections 411(a) and 412, without trying the adduce a
consensus concerning them.
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CRAnER 11: MANDATORY DEPOSIT_
FOR ·I·HE T.TR» A. 'QV OF ( '( .RloJ•. U .... lIIo:lIIo:

Sec. 1101. DBFXNXTXON.

As used in this chapter, "public dissemination" of a work
occurs when the work is pUblished, pUblicly performed, or pUblicly
displayed.
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Sec. 1102. DEPOSIT OBLIGATION IN GENERAL.

(a) "Mandatory peposit Requirement. To promote the progress
of science and useful arts as specified by Article I, Section 8,
Clause 8 of the Constitution of the United states of America, it
shall be the legal obligation of the persons' identified in
subsection (b) of this section to deposit, for the use or
disposition of the Library of Congress and under the requirements
and exceptions of this chapter, the copies or phonorecords
specified by subsection (c). SUbject to said requirements and
exceptions the obligation arises immediately upon the publication
or public dissemination in the united states of any work in which
copyright subsists under this title, and without the need for any
notification or demand for compliance by the copyright Office, the
Library of Congress, or the United states Government.

(b) Persons Legally Obligated. The legal obligation of
mandatory deposit under this chapter shall apply to the owner or
owners of copyright in the United States or the owner or owners of
the exclusive rights of pUblication or public dissemination in the
United States, and may be fulfilled by anyone of these persons.

(c) Scope of Obligation. The owner of copyright or of
exclusive rights specified in subsection (b) shall, subject to the
requirements and exceptions of this chapter, deposit:

(1) two complete copies of the best edition of a work
pUblished or publicly disseminated in the United states; or

(2) if the work is a sound recording, two complete
phonorecords of the best edition, together with any printed or
other visually perceptible material pUblished with such
phonorecords;

(3) if the work is a transmission program, one complete
copy of the work as first transmitted to the pUblic, to be
deposited under the conditions specified by section .
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Sec. 1103. RELATION TO COPYRIGHT

(a) Deposit Reguirement Not a Condition of copyright. The
requirements of this title are based upon the consideration
accorded to owners of rights under the u.s. Constitution and
copyright law, and upon the benefit to the Library of Congress, to
governmental, pUblic, research, and educational institutions of the
United States, to the users of their collections, records,
catalogs, and databases, and to the pUblic at large; but said
requirements shall not be held to be conditions of copyright
protection or of the enjoyment of any rights under a copyright, and
the failure to observe them shall have no effect upon such
protection or enjoyment. Under no circumstances shall a potential
depositor be called upon, by the Copyright Office, the Library of
Congress, or any other governmental authority, to abandon copyright
or rights under a copyright in order to avoid complying with the
requirements of this chapter.

(b) Compliance bv Means of Deposit for copyright
Registration. with respect to a particular work, the requirements
of this chapter shall be completely fulfilled if copyright
registration, with deposit of copies or phonorecords, has been made
for the work. A deposit under this chapter may be used to satisfy
the deposit requirements of section 408 if the provisions of
subsection (b) of that section are fulfilled.
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Sec. 110"'. ACQUISITIONS PROCEDURES.

(a) . statements of Library Acquisitions Policies. During
November of each year the Register of Copyrights shall, on the
recommendation of the Librarian of Congress and after consultation
with collections management officials and experts in the Library,
pUblish in the Federal Register a regulation containing a statement
of the categories of works of which the Library wishes to acquire
copies or phonorecords for its collections or for exchange with
other pUblic institutions during the next calendar year. These
statements shall be reviewed annually by the Librarian of Congress
in the light of changes in Library of Congress policies and
procedures, in technology, and in patterns of pUblication and
dissemination. The categories in the lists shall be sUbdivided
into detailed sUbcategories and shall contain explicit statements
describing material the Library wishes to collect or to obtain for
exchange with or donation to other institutions during the
forthcoming year. The regulation shall also contain, within
categories or sUbcategories, explicit statements describing:

(1) Types of works of which only one copy or phonorecord
need be deposited;

(2) Types of works for which the deposit requirements
may be fulfilled by putting the Library of Congress on a
SUbscription list, if copies or phonorecords, or their
packaging, show clearly that they are intended to fulfill the
legal obligations of this chapter;

(3) Types of works that are completely exempt from the
deposit requirements. These shall include pictorial, graphic,
and sculptural works of which the individual author is the
owner of copyright and (i) less than five copies of the work
have been pUblished, or (ii) the work has been published in a
limited edition consisting of numbered copies, the monetary
value of which would make the mandatory deposit of two copies
of the best edition of the work burdensome, unfair, or
unreasonable.

(b) Identification of General Failures to Deposit. The
Library of Congress shall prepare and maintain current databases of
publishers and producers of works of which the Library wishes to
obtain deposit of copies and phonorecords under this chapter, and
shall compare these databases with the copyright registration
records of the Copyright Office. When, on the basis of this
comparison, there appears to be a general failure to comply with
the provisions of this chapter, the Librarian of Congress shall
contact the pUblisher or producer apparently responsible for the
failure and inform him or her of the obligations under this
chapter, keeping full and current records and statistics showing
the results of these contacts. The letter of contact shall include
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information about the alternative of copyright registration, and
shall make clear that the mandatory deposit requirement of this
chapter arises automatically upon publication or public
dissemination, that it applies generally to all works for the
deposit of which the recipient is responsible, and that it is not
dependent· upon a formal demand for deposit of copies or
phonorecords of specific works.
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Sec. 1105. DEMAND PROCEDORES; SANCTIONS POR NONCOMPLIANCE

(a) First Request for Compliance. At any time after
pUblication or public dissemination of a work as provided by
section 1102(a) the Register of copyrights, acting on behalf of the
Librarian of Congress, shall send to one of the persons legally
obligated to make deposit under section 1102(b) a written request
for compliance with the requirements of this chapter, identifying
the work or body of works to which the request applies and
informing the potential depositor of the requirements of this
chapter in general and this section in particular.

(b) Period for compliance or Negotiation. within a period of
ninety days from the date of the first request under subsection
(a), the recipient may either--

(1) comply with the request; or

(2) offer an explanation of why the recipient believes
that there is no legal obligation under this chapter to comply
with the request; or

(3) enter into negotiations with the responsible
officials of the Library of Congress and the copyright Office
to find mutually acceptable alternative means for complying
with the requirements of this chapter.

(c) Period for Negotiations. The negotiations provided for
by subsection (b) shall be conducted in good faith by both sides
with the aim of reaching agreement on any of all of the following:

(1) an optional form of deposit, whether for a single
work or for a group of works of the same type, that would
realistically satisfy the needs of the Library of Congress
collections without imposing practial or financial hardships
on the depositor; or

(2) possible restrictions on the use to which the
Library could put the copies or phonorecords, or the
conditions under which the Library may transfer or otherwise
dispose of the copies or phonorecords deposited; or

(3) other special terms.

If the potential depositor is dissatisfied with the results of the
negotiations he or she may, within thirty days of their conclusion,
lodge an appeal with the Librarian, whose decision on the appeal
shall be final.
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(d) Formal Demand. Where an explanation offered under clause
(2) of subsection (b) has not been accepted, and in the absence of
compliance within ninety days following the first request as
provided-by subsection (a), or within thirty days following either
the conclusion of negotiations or the Librarian's decision as
provided by subsection (c), the Register of Copyrights may make
formal written demand, on behalf of the Librarian of Congress, for
the required deposit on any of the persons legally obligated to
make deposit under section 1102(b).

(e) Sanctions for Noncompliance. Unless deposit is made
within thirty days after receipt of the formal demand:

(1) In any later action brought for infringement of
copyright under chapter 5 of this title, other than an action
brought for a violation of the rights of an author under
section 106A or an action instituted under section 411(b), no
award of statutory damages or attorney's fees, as provided by
sections 504 and 505, shall be made unless and until there has
been full compliance with any and all past and current formal
demands made by the Librarian of Congress upon the plaintiff
for deposits under this chapter; and

(2) The person or persons on whom the formal demand was
made are liable --

(i) to a fine of not more than $250 for each work;

(ii) to pay into a specially designated fund in the
Library of Congress the total retail price of the copies
or phonorecords demanded, or, if no retail price has been
fixed, the reasonable cost to the Library of Congress of
acquiring them;

(iii) to pay a fine of $2,500, in addition to any fine
or liability imposed under clauses (i) and (ii), if such
person willfully or repeatedly fails or refused to comply
with such a demand.

The sanctions for noncompliance provided by this subsection are
civil in nature and are not criminal penalties. Actions to recover
the fines and payments provided by clause (2) of this subsection
shall be brought on behalf of the United States in the name of the
Librarian of congress, who shall be entitled to legal
representation by attorneys on the staff of the Library of Congress
or the copyright Office or, at the Librarian's option, by attorneys
on the staff of the U. S. Department of Justice. The Attorney
General of the United States may, after consultation with the
Librarian, detail an attorney or attorneys from the Department of
Justice to the Library of Congress to participate in the
negotiations provided by subsection (c) or to bring the actions
provided by this subsection.
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Sec. 106. Processinq and Records of Deposits

(a) Identification of Deposits. The required copies or
phonorecords shall be deposited in the copyright Office for the use
or disposition of the Library of Congress. Deposits need not be
accompanied by any applications, fees, covering letters, or other
forms. However, for the depositor to be credited as complying with
the requirements of this chapter the copies or phonorecords, or
material accompanying them, or the package containing them, must
clearly identify the depositor and reveal that they are being
deposited under this chapter.

(b) status and Use of DeDosits. Copies and phonorecords
deposited under this chapter shall become the property of the
United states and, unless provided otherwise in a negotiated
agreement or in regulations issued under this chapter, may be made
available for normal uses by Library patrons, and may be
transferred or donated to, or exchanged with, other public or
scholarly institutions in the United states or other countries.

(c) Records of Deposits. The Library of Congress shall
establish and maintain pUblic records of the receipt of copies and
phonorecords deposited under this chapter. These records shall
include, with respect to each work:

(1) the name and address of the depositor;

(2) the title and other identifying information
appearing on the face of the work, which may include the names
of the author and publisher and the date and owner given in
the copyright notice, if any;

(3) the date of deposit;

(4) the number of copies or phonorecords received for
each work;

(5) the specific or expected disposition of the copies
or phonorecords within the Library or elsewhere;

(6) any other basic information helpful in identifying
the deposit and its disposition; and

(7) the names and addresses of persons from whom
permissions or licenses for various uses of the work can be
obtained, if the depositor provides this information and asks
that it be included in the record.

In any jUdicial proceedings a copy of a record made under this
subsection, certified by the Librarian of Congress, shall
constitute prima facie evidence of the facts stated in the
record.
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Cd) Database of peposit Records. The Library of Congress
shall establish and maintain an electronic database containing its
records 'of all deposits made under this chapter on and after
January 1, 1995, and shall make this database available to the
pUblic through one or more international information networks such
as Internet. The Library shall enter its records of deposits in
the database as rapidly as possible, and in no case later than
sixty days after receipt of a deposit.
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Sec. 107. TRANSMISSION PROGRAMS

(a) Scope of the peposit RIguirement. The requirements of
this chapter governing the mandatory deposit of copies and
phonorecords shall apply to a transmission program as defined by
section 101 of this title, but only if the transmission program has
been (i) fixed; and (ii) publicly disseminated by means of a
transmission intended for reception by an indeterminate number of
members of the public.

(b) Regulations Govlrning AQguisition Qf TransmissiQn
PrQgrams. with respect tQ transmission prQgrams tQ which the
requirements Qf this chapter apply under sUbsectiQn (a), the
Register Qf cQpyrights shall, after cQnsulting with the Librarian
Qf CQngress and Qther interested QrganizatiQns and Qfficials,
establish regulatiQns gQverning the acquisitiQn Qf cQpies Qr
phQnQrecords Qf such prQgrams fQr the cQllectiQns Qf the Library Qf
Congress by means Qther than mandatQry deposit under this chapter.
The Librarian Qf CQngress shall be permitted, under the standards
and cQnditiQns set forth in such regulations, tQ make a fixatiQn Qf
a transmissiQn prQgram directly frQm a transmissiQn tQ the public,
and to reprQduce Qne CQPY Qr phQnQrecord frQm such fixatiQn fQr its
cQllectiQns.
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§ 408. Copyright registration in generaP
(a) REGISTRATION P£RMISSIV£.-At any time during the subsistence of

copyright in any published or unpublished work. the owner ofcopyright or
ofany exclusive right in the work may obtain registration ofthe copyright
claim by delivering to the Copyright Office the deposit specified by this
section, together with the application and fee specified by sections 409 and
7<a Such registration is not a condition ofc:opyricbt proteetion.

(b) DEPOSIT roa ComuGRT RECISI'RA'ftON.-Except ..provided by 8U~
teetion (e), the material deposited for registndcm IbaD indude-

(1) ill the cue of all anpubJi8hed wan, ODe complete copy or pboD-
areccad;

(2)iDthecueofapublishedwort, twoeompleteeopieBorphonoreeords
of the best editioa;

(3) in the cueofa work fint published oataide the Uaited States, one
complete copy or phonorec:ord as 80 publilbed;

(4) in the cue ofa contnDution to a coDeetive work,one eomplete c:opy
or pbonorec:ord ofthe best editioa of the eoBeetive work.

Copies or phonorecords deposited for the Library of Congress under
n.an fIII1 . • .••• .

+'/1
,

may be used to saustY the deposit provisions of this section, if
they are accompanied by the prescribed application and fee, and by any
additional identifying material that the Register may, by regulation, re
quire. The Register shall also prescribe regulations establishing require
ments under which copies or phonorecords acquired for the Library of
Congress under sabsccl'ia. (I} If It.il. M.'

~e.t.""IJ#4., 107 cf~f II,
. Jtherwise than by deposit,

may be used to satisfy the deposit provisions of this section.
(c) ADMINISTRATIVE CLASSlnCATlON 411'. g .......;,.. gll..aBI'f':
~The Register of Copyrights is authorized to specify by regulation

the ad~nistrativ~c:Iass:es into which works are to be plaeecl for purposes
ofdeposit and reg1Stratlon, and the nature ofthe copies or phonorecords
to ~ deposited. in the v~ous classes specified~ "'IE NgatlUOiiS iiiay
I"etlW'ffei pet hut; fer partlcnlar class..; tAl liepesit ofident:ifjiug IiUite-

~~:::=~:=~~::::,~:~~i;::::::
t1'eR €at' e pelt" sf I=llalll'i ",arks. This administrative classification of
works has no significance lA;th respect to the subject matter ofcopyright
or the exclusi\"e ri~hts provided by this title.
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(d) OPTIONAL DEPOSIT AND GROUP REGISTRATION.

(1) For particular classes of works the Register of
Copyrights is authorized to require or permit, by regulation, the
deposit of identifying material instead of copies or phonorecords,
the deposit of only one copy or phonorecord where two would
normally be required, or a single registration -for a group of
related works.

(2) Without prejudice to the general authority provided
under clause (1), the Register ot Copyrights shall establish
regulations specitically permitting a single registration tor a
group ot works by the same individual author, all tirst published
within a five-year period as contributions to collective works as
detined in section 101 ot this title, on the basis of a single
deposit, application, and registration tee, provided the
application identities each work separately, including the
collective work containing it and its date ot tirst pUblication.
The deposit in such cases may consist ot tear sheets or photocopies
of the contributions.

(3) A. an altemative to eepante renewal registrations under subeec
tion Ca) ofeec:tioa aoc, aliDgle reuenl regiatnt.ioa may be made for a
group of worb by the eame iDdividul athaIt aD ftnt pubUabed as
eontributiollll to periodieaIa, including~ upon the fiIiDc of a
single application and fee, under aD ofthe foDowing conditions:

CA)the renewal c:Jaimantorclaimanta,and the basiaofclaimorclaims
under section 304(a), is the same for each of the works; and

(B) the works were all copyrighted upon their first publication,
either through separate copyright notice and registration or by virtue
ofa general eopyrigbt notice in the periodical issue as a whole; and

(C) the renewal applic:ation and fee are received not more t!wt
twenty-eightorleest!wt twenty-seven yearsafter the thirty-firstday
of Dec:ember of the calendar year in which all of the works were first
published; and

(D) the renewal application identifies each work separately, includ
ing the periodical containing it and its date of first publication.
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(4) On or before " 199_, the Register of
Copyrights shall cause to be published 1n the Federal Register an
announcement inviting all authors, copyright owners, and interested
individuals and groups to submit proposals tor regulations
permitting various torms ot optional deposit and group registration
tor particular categories of works. The Register shall, no later
than , 199 , inaugurate a series of hearings in
the copyright Ottice to consider each of the. proposals, and
thereatter shall issue additional regulations aimed, wherever
pos.ible, at reducing the burden. and expen.e ot mUltiple deposits,
waiving the requir_ent of deposit where it is unnecessary for
ex..ination or ~e collection. of ~e Library of Congres., and
o~erwi.e .implifying and ..eliorating ~e regi.tration procedures.

@1 ¢ CoJllECTIONS AND AllPunCATIONS.-The Register may also establish,
by regulation, (onnal proeedures (or the~O(an~ti~n(o~supple
mentary regiatntion, to correct an error In a c:opynght~on or to
amplify the information liven in • registration. Suc:h appUeation~~
accompanied by the fee provided by section 708,~ shall ,dearly~en~
the registration to be c:orrec:ted or amplified. The information contained In

a supplementary registration augments but does not supersede that con-
tained in the earlier registration. ..

('L) J,ttJ PuBLISHED EDmON OF PREVIOUSLY REG~RED WO~K.-R~on"j (or the first published edition o( • work preVIously regustered In unpub
lished fonn may be madeeven though the work as published is substantially
the same as the unpublished version.
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§ 409. Application for copyright registration
(4)The application for copyright registration shall be made on a fonn

prescribed by the Register of Copyrights and shall include-
(1) the name and address of the copyright claimant;
(2) in the case of a work other than an anonymous or pseudonymous

work, the name and nationality ordomicile ofthe author or authors and
ifone or more ofthe authors is dead, the dates oftheir deaths; , ,

(3) if the work is anonymous or pseudonymous, the nationality or

domicile ofthe author or authors;
(4) in the ease ofa work made for hire, a statement to this effect.;
(5) ifthe eopyrigbt claimant is not theauthor, a brief'statement ofhow

the claimant obtained ownership of the copyright;
(6) the titJe ofthework, togetherwith anypreviousoralternative titJes

under whim the work earl be identified;
('1) the year in whielt ereation ofthe work was completed;
(8) if the work has been published, the date and nation of its first

publication;
(9) in the ease ofa compilation or derivative work, an identification of

any preexisting work or works that it is based on or incorporates, and a
brief, general statement ofthe additional material covered by the copy
right claim being registered;
H~ ill the MBe of, ,ulbJishe8 Il&rk MntaiRi~:tne&ef'ial sew_gil copies

an IWI"iMti By leethlR 69t to 15 8 mapn£ac:+m"ed iR ~"e URi~8 St:Mes, the
names of the peCSOJWoOi OigapjzatjoD§ who peR'or:med the p~eesses

spEtcified bysubsect.ion {el ofseg.ion 601.,TJi~"J:elpect ~8Wist matel1a1, and
the places miaSM those rmces£ es wei e ocFiormed· 2nd-

(10) at the option of the a I'
organizations potential users sho~ld~can;' the names of persons or
or licensing, together with info c~r act concerning permissions
contact them; and rma on about how "and Where to

(11) any otherinfo~nregarded by the Rem"c.ter fCo "h
bearing upo th ""." e.- 0 P.Yng ts as

n . e preparation or Identification of the work or the exis
tence, ownership, or duration of the copyright.
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(b) The Register of Copyrights shall also prescribe a short
form application which may be used whenever (i) the work is by a
living author; (ii) the copyright claimant and the author are the
same; (iii) the work is not anonymous, pseudonymous, made for hire,
or a compilation or derivative work; (iv) the work has no previous
or alternative titles; and (v) the work is unpublished or was first
published in the United states. The short-form application shall
include the following information:

(1) the name and address of the copyright claimant;

(2) the title of the work;

(3) the name and nationality or domicile of the author;

(4) the year in which the creation of the work was
completed;

(5) if the work has been pUblished, the date and nation
its first pUblication; and

(6) at the option of the applicant, the names of persons
or organizations potential users should contact concerning
permissions or licensing, together with information about how and
where to contact them.
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§ 410. Registration of claim and issuance of certificate
(a) When, after examination. the Register ofCopyrights determines that,

in accordance with the provisions of this title, the material deposited
constitutes copyrightable subject matter and that the other legal and
formal requirements of this title have been met. the Register shall register
the claim and issue to the applicant a certificate of registration under the
seal of the Copyright Office. The certificate shall contain the information
given in the application, together with the number and effective date ofthe
regisu-ation.

~
(b) In any case in which the Register of Copvri&hts determines that..,i,n

, aceordance with the provisions ofthis tit1e,fhe~~mal4lltelo:.:.:rial~·~d:.xepo::::':'S1:::·ted~Iio~~;;I"'.ILl="';;;"'t~--~.u /tUr

~ 7;'" constitute copyrightable subject matter or'lhat the claim is invalid for any ~~
other reason, the Register shall refuse registration and shall notify the ~~

applicant in writing of the reasons for such refusal.
(c) In any judicial proceedings the certificate of a registration made

beforeorwithin five years aft.er first publication ofthe work shall constitute
prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright and ofthe facts stated
in the certificate. The evidentiary weight to be accorded the certificate ofa
registration made thereafter shall be within the discretion of the court.

(d) The effective date of a copyright registration is the day on which an
application, deposit, and fee, which are later determined by the Register of
Copyrights or by a court of competent jurisdiction to be acceptable for
registration, have all been received in the Copyright Office.
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§ 411. ReJtistration and infringement actions

ALTERNATIVE A: Repeal subsection (a) and retain subsection (b) as
the whole section.

ALTERNATIVE B:

(a) An action for infringement of copyright may be instituted
regardless of whether or not registration has been made for the
work. However, it shall be within the discretion of the court, at
any point in the proceedings, to order that registration be made
for the work by a specified date. In such cases the Copyright
office shall expedite processing of the claim and, upon payment of
the fee prescribed by the Register for special handling under
section 708 (10), shall, within the time limits set by the court,
either issue a certificate or submit an explanation of why the the
claim is refused registration.

(a) Axeept: Earee~gRS for iRkip~meRtgf eft", right in BemE Oon, enttqn
works wb,¥ cough:)' ef ftrig'iR is not the Unjted S'-'- .ft~ 8ft .eaM
brought for a \'iglatieA getAe FigAts oUbe ,uthor .."del seetien 186*(11),and
~ t:fte Jl'FOvisions ofsubsection tb}, "8 .et.i8ft Ear iRfftngement ef the
copyFight in aR¥ wgrk shall be instit:tKecl Hilti' "'e4PrtJ:atiOR ehhe copyrtght::'):: =~="Ji=~ In 8f9 ~~~~;:;:~:s:;: ::= ee iiiregistration,:beeft

'deMvered to tbe Copyigbt om!e hi pioper flShii and n=gtstnrtton lUIS geen

=~,':::t=:~:=:r==;=e::;=rn=~
Cowrid'ts 'Cae Register may, ., his M' her e,.on; becomE a party to dte
action wjtb MS'8R to the issue of n::glsbabBit) oft:he eepyigbt claiM hy
entering aft appe8l'8Rcc wit:bift st.ty days afte.. s'Ch serJioe, gut the
Roegistd's faiiWE UJ become a pail, shall AS' ~e,ri,e the (Glut ofjwisdie
..ioil tG ftdel"mine that i3Stie.'

(b) )II the case of a work consisting of sounds, images, or both, the first
flXatioil of which is made simultaneously with its transmission, the copy
right owner may, either before or after such fixation takes place, institute
an action for infringement under section SOl, fully subject to the remedies
provided by sections 502 through 506 and sections 509 and 510, if, in
accordance with requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall pre
scribe by regulation, the copyright owner-

(l) serves notice upon the infringer, not less than ten or more than
thirty days before such fixation, identifying the work and the specific time
and source of its first transmission, and declaring an intention to secure

copyright in the work; and
(2) makes registration for the work, ifrequired by subsection (a), withi:-.

three months after its first transmission.
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Sec. 505A. Remedies for Infringement: Reduction of Certain
Remedies for Infringement of Unregistered Works

(a)
copyright
discretion
attorney's

Where, in an infringement action under this title,
owner is the prevailing party, the court in

may reduce the amounts of statutory damages
fees recoverable by the copyright owner if--

the
its
and

A/416

(1) in the case of an unpublished work, copyright registration
under section 408 was not made during the two years following the
creation of the work; or

(2) in the case of a pUblished work, copyright registration
was not made during the two years following first pUblication of
the work.

(b) In deciding, under subsection (a), whether to make the
reductions and, if so, their amount, the court in its discretion
shall weigh the following factors, among any others it considers
relevant:

(1) The circumstances of the infringement and the motivations
behind it, including the relative wilfullness or innocence of the
infringer's conduct;

(2) The intrinsic cultural, scholarly, commercial,
informational, newsworthy, or other value of the copyright owner's
work, or the lack of it;

(3) The circumstances and motivations of the copyright owner
in bringing the action, and whether realistically the case could
have been brought without the prospect of recovery of statutory
damages and attorney's fees; and

(4) The extent to which the granting of full recovery would
be necessary to punish the infringer's conduct, to deter future
infringements, and to make the copyright owner whole.
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WORKING PAPER #20

Cohen, Henry
September 8, 1993

Congressional Research Service • The Library of Congl.e",;,. \;~ ashil:b~"':l, D.C. 20540-7000

TO

FROM

Eric Schwartz

Henry Cohen

September 8, 1993

RECEIVED

.SEP 9 1993

SUBJECT Litigation by Legislative Branch Agencies OFFICE CF REGi[,TER
OF COPYRIGJ ITS

Mort Rosenberg ofCRS, American Law Division (x 7·7480), informs me that
there is no constitutional bar to Congress's authorizing a legislative branch
agency, including the Library ofCongress, to litigate on its own behalf, without
going through the Department of Justice. As authority he cites Morrillon v.
Olson, 487 U.S. 654 (1988), in which the Supreme Court sustained the
independent counsel provisions of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, and
VniUd States ex reI. Kelly v. Boeing Company, No. 92·36660, 1993 U.S. App.
LEXIS 22521 (9th Cir. Sept. 7, 1993), in which the court of appeals upheld the
qui tam provisions of the False Claims Act. (Qui tam provisions allow private
parties to sue on behalf of the government and to recover a portion of any
award.) These cases rejected challenges that alleged that the statutes'
authorizing persons outside the Executive Branch to prosecute actions violated
the separation of powers principle.

Mort also notes that the statute authorizing the Senate Legal Counsel to
bring civil actions apparently has not been challenged. This statute is cited on
page 15 of the enclosed CRS memorandum,)' copy of which I left in Barbara's
office.
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i.,( I ~,"Congressional Research Service

The Library of Congress

W.....lncton. D.C. 20540 July 7, 1988

TO

FROH American Law Division

SUBJECT Litigating Authority of Federal Entities

This will refer to your request for a list of all federal agencies and

departments having the authority to appear directly in court rather than have

the Department of Justice represent them. Additionally, you were interested in

a summary of the circumstances in which these entities represented themselves

and law review articles giving an analysis of the merits of such self

representation. Law review materials are forwarded separately.

You understand, of course, that the required information could not be

selected from the United States Code by computer search. This fact, combined

with your deadline of approximately five working days, allowed only for a

cursory review of the laws relating to the various entities below listed to

determine the circumstances under which those entities could appear in court.

28 U.S.C. § 516, "Conduct of litigation reserved to Department of

Justice," provides:

Except as otherwise authorized by law, the conduct of litigation
in which the United States, an agency, or officer thereof is a party,
or is interested, and securing evidence therefor, is reserved to
officers of the Department of Justice, under the direction of the
Attorney Ceneral.

Additionally, 5 U.S.C. § 3106, provides, in pertinent part:

A/418
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CRS-2

Except as otherwise authorized by law, the head of an
Executive department or military department may not employ
an attorney Or counsel for the conduct of litigation in which
the United States, an agency, or employee thereof is a party,
or is interested, or for the securing of evidence therefor,
but shall refer the matter to the Department of Justice.

Thus, while the Department of Justice has the general ntigating authority

for the United States, apparent statutory authority has been found for the

following federal entities to appear in court, in certain circumstances, in

their own right. These entities, with examples of their authority, are:

Advisory Council On Historic Preservation

Attorneys of the Council are authorized to represent it in courts of law

whenever appropriate, including enforcement of agreements with federal

agencies. 1

Department of Agriculture

Attorneys employed by the Department may, with the approval of the

Attorney General, appear in United States district courts representing the

Secretary in any action seeking a temporary restraining order or injunction

under provisions of the Packers and Stockyards Act of 1921. 2

a United States court of appeals reviews a final order of the Secretary under

the Packers and Stockyards Act or an order under the Perishable Agricultural

Commodities Act, 1930, 3 the Agency may file a petition for a writ of

certiorari of that appellate court's final judgment. 4

1 16 U.S.C. § 470m(b).

2 The Act is codified at 7 U.S.C. §§ 181 !£ seg. Authorization is at
§ 228a.

3 Codified, as amended, at 7 U.S.C. §§ 499a-499s. Orders are reviewed
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2342.

4 28 U.S.C. § 2350(a).
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CRS-3

Commodity Futures Trading Commission

Attorneys appointed by the Commission represent it in courts of law as

appropriate. 5 Commission attorneys may bring actions in the proper United

States district or territorial court to enjoin violations of the Commodity

Exchange Act. 6

Comptroller of the Currency

In any action brought under the antitrust laws arising out of a merger

tran.action approved by the Comptroller of the Currency, that entity

may appear as a party of its own motion and as of right and be represented by

its counsel. 7 The powers and duties ve.ted in the Securities and Exchange

Commission to administer and enforce regulation. issued by certain banks are

vested in the Comptroller of the Currency. 8

Comptroller General

The Comptroller General is expressly empowered, through attorneys of his

own selection, to bring civil actions in the United States District Court for

the District of Columbia to require that budeet authority be made available for

Obligation under the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974. 9

In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena issued by the Comptroller

General for the purpose of audit, investigation, etc. under the Social- Security

5 7 U.S.C. § 4a(c).

6 Codified, as amended, at 7 U.S.C. §§ 1 !l~

7 12 U.S.C. §§ 1828(c)(7)(D), l849(c).

8 15 U.S.C. § 781(i). See powers of Securities and Exchange Commission,
infra.

9 Codified, as amended, at 2 U.S.C. §§ 681-688.
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seizure of the product or against any person who is a manufacturer,

distributor, or retailer of the product or both. 14 In certain proceedings

concerning substantial product hazards, the Commission, or the Attorney

Ceneral, may apply to a district court for the issuance of a preliminary

injunction to restrain the distribution in commerce of the products presenting

the hazard and, if issued, extensions may be applied for. 15 The Commission

A/422

Or the Attorney Ceneral may bring an action in any district court to restrain

violations of any order or rule of the Commission. 16

Department of Defense

The Secretaries of the Armed Forces may employ counsel for representation

of military personnel, military employees and certain accompanying personnel

before the judicial tribunal. and administrative agencies of any foreign

nation. 17

Environmental Protection Agency

The Administrator may appoint attorneys to appear and represent him in any

civil action instituted under the provisions of the air and noise pollution

and control statutes 18 or in any civil or criminal action under the Water

Pollution Prevention and Control Act 19 unless the Attorney Ceneral complies

14 15 u.s.c. § 2061.

15 15 u.s.c. § 2064(g).

16 15 u.s.c. § 2071.

17 10 U.S.C. § 1037.

18 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 ~~

19 Act of June 30, 1948, 62 Stat. 1155, codified, as amended, at 33 U.S.C.
§§ 1251 ~~
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laws, he may bring proceedings, by attorneys employed in the General

Accounting Office or by counsel whom he may employ, in an appropriate district

court of the United States. 10 A civil action may be brought by the

Comptroller General through any attorney employed by the General Accounting

Office or any other attorney designated by the Comptroller General to secure

compliance with a subpena or to collect any penalty as.e.,ed by him for

violation of any leneral or special order i ••ued pur.uant to the Energy Policy

and Conservation Act of 1975. 11

Consumer Product Safety Commi •• ion

The Commission hal the power to initiate, pro.ecute, defend, or appeal

(other than to the Supreme Court of the United State.), through its own legal

representative and in its name, any civil action if the Connission makes a

written request to the Attorney Ceneral for repre.entation in such civil

action and the Attorney Ceneral does not,within the 45-day period beginning on

the date such request was made, notify the Commission in writing that the

Attorney Ceneral will represent the Commi •• ion in such civil action. 12 The

Commission may also initiate, prosecute, or appeal, through its own legal

representative, with the concurrence of the Attorney General or through the

Attorney G~neral, any criminal action for the purpose of enforcing the laws

subject to its juriSdiction. 13 The Commi.sion may file in a United S~ates

district court an action against an imminently ha&ardous consumer product for

10 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-4(b).

11 Act of December 22, 1975, 89 Stat. 871, codified, as amended. at 42
U.S.C. §§ 6201 ~ ~ Comptroller General enforcement authority codified at
42 U.S.C. § 6384(a), (c).

12 15 U.S.C. § 2076(b).

13 Id.
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with the Administrator's request for representation within a reasonable

time. 20 Unless the Attorney Ceneral agrees to represent him within a

reasonable time, the Administrator may appoint attorneys to appear and

represent him in any civil action filed pursuant to the Safe Drinking Water

Act. 21 Pursuant to the Toxic Substances Control Act, 22 the Administrator,

acting through attorneys of the Environmental Protection Agency, or the

Attorney Ceneral may bring an action in the appropriate district court to

enforce rules relative to testing of certain chemical substances or

mixtures. 23 Under the Act, the administrator, throush attorneys of the

Environmental Protection Agency, may apply to a district court for an

injunction to prohibit or limit the manufacture, etc. of certain substances 24

and may allo commence a civil action in the appropriate district court for

seizure of an imminently hazardous chemical substance or mixture and/or relief

against any person involved with the substance. 25

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Attorneys for the Commission may appear in any cale in court and shall

conduct all litigation to which the Commission is a party except in the Supreme

Court where the Attorney Ceneral shall conduct all litigation. 26 Commission

20 42 U.S.C. § 7605(a) [air and noise pollution); 33 U.S.C. § 1366 [water
pollution) •

21 Act of July 23, 1974, 88 Stat. 373, codified, as amended, at 42 U.S.C.
§§ 300f !l~ Litisation authority at 42 U.S.C. § 300j-9(f).

22 Act of October 11, 1976, 90 Stat. 2003, codified, as amended, at 15
U.S.C. §§ 2601 !l seq.

23 15 U.S.C. § 2603(2)(c).

24 15 U.S.C. §§ 2604(e)(2)(a), (f)(3)(a)(ii).

25 15 U.S.C. § 2606(a) & (c).

26 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-4(b).
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attorneys may file civil actions for alleged unlawful employment practices

against certain respondents 27 and may bring an action for appropriate

temporary or preliminary relief pending final disposition of such charge. 28

Civil actions may also be brought to enforce any court order concern ina

unlawful employment practices. 29

Export-Import Bank

The' Bank is empowered to sue and to be sued, to complain and to defend in

any court of competent jurisdiction and to represent itself or to contract for

representation in all legal and arbitral proceedings outside the United

States. 30

Federal Communications Commission

Upon any rulina of a United States court of appeals that enjoins, sets

aside, annuls, or suspends any order of the Commission, the Commission's

attorneys may file a petition for a WTit of certiorari in the Supreme Court. 31

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The Corporation has the power to sue and be sued, complain and defend, In

any court of law or equity, State or Federal. 32

Federal Election Commission

The Commission has power to initiate (through civil actions for

injunctive, declaratory, or other appropriate relief), defend (in the case of

27 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-5(f)(1), 2000e-6.

28 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-5(f)(4), 2000e-6.

29 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-S(i).

30 12 U.S.C. § 635(a).

31 28 U.S.C. § 2350.

32 12 U.S.C. § 1819.
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any civil action brought by a person aggrieved by the Commission dismissing his

complaint or failing to act thereon) or appeal any civil action in the name of

the Conmiuion to enforce the provisions of the Federal Elections Campaign Act

of 1971. 33 The Commission may petition the appropriate district court to

order compliance with a Commission subpena. 34 The Commission is authorized to

appear in and defend, either by attorneys employed in its office or by counsel

whom it may appoint, against actions filed under the Presidential Election

Campaign Fund Act. 35

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

The Board has the power to enforce its rules and regulations concerning

thrift institutions in its own name and through its own attorneys. 36 The

powers and duties of the Securities and Exchange Commission to administer the
. .

securities laws relative to securities issued by certain banks are vested in

the Board. 37

Federal Labor Relations Authority

Except for litigation before the Supreme Court, attorneys designated by

the Authority may appear for and represent the Authority in any civil action

brought in connection with any function carried out by it. 38 The Authority

may petition any appropriate United States court of appeals for the enforcement

33 Act of February 7, 1972, 86 Stat. 3, codified, as amended, at 2 U.S.C.
§ 431 ~ ~ Powers codified at 2 U.S.C. § 437d(a)(6).

34 ( )2 U.S.C. § 437d b •

35 Act of December 10, 1971, 85 Stat. 563, codified, as amended, at 26
U.S.C. 9001 et ~ Authorization at 26 U.S.C. §§ 9010, 9040.

36 12 U.S.C. § 1464.

37 15 U.S.C. § 78L(i).

38 5 U.S.C. § 7105.
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of any order of the Authority and for appropriate temporary relief or

restraininl order and the Authority may file, in the appropriate district

court, for temporary relief from an unfair labor practice. 39

Federal Eneray Regulatory Commission

Except for litigation before the Supreme Court, attorneys designated by

the Chairman of the Commission may appear for, and represent the Commission in,

any civil action broulht in connnection with any function carried out by the

Commis.ion pursuant to the Department of Energy Act 40 or otherwise authorized

by law. 41 The Commission may bring actions in the district courts to enforce

compliance with, or enjoin future violations of, any provisions of the Nat~ral

Cas Act 42 or rules, regulations or orders thereunder. 43

Federal Maritime Commission

The Commission may file a petition for a writ of certiorari to the Supreme

Court for review of an adverse order of a court of appeals which enjoins, sets

aside, or suspends, in whole or in part, an order of the Commission. 44

Federal Reserve System

The Board of Covernor. may appear a. a party of it. own motion and as of

right, and be represented by its own counsel, in any action broulht under the

antitrust laws arising out of a merger transaction which it has approved. 45

39 5 U.S.C. § 7123.

40 Act of August 4, 1977, 91 Stat. 565, codified, as amended, at 42 u.s.c.
§§ 7101 !i se9.

41 42 U.S.C. § 7171(i).

42 Act of June 21, 1938, 52 Stat. 821, codified, as amended, at 15 U.S.C.
§§ 717 e t !!9..:.

43 15 U.S.C. § 7175.

44 28 U.S.C. § 2350.

45 12 U.S.C. § 1828(c)(7)(O).
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The powers, functions, and duties vested in the Securities and Exchange

Commission to administer various securities laws are vested in the Board of

Governors in respect to securities issued by certain banks. 46

federal Trade Commission

The Commission has exclusive authority to commence Or defend, and

supervise the litigation of actions relating to injunctive relief, consumer

redress, enforcement of subpena, judicial review of rules prescribed by the

Commission, and cease and desist orders. The Commission may represent itself

before the Supreme Court with the concurrence of the Attorney General or upon

the refusal or failure of the Attorney General to act. 47

Department of Health and Human Services

The Secretary is authorized to be represented by his own attorneys in any

court in any case or proceeding arising from contumacy or refusal to obey a

subpena duly served. 48

Independent Counsel

The investigative and prosecutorial functions and powers of the

Independent Counsel include: conducting proceedings before grand juries;

particpating in court proceedings and engaging in any litigation, including

civil and criminal matters, that such Independent Counsel considers necessary;

appealing any decision of a court in any case or proceeding in which such

counsel participates in an official capacity; making applications to any

federal court for grants of immunity as authorized by law; and, initiating and

conducting prosecutions in any court of competent jurisdiction, framing and

46 15 U.S.C. § 781(i).

47 15 U.S.C. § 56.

48 42 U.S.C. § 405(1).
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signing indictments, filing informations, and handling all aspects of any case,

in the name of the United States. 49

United States International Trade Commission

The Commission shall be represented in all judicial proceedings by

attorneys who are employees of the Commission or, at the request of the

Commission, by the Attorney General. 50 The Commission may bring an action in

A/428

an appropriate district court to recover civil penalties for violation of

Commission orders relative to unfair trade practices in importation of

articles into the United States. 51

Interstate Commerce Commission

The Commission may bring an action to enjoin rail carriers from committing

certain acts, compel compliance with its orders, or enforce certain provisions

of the United States Code. 52 The Commission may bring an action for a civil

penalty for transporting hazardous wastes without the required certificate,

permit or license. 53 The Commission may file a petition for writ of

certiorari to the Supreme Court for review of an adverse order of a court of

appeals which enjoins, sets aside, Or suspends, in whole or in part, an order

of the Commission. 54

Department of Labor

Attorneys appointed by the Secretary shall represent the Secretary, the

49 28 U.S.C. § 594(a).

50 19 U.S.C. § 1333(g).

51 19 U.S.C. § 1337( £) (2).

52 49 U.S.C. § 11701.

53 49 U.S.C. § 1190l(h).

54 28 U.S.C. § 2350.
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deputy commi.sioner having jurisdiction, or the Benefits Review Board in any

court proceedings, except for proceedings before the Supreme Court, under

certain provi.ions of the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act. 55

The Secretary may bring an action in district court to re.train violations of

any rule, regulation, or order with respect to safety provision. to prevent

injuries in certain areas of employment, 56 and the Secretary may bring civil

suit to collect all civil penalties and unpaid asses.ments provided for in the

Act. The Secretary shall be represented by the Solicitor of Labor in any civil

action brought to recover a civil penalty a••e.sed for violation. of certain

child labor law•• 57 Subject to the direction and control of the Attorney

Ceneral, the Solicitor of Labor .hall also appear for and represent the

Secretary in any civil litigatio~, except before the Supreme Court, brought

under certain statutes pertaiDing to mine health and .afety 58 and

occupational safety and health. 59 In civil litigation concerning employee

benefit right., except for litigation before the Supreme Court, the Secretary

may be represented by attorney. appointed by him, but all such litigation shall

be subject to the direction and control of the Attorney Ceneral. 60

Merit System. Protection Board

Except for litilation before the Supreme Court, attorneys designated by

55 Act of March 4, 1927, 44 Stat. 1424, codified, as amended, at 33 U.S.C.
§§ 901 !!~ Authori&ation at 33 U.S.C. § 921a.

56 33 U.S.C. § 941.

57 29 U.S.C. § 216(e).

58 30 U.S.C. § 822.

59 29 U.S.C. § 663.

60 29 U.S.C. § 1132( j).
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the Chairman of the Board may appear for the Board in any civil action brought

in connection with any function carried out by the Board and authorized by

law. 61

National Credit Union Administration

In the course of placing a federal credit union into involuntary

liquidation, a liquidating agent appointed by the Board shall have power to sue

in his own name or in the name of the federal credit union in liquidation and

defend such actions as may be brought against him as liquidating agent or

against the federal credit union. 62

National Labor Relations Board

Board attorneys may, at the direction of the Board appear for and

represent the Board in any case in court. 63 Regional attorneys may petition

the appropriate district court to enjoin unfair labor practices. 64

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Commission may file a petition for a writ of certiorari to the Supreme

Court for review of an adverse order of a court of appeals which enjoins, sets

aside, or suspends, in whole or in part, an order of the Commission. 65

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

This ~orporation, an agency of the United States under the policy guidance

of the Secretary of State, 66 is authorized to sue and be sued in its corporate

61 5 U.S.C. § 1205(h).

62 12 u.s.c. § 1765(b)(3).

63 29 U.S.C. § l55(a).

64 29 U.S.C § 160(1).

65 28 U.S.C. § 2350.

66 22 U.S.C. § 2191.
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name and, notwithstandinl any other provision of law, to represent itself or to

contract for representation in all lelal and arbitral proceedinls. 61

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation

The Corporation has the power to sue and be sued, complain and defend, in

its corporate name and throulh its own counsel, in any c~urt, state or

federal. 68 Civil actions may be brouaht by the Corporation for appr~priate

relief, legal or equitable or both, to enforce laws concerninl pension guaranty

funds 69 and it is empowered to bring a civil action to recover a premium that

is due the pension benefit luaranty fund. 70

Securities and Exchanae Commission

The Commission is authorized to brinl actions in the district courts to

enjoin violations of the domestic securities laws or to apply for a writ of

mandamus command ina compliance with those laws or order. made in pursuance

thereof. 11 Pursuant to its authority over securities exchanaes, the Commission

may invoke the aid of an appropriate court of the United States to require

compliance with a subpena, to enjoin illeaal acts or practices, to seek civil

penalties, and to apply for writs of mandamus co..-ndina compliance with rules

goveminl securities exchanles. 12

Securities Investor Protection Corporation

The Corporation has the power to sue and be sued, complain and defend, in

61 22 U.S.C. § 2l99(d).

68 29 U.S.C. § 1302(b).

69 29 U.S.C. § 1303.

10 29 U.S.C. § 1307(d) •

71 15 U.S.C. § 17db),(c).

12 15 U.S.C. § 18dC>,(d),(e).
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its corporate name and throulh its own counsel, in any state, federal or other

court. 73 The Corporation may apply to an appropriate court of competent

jurisdiction for protective decree. and appointment of temporary receivers in

cases involvinl brokers or dealers .ubject to relulation by the Securities and

Exchanle Commi.sion when such dealers or brokers are in or are approachinl

financial difficulty. 74

Senate Leaal Counsel

When directed by the Senate, the Counsel may be authorized to brinl a

civil ·aetion to enforce a Senate subpena, intervene or appear as amicus curiae,

or serve as the duly authorized representative in obt.ininl an order Iranting

immunity from a district cou~t. 7'

Student Loan Harketina As.ociation

The Association has the pover to lue and be sued. complain and defend, in

its corporate nalDe and throulh itS own counsel. 76

United States SyPthetic Fuels Corporation

The Corporation had the pover to sue and be sued, subject to certain

restrictions, in its corporate name and to complain and defend in any court of

competent jurisdiction, to repre.ent itself, or to contract for

representation, in all judicial, lelal, and other proceedinls except that in

the case of federal tort claims, it vas to be represented by the Attorney

General. 77

73 15 U.S.C. § 78ccc.

74 15 U.S.C. § 78eee.

75 2 U.S.C. §§ 288b, 288c, 288d, 288f.

76 20 U.S.C. § 1087-2(i).

77 42 U.S.C. § 8771(a)(1982).
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Tenne••ee Valley Authority

The Authority may .ue and be .ued in it. own name. 78

Department of Tran.portAtion

With the concurrence of the Attorney Ceneral, the Secretary may bring a

civil action, by any of the Secretary'. attorney••0 de.ilnated for such

purpo.e, to collect civil penalties for failure to coaply with provi.ion. of

law concerninl autoaobile bumper .tandard. or to petition the appropriate

di.trict court to re.train violation. of law concerninl bumper standards. 79

Department of the Trea.ury

The Chief Coun.el for the Internal Revenue Service or hi. delegate .hall

represent the Secretary in proceedinl' before the United States Tax Court. 80

Pi
P. L.C:S-
Leli.lati~ Attorney

78 16 U.S.C. § 83lc.

79 15 U.S.C. § 19l7(a),(b).

80 26 U.S.C. § 7452.
~u.s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1993-362-253-90534
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